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Seen in a stunning Antarctic setting, BAS Twin 
Otter VP-FBL shows new underwing sensors 
allied to onboard instrumentation fitted for 
2004/5 to measure ice structure and sub-
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HEAD-ON VIEW - WHAT IS IT? Number 23 
Airborne view of this twin shows horizontally-opposed engines aligned with the wing and a wide-
track undercarriage with a tailskid. That's really enough, but one more clue, the undercarriage is 
fixed. Details in the next edition, (via Jack Meaden) 

In this issue 
Welcome to readers old and new to another 
year of Air-Britain Archive. The content in 
this issue is dominated by two longer than 
usual articles, although with 48-page issues 
now being the norm this trend may well con-
tinue. 
New this time is the first part of a compre-
hensive history of the Development of 
Commercial Aviation in China, compiled 
by Martin Best. This introduction sets the 
scene, politically and geographically, for the 
formation of the first CNAC prior to the Pan 
American takeover in 1933. Future issues 
will continue this story and also cover 
Eurasia, SWAC, wartime operations over 
The Hump and in Manchuria, postwar 
developments such as CATC, CNAC, CAT, 
CAAC, etc. In each case fleet lists and maps 
will accompany the history of each organi-
sation. If any readers have material which 
may illustrate any parts of this article the 
editor would be pleased to hear from them 

The much-praised Falkland Islands Civil 
Register comes up to date with this edition. 
Grateful thanks are due to Douglas Rough 
(a military wolf in civil sheep's clothing in 
this instance!) who has produced the most 
comprehensive of studies of a relatively 
small but totally fascinating register. Once 
again we have tried to achieve maximum 
use of colour to do full justice to the pho-
tographs that he has assembled. The 
Editor even made the mistake of trying to 
catch him out by asking Douglas how the 
final photo on page 028 was obtained if all 
of the current aircraft actually appeared in it 
- instantly he knew the answer, the photo-
grapher was atop a fully extended cherry-
picker!! That will teach the Editor to keep his 
silly questions to himself. Although this is 
the final part of the register itself, there will 

be a Feedback section next time which will 
cover new photos and facts which are still 
emerging, often prompted by the series 
itself and by Douglas' endless acquisition of 
detail. 

Other articles in this issue continue to 
develop existing themes. Kinner history 
has now moved on into Callair, Dornier to 
the Do 14 and Heston Aircraft to one of 
their last designs the A2/45 AOP. Our 
French Register has now reached the end 
of May 1925 and gives far more detailed 
information than other published sources. 
Casualty Compendium runs on fuelled by 
popular demand and interest but we should 
remind readers that it is a selective feature 
which in no way attempts to list all accidents 
within a given period. Finally we should 
mention that Feedback remains the area 
for readers additional contributions or com-
ments on any Archive content. 

One reminder - the Archive Index of con-
tents since issue 1 of 1980 is always avail-
able on request by post (Large stamped A4 
envelope please) or by email from the editor 
and it also appears on the ab-ix site. 

Many readers may be in possession of 
Archive Special No. 2 - the Complete Civil 
Registers of Denmark. If so they may be 
interested to hear that the author Lars 
Finken has now developed a complete, 
searchable database of the Danish register 
which is regularly updated. One year's sub-
scription to this service costs just 10 euros 
and details can be found at: 
www.danishaircraft.dk 
The site is very easy to use and will cer-
tainly assist anyone wishing to update their 
register or just check the history of any 
Danish civil aircraft. 
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The Development of Commercial 
Aviation in China 
BY MARTIN S BEST, CHINA HISTORY RESEARCH GROUP 

PART 1 : CHINA AIRWAYS - CNAC 

Right: The first civil airliner 
built for a Chinese order was 
a Handley Page 0/7 convert-
ed from the O/400 design 
and which first flew as HP1 
on 5.7.19 before despatch to 
China on 25.8.19. 
(Air-Britain : The British Civil 
Aircraft Registers 1919-28) 

Introduction 
The objective of this series of articles is to describe the history of the 
airlines that operated in Nationalist China until the time of the defeat of 
the Kuomintang (KMT) regime in mainland China in 1949 and subse-
quent operations in Taiwan (Formosa). The principal aim is to define 
the fleet lists of aircraft operated by these early Chinese airlines. 

Given the current rapid rate of growth of air transport in China, it is inter-
esting to look back at the origins of this important industry, which have 
some interesting stories in their own right, but there are also many 
unsolved mysteries and it is hoped that this series of articles will stim-
ulate more research that can solve at least some of these remaining 
mysteries. 

We will commence by setting the scene and describing the formation of 
China National Aviation Corporation (CNAC) up until 1933. Later arti-
cles will also consider Eurasia, Central Air Transport Corporation 
(CATC) and Civil Air Transport (CAT), as well as some smaller opera-
tors. 

China History Research Group 
During 2000 a group of aviation historians came together informally via 
the internet to study early aviation in China. As the group expanded, an 
e-group called China Project was formed in 2002, so that messages 
could automatically be sent to all group members. The service provid-
ed by Smartgroups also allowed files, documents and images to be 
uploaded to the group website. The group membership included a 
number of Air-Britain members but this was not a condition of partici-
pation as it was hoped to encourage Chinese and Taiwanese mem-
bership of this research group. The new data included in this series of 
articles has been derived from research by members of this team. In 
November 2006, when the Smartgroups service was closing down, the 
group was renamed China History Research Group and moved to 
Yahoogroups. 

Dedication 
This series of articles is dedicated to the memory of Professor William 
M Leary, Jr, a member of the China Project group and author of two 
important books on early aviation in China, who died on 24th February 
2006. Bill has been the inspiration for much of the research performed 
by this group. His book, The Dragon's Wings, provides an excellent 
history of the development of commercial aviation in China in general 
and of CNAC in particular. It is strongly recommended to all interested 
in this subject. 

History of Nationalist China 
Before attempting to describe the early history of commercial aviation 
in China, we need to briefly describe the contemporary history of China. 

A chronology of relevant dates is included towards the end of this 
article. 

In 1908 the Dowager Empress Cixi, who held the reins of Chinese 
power for 40 years, died and the two-year-old Emperor Puyi ascended 
to the throne. The Qing dynasty was then leaderless and quickly col-
lapsed due to the Railway Protection Movement and the Wuchang 
Uprising of 1911. The Railway Protection Movement grew out of public 
anger at new railways being financed and built by foreigners. 
Revolutionaries in Wuhan, coordinated by Sun Yat-sen's Tokyo-based 
Alliance Society, were already planning an uprising in concert with dis-
affected Chinese troops. The revolutionaries were quickly able to take 
control of Wuhan and ride on the back of the large-scale Railway 
Protection uprising to victory all over China. Two months later repre-
sentatives from 17 provinces throughout China gathered in Nanjing to 
establish the Provisional Republican Government of China, ending 
China's long dynastic cycle. 

The Provisional Republican Government was set up on 10th October 
1911 by Sun Yat-sen and Li Yuanhong, a military commander in 
Wuchang. Lacking the power to force a Manchu abdication, they called 
on the assistance of Yuan Shikai, the head of the imperial army, and 
promised him the presidency if he could negotiate the abdication of the 
young emperor, which he achieved. He then placed himself at the head 
of the republican movement and forced Sun Yat-sen to stand down. 
Yuan lost no time in dissolving the Provisional Republican Government 
and amending the constitution to make himself president for life. When 
this met with regional opposition he declared himself China's latest 
emperor in 1915. Yunnan seceded, taking Guangxi, Guizhou and much 
of the rest of the south with it. After forces were sent to bring the break-
away provinces back into the imperial ambit, Yuan died. Between 1916 
and 1927, the government in Beijing lost power over the far-flung 
provinces and China was effectively fragmented into semi-autonomous 
regions governed by warlords. 

The Nationalist Revolution had its organisational roots in Sun Yat-sen's 
tireless efforts to follow through what had begun with the 1911 revolu-
tion. It was greatly stimulated by the May 4th Movement, named after 
demonstrations conducted on 4th May 1919. The demonstrations were 
caused by the decision of the Allies in Versailles to pass defeated 
Germany's rights in Shandong over to the Japanese. This decision 
inspired a surge of nationalist sentiment. Sun Yat-sen led the way in the 
romantic revolution when he divorced the mother of his three children, 
his wife by an arranged marriage, to marry the young and beautiful 
Soong Qingling (1892-1981). Her sister, Soong Meiling (1897-2005), 
married Chiang Kai-shek in 1928 to become Chiang's third wife. 

By 1920 the Kuomintang (KMT) had emerged as the dominant force in 
eastern China. Talks between representatives of the Soviet Comintern 
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and prominent Chinese Marxists eventually 
resulted in several Chinese Marxist groups 
banding together to form a Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP) at a meeting in 
Shanghai in 1921. Under the advice of the 
Soviet Comintern, the CCP joined a tempo-
rary alliance with the Kuomintang, largely to 
prevent Japanese expansion. The union 
was short lived. After Sun Yat-sen's death in 
1925 a power struggle emerged in the 
Kuomintang between those sympathetic to 
the Communists and those (headed by 
Chiang Kai-shek) who favoured a capitalist 
state dominated by a wealthy elite and sup-
ported by a military dictatorship. 

Chiang Kai-shek attempted to put an end to 
growing Communist influence during the 
1926 Northern Expedition, which set out to 
wrest power from the remaining warlords. In 
1927 he ordered the massacre of over 5,000 
Shanghai Communists and trade union rep-
resentatives. By the middle of 1928 the 
Northern Expedition had reached Beijing 
and a national government was established, 
with Chiang holding both military and politi-
cal leadership. Nevertheless, only about half 
of the country was under the direct control of 
the Kuomintang; the rest was still ruled by 
local warlords. [China pp.30-31] 
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Civil war 
After the massacre of 1927, the Communists were divided between an 
insurrectionary policy of targeting large urban centres and one of 
basing its rebellion in the countryside. After costly defeats in Nanchang 
and Changsha, the tide of opinion started to shift towards Mao Zedong, 
who along with Zhu De, had established his forces in Jinggang Shan, 
on the border of Jiangxi and Hunan, and who advocated rural-based 
revolt. Communist-led uprisings in other parts of the country met with 
some success. The Communist armies, however, were still small and 
hampered by limited resources. It was not until 1930 that the ragged 
Communist forces had turned into an army of perhaps 40,000, which 
presented such a serious challenge to the Kuomintang that Chiang 
waged extermination campaigns against them. He was defeated each 
time, and the Communist army continued to expand its territory. 

Chiang's fifth extermination campaign began in October 1933, when 
the Communists suddenly changed their strategy. Mao and Zhu's 
authority was being undermined by other members of the party who 
advocated meeting Chiang's troops in pitched battles, but this strategy 
proved disastrous. By October 1934 the Communists had suffered 
heavy losses and were hemmed into a small area in Jiangxi. On the 
brink of defeat, the Communists decided to retreat from Jiangxi and 
march north to Shaanxi to join up with other Communist armies in 
Shaanxi, Gansu and Ningxia. [China pp.31-32] 

Japanese invasion 
In September 1931 the Japanese took advantage of the confusion in 
China to invade and occupy Manchuria, setting up a puppet state with 
the last Manchu emperor, Puyi, as recorded in Bertolucci's film The 
Last Emperor. Chiang Kai-shek, however, was still obsessed with the 
threat of the Communists and went ahead with his fifth extermination 
drive. The KMT was bitterly criticised for not resisting the Japanese. In 
December 1936 the Manchurian general, Zhang Xueliang (1898-2001), 
kidnapped President Chiang Kai-shek and forced him to agree to a 
Second United Front with the CCP to resist Japan. 

The rest of China was invaded by Japan in the middle of 1937. The 
Japanese occupation was marked by the Nanjing massacre of 1937. 
The puppet government in Nanjing was headed by noted KMT figure 
Wang Jingwei. The KMT was forced into retreat by Japanese occupa-
tion. Its wartime capital was Chongqing (Chungking) on the mountains 
in the upper reaches of Chang Jiang in Sichuan. The city was subject-
ed to heavy Japanese bombardments, but logistical difficulties pre-
vented it being approached by land. [China p.32] 

We will discuss Chinese history again in each part of this series of arti-
cles. As we will show, the history of the airlines in China cannot sensi-
bly be separate from Chinese politics. 

Above: At about this time the Republic of China had 28 provinces. 
Taiwan was ceded to Japan in 1895, Hainan did not become a province 
until 1988; Liaoning, Jilin and Heilongjiang had been governed as 
'Manchuria' until 1909. (Mapping by Sue Bushell) 

Geography 
China is the third largest country in the world, after Russia and Canada, 
and has an area of 9.5 million sq km. [China p.38] Geographically, the 
China of 1930 was not exactly the China we know today. Korea and 
Formosa (Taiwan) were occupied by the Japanese, Hong Kong was a 
British colony, Macau was a Portuguese colony, and Tibet had broken 
away from China with the fall of the Qing dynasty in 1911 to become an 
independent state until 1950. 

In 1928 Chiang Kai-shek moved the capital of China from Peking, 
which he renamed Peiping (northern capital) to Nanking (southern 
capital), a major city 200 miles west of Shanghai and on the banks of 
the Yangtze where the main railway lines met. 

The postal and telegraph systems were established and operated by 
foreigners, mainly for their own use. The same situation applied to the 
fragmented railway system, which consisted of a series of lines that 
connected with each other at only a few places, and did not even serve 
some of the most prosperous and productive regions of China. The first 
railway line in China was built only a decade before the first flight of the 
Wright brothers. When the first airlines were established in the late 
1920s, China had only 7,500 miles of line, whereas there were 39,000 
miles in British India. 

The transcription of the names of Chinese towns and cities has always 
caused difficulties. China National Aviation Corporation employed an 
Anglo-Saxon form based on the then generally used Wade-Giles 
system, whereas Eurasia used names transliterated on the basis of 
German phonetics. On 1st January 1979, Wade-Giles forms were offi-
cially replaced by the Hanyu-Pinying transcription. [M&P p. 105] 

For the purpose of this series of articles, we will generally maintain the 
spelling of the original source but with an alternative spelling where 
clarification is necessary, e.g. in the use of place names as aircraft 
names, common within the early CNAC fleet. 

Province name in the 1930s 
Canton 
Changsha 
Chengchow/Chenghsien 
Chengtu 
Chukuchak/Tahcheng 
Chunking/Pahsien 

Province name in 2006 
Guangzhou 
Changsha 
Zhengzhou 
Chengdu 

Chonqing 
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Hami 
Hankow/Wuhan 
Hongkong 
Kunming/Yunnanfu 
Kweilin/Kwai Lin 
Lanchow/Kaolan 
Linhsi/Linsi 
Liuchow 
Loyang 
Manchouli/Manchuria 
Nanking 
Ningsia/Ningsha 
Paotow/Paoto 
Peiping/Peking 
Shanghai 
Sian/Sainfu 
Suchow/Kiuchuan 
Taiyuan/Yangku 
Tientsin 
Tsinan/Tsinanfu 
Urumchi/Urumtschi/Thiwa 
[Source: M&P p.105] 

Hami 
Wuhan 
Xianggang 
Kunming 
Guilin 
Lanzhou 
Linxi 
Liuzhou 
Luoyang 
Manzhouli 
Nanjing 
Ningxia 
Baotou 
Beijing 
Shanghai 
Xian 
Suzhou 
Taiyuan 
Tainjin 
Jinan 
Urumchi 

THE 1921 ROUTES 

HP 0/7 proving flights 1920 

Actual / Proposed 1921 
route (Vimy) 

July-August 1921 air post 
(Vimy) 

August-September 1921 
(Vimy) 

(Mapping by Sue Bushell) 

The British Mission 
The government in Peking recognised the economic and political ben-
efits of air transportation and in 1918 established a Bureau for the 
Planning of Aeronautical Affairs under the Ministry of Communications 
(MoC). Headed by the energetic General Ting Shih-yuan, the bureau 
drew up ambitious plans for air service to connect Peking with the 
southern commercial centres of Hankow and Shanghai. The govern-
ment approved the scheme and authorized General Ting to seek air-
craft and technical assistance from the West. 

Heightened Chinese interest in aviation coincided with the end of World 
War I. Enquiries from Peking therefore found a receptive audience in 
Europe as the former Allies were anxious to dispose of their large 
stocks of surplus aircraft. The British were particularly active in the field, 
and agents from two leading wartime manufacturers, Handley Page 
and Vickers, were soon in hot pursuit of the Chinese contract. 

Handley Page emerged victorious, at least initially. On 24th February, 
1919, General Ting signed a contract with T A Barson of Peking 
Syndicate, Handley Page's representative in China, for the purchase of 
six large O/400 aircraft at a reported price of £10,540 each. No sooner 
had the ink dried on the contract than a powerful dissident faction 
began political manoeuvres for a share in what appeared to be a lucra-
tive enterprise. As the central government represented a delicate 
balance of competing interests, it reluctantly authorized the dissidents 
to establish their own aviation agency, the Aeronautics Department, 
which reported directly to the Cabinet. The Aeronautics Department, 
under General Tinn King, lost no time in signing an even larger contract 
with the Vickers company for the purchase of 95 aircraft (see below). 

In order to bring some order to the growing chaos, the Peking govern-
ment asked the British authorities to recommend an adviser to render 
assistance on all matters pertaining to the development of aviation. 
London agreed. The selection of Colonel F V Holt for the position indi-
cated the importance that British authorities attached to the aviation 
project. Holt was regarded as an outstanding thinker on aviation 
matters and one of the most promising officers in the Royal Air Force. 

The first crated Handley Page machine arrived in Peking after the long 
sea voyage from England in early November 1919. It took nearly a 
month to assemble the aircraft. On 6th December a successful test 
flight took place. Two days later, the 14,000 lb machine, powered by 
two Rolls-Royce Eagle 350 hp engines, carried Chinese officials in a 
half-hour tour of the Peking area. 

Preparations went forward during the early months of 1920 looking 
toward the inauguration of China's first commercial air service. A trial 
flight between Peking and Tientsin, 80 miles to the southeast, was 
flown on 24th April, followed by a second flight on 8th May. On the 
return portion of the latter trip, mail and cargo were carried by air for the 
first time in Chinese history. 

Meanwhile, Holt proceeded with his scheme for a commercial air 
service, flown initially by British pilots, to link Peking with Shanghai via 
Tientsin, Tsinan, Hsuchow, and Nanking. He planned to use 40 large 
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Vickers Vimy Commercials on the route. The schedule called for depar-
ture from Peking at 05:40 am Sunday, Wednesday and Friday morn-
ings, reaching Shanghai, 750 miles away, at 18:00 the same day. The 
return trip would leave Shanghai on Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday 
mornings. 

Holt soon learned that the fate of the line depended upon more than the 
patronage of businessmen. His first rude awakening came when 
authorities in South China, fearing that the air service was a step 
toward political domination by the Peking regime, refused to lease or 
sell land for the construction of aerodromes. Holt had to scale down his 
elaborate plans. Service began between Peking and Tsinan on 1st 
July, 1921, with the remaining 500 miles of the trip to Shanghai com-
pleted by train. The airline suspended operations on 10th July, 
resumed on 18th July, and suspended again on 15th August. The 
problem was mainly economic. The Aeronautical Department quickly 
ran out of money, and the Vickers company, which had subsidized the 
line, refused to make available additional funds. 

Colonel Holt did not give up. Several flights operated during August and 
September between Peking and Peitaiho, a popular summer resort on 
the Gulf of Chihli some 225 miles east of the capital. Holt planned to 
resume the Peking-Shanghai service in 1922, but, once again, the 
summer months saw civil war break out in North China. This time the 
fighting expanded southward, and soon the entire country was affect-
ed. Discouraged at last, Holt failed to renew his contract. The British 
mission left China much disillusioned by their experience in the Orient. 

The British effort to introduce commercial air service thus ended in 
failure. The plans had been far too ambitious. The Chinese government 
was not capable of providing the necessary financial support for the 
operation, nor were the British willing to commit large funds to the 
enterprise beyond the initial investment. Above all, the chaotic political 
situation in China ruled out the possibility of a successful airline. 
Political stability and centralisation of authority were essential prerequi-
sites for the development of aviation. [Leary pp.1-5] 

British aircraft 
Handley Page's interests were world-wide, and as early as April 1919 
he had scooped a contract to supply six fully-furnished ten-passenger 
airliners (designated 0/7) to the Chinese Ministry of Communications; 
the first was assembled and flown at Peking on 6th December, 1919, 
six months before the arrival of the first of the forty Vickers Vimys 
shipped out to recapture the Chinese market." [Barnes p. 25] 

Eleven 0/7s built new as private venture using O/400 surplus spares, 
including c/ns: 
HP-1 K-162, G-EAGN, CofA 149, 08Aug19, shipped 25Aug19 to China; 
HP-2, CofA 175, 25Aug19, shipped 25Aug19 to China; 
HP-3, CofA 176, 25Aug19, shipped 25Aug19 to China; 
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HP-4, CofA 188, 06Sep19, shipped 06Sep19 to China; 
HP-5, CofA 209, 20Sep19, shipped 20Sep19 to China; 
HP-6, CofA 210. 19Sep19, shipped 20Sep19 to China; 
[Barnes p. 610] 

In 1919 the Chinese Government ordered forty Vimy Commercials with 
thirty-five VIM trainers (converted from surplus wartime F.E.2ds) and 
twenty reconditioned Avro 504Ks from Vickers, to establish civil avia-
tion in China. Most of them appear to have remained in their crates 
unused. [Andrews p. 96] 

Vimy Commercial (2). c/n 1 - 40 built for China between April 1920 and 
February 1921 and delivered by sea; started Peking to Tsinan air post 
on 1st July 1921 - known names Ta Peng and Chengku; financed by 
issue of Chinese Vickers bonds in London; c/n 39 allotted G-EAUY but 
not used, c/n 40 as G-EAUL, was runner-up in 1920 Air Ministry 
Competition for civil transports and later shipped for China. [Andrews p. 
510] 

A batch of thirty-five VIM (Vickers Instructional Machine) trainers was 
ordered by the Chinese Government in 1919 from Vickers together with 
the forty Vimy Commercials and twenty reconditioned Avro 504Ks. The 
aim was to establish a civil aviation complex in China, but results fell far 
short of expectations, probably because of Chinese political instability. 
[Andrews p. 477] 

The VIM was built from surplus F.E.2d components with a completely 
redesigned nacelle, seating the pupil in front of the instructor with dual 
control. Fitted with a surplus Rolls-Royce Eagle VIII engine purchased 
from the Aircraft Disposal Co., the VIM was a good bargain as an 
advanced trainer to follow the ab initio 504Ks and to familiarise ground 
and air crews with the Eagle engine as installed in the Vimy 
Commercials. [Andrews, photo p.477, 3-view picture p.478] 

Twenty Avro 504Ks ordered by the Chinese Government from Vickers 
Ltd on 12 August, 1919, were mainly unused Harland and Wolff-built 
machines, eighteen of which were exported with British Certificates of 
Airworthiness dated 10 March 1920, and two others as instructional air-
frames or spares. First deliveries, which reached China in July 1920, 
were used at the Nanyuan Training School, Peking, but a number were 
seized by local warlords and only a few remained in Government hands 
at Tsing Ho in 1923. Aircraft details: E366, 368, 370, 373, 376, 377, 
379, 380, 393, 397, 400, 409, 421; E9484, 9486, 9489; E9504; H9579; 
and two others. [Jackson p.91] 

Thus, Leary's "95 aircraft" are composed as follows: 
Vickers Vimy Commercial 40 
Vickers Instructional Machine 35 
Avro 504K 20 

Total: 95 

Curtiss-Wright come to China 
The 1920s saw constant civil war, as regional warlords struggled for 
power. Not until late in the decade did Chiang Kai-shek and the 
Nationalists bring a semblance of order to China. Following a series of 
successful military campaigns, Chiang established the nationalist gov-
ernment at Nanking in southern China during April 1927. The new 
regime purported to speak for the entire country but actually the 
Nationalists firmly controlled only the lower Yangtze Valley. It would 
take nearly another ten years of fighting and political intrigue before 
Chiang could truly claim to speak for 'China'. 

Renewed interest in the development of aviation followed in the wake 
of Nationalist victory. Chiang realized that efficient internal communi-
cation was necessary for the economic and political unification of 
China. Roads and railways took years to build and demanded tremen-
dous financial commitments. Air service, on the other hand, could be 
established in a short time and with comparatively small expenditures. 
Consequently, the Nationalist ministries of Communications and Rail-
ways were soon at work developing schemes for commercial airlines. 

By the late 1920s, the outstanding feature of the burgeoning aviation 
industry in America was a move towards consolidation. Eventually, two 
groups emerged to dominate the industry, United Aircraft and Curtiss-
Wright. The head of the giant Curtiss-Wright complex, which included 
29 subsidiary and 18 affiliated companies, and the man destined to 
father commercial aviation in China, was Clement M Keys. 

Keys negotiated with eleven governments in South America, Europe, 
and Asia during 1928. China, however, seemed to offer the most attrac-

tive prospect of all. R O Hayward, Key's associate, arrived in China in 
December 1928 for discussions with Minister of Railways Sun Fo, son 
of Sun Yat-sen, founding father of the Chinese Republic. Hayward 
advised Sun Fo that funds might be available for the development of 
commercial aviation in China in return for a monopoly on all mail and 
passenger service. Minister Sun thought that such an agreement might 
be possible. The Chinese government promised not to contract with 
any other party for commercial air service before 1st April, 1929. 

Keys prepared to send a survey party to China to investigate conditions 
for investment and, if warranted, conclude the necessary contract. The 
proposed agreement with the Chinese would involve the establishment 
of commercial air service between certain important cities, organisation 
of a flying school to train Chinese pilots, and formation of a trading 
company to deal with air cargo. Keys selected Major William B 
Robertson, pioneer aircraft manufacturer and airline operator whose 
company had been acquired by Curtiss-Wright, to head the mission. 
Several small aircraft were shipped to China for demonstration and 
survey purposes. [These small aircraft have not yet been identified.] 

Robertson sailed from Seattle on the President Pierce on 26th January, 
1929, reaching Shanghai in mid-February. Demonstration and survey 
flights took place during March and April, while Robertson negotiated 
with Sun Fo. Robertson proposed that a corporation be organised 
under the China Trade Act with an authorised capital stock of $10 
million. American investors would take 60% of the issue with the 
remainder to be acquired by private Chinese interests. The company 
would receive from the Chinese government exclusive mail and pas-
senger rights on three routes. One route would follow the Yangtze 
Valley to the commercial city of Hankow, thence to the Nationalist 
capital at Nanking. A second route would go from Shanghai to Hankow, 
then follow the coast to the port of Canton. The final route would 
connect Nanking with the Imperial city of Peking in the north, with an 
intermediate stop at either Tsinan or Tientsin. Sun Fo agreed to the 
routes but expressed doubt that either private investors or the govern-
ment would be able to raise $4 million. He suggested an alternative 
arrangement whereby the government would subsidise the carriage of 
mail on the airline during the developmental period. The subsidy would 
be paid in government bonds at interest. 

R O Hayward opposed Sun's proposal when it was referred back to 
New York. He pointed out that American investors would supply air-
craft, personnel, and operating funds, while the Chinese government 
would only pledge their credit. Furthermore, given the past financial 
record of Chinese governments, the bonds would probably prove 
worthless. James Wilson also expressed reservations to Keys about 
the proposed arrangements. Wilson had secured statistics from the 
postal commissioner in Shanghai that indicated only a small volume of 
mail passed daily from Shanghai to Hankow and Peking. Thus, the 
prospects for an air mail service did not appear promising. 

When Robertson seemed to hesitate, Sun Fo adroitly applied pressure 
by entering into discussions with other American companies that were 
interested in providing air service for China. Also, Sun let it be known 
that German aviation interests would like to enter the field. Robertson 
recommended acceptance of the Chinese proposal with certain modifi-
cations. Keys ordered the men to proceed. 

On 12th April, 1929 the Chinese government created the China 
National Aviation Corporation, a government-controlled organisation, to 
manage aviation affairs. Through this device, the government hoped to 
blunt the expected criticism from the more nationalistic elements in the 
country. Eight days later, Sun Fo, acting as president of the new 
company, signed contracts with Robertson for the development of avi-
ation in China. 

The American company, Aviation Exploration Inc., received exclusive 
air mail rights for ten years on the three routes originally requested by 
Robertson. The Americans agreed to operate "up-to-date first-class 
and efficient equipment", conduct one round trip daily along the routes, 
and fly a minimum of 3,000 miles each day. The Chinese would estab-
lish adequate airports at the cities to be served and construct interme-
diate landing fields along the routes. In response to American objec-
tions regarding the possibility of limited quantities of mail, the Chinese 
agreed to compensate the airline for miles flown instead of pounds 
carried. A second contract granted options to the Americans for estab-
lishment of flying schools and aircraft factories in China. 

No sooner had the contract been signed than trouble broke out in 
China. The Chinese National Aeronautics Association, representing 
China's military aviators, protested vigorously against the agreement. 
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General Chang Ching-yu, president of the association, commander of 
the Nationalist Air Force, and assistant chief of the Aviation Bureau of 
the Ministry of War, called upon the State Council to abolish the China 
National Aviation Corporation and repudiate the contract with the 
Americans. The project, Chang argued, encroached upon China's sov-
ereignty. Although he spoke in patriotic terms, Chang actually wanted 
to keep control of all aviation in the hands of the military. 

The Ministry of War naturally sided with Chang. The airfields to be used 
by the airline for commercial operations were controlled by the ministry, 
and these were now denied to the China National Aviation Corporation. 
Sun Fo, his position and prestige threatened but reluctant to provoke a 
confrontation with the powerful Ministry of War, turned for assistance to 
the Americans. As the military fields could not be used, he suggested 
that Aviation Exploration construct its own airfields. But this would cost 
money, and Sun Fo did not have any. While the Americans were reluc-
tant to commit further sums to China, they realized that lack of airports 
doomed the project before it could even begin. They finally agreed, 
reluctantly, to loan $1 million to the China National Aviation Corporation 
for construction of airports. 

The difficulty with the Ministry of War brought home the limitations of 
centralised control in Nationalist China. Chiang Kai-shek headed a 
coalition of interests. Various powerful factions developed their own 
spheres of influence within the government and competed for power. 
Chiang had to assert his authority with caution lest the coalition break 
down. 

The problem with the Ministry of War was merely the opening skirmish 
in the battle for control of aviation in China. Two main factions vied for 
power. Sun Fo headed one group, while Minister of Communications 
Wang Po-chun, in partnership with the Ministry of War, led the other. 
The State Council, a body with more prestige than power, sought to 
mediate the dispute by appointing Wang vice president of the China 
National Aviation Corporation. But this conciliatory gesture failed. The 
Minister of Communications wanted nothing less than complete control 
over aviation. As the first step to achieve this goal, he established a 
competing airline. 

In May 1929, less than a month after conclusion of the contract with 
Aviation Exploration, the Ministry of Communications signed an agree-
ment with the Stinson company for operation of mail services between 
Shanghai and Nanking. This agreement clearly violated the terms of 
the contract with Aviation Exploration, but the central government took 
no action. Four Stinson Detroiter aircraft, single-engine, high-wing 
monoplanes that could carry four passengers, were shipped to China 
with two pilots and a mechanic. Service to Nanking by the Shanghai-
Chengtu Air Mail Line began on 8th July, 1929, and was to continue 
sporadically for several months thereafter. 

Wang Po-chun clearly had the upper hand in the bureaucratic struggle 
against Sun Fo. In late June, the Central Executive Committee of the 
Kuomintang, the most powerful political body in China, adopted a res-
olution to place all civil aviation under the Ministry of Communications. 

China Airways Federal, Inc. 
Aviation Exploration had until 17th October, 1929, to begin service on 
the Shanghai-Hankow route under the terms of its contract with the 
China National Aviation Corporation. Obviously, the success or failure 
of the enterprise depended to a large extent upon the ability of the oper-
ations manager of the airline, the man responsible for selecting the 
operating personnel and equipment and for organising and conducting 
flight operations in China. In early June, Keys picked Harry G Smith for 
this important post. 

Smith made his first important decision in mid-June 1929, when it 
became clear that Sun Fo would not be able to secure the necessary 
aerodromes to begin service in October. As the route from Shanghai to 
Hankow followed the Yangtze river, Smith suggested the use of 
amphibious aircraft. This would give the airline a choice of land or water 
operations, or a combination of the two. His recommendation accept-
ed, Smith chose the Loening Air Yacht over competing types of aircraft. 

Developed by Graver Loening and Leroy Grumman in 1927, the Air 
Yacht amphibian could carry a payload of 1,000 pounds at a cruising 
speed of 100 miles per hour. There was room for six passengers in an 
enclosed cabin. The pilot and co-pilot sat side-by-side in an open 
cockpit above the cabin. Driven by a single 525-hp Pratt & Whitney 
Hornet engine, the Loening was underpowered, a common failing of 
aircraft at this stage of technological development. The square-ish 

biplane was not pretty, but it was a rugged machine that had proved its 
durability during tests by the Army Air Corps in South America during 
the late 1920s and it was fairly economical to operate. Pilots and exec-
utives of the airline later agreed that Smith had made the right decision. 

Smith took equal care in assembling his operating staff. Three experi-
enced air mail pilots, men who had flown with Smith in the early 1920s, 
would command the Loenings. Ernest M Allison, the senior pilot, had 
8,000 flying hours to his credit. S T Kaufman and Birger Johnsen had 
4,200 and 4,900 hours respectively. Oscar C Wilke headed a group of 
five mechanics. A P St Louis, radio engineer, and four radio operators 
completed the party that sailed from Seattle on 27th July, 1929. 

August brought two important developments: the airline acquired a 
name and a president. On the 26th of the month, China Airways 
Federal, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Intercontinent Aviation Inc., 
the parent company of Aviation Exploration Inc., was incorporated 
under provisions of the China Trade Act of 1922. Ernest B Price 
became the first president of China Airways the following week. 

Progress in China following Harry Smith's arrival in mid-August 1929 
scarcely justified much optimism. The China National Aviation 
Corporation failed to meet its obligation "to furnish, equip, police, main-
tain and have ready for operation adequate airports." China Airways 
received only a small piece of land on the muddy banks of the 
Whangpoo River, just large enough for two bamboo hangars and a 
combination tool-shed repair-shop operations-office, built out of aircraft 
shipping crates. The Army garrison at Lungwha had to be crossed to 
reach these facilities. The military prohibited access to the post after 6 
pm and personnel of China Airways could not obtain passes. The situ-
ation along the projected route was not much better. When the Ministry 
of War refused permission to use the military airport at Nanking, China 
Airways had to settle for a mooring buoy in the middle of the river. 
Fortunately, there was a lake that could be used for water landings at 
Kiukiang, an intermediate stop on the line. The military authorities did 
allow use of their field at Hankow, but they would not let China Airways 
erect a hangar. 

Smith made do as best he could. He had the five Loenings uncrated 
and assembled, established radio stations and other ground facilities 
along the route, and prepared for operations. The first trial flight took 
place on 12-13th October, 1929. 

Price notified the China National Aviation Corporation that China 
Airways would begin regular service on 17th October. Scheduled 
service between Shanghai and the river port of Hankow, 525 miles 
distant along the serpentine Yangtze, began on 21st October, 1929. 
Birger Johnsen, in goggles and helmet, lifted his Loening off the waters 
of the Whangpoo shortly after 8 am. The inaugural flight carried one 
pound of mail and two passengers - Mr and Mrs Sun Fo. The plane 
covered the 165 miles to Nanking in two hours, then proceeded to 
Hankow via Kiukiang. Meanwhile the east-bound flight, commanded by 
Ernest Allison, completed the trip from Hankow to Shanghai without 
incident. 

Wall Street Crash 
Three days after service started in China, 'Black Thursday' rocked the 
New York Stock Exchange. Shock waves from the market crash 
reached China Airways within a week. With the first route well started, 
Sun Fo began to press for service on the two other routes, Shanghai to 
Canton and Peking, specified in the contract. Price arranged a six-
month delay without difficulty. He merely pointed out to Sun Fo that the 
promised facilities for the Shanghai-Hankow route had not been pro-
vided and that nothing had been done to acquire land for the necessary 
airports on the other routes. He agreed to continue surveys while await-
ing action by the Chinese company. 

China Airways operated the daily (except Sunday) round-trip service 
from Shanghai to Hankow without default during the last ten days of 
October. On 15th November the company tried to collect the cash 
receipts and promissory notes due under the mileage agreement, a 
total of $15,480. The Minister of Communications ignored instructions 
from the State Council and refused to release the postal receipts. 

Price flew to Nanking on 20th November to meet with Sun Fo. Sun 
informed Price that he had taken the matter before the State Council, 
and the Council again had ordered the Minister of Communications to 
pay the money. He urged Price to continue service until 15th 
December, at which time China Airways would receive all the money 
owed to them. Price agreed. 
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The Minister of Communications still refused to remit the postal 
receipts. Sun Fo threatened to resign the presidency of the China 
National Aviation Corporation unless the Council forced the minister to 
comply with its order. The Council, however, was impotent. It could only 
set the legal seal of approval on decisions made elsewhere by power-
ful factions in the government, not take coercive action on its own. 
When the Council failed to take further action against the Minister of 
Communications, Sun Fo made good his threat to resign. As expected, 
the Council thereupon confirmed Minister Wang Po-chun's victory in 
the struggle for control over aviation by naming him to replace Sun as 
president of the China National Aviation Corporation. 

Price decided to make the best of a bad situation and called upon the 
new president two days before the 15th December payment fell due. 
He urged Wang to fulfil the terms of the contract. The minister did not 
know if payment could be made. Furthermore, Wang went on, he had 
never approved the contract in the first place. 

Up to this point, Price had carefully refrained from interfering in Chinese 
internal political matters. Now, he turned for assistance to the influen-
tial Minister of Finance, whose sister was married to Chiang Kai-shek, 
T V Soong. Although Soong promised to do what he could to straight-
en out the matter, 15th December came and went and there was no 
payment. Price claimed violation of contract and suspended service. 
Within hours of his announcement, the long-awaited cash receipts 
appeared in the offices of China Airways. Flights began operating again 
on 17th December. 

Wang had backed down, no doubt because of the intervention of 
Soong, a person with much more political clout than Sun Fo. But the 
Minister of Communications was in no way reconciled to the continued 
existence of China Airways. 

While Price fought in China to save the airline, the ground was being 
cut from under him in New York. Minard Hamilton had been sent to the 
Orient in August 1929 as the personal representative of C M Keys. 
Although carried on the books of China Airways as a vice president and 
nominally under Price's authority, Hamilton received his salary from the 
parent company (Intercontinent Aviation) and reported directly to New 
York. Upon his return to the United States in mid-December, Hamilton 
submitted an utterly damning and largely unfair report to Keys on the 
enterprise in China. 

A shift in New York's attitude toward the China venture - from gloom to 
despair - could be detected in early January 1930. "We will not con-
sider any further capital expenditure," New York cabled on the 10th, "or 
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even continue operations route one (Shanghai-Hankow) unless con-
tract revision definitely settled." New York would accept $1.25 per mile 
in cash or payment in cash of $0.80 a pound for carrying all first class 
mail with a guarantee of at least 1,800 pounds daily. The message 
ended: "If neither basis possible endeavour to negotiate sale entire 
investment". 

Price hurried to Nanking to discuss revision of the contract, but Minister 
Wang refused to see him. Price then took up the matter with other high 
government officials. He came away with the impression that the gov-
ernment 'on the whole' was not opposed to the contract. 

The State Council met to consider Wang's petition for cancellation of 
the contract on 31st January, 1930. On the eve of the meeting, Price 
wrote to all members of the Council, setting forth a detailed history of 
the controversy. Price's efforts proved unavailing. The State Council 
voided the contract. Wang gleefully leaked the news to the press, 
together with a garbled version of Price's letter. Price then released the 
full text of the letter. The foreign press in China were quick to condemn 
the Council's action. 

The results of the power struggle going on within the government 
became known on 7th February when the State Council voted to cancel 
the cancellation order. At the same time, it instructed the Minister of 
Communications to negotiate a revision of the contract with China 
Airways. 

Price and Soong had scored an impressive victory but the personal 
cost proved high to the president of China Airways. Wang remained a 
powerful factor in the government despite the damage to his prestige. 
He might have to negotiate contract revision with China Airways, but 
not with Ernest Price. Price was informed by New York the next month 
that his services were no longer required. Price suspected that Wang 
had requested his dismissal. 

Max S Polin was the man picked by Keys to renegotiate the airline con-
tract and thereby determine the fate of the enterprise in China. While 
Polin undertook the month-long journey from New York to Shanghai, 
Price continued informal discussions with government officials. He 
learned that the Chinese wanted a new operating company, incorpo-
rated under Chinese law and under Chinese jurisdiction. The Ministry 
of Communications would have a two-thirds controlling interest in the 
new company. The Americans would have the remaining third and 
would advance the Chinese share as a loan. The new company would 
obtain exclusive domestic air mail rights on specified routes for ten 
years. Compensation would be $1.50 per pound of mail carried, with a 
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guaranteed minimum of 550 pounds a day. The difference between 
cash receipts and the guaranteed minimum, if any, would be paid to the 
company by the government in promissory notes. 

Thus Polin had his work cut out for him when he reached Shanghai in 
mid-March 1930. The Chinese not only wanted the Americans to supply 
all the cash, they also sought control of the airline. New York, on the 
other hand, did not intend to put any more money into the enterprise 
without a reasonable expectation of profit. The agreement that finally 
emerged after four months of bargaining proved a compromise, accept-
able, if not completely satisfactory, to both parties. [Leary pp.5-33] 

China National Aviation Corporation 
The new Sino-American contract, signed on 8th July, 1930, by Polin 
and Minister Wang, involved the amalgamation of China Airways, the 
China National Aviation Corporation, and the moribund Shanghai-
Chengtu Line of the Ministry of Communications into a single organi-
sation. The new company would be called the China National Aviation 
Corporation (CNAC), an entirely different and distinct entity despite the 
fact that it carried the same name as the old government-controlled 
company. CNAC was a limited liability share company, incorporated 
under the laws of China, with an authorized capital of $3.3 million. The 
Ministry of Communications would acquire 55% of the stock and the 
American partner, 45%. The contract provided for paid-in capital of $1.3 
million, $715,000 by the Chinese and $585,000 by the Americans. The 
Chinese received a credit of $240,000 for their investment in the old 
China National Aviation Corporation and the Shanghai-Chengtu Line. 

This was a generous figure, as neither company had much in the way 
of facilities or equipment except for the five Stinsons of the Shanghai-
Chengtu Line. The Chinese would pay the balance of $675,000 in four 
equal instalments: upon ratification of the contract by the State Council; 
1st December, 1930, and 1st June and 1st December, 1931. As the 
Americans were credited with $585,000 for their investment in China 
Airways, CNAC would begin operations with cash assets of $185,000 
and the promise of an additional $558,000 during the first eighteen 
months of service. 

CNAC would be managed by a board of directors, four members to be 
appointed by the Chinese and three by the Americans. The board 
would elect a president from among its own members who would also 
serve as managing director of the airline, and two vice presidents. The 
Chinese would nominate the president and one vice president; the 
Americans would select the other vice president. The company would 
have three operating divisions: Business, Finance, and Operations. 
Business and Finance would be headed by Chinese with American 
assistants, while an American with a Chinese assistant would be in 
charge of Operations. 

The contract authorized CNAC to operate three routes: 
(1) Shanghai to Chengtu via Nanking, Kiukiang, Hankow, Ichang, 
Wanhsieu, and Chungking; 
(2) Shanghai/Nanking to Peking via Hsuchow, Tsinan, and Tientsin; 
(3) Shanghai to Canton via Ningpo, Wenchow, Foochow, Amoy, and 
Swatow. 
CNAC had exclusive air mail rights on these routes. Operations were to 
begin immediately on the first route and within three years on the other 
routes under penalty of forfeit. 

The contract would remain in force for ten years and, if neither party 
signified its intent to terminate the agreement at that time, for an addi-

tional five years. The Chinese obtained the right to purchase all prop-
erty of the company 'at a reasonable valuation' upon expiration of the 
contract. 

An organisational meeting of the new company took place at the 
Ministry of Communications in Nanking on 10th July, 1930. The partic-
ipants decided that a five-member instead of a seven-member board of 
directors would be appointed. Wang Po-chun became the first presi-
dent of the company. Liu Shu-fan, director general of posts, and Wei 
l-fu, vice minister of communications, joined him on the board. The 
American partner selected Max Polin and Minard Hamilton. One week 
later, on 17th July, the State Council ratified the contract. 

Less than a month after the State Council placed its seal of approval on 
the Sino-American agreement, the Chinese government signed a con-
tract with Lufthansa, the German national airline. [The story of Eurasia 
will be covered in Part 3.] 

While Eurasia struggled to develop its routes in the early 1930s, CNAC 
attempted to push the Yangtze line further into the interior of China. 
The first major effort came during the late summer and fall of 1930 and 
involved extension of service from Hankow to Ichang, Wanhsien, and 
Chungking. The Board of Directors approved the purchase of a sixth 
Loening, optimistically christened Chungking, and preparations began 
for the expected inaugural date for service of 10th October. On paper, 
at least, the route extension did not seem difficult. There were a 
number of technical problems to be solved, especially of the Ichang-
Chungking segment that followed the Yangtze Gorges, although cer-
tainly nothing beyond the competence of the flight personnel. But the 
route beyond Ichang would take the line for the first time into a region 
not under the direct control of a central government. 

Chiang Kai-shek and the Nationalists had fared well in 1930. The year 
had got off to a bad start when several powerful warlords had rebelled 
against the central government. The dissidents had scored a few initial 
victories, but the tide had turned during the summer when Chang 
Hseuh-liang of Manchuria, the Young Marshall, had intervened on the 
side of the Nationalists. 

Despite the brightening prospects for political centralisation under the 
Nationalists, numerous regions remained beyond Nanking's authority, 
including the upper Yangtze Valley. Marshall Liu Hsiang controlled 
Szechwan province, an area four-fifths the size of Texas with a popu-
lation of over 50 million. Liu did not want to provoke a quarrel with the 
Nationalists, especially in light of their growing power; nor did Chiang 
Kai-shek desire any trouble with the marshal. Each side treated the 
other with politeness and care. 

Minard Hamilton, who was now in command of the enterprise he had 
once so heartily condemned, was either unaware or, more likely, insen-
sitive to the delicate situation. He handled the survey of the route 
between Hankow and Chungking as if the line to be opened were 
between Cleveland and Buffalo. Hamilton and Harry Smith left Hankow 
for Ichang on 12th September, 1930, intending to proceed on to 
Wanhsien and Chungking. Hamilton did not even bother to consult 
Marshal Liu or his subordinate at Wanhsien, General Wang Fun-jao, 
before departure. General Wang heard about the proposed flight from 
the local Socony Oil agent shortly before the plane was to leave Ichang, 
while Marshal Liu received the information from a 'hostile' source. Liu 
responded to what he considered an affront to his dignity by threaten-
ing to shoot at the aircraft if it proceeded up river. Hamilton decided that 
discretion was the better part of valour and retreated to Hankow. 
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Loening C-2C & C-2H Air Yacht 
By Martin Best & Matt Miller, China History Research Group 

Introduction 
A number of Loening C-2C/C-2H/K-85 Air Yachts were used by 
China National Aviation Corporation (CNAC). These were CNAC 
fleet numbers #1 to #6, of which #1 to #5 were model C-2H, and #14 
to #16, of which #15 may be a Keystone-Loening K-85 (c/n 300?), 
giving a total of nine Air Yachts. To help to identify which aircraft were 
exported to China, we compiled a draft production list for this little-
known type, which also saw military service. This draft production list 
is reproduced below together with a listing of Loening military serials 
for which construction numbers are currently unknown. (The relation-
ships between the later military models and the commercial models 
are not fully understood.) The authors would welcome feedback from 
more knowledgeable members. 

Loening Air Yacht models 
The Loening Air Yacht was produced as a number of models with the 
following civil designations: 
Model C-2C, ATC 90 (November 1928), powered by a 525hp Wright 

Cyclone engine; 
Model C-2H, ATC 91 (November 1928), powered by a 525hp Pratt & 

Whitney Hornet engine; 
Loening C-4C, Group 2 approval 2-298 (5 November 1930), redesig 

nated K-85; 
Keystone-Loening K-85, ATC 395 (30 January 1931). powered by a 

525hp Wright Cyclone R-1750-E engine. 

Originally an open-cockpit military seaplane, the conversion of the 
Loening to a commercial model involved the installation of a passen-
ger cabin and a different power plant. The aircraft, which blended a 
conventional aircraft fuselage to a single, main pontoon common to 
contemporary naval floatplanes, was built in only small numbers by 
the Loening Aeronautical Engineering Corporation, a division of the 
Keystone Aircraft Corporation, Bristol, Pennsylvania. Air Yachts were 
employed by only a few carriers and were largely restricted to inland 
lakes and bays; several were employed by private operators. Total 
cost of a new 1929 C-2 was $27,000. 

The Keystone K-85 series was actually developed by the Loening 
Engineering Co. as the model C4C, a new flying-boat version of the 
amphibian that was actually designed into the basic wing cellule as 
used on the earlier C-2C or the C-2H. In essence, a standard boat-
type hull with an enclosed cabin for all the occupants was designed 
to replace the classic "shoehorn type" that had been used before. 
Tested earlier in 1930 as the model C4C with seating for six, this 
series designation was changed by Keystone to their model K-85 
with seating increased to eight. 

Technical specification (C-2C): 
Type/purpose: single-engined, commercial, amphibian 
Number of seats: 2 crew, 6 passengers 
Dimensions: 

Engine: 
Performance: 

Length: 34 ft 8 in 
Height: 13 ft 2 in (wheels down) 
Wingspan: 46 ft 8 in (upper & lower spans) 
Gross weight: 5,900 lb 
1 Wright R-1750 Cyclone radial 
Maximum range: 400 miles 
Service ceiling: 12,500 ft 
Maximum speed: 130 mph 
Max. cruising speed: 120 mph. 

The C-2 Air Yacht first flew in 1929 and entered commercial service 
with Air Ferry Ltd. in 1929. In the USA it saw service with Air Ferry 
Ltd., Gorst Air Transport, and Western Air Express. Pan American 
operated twelve C-2Cs, including purchases of used aircraft. The his-
tories of only four of these aircraft are known. Some of the remainder 
may have been passed to CNAC in about 1933. 

The C-1W Amphibian (ATC 34), powered by a 410hp P&W Wasp, 
was the first of the "shoehorn-float" civil Loenings and was derived 
from the USN OL-8 design. The USN XHL-1 was based on the C-2H. 

Above: When CNAC commenced operating, airfield facilities were 
almost non-existent and landing areas were any available open space 
including rivers. Designed for this kind of operation, the Loening Air 
Yacht was a cabin version of a military biplane amphibian. Early ver-
sions all had in-line engines such as this USAAC COA-1 s/n 25-229 
with Allison-built 400hp 12-cyl inverted vee Liberty. The popular nick-
name for all of the type was 'Shoehorn'. (USMC via Jack Meaden) 

Loening Air Yacht production list 
Civil aircraft: 
c/n model 
201 C-W 
202 C-W 

203 C-2C 
204 C-W 

205 C-2C 
206 C-W 

207 Air Yacht 
208 Air Yacht 
209 C-W 

210 

211 
212 
213 

214 

215 

216 
217 
218 
219 

C-2C 
C-W 
C-2H 
C-2C 
C-2C 

C-2C 

C-2C 

C-2C 
? 
? 
C-2C 

220 C-2H 

221 
222 

C-2C 
C-2C 

reg. owner/operator date 
(N)C4592 to Chamberlin 28Mar28 
G-CARQ Canadian Transcontinental Airways 
12Jun28, R5Jul28; DBF Rimouski, Que (suspected 
arson) 5Jun30 
NC5999 Richard F Hoyt 10Jul28; China [SEA79] 
G-CARS Canadian Transcontinental Airways 
R29Jun28; Canadian Airways R18Jan32; DBF at 
Quesnel. BC (following t/o accident) 16Mar33 
NC7703 30Jul28; Sent to Chicago for Air Show 
G-CARN J V Elliott Air Service, Hamilton. Ont. 
30Jun28, R29Jun28; Cr on island, Beaumaris. Ont., 
DBR 9Aug28 
NC7409 Loening 21Jul28 
(Hornet) NC7146 Boston Airport Corp 15Aug28 
G-CATM Northern Aerial Metals [MM] 08Aug28 
Northern Aerial Minerals Exploration Ltd.. Winnipeg. 
Man. R20Aug28; Cr at Thicket Portage, NWT. DBR 
25Aug29 
(Wasp) NC8042 Pan American Airways 06Oct28 
Crashed at San Juan, PR 290ct28; WFU 09Mar29 
NC7770 Richard F Hoyt 01Oct28; China [SEA79] 
(Hornet) NC8040 Donald Woodward 05Nov28 
NC9703 Robert McCormick, 22Nov28, (to C-2H); 
Pan American 1929; Sold 29Nov29 
NC9713 Pan American 12Dec28: Crashed at San 
Jose, Costa Rica 01Jan29 
NC9717 Pan American 09Jan29; Peruvian Airways 
01 Jul30: Panagra 1931; Pan American, Crashed 
at Montevideo, Uruguay 03Apr32 
NC9728 Gorst Flying Service 31Jan29 
? 
NC9782 Thomson Aeronautical Corp.9Mar29 
NC9772 Bernard McFadden Publications, Inc., New 
York "Miss True Story" 16Mar29; Accident on 
Hudson River at Croton, NY, damaged, sank 
210ct29; Sold to Westchester Airport Corporation 
"as is" for $5,000 260ct29; Rebuilt by Grumman 
with new wings 13May30; Sold to Ray P Applegate, 
Lake Geneva, Wl Jul30; Propeller broken and 
motor damaged 13Oct30; Stored at Curtiss-Wright 
Airport, Glenview, IL from Aug30; Philip K Wrigley, 
Chicago 9Apr31 for Wilmington-Catalina Air Line, 
Ltd. 21May31; Sold to Alberto T Mancilla, 
Transportes Aereos Mexicanos, S.A. 26Sep33; Sold 
into Mexico 26Apr34 
NC9773 Western Air Express 06Apr29; Catalina 
Air Lines 
NC9159 Marshall Field 01May29 
NC9783 Thomson Aeronautical Corp. "Miss Detroit" 
03May29; Forced landing on Lake Erie in heavy 
fog. damaged a wing, plane turned over 13Aug29 
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243 C-2H 

• • • 
Above: The air-cooled radial engines of the Loening C-2 series brought 
increases in power and made it unnecessary to have radiators and 
carry cooling water so were less trouble in operation. The C-2C was 
powered by the 525hp 9-cyl Wright Cyclone with exhausts and collec-
tor ring on the front of the engine, distinguishable from the C-2H with a 
525hp P&W Hornet which had exhausts and collector ring on the rear. 
C-2C NC9159 c/n 221 illustrated. (Flight via Jack Meaden) 

Above: This Loening C-2C is positioned to show all the main features 
including open pilot's cockpit, wingtip floats, tailskid. narrow square top 
rudder, long fixed fin and special features a Townend ring and radio 
mast. Wearing '5' below the cockpit, the barely-discernable registration 
on the rudder may be NC132H. (A U Schmidt via Jack Meaden) 

223 C-2C NC9784 Thomson Aeronautical Corp. 07May29; 
Pan American 1929: Trans American 1931: China 
[SEA79] (ex "NC9734") 

224 C-2C NC9156 Thomson Aeronautical 24May29: Pan 
American 

225 C-2C NC9157 Cox & Stevens for New York Suburban 
Airlines 20May29 

226 C-2C NC132H New York Air Terminals Inc; to Kohler 
Aviation Corp.; Hit a swell on take-off from 
Milwaukee Harbor causing engine separation. BU. 
29Aug32 

227 C-2C NC133H New York Suburban Airlines Inc 19Jun29 
Kohler 

228 C-2C NC131H Evol Aviation 27Jun29; Pan American 
229 C-2C NC9160 Pittsburgh Aircraft Agency Corp 13Jul29 

Air Ferries, Ltd.; Struck a tug in the Oakland estuary 
and nose-dived into water 2Jun30 

230 C-2H NC135H Western Air Express 24Jul29 
231 C-2C NC134H Cox & Stevens for Kohler 17Jul29; 

Pan American 
232 C-2C NC9158 Gorst Flying Service 29Jun29; Crashed 

into water on flight from Bremerton to Seattle 
310ct29 

233 C-2H NC136H Cox & Stevens for Coastal Airways 
02Aug29; Howard S Borden 

234 C-2H NC137H Standard Oil Co. 08Aug29 
235 C-2C NC138H John B Kohler through Thompson 

22Aug29; Pan American 
236 C-2C NC139H John B Kohler through Thompson 

26Aug29; Pan American 
237 C-2C NC140H Weddell Williams Air Service 08Aug29; 

Pan American 
238 C-2H #1? CNAC 23Aug29 
239 C-2H #2? CNAC 30Aug29 
240 C-2H #3? CNAC 07Sep29 
241 C-2H #4? CNAC 05Oct29 
242 C-2H #5? CNAC 05Oct29 

244 
245 

299 
300 

307 
308 
309 
310 

C-2C 
C-2H 

C-4C 
K-85 

C-2H 
C-2H 
C-2H 
? 

600 C4C 

NC58K Continental Air Services 26Nov29; Air 
Ferries, San Francisco 
NC64K Air Ferries 07Jan30; Pan American 
NC65K Air Ferries 31Dec29 

NC10588(to K-85); #6? China 19Nov29 
NX769W; to CNAC? 

NC10131 
NC10239 
NC10240 
? 

NX62K 

Notes: 
C/ns 301 to 306 and 311 to 336 inclusive were Keystone-Loening K-
84 Commuter aircraft. 
Aerofiles US register lists NC7703 as Waco GXE c/n 1300 and 
NC9782 as Fairchild 71 c/n 612. (This listing does not always agree 
with the Aerofiles pages for Loening.) 
C/n 219 left the factory with a Wright Cyclone engine (s/n 9614) of 
540hp. In 1931 it was given a new Wright Cyclone R-1750 engine 
(s/n 11042) of 525hp. 
Please see CNAC fleet list for their aircraft names. 

Military ai •craft: 
Designation s/n 
USAAC 
XCOA-1 

COA-1 

23-1234 

24-006/008 
25-226/234 

XOA-1>XO-10 26-212 

OA-1 

OA-1B 

OA-1C 

OA-2 

US Navy 
OL-1 

OL-2 

OL-3 

OL-4 
OL-6 
XOL-7 

XOL-8 

OL-8 

OL-8A 
OL-9 

XHL-1 

X02L-1 
X02L-2 

26-428/442 

27-318/326 

28-073/082 

29-274/281 

A6879-A6880 

A6980-A6983 
A7030 

A7055-A7058 

A7059-A7064 
A7324-A7350 

A7335 

A7344 

A7832-A7851 

A8069-A8088 
A8733-A8747 
A8979-A8985 

9208-9211 
A8275-8276 

A8525 
A8606 

US Coast Guard 
OL-5 CG1-3 > 

qty 

1 

3 
9 
1 

15 

9 

10 

8 

2 

4 
1 
4 

6 
27 
1 

1 

20 

20 
15 
7 
4 
2 

1 
1 

notes 

Tandem 2-seat biplane, powered 
by a 400hp V-1650-1 and armed 
with two 0.3in guns 
Became COA-1 after tests 
3 to US Navy in 1925 
As OA-1 but 480hp V-1650-1, re-
designated XO-10 before delivery 
As COA-1 but redesigned vertical 
tail surfaces 
As OA-1B but with water-cooled 
V-1650-1 
As OA-1B but redesigned fin and 
rudder 
Similar to OA-1C but with a 480hp 
V-1460-1, etc. 

3-seat amphibious biplane with 
a 440hp Packard 1A-1500 
Similar to COA-1 

As OL-1 but powered by a 475hp 
Packard 1A-2500 
OL-3 with 400hp Liberty V-1650-2 
Packard-powered amphibian 
OL-6 with experimental thick-
section wings 
OL-6 re-engined with 450hp P&W 
R-1340-2 Wasp 
As OL-6 with 450hp P & W 
R-1340-4 Wasp 
As OL-8 but with arrester gear 
Keystone, outwardly similar to OL-8 

Ambulance version of OL-8 with a 
cabin for up to 6 passengers 
(based on C-2H) 
Improved version of OL-6 

re-serialled 
V101-V103 

Abbreviations 
ATC 
c/n 
CNAC 
DBF 
DBR 

Approved Type Certificate 
Construction number 
China National Aviation Corporation 
Destroyed By Fire 
Damaged Beyond Repair overpage 
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P&W 
qty 
reg. 
s/n 
USAAC 
USN 

Pratt & Whitney 
Quantity 
registration 
serial number 
United States Army Air Corps 
United States Navy 
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Although the initial attempt to extend service to Chungking misfired, the 
fall of 1930 did bring some good news for the company in the form of a 
marked increase in mail and passenger traffic between Shanghai and 
Hankow. Revenue increased 20% in term of Chinese dollars. 
Unfortunately, as CNAC's revenue went up, the price of silver went 
down. As a major part of CNAC's operating expenses consisted of 
salaries and charges for equipment payable in American dollars, the 
airline's monthly deficit remained constant despite increased revenue. 

As deficits continued and the prospects for financial return remained 
dim despite the new contract, the Keys group once again sought to 
reassess its position toward the venture in China. In early December 
1930, Keys sent George Conrad Westervelt across the Pacific to 
decide whether or not the American partner should continue to partici-
pate in CNAC. 

The situation in China may have been unpromising when Westervelt 
sailed from the West Coast in early December; while he was en route 
to the Orient it very nearly became disastrous. The airline had flown 
nearly 400,000 miles and carried 3,000 passengers without injury since 
the beginning of operations in October 1929. The credit for this excel-
lent safety record belonged to the airline's flight and ground personnel 
and to the operations manager, Harry Smith. By December 1930, 
however, Smith had become disillusioned about the prospects for com-
mercial aviation in China, and he communicated this discontent to the 
pilots. In addition, Smith and his senior pilot, Ernest Allison, were quar-
relling over the competence of several replacement pilots who had 
been sent out from the United States. Paul F Baer was one of the new 
arrivals. Allison 'absolutely refused' to pass Baer as ready to command 
a Loening. Smith overruled him and placed Baer on the regular service 
to Hankow. 

Fatal accident 
On the morning of 9th December, 1930, Baer, his Chinese co-
pilot/student K F Pan, and four passengers boarded a Loening for the 
scheduled trip to Hankow. Baer taxied into the centre of the Whangpoo 
River, then began his take-off run downstream (south to north), just 
abeam CNAC's hangars at Lunghwa. The aircraft lifted off the water 
and began to climb straight ahead but a crosswind caused it to drift to 
the left. The lower right wing of the aircraft struck the top of the main 
mast of a large Chinese junk at anchor near the bank of the river. The 
plane flipped over on its back and plunged into the marshy river bank, 
upside down, at an angle of approximately 60 degrees. Baer, his co-
pilot, and two passengers perished. The remaining two passengers 
were seriously injured. [A report on this accident is included in the 
CNAC website.] 

Another incident took place two weeks later, one less serious in terms 
of death and injury, but nearly fatal to the airline. An aide to Chiang Kai-
shek called CNAC's local agent at Hankow in the late afternoon of 24th 
December and reserved all six seats on the next morning's plane to 

take the Generalissimo and his party to Nanking. Although the flight 
was due to leave at 8 am, the aide asked that the plane be held until 9 
am. The young Chinese agent notified the American field manager, 
Ray Ott, of the situation in the morning. Ott could not have cared less. 
The schedule called for 8 am, and the plane would leave at 8 am. It did. 
Chiang and his party showed up a half-hour later. The Generalissimo 
was furious when he found that the plane had left without him. He jailed 
the agent and the field manager. CNAC's head office had learned of the 
situation by this time and had ordered the plane to return to Hankow. 
When it arrived, Chiang refused to use the aircraft, threw the pilot into 
jail, and proceeded to Nanking via a Chinese gunboat. 

Westervelt landed in Shanghai the day after this fiasco. In one of his 
first acts with CNAC he fired Ott and the hapless Chinese agent. He 
grounded the pilot, C S Vaughn, who had not known that Chiang had 
reserved the plane but after a decent interval Vaughn returned to flying 
status. 

The Christmas episode seemed to Westervelt symptomatic of the 
major problem of American employees of CNAC. The Americans had 
an 'insular' point of view with respect to the Chinese. They treated the 
natives haughtily and brusquely, instead of with consideration, cour-
tesy, and respect. The enterprise could only work in partnership with 
the Chinese. 

There were other problems. Hamilton wanted to be relieved of his 
duties. Traffic along the Yangtze had increased, but the decline in silver 
prices meant a constant deficit in terms of gold. Progress in extending 
the river route and preparing for operation on other routes authorized 
by the contract had been poor. The picture was not all black. The extent 
of Nationalist control over the country impressed Westervelt. 

Westervelt spent five months in China on his first visit. Besides ensur-
ing that the American personnel were indoctrinated with respect to 
proper behaviour toward the Chinese, he directed his main efforts to 
route expansion and the repair of operating equipment. 

Expanding the route network 
Westervelt believed that with only the Shanghai-Hankow route there 
would never be any chance of breaking even. Much of the operating 
budget represented fixed costs; therefore, the added revenue from 
expanded service would likely be much greater than the additional 
operating costs. The Yangtze route beyond Hankow seemed to offer 
the best prospects for expansion. It took nearly nine days by steamer 
to travel the 540 miles through the rapids of the Upper Yangtze to 
Chungking from Hankow. An exchange of letters between Shanghai 
and Chungking, allowing one day for reply, consumed nearly a month. 
Air service could reduce this to one week or less. 

The first scheduled flight to Ichang left Hankow on the afternoon of 31st 
March, 1931. Westervelt rode as passenger, planning to continue up 
river by steamer and survey the projected expansion to Wanhsien and 
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Right: The first five 
known CNAC examples 
of the Loening 'Shoehorn' 
were all C-2H, as seen 
here with the exhaust col-
lector behind the Hornet 
engine. This particular 
C-2H is NC58K and has 
the latest 3-blade pro-
peller but other 
'Shoehorns' were operat-
ed with 2 and 4-blade 
propellers, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

Chungking. He arrived at Ichang at 5:50 pm, then boarded a French 
vessel for the trip to Chungking. The trip up river convinced Westervelt 
that the route, while difficult, presented no serious operational problem. 
Travelling through the Yangtze Gorges, he noted that the peaks rose to 
3,500 feet and were partially covered by clouds. There were no emer-
gency landing sites; however, the river could be used for emergency 
landings except in one or two places. Fog often enveloped the valley, 
but it did not lie on the swift-moving water. An expert pilot in a small 
plane could safely follow the river, flying between the Gorges and 
underneath the fog. 

Upon reaching Chungking, Westervelt sought an interview with 
Marshal Liu Hsiang . He found the warlord occupied with 'a small war 
in the interior'. Liu's deputy stated that the marshal regretted the previ-
ous misunderstanding and would welcome air service. Westervelt then 
called on the local postal commissioner, from whom he received dis-
appointing news regarding the volume of first-class mail handled at 
Chungking. 

Westervelt stopped at Wanhsien on the return trip from Chungking and 
visited with General Wang Fun-jao, commander of the local area under 
Marshal Liu. Wang apologised for the trouble the previous September. 
He, too, desired mail service. Contacting the local postal commission-
er, Westervelt learned that the bulk of mail to and from Chengtu, the 
largest city in Szechwan province, passed through Wanhsien. Adding 
together the figures from Wanhsien and Chungking, Westervelt pre-
dicted that the route extension would bring in $2,700 a month in air mail 
revenue alone. Westervelt returned to Shanghai on 14th April 1931, 
two weeks after his departure. 

CNAC completed the initial extension without incident in late April and, 
as Westervelt had predicted, it turned out to be immediately profitable. 
Allison made a survey flight further up river on 11th October, and 
regular twice-weekly service to Chungking via Wanhsien commenced 
on 31st October. 

Service to Peking 
The second route authorized under the contract extended from 
Shanghai/Nanking to Peking. Westervelt preferred to push ahead on 
the third route, along the coast to Canton, because the Peking line 
would have to compete with excellent rail service; but the new manag-
ing director, Ho Chi-wei, pressed him to begin the Peking service with 
the five Stinsons and Chinese pilots obtained from the Shanghai-
Chengtu Line. The added costs of the operation did not appear to be 
great. The Chinese pilots only earned $85 to $200 per month. Also, the 
equipment had been stored in warehouses since the merger and might 
as well be put to productive use. Captain Allison, however, did not con-
sider the Chinese aviators, who had been flying as co-pilots on the 
Loenings, qualified to handle the operation with safety. In addition, 
Westervelt learned that the single-engine Stinson monoplanes were 
powered by Wright 300 hp engines of the 'unfortunate' 1929 series. 

Westervelt did not intend to inform the Chinese of the deficiencies of 
Curtiss-Wright products. He also sympathised with their desire to par-
ticipate more fully in the flight operations of the company. He finally 
decided to go ahead with the Peking line. He ordered modifications on 
the engines. He pointed out to Allison that the terrain between 
Shanghai and Nanking was flat with abundant emergency landing 
areas. The Chinese pilots could navigate by following the railroad 
tracks. Westervelt and Allison agreed on a 6-month trial period during 
which no passengers would be carried. 

Service to Peking began on 15th April, 1931. Operations during the first 
week were erratic, with few trips completed even close to schedule. 
The amount of mail carried was limited. Engine failures during May 
threatened to end the service; the engines had been only partly over-
hauled because the maintenance staff had not been aware of more 
recent engineering bulletins. The old engines had to be replaced. 
Although this would be a serious financial blow to CNAC, as new 
engines would cost $14,000 to $16,000, Westervelt decided to go 
ahead. He suspended service on the Peking route on 8th June and 
awaited the arrival of the new engines. 

Progress lagged on the coastal route to Canton. Due to severe short-
age of equipment, a survey flight could not be scheduled until May. 
When an aircraft did become available, the formation of an anti-
Nationalist government in Canton precluded the flight. Westervelt rec-
ommended to the managing director that service be delayed until 
March 1932. The managing director agreed. 

Westervelt's efforts to extend CNAC's routes produced mixed results, 
but his attempts to solve the airline's equipment problems proved more 
successful. Only three of CNAC's six Loenings were in operating con-
dition when Westervelt arrived in December 1930. Baer's ill-fated air-
craft would require major reconstruction if it were ever to fly again, and 
two other planes were in various states of disrepair. To add to CNAC's 
troubles, another aircraft suffered extensive damage in February 1931 
when a pilot landed gear-down in the water. Westervelt located his 
friend Wong Tsu and offered him a contract to rehabilitate the damaged 
aircraft. Wong accepted. He set up shop at Lunghwa and undertook an 
extensive maintenance and repair programme, involving the complete 
rebuilding of severely damaged aircraft. Wong also embarked on a 
weight-saving project, in which the Loenings were converted into flying 
boats. He removed the landing gear, had the wheel wells skinned over, 
bilge lines inserted, water rudder installed, and so forth. This greatly 
improved the performance of the underpowered Loenings. 

Operations had been poor during January 1931, with only 75% of 
scheduled trips completed, mainly due to extensive fog. The weather 
remained unfavourable in February. March brought sunny skies and 
increased revenue. Successful service to Ichang in April and increased 
traffic on the other stations along the Yangtze route produced the 
highest receipts for any month since the airline began operations. 
Westervelt prepared to return to the United States in May. He had 
wrought many needed changes during his five months in China. 
Unsuitable personnel had been weeded out of the organization, begin-
nings of a better relationship between the Chinese and American 
employees could be seen, the extension of the Yangtze route to 
Chungking had been well started, and the equipment problems were on 
the way to being solved. In terms of the long-range future of CNAC, 
however, Westervelt took his most significant action when he selected 
a new American representative, William Langhorne Bond, to replace 
the ineffectual Minard Hamilton. Dissatisfied with Hamilton and Smith, 
Westervelt asked that Bond be sent to China. Bond did not hesitate. 

Bond reached Shanghai on 17th March, 1931. He first turned to the fes-
tering morale problem in CNAC. He found a widespread sense of 
defeat among the American personnel. The defeatism showed up in the 
increasing number of accidents and generally lax operating proce-
dures. Harry Smith exited the scene in late August. 

Bond carried through on the groundwork that had been laid by 
Westervelt in the months that followed. Radio stations, manned by 
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Chinese operators, were installed on the route beyond Ichang. Wong's 
men continued with the repair and renovation of the airline's fleet. The 
Stinsons for the Peking service received new engines. Bond reduced 
the operating budget by returning three American radio operators to the 
United States and allowing the contracts of four mechanics to expire. 
Bond assumed the duties of both Hamilton and Smith after their depar-
ture. All this resulted in a net savings of $32,000 a year. While operat-
ing costs went down, mileage flown increased 130%. 

As had happened in the past, just as the airline's prospects brightened, 
conditions in China took a turn for the worse. The summer of 1931 
brought the most severe floods in the nation's history, disrupting 
service along the Yangtze. At the same time, civil war once again 
threatened-to plunge the country into chaos, as the left wing of the 
ruling Kuomintang party split with the right-wing faction led by Chiang 
Kai-shek. The dissidents gathered at Canton and proclaimed their inde-
pendence on 28th May. War between Canton and Nanking failed to 
break out only because a common enemy loomed on the horizon. 
Fighting flared up in Manchuria in September between the Japanese 
Kwantung army and the forces of Chang Hsueh-liang. Chiang Kai-shek 
realized that his army was no match for the Japanese and could only 
appeal to the League of Nations. The conflict in Manchuria prompted 
an outburst of nationalistic sentiment and a boycott of Japanese goods. 

Westervelt returned to China in November 1931. Revenue had taken a 
turn for the better after the decline in late summer due to the floods. In 
fact, November promised to show the smallest loss since the organiza-
tion of CNAC. Operating expenses were down, and the price of silver 
had been advancing for several months. The Stinsons, equipped with 
new engines, had been performing satisfactorily on Peking line service 
since resumption of operations on 12th September. Passengers were 
being carried since 15th October, and, while traffic remained light, 
improvements could be expected as the service gained a reputation for 
reliability. 

On the other hand, there were problems on the Hankow-Chungking 
route for which Westervelt had only himself to blame. Over the strenu-
ous objections of the airline's pilots, Westervelt had insisted on order-
ing several Wright Cyclone replacement engines for the Loenings. 
Westervelt had recognized the superiority of the Pratt & Whitney Hornet 
engines, which had hitherto given excellent service. But CNAC was 
supposed to be a showcase for Curtiss-Wright products, so Westervelt 
had ordered the Cyclones. This had resulted in a series of engine failures 
on the dangerous Hankow-Chungking service. No one had been injured, 
but there had been some bad moments for both passengers and crew. 

The Peking line ran into severe problems at the end of the year. The 
inexperienced Chinese pilots on this route proved unable to cope with 
the miserable weather of late November and December. A Stinson 
crashed into the side of Taishan Mountain on 18th November, killing 
the pilot, co-pilot and two passengers. Several weeks later, two aircraft 
went down on the same day due to fog in the Peking area. There were 
no fatalities but the planes suffered extensive damage. CNAC sus-
pended service on the Peking line indefinitely on the day after 
Christmas as Wong Tsu's workshop filled up with crippled Stinsons. 
This was no great financial loss to the company. The Peking service 
during its period of sporadic operations in 1931 had carried a total of 
only 27 passengers, most of whom had travelled under passes issued 
by Ministry of Communications, and 37,708 pounds of mail. 

Political conditions also worsened. The fall of Manchuria to the 
Japanese caused criticism of the government by students and others. 
Also, government income plummeted, due both to loss of funds from 
Manchuria and a general slump in economic activity. The Canton dis-
sidents had been clamouring for a chance to run the government, and 
Chiang Kai-shek decided to let them try, believing that they were bound 
to fail. The Canton group took power in late December for what was to 
prove a brief and unsuccessful tenure of office. 

While the political situation in China proceeded from crisis to crisis, the 
cash assets of CNAC neared depletion. The last of four cash payments 
by the Chinese under terms of the contract of July 1930 came on 1st 
December. As the airline had not yet reached a break-even point, addi-
tional funds were needed to cover losses. Westervelt had returned to 
China to make arrangements with the government for additional money 
to continue operation of the airline. 

The Chinese directors of CNAC wanted to vote a capital increase of 
$222,000 for 1932. The Americans would pay their share of $100,000 
on 1st January, 1932. The Chinese would contribute $122,000 on 1st 
July, to be loaned by the American partner. In short, Curtiss-Wright 

would put up all the cash. When Westervelt refused to consider this 
arrangement, the Chinese asked if the Americans would be willing to 
loan $35,000 to the company, to be repaid out of first profits. This sum 
would cover operating deficits in American funds for approximately six 
months. Westervelt recommended acceptance of this proposal most 
strongly' to New York. The money represented only a 5% increase in 
Curtiss-Wright's capital investment in China. Westervelt said that the 
airline would cease operations and everything would be lost without 
these funds. He expressed his continued belief that Curtiss-Wright 
stood a reasonable chance of recovering its entire investment, and 
even making a profit, provided the political situation remained reason-
ably stable. 

New York, understandably, proved reluctant to sink more capital into 
the venture in the light of political conditions in China. Despite grave 
reservations, Curtiss-Wright finally agreed to cover deficits in American 
funds up to $13,000, which would give CNAC a 'breathing space' of two 
or three months. New York advised Westervelt to use this offer, and the 
promise of a further loan (with adequate security) for new equipment to 
operate the Canton route, as bargaining counters to obtain a subsidy 
from the Chinese government for operation of air services. 

The Shanghai Incident 
Negotiations proceeded in the midst of increasingly chaotic conditions. 
A powerful Japanese naval squadron lay at anchor on Shanghai's 
doorstep. An active Chinese boycott was crippling Japanese trade, and 
Japan demanded that it end. Serious clashes between Chinese and 
Japanese residents of Shanghai occurred on 18th & 20th January, 1932, 
prompting a threat of retaliation by the Japanese naval commander. 

On the night of January 28/29th 1932, Japanese troops attacked 
Shanghai. Warships and aircraft bombarded the city the next day. Bond 
went to Nanking on the morning flight on 29th January. Westervelt 
ordered him to remain there and suspended operations. Despite con-
tinued fighting in China and lack of support by the American govern-
ment, Westervelt deemed the situation sufficiently stable to resume 
operations on 9th February, 1932. 

Fighting in China tapered off in early March 1932. The belligerents 
signed an armistice on 5th May, and Japan withdrew its troops from 
China by the end of the month. While the war had thwarted 
Westervelt's negotiations with the Chinese, it did produce several 
encouraging developments in the end. First, hostility toward Japan 
brought together the Canton and Nanking factions of the Kuomintang. 
The Canton group had demonstrated its inability to rule the country and 
handed back power to Chiang Kai-shek. Second, the war had inter-
rupted steamer service along the Yangtze to the benefit of CNAC's mail 
and passenger traffic. Finally, the conflict had made Chinese officials 
forcefully aware of the importance of military aviation to the survival of 
the nation. China's need for a modern air force would occupy 
Westervelt's time and attention in the months ahead. The fate of the 
military aviation programme [outside the scope of this article] bore a 
direct relationship to the continued existence of Curtiss-Wright's com-
mercial venture in China. 

Curtiss-Wright shared handsomely in the military market. In the early 
stages of development, between May 1932 and May 1933, the Chinese 
government placed orders for military aircraft with Curtiss-Wright 
totalling $675,000. A contract to build an aircraft factory promised well 
for the future. Curtiss-Wright finally had tapped the promise of the 
Chinese market after a long search, and it could now afford to carry 
CNAC as an unwanted stepchild of its military sales enterprises in 
China. 

George Conrad Westervelt left Curtiss-Wright at the end of 1932 and 
returned to his farm in Highland County, Florida. Clement M Keys left 
the scene at the same time. Only W L Bond remained, in charge of an 
organization that Curtiss-Wright kept only because it did not wish to 
offend the Chinese and possibly jeopardise its military sales. 

Curtiss-Wright left Bond and CNAC more or less alone following 
Westervelt's departure in the late spring of 1932. New York did not 
send anyone to replace him, and there were no further attempts to 
reach an economic understanding with the Chinese. The airline contin-
ued to make measured progress throughout the year despite dwindling 
financial resources. The Sino-Japanese conflict had disrupted rail and 
steamboat transportation in the Yangtze basin, and CNAC took advan-
tage of the situation and scheduled extra trips to accommodate the 
demand for air service. The airline in 1932 carried 3,153 passengers 
and 111,872 pounds of mail, an increase of 25% over 1931. 
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Stinson SM-1 "Detroiter" 
By Ian Terry & Martin Best, China History Research Group 

Introduction 
One of the aircraft types operated by the Shanghai-Chengtu Air Mail 
Line and China National Aviation Corporation (CNAC) was the 
Stinson SM-1F "Detroiter". Whereas we know that four of this model 
were exported to China for operation by the Shanghai-Chengtu Air 
Mail Line, five were transferred to CNAC when the airlines merged in 
1930 and CNAC operated six (or possibly 7) of the type: fleet 
numbers 7 to 12 and possibly 13. In an attempt to identify where the 
extra Detroiters came from, we drafted a Stinson SM-1 production list 
but will only consider SM-1F model production here. 

Stinson SM-1 models 
Stinson SM-1 "Detroiter", ATC 16, 6 passengers, powered by 220hp 

Wright J-5 
Stinson SM-1 Special "Detroiter", Group 2 approval 2-174 
Stinson SM-1B "Detroiter", Group 2 approval 2-24 
Stinson SM-1B Special "Detroiter", Group 2 approval 2-224 
Stinson SM-1D Special "Detroiter", Group 2 approval 2-143 

(230ct29), 220hp Wright J-5 conversion 
Stinson SM-1D-300 "Detroiter", Group 2 approval 2-60 (13Apr29 & 

07Nov29), with 300hp Wright J-6-9-300 (R-975) and 
gross weight of 4,300lb. 

Stinson SM-1 DA "Detroiter", ATC 74 (Oct28), 220hp Wright J-5 
Stinson SM-1DB "Detroiter", ATC 76 (Oct28), SM-1 DA with interior 

refinements 
Stinson SM-1 DC "Detroiter", ATC 77 (Oct28), 2 passenger cargo 

version of SM-1 DA, Wright J-4B 
Stinson SM-1DD "Detroiter", ATC 78 (Oct28) 
Stinson SM-1DX "Detroiter", Group 2 approval 2-228 (20Jun30) 
Stinson SM-1F "Detroiter", ATC 136 (29Apr29), 300hp Wright 

J6-9-300 
Stinson SM-1FS "Detroiter", ATC 212 (24Aug29), with Edo J or K 

floats 

Stinson SM-1F Detroiter 
The Stinson SM-1F "Detroiter" was developed from the SM-1D-300 
by Kenneth Ronan and had the more powerful Wright R-975 engine 
but a revised tail. Twenty-six SM-1F aircraft were built after the 
company's move to Wayne. Two were used in Alaska by McGhee 
Airways and four shipped to China in May 1929 after the Chinese 
Ministry of Communications contracted with Stinson to operate a 
Shanghai-Nanking mail route. From c/n M509, all SM-1Fs were eligi-
ble for conversion as seaplanes (SM-1FS) with Edo J or K floats and 
one (c/n M523) was exported to Canada. 

Wingspan: 
Length: 
Load: 
Speed: 

Range: 
Seats: 

Stinson 
c/n 
M500 
M501 
M502 
M503 
M504 

M505 
M506 
M507 
M508 
M509 

1F 
1F 
1F 
1F 
1FS 

M510 

46 ft 8 in 
32 ft 8 in 
1686 lb 
132 mph (maximum) 
113 mph (cruising) 
56 mph (minimum) 
680 miles 
6 

SM-1 F production list 
model regn. owner/operator date 
1F NC9691 Tanner Motor, Los Angeles 
1F NC9693 Col Harry C Fry Jr, Pittsburgh 
1F NC9692 T T Pendleton, Fort Worth, TX 
1F NC9698 to China, not before: Sep29 
1F NC8420 Tanner Motor Livery, Los Angeles 

28Mar29; Mid-air collision with another Stinson 
Detroiter at Rocky Point, CA (all killed) 2Jan30; 
Cancelled 14Feb30 
NC8421 Tanner Motor, Los Angeles 
NC8424 Bernard Airlines, Youngstown, OH 
NC8429 Associated Aviators, Wausau, Wl 
NC8430 E A Goff, Battle Creek, Ml 
to China May29; #1? Shanghai-Chengtu Air 
Mail Line; to CNAC 

1F to China May29; #2? Shanghai-Chengtu Air 
Mail Line; to CNAC 

Above: The Stinson SM-1F cabin monoplane 6-seater was a popular 
hard working aeroplane powered by a 300hp 9-cyl Wright J6 
Whirlwind radial engine. NC413M illustrated, (via Jack Meaden) 

M511 

M512 

M513 
M514 

1F 

IF 

1F 
1F 

M515 
M516 
M517 
M518 
M519 

M520 
M521 
M522 
M523 

1F 
1F 
1F 
1F 
1F 

1F 
1F 
1F 
1FS 

M524 
M525 
[Sources: 

to China May29; #3? Shanghai-Chengtu Air 
Mail Line; to CNAC 
to China May29; #4? Shanghai-Chengtu Air 
Mail Line; to CNAC 
NC8468 Alaska-Washington Airways 
NC8436; LN-ABN AS Norsk Lufttrafikk, Oslo 
R04Feb36; CofA suspended after unscheduled 
inspection 07Apr37; Sold to Sweden but 
crashed on delivery; Destroyed near Swedish 
border during ferry flight from Kjeller to Bromma 
21Jul37; Cancelled 130ct39 
NC8469 Steffens Aircraft, Rutherford, NJ 
NC445H 
NC448H McGhee Airways, AK 
? 
NR487H Named "Pilot Radio"; Disappeared en 
route Bermuda-Azores Jan31 
NC404M McGhee Airways, AK 
NC413M 
NC910W Western Air Service 
CF-AMD Yarrow Aircraft Ltd., Vancouver 
Temporary certificate issued 23May30; Intended 
for Dominion Airways Ltd, Vancouver; Severely 
damaged at Butedale, BC 16Jul30; Bought by 
Northern BC Airways, Prince Rupert, BC (not 
repaired), 20May31 
NC961W 
NC966W 

1F 
1F 
Aerofiles, Wegg (p. 146)] 

Notes: 
Some sources give the c/ns without the 'M' prefix. 
C/n 504 was manufactured in March 1929 and came from the 
factory with a 300hp Wright J-6 (R-975A) engine, s/n 10257. 

Abbreviations 
ATC 
c/n 
CNAC 
s/n 

Approved Type Certificate 
construction number (MSN) 
China National Aviation Corporation 
serial number 
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Above: A Stinson SM-1F Detroiter of CNAC warming up before departure at the 
Nanuan Aerodrome, Peiping. (Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 
Left: CNAC pilot Hewitt Mitchell with a company SM-1F Detroiter in 1934. Note the 
big balloon tyres for use on unprepared surfaces. (Ralph Mitchell via Jack Meaden) 

CNAC Traffic Statistics, 1929-1934 

TJ-f 

The new year (1933) brought heightened Chinese interest in the politi-
cal benefits of air service, as tension increased along the Manchurian 
border. Tokyo had recognized the 'independence' of Manchuria in 
September 1932 and had organised the former Chinese province under 
a puppet government as the state of Manchukuo. The Japanese now 
moved to secure the borders of the new state. Shanhaikwan, guarding 
a strategic pass between Manchuria and North China, fell to advancing 
Imperial troops on 3rd January, 1933. There followed a demand for 
withdrawal of all Chinese forces from the adjacent province of Jehol. 
When Nanking failed to comply, the Japanese swept into the province, 
reached the Great Wall on 10th March, and continued southward. With 
Peking threatened, Chiang Kai-shek sought a truce. Japan dictated the 
agreement signed at Tangku on 31st May. While the Chinese remained 
in nominal control of the northern area, it exercised sovereignty under 
Japanese sufferance. 

Nanking sought to strengthen its ties to the northern region in the face 
of increasing Japanese influence. One part of this programme involved 
an unprecedented offer to subsidize CNAC's service to Peking, which 
had been suspended since December 1931. The Chinese government 
not only agreed in early January 1933 to pay $3,500 a month for three 
years to protect the airline against expected losses, it also permitted 
CNAC to use American pilots on the route, at least until Chinese avia-
tors could be trained. 

Ernest Allison took off from Shanghai on 12th January, 1933, to begin 
this service. The schedule called for nine-hour service to Peking via the 
coastal cities of Haichow, Tsingtao, and Tientsin, operating twice 
weekly. J R McCleskey and Hewitt F Mitchell were hired in the United 
States and sent to fly the Stinsons. Allison took charge of flight opera-
tions for the first few months. The only problem encountered on the 
route was the extreme cold in the north, and new heaters were ordered 
for the cabins of the Stinsons. 

The early months of 1933 were a time for guarded optimism about 
CNAC's future. Traffic along the Yangtze continued to increase, the 
Peking route was operating satisfactorily, and the small subsidy 
seemed to portend a change of attitude by the government. The fiscal 
year ending 30th June, 1933, proved the best in the history of the 
airline. Revenue was up $65,268 over the previous fiscal year, while 
expenses decreased $58,570. CNAC's deficit, which had been averag-
ing nearly $250,000 a year, was cut to $121,250. 

CNAC was making progress, but many areas of China remained 
untouched by air transportation. The airline's Loenings and Stinsons, 
with their limited carrying capacity, were obsolete. CNAC needed 
improved equipment, modern communication systems, and new 
ground facilities. It would be a long time before the company's profits 
would permit such expenditures. Curtiss-Wright was an unlikely source 
of needed capital, and the Chinese government, although willing to 
grant a small subsidy, did not seem prepared to supply the necessary 
funds. CNAC had reached a dead-end in the spring of 1933. But the 
airline's fortunes were about to undergo a significant change: CNAC 
was to become an outpost in the vast aerial empire of Pan American 
Airways. [Leary pp.33-72] 

Year Miles flown 
1929 57,305 
1930 329,385 
1931 444,238 
1932 430,368 
1933 666,448 
1934 889,615 
[Ref. Leary, Appendix B, 

Passengers 

p.230] 

354 
2,654 
2,296 
3,153 
3,132 
5,223 

Mail (lb) 
8,650 

39,365 
75,742 

111,872 
110,403 
139,115 

Line Shanghai-Chengtu Air Mail 
fleet 
Stinson SM-1F Detroiter 
The first four Stinson SM-1F Detroiters with 300hp Wright Whirlwind 
J-6-9 engines were ordered through the American consul in Nanking on 
17th March 1929. They were for the Shanghai-Nanking mail route oper-
ated on behalf of the Ministry of Communications. C/ns 509 to 512 were 
shipped to China in April 1929 with Stinson pilots Henderson and 
Machle. After arrival in Shanghai on 22nd May and assembly they were 
numbered "Hu Jung 1", etc, and marked with military insignia, as they 
were the property of the Nanking Government. [LA] 

Another pair of Detroiters was ordered together with two 4-seat Stinson 
SM-2 Juniors with 225hp Wright Whirlwind J-6 engines and on 7th 
October 1929 an American export licence was granted for these air-
craft, a number of float undercarriages and spare parts. All were 
shipped on 2nd November on board the SS President Jefferson. The 
new aircraft only arrived in Shanghai in February 1930. [LA] 

Five of the six Detroiters were transferred to CNAC in the summer of 
1930 to become CNAC fleet numbers 7 to 12. This suggests that one 
of the Detroiters was lost in service with the Shanghai-Chengtu Air Mail 
Line but we don't know which one and nor do we know the c/ns of the 
two extra aircraft. As the last SM-1F off the line was c/n 525, it is pos-
sible that the two extra aircraft were either second hand or pre-regis-
tered (e.g. as Stinson demonstrators). NC9698 c/n 503 was exported 
to China but not before September 1929 and the identity of c/n 518 is 
unknown, so this is another export candidate. 

"Four Stinson Detroiter aircraft, ... were shipped to China ..." (c/ns 509, 
510, 511 & 512). [Leary p.16] "... except for the five Stinsons of the 
Shanghai-Chengtu Line." [Leary p.33] "... with the five Stinsons ... 
obtained from the old Shanghai-Chengtu Line." [Leary p.46] 

Stinson SM-2 Junior 
The two 4-seat Stinson SM-2 Juniors acquired had 225hp Wright 
Whirlwind J-6 engines, which implies that they were possibly SM-2AC 
models, which had four seats and the 225hp Wright R-760 (J-6-7-225) 
engine. 

engine power (hp) seats Model 
SM-2 
SM-2K 

SM-2AA 
SM-2AB 
SM-2AC 

Warner Scarab 110 
KinnerK-5 100 
KinnerB-5 125 
Wright R-540 (J-6) 150-165 
Wright J-5C 225 
Wright R-760 (J-6-7) 225 

ATC(date) 
3-4 48 (Aug28) 

2-136 (40ct29) 
2-414 (11Jun32) 

4 145(20May29) 
161 (11Jun29) 
194(9Aug29) 

[Source: Aerofiles, Juptner, Wegg.] 
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We have compiled a Stinson SM-2 production list (from various 
sources) that shows gaps for c/ns 1008 (SM-2?), 1042-1045 (SM-2 or 
SM-2AA?), 1090 (SM-2AB?) and 1122 & 1123 (SM-2AC?), which may 
be for export aircraft. Of these, c/ns 1122 & 1123 would be the most 
likely candidates for China, as the ATC date for the SM-2AC fits the 
delivery date for the two Chinese aircraft and, if these are SM-2AC 
models, the engine power also matches. 

Lennart Andersson suggests that the two SM-2 Juniors were probably 
transferred to the Chinese Air Force. (There is no evidence that they 
were transferred to CNAC.) 

China Airways / CNAC fleet 
From the beginning, CNAC allocated fleet numbers and names (of 
Chinese cities) to their aircraft. The numbers were usually painted on 
the fin of each aircraft. This numbering system continued even after an 
early Chinese civil aircraft register was introduced after the war. 

Generally the identity or construction numbers (c/n) of Chinese aircraft 
are not known but some estimates can be made from analysis of air-
craft exported to China and records or photographs of aircraft in China. 
Where such speculation is employed, this will be clearly stated. We 
would welcome confirmation of assumptions or evidence that contra-
dicts our tentative suggestions. 

Keystone-Loening K-85 
# d/d c/n p/i name fate 
15 300? X769W? 
Source: MM (25May02) 
Notes: #15 was a Keystone Loening K-85 possibly X769W c/n 300. 

Loening C-2C/C-2H Air Yacht (6) 
f/n 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

14 
15 

16 

? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 

? 
? 
? 

model 

C-2H 
C-2H 
C-2H 
C-2H 
C-2H 
C-2C 
C-2C 
C-2C 
C-4-C 

d/d 
24Sep29 

04Oct29 

04Oct29 

220ct29 

01Nov29 

18Sep30 

03Aug31 
07Aug31 

30Aug33 

23Aug29 
30Aug29 
07Sep29 
05Oct29 
05Oct29 

19Nov29 

c/n 
? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 
? 

? 

238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
203 
211 
223 
299? 

US reg. 

NC5999 
NC7770 
NC9734 

Name/fate 
Shashih (Shasi) Sold 
as junk, 20May41 
Anch'ing (Anking) Sold 
as junk, 20May41 
Hank'ou (Hankow) Lost 
at Hankow, 12Aug31 
Chiuchiang (Kiukiang) 
Sunk near Wuling, 
25 Sep37 
Wuch ang (Wuchang) 
Left in Tung Hu Lake 
when evacuated Hankow 
Ch 'ungch 'ing 
(Chungking) Sold as 
junk, 20May41 
Ichang Retired, Apr35 
Wanhsien Burnt at 
Hankow, 12Dec32 
Chengtu Crashed at 
Lunghwa, 18May35 
Hornet engine #498 
Hornet engine #510 
Hornet engine #513 
Hornet engine #514 
Hornet engine #515 
Candidate 
Candidate 
Candidate 
Candidate 
Shanghai Crashed at 
Lunghwa, 9Dec30 

[Sources: CF (26Jan02), MC, MM (25May02)j 

Notes: 
CNAC had five 6-seat Loening Air Yachts. [Davies p.334] Includes a 
photo of a CNAC Loening Air Yacht with the f/n "2". 
"He had the five Loenings uncrated and assembled ..." [Leary p.21-22] 
The five amphibious aircraft were acquired from China Airways 
Federal. 
"The Board of Directors approved the purchase of a sixth Loening, 
"Chungking". [Leary p.37] 

There is a photo of Loening f/n 2 in 1930, facing page 16 of Leary. 
9 December, 1930: Loening crashed in Whangpoo River (4 killed), 
Capt. Baer, scheduled trip from Lunghwa to Hankow. [Leary p.41-42] 
The CNAC web site says that the name of the Loening that crashed on 
9Dec30 was "Shanghaf. 
The first five Loening were C-2H, not C-2C. (Loening C-2C may have 
been delivered later.) C/ns were 238 through 242. They were delivered 
to the Curtiss Aeroplane Export Corp. They were shipped by the Barr 
Shipping Company. Shipping dates from the factory and Hornet engine 
serial numbers are as given above. One Loening C-4-C was reported-
ly shipped to China on 19 November 1929. This may have been c/n 
299. [MM] 
Moon Chin's fleet list shows more Loenings (9) operated by CNAC than 
one might expect from Leary, so it was necessary to construct 
a C-2C/C-2H production list in an attempt to identify the candidates 
shown above. 

Stinson SM-1F Detroiter (5) 
f/n 
7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
12 
? 

? 

d/d 
1929 

1929 

1929 

1929 

1929 

1929 

Aug30 
Aug30 
Aug30 
Aug30 
Aug30 
Aug30 
? 
? 

model 
SM-1F 

SM-1 

SM-1 

SM-1 

SM-1F 

SM-1F 
SM-1F 
SM-1F 
SM-1F 

SM-1F 
SM-1F 

c/n 

509 
510 
511 
512 
? 
? 
503? 
518? 

p/i 

Ex MoC 

ExMoC 
Ex 
Ex 
Ex 
Ex 

MoC 
MoC 
MoC 
MoC 

ExMoC 

name / fate 
Ch'angchou (Tsangchow) 
Burnt at Kulungpu by Jap 
plane, 14Jan41 
Peip'ing (Peking) Burnt at 
Sanhupa, Eurasia fire, 
27Jan40 
Tienchin (Tientsin) Burnt at 
Sanhupa, Eurasia fire, 
27Jan40 
Chinan (Tsinan) Burnt at 
Tsinan, 19Nov31 
Hsuchou (Hsuchow) 
Bombed, Chengtu, 5Nov39 
Pamgp'u (Pengpu) Burnt 
at Sanhupa, Eurasia fire, 
27Jan40 

Candidate 
Candidate 

[Sources: CF (26Jan02), MC, MM (25May02)] 

Notes: 
Five Stinson aircraft (and Chinese pilots) were acquired from the 
Shanghai-Chengtu Air Mail Line, (q.v.) [Leary pp.33, 46] 
One of the Stinsons crashed on Taishan Mountain in Shantung on 18 
November (1931), and shortly afterwards, two more crash-landed near 
Peiping. [Davies p.338] Includes a photo of CNAC Stinson Detroiter f/n 
"9" with a cowled engine (July 1930) 
"A Stinson crashed into the side of Taishan Mountain on November 18, 
killing the pilot, co-pilot and two passengers. Several weeks later, two 
aircraft went down on the same day due to fog in the Peking area. 
There were no fatalities but the planes suffered extensive damage." 
[Leary p.53] 
Four SM-1F operated the first regular airmail service in China. 
[Passenger Airliners, p. 36] 
In 1936, CNAC had Stinsons f/n 7, 8, 9, 11 & 12 with a 1000 kg 
payload. (See Part 2.) 
F/n '9' has been reported as a Stinson SM-6B but this error may be 
because of the change in engine cowling. 
In November 1928, Tien Lai-huang, Donald Starr and Jack Byrne used 
SM-1 Detroiter NC-3694 (c/n M217) "Spirit of Canton", for a goodwill 
tour of the United States while preparing for a flight from the USA to 
China. What became of this aircraft? [LA] 

Chronology of Commercial Aviation in 
China, 1911-1933 
1911 
October 10 
1919 
February 24 

October 

Republic of China founded 

Contract signed between Peking government 
and Handley Page for commercial air service 
Colonel F V Holt appointed air adviser to Chinese 
government. 
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1921 
July 1 

August 15 
September 
1929 
February 
April 12 

April 20 

May 

July 8 

October 21 

1930 
July 8 

August 

1931 

March 17 

April 15 

May 30 

June 
September 19 
October 31 
December 9 
1932 
January 28 
February 4 
1933 
April 1 

June 4 

October 24 

Commercial air service inaugurated between Peking 
and Tsinan 
Peking-Tsinan service suspended indefinitely 
Holt leaves China. 

Curtiss-Wright mission arrives in China 
China National Aviation Corporation created by the 
Chinese Government 
Contract signed between Curtiss-Wright and Chinese 
government for commercial air service 
Contract signed between Chinese government and 
Stinson Company for commercial air service 
Shanghai-Chengtu Line (Stinson Company) inaugu 
rates service between Shanghai and Nanking 
China Airways (Curtiss-Wright) inaugurates service 
between Shanghai and Hankow. 

Curtiss-Wright and Chinese government renegotiate 
contract; China National Aviation Corporation formed 
Contract signed between German Lufthansa and 
Chinese government for commercial air service; 
Eurasia Aviation Corporation formed. 

W L Bond, new operations manager of CNAC, arrives in 
China 
CNAC inaugurates service between Shanghai/Nanking 
and Peking 
Eurasia inaugurates Shanghai-Berlin air service; 
suspended following inaugural flight 
Eurasia inaugurates Shanghai-Manchuli service; 
suspended in July 
Japanese troops conquer Mukden, South Manchuria 
CNAC extends service along Yangtze to Chungking 
Japanese army attacks Chinese province of Jehol 

Japan occupies Shanghai 
Japanese troops occupy Harbin, Manchuria 

Pan American Airways acquires American interest in 
CNAC 
CNAC extends Yangtze route from Chungking to 
Chengtu 
CNAC inaugurates service between Shanghai and 
Canton. 

Notes: 
Based on Leary, Appendix A (part), pp.227-229 
This chronology will be continued in Part 2 
The history of CNAC will be continued in Part 2 
The history of Eurasia will be described in Part 3 

Abbreviations 
CAT 
CATC 
c/n 
CNAC 
CofA 
CCP 
DBR 
d/d 
f/l 
f/n 
KMT 
MoC 
p/i 
SWAC 
TBC 
VIM 
WFU 

Civil Air Transport 
Central Air Transport Corporation 
construction number (MSN) 
China National Aviation Corporation 
Certificate of Airworthiness 
Chinese Communist Party 
Damaged Beyond Repair 
delivery date 
forced landing 
fleet number 
Kuomintang 
Ministry of Communications 
previous identity 
Southwest Aviation Corporation 
To Be Confirmed 
Vickers Instructional Machine 
Withdrawn From Use 

To be continued. 
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Table 1 
f/n 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

16 
Source: 
Notes: 

: CNAC pre 
make 
Loening 
Loening 
Loening 
Loening 
Loening 
Loening 
Stinson 
Stinson 
Stinson 
Stinson 
Stinson 
Stinson 
Probably r 
Loening 
Loening 
Keystone 
Loening 

•war fleet list 
model 
C-2H 
C-2H 
C-2H 
C-2H 
C-2H 

SM-1F 

SM-1F 

c/n 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 

lot used (or Stinson?) 

K-85 

based on CNAC list of 

? 
? 
300? 
? 

d/d 
24Sep29 
04Oct29 
04Oct29 
220ct29 
01Nov29 
18Sep30 
1929* 
1929* 
1929* 
1929* 
1929* 
1929* 

03Aug31 
07Aug31 

30Mar33 

name 
Shasi 
An king 
Hankow 
Kiukiang 
Wuchang 
Chungking 
Tsangchow 
Peking 
Tientsin 
Tsinan 
Hsuchow 
Pengpu 

Ichang 
Wanhsien 

Chengtu 
airplanes by Captain Moon Chin [MC] 

See the fleet lists by aircraft type for candidate c/ns and p/is. 
* Stinsons delivered to Shangh; ai-Chengtu Air Mail Line; 

p/i 

X769W? 

fate 
Sold as junk, 20May41 
Sold as junk, 20May41 
Crashed at Hankow, 12Aug31 
Sunk near Wuling, 25Sep37 
Left in Tung Hu Lake when evacuated Hankow 
Sold asjunk20May41 
Burnt at Kulungpu by Jap plane, 14Jan41 
Burnt at Sanhupa, Eurasia fire, 27Jan40 
Burnt at Sanhupa, Eurasia fire, 27Jan40 
Burnt at Tsinan 19Nov31 
Bombed at Chengtu, 05Nov39 
Burnt at Sanhupa, Eurasia fire, 27Jan40 

Retired Mar35 
Burnt at Hankow, 12Dec32 

Crashed at Lunghwa, 18May35 

Fates are as listed by Moon Chin. 
transferred to CNAC in August 1930. 
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DORNIER -
PIONEER AND SURVIVOR 
JACK MEADEN 

Part 15 

Do 14 
In the early 1930s Luft Hansa (later Lufthansa) 
developed the South Atlantic mail service using 
the Dornier Wal and catapult ships, the latter to 
permit high-load take offs. The Wal was used 
because of its availability and during its opera-
tion developments resulted in improvements. 

Nevertheless there were those who had an eye 
to the future when the over-water mail services 
could best be continued by a flying boat 
designed for the purpose and with a higher per-
formance able to operate long over-water dis-
tances required without catapults. 

The result was the Dornier 14 all-metal flying 
boat which made its first flight on 5th August 
1936. It was a smart looking shoulder-high 
wing machine with lateral balance on the water 
provided by the usual Dornier sponsons, each 
braced to the wing by two vertical struts in 
biplane style. 

It was powered by two 660 hp BMW VI 12-cyl 
vee water-cooled engines mounted in the hull 
with a single shaft drive to a pusher propeller 
supported on struts above the centre section, 
initially 2 blade, later 4 blade. 

The 25 m (82 ft) span high wing was a typical 
Dornier shape with curved-back leading edge 
and straight trailing edge, but no link-tab trim-
mers were fitted to any of the control surfaces. Instead, long trailing 
edge tabs were fitted to the rudder and elevators, although no controls 
for these are apparent and they appear to be ground adjustable only. 
The overall length was given as 18 m (59 ft) and Height 7.35 m (24 ft 1 
in.). Wing Area was 89 sq m (958 sq ft). 

Above: The Dornier 14 during construction. A vital feature was the 
buried engines and shaft-drive pusher propeller. The sponson is fitted 
but the wing centre-section is not yet complete. The joints in the hull 
structure are made visible by the light coloured sealant and hatches 
can be seen in the cabin roof. (Dornier via Jack Meaden) 

—C: 

Right: The Dornier 14 
slung from an overhead 
crane now has a four 
blade propeller and a refu-
elling pipe feeds above 
the cabin to the tank entry 
cap behind the cabin roof 
on the port side. The hull 
shows two steps, a water 
rudder and two biplane 
style struts between 
sponson and wing as well 
as paired struts under the 
fin-mounted tailplane. 
(Dornier via Jack Meaden) 
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The 2-pilot cockpit was ahead of the wing and initially enclosed, but all 
flying photos show the cover removed, perhaps because the test pilots 
had all been brought up on open cockpits and preferred to have no 
obstructions to getting out in an emergency. 

However it appears that no serious problems arose during testing, which 
must have included operation at maximum loading which was essential 
to its basic purpose. Empty Weight was given as 6,120 kg (13,492 lb), 
Loaded Weight 11,400 kg (25,133 lb). Range was 5,000 km (3,100 
miles) and Maximum Speed was 227 km/hr (141 mph), but certainly not 
both together, and Cruising Speed was likely to be nearer 200 km/hr 
(124 mph). 

Although the link-tab system was not used, no details were given of 
control surface trimmers replacing it. (Illustrated details of the Dornier 
link-tab automatic trimmers were given in Archive 2004/040.) Certainly 
trailing edge trim tabs were the next step, but with no visible evidence 

Above: The sole Do 14 on an early flight. It has no identification mark-
ings and is being flown open-cockpit with the cabin top removed. The 
typical Dornier wing with backward-curved leading edge and the oval 
tailplane are well shown, as is the overwing structure carrying the pro-
peller shaft. Trailing edge trim tabs, apparently ground adjustable, are 
seen on the control surfaces, having replaced the Dornier link-tab trim-
mers of earlier designs. (Dornier via Jack Meaden) 

of pilot control of tabs these may have been adjustable on the ground 
only, perhaps with elevator loads balanced by a pilot-adjustable spring -
as in the 1925 DH 60 Moth and its offspring the well-known Tiger Moth). 

With war approaching the Do 14 was too late to fulfill its original purpose 
and it was not civil registered. It had no military function and with Dornier 
busy with development of the Do 17 bomber it was soon to be forgotten. 

To be continued... 

Left: Taxying slowly with 
engines just ticking over, the 
Dornier 14 shows a well-worn 
paint scheme but still no regis-
tration, a sign of its failure to be 
adopted, the need having dis-
appeared with the gathering 
war clouds. The tail unit is very 
similar to the late model Wal 
but with increased fin area and 
without the link-tab trimmers, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

Left: A second slow-taxying 
photo shows more clearly the 
identification 'Do 14' roughly 
painted on the bow, so 
someone was proud enough of 
it to want to make a final 
record. It is easy to imagine 
these photos as taken by affec-
tionate crew members on the 
way to the breaker's yard! 
(via Jack Meaden) 
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COMPLETE CIVIL REGISTERS: 14 

THE FALKLAND ISLANDS 
Civil Aircraft Register 1949-2007 

Douglas A Rough Part Six: VP-FBL to VP-FBT 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the publication of Part 5, FIGAS Islander, VP-FBI, has had a 
heavy landing accident at West Point Island, West Falkland on 19th 
November last year. Fortunately, there were no fatalities, or injuries, but 
the aircraft was badly damaged. Currently, FIGAS services are being 
operated by the three remaining passenger-carrying Islanders while the 
future of 'FBI is being assessed. All relevant information pertaining to 
the accident, and updates to all other Fl-Registered aircraft covered to 
date, will appear in Part 7 which will be dedicated to Additions & 
Amendments'. 'Credits' and more photographs. 

As to this issue, other than the planned contents of Part 7 mentioned 
above, it is the final installment in the series and covers from 1988 to 
date. During this period two new types, at opposite ends of the spec-
trum, entered the Fl Register, namely, a DHC-7-110 Dash 7 purchased 
by NERC for BAS and, a privately-owned Everett Gyroplane Series 4. 

The importance of the acquisition of the Dash 7 cannot be over empha-
sized, especially at a time when interest in Antarctica and its associa-
tion with Global Warming is at an all time high. The UK ITV live news 
programme from Rothera, shown over a ten day period in January this 
year, has aroused much interest even amongst the normally apathetic 
general public. If the television company had not had access to BAS 
aircraft, their live programmes beamed from normally inaccessible 
Antarctic locations, would not have been possible. The Dash 7 allowed 
them to quickly fly into Rothera direct from Stanley, or the South 
American mainland, with people and equipment which, in an earlier 
age, would have involved slow transportation by ship. The flexibility, 
increased range and extra capacity over the Twin Otter are what 
attracted BAS to purchase the aircraft in the first place in 1990 (See 
VP-FBQ history Note 2). The likes of Stanley Airport and Rothera have 
become operations hubs instead of merely being remote outposts. 

The purchase of the Gyroplane in 1992 by teacher Philip Hutton brought 
some fun on to the Register. It must have been most entertaining to 
watch him buzzing around the settlement at North Arm which, after all, 
was the location and cause of, the start of civilian flying on the Islands 
(See 'Aviation World Winter 2005 Pages 156/157). Nowadays it is 
tucked away in the garage of his home in Stanley and is only brought 
out occasionally for taxying up and down the Stanley Airport runway. 

Above: DHC-7 VP-FBQ approaching Rothera Station. Adelaide Island 
on the Antarctic landscape. Its acquisition in 1990 has provided BAS 
with an essential logistics air-bridge capability between Rothera. the 
Falkland Islands and South America. (BAS/NERC ©) 

AS TO THE FUTURE? 
The Everett Gyroplane, procured nearly 15 years ago, is, sad to say, 
the last but one aircraft on the Fl Register...and the last, Reims/Cessna 
F172P VP-FBT, is VP-FBJ re-registered. The number of privately 
owned aircraft decreased by one when another Reims/Cessna F172N, 
VP-FBH, was sold in the UK in 2006. There has been talk over recent 
years of starting a small flying club with something like a Jabiru UL-450 
Calypso, or J160 trainer, to re-kindle interest in economical light aircraft 
flying but, so far, nothing has come to pass. As far as is known, FIGAS 
plan to continue using their current fleet of extremely sturdy and reliable 
Islanders, subject to any attrition replacements e.g. whether 'FBI is 
rebuilt, or replaced, or not, remains to be seen. BAS have already 
stated in their Annual Report that they intend to retain their fleet of four 
Twin Otters and one Dash 7 until at least 2015 and they envisage 1660 
hours per annum utilization for the former and 450 for the latter. 
Attrition replacements would have to come from the secondhand 
market or new-build, if Viking Air Ltd. of Sidney BC, Canada put the 
Twin Otter back into limited production as has been floated. What it 
comes down to is, new additions to Fl Register are going to be few, and 
far between. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 
This series of articles has always been considered by me to be com-
plementary to other in-depth articles and publications I've written over 
the years on aviation in the Falkland Islands. Readers may be inter-
ested in some, or none, of them. For what it is worth here they are:-

'Falklands-The Air War' (Co-Author) BARG 1986 : Falklands 
Revisited' - Flypast Nov.87 : FIGAS'-'The Falklands' Airline' - Air 
Pictorial Nov.87 : Falklands Civil Aviation (Internal & External)' 1948-
87- Air Pictorial Dec.87 : Falklands Air Defence'- Air Pictorial May & 
June 88 : FIGAS Austers' - Auster Club Mag. No.11/1988 : 'The 
History of FIGAS' - FIGAS Fifty Years On':FI Govt. Nov.98 : 
FIGAS~The Historical Perspective' - AB Aviation World Winter 05. 
Lastly, I would highly recommend reading AB Member Richard Hewitt's 
article Falklands Experience' - AB Aviation World Autumn 05. 
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Above: Engine start - the Antarctic way! Because of the extreme cold, hot air is drawn into the engine prior to start-up. The aircraft involved is BAS 
Twin Otter VP-FBL with a Canadian example belonging to Kenn Borek Air Ltd in the background. (David Leatherdale/BAS/NERC ©) 

INDIVIDUAL AIRCRAFT HISTORIES 

VP-FBL de Havilland DHC-6 Twin Otter Series 300 c/n 839 

Prior to, or at an early stage of construction by DHC Downsview ON 
(reportedly against an order for Etty Aerospace, Canada), it was re-sold 
to Natural Environment Research Council (NERC) for the British 
Antarctic Survey (BAS). Initially registered to DHC on 6.7.88, it was 
allocated temporary test regn C-GDCZ by Transport Canada (TC) 
(exact date as yet unknown) and noted as such in primer at Downsview 
on 8.7.88 and until 26.7.88. On 27.7.88 in compliance with a TC direc-
tive of that date, and whilst still in its primer scheme, it was repainted 
as VP-FBL (as per Fl Regn Certificate (No. 37) dated 22.7.88) prior to 
its first flight on 29.7.88 (See Note 1). Flown to Field Aviation Ltd. (FAL) 
(See Note 3), Toronto Intl. Airport ON 29.7.88 for a programme of 
avionics installations and survey modifications. It remained hangared 
there until noted outside (still in primer) on 23.1.89 i.e. at the conclu-
sion of the work programme. Local test-flights were made on 23.1 & 
24.1 before it departed on 25.1.89 (on a Fl Flight Permit) en-route via 
Sault Ste. Marie ON; Thunder Bay ON; and Winnipeg Intl. MB to 
Regina SK. Departed Regina on 26.1.89 on the last leg to Calgary Intl. 
AB for attention by FAL. Noted there on 7.4.89 in full BAS colours prior 
to a compass swing and test flight on 13.4.89. Departed that day for 
Winnipeg Intl. and from there on 14.4.89 (via Thunder Bay) to FAL at 
Toronto Intl. where it remained for the installation of a dual wing-tip 
Magnetometer pod system. Installation work completed, it made a test 
flight from there on 22.10 (to/from Midland (Huronia) Apt. ON) followed 
by a series of local ones in 11&12.89 and some final pod certification 
modification work prior to a pre-delivery local test flight on 3.1.90. 
Departed Toronto Intl. on 14.3.90 for Goose Bay, Labrador and on to 
Reykjavik, Iceland 15.3.90 and thence direct to Fairoaks on 16.3.90 for 
routine maintenance by Mann Aviation Ltd. (MAL) followed by test & 
training flights pre-Antarctic deployment. To/from Farnborough on 
4.4.90 and flown to the British Aerospace pic airfield at Woodford (near 
Manchester) on 24.6.90 for the Woodford Air Show, returning to 
Fairoaks on 25.6.90. Further training flights were conducted during 
8&9.90 e.g. Fairoaks to Bourn, Cambs., 1.8 returning 8.8: Fairoaks to 
Bembridge, Isle of Wight 8.9 returning 9.9: Fairoaks to Southend 11.9 
returning 12.9 and finally to Little Gransden, Cambs. 25.9 returning to 
Fairoaks 27.9. Also, that day, all four BAS Twin Otters i.e. VP-FAZ, 
FBB.'FBC &'FBL, on a sortie over the Isle of Wight, were photographed 
in a rising stack formation (i.e. one above the other) On returning to 
Fairoaks all four were prepared for flying south to Antarctica. Departed 
there on 1.10.90 for Kirkwall and Reykjavik en route to Rothera Station, 
Adelaide Island. Left Reykjavik for Goose Bay on 2.10.90 and on to 
Toronto Intl. for wheel-skis fitting by FAL. From there to Charlotte NC 
and Key West FL on 4.10.90 before continuing to Georgetown, Grand 
Cayman (GC) on 5.10.90; San Andres, Colombia 6.10; Guayaquil, 

Ecuador 7.10; Arica 8.10; Santiago 9.10 and from there to Puerto Montt 
and Punta Arenas (all four in Chile) on 11.10. Delayed there (except 
for a test flight on 17.10) until 25.10.90 when it departed for Rothera, 
arriving the same day. During the summer deployment the aircraft flew 
many BAS support missions to locations such as Damoy, Fossil Bluff, 
Halley Station and the Chilean Station, Teniente Rodolfo Marsh Martin 
(commonly known as, Marsh) located on King George Island, South 
Shetland Islands. At the season's end it departed Rothera 2.3.91 for 
Punta Arenas and from there to Puerto Montt and Concepcion, Chile on 
5.3.91; Arica 6.3; Guayaquil 7.3; Georgetown GC 8.3; KeyWest 9.3; 
Wilmington NC and Sherbrooke QC 11.3; Goose Bay 12.3; 
Narsarsuaq, Greenland and Reykjavik 13.3. Departed there on 14.3.91 
direct to Fairoaks for maintenance and storage by MAL. Later in the 
year, prior to the next Antarctic season, numerous test and training 
flights were carried out e.g. Fairoaks to Duxford on 19.9.91 returning 
20.9.91. Duxford's close location to BAS Headquarters in Cambridge 
made it a useful place for picking up pre-deployment equipment and 
personnel. 

Because of the amount of data involved, from now until the BAS 
2006/07 Antarctic Summer Deployment, there will be truncated to/from 
Antarctica route details. Any other relevant information will appear in 
full including correct spelling and location of any destinations not previ-
ously mentioned. 

BAS 1991/92 Antarctic Deployment: Fairoaks> Kirkwall> Reykjavik 
14.10.91> Narsarsuaq> Goose Bay 15.10> Boston MA 16.10> 
Wilmington> Key West 17.10> Georgetown GC 19.10> San Andres 
20.10> Guayaquil 21.10> Arica 22.10> Santiago 23.10> Puerto Montt 
24.10> Punta Arenas 25.10 and finally, to Rothera 9.11.91. Among 
places visited and supported that season were the Rothera ski-way, 
Halley, Sky-Hi, Carse Point, Cape Bertraux and North Ronne Ice Shelf. 
The season ended with the flight from Rothera to Punta Arenas on 
10.3.92. From here to Concepcion 11.3> Arica 12.3> Guayaquil 13.3> 
Georgetown GC 14.3> Key West 16.3> Wilmington> Bangor ME 17.3> 
Goose Bay 18.3> Narsarsuaq> Reykjavik 20.3> Kirkwall 20.3.92 and 
from there the same day to MAL at Fairoaks for servicing and storage. 
Prior to the next season, test and training flights were undertaken from 
Fairoaks including to/from Duxford 4.6 & 27.6.92 and a round trip to 
Biggin Hill and Southend on 8.9.92. 
BAS 1992/93 Antarctic Deployment: Fairoaks> Kirkwall> Reykjavik 
5.10.92> Narsarsuaq> Goose Bay 7.10> Bangor 8.10> Wilmington > 
Key West 9.10> Georgetown GC 11.10=* Panama (Tocumen) Apt. 
12.10> Guayaquil 13.10> Arica 14.10> Santiago 15.10> Puerto Montt 
16.10> Punta Arenas 17.10 and finally flew to Rothera on 21.10.92. 
During the season it was used to visit, or supply and service, places 
such as Venus Glacier, Fossil Bluff, Damoy, Mars Glacier, Halley, 
Marsh and the Rothera ski-way. The end of summer saw it depart from 
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Rothera to Punta Arenas on 8.3.93> Concepcion 9.3> Arica 10.3 > 
Guayaquil 11.3> Georgetown GC 12.3> Key West 14.3> Toronto Intl. 
15.3 for work (including removal of wheel-skis?) by Field Aviation (East) 
Ltd.(FAEL) (See Note 3). Toronto lntl.> Sept lies QC> Goose Bay 
21.3> Reykjavik 22.3 > Kirkwall> Fairoaks 23.3.93 for MAL servicing & 
storage. Detached for test flights to RAF St. Mawgan, Cornwall, from 
Fairoaks on 5.7.93 returning on 9.7.93 and, prior to the next Antarctic 
season, numerous test and training flights were carried out from 
Fairoaks including to/from Duxford on 11.8. On 30.8.93 it flew on a test 
flight to Duxford (via Manston) and from there to Exeter prior to return-
ing to Duxford where it stayed until 4.9.93 when it left for Wycombe Air 
Park (Booker), Bucks. Wycombe to Fairoaks 6.9 with a couple more 
local test flights on 16.9 & 6.10 before flying to Rothera. 
BAS 1993/94 Antarctic Deployment: Fairoaks> Kirkwall> Reykjavik 
on 11.10.93> Narsarsuaq> GooseBay 12.10> Bangor 13.10> 
Wilmington> Key West 14.10> Georgetown GC 15.10> Panama 
(Tocumen) Apt. 17.10> Guayacuil 18.10> Arica 19.10> Santiago 
20.10> Puerto Montt 21.10> Punta Arenas 22.10 and from there to 
Rothera on 24.10.93. Among places operated to were Fossil Bluff on 
Alexander Island (close to the Antarctic peninsula); Anvers Island, Sky-
Hi and Damoy. At the end of season it flew to Punta Arenas from 
Rothera on 1.3.94 and then to Concepcion 2.3.94> Arica 3.3> 
Guayaquil 4.3> Georgetown GC 5.3> Key West 7.3> Wilmington> 
Bangor 8.3> Goose Bay 9.3> Reykjavik 10.3 and on to Kirkwall and 
Fairoaks 11.3.94 for servicing and storage by MAL. On 25.4 it made a 
round-robin test flight from Fairoaks to Compton Abbas and Wycombe 
Air Park followed by another return flight to Compton Abbas, Wilts, on 
9.5.94. Numerous test & training flights during 6&7.94. A survey flight 
was made from Fairoaks to Strasbourg, France on 11.9 (returning 
15.9.94) before departing south to Antarctica. 
BAS 1994/95 Antarctic Deployment: Fairoaks> Kirkwall> Reykjavik 
on 10.10.94> Nuuk, Greenland> Goose Bay 12.10> Bangor 13.10 > 
Wilmington> Key West 14.10> Georgetown GC 16.10> Panama 
(Tocumen) Apt. 17.10> Guayaquil 18.10> Arica 19.10> Santiago (Los 
Cerrillos) Apt. 20.10> Puerto Montt 21.10> Punta Arenas 22.10 and 
then to Rothera on 25.10.94. Among the places visited during the 
deployment were Fossil Bluff, Haag Nunatak and Sky-Hi. At the end of 
season a new return routing to the UK was used: FBL flew from 
Rothera to Stanley Airport, Falkland Islands on 12.3.95. Here, the 
wheel-skis and other non-essential equipment from all four Twin Otters 
could be off-loaded on to the BAS DHC-7, VP-FBQ to be flown to the 
UK. With the wheel-skis removed etc., allowing increased range, an 
East Coast of South America/Mid-Atlantic route was utilized. Stanley 
Airport> Montevideo Intl., Uruguay 13.3> Sao Paulo, Brazil 14.3> 
Recife, Brazil 15.3> Fernando de Noronha Island, Brazil 18.3 > Sal 
Island, Cape Verde Islands 18.3> Tenerife (South) Apt., Canary Islands 
19.3> Porto, Portugal 20.3> Fairoaks 21.3.95 for servicing and storage 
with MAL. It flew to Woodford for the Air Show on 23.6.95 and gave a 
short display on 26.6 before returning to Fairoaks 26.6.95. Numerous 
test & training flights were undertaken from Fairoaks during 7-9.95 e.g. 
to Shipdham, Norfolk, on 22.9: back 23.9.95, before departing the next 
day for Rothera. 
BAS 1995/96 Antarctic Deployment: Fairoaks> Kirkwall> Reykjavik 
on 9.10.95> Narsarsuaq > Goose Bay 10.10> Bangor 11.10 > 
Wilmington> Key West 12.10> Georgetown GC 13.10> Panama 
(Tocumen) Apt. 15.10> Guayaquil 16.10> Arica 17.10> Santiago 
18.10> Puerto Montt 19.10> Punta Arenas 20.10 and then to Rothera 
on 22.10.95. During the deployment BAS support flights were made 
to locations such as Sky-Hi, Fossil Bluff, Pequod Glacier (e.g. 
21.11.95), Mount Charity and Haag Nunatak (e.g. 25.12.95-3.1.96). At 

the season's end it flew from Rothera to Stanley Airport on 1.3.96. On 
3.3.96, flown by BAS pilot, N.Pearson, it carried out a round-robin pho-
tographic reconnaissance trip from Stanley Airport (departing there at 
1135(Z)) to destinations on West Falkland starting with Port Howard fol-
lowed by Port Stephens and lastly, West Point Island, before returning 
to Stanley Airport where it arrived at 1855(Z). Landings and take-offs 
were made at the West Falkland airstrips (See Note 5). Departed 
Stanley Airport for Montevideo Intl. on 12.3.96> Sao Paulo 13.3> 
Recife 14.3> Fernando de Noronha 16.3> Sal Island 17.3> Tenerife 
(South) Apt. 18.3> Porto 19.3> Fairoaks 20.3.96 for servicing and 
storage by MAL. Test and training sorties from Fairoaks commenced 
on 25.5.96 with a flight to/from White Waltham, Berkshire. It visited 
Woodford on 21.6 returning to Fairoaks via Thruxton, Hants., 23.6.96. 
More such flights took place during 7 & 8.96 prior to the next season's 
deployment. Note: at the end of the 1996/97 season the aircraft was 
scheduled to return to Kidlington, Oxford, not Fairoaks, for annual ser-
vicing. 
BAS 1996/97 Antarctic Deployment: Fairoaks> Kirkwall> Reykjavik 
on 7.10.96;> Sondre Stromfjord, Greenland 8.10> Goose Bay 9.10> 
Bangor 10.10 > Wilmington> Key West 11.10> Georgetown GC 12.10> 
Panama (Tocumen) Apt. 14.10> Guayaquil 15.10> Arica 16.10> 
Santiago 17.10> Puerto Montt 18.10> Punta Arenas 19.10 and from 
there to Rothera on 22.10.96. Among locations visited thereafter 
before the season's end were e.g. Fossil Bluff, Halley, Larsen Ice Shelf, 
Haub Mountains (17.12.96), Sweeney Mountains (11.2.97), Mount 
Bond (25.2.97), Sky-Blu & Sky-Hi. At the end of summer operations, it 
departed Rothera for Stanley Airport 9.3.97 and then to Montevideo 
Intl. on 11.3.97> Sao Paulo 12.3> Recife 13.3> Fernando de Noronha 
15.3> Sal Island 16.3> Tenerife(South) Apt. 17.3> Porto 18.3> 
Kidlington, Oxford 19.3.97 for servicing and storage by CSE Aviation 
Ltd. (CSEAL) (See Note 4) who had been awarded the new BAS main-
tenance contract. Local test and training flights commenced there on 
23.5.97 and continued on a regular basis until 30.6 when it flew to 
Guernsey, returning on 10.7.97 for a number of local training flights 
prior to deployment. 
BAS 1997/98 Antarctic Deployment: Kidlington> Kirkwall > 
Reykjavik 6.10.97> Narsarsuaq> Goose Bay 7.10> Bangor 8.10 > 
Wilmington> Key West 9.10> Georgetown GC 10.10> Panama 
(Tocumen) Apt. 12.10> Guayaquil 13.10> Arica 14.10> Santiago (Los 
Cerrillos) Apt. 15.10> Puerto Montt 16.10> Punta Arenas 17.10 and the 
last leg to Rothera on 23.10.97. During its time in Antartica, support 
flights made to e.g. Mars Glacier; Marambio (Argentine Base) on 
2.2.98; Jason Peninsula (17.2.98) and the Larsen Ice Shelf. With the 
season's end it departed Rothera on 8.3.98 for Stanley Airport and on 
to Montevideo Intl. 10.3.98> Belo Horizonte/Confino Tancredo Neves 
Intl, Brazil 11.3> Recife 12.3> Fernando de Noronha 14.3> Sal Island 
15.3 > Tenerife (South) Apt. 16.3> Porto 17.3> Kidlington 18.3.98 for 
servicing and storage by CSEAL. Flown from there to Woodford on 
5.6.98 for the Air Show and from there to Duxford on 7.6 where it 
remained until 18.6 when it returned to Kidlington. On 24.7.98 it depart-
ed there for the International Air Tattoo at RAF Fairford, Glos. and 
returned to Kidlington, 27.7.98. A total of three further local test & train-
ing flights from 7-9.98 was made prior to flying south to Rothera. 
BAS 1998/99 Antarctic Deployment: Kidlington> Kirkwall> Reykjavik 
28.9.98> Narsarsuaq> Goose Bay 29.9> Bangor 30.9 > Wilmington> 
Georgetown GC 1.10> Panama (Tocumen) Apt. 4.10> Guayaquil 5.10> 
Arica 6.10> Santiago (Los Cerrillos) Apt. 7.10> Puerto Montt 8.10> 
Punta Arenas 9.10 and, after a bad weather delay, to Rothera on 
17.10.98. Among places visited during the deployment were Fossil 
Bluff, Signy, Sky-Blu and Haag Nunatak. At the end of season it flew 

Right: A pair of BAS Twin 
Otters, with VP-FBL in the 
foreground, parked in the 
bright, warm, sunshine at 
Stanley Airport on 8.3.06. 
(Author's photo) 
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from Rothera to Stanley Airport 4.3.99 and from here made a total of 
three photographic sorties on 6 & 7.3 before departing for Montevideo 
Intl. on 9.3.99> Belo Horizonte 10.3> Recife 11.3> Fernando de 
Noronha 13.3> Sal Island 14.3> Tenerife (South) Apt. 15.3> Porto 
16.3> Kidlington 17.3.99 for servicing and storage by CSEAL. Test & 
training flights commenced here with two local ones on 17 & 19.5.99. 
Noted at the PFA Rally at Cranfield, Beds, on 3.7.99 having just flown 
in from Hinton-in-the-Hedges, Northants. Later, back at Kidlington, it 
went to/from Coventry on 20.7.99. On 4.9.99 it flew a Cross Country 
pilot training flight from Kidlington, via Derry Airport (Londonderry/ 
Eglinton), to Aberdeen and from there to Teeside (Co. Durham) 6.9 and 
back to Aberdeen on 8.9 continuing the same day to Kirkwall. From 
there, on 9.9, to Scatsa, Shetlands; then on to Sanday, Orkneys, before 
returning to Kirkwall where it refuelled and flew back to Kidlington the 
same day for final preparations prior to deployment south. 
BAS 1999/2000 Antarctic Deployment: Kidlington> Kirkwall> 
Keflavik 4.10.99 (See Note 2)> Narsarsuaq> Goose Bay 5.10 > Bangor 
6.10> Wilmington> Key West 7.10> Montego Bay Intl., Jamaica 8.10> 
Caracas Intl. Venezuela 10.10> Manaus, Brazil 11.10> Brasilia Intl, 
Brazil 12.10> Sao Paulo 13.10> Montevideo Intl. 14.10> Stanley Airport 
15.10 and from there to Rothera on 23.10.99. Flown from Rothera to 
RAF Mount Pleasant/Mount Pleasant Airport (MPA), Falkland Islands 
on 5.11.99 for work under cover to be done on the aircraft. This com-
pleted, a test flight was flown from there on 1.12 which terminated at 
Stanley Airport from where it departed on 2.12.99 back to Rothera to 
continue BAS support duties. Sites visited during the deployment were 
e.g. Fossil Bluff, Sky-Hi and Halley. At the end of the summer season 
it departed Rothera on 5.3.00 for Stanley Airport and on to Montevideo 
Intl. on 7.3> Belo Horizonte 8.3> Recife 9.3> Fernando de Noronha 
11.3> Sal Island 12.3> Tenerife (South) Apt. 13.3> Porto 14.3 > 
Kidlington 15.3.00 for servicing and storage by CSEAL. Test & training 
flights commenced with a local flight on 4.5.00 followed by a detach-
ment to Rochester, Kent from 12-15.5.00. Varied locations such as, 
Coventry and Sackville Farm, Beds visited on 20.5; Popham, Hants. 
22.5; Twycross, Leics. 5.7; Badminton, Glos. 19.7 and Kemble, Glos. 
15.8.00 followed thereafter by a few local test flights prior to deploying 
to Rothera. 
BAS 2000/01 Antarctic Deployment: Kidlington> Kirkwall> Keflavik 
2.10.00> Narsarsuaq> Goose Bay 3.10> Bangor 4.10> Wilmington > 
Key West 5.10> Montego Bay Intl. 6.10> Caracas Intl. 7.10 > Manaus 
9.10> Brasilia Intl. 10.10> Sao Paulo 11.10> Montevideo Intl. 14.10> 
Stanley Airport 15.10 and on to Rothera 17.10.00. During the season 
it served locations such as Palmer, Citadel Lake on Alexander Island 
and Mars Glacier. At the end of the summer it departed from Rothera 
to Stanley Airport on 4.3.01. Stanley Airport to Montevideo Intl. 5.3.01 > 
Sao Paulo 6.3> Salvador Intl., Brazil 7.3> Fernando de Noronha 9.3> 
Sal Island 10.3> Tenerife (South) Apt. 11.3> Porto 12.3 > Kidlington 
13.3.01 for maintenance and storage by CSEAL. Test & training flights 
commenced with a local one on 15.6.01 and other places visited 
between then and when it deployed to Antarctica in 10.01 were: 
Duxford to: 19.7 and from: 20.7; Sackville Farm 23.7; Compton Abbas, 
Wilts. & RNAS Yeovilton on 20.8; Coventry and Sibson (Peterborough, 
Cambs.) 22.9 and then to RAF St. Mawgan, Cornwall, the same day 
before returning via Coventry to Kidlington on 24.9.01. At the end of the 
Antarctic season it would return, not to Kidlington, but to Guernsey for 
maintenance by Anglo Normandy Aeroengineering Ltd. (ANAEL). 
BAS 2001/02 Antarctic Deployment: Kidlington> Seville, Spain 
8.10.01 > Tenerife (South) Apt.> Sal Island 9.10> Santiago Island, Cape 
Verde lslands> Natal, Brazil 10.10> Salvador lntl.11.10> Sao Paulo 
13.10> Montevideo Intl. 14.10> Stanley Airport 15.10 and onward to 
Rothera on 16.10.01. During the deployment the aircraft visited loca-
tions such as Sky-Blu, Fossil Bluff and Halley. At the end of the season 
it flew from Rothera to Stanley Airport on 3.3.02 and then to 
Montevideo Intl. 4.3.02> Porto Alegre, Brazil> Rio de Janeiro Intl. 5.3> 
Salvador Intl. 6.3> Fernando de Noronha 7.3> Santiago Island 8.3> 
Tenerife (South) Apt. 9.3> Seville 10.3> Guernsey 11.3.02 for mainte-
nance and storage by ANAEL. On 11.4.02 it went on a crew-training 
flight to Exeter via Bourn, Cambridge and Thruxton (Hants.) and a 
reverse route return to Guernsey on 12.4.02. Later, flights were made 
to places such as Duxford, Coventry, Sywell (Northants.) and Lands 
End, St Just, before deploying again to Rothera. At the season's end it 
would fly to Calgary, Canada for servicing by FAEL. 
BAS 2002/03 Antarctic Detachment: Guernsey> Seville 8.10.02 > 
Tenerife(South) Apt. 9.10> Santiago Island 10.10> Natal Intl. 11.10> 
Salvador Intl. 12.10> Rio de Janeiro Intl. 13.10> Montevideo Intl. 
15.10> Stanley Airport 16.10 and thence to Rothera on 17.10.02. 
Among places visited during the deployment were, the South African 
Base at Vesleskorvet, Queen Maud's Land and Neumeyer on the 
Antarctic Peninsula. At the end of season it flew from Rothera to 

Stanley Airport on 12.4.03 and then to Montevideo Intl. 15.4> Sao 
Paulo 16.4> Brasilia Intl. 17.4> Manaus 18.4> Oranjestad, Aruba 
Island, Aruba 19.4> Georgetown GC 20.4> Houston (Hobby) Apt. 
21.4> Liberal KS> Casper Intl. WY 22.4> Calgary Intl. 23.4.03 for ser-
vicing and storage by FAWL. Remained inactive there until local air 
tests 17-19.9.03 and a final pre-deployment flight on 9.10.03. 
BAS 2003/04 Antarctic Depoloyment: Calgary lntl> Casper Intl. 
11.10.03> Liberal> Houston(Hobby) Apt. 12.10> Georgetown GC 
13.10> Oranjestad 14.10> Manaus 15.10> Brasilia Intl. 16.10> 
Florianopolis Intl., Brazil 17.10> Montevideo Intl. 18.10> Stanley Airport 
19.10 and from there to Rothera on 20.10.03. Whilst on BAS deploy-
ment it visited such locations as Fossil Bluff, Halley, Mars Glacier and 
Sky-Hi. At the end of season it flew from Rothera to Stanley Airport 
29.2.04 and then to Montevideo Intl. on 4.3> Florianopolis Intl. 5.3> 
Brasilia Intl. 6.3> Manaus Intl. 7.3> Hato, Curagao, Netherlands Antilles 
8.3> Georgetown GC 10.3> Houston (Hobby) Apt. 11.3> Liberal > 
Billings 12.3> Calgary Intl. 13.3.04 for servicing and storage by FAWL. 
Local Air-testing commenced there on 24.5.04 with a series of local 
flights between then 7.7.04 when it flew from Calgary Intl. to La Ronge 
SK and Churchill MB and on to Coral Harbour Airport, Nunavut and 
Iqaluit (previously Frobisher Bay), Nunavut on 8.7.04. From here to 
Sonde Stromfjord on 9.7.04 for the North Greenland Ice core Project 
(NGRIP) which involved a series of Greenland icecap global warming 
data-gathering flights utilizing BAS-developed "PASIN" airborne radar 
system which can, to obtain data penetrate thick ice to a depth of 4 
kms. To llulissat (Jakobshavn), Greenland on 15.7 and Upernavik, 
West Greenland 17/18.7 and flew to Summit Station at the peak of the 
Greenland Ice Cap on 19.7.04 before returning the same day to Sonde 
Stromfjord. Departed there for Iqaluit 20.7 and on to Cape Dorset 
Airport, Nunavut, Coral Harbour and Churchill on 21.7 before proceed-
ing to La Ronge and Calgary Intl. on 22.7.04. Local area training flights 
from here during 8 & 10.04 prior to leaving for Rothera. 
BAS 2004/05 Antarctic Deployment: Calgary lntl> Casper Intl. 
6.10.04> Liberal> Houston (Hobby) Apt. 7.10> Cancun Intl., Mexico 
8.10> Hato 9.10> Manaus 11.10> Brasilia Intl. 12.10> Florianopolis 
13.10> Montevideo lntl.14.10> Stanley Airport 15.10 and then the final 
leg to Rothera on 19.10.04. Among locations visited during the season 
were Sky-Blu and, e.g. on 18/19.11.04, the Rutford Area Base of Ice 
Drilling (RABID) near Mount Vinson which, at 4897 metres, is the 
highest peak in Antarctica. At the end of season it flew direct from 
Rothera to Punta Arenas on 25.2.05> Concepcion 26.2> Arica 27.2> 
Guayaquil 28.2> Conzumel Intl., Mexico> 1.3> Houston (Hobby) Apt. 
3.3> Liberal> Casper Intl. 4.3> Calgary Intl. 5.3.05 for maintenance and 
short-term storage by FAWL. Local air tests on 6, 8, 14 & 15.6 prior to 
flying to La Ronge 16.6.05> Churchill> Iqaluit 17.6> Keflavik 18.6> 
Wick, Caithness, 19.6> Duxford 20.6.05 for outside storage and pilot 
training pending return to Canada in 8.05 for servicing prior to Antarctic 
deployment. Throughout 7/8.05, numerous local air test & pilot training 
flights were made from Duxford e.g. 1& 8.7.05 + 8.8.05. It departed 
Duxford on 14.8.05 for Wick and Keflavik> Iqaluit 15.8> Churchill 16.8> 
Calgary Intl.17.8 for pre-Antarctic deployment servicing by FAWL. 
Following a local air test on 28.9.05 and a return check flight to Calgary 
(Springbank) Apt.on 30.9.05, it departed Calgary Intl. to Casper Intl. on 
3.10.05> Liberal> Houston (Hobby) Apt. 4.10> Conzumel Intl. 5.10> 
Hato 6.10> Manaus 8.10> Brasilia Intl. 9.10> Florianopolis Intl. 10.10> 
Montevideo Intl. 11.10> Stanley Airport 12.10. Departed on the final 
leg to Rothera on 15.10 but returned to Stanley due bad weather en-
route. Flight to Rothera successfully completed on 17.10.05. On 
24.10.05 as part of a joint BAS/New Zealand (NZ)/USA survey, it made 
a 9.83 hours trip from Rothera to the ski-way at NZ's South Pole station 
known as Amundsen-Scott/Jack F.Paulus. Other NZ locations visited in 
the area before it returned to Rothera on 1.2.06 were Terra Nova Bay 
and the ice runway at McMurdo Station. After the summer season it 
(along with VP-FAZ) flew from Rothera to Stanley Airport 25.2.06 and 
remained there for three months until (accompanied by VP-FAZ) it 
departed Stanley Airport for Montevideo Intl. on 20.5.06> Florianopolis 
21.5> Brasilia Intl. 22.5> Manaus 23.5> Hato 24.5> St.Thomas, US 
Virgin lslands> Kindley Field, Bermuda 26.5> Stephenville NF 28.5> 
Narsarsuaq 29.5> Keflavik 30.5> Kidlington 31.5.06 for servicing and 
storage by CSEAL. 

BAS 2006/07 Antarctic Deployment: Kidlington> Porto 7.11.06> 
Tenerife (South) Apt. 8.11> Praia, Santiago Island, Cape Verde Islands 
9.11> Natal 10.11> Rio de Janeiro Intl. 12.11> Montevideo Intl. 13.11> 
Stanley Airport 14.11> Rothera 19.11.06. Current as at 20.1.07. 

Note 1: For the One Hour first flight, two written dates of 27.7 & 29.7.88 
(sourced from the aircraft Log-Books & other references) have been 
proffered with a positive bias towards the latter. This seems to be at 
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Right: FIG AS Islander 
VP-FBM - alias G-BLNZ 
- at Fairoaks on 11.5.89 
where it was fitted with 
long-range tanks. It was 
delivered in these UK 
marks to the Falkland 
Islands where the tem-
porary identity was 
quickly removed. 
(Author's photo) 

odds with normal DHC practice where a first flight involved use of the 
Canadian test regn. It is possible that the first flight/acceptance flight 
was made on 27.7 prior to the aircraft being painted as VP-FBL but, as 
Author, I am of the opinion that the actual First Flight date was some-
time between 8.7 & 26.7 with subsequent test flights on 27.7 & 29.7. 
However, via the Editor, I await reader confirmation or otherwise. 

Note 2: Sometime circa 1998/99, the Icelandic Civil Aviation 
Administration required all aircraft with long range ferry tanks to use 
Keflavik and not the domestic airport at Reykjavik. 

Note 3: Field Aviation (later, Ltd.) founded in 1947 with operations at 
Toronto Intl. and Calgary Intl. (from 1952) and circa 1991 the two main 
areas of operations are referred to as Field Aviation West Ltd. (i.e. 
Calgary Intl.) and Field Aviation East Ltd. (i.e. Toronto Intl.). 
Occasionally, ref is also made to Field Aviation Co. Inc. (West) and 
(East). 

Note 4: The "CSE" of CSE Aviation Ltd. is derived from the three orig-
inal 1962 owners, Messrs Channon, Svedjar and Erlanger. 

Note 5: The reason, allegedly, for photographing and making landings 
& take-offs at these West Falkland settlements was to assess their suit-
ability as alternate emergency landing airstrips e.g. for aircraft transit-
ing from Punta Arena, Chile to Stanley Airport or RAF Mount 
Pleasant/Mount Pleasant Airport and encountering bad weather en-
route. During the 1982 Argentine occupation, DHC-6 Twin Otter (T-82) 
of Grupo 9 de Transporte Aereo extracted downed Fuerza Aerea 
Argentina pilots, and a few other wounded personnel from Pebble 
Island (West Falkland) airstrip on 28/29.5.82. BAS use of such airstrips 
was therefore a feasible option. BAS DHC-7-110 VP-FBQ did a similar 
exercise on 20.10.03 at Saunders Island at the western extremity of 
West Falkland. 

VP-FBM Pilatus-Britten Norman BN-2B-26 Islander c/n 2200 

3.9.84) to PBN, Bembridge where it arrived on 12.5.88 for selling, paint-
ing and fitting out. A reported sale to Loganair Ltd., Glasgow, never 
materialised. Instead, it was purchased for FIGAS to replace BN-2B-
27, VP-FBF, (See Note 1) and painted in FIGAS colours including Fl 
Regn letters, VP-FBM. However, for delivery purposes it retained 
superimposed, and easily removable, G-BLNZ markings. Flown from 
Bembridge to Fairoaks on 8.5.89 for long-range tanks to be fitted by 
Mann Aviation Ltd. (MAL) (See Note 2) and, flown by ferry pilot Janet 
Ferguson, it departed there on 16.5.89 for Reykjavik, Iceland, and 
thereafter routed to the Falkland Islands via North and South America, 
arriving at Puerto Montt, 27.5.89; Punta Arenas (both in Chile) 28.5.89 
before completing the flight to Stanley Airport on 29.5.89. Although Fl 
Regn carried underneath the UK Regn, it did not legitimately carry VP-
FBM (as per Fl Regn Certificate ( No.38)) until 6.6.89 i.e. the day after 
it's UK regn was officially cancelled. First flight as VP-FBM took place 
on 7.6.89. Current with FIGAS as at 20.1.07. 

Note 1: FIGAS, standardizing on BN-2B-26 Islander, released VP-FBF 
for sale abroad (See 'Archive' Winter 2006 Page178). 

Note 2: Because of their association with the BAS Twin Otter fleet, MAL 
had experience in fitting long-range tanks and the planning associated 
with ferry flights to Antarctica/Falkland Islands. 

VP-FBN Pilatus-Britten Norman BN-2B-26 Islander c/n 2216 

Built in Bucharest, Romania by Intrepinderea de Avione Bucuresti 
(IAVB) at Baneasa Airport and first flown there on 26.3.88 marked as 
G-BLNZ before being ferried as such (UK Regn reservation issued on 

Built in Bucharest, Romania by Intrepinderia de Avione Bucuresti 
(IAVB) at Baneasa Airport and first flown there on 9.10.89 marked as 
G-BRFY (UK Regn issued on 25.7.89) before being ferried as such to 
PBN, Bembridge where it arrived on 20.10.89 for selling, painting and 
fitting out. One of two purchased in early 1990 by the Fl Govt, to be 
operated by FIGAS on Fishery Patrol duties (replacing Dornier Do228-
200, VP-FBK) and painted as VP-FBN in FIGAS colours with Fishery 
Patrol markings including the blue/yellow Fisheries Protection pennant 
either side of the nose. However, for delivery purposes it retained 
superimposed, and easily removable, G-BRFY markings. Flown 
Bembridge to Prestwick 12.6.90 and on to Reykjavik, Iceland 13.6.90 
and routed via Greenland, Goose Bay, Labrador and the rest of North 
& South America to Punta Arenas, Chile from where it flew to RAF 
Mount Pleasant/Mount Pleasant Airport (MPA) on 2.7.90 (diverted 

Right: FIGAS Islanders are 
an essential means of travel 
in the Falklands, especially to 
those living in remote settle-
ments on West Falkland such 
as Saunders Island where 
VP-FBM was photographed 
on final approach to the 
airstrip there on 26.1.05. 
(Richard Hewitt) 
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Left: Passengers and cargo 
being unloaded from FIGAS 
Islander VP-FBM at Carcass 
Island settlement, West Falkland, 
on 26.1.05. (Richard Hewitt) 
Below: Schoolchildren from 
Stanley being shown round VP-
FBO, a FIGAS-operated Fishery 
Patrol Islander with the other 
Fishery eample VP-FBN in the 
foreground. Clearly visible on FBN 
is the Bendix radar nose and the 
Fisheries Protection blue and 
yellow pennant. On the right hand 
side is passenger variant VP-FBD 
and two other Islanders. 
(Anna King ©) 

there due to bad weather at Stanley Airport). Still marked as, and using 
G-BRFY as a call-sign, it made the short positioning flight to Stanley 
Airport on 3.7.90. First operated as VP-FBN on a circuit-flying test flight 
on 7.7.90. This was in accordance with Fl Regn Certificate (No.39) 
issued on 6.7.90: the UK Regn being officially cancelled 19.7.90. 
Further local test flights on 8 & 9.7.90 before making its first Fishery 
Patrol sortie on 13.7.90. Current as at 20.1.07 with FIGAS on Fishery 
Patrol duties (See Note 1 & Note 2). 

Note 1: The aircraft, equipped with Bendix surveillance radar, is cur-
rently operating on behalf of the Falkland Islands Fisheries 
Department. 

Note 2: G-BFRYA/P-FBN was delivered to the Falklands fitted with 
underwing auxiliary tanks. They were used on early Fishery Patrol 
flights but later discontinued as being deemed unnecessary. 

VP-FBO Pilatus-Britten Norman BN-2B-26 Islander c/n2218 

Built in Bucharest, Romania by Intrepinderia de Avione Bucuresti 
(IAVB) at Baneasa Airport and first flown there on 23.11.89 marked as 
G-BRGA (UK Regn issued 25.7.89) before being ferried as such to 
PBN, Bembridge where it arrived on 4.12.89 for selling, painting and 
fitting out. One of two purchased in Spring 1990 by the Fl Govt, to be 
operated by FIGAS on Fishery Patrol duties (replacing Dornier Do228-

200, VP-FBK) and painted as VP-FBO in FIGAS colours with Fishery 
Patrol markings including the blue/yellow Fisheries Protection pennant 
either side of the nose. However, for delivery purposes it retained 
superimposed, but easily removable, G-BRGA markings. Flown 
Bembridge to Reykjavik (via Prestwick) on 4 or 5.7.90 and routed via 
Greenland, Goose Bay, Labrador and the rest of North & South 
America until it arrived Punta Arenas, Chile from where it flew to 
Stanley Airport on 16.7.90 still marked as, and using, G-BRGA as a 
call-sign. First operated as VP-FBO on 27.7.90 in accordance with Fl 
Regn. Certificate (No.40) issued on 20.7.90: the UK Regn being offi-
cially cancelled on 19.7.90. Its first Fishery Patrol sortie was on 
22.8.90. Current as at 20.1.07 with FIGAS on Fishery Patrol and 
Calibration duties (See Note 1; Note 2 & Note 3). 

Note 1: See Note 1 of VP-FBN earlier. 

Note 2: In 1996 VP-FBO was fitted with a special multi-faceted mirror 
nose for calibration of landing aids at MPA. The modification is 
approved by PBN & Flight Precision Ltd. (a UK company specializing in 
Flight Inspection services and Navigational Aids calibration) 

Note 3: G-BRGAA/P-FBO was delivered to the Falklands fitted with 
underwing auxiliary tanks. They were carried on early Fishery Patrol 
flights but their use was later discontinued as being deemed unneces-
sary. 

Left: On stand-by in 
the bright sunshine 
outside the FIGAS 
hangar at Stanley 
Airport on 31.1.92 is 
Fishery Patrol BN-2B-
26 Islander VP-FBO. 
(Peter J Cooper) 
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VP-FBP Reims/Cessna F172M Skyhawk c/n F17201058 

Built by Reims Aviation SA at Reims-Prunay airfield, France in late 
1973. About completion time, it was initially UK-Registered as G-BBLK 
on 28.9.73 in the name of Cessna agent Rogers Aviation Ltd., 
Cranfield, Beds, but not taken up. (Note: It was not officially cancelled 
as "ntu/not imported" until 9.4.74). Subsequently, in 10.73, it was Dutch 
Registered as PH-KDE for delivery to another Cessna agent, Air 
Service Holland BV (ASHBV) based at Teuge. It was test flown as 
KDE on 18.10.73 (i.e. almost certainly its first flight) together with com-
pletion of weight & balance paperwork. Finally, sometime during 5.74, 
it was allotted a new Dutch Regn, PH-GDR, still in the name of ASHBV. 
However, this was quickly rescinded and the regn PH-KDE re-instated 
on 30.5.74. Delivered to ASHBV at Teuge circa 28.5.74, by which time 
it had accumulated a total flying time of 3:50hrs. The next known flight 
was on 31.5.74. Sold by ASHBV to Vliegdienst Holland Noord BV on 
15.7.74 and based at De Kooy from then until 25.5.78 when it was 
traded in with ASHBV against a new Cessna. Sold in the UK in late 
1978 by ASHBV to I.Willis, Digswell, Welwyn, Herts. Consequently the 
Dutch Regn was cancelled on 24.10.78 and it was officially allotted a 
personalized UK Regn G-IWPL (ie the initials of his company: Ian Willis 
Publicity Ltd., Panshanger, Herts.) on 4.1.79. This was purely an 
administration "paper date" because earlier, on 6.11.78 at Teuge, the 
letters PH-KDE were physically removed from the airframe and 
G-IWPL applied on 7/8.11.78 (See Note 1) prior to its first flight in 
British markings on 8.11.78. Flown from Teuge to Leeds/Bradford 
Airport, Yorks. on 17.11.78 and then to Sherburn-in-Elmet, Yorks. 
20.11.78 for handover to the new owner. (Note: Not known whether 
subsequently based at Panshanger). Sold through/by Rogers Aviation 
Ltd., Cranfield in late 1980 (at 2415:45 hours) to Mrs. Winters of Reedy 
Supplies Ltd., Dunsford, near Exeter, Devon. First flight with the new 
operator was on 21.12.80 prior to 26.1.81 it when it had an Annual 
Inspection by West Country Servicing Ltd. at Exeter Airport. By 5.4.90 
it was available for sale with Bob Crowe Aircraft Sales Ltd. at Cranfield. 
Purchased by R.W.Lee of Port Howard Farm Ltd., West Falkland, 
Falkland Islands. Its last flight at Cranfield, prior to being dismantled 
and containerized for export by Rogers Aviation Ltd., was on 12.4.90 
giving a total of 2861:05 hours. Its UK Regn was cancelled on 9.8.90 
and, although officially not allotted Fl Regn VP-FBP until 29.10.90 (as 
per Certificate (No.47): i.e. after arriving in the Falklands), it is believed 
to have had its new markings applied prior to leaving Cranfield. 
Delivery details as yet unknown other than it was shipped to Stanley 
Harbour circa 5-9.90 and taken to Stanley Airport for assembly by 
FIGAS. Post assembly, it reportedly first flew there on 1.10.90 with 
landings and take-offs by R.Lee (accompanied by FIGAS pilot, 
E.Anderson) at Salvador and Douglas Station (both East Falkland) 
before returning to Stanley Airport. This was followed by local familiar-
ization flights on 27& 29-31.10 and to/from Salvador, East Falkland on 
1.11.90. More local flying by Rodney Lee at Stanley Airport on 2.11 fol-
lowed by a more extensive cross country trip on 3.11 involving overfly-
ing Salvador, Douglas Station, Jersey Point, and Port Howard before 
returning to Stanley Airport. The date of the delivery flight to its home 
base at Port Howard is unconfirmed but, on 18.11.90, it made a return 
flight from Port Howard to Stanley Airport. Whilst taxying at Port 
Howard on 1.10.93, the propeller and starboard wing tip struck the 
ground shock-loading the engine. The propeller, engine and bearers 
were removed in situ and the engine had to be returned to UK for 
repair. Meanwhile, bereft of an aircraft at a time he needed it for busi-
ness and commuting to/from Stanley, R.Lee purchased Reims/Cessna 
F.172P, VP-FBJ, from R.Pitaluga of Salvador (See 'Archive Winter 
2006 Page 178) with the sale condition that it was re-registered VP-FBT. 
The repaired 'FBP first flew on an as-yet- unknown date (reportedly at 
Port Howard) and remained at Port Howard-based until 4.5.95 when 
Rodney flew it from there to Stanley Airport for storage prior to sale to 
Paul Robertson of Port Stephens, West Falkland (3079:39 hrs total). 
The sale was completed on 7.9.95 but as Paul was employed at the 
time flying BAS DHC-6-300 Twin Otters from Rothera, Antarctica, the 
aircraft remained unused at Stanley Airport until he returned at the end 
of the season in VP-FBL which arrived at Stanley Airport from Rothera 
on 1.3.96. He made three "touch & goes" at the Airport in 'FBP on 
4.3.96 with more familiarization flying on 5.3, before departing Stanley 
on 6.3.96 for his home base at Port Stephens. He and his "other half, 
Diane Towersey (who also flies the aircraft), use it for farm-related work 
and commuting to/from Stanley Airport where Paul is also employed as 
a FIGAS pilot. Current as at 20.1.07. 

Note 1: The precision of the dates of removal & application of the 
Dutch & UK Registration letters is because Air-Britain member, Ian 
Wilson, was working on the aircraft at the time! 

Above: Seen hangared at Stanley Airport in 3.91 is Reims/Cessna 
F172M VP-FBP, owned at the time by Rodney Lee and based at Port 
Howard, West Falkland. (Vernon Steen) 
Below: Parked at Stanley Airport on 8.3.06, VP-FBP is now normally 
based at Port Stephens, West Falkland by current owner FIGAS pilot 
Paul Robertson. (Author's photo) 

VP-FBQ de Havilland DHC-7-110 Dash 7 c/n 111 

Constructed at DHC Downsview ON against an order from UK-based 
Eurocity Express Ltd. and allotted Transport Canada (TC) temporary 
test regn, C-GDNG on 9.3.88. Marked as such, it first flew from there 
on 10.4.88. UK Regn G-BOAX allocated on 25.4.88 (See Note 1). On 
28.4.88, after a total of 8 hours, the test-flying programme was consid-
ered complete and the aircraft readied for delivery to the by then 
renamed, London City Airways Ltd. (LCAL) (See Note 1). Departed 
Canada on 30.4.88 as G-BOAX and arrived at Manchester on 4.5.88 
where final acceptance checks were carried out on 11.5.88 by 
Manchester based Dan-Air Engineering Ltd., and the CofA issued. 
Crew-training also commenced that day and on 12.5.88 it positioned to 
London City Airport ready for the first operational LCAL flight from 
London City to Brussels on 13.5.88. After the final LCAL London City 
to Amsterdam service on 26.3.90, the Company's DHC-7-110 fleet 
requirements reduced to two aircraft. It loaned two aircraft (G-BOAX & 
'OAZ) to Brymon Aviation Ltd. (BAL) and of these G-BOAZ is confirmed 
as being repainted at Teeside, Co. Durham, in "Brymon" colours after 
its arrival there on 30.4.90. G-BOAX was transferred as of 1.5.90 to 
Plymouth-based Brymon Airways (the operational name of BAL). The 
aircraft last flew on 30.6.90 (giving a total of 4734:28 airframe hours) 
before going into temporary storage at Plymouth (Roborough) Airport 
and later, on 26.7.90, being purchased from Air Associates Ltd. by 
Natural Environment Research Council (NERC) on behalf of BAS (See 
Note 2). It was reportedly leased back by LCAL from NERC for the 
period 3.8-1.9.90 (See Note 3) but the lease appears to have been ter-
minated early because, on 16.8.90, the aircraft's documents were 
passed to British Midland Airways Ltd. (BMAL) which was, in effect, 
coincidental with LCAL being absorbed into BMAL as of 1.9.90. 
16.8.90 was also on/about the date the aircraft was returned to 
NERC/BAS at Plymouth for maintenance by BAL and short-term 
storage. Following a successful CofA 20mins test flight at Plymouth on 
24.10.90 (Note: this was to alter the Category from Transport to Private 
use) the aircraft documentation, and formal ownership of the aero-
plane, were passed from BMAL to BAS on 26.10.90 prior to the aircraft 
departing Plymouth for Reykjavik, Iceland the same day, still marked as 
G-BOAX. Departed Reykjavik 27.10 and, in two legs, arrived at 
Toronto Intl. the same day (total hours 4751:50) for assessment and 
storage prior to extensive modification work by Field Aviation Co. Inc. 
(See Note 3 of VP-FBL earlier) to meet BAS' Antarctic requirements 
(See Note 2). This work was due to be completed by 9.92. Allotted VP-
FBQ as per Fl Regn Certificate (No 42) dated 3.12.90: UK Regn can-
celled 14.3.91. The aircraft was painted in overall red BAS colour 
scheme and marked, VP-FBQ. A Canadian Journey Log Book was 
raised by Field Aviation (East) Ltd. (FAEL) at Toronto Intl. on 11.9.91 
and numerous test flights were made there during the period 12-
18.9.91. No more confirmed until 4, 9 &15.3.92 when a series of test 
flights were made prior to it departing to Field Aviation (West) Ltd. 
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Left: Sitting outside the 
DRA "L-Shed" hangar at 
Farnborough in mid July 
1994 is the BAS Dash 7 
VP-FBQ awaiting main-
tenance and modification 
work by Mann Aviation 
Ltd at the end of its first 
Antarctic season. 
(Peter J Cooper) 

(FAWL) at Calgary Intl. on 17.3.92 and returning to Toronto Intl. on 
19.9.92 for further work and storage by FAEL before delivery to BAS. 
After another series of test flights between 22.10 & 26.11.93, the 
Canadian Journey Log Book was closed on 27.11.93. It departed 
Toronto Intl. on 28.11.93 to Goose Bay from where it flew to Reykjavik 
on 29.11.93. To Cambridge from there 30.11.93 and finally to Plymouth 
on 2.12.93 prior to its first Antarctic deployment. Departed Plymouth 
14.1.94 to Cambridge to pick up equipment and supplies from BAS HQ 
in the city before leaving on 19.1.94 for Lisbon, Portugal and Tenerife 
(South) Apt., Canary Islands, where it arrived the same day. Due to an 
engine problem which could not be rectified at Tenerife, it was flown on 
3 engines via Toulouse, France, to Innsbruck, Austria, on 22.1.94 for 
an engine swap by Tyrolean Airways Luftfahrt GmbH (a DHC-7 oper-
ator). This work was carried out on 23/24.1 enabling the aircraft to 
return to Tenerife (South) Apt., via Toulouse, on 25.1.94. Departed to 
Sal Island, Cape Verde Islands 26.1.94 and on to Recife, Brazil the 
same day. From there on 28.1.94 to Sao Paulo, Brazil and Montevideo 
Intl., Uruguay, before flying to Stanley Airport, Falkland Islands, on 
29.1.94 where a reception committee, including the Governor, was on 
hand to celebrate its arrival. The final leg to Rothera Station, Adelaide 
Island was flown on 31.1.94. Almost immediately after arrival at 
Rothera it assumed one of its prime roles i.e. acting as an air-bridge 
between Rothera and Stanley. Flown Rothera to Stanley via the 
Chilean Station, Teniente Rodolfo Marsh Martin on King George Island, 
South Shetland Islands (more commonly referred to as, Marsh), on 
1.2.94 returning direct to Rothera the following day. Similarly, another 
run on 8.2 to Stanley (via Marsh) returning to Rothera (via Marsh), 11.2. 
14.2 saw it fly direct to Punta Arenas, Chile and back to Stanley Airport 
the same day before continuing to Rothera (via Marsh) on 16.2. An 
interesting, and historical, assignment took place on 22.2 when 14 
huskies were airlifted to Stanley. This was the last time BAS used dogs 
on an Antarctic deployment. As the season was approaching its end 
several more support flights flew to Stanley including 25.2 when 12 
passengers were flown there to connect up with the scheduled air 
service to RAF Brize Norton, UK, via Ascension Island. Another signif-
icant flight from Rothera to Stanley was the airlifting on 28.2.94 of BAS 
Twin Otter wheel-skis to Stanley. The removal of this extra weight 
allowed the Twin Otters to fly to the UK via Uruguay et seq negating the 
need to go via the long-established ferry route via Punta Arenas. 
2.3.94 saw a round-robin trip from Stanley> Marsh?Rothera?Stanley to 
pick up four passengers from Signy, Antarctica. Finally, on 4.3.94, it 
departed Stanley Airport for Porto Alegre, Brazil and on to Recife on 
5.3; Sal Island 6.3; Tenerife (South) Apt. 7.3; Nice, France 8.3 and from 
here to Innsbruck on 9.3.94 where the Tyrolean-owned engine was 
replaced by the repaired BAS powerplant. The aircraft then flew to 
Cambridge on 10.3.94 which marked the end of a successful first 
Antarctic season. At Cambridge, On 10.5.94 it flew to/from Duxford 
prior to flying to Plymouth on 19.5.94 for servicing by BAL. By this time, 
Mann Aviation Ltd. (MAL) located at Fairoaks had been appointed to 
carry out general maintenance on the aircraft prior to its next Antarctic 
deployment. However, due to hangar accommodation limitations at 
Fairoaks MAL, with the co-operation of Carroll Aircraft Co. Inc at 
Farnborough, arranged for it to be accommodated in L-Shed owned by 
the Defence Research Agency (DRA). Flown from Plymouth to 
Farnborough 13.7.94 and towed into the hangar (i.e. L-Shed) on 15.7 
and there the servicing and deployment modifications were carried out 
by MAL. (Note: About this time BAS decided that at the end of the 
1994/95 Antarctic season, maintenance would be carried out by Anglo 
Normandy Aeroengineering Ltd. (ANAEL) in Guernsey, Channel 
Islands). Delivered from Farnborough to Cambridge on 18.10.94 to 
uplift BAS personnel and materials before heading south to Rothera. 

Because of the amount of data involved, from now until the BAS 
2006/07 Antarctic Summer Deployment, there will be truncated to/from 
Antarctica route details. Any other relevant information will appear in 
full including correct spelling and location of any destinations not previ-
ously mentioned. 

BAS 1994/95 Antarctic Deployment: Cambridge> Lisbon 24.10.94> 
Tenerife (North) Los Rodeos Apt., Canary lslands> Sal Island, Cape 
Verde Islands 25.10> Santiago Island, Cape Verde lslands> Fernando 
de Noronha, Brazil> Recife 26.10> Florianopolis Intl., Brazil 27.10> 
Montevideo Intl. 28.10> Stanley Airport 29.10> Rothera 2.11.94. 
During the season BAS support flights were made from Rothera to 
locations such as Marsh; Sky-Blu; Punta Arenas and, the Argentine 
Antarctic base at Marambio on 21.2.95. Additionally, numerous cargo 
and passenger flights to/from Stanley Airport. At the end of the deploy-
ment it departed Rothera to Stanley Airport on 12.3.95> Porto Alegre 
13.3> Recife 14.3> Sal Island 15.3> Lisbon 16.3> Cambridge 17.3.95 
where BAS personnel and stores were unloaded prior to temporary 
storage there. Delivered from Cambridge to Guernsey Airport on 
6.6.95 for servicing and storage by ANAEL. Immediately prior to the 
next deployment a number of local test flights were made on 21.9 and 
2&3.10.95 before departing to Cambridge on 18.10.95 to uplift BAS 
personnel and supplies. 
BAS 1995/96 Antarctic Deployment: Cambridge> Lisbon 23.10.95> 
Tenerife (South) Apt.> Sal Island 24.10> Praia, Cape Verde lslands> 
Recife 25.10> Florianopolis Intl. 28.10> Porto Alegre> Montevideo Intl. 
29.10> Stanley Airport 30.10> Rothera 31.10.95. BAS support flight to 
Stanley on 1.11 but the return flight to Rothera on 3.11 was aborted due 
to fuel transfer problems and it returned to Stanley. On 4.11 it flew to 
RAF Mount Pleasant/Mount Pleasant Airport (MPA) for the problem to 
be investigated under cover. Apparently resolved, it returned to Stanley 
6.11 and on to Rothera 7.11. Further support flights to/from Stanley 
were during the period 8-16.11 but on the 16.11 flight to Stanley the 
problem recurred and it remained there for investigation culminating in 
a test flight there on 22.11. To MPA 23.11 and remained there for 
further assessment & rectification until it returned to Stanley Airport on 
5.12. A test flight on 6.12 proved the system was still suspect and it 
departed on 7.12 for Port Alegre en-route to Atlanta GA to have the 
problem resolved. Porto Alegre> Sao Paulo 8.12> Belem, Brazil 9.12, 
arriving at Miami FL 11.12> De Kalb-Peachtree Airport, Atlanta 12.12 
for maintenance by Stevens Aviation, Inc. on the fuel transfer system. 
The problems still unresolved, it flew De Kalb-Peachtree > Bangor ME 
20.1.96> Goose Bay 21.1> Nuuk, Greenland> Reykjavik 22.1> 
Guernsey 23.1.96 for servicing and storage by ANAEL. Two local post-
maintenance test flights were made on 26.9 & 25.10.96 prior to it 
departing south. 
BAS 1996/97 Antarctic Deployment: Guernsey> Lisbon 27.10.96> 
Tenerife (South) Apt> Sal Island 28.10> Recife 29.10> Florianopolis 
Intl. 30.10> Montevideo Intl. 31.10> Stanley Airport 1.11> Rothera 
3.11.96. During the BAS deployment numerous visits to/from Stanley 
12.96-1.97 and depot replenishment sorties from Rothera to Sky-Blu 1-
2.97. At the end of season flew from Rothera to Stanley Airport 9.3.97 
and on to Porto Alegre 11.3> Recife 12.3> Sal Island 13.3> Porto, 
Portugal 14.3> Kidlington 15.3 and from there to Guernsey the same 
day for servicing and storage by ANAEL. Local test & training flights 
made on 4&5.7.97 prior to flying to Duxford on 6.7.97 to collect BAS 
Cambridge HQ personnel and take them that day to Vaerlose, 
Copenhagen, Denmark where a conference was being held to discuss 
the Antarctic tasks of e.g. the DHC-7, and other survey aircraft. 
Returned personnel to Duxford on 10.7.97 and continued the same day 
to Guernsey and back into storage. Local test & training flights recom-
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Right: DHC-7-110 
VP-FBQ originally 
operated shuttle ser-
vices as G-BOAX to 
European cities out 
of London City 
Airport. Here it is 
seen posing over a 
slightly less hos-
pitable Antarctic 
landscape, an envi-
ronment in which it 
plays a significant 
role for BAS. 
(BAS/NERC ©) 

menced during 9&10.97 (e.g. 10.9 & 2.10) prior to the next trip south. 
BAS 1997/98 Antarctic Deployment: Guernsey> Faro, Portugal 
20.10.97> Sal Island 21.10> Recife 22.10> Florianopolis Intl. 23.10> 
Montevideo Intl. 24.10> Stanley Airport 25.10> Rothera 27.10.97. 
Throughout the deployment numerous support & supply flights were 
made to/from Stanley Airport/MPA and to/from Sky-Blu. At the end of 
the season departed Rothera for Stanley Airport 8.3.98 and on to Porto 
Alegre 9.3.98> Recife 10.3.98> Sal Island 11.3> Tenerife(South) Apt.> 
Porto 12.3.98> Kidlington 13.3 and then to Guernsey the same day for 
servicing and storage by ANAEL Test flown 5.6.98 prior to departing 
the same day to Woodford for the Air Show there. Left Woodford 
7.6.98 going initially to Plymouth then on to Duxford the same day 
where it remained in outside storage until it flew to Guernsey on 
17.6.98. Pre-season local training flights were conducted on 30.7, 21.8 
& 1.10 prior to it flying south to Antarctica. At the end of the deploy-
ment the aircraft would not return to Guernsey but instead go to FAWL 
in Calgary for two seasons' maintenance and storage. 
BAS 1998/99 Antarctic Deployment: Guernsey> Faro 19.10.98> 
Tenerife (South) Apt. 20.10> Sal Island 22.10> Recife 23.10> 
Florianopolis Intl. 24.10> Montevideo Intl. 25.10> Stanley Airport 
26.10> Rothera 27.10.98. As in previous years, numerous supply & 
support flights to/from Stanley Airport and Rothera to/from Sky-Blu. At 
the end of season it flew to Stanley Airport from Rothera 7.3.99 and on 
to Florianopolis Intl. direct on 8.3> Manaus 9.3> Montego Bay, Jamaica 
10.3> Houston (Hobby) Apt. 11.3> Calgary Intl. 12.3.99 for servicing 
and storage with FAWL. Pre-deployment training commenced on 
14.9.99 with a round-robin flight from Calgary to Revelstoke BC and 
another to Fairmont and Nelson, BC on 15.9 followed by others to dif-
fering locations before proceeding south for the Antarctic season. 
BAS 1999/2000 Antarctic Deployment: Calgary> Houston (Hobby) 
Apt. 19.10.99> Montego Bay 20.10> Caracas Intl., Venezuela 21.10> 
Manaus 22.10> Florianopolis Intl. 23.10> Montevideo lntl.> Stanley 
Airport 24.10> Rothera 31.10.99. As previously, the season at 
Rothera consisted mainly of stores & supply flights to/from Stanley 
Airport and to/from Sky-Blu. Departed Rothera to Marsh on 5.3.00 and 
on to Stanley Airport the same day> Florianopolis Intl. 7.3> Manaus 
8.3> Montego Bay 9.3> Houston (Hobby) Apt. 10.3> Calgary Intl. 11.3 
for servicing and storage with FAWL. Pre-deployment training & test 
flights at Calgary commenced on 20.6.00 and continued throughout 6 
& 8.00 before it went south to Rothera in mid-10.00. At the season's 
end it would deploy initially back to the UK before going to FAEL at 
Toronto Intl. for servicing and test & training flights. 
BAS 2000/01 Antarctic Deployment: Calgary> Houston (Hobby) Apt. 
16.10.00> Montego Bay 18.10> Caracas Intl. 19.10> Manaus 20.10> 
Florianopolis Intl. 21 10> Stanley Airport 22.10 and after a weather 
delay, flew on to Rothera 1.11.00. As per previous seasons, the bulk 
of support and supply sorties were to/from Stanley and to/from Sky-Blu 
with occasional flights to e.g. Marsh (27.12) and Punta Arenas (2-
3.2.01). The season ended with a flight from Rothera to Stanley Airport 
on 4.3.01 > Montevideo Intl. 5.3> Sao Paulo 6.3> Salvador Intl., Brazil 
7.3> Fernando de Noronha Island, Brazil 9.3> Sal Island 10.3> 
Tenerife (South) Apt. 11.3> Porto 12.3> Kidlington 13.3 and from there 
to Coventry the same day where it would be located for intensive crew 

training. On 26.4.01 it made a test flight to/from Kidlington. Based at 
Coventry, many local training and test flights were made from there 
during 5 & 6.01 prior to leaving for Shannon, Ireland on 5.6.01 and con-
tinuing the same day direct to St. John's, Newfoundland, from where it 
departed on 6.6.01 to Toronto Intl. for servicing and storage with FAEL. 
Commenced test & training flights there on 11.8.01 (to/from Hamilton, 
ON), and these continued until 3.10.01 when it departed Toronto Intl. 
for Gander, Newfoundland, and from there direct to Coventry on 
4.10.01. Positioned to Kidlington 7.10.01 prior to flying south to 
Rothera. 
BAS 2001/02 Antarctic Deployment: Kidlington> Seville 8.10.01 > 
Tenerife (South) Apt> Sal Island 9.10> Natal, Brazil 10.10> Salvador 
Intl. 11.10> Sao Paulo 13.10> Montevideo Intl. 14.10> Stanley Airport 
15.10 and, after a weather diversion back to Stanley Airport on 21.10, 
it completed the last leg to Rothera on 23.10.01. BAS re-supply and 
support flights to Stanley Airport, Sky-Blu, and round trip visits e.g. to 
Marambio and Marsh from Rothera on 22.11 and a medevac flight from 
Stanley Airport to Montevideo on 15.1.02, returning 16.1, were made 
during the season before it departed Rothera on 3.3.02 for Stanley 
Airport and on to Montevideo Intl. 4.3> Porto Alegre> Rio de Janeiro 
Intl., Brazil 5.3> Salvador Intl. 6.3> Fernando de Noronha 7.3> 
Santiago Island 8.3> Tenerife (South) Apt. 9.3> Seville 10.3> 
Guernsey> Cambridge 11.3 where BAS personnel and supplies were 
offloaded. Remained at Cambridge until 18.3.02 when it flew direct to 
Nuuk and from there direct to Calgary Intl. on 19.3.02 for servicing and 
storage with FAWL. Local test flights commenced there on 26.6.02 and 
continued until 18.8.02 when it departed for Churchill, Manitoba, and 
continued the same day direct to Prestwick (a flight of 13.75 hours). To 
Cambridge 19.8.02 and on to Duxford the same day. Training flights 
were conducted there from 20-25.8.02 including one to Lands End (St. 
Just) (out 24.8: in 25.8). It positioned again to Lands End on 6.9.02 and 
from there the same day to Coventry where further training flights were 
made during 9.02 prior to flying south to Rothera. 
BAS 2002/03 Antarctic Deployment: Coventry> Guernsey 7.10.02> 
Seville 8.10> Tenerife (South) Apt. 9.10> Santiago Island 10.10> Natal 
11.10> Salvador Intl. 12.10> Rio de Janeiro 13.10> Montevideo Intl. 
15.10> Stanley Airport 16.10 before completing the last leg to Rothera 
on 30.10.02. As normal, the deployment chiefly consisted of the air-
bridge to Stanley to re-supply mainly Rothera and Sky-Blu. The 
season ended on 15.4.03 when it flew from Rothera to Stanley Airport 
and on to Montevideo Intl. 16.4> Brasilia Intl., Brazil 17.4> Manaus 
18.4> Oranjestad, Aruba Island, Aruba 19.4> Kindley Field, Bermuda 
20.4> Toronto Intl. 21.4 and from there to Calgary Intl. on 22.4.03 for 
maintenance and storage by FAWL. Four test flights were made there 
on 4, 5, 6 & 7.8.03 prior to it making an out-of-season supply flight to 
Rothera. 
BAS 2003/04 Antarctic Deployments: Calgary lntl> Houston (Hobby) 
Apt. 8.8.03> Oranjestad 9.8> Manaus 10.8> Florianopolis Intl. 11.8> 
Stanley Airport 12.8> Rothera 13.8. Following an overnight stay, it 
departed to Stanley Airport on 14.8 and on to Florianopolis Intl. 15.8> 
Manaus 16.8> Oranjestad 17.8> Houston (Hobby) Apt. 18.8 and on to 
Calgary Intl. on 19.8.03 where locally-based pilot training flights were 
made on 22.8, 22.9 and 9.10 prior to leaving for the season's Antarctic 
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Above: On its return to Kidlington on 14.4.06 a welcome sight for BAS 
DHC-7 VP-FBQ was an Ably Shelters Ltd relocatable hangar. This 
allowed under cover maintenance and storage there for the first time. 
Although primarily intended for the Dash 7, it can also be used for Twin 
Otter servicing. (BAS/NERC ©) 

operations. Calgary lntl.> Casper Intl. 11.10.03> Houston (Hobby) Apt. 
12.10> Georgetown GC 13.10> Hato, Curucao, Netherlands Antilles 
14.10> Manaus 15.10> Brasilia Intl. 16.10> Florianbpolis Intl. 17.10> 
Montevideo Intl. 18.10> Stanley Airport 19.10. Flown on 20.10.03 by 
BAS pilot A.Tuson to Saunders Island, West Falkland ostensibly to 
assess the suitability of the main runway (548 x 30 metres.) for poten-
tial future emergency use by the DHC-7. Following a successful full-
stop landing and take-off sequence, it returned to Stanley Airport the 
same day and departed there for Rothera on 22.10.03. The season 
consisted of the usual Rothera air-bridge and re-supply taskings 
to/from Stanley Airport and Sky-Blu plus occasional visits to places 
such as Marsh (e.g. 18.1.04) and Punta Arenas (9/10.2.04). Departed 
Rothera 2.3.04 to Stanley Airport and on to Montevideo Intl. 4.3> 
Florianbpolis Intl. 5.3> Brasilia Intl. 6.3> Manaus 7.3> Hato 8.3> 
Georgetown GC 10.3> Houston (Hobby) Apt. 11.3> Calgary Intl. 
12.3.04 for maintenance and storage by FAWL. Locally-based test and 
training flights commenced on 8.6.04 and continued on a low-key basis 
until the last one prior to deployment was made to/from Nelson on 
5.10.04. 
BAS 2004/05 Antarctic Deployment: Calgary> Casper Intl. > 
Houston (Hobby) Apt. 8.10.04> Cancun Intl., Mexico> Hato 9.10> 
Manaus> Brasilia Intl. 11.10> Florianbpolis Intl. 13.10> Montevideo Intl. 
14.10> Stanley Airport 15.10.04. Two pilot training sorties made from 
Stanley Airport on 19.10.04 before it departed to Rothera on 30.10.04. 
Thereafter, numerous BAS support flights made to/from Stanley 
Airport; Sky-Blu; Marsh and Punta Arenas. The season ended with it 
departing Rothera to Stanley Airport 11.3.05 and on to Montevideo Intl. 
13.3> Florianbpolis Intl. 14.3> Brasilia Intl. 15.3> Manaus 16.3> Hato 
17.3> Conzumel Intl., Mexico 19.3> Houston (Hobby) Apt. 20.3> 
Liberal> Casper Intl. 21.3> Calgary Intl. 22.3.05 for servicing and 
storage by FAWL. Air tests and training flights made on 1 & 10.6.05 
before it departed on an out-of-season supply/medical flight to Rothera 
in 8.05. 
BAS 2005/06 BAS Antarctic Deployments: Calgary lntl> Houston 
(Hobby) Apt. 18.8.05> Hato 19.8> Manaus 20.8> Florianbpolis Intl. 
21.8> Montevideo lntl> Stanley Airport 22.8> Rothera 24.8> Stanley 
Airport> Montevideo Intl. 25.8> Florianbpolis Intl. 26.8> Manaus 27.8> 
Hato 28.8> Houston (Hobby) Apt. 29.8> Calgary Intl. 30.8.05 and back 
into temporary storage with FAWL prior to Antarctic summer season 
deployment. At the season's end it was to be ferried back to UK for ser-
vicing and storage with CSE Aviation Ltd. (CSEAL) at Kidlington (See 
Note 4 of VP-FBL earlier). Calgary lntl.> Casper lntl.> Houston (Hobby) 
Apt. 15.10.05> Conzumel> Hato 16.10> Manaus 18.10> Brasilia Intl. 
19.10> Florianbpolis Intl. 20.10> Montevideo Intl. 21.10> Stanley 
Airport 22.10> Rothera 25.10.05. As in previous seasons numerous 
air-bridge and support flights made from Rothera to/from Stanley 
Airport; Punta Arenas and Sky-Blu. At the deployment's end, flown 
from Rothera to Stanley Airport 5.3.06 and on to Montevideo Intl. 8.3> 
Rio de Janeiro 9.3> Recife 10.3> Fernando de Noronha> Praia, 
Santiago Island 13.3> Tenerife (South) Apt. 14.3> Seville 15.3> 
Kidlington 16.3 for maintenance and storage by CSEAL (see Note 4 of 
VP-FBL earlier). Circa 14.4.06 at Kidlington, Ably Shelters Ltd. com-
pleted an aluminium-framed, polygon-shaped, relocatable hangar for 
use by the BAS DHC-7-110 and, if required, by the BAS DHC-6-300 
Twin Otters. 'FBQ remained at Kidlington until the next deployment 
south to Rothera. 
BAS 2006/07 Antarctic Deployment: Kidlington> Faro 7.11 06> 
Praia, Santiago Island, Cape Verde Islands 8.11> Natal 9.11> Rio de 

Above: By 27.8.06 VP-FBQ had been wheeled out of the BAS hangar 
and was parked alongside it at Kidlington. (Dave Partington) 

Janeiro Intl. 11.11> Montevideo Intl. 12.11> Stanley Airport 13.11 > 
Rothera 14.11.06. Current as at 20.1.07. 

Note 1: The initial order was from Eurocity Express Ltd.** (EEL) to 
whom the UK Regn G-BOAX was allotted on 25.4.88 although EEL had 
ceased to exist two months earlier (see below) having become London 
City Airways Ltd (LCAL). Official DHC paperwork, dated 2.5.88, states 
that the aircraft was handed over that day to LCAL. 
** Eurocity Express Ltd. (EEL) came into being on 24.10.86. It was a 
100% owned subsidiary of Airlines of Britain Holdings pic which includ-
ed British Midland Airways Ltd. (BMAL). EEL was changed to London 
City Airways Ltd. (LCAL) on 25.2.88. LCAL was absorbed into BMAL 
on 1.9.90. 

Note 2: NERC/BAS needed theDHC-7 for the following main reasons:-
a) To provide a much-needed, reliable air-bridge between Rothera & 
Stanley (in the Falkland Islands), and also South America, to pick up & 
deposit supplies & personnel and also link up with regular air services 
from/to the UK from the Falkland Islands and Chile. 
b) Operating on skis, it could provide deep field penetration of the 
Antarctic interior to deliver personnel & cargo. 
c) To enhance airborne survey capabilities. 

To achieve this the aircraft needed to be fitted with: long-range tanks; 
a cargo door; more durable cabin floor; magnetometer pods capability; 
gravel protection (i.e. for flying from airstrips such as Rothera); Global 
Positioning/lnertial Reference System (GPIRS); new Auxiliary Power 
Unit (APU) and an avionics upgrade. 

The modifications were to be done by FAEL & FAWL (See Note 3 of 
VP-FBL earlier). Mainly due to cost, the Wheels-Skis fit was abandoned 
in early 1993. 

VP-FBR Pilatus-Britten Norman BN-2B-26 Islander c/n 2252 

Built in Bucharest, Romania by Societatea Comerciala Romaero SA (in 
1990 IAVB was renamed S.C. Romaero SA) at Baneasa Airport and 
first flown there on 24.10.91 marked as G-BTLX (UK Regn issued on 
16.5.91) and delivered as such to PBN, Bembridge where it arrived on 
9.11.91 for selling, painting and fitting out. Purchased for FIGAS as a 
replacement for VP-FBD (which was on long-term rebuild after crash-
ing on 2.1.92: See 'Archive' Autumn 2006 Pages 134/135) and painted 
in FIGAS colours as VP-FBR in accordance with Fl Regn Certificate 
(No.44) issued on 21.1.92. However, for delivery purposes it retained 
superimposed, but easily removable, G-BTLX markings. Flown 
Bembridge to Glasgow 1.3.92 then reportedly to Stornoway, Isle of 

Above: Moments after it arrived in very wet weather at Stanley Airport 
on 18.3.92 from the UK, is FIGAS Islander VP-FBR wearing its remov-
able delivery marks as G-BTLX. In January 2007 this reliable and 
sturdy aircraft is still in service in the Falklands. (Vernon Steen) 
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Right: FIGAS Islander VP-FBR 
about to touch down at Pebble 
Island, West Falkland on 25.1.05. 
Pebble Island was the location for 
a daring, and successful, UK 
Special Forces night raid in the 
early hours of 15.5.82 against 
parked Argentine aircraft. 
(Richard Hewitt) 

Lewis, 2.3 before proceeding to Reykjavik, Iceland, on 3.3.92. Routed 
via North & South America to Punta Arenas, Chile and (still marked as, 
and using, G-BTLX as a call-sign) from there to Stanley Airport on 
18.3.92. First operated as VP-FBR on 23.3.92 with the UK Regn being 
officially cancelled the same day. Current with FIGAS as at 20.1.07. 

VP-FBS Everett Gyroplane Series 4 c/n 014 

Prior to completion as a Series 3 by Everett Gyroplanes Ltd., 
Sproughton, Suffolk (See Note 1) it was initially UK Registered on 
22.11.88 as G-BOVC to M.T.Byrne of Bishops Stortford, Herts. Marked 
as G-BOVC, it was seen at Sproughton on 28.5.89 and later pho-
tographed at the Popular Flying Association (PFA) Rally, Cranfield, 
Beds, on 2.7.89. Subsequently, on an unknown dateand still allocated 
G-BOVC, registered ownership reportedly passed to R.Wheeler, 
Reymeston, Norfolk. There is no substantiated evidence to indicate 
that it had ever flown since being first registered. This seems to be vin-
dicated by paperwork stating that its construction as a Series 3 was not 
officially completed at Sproughton until 7.10.89. Test Flight permission 
issued by the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) 31.10.89 (apparently with a 
30.12.89 expiry date) and it made two flights totaling 1 hour (See 
28.3.92 entry later) on 7.11.89 flown by R.Everett and 
R.BIemmerhassett. A year's 'Permit to Fly' issued by the CAA on 
30.3.90. Purchased by J.Highton, Waterloo, Beccles, Suffolk in 6.91 
and CAA formally notified on 17.7.91. John Highton, having worked for 
Everett...and with the co-operation of the manufacturer, was able to 
give the aircraft a complete overhaul between 8.91 and 2.92. 
Registration was cancelled on 17.8.92 but on 9.2.92 it was inspected 
by a PFA Inspector for 'Permit to Fly' renewal which was followed on 
28.3.92 with a 45 min flight giving a total flying time of 1:45 hours since 
manufacture (See 7.11.89 entry earlier). Purchased from J.Highton by 
P.Hutton, North Arm, East Falkland, Falkland Islands, on/about 17.8.92 
(with a total of 24:50 hours) and, still registered as G-BOVC (See Note 
2), used by him whilst under training at Bodmin, Cornwall. Its latest 
'Permit to Fly' expired on 14.4.93. A complete overhaul was finished 
on 10.5.93. This included the testing of its new up-rated, and more reli-
able, engine which brought the gyroplane up to Series 4 standard. 
Thereafter, it was used to continue his gyroplane training at Bodmin. 
Due to a severe rainstorm on 1.6.93, whilst on the return leg of a 
Qualifying Cross Country Flight (QCCF) from Bodmin to Truro and 

Above: Philip Hutton makes one of his flights in his Everett Gyroplane 
VP-FBS from North Arm settlement. East Falkland. His first flight in the 
Falklands was from there on 12.12.93. (Philip Hutton) 

back, he realized he would not be able to fly around St. Austell and so 
had to land in dairy farmer's field. A friend arrived with a trailer and took 
the gyroplane to Indian Queens, Cornwall for undercover storage. 
Meanwhile, Philip Hutton was collected by his Instructor and taken back 
to Bodmin. The next day the rain was still pouring down and it wasn't 
until 3.6 that his friend (plus gyroplane) picked him up at Bodmin and 
returned him to Truro so that he could complete his QCCF flight back 
to Bodmin. Later in 9.93, the aircraft was packed into two crates and 
taken to Shoreham docks and loaded aboard the 'Anne Boye' which 
sailed for Stanley Harbour on 18.9.93. Arrived at FIPASS (See Note 3) 
circa 20-27.10.93, then unloaded and taken to Stanley Airport where it 
was unpacked, assembled and had the rudder letters G-BOVC 
removed and VP-FBS applied (as per Fl Regn Certificate (No.45) dated 
6.7.93). On 29.10.93 Philip taxied it up and down the Stanley Airport 
runway a couple of times but did not attempt flight due to the blustery 
conditions. The following day it was transported overland to North Arm 
where its 1:05 hours first flight in the Falkland Islands was finally made 
from the settlement's airstrip on 12.12.93. Continued to fly at North 
Arm until, on 27.2.97, Philip made the last flight of 55 mins from there 

Right: Setting off on 
a fast taxy run down 
Stanley Airport's 
runway on 13.1.06 is 
Philip Hutton at the 
controls of his 
Everett Gyroplane 
Series 4 VP-FBS. 
(via Philip Hutton) 
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Above: Being flown by owner Tom Chater off the coast of East 
Falkland is Reims/Cessna F172P VP-FBT, formerly VP-FBJ. Tom, a 
FIGAS pilot, bought the aircraft from Rodney Lee at Port Howard on 
14.2.06 and bases it at Stanley Airport, (via Tom Chater) 

Above: Now withdrawn from flying, and tucked away in his Stanley 
garage, Philip Hutton's Everett Gyroplane VP-FBS still shows traces of 
its previous identity G-BOVC on the fin and rudder. (Dave Ruddlesden) 

to Goose Green, East Falkland from where it was transported by road 
the same day to Stanley and stored in the garage of his retirement home 
in the town. Overall, it had flown a total of 46:24 hours of which 21:34 
hours had been in the Falkland Islands. Although not flown since, and 
has no formal 'Permit to Fly', it is maintained every year to regulation 
standards. It's last known "outing" was on 13.1.06 for a few taxy runs up 
and down the Stanley Airport runway. Photographed by the author in Mr. 
Hutton's garage on 8.3.06 and still current there as at 20.1.07. 

Note 1: The Everett Gyroplane Series 1, at its most basic, is indistin-
guishable from the Campbell Cricket from which it emanates. Most 
early Everett Gyroplanes were put together from unfinished airframes 
and parts purchased by Richard Everett after the demise of Campbell 
Aircraft Ltd. Over time, more efficient rotorblades and other items have 
been incorporated but the most significant changes have been in power 
plants. The different engines dictate the Series Numbers: 
Series 1: Volkswagen VW 1834cc Series 2: Rotax 503 
Series 3: Rotax 532 Series 4: Rotax 582 

Note 2: Registration was 'cancelled' by the CAA on 17.8.92 although 
the gyroplane continued to be flown as G-BOVC until taken to the 
Falklands. Rather than a pure case of 'cancelling' the regn G-BOVC, it 
is surmised that this 'cancellation' was more 
associated with the transfer of ownership and 
subsequent upgrading to Series 4 standard. 
After upgrading in 5.93, the aircraft remained 
marked, and flew, as G-BOVC although there 
is, as yet, no known CAA re-registration date. 

Note 3: FIPASS is the acronym for the 
Falkland Islands Interim Port & Storage 
System at the Eastern end of Stanley 
Harbour. In effect, it is a floating dock con-
sisting of large pontoon barges linked togeth-
er and connected to the shore by a causeway. 

Right: Reims/Cessna F172P VP-FBT (formerly 
VP-FBJ) picketed at Stanley Airport on 9.1.05 
while owned by Rodney Lee of Port Howard. 
(Vernon Steen) 

VP-FBT Reims/Cessna F172P Skyhawk II c/n F17202083 

Flown as VP-FBJ by D.Clarke from Salvador, East Falkland to Stanley 
Airport on 17.10.93 to complete its re-registration to VP-FBT (as per Fl 
regn Certificate (No.46) dated 19.11.93) as a result of being sold in 
10.93 to R.W.Lee, Port Howard Farm Ltd., Port Howard, West 
Falkland, to replace his damaged Reims/Cessna F172M, VP-FBP. 
Serviced by FIGAS, the new registration was applied to the existing air-
frame colour scheme on 9.12.93 and the aircraft flown by its new owner 
on 10.12.93 from Stanley Airport to its home base at Port Howard. 
Resprayed in its current white/blue scheme by FIGAS at Stanley Airport 
during 7-8.03 and, after repaint, first flew on 29.7.03. Remained based 
at Port Howard until flown by Rodney Lee from there to Stanley Airport 
on 29.9.05 for storage and eventual resale. Whilst at Stanley Airport 
it was occasionally flown by FIGAS pilot, T.Chater who, with his wife, 
purchased the aircraft on 18.2.06. Based at Stanley Airport, the aircraft 
is now owned by Mr.Tom & Mrs. Jane Chater (See Note 1) and their first 
flight as new owners was on 14.3.06. For a period of around six 
months in 2006, the aircraft was non-airworthy whilst its engine was 
overhauled in the UK. Re-installed, it took to the air again for the first 
time on 23.11.06. Current as at 20.1.07. 

Note 1: Jane is a Sikorsky S.61N pilot with British International Ltd. at 
RAF Mount Pleasant/Mount Pleasant Airport. 

Above: The Clan gathering: The complete Falklands Islands' Register as at March 1997 gathered at Stanley Airport for this unique photo opportu-
nity. Left ro right are BAS DHC-7 FBQ; the four FIGAS passenger Islanders FBD, FBI, FBM, FBR and Fishery Patrol FBN and FBO; BAS Twin 
Otters FAZ, FBB, FBC, FBL; Reims/Cessna 172s FBH, FBP, FBT and, just visible at the front, the diminutive Everett Gyroplane FBS. Truly mem-
orable . . . and a fitting closure to this series of articles. (Anna King ©) 
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Kinner Aircraft and Engines 
5: Developments by Others :- Call-Air 
JACK MEADEN 

The benefits in performance and behaviour obtained by the Sportster 
with its low weight overwing-strutted airframe were quick to be recog-
nised by its users, one of whom was Reuel Call, a trucking operator 
whose home base was in Wyoming hill country at 6,200 ft (1,890 m) 
above sea level. 

He purchased a Kinner Sportster in 1933 and operated it for 4 years, 
becoming familiar with all its features. He liked it so much that he 
decided to build his own version, a workhorse with most of the Kinner 
features plus a few of his own. 

He named it the Call-Air A and it was powered by an 80 hp Continental 
A-80 flat four engine, cleanly cowled. In appearance it looked similar to 
the Sportster but the two-seat side by side cabin had a rounded top 
curving back to the tail unit and the broad straight tapered fin and rudder 
replaced the curved lines prominent on the Kinners. 

It had the same type of overwing-strutted low wing with modified Clark 
Y section and 6 foot (1.828 m) chord, but with a reduced span of 36 ft 

Above: The first photo seen of the Call-Air A, probably the prototype in 
its initial form with 80 hp engine. The propeller is the Freedman-
Burnham with ground adjustable pitch. (Call-Air via Jack Meaden) 

(11 m) and an area of 181.6 sq ft (16.87 sq m). The reduction played 
its part in keeping the empty weight down to 885 lb (401.4 kg), loaded 
weight 1,450 lb (657.7 kg), a useful load of 565 lb (256 kg). The fuse-
lage overall length was 23 ft 10 in.(7.26 m) and height was 7 ft (2.13 
m). Maximum speed was 108 mph (174 km hr), cruising speed 98 mph 
(157 km hr), stall 40 mph (64 km hr). 

To emphasise their capability to operate from airfields at the higher alti-
tudes, initial rates of climb for Call-Air aircraft were given from 6,000 ft 
(1,828 m) instead of the usual sea level. For the Call-Air A with 80 hp 
Continental engine this was 680 ft/min (207 m/min). 

Below: Early Call-Air A-1 NC33355 shows the wide 8ft 2in (2.489 m) 
wheel track and special mud shields over the wheels. Both wing roots 
have walkways to doors on each side, (via Jack Meaden) 
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Left: NC33353, Call-Air 
A-2 with the 4-cyl 125 hp 
Lycoming O-290-A 
engine provides a clear 
view of the untapered 
round-tipped wing with 
its overwing struts, a 
basic feature of the 
success of Kinner and 
Call-Air monoplanes, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

The structure of the Call-Air was similar to the Sportster, with a welded 
steel tube fuselage frame and a spruce spar wing with spruce built ribs, 
the whole fabric covered except for the wing leading edges which were 
formed from light alloy sheet. The paired overwing struts had the same 
type of small anti-flexing struts at mid-point which had been introduced 
on the Sportster. 

Fitted, also like the Sportster, with a tailwheel and independently oper-
ated mainwheel brakes the Call-Air was manoeuverable and capable of 
being flown from rough fields or airports, also it could be parked on the 
brakes to avoid the need for chocks in short term operations. 

As a general duties aeroplane, it was to be expected that power increas-
es would take place, and the first of these was when the prototype 
became the A-1 by having its engine changed to a 100 hp Lycoming 0-
235 flat four. 

This was successfully tested and demonstrated, but ideas of a produc-
tion model had to be shelved due to events in Europe which eventually 
led to WW2 and provided a long break between the heyday of the Kinner 
Sportster and that of the Call-Air monoplanes. Not that confusion 
between them was likely in spite of their closely related airframes, as at 
the tail end the previously mentioned broad tapered fin and rudder bore 
no resemblance to the Kinner's curves, while at the front end the Kinner 
radials were superseded by the flat 4 & 6 cylinder in-lines of the Call-Air 
generation. 

Converting the Call-Air prototype A to A-1 by fitting the 100 hp 
Lycoming engine increased the empty weight to 1,000 lb (453 kg) and 
gave an all round increase in performance. The loaded weight became 
1,550 lb (703 kg) and the initial rate of climb from 6,000 ft (1,828 m) 
increased to 710 ft/min (216 m/min), with a service ceiling of 15,500 ft 
(4,724 m). 

Left: A Call-Air A-1 with a fixed-pitch 
wood propeller, less likely than a metal 
prop to seriously damage the engine in 
the event of a nose-up which was prob-
ably the most common tailskid/tailwheel 
aircraft accident, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

Below: N33351, an example of the A-3 
with 6-cyl 125 hp Continental C-125-2 
which was approved 11.6.47. Low pres-
sure balloon tyres were fitted to early A 
models but some owners preferred the 
usual medium pressure type. 
(Call-Air via Jack Meaden) 
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Above: The A-2 was often used as a spoding aeroplane. Leaning on the wing of NC33359 is a young man holding a rifle, while his companion 
relaxes seated on the wing struts, (via Jack Meaden) 

Maximum speed became 112 mph (180 km/hr), cruising speed 100 mph 
(161 km/hr) but range was reduced from 475 miles (764 km) to 400 
miles (643 km) with the same fuel tankage of 25 US gal (20.8 Imp gal) 
(94.65 litres). This led in the next model to an additional optional fuel 
tank under the seat of 15 gal (56.77 litres). 

With the Lycoming 0-235-A the A-1 of 1944 gave promise of a compet-
itive production model with a further power increase and design work 
proceeded on the A-2. Reuel Call did not have a factory in the normal 
sense and his hangar was his main building with a great deal of the work 
spread around in smaller buildings which the war years had given him 
time to prepare. 

With victory over Japan in August 1945 the end of WW2 brought the 
removal of regulations and the return of civil aircraft manufacture. The 
A~2 with 125 hp 4-cyl Lycoming O-290-A was approved on 31 July 1946 
and by the end of 1947 some 20 had been built. It was afterwards con-
sidered to be the most popular of the A series. 

The empty weight was 30 lb (13.6 kg) more than the A-1, but the loaded 
weight was the same at 1,550 lb (703 kg). Maximum speed was 120 
mph (193 km/hr), cruise 102 mph (164 km/hr). Initial rate of climb from 
6,000 ft (1,828 m) was 750 ft/min (228 m/min), service ceiling 17,500 ft 
(5,334 m), range 370 miles (595 km). With the extra 15 gal (56 litre) 

tank the range became 500 miles (800 km) (nil wind). 

An alternative 125 hp engine was offered in 1947 with the Continental 6-
cyl C-125-2 in the Call-Air A-3. This, like the A-1, could be fitted with 
the Freedman-Burnham ground-adjustable pitch propeller which flew as 
fixed pitch after adjustment. 

Power was increased again on 15.11.54 by approval of the A-4 with the 
135 hp 4-cyl Lycoming O-290-D2. The Call-Airs had proved adaptable 
to all sorts of farm loads and it was not surprising when the A-4 was 
modified as a crop sprayer and crop duster. This was for single pilot 
operation and the cabin with its long curved fuselage top was replaced 
by a flat top with a single pilot's cockpit on the left side. An overhead 
frame was built in to protect the pilot in the event of turnover. 

In 1960 the company became the Inter-Mountain Manufacturing Co or 
IMCO and produced the A-4 crop sprayer/duster under the new desig-
nation A-5. 

To be continued. . . 

Below: An early Call-Air with skis attached under the wheels. It has the 
cabin door open and a suitcase is being fed into the luggage locker 
behind the engine. (Call-Air via Jack Meaden) 
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Above: An A-4 crop duster with flat fuselage top and single seat 
cockpit on the left side. An overhead rollover frame is fitted for pro-
tection in the event of an accidental overturn. 
(Call-Air via Jack Meaden) 

Author's note: A large proportion of the photographs used in the 
preceding Kinner article should have been identified as being taken 
by early Air-Britain member and well-known longtime aviation histo-
rian John Underwood. 
My sincere apologies are expressed to John for this omission par-
ticularly since without his photographs it would have been quite 
impossible to illustrate these aircraft satisfactorily. 
There has long been a need for a book on the Kinner family and their 
aircraft and engines and I'm delighted to say that he has told me he 
is working on such a book intended for publication next year. 
Don't miss it! - JM 

Right: Ski-equipped Call-Air NC2907V flies over the snow-covered 
rugged country for which it was specifically intended. This A-2, c/n 
123, is still registered (as N2907V) although it is not believed to be 
currently airworthy, (via Jack Meaden) 
Below: An IMCO A-5 crop sprayer with spray bars under the wing 
and the alternative crop dusting equipment on display in front. 
(IMCO via Jack Meaden) 

-
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Comper Successor: 
THE HESTON AIRCRAFT COMPANY 
Part 5 The Heston A.2/45 JACK MEADEN 

Right: Head-on View No.22 showed VL529, 
the only A2/45 AOP. Clearly visible are the 
large span wing (44 ft), the twin fin tail, tricycle 
undercarriage and the downwards-viewing 
canopy, wider at the top. (Aeroplane via Jack 
Meaden) 

As the Second World War ended, the stream of supporting jobs it 
engendered came to an end and Heston was once more available to 
build aircraft of its own design. 

On 12th July 1945, Specification A.2/45 was issued by the Air Ministry 
for an AOP aircraft for which a DH Gipsy Queen 31 engine with a 2 
blade constant speed propeller was specified. (The term propeller was 
substituted for the previous term airscrew in official terminology from 
1942). Heston's designation JC 6 was seldom used. 

A TAS of 110 mph was required for 2.5 hours operation and auxiliary 
tankage to extend the range to 500 miles, this last a ferrying require-
ment. The design was not given a name and at the time was usually 
referred to as the Heston AOP. 

Four prototypes were ordered but only three serials were allocated, 
VL529 to VL531, suggesting uncertainty for the future of the A.2/45 
from the beginning. 

Construction was all metal with Alclad covering and with fabric cover-
ing on the control surfaces. The 240 hp 6-cyl Gipsy Queen 33 engine 
(a later series than the specification) and its constant speed 2-blade 
metal propeller were installed as a pusher installation at the rear of a 
central nacelle. Engine starting was by a Plessey cartridge starter. Two 
21 gal (95 litre) crash proof fuel tanks were fitted in the centre section 
but only one was normally used so flights would not usually exceed an 
hour and a half. The oil tank held 4.5 gal (20 litres). 

Right: Tail-on views are rare but are 
remarkably similar to head-on views except 
for the effects of perspective, so compari-
son is revealing. The wartime silhouettes 
have no perspective and were extremely 
valuable for recognition training. (MOS via 
Jack Meaden) 
Below: Prototype A2/45 VL529 in all-over 
silver finish showing the large cooling air 
intake under the rear fuselage and the DH 
2-blade constant speed pusher propeller. 
(MOS via Jack Meaden) 
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H E A D - O N VIEW No.22 

The twin fin and rudder tail unit was mounted on the ends of the 
tailplane which was itself mounted on top of the ends of the two tail 
booms. 

The wing was in low-mid position with a straight centre section and with 
taper on the mainplanes' leading edges outboard of the twin booms. 
Plain slotted flaps were fitted in four sections between the ailerons and 
leading edge slats were fitted across the complete span, those on the 
outer mainplanes fully automatic and those in line with the flaps extend-
ed with flap operation. 

The undercarriage was a fixed tricycle with tailskid-like bumpers under 
the rear of the tail booms. The undercarriage hydraulics were by 
Lockheed. 

Although the second crew member was called observer, he faced aft 
and all observation was carried out by the pilot, including spotting for 
guns. The observer's job was to change the camera magazines and 
keep a lookout to the rear in case of fighter attack. His view directly 
below was obscured by the wing. No armament was fitted. 
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Left: This view from a raised 
position shows the twin oval 
section booms well. The fin 
markings, like those on the 
Vampire, appear on both 
sides of the fins but. unlike 
the Vampire, the serial 
(VL529) appears on tboth-
sides of the booms as well! 
(Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 
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Left: In side view, just about 
the longest and slimmest 
ever two seater. so not as 
easy to manhandle around 
on a landing strip as an 
Auster. especially with the tri-
cycle undercarriage. In this 
and the following photo the 
prototype marking is clearly 
visible below the canopy. 
(MOS via Jack Meaden) 

Left: The right side view 
shows the pitot assembly, 
unusually positioned on the 
right side of the nose and 
double braced to prevent 
vibration or flexing. The 
Lockheed undercarriage has 
levered suspension main 
legs and straight sliding 
nosewheel leg. 
(MOS via Jack Meaden) 
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Left: Here the top canopy is 
seen opening up and hinged 
to the left. On the tailplane. 
between the tall tapered 
square-topped fins and 
rudders, is a container for a 
spin recovery parachute. 
(MOS via Jack Meaden) 

Left: A view of the fully 
extended slots and flaps from 
below indicates that they 
must have had a large effect 
in reducing the touchdown 
speed but no low-speed per-
formance figures were pub-
lished, 
(via Jack Meaden) 
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Above: No official silhouette was published but this one 
was produced by The Aeroplane, (via Jack Meaden) 

The pilot's all round view was excellent and the 
outward-sloping canopy sides provided a straight-down 
view. For escape in emergency the canopy could be 
jettisoned. 

With the pusher engine installation, to maintain proper 
engine cooling it was necessary to provide fan assis-
tance, evident as a deep intake under the engine. This 
carried over in a trunk to the cylinders and carburetter 
and was exhausted through an annular opening around 
the propeller hub into the slipstream. It kept engine 
cooling air circulating when the aircraft was flying at low forward speeds 
and when on the ground. This must have contributed to some extent 
to engine noise which was high and must have affected crew operation 
adversely. 

The wing span was 44 ft (13.4 m), Length 34 ft (10.36 m), Height 9 ft 
(2.74 m). Wing area was 274 sq ft (25.45 sq m) and Loaded weight was 
3,050 lb (1,383 kg). 

The first flight was made by Fit Lt R S Munday and soon after VL529 
was exhibited at the SBAC Show at Radlett 9th to 12th Sept 1947 
(which the writer attended but not having a ticket had to watch from the 
road!). 

On test and familiarisation at Heston 45 hr 20 min were flown satisfac-
torily and on 13th May 1948 the prototype arrived at A&AEE Boscombe 
Down for service trials. These took a further 38 hr 10 min during which 

Above: Close-up of VL529 with its downward-viewing canopy, tricycle undercarriage, and 
self-propped engine cowling in its upwards-opening position. Above the fixed stirrup step 
a lifting eye is labelled, (via Jack Meaden) 
Below: VL529 with leading edge slots and trailing edge flaps extended, as for landing. 
The nearside tailskid bumper shows up under the tailboom serial. 
(Flight via Jack Meaden) 

its maximum speed at its operational height of 1.000 ft (305 m) was 
reported as 125 mph (201 km/hr). 

Servicing obtained a good report and adequate inspection panels were 
provided. This included complete dismantling which was straightfor-
ward and easily performed. 

There were no serious operating difficulties, but some modifications 
were called for as a result of the trials. Two of these were to cockpit 
controls which should have been obvious enough from initial tests to 
have been recognised and corrected. One was to the throttle, which 
was so close to the cockpit wall as to be difficult to operate. The other 
was to the elevator trim wheel, which was so close to the side of the 
pilot's seat that it was difficult to use. 

Other problems were to the engine cowlings, which were too thin and 
cracked extensively in only a few hours operation, and the nosewheel 

Right: VL529 in slow flight 
with slots open and flaps 
partly extended. (Compare 
with full extension in the 
photograph above). The 
nosewheel leg has failed to 
straighten up. 
(via Jack Meaden) 
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Left: Low speed flight with the 
outer (mainplane) automatic slats 
extended. The inner (flap-aligned) 
slats extended with the flaps when 
they were lowered by the pilot, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

Below: In-flight view from below 
provides a good view of the 
cooling air scoop under the 
engine. Aerodynamic test equip-
ment can be seen mounted on the 
right side of the nose and this late 
photo shows propeller warning 
lines painted inside the booms, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

assembly which was found to suffer from shimmy during 
take-off from surfaced runways. However all of these were 
capable of correction by modification action, and were typical 
of items appearing in test flight reports. 

The Heston AOP met all the requirements for which it had 
been designed, but it was circumstances that prevented its 
introduction. In the new peacetime atmosphere the cost of 
introducing a new design was difficult to justify, particularly 
with the Army already fully equipped with the Auster V, the 
latest in a long line of Austers with which the servicemen 
were familiar and which had been adequate in war. Also there 
was some doubt about future AOP requirements as a result 
of operations during the invasion of the Normandy beaches. 

Here the AOP duties had been carried out by R.N. Seafire I Ml 
fighters from Sqns 808, 885 and 886, their high performance 
considered essential for the task, an important part of which 
was spotting for the guns of British battleships HMS 
Warspite, Ramillies, Rodney and Nelson. These were 
anchored close-in to be the landing forces' artillery and anti-
tank batteries. In spite of their high speeds and fighter capa-
bilities, four Seafires were shot down on the first day and 2 
pilots killed. Over the 4 weeks, total losses were 14 Seafires 
and 10 pilots, but the job was done. 

Nevertheless in the postwar years for Army AOP the Auster 
5 was succeeded by the Auster 6 and for a while there was 
little change. Then in the 1950s came a major shift, and AOP 
work began its transformation to a different kind of airborne 
vehicle, the helicopter. 

To be continued. . . 

Right: As seen here, flying low for observation was the 
purpose of the A2.45 but it never entered service and the pro-
totype VL529 was the only one to fly. (via Jack Meaden) 
Below: The A2/45 was intended to replace the Auster V with 
its wartime supplied 130 hp Lycoming O-290-3 flat four 
engine. Here TW503 shows its all-round transparent canopy. 
(Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 
Below, right: After the A2/45 the Army stuck to Austers with 
the AOP 6. VF661 is seen in what was once (like VL529) an 
all silver finish! (via Jack Meaden) 
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F-1922 The French Civil Aircraft 
Register from 1922 Part 14 
By Bernard Martin, Dave Sparrow and Robert Esperou 

Right: The last New Registration which 
was featured in the previous Part 13 was 
F-AGGF, which is seen here in side view 
with the entry door open to the 7-passen-
ger cabin and the steps necessary for 
entry and exit pushed up in position. 
Passengers and onlookers are seen wan-
dering freely around among the aircraft 
which include Caudron C.61s F-AFBX. 
F-AFCN, Spad 56 F-AIOG(?) and Spad 66 
F-AHDI, all of CIDNA. 
(via Jack Meaden) 

We now continue with the updates to our published August 1922 
French register on a month-by-month basis, recording the New 
Registrations, Cancellations and Changes of Ownership together with 
any further items of interest. In the last issue we completed the 
November 1924 records. 

F-Uodate 12.24 
The Supplement for December 1924 was missing and while we have 
reconstructed the new allocations we cannot identify any further 
changes. 

New Registrations 
1332 F-AGGG Farman F.70 
M Farman, Le Bourget 

1333 F-AGGH Farman F.70 
M Farman, Le Bourget 

1334 F-AGGI HanriotHD.19 
Ste des Avions Hanriot, Villacoublay 

1335 F-AGGJ HanriotHD.19 
Ste des Avions Hanriot, Villacoublay 

1336 F-AGGK Caudron G.3 
Ste des Avions Hanriot, Villacoublay 

1337 F-AGGL Caudron C.127 
M Gervies, Issy-les-Moulineaux 

14 

15 

1003 

1005 

5588 

5696/32 

Other Reports 
3.12.24 923 F-AEGY Breguet 14 (167) 40% damage near Alicante in 

strong wind; repaired and passed on to CGEA. 
6.12.24 924 F-AEGZ Breguet 14 (168) 40% damage at Alcalat de 

Chivert; repaired. 
17.12.24 589 F-ALIU Breguet 14 (6389) 10% damage near 

Carcassonne; repaired. 
1924, miscellaneous: 
190 F-ALRA Breguet 14-A2 (7334) damaged 1924; repaired. 
326 F-ABDX Caudron G.3 (2827) AC d'Auvergne, damaged "summer 
1924". 

F-Uodate 1.25 

New Registrations 
1338 F-AHAA Spad 46 unkn 
Cie Internationale de Navigation Aerienne (CIDNA), Le Bourget 

1339 F-AHAB Caudron C.59 
M Caudron, Issy-les-Moulineaux 

5640.412 

1340 F-AHAC Dewoitine D.1 ter C1 110 
Dewoitine, Toulouse 

1341 F-AHAD Liore-et-Olivier H.13 13 
L'Aeronavale, Antibes 

Change of Owner 
891 F-AEFQ SPAD XVI 6244 
S.A.F.M.A.N. to M Bonino, Vitry; based Orly 

987 F-AFAH SPAD VII 11311 
S.A.F.M.A.N. to M Bonino, Vitry, based Orly 

1029 F-AFBZ Nieuport 81 104 
S.A.F.M.A.N. to M Bonino, Vitry, based Orly 

1031 F-AFCA Nieuport 81 105 
S.A.F.M.A.N. to M Bonino, Vitry, based Orly 

Cancellations 
918 F-AEGS SPAD 46 30 
CIDNA, Le Bourget. Destroyed at Strasbourg 31.7.24. 

981 F-AFAB Dorand AR.2 3 
Ste Reseau Aerien Transafricain, Alger 

Other Reports 
530 F-FREQ Spad 33 (33) CFR to CIDNA 11.24. Wfu 1.25. 

F-Update 2.25 

New Registrations 
1342 F-AHAE de Monge 101 1 
de Monge 

1343 F-AHAF Farman F-3-120 / F 4 X Jabiru 1 
Cie Internationale de Navigation Aerienne (CIDNA), Le Bourget (regd 
21.2.25) 

1344 F-AHAG Farman F 4X Jabiru 2 
CIDNA, Le Bourget 

1345 F-AHAH Farman F 4X Jabiru 3 
CIDNA, Le Bourget 

Change of Type 
525 F-FREL and 533 F-FRET from Spad 33 to Spad 46. 
541 F-FARI from Farman F.60 to F.60 bis. 
[See photos p.2004/078] 
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Left: Dewoitine test pilot Marcel 
Doret seen running up Dewoitine 
D-1 single seat fighter no. 111 He 
purchased it converted to a two 
seater as F-AHAZ and used it as 
his aerobatic display machine, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

Below: Marcel Doret standing by 
the nose of his display mount 
F-AHAZ. Conversion from stan-
dard fighter configuration reduced 
weight and improved perfor-
mance and the aircraft continued 
in use for many years, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

Other Reports 
24.2.25 927 F-AEHC Breguet 14 (171) 60% damaged near Mogador, 

Morocco; repaired and passed to CGA. 
26.2.25 744 F-ADFT now with M Ronserail, destroyed at Mont-de-

Marsan due to structural failure of wing in demonstration, 
pilot killed. 

F-Update 3.25 

New Registrations 
1346 F-AHAI Farman F 4X Jabiru 4 
CIDNA, Le Bourget 

1347 F-AHAJ 
M Durand 

Caudron 127/125 24 

7044 1348 F-AHAK Farman 71 
Ste Avions H., M. et D. Farman, Billancourt (regd 18.3.25) 

1349 F-AHAL Liore et Olivier LeO 13 34 
CGEA Latecoere, Toulouse 

1350 F-AHAM Potez 25 A2 1 
Potez, Villacoublay 

1351 F-AHAN Breguet 14 A2 17 
Societe France Aviation (SFA), Orly 

1352 F-AHAO Breguet 14 A2 18 
Societe France Aviation (SFA), Orly 

Change of Owner 
461 F-ANAA Schreck FBA 17 HE2 898 
M La Burthe to M Maicon, Nice 

1148 F-AFGR SPAD.VII 3014 
Morane Saulnier to M Richard, Orly 

1166 F-AFHK Farman F.71 7009 
Farman to I'Entreprise Generate de Photographie, Toussus-le-Noble 

1168 F-AFHM SPAD.VII 1032 
Morane Saulnier to M Richard, Orly 

Other Reports 
1.3.25 943 F-AEHS Morane Al (605) destroyed near Biarritz when 

wing ripped off in flight; 1 crew hurt. 
8.3.25 791 F-AEBQ Breguet 14 A2 (6147) 20% damage nr Orly, 

repaired. 
18.3.25 654 F-ADCE Potez IX (161) 10% damage at Prague, rep. 
31.3.25 975 F-AEJA Breguet 14 (190) 20% damage nr Lorca, Spain, 

repaired. 

F-Update 4.25 

New Registrations 
1353 F-AHAP Breguet 14 A2 
M Richard, Orly 

1354 F-AHAQ 
M Richard, Orly 

Breguet 14 A2 

19 

20 

1355 F-AHAR Hanriot HD 14 2 
L'Alerion, regd 7.4.25 

1356 F-AHAS Zodiac balloon 630 m3 154 
Aero-Club du Sud-Ouest, Bordeaux, regd 17.4.25 

1357 F-AHAT Caudron 59 
Caudron, Issy-les-Moulineaux 

1358 F-AHAU 
SFA, Orly 

1359 F-AHAV 
SFA, Orly 

1360 F-AHAX 
M Richard, Orly 

Breguet 14 A2 

Breguet 14 A2 

Breguet 14 A2 

1361 F-AHAY Hanriot HD 14 
Club d'aviation de Valenciennes 

1362 F-AHAZ Dewoitine D1ter C1 

523 

21 

22 

23 

161 

111 
Marcel Doret, Chatillon sous Bagneux, near Paris, regd 29.4.25. 

Change of Type 
525 F-FREL, 529 F-FREP and 533 F-FRET from Spad 46 to Spad 66 

Other Reports 
3.4.25 533 F-FRET SPAD 33 (36) 10% damage landing at Basle, 

repaired. 
4.4.25 662 F-ADCM Nieuport 80 (10681) 70% damage in flat spin 

near Chalon-sur-Saone, repaired. 
29.4.25 654 F-ADCE Potez IX (161) killed bystander near Kijetice. 

Three aircraft reported WFU during 4.25, but not necessarily cancelled, 
were: 301 F-ABDR Sopwith A2 (5249); 360 F-ABFR LeO 4.1 (-); and 
392 F-ABGA Caudron G.3 (4852). 

F-Update 5.25 

New Registrations 
1363 F-AHBA SPAD 54 1 
Ste Bleriot, Buc 

1364 F-AHBB SPAD 54 2 
Ste Bleriot, Buc (also quoted as c/n 3325) 
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Right: SPAD 54-1 F-AHBE 
two-seat biplane trainer/ 
tourer was the last of a block 
of five added to the civil reg-
ister in May 1925. Its SPAD 
family features included the 
single interplane struts and 
the SPAD fin and rudder 
shape. Le Rhone, Hispano or 
Renault engines could be 
fitted to the 54. 
(Musee de I Air via Jack 
Meaden) 

1365 F-AHBC 
Ste Bleriot, Buc 

1366 F-AHBD 
Ste Bleriot, Buc 

1367 F-AHBE 
Ste Bleriot, Buc 

SPAD 54 

SPAD 54 

SPAD 54 

3 

1368 F-AHBF Liore-et-Olivier H.133 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

1369 F-AHBG Liore-et-Olivier H.133 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

1370 F-AHBH Liore-et-Olivier H.133 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

1371 F-AHBI Liore-et-Olivier H.133 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

1372 CoR appears not to have been allocated 

1373 F-AHBJ SPAD 61 
Ste Bleriot, Buc 

1374 F-AHBK Morane 50 
Morane-Saulnier, Villacoublay 

1375 F-AHBL Ballon libre 500m3 
Ste Koto, Puteaux (Presumably a Zodiac Balloon?; 

153 

1376 F-AHBM 
M Richard, Orly 

1377 F-AHBN 
M Richard, Orly 

1378 F-AHBO 
M Richard, Orly 

1379 F-AHBP 
M Richard, Orly 

1380 F-AHBQ 
M Richard, Orly 

1381 F-AHBR 
M Richard, Orly 

1382 F-AHBS 
M Richard, Orly 

1383 F-AHBT 
M Richard, Orly 

1384 F-AHBU 
M Richard, Orly 

Breguet-Latecoere 14.A2 16 

Breguet-Latecoere 14.A2 24 

Breguet-Latecoere 14.A2 25 

Morane Al 3627 

Breguet-Latecoere 14.A2 12 

Breguet-Latecoere 14.A2 13 

HanriotHD.14 1 

HanriotHD.14 2 

Hanriot HD.14 3 

1386 F-AHBX Morane 45 1 
Morane Saulnier, Villacoublay 

1387 F-AHBY CofR No and'cancelled'are the only contents of 
this record. However TU lists F-AHBY as Dewoitine 7 c/n 1. 

1388 F-AHBZ Hanriot HD.40S 14 
M Hanriot, Villacoublay 

1389 F-AHCA Caudron C.27 5375.6 
M Caudron, Le Crotoy 

1390 F-AHCB Caudron G.3 4566 
M Caudron, Le Crotoy 

1391 F-AHCC Caudron G.3 4572 
M Caudron, Le Crotoy 

1392 F-AHCD Caudron G.3 4585 
M Caudron, Le Crotoy 

1393 F-AHCE Caudron G.3 4589 
M Caudron, Le Crotoy 

1394 F-AHCF Caudron G.3 4590 
M Caudron, Le Crotoy 

1395 F-AHCG Caudron G.3 4593 
M Caudron, Le Crotoy 

1396 F-AHCH Caudron G.3 4607 
M Caudron, Le Crotoy 

1397 F-AHCI Caudron G.3 4805 
M Caudron, Le Crotoy 

1398 F-AHCJ SchreckFBA17HMT-2 22 
M Schreck, Argenteuil 

1399 F-AHCK Hanriot H.36 1 
M Hanriot, Villacoublay 

1400 F-AHCL Farman Moustique unkn 
M Farman, Toussus-le-Noble 

1401 F-AHCM Zodiac Ballon libre 1260m3 155 
M Auger, Puteaux 

1402 F-AHCN Zodiac Ballon libre 945m3 156 
Ste Zodiac, Puteaux 

Change of Owner 
244bis F-ABEG Morane AR.35 
M Morane Saulnier to M Finat, Orly 

Cancellations 
103 F-ABAB Voisin IX 
M Tourand, Le Bourget 

2392.18 

5014 

4390 
1385 F-AHBV Gourdou-Leseurre 31.C1 1 
Service Technique prete a Chantiers de la Loire, Villacoublay 

117 F-ATMD Salmson2A2 
M Ernoul, Toulouse. C/n appears to be'4380' overtyped with '4390' or 
vice-versa; 4390 was originally quoted on registration 
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Left: The Schreck FBA 17 
HMT-2 three-passenger 
amphibian F-AHCJ moving 
forwatd gently with its 450 hp 
Lorraine engine ticking over. 
(Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 

Below: Here F-AHCJ is being 
beached without wheels on 
soft sand. This airframe was 
used for development and 
attracted other designations, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

432 F-ABHJ Morane Al 
Morane-Saulnier, Villacoublay 

458 F-ATMK Salmson 2A2 
M Ernoul, Toulouse 

460 F-ATMO Salmson 2A2 
M Ernoul, Toulouse 

501 F-ATML Salmson 2A2 
M Ernoul, Toulouse 

564 F-ATMS Salmson 2A2 
M Ernoul, Toulouse 

2067 

5267 

5404 

4299 

3272 

37 616 F-ADAQ Morane AR.35 
Morane-Saulnier, Villacoublay (Shown as CoR 416 which was AR.35 
F-ABGS, however that regn was not wfu until 5.30) 

659 F-ADCJ PotezlX 166 
Cie Internationale de Navigation Aerienne, Le Bourget. Destroyed near 
Iglau, Czechoslovakia, pilot killed, 11.5.25. 

680 F-ADDF Morane AR.35C 
Morane-Saulnier, Villacoublay 

681 F-ADDG Morane AR 
Morane-Saulnier, Villacoublay 

682 F-ADDH Morane AR.35 
Morane-Saulnier, Villacoublay 

684 F-ADDJ Morane AR.35 
Morane-Saulnier, Villacoublay 

684 F-ADDK Morane AR.35 
Morane-Saulnier, Villacoublay 

686 F-ADDL Morane AR.35 
Morane-Saulnier, Villacoublay 

706 F-ADEG Salmson 2A2 
M Ernoul, Toulouse 

707 F-ADEH Salmson 2A2 
M Ernoul, Toulouse 

708 F-ADEI Salmson 2A2 
M Ernoul, Toulouse 

709 F-ADEJ Salmson A2 
M Ernoul, Toulouse 

710 F-ADEK Salmson A2 
M Ernoul, Toulouse 

711 F-ADEL Salmson 2A2 
M Ernoul, Toulouse 

713 F-ADEN Salmson 2A2 
M Ernoul, Toulouse 

45 

47 

48 

50 

51 

52 

275 

449 

4015 

4030 

5381 

3306 

670 

714 F-ADEO 
M Ernoul, Toulouse 

715 F-ADEP 
M Ernoul, Toulouse 

Salmson 2A2 

Salmson 2A2 

1146 F-AFGP Liore-et-OlivierH.13 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

1184 F-AGAI Nieuport24 
M Finat, Le Bourget 

1282 F-AGEG Schreck FBA-17H B-2 
M Caudron, Le Crotoy 

1384 F-AGFY Liore-et-Olivier H.13 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

648 

5070 

18 

7108 

14 

33 

Change of Type 
244bis F-ABEG Morane AR.35 2392.18 

M Morane Saulnier. Type changed to Morane AR-35-C. C/n 
shown hand-changed to 2592 before the type change and cor 
rectly as 2392 after the change. See also Change of Owner. 

663bis F-ADCN Morane AR 45 
M Morane Saulnier. Type changed to Morane AR-35-C. 

The following SPAD 46 of CIDNA all changed to SPAD 66: 
908 F-AEGI, 909 F-AEGJ, 912 F-AEGM, 917 F-AEGR, 932 F-AEHH, 
933 F-AEHI, 937 F-AEHM, 946 F-AEHV, 947 F-AEHX. 

Other reports 
6.5.25 566 F-FRFE Potez IX (153) 20% damage, Prague, rep. 
11.5.25 919 F-AEGT Spad 46 (31) 60% damage nr Iglau, 2 injured, 

repaired - but see F-ADCJ above, same incident? 
13.5.25 1359 F-AHAV Breguet 14 A2 (22) 50% damage in forded Indg 

nr Dijon with plug trouble, repaired. 
18.5.25 526 F-FREM Spad 66 (29) 1 grnd crew died in collision, Basle. 
22.5.25 785 F-AEBK Spad 66 (9) 20% damage landing at Prague, rep 
29.5.25 1343 F-AHAF F 4X (1) cr Balaci, Romania, engine trouble, 

50% damage, scrapped. 
29.5.25 604 F-ADAE Spad 33 (11) 30% damage nr Clermont, rep. 
30.5.25 517 F-FRED Spad 66 (20) CIDNA, 20% damage nr Ruppes, 

Vosges Mtns, pilot injured, repaired. 
To be continued. . . 
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KINNER AIRCRAFT & ENGINES 
Some further material has been contributed by John Underwood. 
The photograph on p.2006/043 captioned Crawford's Airster in fact 
shows the Crawford Courier, as illustrated and described on the previ-
ous page. It was indeed designed by T Watanabe who worked for 
Harvey Crawford and produced several aircraft before returning to 
Japan. This particular aircraft was used by Art Goebel in air shows, 
during which 'grudge races' were staged between Airster and Courier. 

The Kinner Sportster was manufactured only by Kinner although the 
basic design was copied by others later - as in the Call-Air series shown 
in this issue. When Bert Kinner sold his interest in Kinner Airplane & 
Motor Corp he retained exclusive rights to his patented folding wing and 
manufactured a more affordable version as the Security Airster with a 
new engine. Robert Porter, who headed the consortium which took 
over KA&M, only managed to achieve bankruptcy for it through pro-
grammes such as a 1,000 hp engine which were failures. The Timms 
purchased only the rights to manufacture certain Kinner aircraft, not the 
whole company. When re-organized, the Kinner company became a 
major wartime sub-contractor to Pratt & Whitney and continued to 
produce Kinner engines for the US and countries such as Canada and 
China. 

The Kinner P Sedan design (p.2006/074, 075) came chronologically 
after the Sportster and before the Playboy, Sportwing and Envoy 
designs as the dates indicate. It was designed and built by Lawrance 
Brown for the personal use of Robert Porter. Brown also designed the 
Playboy and Sportwing in collaboration with Max Harlow. The P was 
used to test the 160 hp Kinner R6 which was to enter production for the 
Ryan PT-22 and Fleet 16 series, amongst others. 

Lennart Andersson adds that NC12257, Sedan c/n 1, was taken to 
Shanghai by L E Gale & Company, the Kinner representatives in 
China. There it was sold to the China Flying Club, organised by the 
China Aviation Association, and named "Chiu Kuo Hau Yi" ("National 
Salvation No.1"). 

The Timm Aerocraft 2SA (p.2006/049) prototype was NC14200 which 
was service-tested by the Polaris Flight Academy, a Glendale-based 
contractor training RAF volunteers. A production run of eight aircraft 
was initiated, intended for the Civilian Pilot Training Program, although 
only 6 were delivered, to CPT operators in Oregon and Washington. 
Jennifer Gradidge suggests that the photo of X12252 on p2006/045 
might actually show a Bolte Sport as it is shown as such by Juptner. 
This was built in 1929, had a 100 hp Kinner K-5 engine, and could have 
been used by Kinner as the basis for the Sportster as there are some 

detail differences. The registration does not appear in CAB lists and is 
actually applied in a non-standard style. Further information or 
comment would be welcomed. 

The similarity between the photos of Sportster X16047 on p2006/046 
and the Security Airster on p2006/049 are also noted. The registration 
number 16047 would in all probability be a 1936 allocation which would 
be too late for a Sportster but could be late Airster S-1A production. 
Again further comment would be welcome. 

Two further registrations have been identified to add to the list on 
p.2006/076. C/n 66 Sportster K NC13709 became N100AA - for photo 
see below. C/n 138 Sportster B-1 became N14235 and by 1959 had 
been re-registered N727W. 

F-1922 REGISTER 
Some additions or comments in CoR number order: 
31 F-EHMF It is suggested that this should perhaps be F-FHMF but 
this series of Farman F.40s and F60s was registered in the sequence 
AHMF, EHMF, IHMF, OHMF, UHMF and YHMF so E would seem to be 
correct although CoR 31 is listed as a Farman Sport F-FHMF in the 
cancellations in 8.23. 
402 F-ABGK On p2006/186 we note that this Nieuport 80 (8177) had 
become O-BABU and was later restored as F-ABGK with an accident 
reported on 19.7.24. The Belgian registration, to SEGA SA, Gosselies, 
was dated 19.4.21 and it was cancelled on 16.1.22 as wfu, with exactly 
the same details for O-BABE Nieuport 81 (8236) and O-BABC (8262), 
neither of which appear to have previous French identity. Although per-
fectly possible for F-ABGK to have been restored in France before the 
publication of our August 1922 register, it seems odd that its details 
exactly match the other two Belgian examples with no French connec-
tions. Is it possible that even if F-ABGK and O-BABU have the same 
c/n they were actually two different aircraft, or is one of the records 
incorrect? 
798 F-AEBY crashed on 14.5.23. 
1057 F-AFDC Caudron G.3 is now in the Brussels Air Museum 
painted as "2352", as quoted in the register. However, 2351 is a G.6 c/n 
and it seems likely that one of the alternative c/ns quoted, 2551 or 6561 
could be correct. Built in 1923 it was used by the Caudron Flying 
School from 4.23 (although the BV shows owner as Nelle Bolland) and 
sold in 1932 to the AC de I'Aise at Compiegne. Later it went to an owner 
in Normandy and was discovered in a barn in the 1950s. Acquired by 
the Musee de I'Air for whom it was restored to airworthy condition by 
Jean Baptiste Salis who fitted a Walter engine. From 1952 it flew again 
as F-AFDC with Constantin Feldzer and Jean Duchamp, and later with 
Concorde test pilot Jean Franchi until it went into storage in 1964 as the 
Musee already had a G.3 on display. On 25.11.75 it was exchanged 
with the fuselage of an LVG C.VI from the Brussels Museum and in 
2001 a conversion to Anzani engine was completed. 
1135 F-AFGE is quoted as c/n 15 in at least two Bulletins but later c/n 
7 is quoted with a change of type - a further complication. 
1142 F-AFGL two Bulletins quote 1762 but one other, and the hand-
written ledger, quote 1782 which may be preferred. 
1182 F-AGAG became O-BAJA on 12.8.27. 

Right: Although partly 
obscured, this Kinner 
Sportster K c/n 66 registered 
N100A A to James D Wayt, 
ex NC13709, survived until at 
least 1996 when this photo 
was taken at Sonoma, CA. 
Still current on the FAA regis-
ter, it has been reported as 
written off in recent times but 
intended for rebuild. 
(Dave Welch) 
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Left: An evocative photo 
of Focke Wulf Stieglitz 
D-ENOY (later R-321) still 
wearing its German regis-
tration on 18.5.37 when 
seen inverted over 
Buenos Aires with Fleet 
Model 2 R-54 in atten-
dance. The name of the 
Fw44 pilot is partly indeci-
pherable but begins with 
'Birch...', 
(via Jack Meaden) 

THE ARGENTINE R- REGISTER 
R-50 Lloyds report an accident on 3.1.33 at Libertad in the 
Merlo district. Owned by AC Argentine Pilot Navarro 
O'Conner was killed and passenger injured. 
R-52 Reportedly written off in accident at Caseros when on 
loan to Centra de Aviacion Civil. Pilot Sgt Valentine 
Coryalan and passenger injured. 
R-60 of AC Chaco crashed 15.8.36 in fog into the Parana 
River between Tulavera and Yacireta Islands. Pilot Pujol 
killed, passenger Hector Freschi swam ashore. 
R-107 Lloyds also reports the accident of 11.4.28 as a col-
lision between two Moths. 
R-109 Accident of 15.9.34 reported to be at Tornquist. 
R-146 If this Fleet is ex NC633M then Aerodata files have 
the c/n as 203. 
R-150 The c/n 2250 seems to be in a Potez 36 range. 
R-169 F-AITZ Potez 32 c/n 1361 was cancelled as sold 
abroad in 3.34. 
R-170 Likewise F-AIVE was cancelled in 3.34. 
R-172 There are several Moranes quoted within the 2xxx 
and 3xxx c/n ranges. 
R-195 A report in "The Moth" No.131 indicated that 
DH.60M c/n 1673 LV-RZR still exists in Argentina as a 
stored fuselage frame. 
R-223 From the photograph may be one of the Farman 
F.230 series, of which the F.234 has a Salmson 7Ac of 95 
hp and the F.236 a Salmson 9Ad of 40 hp. It seems likely 
that the c/n quoted, 234, is actually the type number 
although no examples are known in Argentina. Later vari-
ants converted from F.234s were the F.352, F.352H and 
F. 352/3. 
R-224 The accident on 6.11.32 was at Pacheco 
Aerodrome and the owner Carlos Muffatti and his pupil 
were killed. 
R-234 Believed to be Junkers T 23 c/n 442 ex D-485. 
R-238 Waco RNF c/n 3633 is also reported as Brazilian Air 
Force K-162. However K-162 is thought more likely to be 
c/n 3521. C/n 3633 must have been the last Waco RNF to 
be built 
R-241 Later regn LV-HBA ntu? 
R-259 Seen derelict at San Fernando as LV-FBM as late 
as March 1972. 
R-265 Crashed as Moron as LV-YCN on 22.3.54. 
R-266 LV-XBA reported as badly damaged at Villa 
Madero, Buenos Aires 5.5.55 but was re-regd LV-FBN on 
17.1.50. As the latter it was listed in the 8.50 register until 
at least the 5.67 register although without valid CoA. It is 
possible that it was not seriously damaged or that the air-
craft in the accident was wrongly identified. 
R-279, 287 Name of manufacturer should be spelled 
Kellett'. 

Above: "El Miles Hawk de Transformacion" G-ADLB is being returned to a two-seater 
following its single-seat racing successes ready for delivery to Argentina. The 
Spanish inscription on the cowling is translated as "The Miles Hawk Trainer, designed 
and constructed by Phillips & Powis Aircraft Ltd, Reading, England". 
Below: On the left side cowling the point is made, again in Spanish, that in the 1935 
King's Cup Air Race the first three places were taken by Miles aircraft. The wings 
were not fitted but packed separately for transportation to the Argentine by sea. On 
arrival the registrations R-302 and later LV-YCA were allotted, (via Jack Meaden) 

With thanks to the following for Feedback used in this issue: Lennart Andersson, 
Malcolm Barratt, John Davis, Jennifer Gradidge, Vic Smith, Dave Sparrow, Ian Terry, 
John Underwood, Dave Welch and Luc Wittemans. 
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Casualty Compendium PART 102 

Right: Fairchild F-27 Friendship PI-C871 
was operated by Air Manila in the closely-
spaced Philippine Islands where most flights 
were over land and water in roughly equal 
amounts. On 8.3.68 it was lost over the sea 
en route Manila - Lapu-Lapu/Mactan due to 
structural failure in a thunderstorm, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

We begin 
15.8.67 

8.1.68 

9.1.68 

27.1.68 

7.2.68 

16.2.68 

24.2.68 

5.3.68 

8.3.68 

24.3.68 

30.3.68 

8.4.68 

8.4.68 

10.4.68 

11.4.68 

20.4.68 

28.4.68 

3.5.68 

with one addition followed by the identities and details of the casualties listed in the Winter 2006 issue. 
It is confirmed that both the Channel Airways HS.748s did ferry from Portsmouth to Southend. G-ATEK was flown out with undercarriage 
locked down on 21.2.68 and after repair returned to service with Channel on 11.4.68 for ten days before going to LIAT. G-ATEH was flown 
out on 16.5.68 and was sold directly to LIAT after repair. 
Cargo DC-3 YU-ABK c/n 33277 of JAT suffered engine failure and force-landed at St Florian, Austria, en route Munich - Zagreb, reports 
of damage vary but the aircraft was written-off. 
Ethiopian Airlines Boeing 720-060B ET-AAG(2) c/n 18454 "Blue Nile" chartered to MEA, inbound from Kano and Lagos, landed nosewheel 
first in heavy rain and strong winds at Beirut. Fire in the nose area was extinguished but broke out again later and destroyed the Boeing 
at 1821 hrs local time after the 10 crew and 39 passengers had left the aircraft. 
Air Comores DH.114 Heron 1B F-OCED c/n 14040 attempted overshoot in high winds at Moroni airport, Comores Is, inbound from Dar-
es-Salaam. Left wing struck landing lights to right of runway, aircraft climbed steeply with full flap, stalled and dived into the sea at 1130 
killing the sole crew Capt Pantelias and 13 passengers. One of the two surviving passengers died later. 
CPAL Boeing 707-138B N791SA c/n 17698 "Empress of Sydney", leased from Standard, inbound from Honolulu in poor visibility, overran 
the runway at 0620 local time due to loss of visual reference between flare-out and touch-down at Vancouver BC. It hit an Air Canada DC-
8, 4 light aircraft, several vehicles and two buildings and burst into flame. A steward and one person on the ground were killed but Capt 
Al Burkhalter, 7 crew and all 52 passengers survived. 
Boeing 727-92C B-1018 c/n 19175 of CATC from Hong Kong on ILS approach to Taipei descended below the glide path in poor weather 
at 2120 local. Crew did not react to radio altimeter warning at 350 ft and the aircraft touched ground for 200 metres before rising and then 
hitting trees and a farmhouse near Linkou, 14.5 km west of Taipei airport. The assigned pilot in command CATC chief pilot Capt Stuart E 
Drew had allowed a senior staff member Assistant Director of Flying Division Hugh H Hicks to make the approach although wind sheer 
was eventually blamed for the accident in which 3 of 11 crew and 18 of 52 passengers plus one person on the ground lost their lives. 
Royal Air Lao DC-3 XW-TAD c/n 26696 crashed into Mekong River at Ban Napa on flight from Vientiane to Sayaboury in bad weather at 
c1200. Capt Moon, 2 crew and 34 passengers were killed. 
Air France Boeing 707-328C F-BLCJ c/n 19724 "Chateau de Lavoute Polignac" cleared for night visual approach to Le Raizet Airport, 
Guadeloupe, started descent from an incorrectly identified positional fix and hit Mount Soufriere at 4,000ft, 17 miles from the airport, at 
0030 hrs on 6.3.68. Capt Pierre Viard, 13 crew and 49 passengers all lost their lives. The flight recorder was never recovered. 
Fairchild F-27 PI-C871 c/n 0019 of Air Manila, en route from Manila to Lapu Lapu/Mactan airport, entered thunderstorm at higher than rec-
ommended speed and the horizontal tail surfaces and outer right wing failed. Escaping fuel caused a fireball which was seen to fall into 
the sea off Ibajay, Panay Island. Capt Jesus Felizardo, 3 crew and 10 passengers on board were killed. 
Aer Lingus Viscount 803 EI-AOM c/n 178 "Feidhlim" operating flight EH 712 from Cork to London apparently entered a spin at 17,000 ft 
and in recovering at about 12,000 ft suffered severe structural damage and fell into the sea at c1058 GMT off south-east coast of Ireland 
with Capt Barney O'Beirne, 3 crew and 57 passengers on board. Wreckage later recovered 10 miles east of Carnsore Point. 
L1049G Super Constellation freighter HP-467 c/n 4678 crashed after fire in no.3 engine and exploded near Tocumen, Panama City, in 
climb-out after take-off at 2025 local. Capt Edward Rainier and the 2 crew were killed. The aircraft was owned by International Aerodyne 
Inc, leased to Compania Interamericana Export-lmport-SA and operated by Rutas Aereas Panamenas SA (RAPSA). 
BOAC Boeing 707-465 G-ARWE c/n 18373 suffered fire in no.2 engine on take-off from Heathrow as result of compressor failure which 
severed a fuel line. The engine pylon burnt through (as designed) and the engine fell into a gravel pit as Capt Charles Taylor brought the 
Boeing back to an emergency landing on runway 05R at c1631 local. In the confusion either the crew failed to pull the fuel shutoff handle 
or it was kicked back in during their evacuation; as a result a wing tank exploded and the aircraft was destroyed. Stewardess Barbara 
Jane Harrison (later awarded a posthumous Geroge Cross) and 4 passengers died but the remaining 10 crew and 116 passengers sur-
vived, with 38 injured. In addition Chief Steward Neville C Davis-Gordon was awarded a BEM for his part in the evacuation. 
DC-3 CC-CBM c/n 6330 of Linea Aerea del Cobre, Chile, crashed in forest on Mount Emporator Gullermo, 55 km from Coyhaique at c1700 
local, due to structural failure of the right wing. Capt Jose Valencia, 2 crew and 33 passengers were killed. 
DC-3 XA-GEV c/n 7339 operating inaugural service of Aerovias Rojas SA to Mexico City from Agua Scalientes crashed on Mount Transfig-
uracion near Villa del Carbon, 38 miles NW of Mexico City at 1830 local. Capt Domingo D Pamplona, 3 crew and 14 passengers killed. 
Zambian Air Cargos L100 Hercules 9J-RCY c/n 4109 returned to Ndola after repair in the UK following accident on 1.6.67 (see Archive 
p2006/152) with intermittent overheat warning on no.2 engine which was shut down after landing. Steering and brake pressure were lost 
during taxying and the aircraft struck parked Hercules 9J-RBX c/n 4137 causing a fire which destroyed both with no loss of life. 
New Boeing 707-344C ZS-EUW c/n 19705 "Pretoria" of South African Airways crashed and exploded shortly after take-off from Strijdom 
Airport, Windhoek en route Johannesburg - London. After take-off at 2050 in total darkness, the flaps were raised and power reduced at 
600ft but the Boeing sank to the ground 3 miles from the end of the runway. The crew were considered to be disorientated but it was 
believed that the new 1-stage flap setting , not 2-stage as on earlier models, resulted in flaps being fully raised instead of half raised after 
take-off. Capt E Smith, 11 crew and 110 of the 116 passengers were killed, one survivor died 3 weeks later. 
Capitol International Airways DC-8-31 N1802 c/n 45277 crashed and destroyed at Atlantic City on training flight at 0720 EDT. Having 
made a touch and go with nos.3 & 4 engines at idle, the aircraft yawed and rolled to the right when power was increased in nos.1 & 2. 
Capt Thomas Luce and the 3 other crew escaped with injuries. 
L188A Electra N9707C c/n 1099 of Braniff Airways flew into a line of thunderstorms against ATC advice and in attempting to turn around 
was rolled past the vertical and stalled. The right wing and then the tail separated in the attempted recovery and the aircraft crashed at 
c1648 CDT near Dawson, TX, killing Capt J R Phillips,4 crew and 80 passengers. 
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Left: Channel Airways Viscount 812 G-APPU 
c/n 364 seen taxying out at Southend on 
24.3.68. Six weeks later on 4.5.68 inbound from 
Rotterdam it overran landing on the wet runway 
and was damaged beyond repair. 
(Jack Meaden) 
Below: G-APPU lies on the embankment at 
Southend with its right wing overhanging the 
railway line and fuselage broken open. The 
painters have already been busy obscuring the 
titles and registration! 
(Peter Davis collection) 

4.5.68 Channel Airways Viscount 812 G-APPU c/n 364 
landed in rain at too high a speed at Southend Airport 
inbound from Rotterdam at 2120 BST. Capt George 
Wood believed, incorrectly, that the aircraft was aqua-
planing and applied the parking brake which locked 
the mainwheels and caused it to skid off the end of 
the runway. The Viscount hit the boundary bank and 
slewed to a halt with the right wing overhanging the 
Southend - London railway line. All 4 crew and 79 
passengers survived, with 22 injured. 

16.5.68 Alaskan Airlines L100 Hercules N9267R c/n 4146 
leased to Aerovias Ecuatorianas sank into soft 
ground at Macuma, Ecuador. In an attempt to power 
the aircraft out over wooden boards the no.1 propeller 
hit the ground, disintegrated and parts hit no.2 engine, starting a fire which destroyed the Hercules. 

28.5.68 Garuda International Airways Convair 990-30A-5 PK-GJA c/n 30-10-3 "Pajajaran" climbed steeply after take-off from Bombay Santa Cruz 
at 0245 local for Karachi. It then fell in almost vertical attitude, killing the 14 crew, 15 passengers and one person on the ground. 

13.6.68 Boeing 707-321C N798PA c/n 18790 "Clipper Caribbean" of Pan American hit a tree 1100 metres short of the runway, crashed and burnt 
at Calcutta Dum Dum Airport in heavy rain at 0127 local. One of the 10 crew and 5 of the 53 passengers were killed. The altimeter was 
found to be set 360ft too high as a result of confusion between QNH and QFE settings. 

29.6.68 KLM DC-8-53 PH-DCH c/n 45383 "Orville Wright" on lease to VIASA exploded during maintenance and destroyed by fire in hangar at 
Schiphol Airport.Amsterdam. DC-9 PH-DNI and Electra PH-LLD slightly damaged; DC-9 PH-DNN seriously damaged. 

4.7.68 BKS Ambassador freighter G-AMAD c/n 5211 swung on landing at Heathrow and hit parked aircraft and terminal building at 1727 local 
on 3.7.68. As described in Archive p.2003/005, the port flap retracted due to fatigue failure of an actuating rod. The 3 crew and 3 of the 
5 grooms on board were killed. Trident G-ARPI was struck but rebuilt, as was Viscount G-APKF but Trident G-ARPT was too badly 
damaged, its remains being purchased by Channel Airways and lingering at Stansted and Southend until 1972. 

With thanks for the above to Tony Beales, Ian Callier, Richard Church, Peter Davis, Luc Vanden Eynde, Richard Goring, Jim Hawkins, Jack Meaden, 
Peter Quade. Don Schofield, Vic Smith, John Withers and Wim Zwakhals. 

Above: 1968 casualties Garuda Convair 990A PK-GJA and KLM/VIASA DC-8-53 PH-DCH both at Schiphol in 1966. (via Wim Zwakhals) 

Now for a new batch of casualties to be identified all details of which will be revealed next time: 
8.7.68 Saudi Arabian airliner crashed near Dhahran Airport in sand haze, inbound from Bahrain. 
17.7.68 Cargo aircraft of Sabena crashed twenty kilometers from Lagos Airport, Nigeria, believed carrying arms for Federal Government. 
2.8.68 Alitalia airliner crashed in woodland near Vergiate on approach to Milan-Malpensa Airport in a thunderstorm. 
9.8.68 British Eagle International scheduled service from London to Innsbruck crashed onto Munich - Nuremberg autobahn and destroyed. 
10.8.68 Aircraft of Piedmont Aviation crashed on landing at Charleston Airport, WV inbound from Louisville, KY in thick fog. 
14.8.68 Helicopter of Los Angeles Airways Inc operating shuttle service to Disneyland crashed in Compton, Los Angeles, killing 21 on board. 
18.8.68 Chartered United Arab Airlines aircraft en route Cairo - Damascus crashed into Mediterranean Sea about 180 miles north of Port Said. 
23.8.68 Aircraft of Transportes Aereos Benianos SA crashed immediately after take-off from Nieve airstrip, Bolivia. 
8.9.68 Viacao Aerea Rio Grandense SA (Varig) airliner destroyed in hangar fire at Rio de Janeiro international airport overnight. 
11.9.68 Air France aircraft operated by Air Inter en route Ajaccio to Nice crashed into the sea 12 miles SSW of Cap d'Antibes. 
15.9.68 Airliner of VASP on training flight at Sao Paulo attempted forced landing on city street but hit house and exploded. 
27.9.68 Universal Air Lines aircraft, three crew only on board, crashed and destroyed on approach to Cherry Point, NC from Charleston, SC. 
11.10.68 Czech airliner crashed shortly after take-off from Prague for Piestany with 37 passengers and 3 crew on board. 
25.10.68 Northeast Airlines turboprop en route Boston to Montpelier via Lebanon, NH crashed onto Moose Mountain 8 miles S of Lebanon. 
26.10.68 Aerial mapping aircraft of KLM crashed on Table Mountain near Paramaribo in Surinam. 
22.11.68 Japan Air Lines flight from Tokyo to New York landed in shallow water two miles short of San Francisco International in fog. 
23.11.68 Commuter aircraft of Cable FlyingService crashed onto Newport freeway when attempting to land in fog at Orange County Airport, CA. 
2.12.68 Airliner of Wien Alaska Airlines exploded in mid air and crashed onto frozen Foxes Lake, 100 miles from Anchorage. 
12.12.68 Pan American aircraft en route New York to Caracas exploded and crashed into the sea ten miles from Maiqetia Airport, Caracas. 
26.12.68 Cargo aircraft of Pan American on charter to USAF crashed on take off at Elmendorf Air Base, Anchorage for Tokyo. 
27.12.68 North Central Airlines aircraft crashed into hangar and exploded when landing at Chicago O'Hare Airport in fog. 
27.12.68 Aircraft of Ozark Air Lines crashed on take-off from Sioux City Municipal Airport in ice storm. 
31.12.68 MacRobertson Miller Airlines aircraft crashed in flames near Port Hedland when preparing to land after flight from Perth. 

To be continued... 
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Covers from a CNAC timetable advertising the 
Shanghai to Hankow service in 1936. Despite 
displaying a somewhat imaginative flying boat 
the colourful cover described the advantages 
of air travel on the route. 
(Dacre Watson collection) 
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HEAD-ON VIEW - WHAT IS IT? Number 24 
The period is indicated by the wood 4-blade propeller, long strut undercarriage with tailskid.and the 
metallic wing root leading edges for fuel tanks. An extra clue, the partly hidden engine is a 9-cyl 
radial, LH tractor propeller. Full details next time, (via Jack Meaden) 

In this issue 
Readers may be surprised to find that this 
issue is more than half filled by the second 
part of the Development of Commercial 
Aviation in China, compiled by Martin 
Best. This time the story of CNAC is taken 
from the Pan American takeover in 1933 to 
the commencement of the Second World 
War in Asia. 

While we were aware that this was likely to 
be a longer episode - having pencilled in 12 
to 14 pages originally - we were taken 
aback by the additional contributions, not 
only to the text but also in the form of pho-
tographs and airline ephemera. There were 
very significant responses to our request for 
any such material and we are most grateful 
for them all. (And thankful that there were 
no CNAC sick-bags or refreshing towelettes 
among the collection!) 

Having progressed with the layout, the 
Editor then had to decide whether to cut this 
episode in half or to complete it in full. The 
large number of cross-references and air-
craft /fleet data would have made this a 
complex exercise - so here it is in full. No 
doubt readers will realise that the story 
actually contains substantial inserts on 
types such as the Curtiss Condor, 
Stearman Cloudboy and Vultee V-1A which 
are almost articles in their own right. We 
would welcome any further insights into the 
questions raised by these listings, or indeed 
any part of the entire article. 

It may be worth repeating that future issues 
will cover Eurasia, SWAC, wartime opera-
tions over The Hump and in Manchuria, 
postwar developments such as CATC, 
CNAC, CAT, CAAC, etc. In each case fleet 
lists and maps will accompany the history of 
each organisation. So, once again, if any 

readers have material which may illustrate 
any parts of this article the editor would be 
pleased to hear from them. 

The Falkland Islands Civil Register has 
now reached the Feedback stage and that 
will be completed in the next issue. Douglas 
Rough has established a new gold standard 
for register research and an enviable 
network of contacts supplying extra detail 
for this feature. He has managed to do this 
while at the same time getting married, trav-
elling widely and movinghouse twice - we 
think he is still smiling! We did not intend to 
cut this section but by publishing half this 
time and half next time we can at least 
include all the colour images in colour as 
they deserve. Any further comments on the 
earlier sections should reach the Editor as 
soon as possible please. 

Other articles in this issue continue to 
develop existing themes. The Kinner 
history has now moved on to investigate a 
link with the Gail Mantis, of which we had to 
confess to total ignorance! Dornier has 
now reached the Do 212, very much a one-
off and perhaps ill-timed experiment. The 
Heston connection now links up with the 
Hordern-Richmond Autoplane, this time a 
British one-off but owing more than a little to 
Klemm en route. Our grateful thanks go to 
Jack Meaden for his continued efforts in 
running these series so reliably. 

Casualty Compendium continues to tiptoe 
through a selection of 1968 accidents and 
we have surely reached the stage at which 
the illustrations should be arriving in colour 
now. Please keep the answers coming! 

One final request - please contact the 
Editor if you have photos, preferably colour, 
of HP Herald / Dart Heralds in any marks, 
the more obscure the betterbut also any 
taken at Woodley would help! 
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The Development of Commercial 
Aviation in China 
BY MARTIN S BEST, CHINA HISTORY RESEARCH GROUP 

PART 2 : CHINA NATIONAL AVIATION CORPORATION (pre-WWII) 

Right: A US-registered Stinson 
SM-6B Detroiter of the type operat-
ed by CNAC. The Detroiter was an 
8 seater with a maximum weight of 
5,350 lb compared with the 4,300 
lb of the SM-1F. The engine was 
the 400 hp P&W Wasp. 
(Stinson via Jack Meaden) 

Introduction 
In Part 1, we considered the formation of China Airways Federal and 
the Shanghai-Chengtu Air Mail Line, which were combined to form 
China National Aviation Corporation (CNAC) in 1930; the second 
company with this name. We now continue this story up to the start of 
World War II in Asia. Later articles will also consider Eurasia Aviation 
Corporation, Central Air Transport Corporation (CATC) and Civil Air 
Transport (CAT), as well as some smaller operators. 

China National Aviation Corporation 
Pan American and Prosperity 1933-37 
Pan American had emerged as one of the world's great airlines by the 
early 1930s. The company operated over 20,000 miles of routes in 
1933, connecting Central and South America with the United States. 
Gross revenue exceeded $9 million, while profits approached $1 
million. A pioneer in the use of long-range flyiqg boats in Latin America, 
the airline placed orders with the Sikorsky and Martin companies for 
huge 4-engined aircraft in the summer of 1932. Juan T Trippe intended 
to use these giant flying boats on a transatlantic route. When political 
complications over landing rights thwarted this plan, Trippe turned 
towards the Far East. 

Some preliminary work had been done, most notably a survey of the 
Great Circle route to Asia by Charles Lindbergh. Lindbergh and his wife 
flew their Lockheed Sirius to China via Nome, the Kamchatka 
Peninsula and Japan, to Nanning in the summer of 1931. Although 
there were numerous operating problems to be solved, Pan American 
demonstrated its serious interest in the Great Circle route when it pur-
chased two small Alaskan air carriers in 1932. Again, political problems 
- this time objections from Japan and the Soviet Union - forced aban-
donment of the project. Intent upon putting Pan American around the 
world, Trippe now looked to a Pacific route via Midway Island, Wake 
Island, Guam and the Philippines." [Lindbergh's survey of the Alaska -
China route is described in Chapter 5 of The Pan Am Clipper, by Roy 
Allen.] 

Today, international airline agreements involve provisions for reciprocal 
landing privileges and are negotiated between governments. During 
the early 1930s, however, the United States refused to grant landing 
rights to other nations. This meant that Pan American had to cope with 
the difficult problem of securing unilateral privileges in direct negotia-
tions with foreign countries. A favourite tactic used by the airline in Latin 
America was to acquire or form subsidiary companies in the various 
countries. These subsidiaries enabled Pan American to operate into 
major terminals, and they acted as local "feeders" for the international 
service. CNAC could serve both of these functions in China. 

Above: James H ('Jimmy') Doolittle photographed with a CNAC SM-1F 
Detroiter after making a flight as guest copilot with Hewitt Mitchell. 
Doolittle was a pioneer US flyer, test pilot, Schneider, Bendix and 
Thompson Trophy winner prior to WWII. (Ralph Mitchell) 

Trippe began negotiations with Curtiss-Wright for its share in CNAC 
early in 1933; Thomas Morgan took charge of negotiations for Curtiss-
Wright. Trippe and Morgan reached agreement on 31st March, and 
signed a contract the following day. 

Pan American acquired the American interest in CNAC in exchange for 
3,000 shares of common stock, then valued at $28 a share, possibly 
with an additional option to purchase a further 10,000 shares of Pan 
American stock at $25. For accounting purposes, Pan American 
recorded its investment in CNAC at $282,258.69. It placed the actual 
value of the company at $165,000 worth of obsolete planes, spare parts 
and a very small and dwindling cash balance. 

Harold M Bixby, Pan American's Far Eastern representative, arrived in 
Shanghai shortly before the arrangements to purchase CNAC were 
concluded. Bixby would remain in China, except for trips home, during 
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the next four years. Thereafter, as a vice president of Pan American, he 
would have an influential voice on all matters affecting the parent 
company's relations with its Chinese subsidiary. 

Bixby took stock of Pan American's latest acquisition shortly after he 
reached China. He found the airport, located about five miles south of 
downtown Shanghai and adjacent to the village of Lunghwa with its 
famous seven-story pagoda. Until 1932, CNAC had been confined to a 
small area on the banks of the Whangpoo river, next to a military camp. 
When the soldiers had left after the Shanghai Incident, the city had 
taken over the grounds for use as a municipal airport and CNAC had 
erected a small hangar on the field. 

CNAC's equipment left much to be desired. Of the airline's complement 
of five Stinsons, Bixby found four out of commission for repairs or 
rebuilding. The five Loenings were in good flying condition, although 
they were not very comfortable for passengers. Other airlines had 
reduced passenger capacity from six to four, in order to give the 
cramped occupants additional leg room and permit the transport of 
additional mail. 

Stinsons operated the service to Peking on a twice-weekly basis. 
Loenings flew daily except Monday between Shanghai and Hankow, 
and two round trips a week from Hankow to Chungking. The airline 
averaged 50,000 miles a month of scheduled operations, and lost 
$0.25 a mile. 

CNAC employed seven fully qualified pilots: six Americans and one 
German national. Chinese, both native and American-born, flew as co-
pilots. The training programme for these individuals had not made 
much progress due to lack of time, equipment, and interest. 

Ground personnel included Bond, chief pilot Allison, chief mechanic 
Oscar Wilke, four American mechanics, and a staff of Chinese. 
Communications and weather reporting facilities were manned by 
Chinese. As CNAC's aircraft lacked radios, weather reports and other 
messages were received by pilots before departing Shanghai and at 
stops en route. 

Following this depressing survey, Bixby met with CNAC's Board of 
Directors. They welcomed him to China and then proposed a motion to 
declare the airline insolvent. He persuaded the board to withdraw the 
motion. 

Pan American mounted its expedition to China in late May 1933. Two 
modern Sikorsky S-38 amphibians were loaded on board the Danish 
freighter Gertrude Maersk in Savannah, Georgia. The S-38 carried a 
crew of two, and could lift eight passengers over a distance of 600 
miles at 110 mph. Personnel from Pan American's Miami Division who 
would accompany the aircraft included Paul Groeger, a navigational 
expert, pilots George Rummel and Robert Gast, co-pilot/radio opera-
tors William Ehmer and Hugh L Woods, chief mechanic Zigmund 
Soldinsky, and radio engineer Ivan Carlson. Pan American picked 
William S Grooch to lead the party. 

The Pan American group reached Shanghai on 26th June, twelve days 
before the deadline for start of the Canton service. Mechanics hurried 
to assemble one of the S-38s. Grooch test flew the aircraft on 1st July. 
Two days later, Bixby and Bond joined him on what was planned as a 
leisurely survey flight to Canton. Mail would be carried on the return 
trip, thereby fulfilling the terms of the contract. 

Following a brief stop at Wenchow, Grooch alighted in the harbour of 
Foochow, tying up at the Pagoda Anchorage. The next morning 
(American Independence Day), they clambered back into their S-38 
and flew on to Amoy and Swatow. With special permission from the 
British, Hong Kong was their next port-of-call. Grooch spotted Kai Tak 
airfield across the harbour and went in for a landing. They ran smooth-
ly for fifty feet but the wheels broke through a thin crust to dig into deep 
sand. The bow struck the dirt with a jar and stopped with the tail high in 
the air. Fortunately, damage proved slight and, with British assistance, 
the aircraft was repaired and left for Canton the following morning. 

Bixby spent 7th July making arrangements for the inauguration of mail 
service. He soon ran into trouble. The Minister of Communications had 
ordered the mail withheld until Pan American agreed to make financial 
concessions for operations of the Shanghai-Canton service. Refusing 
to be pressured, Bixby persuaded the local postmaster, a European, to 
send two bags of ordinary mail by air. The flight took off from Canton 

•'KOREA 

C.N.A.C. 
1933 Routes 

r^.-v Hong Kong 

Above: The map shows the CNAC route network in 1933 at the time of 
the Pan American purchase of the airline. (Mapping by Sue Bushell) 

on 8th July and touched down on the Whampoo off Shanghai the same 
day. Although the Chinese government attempted a hair-splitting game 
that sought to distinguish between ordinary mail carried by air and air 
mail, it finally accepted the flight as technically complying with the pro-
visions of the franchise. 

Financial arrangements for the Canton service remained to be settled. 
Pan American offered to supply the necessary equipment and improve 
ground facilities for the line if the Chinese would grant $175,000 annu-
ally for three years as a guarantee against losses. Eventually, this guar-
antee would be repaid out of earnings. The Chinese countered with a 
demand for 20% of the gross passenger revenue and 40% of the mail 
receipts. Bixby balked at this proposal. Pan American hoped to obtain 
a subsidy from the American government for transpacific operations; 
the Canton route could not be included in the subsidy if the Chinese 
appeared to profit from the service. Also, such an arrangement might 
complicate Pan American's relations with Latin American governments. 

Months of hard bargaining followed before the two parties signed a pro-
visional operating contract on 8th October, 1933. Pan American agreed 
that stations along the Canton route would be considered CNAC sta-
tions and be administered by CNAC personnel. All aircraft would carry 
CNAC markings. Pan American would bear the entire cost of the oper-
ation. CNAC would receive 20% of all domestic mail revenue and 7.5% 
of passenger revenue. The Ministry of Communications agreed to 
"loan" CNAC $7,500 monthly for three years, which would include the 
subsidy of $3,500 to be paid for operation of the Peking line. The loan 
would be repaid to the government out of 50% of CNAC's net profits 
over the life of the contract of 1930. Pan American further agreed to 
finance new ground and flying equipment for CNAC to a value of 
$200,000 and furnish an additional $25,000 for a new hangar and other 
improvements at Lunghwa. Davies (p.341) states that Pan American 
formed "a subsidiary, Pacific American Airways; but this identity had to 
be concealed, to give the impression of Chinese sovereignty, thus pre-
venting the Japanese from claiming equal privileges." 

Regular, twice-weekly, mail service to Canton began on 24th October, 
1933. After a month's successful operation, Bixby scheduled the first 
passenger flight for 24th November. George Rummel and William 
Ehmer, resplendent in trim blue uniforms and white caps, were the crew 
on the inaugural flight. The ungainly S-38 lifted off the Wangpoo River 
at 6:15 am. Thirty minutes later, Rummel reported fog over Hangchow 
Bay. He returned to Shanghai, waited until 8 am, and then tried again. 
Flying at 1,500 feet, Rummel once more ran into a fog/haze condition 
over the bay. After losing visual contact with the water, he descended 
to 500 feet where the air seemed clearer. Rummel dropped lower and 
lower as visibility decreased. The yellowish, muddy water of the bay 
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Above: With no photograph available of a Sikorsky S-38BH with 
Hornet engines, this photo of S-38 B with Townend rings over its Wasp 
engines would serve as a satisfactory look-alike, (via Jack Meaden) 

blended into the haze. Now scraping along at 200 feet, Rummel lost 
sight of the horizon as well as the water. He began a shallow turn to 
port. Catching sight of a strip of beach, he pulled back on the yoke. The 
aircraft struck the top of a 300-foot hill, fortunately in a climbing attitude 
instead of head-on, and the crew and passengers escaped with their 
lives. 

On 10th April, 1934, the remaining S-38 took off from Shanghai on the 
regular service to Canton. It carried three crew: Robert Gast, James 
Frick, and Ivan Carlson, and one passenger. Thirty minutes after depar-
ture, Gast radioed that he was returning due to fog in Hangchow Bay. 
That was the last word received from the plane. Searchers found bits 
of wreckage identified as part of the aircraft and Gast's badly decom-
posed body was found floating in the southern end of the bay several 
months later. 

As a result of the disasters on the Canton line, Pan American person-
nel and operations were integrated into CNAC. Minister Chu had been 
urging such a course in the name of economy since the previ-
ous October. Bixby sent Grooch home. Groeger became 
airport manager at Lunghwa. Bond assumed control of all 
operations, and Allison became chief pilot. Chinese co-pilots 
were to be carried on all aircraft. Reorganisation meant a 
saving of $30,000 per year for CNAC and $25,000 for Pan 
American. 

Two twin-engine, eight-passenger Douglas Dolphin amphib-
ians were ordered for the Canton service, and by the summer 
of 1934 they had arrived in Shanghai, been assembled, and 
test flown. Allison set up an instrument training programme for 
pilots. CNAC established additional radio and weather report-
ing stations along the route. Following careful preparations, 
service reopened on 2nd November, 1934, and it was to 
operate successfully and profitably for the next two years. Had 
it not been for the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese war in 1937, 
Pan American probably would have recovered its entire devel-
opmental costs of $850,000. 

On New Year's Day, 1935, Juan Trippe ordered preparations 
to begin for the transpacific venture. With service scheduled to 
begin in the fall, Pan American had yet to acquire a terminus 
on the Asian mainland. Trippe wanted landing rights in Hong 
Kong, but the British refused to grant such privileges. The 
British also would not let CNAC land in Hong Kong unless the 
Chinese allowed British aircraft into Shanghai. This raised the 
problem of "most favoured nation", which meant that Japan 
would automatically gain comparable privileges. China was 
unwilling to have Japanese planes landing within her borders. 
[As the story of Pan American's development of transpacific 
routes is outside the scope of this article, the reader is referred 
to Chapter 9 of China Clipper, by Robert L Gandt.] 

Pan American concluded an agreement with Portugal in 
January 1936 for transportation of mail between the 
Portuguese colony of Macao and the United States via the 
Philippines. The agreement did not cover exchange of mail 
from China, as the Portuguese wanted reciprocal privileges 
that the Chinese refused to grant. This agreement brought to 
the fore the long-standing commercial rivalry between Macao 
and Hong Kong. The British authorities came under heavy 
pressure from the commercial interests of the island-colony, 

Above: The two Douglas Dolphins obtained by CNAC were the last 
produced, c/n 1348 NC14239 and c/n 1349 NC14240. The registration 
of the latter can be seen as X14240 under the port wing in the view, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

who realised the economic advantages that would accrue to the termi-
nus of the transpacific route, so Britain decided to open Hong Kong to 
both Pan American and CNAC. Great Britain granted Pan American a 
5-year permit to use Hong Kong with the proviso that this privilege 
would be cancelled if the United States granted rights to a third party to 
fly the transpacific route and denied such rights to Great Britain. At the 
same time, the British accorded landing rights to CNAC at Hong Kong 
without condition. 

There remained one final detail: the Chinese had yet to sign an inter-
national airmail contract for the exchange of airmail between China and 
the United States. Bixby had been working on this since early in 1935 
but without much progress. Government officials were reluctant to con-
clude any agreement for fear of criticism. Pan American commenced 
transpacific passenger service from San Francisco to Manila in October 
1936, and plans called for through service to Hong Kong in April 1937. 

Bixby flew to Nanking in January 1937 to make a last effort with the 
Director General of Posts. The Chinese official confirmed that he would 
not sign an airmail contract, nor would the Chinese post office make 

Above: 1934 CNAC time and fare table cover for the Yangtze River route west-
wards from Shanghai to Hankow. The return fare for the journey was $350 and the 
journey time was seven hours and five minutes. Although the document shows the 
newly-introduced Douglas Dolphin, the description inside refers to the Loening. A 
Chinese version was also printed, in yellow not orange, (via Brian Asquith) 
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use of the transpacific airmail service and no postage rates would be 
quoted to the public. Bixby pointed out that the Director General would 
have the embarrassing task of explaining to high Chinese officials why 
they could not answer by airmail the messages that they would no 
doubt receive from equally high ranking American officials. One hour 
later, Bixby received word from the Director General that he might wish 
to use the transpacific service after all. The two men signed the con-
tract the next morning, 19th January, 1937. 

On 16th April, C S Vaughn, W Chen, and C H Woo were the crew of 
the Douglas Dolphin scheduled to take off from Shanghai to make the 
connection with Pan American's inaugural Clipper flight in Hong Kong. 

The contract of 1930 had named Chengtu as the terminus for CNAC's 
Yangtze Valley route. The airline had reached Chungking in October 
1931 but had been unable to extend beyond that point due to unstable 
political conditions in Szechwan Province. Capital of the province and 
a city of nearly one million inhabitants, Chengtu offered attractive pos-
sibilities for air transportation. The city was linked to Chungking by a 
road that was hardly more than a path, winding for nearly 300 miles 
across plains and over rugged mountains. Sedan chairs, carried by four 
bearers, and wheelbarrows were the primary means of transportation. 
The journey took ten to fifteen days with overnight accommodation at 
Chinese inns famous for their variety of ticks, fleas, and lice. Bandits 
preyed on travellers, and those who could afford the expense were 
accompanied by a bodyguard of soldiers. Flying the direct route of 170 
miles, aircraft could make the trip between Chungking and Chengtu in 
less than two hours. 

P Y Wong, CNAC's business manager, flew to Chungking in early May 
1933 to make the necessary arrangements with Marshall Liu Hsiang to 
serve Chengtu. The warlord granted tentative approval for the project. 
Allison, Bixby, and Bond took off from Shanghai's Lunghwa airport in 
one of the venerable Stinsons on 26th May to survey the route and 
secure Liu's final agreement. Although the party received disturbing 
reports of civil war in Szechwan Province upon arriving at Hankow, they 
decided to continue up river. After a day's delay at Hankow due to fog, 
they took off on the morning of the 28th May for Chungking, following 
the meandering track of the Yangtze River. 

Allison landed the Stinson at Chungking's military airport, some twelve 
miles south of the city. Bixby, Bond, and Allison called at Marshal Liu's 
headquarters the next morning, 29th May. Liu expressed his interest in 
the proposed service to Chengtu, but he said it was not safe to proceed 
because Chengtu was under siege. The marshal finally agreed to wire 
the attacking and defending generals that the aeroplane carried only 
mail and should not be fired upon. Liu gave Bixby permission to leave 
but disclaimed responsibility for the fate of the survey party. 

Bixby and associates remained in Chungking for two days, awaiting 
improvement in the weather and replies to Liu's wires. The weather 
finally cleared on 1st June. Although there had been no word from 
Chengtu, Bixby decided to go ahead. 

Upon arrival over Chengtu, Allison discovered that the only available 
landing site was the military parade ground, a very short field about 
1,000 feet by 400 feet with a 2-story building at one end and a 20-foot 
wall at the other. Allison throttled back on the Stinson's engine and flew 
low over several hundred soldiers assembled on the field. As no one 
pointed a gun at the airplane, Allison circled the field, came down into 
the wind and landed on the parade ground. A double row of soldiers 

with fixed bayonets immediately formed a ring around the Stinson. The 
group went into Chengtu for a friendly lunch with General Liu Wen-wei, 
the local commander and Marshal Liu's uncle, from whom they learned 
that the civil war had reached a stalemate. They flew back to 
Chungking late the same day without incident. 

Allison inaugurated CNAC's regular service to Chengtu on 4th June, 
1933, but only a few days later Nanking ordered the airline to discon-
tinue the route. Although no explanation was given, Bixby welcomed 
the delay. The small parade ground at Chengtu was a dangerous 
landing area. He advised the authorities in Szechwan that service had 
been suspended because of the hazardous landing facilities, and that 
it would be resumed on construction of an adequate airport. Completion 
of the airport at Chengtu coincided with permission from Nanking to 
proceed with the service. 

The Chengtu line proved an immediate success. Thrice-weekly service 
began on 21st November, 1933, and traffic was so heavy that another 
weekly round trip had to be added to the schedule within a month. 

Hewitt F Mitchell flew the Chungking-Chengtu line during its initial six 
months of operation. Mitchell had arrived in Shanghai on 13th 
February, 1933, on a 3-year contract. He flew the Peking service as co-
pilot with Allison for five weeks, becoming familiar with the aircraft and 
the route. He flew 125 hours in his first five weeks with CNAC. After 16 
or 20 hours in the cramped cockpit of the Stinson, Mitchell needed a 
day or two to unwind after he landed back at Shanghai. Mitchell con-
tinued to shuttle back and forth over the Peking line through the 
summer. In November 1933, he went to Szechwan to begin the 
Chungking-Chengtu service. Business boomed, and Mitchell soon had 
to fly four round trips a week instead of three. 

The aging Stinson usually had a full complement of four passengers. In 
accordance with company policy, Mitchell's Chinese co-pilot would give 
up his seat if a fifth passenger was available. Most of the travellers 
were Chinese, usually merchants or officials. Mitchell sometimes flew 
special charter flights. He also carried a variety of lightweight, high-
value cargo in addition to passengers. Mitchell left Szechwan without 
regret in early May 1934, his 6-month assignment completed, and 
returned to flying the Shanghai-Peking line. 

CNAC began to acquire modern equipment in 1935. Two Ford tri-
motors, purchased from Pan American, arrived early in the year. One 
of the aircraft was only two years old and had been equipped with new 
engines, controllable-pitch propellers and the latest flight instruments. 
In late March, a brand new Douglas DC-2 was off-loaded at Shanghai. 
The DC-2 carried fourteen passengers in very comfortable accommo-
dation - magnificent compared to a Loening or Stinson - and flew them 
to their destination at 190 mph. 

For all of a year, Mitchell flew the DC-2 back and forth over the 
Shanghai-Peking line. While flying the Shanghai-Peking line, Mitchell 
had commented on the poor state of landing areas along the route. The 
field at Haichow was a pasture, frequently filled with cows, donkeys, 
and people. Tsingtao's airport was a small piece of cleared land, sur-
rounded by telephone and power lines. Peking used a military parade 
ground, across which soldiers often erected overhead telephone lines 
without bothering to notify CNAC. These airports were typical of facili-
ties throughout China. The entire country did not have a single hard-
surfaced runway. If CNAC was to operate large, modern aircraft, new 
airports were necessary - and Shanghai was the obvious place to 
begin. 

CNAC's main base at Lunghwa was a military parade ground. When 
the soldiers evacuated the field at the time of the Japanese attack in 
February 1932, employees of the airline pulled down the barracks adja-
cent to the field, thereby removing a landing hazard and also ensuring 
that the soldiers would not return. As part of its contract with the 
Ministry of Communications for operation of the Canton route, Pan 
American agreed to advance $25,000 for improvements of CNAC's 
facilities, which enabled the airline to construct a new hangar, complet-
ed in June 1934. CNAC also contracted for a new runway. A portion of 
the parade ground, 50 feet wide by 1,200 feet long, was dug and lev-
elled to a depth of six inches. Hundreds of Chinese women with 

Left: CNAC's first DC-2 at Shanghai in August 1935 with Hewitt 
Mitchell, second left, his Chinese co-pilot and three attendants, 
(via Jack Meaden) 
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Right: The Douglas DC-2 
started a new class of airliner 
with its initial deliveries in 
America early in 1935. CNAC 
received its first DC-2s in 
April 1935, making it one of 
the world leaders in passen-
ger transport aircraft. This 
photo of an early CNAC DC-
2 has been improved in 
clarity by replacing the origi-
nal dark background with a 
clear sky. (via Jack Meaden) 

Right: A CNAC DC-2 being refuelled by syphoning, indicating that 
some of its airfield equipment was not as up to date as its aircraft, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

Below: NC9658 "Kunming" was one of five Ford Trimotors used by 
CNAC. It crashed on 5.3.36 near to the city after which it was named, 
and exactly a year after its delivery date. Another CNAC Trimotor 
"Hankow" caught fire at Nanking on the last day of the same month, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

hammers broke up the bricks from the former barracks and placed 
them in the excavation. The crushed bricks were then covered by 
cinders and clay, and the whole mass rolled. Within a short time, grass 
came up through the crushed bricks. CNAC later added a comparable 
runway at right angles to the original but at considerably higher cost. 

Bixby realised that this work could set an unfortunate precedent; the 
Nationalist government, reluctant to spend funds for airport construc-
tion, would be content to see CNAC bear the financial burden of build-
ing new airfields. He therefore began a campaign to convince authori-
ties of cities along the airline's route that improved facilities would bring 
immediate economic benefits and eventual financial return through 
user fees. Shanghai, under Mayor Wu Te-chen, responded by autho-
rising $250,000 for improvements at Lunghwa. The result was the finest 
airport in China, with two 4,000-foot hard-surfaced runways, completed 
in 1934. Nanking, Tsingtao, and other progressive cities followed 
Shanghai's lead. The Nationalist government did nothing. 

CNAC also improved its communications and weather reporting facili-
ties during the years 1934-1937, and new radio direction-finding 
beacons were installed at Shanghai and Canton. Inadequate weather 
information was a constant problem in China, and CNAC had to 
develop its own network of reporting stations. Initially, Chinese radio 
operators took elementary observations at stations along CNAC's 
routes for transmission to Shanghai. As these individuals were not 
trained observers, had no equipment, and could not speak English, the 
airline devised a simplified system of reporting. Although crude, the 
system worked fairly well with the relatively slow Loenings and 
Stinsons. 

Modern aircraft, however, equipped with radios for air-to-ground com-
munication, and flying higher and faster, required more sophisticated 
weather data, and they required it more quickly. CNAC modernised its 
weather reporting facilities. Reports were now received on all surface 
conditions and on conditions in the upper air. The improved system not 
only contributed to the safety and regularity of the airline's operations, 
but upper air readings also brought direct economic benefits, because 
the airline could sometimes avoid strong head winds and benefit from 
tail winds. The resultant savings of gasoline and engine hours added 
up to a substantial sum. 

CNAC's balance sheet for the fiscal year ending 30th June, 1935, 
showed the first profit in the airline's history. The Board of Directors 

wisely decided to defer dividends and invest money in new equipment. 
CNAC purchased a total of three Ford tri-motors and two Douglas DC-
2s in 1935. Utilizing the credit facilities of Pan American, these aircraft 
were obtained without down payment. Passenger service in China 
soon attained a level comparable to the best service offered by 
American airlines, and travel time to points along CNAC's routes was 
cut in half. 

While CNAC underwent modernisation, the airline reduced passenger 
fares in search of business. The 1,500 mile long Yangtze Valley, with a 
population of 200 million, was the commercial heart of China, and 
although increasing volume of mail carried by the airline indicated its 
great potential, passenger bookings had been disappointing. Bixby 
blamed competition from river boats. The trip between Shanghai and 
Hankow took three days and cost $20, whereas the journey could be 
flown in three hours, but it cost $65. In the summer of 1934, CNAC 
reduced its fare on the Shanghai-Hankow route to $50, with compara-
ble reductions on other routes. The new rates were experimental, in 
effect from 15th June to 15th September, and the experiment proved a 
resounding success. CNAC experienced the busiest period in its 
history; aircraft were booked far in advance, and in many cases the 
airline had to turn away people. CNAC responded by making the new 
fares permanent. In 1935, as Ford tri-motors and Douglas DC-2s came 
into service, the fare to Hankow was reduced again, to $40, with com-
parable reductions on other routes. 

The years 1934-1937 saw several projects for expanding CNAC's 
routes, prompted mainly by the Nationalist government's efforts to unite 
China under its authority. An attempt to establish closer relations with 
Tibet following the death of the Dalai Lama brought plans in 1934 for 
air service between Shanghai and Lhasa. While this scheme proved 
abortive, a more successful project involved service to Kweiyang and 
Kunming (Yunnanfu). 

A narrow pathway afforded the only means of direct communication 
between Chungking and Kunming, capital of Yunnan Province. It took 
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Above: Artist's impression of a DC-2 on this CNAC timetable of 1st 
April 1936. (Dacre Watson collectiion) 

twelve days by sedan chair to reach Kweiyang, capital of Kweichow 
Province, and another twelve days, across high mountains, to 
Kunming. The journey from Chungking to Kunming by air would take 
three hours. In 1935 Chiang Kai-shek undertook major campaigns in 
Kweichow and Yunnan against Communist forces that had been driven 
out of Kiangsi Province in central China. In order to strengthen ties with 
the local governments of the beleaguered provinces, the Nationalists 
granted CNAC a subsidy of $100,000 to develop an air route to 
Kunming via Kweiyang. 

Bixby and a party of company officials took off from Shanghai in the 
new Ford tri-motor on 25th March, 1935, to survey the projected route. 
In order to take on additional reserves of fuel, Bixby and Ki Chun, a 
director of the airline, remained in Chungking while Floyd Nelson and 
crew continued on to Kweiyang. Nelson returned a few days later and 
reported heavy fighting in the area between Communists and 
Nationalists. Bixby joined the survey party for another flight to 
Kweiyang on 30th March but attempts to reach Kunming were thwart-
ed by bad weather. 

CNAC inaugurated regular service with Ford tri-motors to Kweiyang 
in April 1935 and to Kunming in July. Despite the great savings in time 
afforded by air, traffic on the route proved to be a disappointment, no 
doubt because of the unsettled conditions in the provinces. As the 
government subsidised the line, it remained in operation for more 
than one year but shortage of equipment finally brought an end to the 
service. 

In March 1936, pilot Byron O'Hara ran out of fuel in a snow storm and 
crash-landed on a mountainside near Tengya in Yunnan Province. 
Crew and passengers escaped without serious injury, but the Ford suf-
fered extensive damage. Later that same month, a second Ford, piloted 
by Charles Sharp, caught fire on approach to Nanking. Sharp landed 
safely but the fire could not be contained and the aircraft was 
destroyed. This left CNAC with only one Ford tri-motor. One additional 
Ford was on order, but the airline did not have sufficient equipment to 
maintain its schedules. Service to Yunnan had to be suspended in 
September 1936. 

CNAC ran into problems of a different nature when the airline sought to 
inaugurate China's first international service. The Chinese government 
had for long been interested in developing an air link to Europe. When 
the Germans of Eurasia abandoned plans for a Nanking-Berlin route, 
due to Soviet objections, the Chinese entered negotiations with French 
authorities for a connection with Air France at Hanoi. Initially, these 
conversations had made little progress. Like the British, the French 
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China National Aviation Corp. 
Above: CNAC advertisement with an impression of a DC-2 flying over 
an equally stylised, and isolated, Temple of Heaven in Beijing. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 

wanted reciprocal rights to operate in China; the Chinese refused to 
grant the concession out of the certainty that Japan would demand 
similar rights. In November 1935, however, France decided to allow the 
Chinese to begin service to Hanoi without securing reciprocal privi-
leges, a decision no doubt influenced by the success of Pan American's 
transpacific service. 

When the Ministry of Communications awarded the contract for the 
Canton-Hanoi route to CNAC, the militarists in the southern provinces 
of Kwantung and Kwangsi protested. Foreigners partially controlled 
CNAC, they said, and the contract should have gone to Southwestern 
Aviation Corporation (SWAC), a small airline operated exclusively by 
Chinese. [We will discuss SWAC in more detail in Part 4.] 

Allison conducted a survey flight between Canton and Hanoi via the 
French enclave at Fort Bayard in late November 1935 without inci-
dent. An attempt to inaugurate regular service on 14th February, 
1936, misfired when the aircraft was unable to proceed beyond Fort 
Bayard due to bad weather. Cecil Sellers flying a Douglas Dolphin 
amphibian arrived in Canton from Shanghai on 27th February for a 
second attempt. This time local authorities prevented the aircraft from 
leaving for Hanoi. CNAC instructed Sellers to return to Shanghai and 
suspended service until Nanking and Canton could settle their 
dispute. 

The action of the Cantonese dealt a sharp blow to the prestige of the 
Nationalists, but Chiang Kai-shek wanted to avoid trouble with the 
southern faction until he ended the campaign against the Communists. 
The Nationalist government therefore withdrew the contract from CNAC 
and awarded the route to SWAC. Buoyed by their easy triumph over 
Nanking, the southern dissidents threatened another declaration of 
independence. With the war against the Communists progressing sat-
isfactorily, Chiang moved troops to the borders of Kwangtung and 
Kwangsi. The revolt collapsed from within when most of the Cantonese 
air force defected to the Nationalists [taking some aircraft with them]. 
As a sop to the vanquished southerners, SWAC was allowed to contin-
ue service to Hanoi for a time. 
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CNAC fleet list (1936) 
type 
DC-2 
DC-2 
DC-2 
Dolphin 
Dolphin 
Ford 
Stinson 
Stinson 
Stinson 
Stinson 
Stinson 
Stearman 
Loening 
Loening 
Loening 
Loening 
Loening 
Ref. CF (6N 

fleet number 
24 
26 
28 
21 
22 
27 
Seven 
Eight 
Nine 
11 
12 
20 
One 
Two 
Four 
Five 
Five (sic)* 

sears 
18 
18 
18 
8 
8 
14 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
2 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

ov03): Transport list in 1936 

payload (kg) 
2800 
2800 
2800 
1400 
1400 
2600 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
208 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 

Note: this list is applicable to the later half of 1936. 

status 
ready 
ready 
ready 
ready 
ready 
ready 
ready 
ready 
ready 
ready 
ready 
ready 
ready 
ready 
ready 
ready 
repair 

Six? 

Despite the setbacks on the Yunnan and Hanoi routes, CNAC had 
made enormous progress since the arrival of Pan American in China. 
By the spring of 1937, CNAC had in operation or on order four Douglas 
DC-2s, one Sikorsky S-43 amphibian, two Douglas Dolphins, two Ford 
tri-motors, four Loenings and five Stinsons. There were 34 pilots and 
co-pilots, and a trained staff of ground personnel. Between 1929 and 
1936, CNAC flew 5,538,974 miles and carried 838,271 pounds of mail 
and 46,404 passengers. The airline had an excellent safety record, with 
only four passenger fatalities. Despite heavy payments for new equip-
ment, the airline was showing an increasing annual profit and had 
$15,000 in the bank. 

While the future seemed bright, there were growing tensions beneath 
the surface. The Chinese applied growing pressure for the use of its 
nationals in CNAC's operations. More serious problems arose over the 
use of CNAC's aircraft at times of national emergency. During the 
trouble with Japan in the northern provinces in 1933, Chinese authori-
ties asked CNAC to fly machine gun ammunition from Shanghai to 
Peking. Bond pointed out that such a mission would jeopardise the 
commercial character of the airline and violate laws that prohibited 
American citizens from engaging in un-neutral activities. Furthermore, 
Japan had been notified through the American consul of the commer-
cial status of the company, and, although the Japanese commanded 
the air over Peking, they had not bothered CNAC. Apparent Japanese 
recognition of the airline's non-belligerent status, Bond argued, was 
more important than transportation of one cargo of ammunition. 

The Chinese did not press the issue but the matter came up again in 
April 1935 during the survey expedition to Kweiyang, when a CNAC 
pilot was ordered to fly bombs from Chungking to Kweiyang in support 
of the drive against Communists. Bixby demurred for two reasons: 
firstly the hazardous nature of the operation and secondly to preserve 
the commercial status of CNAC. Bixby offered to release the plane for 
use by the military but, by this time, other arrangements had been 
made and the crisis passed. 

The undercurrent of tension between the Chinese and Americans rose 
to the surface during 1936 and 1937. Chu Chia-hua, the tough but 
capable Minister of Communications, lost his position in a cabinet 
shuffle in December 1935. Bond reported in June 1936 that the acting 
minister Yu Fei-peng, seemed in league with the National Aviation 
Commission, a military organisation that was seeking to control all avi-
ation in China. Yu transmitted instructions from the commission order-
ing CNAC to transfer its head office and equipment to isolated Chengtu, 
a move that would have completely disorganised the airline. Although 
Bond managed to evade this incredible order, harassment of CNAC 
continued. At one point, the Ministry of Communications ordered the 
airline to qualify Chinese pilots in the new Douglas DC-2s within six 
months. Bixby argued that pilots could not be made by legislation and 
eventually won his point. Instructions then came down to write pur-
chase orders in Chinese but Bixby explained how confusing this would 
be for Pan American's purchasing department. The Chinese compro-
mised so that purchase orders would be written in both languages. The 
Minister of Communications pressed CNAC to build a hangar at 
Chengtu, which would be turned over to the Aviation Commission; the 
airline should contribute $100,000 for improvement of Nanking's 
airport; and so it went. 

CHINA NATIONAL AVIATION CORPORATION 
7 Hours Flight Between Shanghai & Canton 
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Above: CNAC timetables did feature photos of their aircraft. Here a 
Douglas Dolphin illustrates the 1935 Shanghai to Canton service. 
(Dacre Watson collection) 

Concerned about these developments, Bixby flew to Nanking in March 
1937 to seek the advice of Ambassador Johnson and Consul General 
Peck. Two months later, in May 1937, Dai Enki resigned - or was 
forced out - as managing director of CNAC and was replaced by Lem 
Wei-shing, a colonel in the Chinese Air Force. Colonel Lem, reflecting 
the military's old jealousy of CNAC, let it be known that, sooner or later, 
the airline would be nationalised. [Leary pp.72-107] 

China's Lifeline 1937-1941 
Chiang Kai-shek's programme of political unification and economic 
reconstruction made remarkable progress during the years 1933-1936. 
Opposition to Nationalist authority declined in 1936 to its lowest point 
since the founding of the Republic. The Cantonese faction, a constant 
thorn in the side of the central government, had been humbled after the 
defection of their air force to Nanking, and the Communists had been 
pushed into remote areas of the country. Even the kidnapping and sub-
sequent release of Chiang in December 1936, followed by the forma-
tion of a Nationalist-Communist 'united front' against Japan, failed to 
undermine the Generalissimo's power and prestige. 

The Nationalists recorded comparable gains in economic affairs. 
Improved and extended railways and roads mitigated the chronic 
problem of inadequate communications. Foreign investment, attracted 
by the evident stability of the central government, assisted industrial 
development, especially the growth of light industry. Monetary reform 
promised a sound currency. 

CNAC had played a significant role in the political and economic 
advances of these years. The airline provided fast and efficient trans-
portation for mail, priority cargo, government officials, and Chinese and 
Western businessmen. It forged a link between the Yangtze Valley, 
centre of Nationalist power, and the outlying regions of China; north to 
Peking, west to Chengtu, and south to Canton. China's growing 
strength intensified nationalistic sentiment throughout the country, and 
the airline became one of the targets of this heightened feeling. The 
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Left: Four of the CNAC DC-2s 
lined up at Lunghwa Airport, 
Shanghai, in 1937 in front of 
the company's hangars. The 
aircraft propellers are all tidily 
positioned in alignment, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

Below: The CNAC passenger 
terminal at Lunghwa Airport, 
Shanghai in 1937. Ten 
persons are patently waiting, 
but for what we 'II never know! 
(via Jack Meaden) 

government made clear to Pan American in 
1937 that CNAC would be allowed to expire in 
July 1940, when the 10-year contract between 
the Ministry of Communications and the 
American partner came up for reconsideration. 
The Chinese planned to exercise their option 
and purchase the American share of the 
company's assets. 

An uneasy truce had existed between Japan 
and China since the spring of 1933. Employing 
both subtle and overt pressure, the Japanese 
had sought to consolidate their dominant posi-
tion in northern China and to extend their influ-
ence throughout the country. The Chinese had 
resisted, passively at first; but as the nation 
grew in strength, its resistance became more 
overt and militant. In July 1937, Japanese and 
Chinese troops clashed at the Marco Polo 
Bridge, near Peking. The incident appeared at 
first no more serious than previous skirmishes 
between the two parties, and it seemed that the dispute might be 
settled within a few days. Both parties displayed new attitudes in the 
summer of 1937. A frustrated Japan, intent upon chastising an old 
enemy, faced a stronger and prouder China. Heavy fighting broke out 
in late July, as the two governments moved fresh troops to the border 
area. By early August, the incident had broadened into a war. 

Officials of CNAC were not unduly concerned over the trouble in the 
north. They viewed the fighting as merely another episode - albeit, a 
major one - in a long series of such disputes that would be resolved as 
in the past, by negotiation. The airline continued its operations to 
Peking during July without incident; the Japanese seemed prepared to 
honour CNAC's non-belligerent status, as they had before. Even the 
intensified fighting that erupted at the end of the month failed to shake 
the belief that negotiations would soon follow. Certainly, Shanghai was 
not in danger. 

On 9th August, 1937, a confused incident outside Shanghai resulted in 
the deaths of two Japanese sailors and a Chinese soldier. Accusations 
and recriminations followed, and the situation grew explosive. A serious 
clash between Japanese and Chinese troops followed on 13th August. 
Walter C Kent, a pilot for CNAC who had been a member of the Jouett 
Mission, heard rumours on Saturday, 14th August that his former stu-
dents from the Central Aviation School would attack the Japanese flag-
ship Idzumo, anchored in the Whangpoo River, adjacent to the 
International Settlement. Six Chinese bombers broke through the thin 
overcast that covered the city. Idzumo opened fire, scoring a hit on one 
aircraft. The remaining bombers struck shore batteries near the 
warship. Six more planes appeared, this time flying a course across the 
wind. The aircraft drifted over the International Settlement and eight 
bombs fell towards the ground in front of the British Consulate. When 
the explosives detonated, it appeared as if the entire Palace Hotel - a 
six-story building at the corner of Nanking Road and the Bund - rose in 
the air; a sheet of flame enveloped the adjacent Cathay Hotel. That 
night 1,740 were killed and 1,873 injured in the holocaust. 

CNAC became swept up in the confusion that attended the outbreak of 
fighting in the Shanghai area. While Kent watched the bombing of the 
city, Charles L Sharp was piloting a DC-2 over Hupeh Province en 
route to Nanchang. The Ministry of Finance had chartered the aircraft 

T T 
to carry banknotes to Shanghai. After Sharp landed at Nanchang, he 
found military officials swarming around the aircraft. They ordered him 
to fly bomb racks and machine guns to an air force base near 
Hangchow. Sharp refused; CNAC was a commercial airline, he was an 
American citizen and a neutral. The military officials threatened to shoot 
if he did not follow their orders. Sharp flew the cargo to Hangchow at 
gunpoint. 

When Bixby learned of this incident the next day, he explained to 
Managing Director Lem that American personnel could not engage in 
military operations without violating American law, so the commercial 
status of CNAC had to be maintained. He instructed American pilots in 
the employ of CNAC to remain on the ground until safeguards had 
been taken to protect any American pilots in the future against unau-
thorised and illegal acts of the nature experienced by pilot Sharp. 

Colonel Lem relied to Bixby by commandeering several aircraft that 
were at Nanking and replacing the American crews with Chinese mili-
tary personnel. On 16th August, Japanese naval authorities advised 
the American consul in Shanghai that CNAC could no longer be con-
sidered a non-belligerent commercial enterprise. The consul delivered 
the message to Bixby, informed him that the airline's personnel had 
already violated American neutrality law, and that their continued 
service with CNAC would constitute further violations. 

Faced with seizure of the company's aircraft by the managing director, 
threats from the Japanese, and the disapproval of the State 
Department, Bixby had no choice but to withdraw all American person-
nel. Force of circumstances, he announced on 22nd August, had 
changed CNAC from a purely commercial to a semi-military organisa-
tion. Under existing law, the Americans had to leave under penalty of 
fine and imprisonment. 

Bond was on leave in the United States when war broke out in China. 
After the fighting in Shanghai, he went to Pan American's offices in 
New York for discussions with Stokely Morgan, head of Pacific opera-
tions, and Juan Trippe. Trippe stressed Pan American's desire to follow 
American foreign policy; it seemed impossible to continue operations in 
China under present circumstances. Aircraft, personnel, and as much 
of the company's funds as possible should be flown to Manila to await 
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developments. Trippe offered Bond a position in New Zealand, the ter-
minus of a new transpacific route Pan American had inaugurated from 
Hawaii in early 1937. Although the offer was tempting, Bond declined; 
he felt responsible for the fate of CNAC and wanted to return to China. 

Bond was soon on his way halfway around the world to Asia. He flew 
on domestic airlines to San Francisco, a flight of 18 hours, where he 
boarded one of Pan American's Martin M-130 Clippers. The flight to 
Hawaii was an overnight one and took almost another 18 hours. After 
a night in a hotel in Honolulu, he was off to Midway Island for another 
overnight stop. He re-boarded the Clipper the next day and flew to 
Wake Island, where everyone spent the night. He reached Guam the 
next day. The following morning he was off for Manila, which he 
reached that evening, seven days after he had left New York City. 
There remained the flight across the South China Sea to Hong Kong 
via the connecting Sikorsky S-42 Clipper. 

Bond reached Hong Kong in late August. Allison met Bond at Kai Tak's 
moorings for marine aircraft. The Chinese had the airplanes, Allison 
said, and American personnel were awaiting transportation (evacua-
tion) to Manila and the United States. Bond criticised Allison for mis-
handling operations during his absence. Allison protested that he had 
done all he could in an impossible situation. The two men, who had 
worked so well together for five years, parted company. 

Bixby arrived in Hong Kong from Manila the next day. He told Bond that 
CNAC was finished. The Chinese considered the departure of the 
American personnel as an act of treachery; Pan American had desert-
ed China during its hour of need. 

In the months ahead, Bond fought to re-establish the American part-
nership. He tried to see T V Soong, but the minister would not grant him 
an interview. Bond then sent a memorandum to Soong, with a copy to 
Madame Chiang Kai-shek, stressing the continued value of the airline 
to China if operated as a non-military enterprise. The Americans would 
return, Bond insisted, but not until Colonel Lem was replaced, and the 
Chinese government guaranteed that there would be no further effort to 
use CNAC as a military auxiliary to the air force. It would be in China's 
best interest to continue the relationship with Pan American, whose offi-
cers had valuable connections with officials of the American govern-
ment. In any event, he predicted that Chinese personnel would prove 
incapable of running CNAC. 

Bond sat back to await developments. After the airline's operations 
ground to a halt under the inept management of the Chinese military, 
W H Donald, an Australian-born adviser to the Chiangs, paid a visit to 
Bond. Donald said that the government was prepared to guarantee the 
commercial status of CNAC. What is more, Bond should submit a list of 
three names, from which Madame Chiang would select a new manag-
ing director. Finally, the contract with Pan American, due to expire in 
July 1940, would be renewed for an additional five years. 

Bond flew to Manila and explained the situation to Bixby, who called 
Juan Trippe over the transpacific telephone. In order to secure Pan 
American's consent to renewed American participation and to avoid 
problems with the State Department's lexicon of legalisms, Bond 
resigned from Pan American and became an employee of the Chinese 
government. American personnel who agreed to return to China would 
do likewise. Trippe agreed to this novel arrangement. 

Bond had an interview with Generalissimo and Madame Chiang in mid-
December 1937 to confirm the agreement with Donald. Bond had sub-
mitted the names of Ho Chi-wei, Dai Enki, and P Y Wong for managing 
director. Ho was Bond's first choice; he had proved a capable managing 
director at the time of the Shanghai Incident in 1932, and his brother was 
the minister of war. Dai Enki, the second choice, had been an outstand-
ing managing director of the airline during the years 1933-1937. Madame 
Chiang, however, selected Wong, a graduate of the Wharton School of 
Finance in Philadelphia and business manager of CNAC under Dai Enki. 
Bond apologised for any "misunderstandings" that had occurred during 
the confused and turbulent days after the Marco Polo Bridge incident, 
and he pledged Pan American's continued support to China. 

During the winter of 1937-1938, Bond sought to retrieve the services of 
Americans who had left China the previous summer. Only Harold 
Sweet had defied the State Department and Pan American by staying 
with CNAC. Meanwhile, many former employees of the airline had 
sought and found safe havens with Pan American's growing empire. 
McClesky joined Panagra, while Vaughn flew a Sikorsky S-42 on the 
Manila-Hong Kong stub of the transpacific route. Allison took a job as 
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Above: The Japanese invasion and occupation of north-east China in 
1938 forced CNAC to drastically modify its route network. Chungking 
became the hub from which four main routes were operated. (SB/DP) 

adviser to the Chinese Commission on Aeronautical Affairs. Sharp and 
Woods, two veteran pilots, had been offered positions with Panagra as 
co-pilots. Displeased because less senior men who were married had 
received captaincies, they decided to return to China when CNAC 
resumed operations. Robert W Pottschmidt, who had flown the 
Shanghai-Peking line before the war, rejoined CNAC in June 1938. 
Other personnel were hired locally, such as Royal Leonard, personal 
pilot for various high officials in the Chinese government. 

CNAC had to develop an entirely new route structure when it resumed 
operations in the spring of 1938. The Yangtze Valley from Shanghai to 
Nanking had fallen to the advancing Japanese, and the Nationalist gov-
ernment had transferred their capital to Chungking, some 1,500 miles 
into the interior. CNAC joined the Nationalists in exile. The airline found 
that facilities at Chungking were dismal. The city's airport, located on a 
small island in the Yangtze River, had a runway of only 2,000 feet, 
barely adequate for large Douglas airliners. Also, the rising water of the 
muddy Yangtze frequently flooded the field during the middle months of 
the year. Japanese air attacks forced CNAC to seclude its storage and 
overhaul facilities in a deep cave half way up the cliff upon which 
Chungking was built. 

CNAC operated flights east, south, and west from China's wartime 
capital. One route ran to Hankow, 440 miles to the east. A shorter line 
followed the Yangtze westward to Luchow and Suifu, then curved 
northward to Kiating, a total of 225 miles. A third route ran due south 
for 225 miles to Kweiyang in central Kweichow Province, thence west-
ward 260 miles to Kunming. The airline's most important - and most 
profitable - route extended 770 miles to the southeast and connected 
Chungking to Hong Kong via Kweilin. 

Operational problems abounded as the airline sought to re-establish 
itself, but these difficulties paled in comparison to the new hazard that 
lurked in the skies over China. 

Captain Hugh Woods took off from Hong Kong's Kai Tak airport shortly 
after 8am on 24th August, 1938, for Chungking in a DC-2 named 
Kweilin. He carried a full load of 14 passengers. A few minutes after 
crossing the boundary of the Colony, while climbing through 6,000 feet 
on a course of 297 degrees, Woods sighted eight aircraft ahead and 
above. Woods had run into similar flights of Japanese military aircraft on 
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previous occasions, and he was not unduly 
concerned. CNAC was again a purely com-
mercial company, and the Japanese 
seemed prepared to return to the status 
quo ante bellum and treat the airline as a 
non-belligerent. The DC-2 had an unmis-
takable silhouette; Kweilin had "CNAC" 
painted in large black letters on the upper 
and lower surfaces of the wings and the 
Chinese characters for mail on the fuse-
lage. 

Left: The CNAC DC-2 "Kweilin" at Kai 
Tak, Hong Kong, after recovery from 
the Pearl River. On 24.8.38 it had the 
dubious distinction of being the first 
commercial airliner to be shot down 
from the air. Only three of the seven-
teen on board survived the subse-
quent strafing but the aircraft was 
repaired and survived two further 
years' service with CNAC. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 

Below: Pan American Sikorsky S-42 
NC823M c/n 4201 "Hong Kong 
Clipper" which operated the trans-
pacific route, moored at the pier at Kai 
Tak Airport. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 

Although Woods did not expect trouble, just to be safe he turned back 
toward the border of British territory. After the Japanese planes disap-
peared, Woods resumed his original course. As he reached the 
western end of the bay between the territory of Hong Kong and the 
Chinese mainland, north of Macao, five Nakajima pursuit planes 
swooped down on Kweilin. Woods put the DC-2 into a steep dive and 
headed for a small patch of clouds some 5,000 feet below and to the 
left. Unfortunately, the clouds covered the tops of several small moun-
tains. After Woods had passed through the clouds, he turned to re-
enter the clouds but heard machine-gun bullets striking the aircraft, so 
immediately started descending in a tight spiral. During this spiral, 
Woods could see the shadow of his plane and also the shadow of 
another plane directly to the rear. The terrain immediately underneath 
consisted of small rice paddy fields surrounded by dykes. He consid-
ered it too hazardous to attempt a landing on this land due to these 
dykes, so he headed for a river a short distance to his right. He shut off 
the engines, cut the motor switches, disconnected the battery, and 
glided into a landing on the water. During this time the plane was being 
struck by machine-gun bullets. The plane was landed safely near the 
right-hand side of the river. By the time the water cleared from the wind-
shield, however, the current had caught the plane, and swept it into the 
middle of the current. 

Woods found that none of the passengers had been injured. He raised 
the emergency hatch cover in front of the cockpit and looked skyward 
as Japanese aircraft came down to strafe the crippled Kweilin. Woods 
ordered the co-pilot and radio operator to get passengers into the 
water. Then he jumped into the river and began to swim toward a 
sampan, tied up on the shore opposite the aircraft. 

Meanwhile, the DC-2 half-submerged, floated downstream. Japanese 
fighter planes continued their attack. Only two people survived besides 
Woods; the radio operator and an official of the Ministry of Finance. 
Fourteen died, including Wong Yu-mei of the Central Bank of China, Dr 
Liu Chung-chieh, former minister to Berlin, two women and two chil-
dren. Nine of the bodies bore machine-gun bullet wounds. 

CNAC had the dubious distinction of losing the first commercial airliner 
in the history of aviation to hostile aerial attack. Although later denied 
by the Japanese, there seems little doubt that the attack had been pre-
meditated. 

This unprecedented destruction of a commercial aircraft created a 
major diplomatic incident in the summer of 1938. The Department of 
State, which had adopted a more tolerant attitude toward CNAC after 
the Japanese attack on the gunboat USS Panay in December 1937, 
instructed Ambassador Joseph C Grew in Tokyo to make a formal 

protest to the Japanese Foreign Office. [See Costello, Chapter 3, for 
more information on the attack on USS Panay.] 

Grew delivered the note on 26th August. Five days later, the foreign 
minister answered. The Japanese planes had attacked only because 
they had suspected the unidentified aircraft of military activities; they 
had not fired after the plane had landed in the river; furthermore, as the 
owner of the aircraft was Chinese, the incident did not involve Japan 
directly with a third party, i.e. the United States should mind its own 
business. 

Secretary Cordell Hull dismissed as improbable the tale of mistaken 
identity. Hull then took the occasion to raise the issue of continued 
attacks by Japanese military forces upon American property interests 
in China and the danger to American citizens. The State Department 
went on its pedantic way to other protests as Japanese aircraft attacked 
American property in China without discrimination. CNAC, for its part, 
assumed that its aircraft were no longer protected by the commercial 
character of the company's operations. This did not mean an end to 
service, it merely meant that CNAC would have to exercise more 
caution. For example, service to Hong Kong, which had been sus-
pended after the Kweilin incident, resumed on an irregular night-time 
basis in October. 

Late August 1938 brought a new Japanese offensive in the Yangtze 
Valley, as the Imperial Army drove beyond Kuikiang toward Hankow. 
On September 28th, the key position of Tenchiacheng fell after a bitter 
two-week battle, opening the route to Hankow. A second Japanese 
force of 30,000 men landed at Bias Bay, some 50 miles northeast of the 
Pearl River, on 12th October. The Chinese offered only light resistance, 
and Canton capitulated on 21st October. 

The day Canton surrendered, Bond received an urgent message from 
the Minister of Communications requesting CNAC to evacuate high 
government officials from Hankow. As the city was under constant 
aerial attack during the day, evacuation would have to be accomplished 
at night. Hankow possessed night-flying facilities, but Chungking did 
not. Bond therefore made arrangements on 21st October to install 
floodlights and lanterns at Chengtu. Bond's evacuation plan called for 
two DC-2s to take off from Chungking in time to arrive at Hankow 
shortly after dark. The two aircraft would leave Hankow for Chengtu, 
then return to Hankow in time to make a second trip just before dawn, 
landing at Chungking in daylight. This ambitious programme involved a 
total distance of 2,100 miles or about 14 flying hours. 

Charles Sharp and Royal Leonard, the only two pilots qualified to fly at 
night, took off from Chungking shortly after 5pm on 22nd October and 
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Right: Pan American 
supplied two of its 
Consolidated 
Commodore flying boats 
to CNAC in 1937 in time 
for them to take part in 
the evacuation of 
Hankow in October of 
that year. Here c/n 9 is 
seen at Kai Tak, Hong 
Kong, with Pan American 
markings painted out but 
registration NC665M still 
visible under the wing. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 

landed at Hankow after dark. They departed for Chengtu with fifteen 
passengers each at 9pm. Snow and ice were encountered over moun-
tains en route to Chengtu, and Bond's careful schedule began to break 
down. Sharp managed to make a second trip to Hankow, leaving for 
Chungking just before dawn. But Leonard did not arrive over Hankow 
until daylight. He found an air raid in progress and headed for Ichang. 
Leonard did not get back to Chungking until noon on the 23rd, after 
having flown nearly 16 hours during the previous 24-hour period. 
Despite Leonard's protests, Bond ordered him to bed. Sharp alone 
would continue operations to Hankow that night. 

The weather worsened during the 23rd. Bond wired Hankow that there 
would be only one flight that night; Sharp would arrive after dark and 
leave for Chungking before dawn. Receiving a "frantic reply" from the 
Minister of Communications, Bond decided to fly into Hankow with 
Sharp to explain the situation to the minister. The weather en route was 
rotten. Sharp landed the Douglas at 8pm. The field had been heavily 
bombed recently and none of the holes were being filled. Bond made 
his way into the city where he located the Minister of Communications, 
explained the situation, and promised to make a maximum effort the fol-
lowing night. Both DC-2s would be used, operating into Ichang, only 
190 miles away, instead of Chengtu. Also, two Commodore flying boats 
that had recently been acquired from Pan American would attempt a 
trip at dawn. Bond then closed up CNAC's operations, arranged for the 
transfer of gasoline reserves by steamer, and returned to Chungking 
with Sharp before dawn. 

Sharp and Leonard flew one trip to Ichang the night of 24th October, as 
Japanese troops approached the gates of Hankow. Sharp returned to 
Hankow and found Chiang Kai-shek and his party stranded at the 
airport. Eric Just, the former CNAC pilot now flying for the government, 
was supposed to have flown Chiang to Hengyang, but Just had object-
ed to landing at Hengyang at night because he was unfamiliar with the 
field. Allison, flying a DC-2 for the Ministry of Communications, had 
replaced Just; however he had been forced to return to Hankow after a 
malfunction in the electrical system. Allison appealed to Sharp to evac-
uate Chiang and party, and Sharp wisely agreed. One wonders if 
Chiang, while he waited at the airport, recalled his experience with 
CNAC on Christmas Day 1930, when Station Manger Ott refused to 
hold a Loening for the Generalissimo. 

Sharp returned to Hankow from Hengyang and took off before dawn for 
Chungking. In the meantime, Leonard had made a second trip to 
Ichang. At dawn on 25th October, the two flying boats took off from 
Hankow. Moon Chin, an American-born Chinese, returned in a 
Commodore that afternoon for eleven members of CNAC's staff. Chin 
reported Hankow on fire and Japanese troops entering from the north. 
Deciding that it would be too dangerous to wait until dawn, he took off 
shortly after sunset, although this meant a hazardous night landing on 
the river. This was Moon Chin's first night flight. 

CNAC had fifteen flights out of Hankow before the city fell to the 
Japanese, evacuating 223 people. The Japanese now controlled all the 
major cities and lines of communications in northern and central China, 
and the whole Chinese seacoast from Taku Bar to Canton. Isolated in 
the interior, the Nationalist government retained only slender ties with 
the outside world. 

The war in China entered a new phase following the fall of Canton and 
Hankow in October 1938. The Japanese established puppet govern-

ments in the occupied areas of China and sought the economic inte-
gration of these regions into their so-called New Order in East Asia. For 
a time, Japan attempted to settle the China Incident by applying a com-
bination of military and political pressure on the Nationalist government. 
When this failed to shake Chiang Kai-shek's will to resist, the Japanese 
tried to strangle the Nationalists by cutting all supply routes to China. 

Survival became the policy of the Chinese government; in order to 
survive, communications with the outside world had to be maintained. 
The primary supply route to China during the first nine months of 1938 
had run from Hong Kong to Hankow via Canton. Between May and 
September, 90,000 tons monthly had travelled over the Canton-
Hankow railway. When the Japanese seized Canton and thus severed 
this route in October 1938, most supplies moved to China along a rail 
line that extended from the port of Haiphong in French Indochina, 
through Hanoi, to the border town of Laokai in the northwest. Material 
was then trans-shipped via a metre gauge line that crossed mountain-
ous terrain to Kunming. Tonnage over this 500-mile route rose from 
5,000 a month in 1938 to 15,000 a month in 1940. Two additional 
routes brought lesser quantities of supplies to China; a long and diffi-
cult line of communications by motor track reached to Outer Mongolia 
and the Soviet Union through Chinese Turkestan, while a precarious 
land route of 715 miles extended from Kunming to Lashio, Burma. This 
latter route - the Burma Road - opened for traffic in December 1938. 
Due to a shortage of motor transport and inefficient management, it 
carried only 5,000 tons a month during 1940, far below peak capacity 
and less than the Hanoi-Laokai rail line through French Indochina. 

Travel along the major supply routes to China was slow and uncertain, 
suitable only for bulk cargo. Air transportation via CNAC and, to a much 
lesser extent, Eurasia, provided the sole means of rapid communica-
tions for officials and priority cargo. Some 1,500 miles deep in the inte-
rior, Chungking was only hours away from Hong Kong by air. 
Connections with Imperial Airways and Pan American brought London 
and San Francisco within a week of the Chinese capital. Important 
Chinese officials could travel to the major cities of the Western world 
with relative ease in their search for assistance. Visitors inbound to 
China, such as Lauchlin Currie, President Roosevelt's administrative 
assistant who was sent to China in early 1941 to examine the military 
and economic situation, travelled via CNAC. CNAC carried banknotes 
and medical supplies into China; tungsten, bristles, and other high-
value exports were flown to the outside world. Air transportation 
allowed nationalist China to continue its existence as an independent 
nation. 

China's aerial lifeline was little more than a slender thread during the 
period 1939-1941. The airline in January 1939 had only seven large air-
craft in operation: two DC-2s, one DC-3, one Ford tri-motor, two 
Consolidated Commodore flying boats, and one six-passenger de 
Havilland Dragon Rapide. By 1941, after losses and replacements, 
CNAC could muster three DC-2s, three DC-3s, and three Curtiss 
Condors. With this handful of airplanes and an equally small group of 
pilots, CNAC maintained China's vital internal and external communi-
cations. 

CNAC's most important route by far connected Chungking and Hong 
Kong. Harold Sweet had inaugurated irregular service on the line 
during the winter of 1937-1938. Twice-weekly service began in the 
spring of 1938. Following the attack on Kweilin, CNAC switched to 
night operations into the British colony. Heavy traffic led to service four 
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times a week in January 1940. Space on 
every flight was booked months in 
advance. Besides passengers, CNAC air-
lifted nearly 9,000 pounds of cargo a week 
into China. 

This air service to Hong Kong was a haz-
ardous undertaking, and it was unique in 
the annals of commercial aviation. The 
route was 770 miles long; approaches to 
and departures from Hong Kong had to be 
flown at night - hopefully in bad weather. 
Japanese fighter planes were a constant 
menace, and a forced landing almost any-
where en route meant capture. Navigation 
required expert technique, especially 
when powerful Japanese radio transmit-
ters interfered with the necessary radio 
signals for an instrument approach to 
Hong Kong. 

Passengers bound for Chungking usually 
arrived at Kai Tak airport after midnight, 
not knowing when or if the airplane would 
depart. A clear night usually meant can-
cellation; clouds and fog were a good sign 
that the trip would operate. Between 
October 1938 and December 1941, 
CNAC operated the Chungking-Hong 
Kong service without accident. 
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Above: The famous "DC-21A" created when the left wing of a DC-2 was attached to DC-3 c/n 2148 
after it was damaged by Japanese bombing at Suifu, to enable it to be flown out to Hong Kong for 
repair. It is seen here at Kai Tak with a CNAC Curtiss Condor in the background. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 

CNAC developed other international routes during 1939. The airline 
inaugurated service from Chungking to Hanoi via Kunming in March. 
This line had special importance because it enabled CNAC to acquire 
gasoline, a critical item of supply that restricted the airline's flight oper-
ations as much as lack of equipment. Despite pressure from the 
Japanese, Air France for a time permitted CNAC to carry full fuel tanks 
into China. 

Another route extended into Burma. An agreement between Great 
Britain and China, signed on 25th January 1939, permitted reciprocal 
air service between Chungking and Rangoon via Kunming and Lashio 
by CNAC and Imperial Airways. CNAC flew several survey flights 
during the spring and summer of 1939, but inadequate landing facilities 
at Lashio and the monsoon weather delayed scheduled service until 
October. 

CNAC continued to face frightful difficulties in conducting aerial activi-
ties and had to pay a high price for maintaining services in war-torn 
China. An especially tragic loss came on 29th October 1940. Walter 
Kent was en route from Chungking to Kunming on that day. Kent's air-
craft was the DC-2 Kweilin, which had been salvaged from the Pearl 
River following Wood's ill-fated encounter with Japanese fighters in 
August 1938. Ten passengers were on board in addition to four crew 
members. About 100 miles northeast of Kunming, Kent ran into a flight 
of five Japanese fighters and landed at a small emergency field near 
Changyi. The Japanese spotted the Douglas and began a series of 
strafing passes as the airliner taxied off the runway. On their first pass, 
Kent was hit in the back by a 20-mm shell and died instantly. The other 
crew members evacuated the passengers as the left wing of the aircraft 
caught fire. They were machine-gunned while crossing the field in 
search of shelter. Nine of the fourteen persons on board the DC-2 were 
killed, two suffered wounds, and three escaped unharmed. The 
Japanese government dismissed subsequent American diplomatic 
protests. 

Other losses followed. Bernard Wong in a Ford tri-motor crashed in 
mountainous terrain near Kian in Kiangsi Province on 29th January, 
1941. The next month, Joy Thorn in a DC-2 struck the top of a 7,000-
foot mountain in southern Hunan. The crews perished in both 
instances; fortunately, neither aircraft was carrying passengers. 

CNAC went to great lengths and displayed incredible ingenuity to keep 
its dwindling supply of aircraft in service. For example, in May 1941 
Japanese fighters intercepted Hugh Woods in one of CNAC's new DC-
3s while en route from Chungking to Chengtu. He made a forced 
landing at Suifu as the Japanese dived to attack. Although crew and 
passengers escaped without injury, Japanese bombs blew the right 
wing off Wood's DC-3. The 24,000-pound aircraft had to be moved from 

the airfield as soon as possible in order to escape damage from a second 
strike. CNAC did not have a spare wing section in stock for a DC-3; 
however, a slightly smaller DC-2 wing was available in Hong Kong. No 
one really knew if a DC-3 could fly with a DC-2 wing, but it seemed worth 
a try. The spare wing section was lashed to the fuselage of a DC-2 for 
the 860-mile flight from Hong Kong to Suifu. While the aerodynamic 
effect of this strange configuration could not be predicted, CNAC's engi-
neering staff believed that the aircraft could be controlled in flight - theo-
retically, at least. Harold Sweet, an expert pilot with more courage than 
sense, volunteered for the trip. Fortunately, the aircraft flew normally, 
except for a slight longitudinal instability and some buffeting. 

While Sweet was en route to Suifu via a refuelling stop at Kweilin, a 
gang of coolies pushed the damaged DC-3 three miles down a highway 
and hid it in a clump of trees. Japanese bombers arrived over Suifu to 
complete their work just as Sweet approached the area. Sweet avoided 
the Japanese planes by landing at nearby Chautong. After the bewil-
dered Japanese had left Suifu without locating the camouflaged DC-3, 
Sweet flew into the airfield with the spare wing. The new wing and 
damaged aircraft were mated, with only a little ingenuity and effort. The 
aircraft, renamed a "DC-21/2", was then flown to Hong Kong for perma-
nent repairs. The "DC-2%" performed well on the flight, the pilot report-
ed; she needed no more than full aileron-tab setting for stability. [An 
article on CNAC's DC-21/2, May 1941, Suifu and back to Hong Kong: 
"My story of the DC-2 1/2" by Zygmund Soldinski, reproduced from 
Wings Over Asia, Volume II, 1972, is included on the CNAC web site at 
www.cnac.org/aircraft02.htm.J 

Despite equipment shortages, inadequate gasoline supplies, and 
Japanese harassment, CNAC continued to prosper during the years 
1938-1940. In 1938 the airline flew 810,910 miles, carried 14,505 pas-
sengers, and airlifted 477,819 pounds of mail and freight; in 1940 
CNAC flew 1,005,000 miles, carried 16,432 passengers, and airlifted 
1,277,000 pounds of mail and freight. Revenue in terms of Chinese 
dollars increased by 35% during this period, although the gain was neg-
ligible in terms of American dollars because of wartime inflation in 
China. 

CNAC's morale remained excellent, even if there were moments of 
depression. Charles Sharp, perhaps the most expert of the airline's 
superb staff, was a tough but extremely capable operations manager. 
Hugh Woods, the chief pilot, was outspoken, demanding, and respect-
ed. Pilots like Robert Pottschmidt, William McDonald, Royal Leonard, 
Frank Higgs, Hugh Chen, and Moon Chin flew hours under the most 
trying conditions with a professional skill and courage rarely if ever 
equalled by any group of commercial pilots. The maintenance staff per-
formed miracles to keep CNAC's aircraft flying. Relations with the 
Chinese managers had never been better. Above all, stood the 
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indomitable spirit of W L Bond - the man who refused to quit even in 
the face of what appeared to be a hopeless situation. More than any 
other person, Bond kept CNAC going through these difficult years. 

The most important development for CNAC in 1940-1941 was the 
beginnings of extensive freight operations. The airline pioneered freight 
service in China before the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour in 
December 1941; it also laid the foundations for a freight line between 
India and China, a route that was to become China's main - and at 
times only - link to the outside world. The freight service originated in 
response to increased Japanese pressure on China's supply routes in 
1940. 

In September 1939, Germany attacked Poland, and Europe soon 
became caught up in the conflagration of World War II. Japan sought 
to take advantage of the situation in Europe to tighten the noose around 
China's neck. The Tokyo government in June 1940 demanded that 
Great Britain close Hong Kong and Burma to Chinese material. 
Although British authorities resisted the pressure against Hong Kong, 
they did agree in July to close the Burma Road for three months. More 
bad news for China came in September when Japan forced the French 
Vichy government to accept occupation of northern Indochina by the 
Imperial army. The Japanese thus severed the vital rail link and air 
service between Chungking and Hanoi. Also, Japanese aircraft based 
in Indochina were now within 175 miles of Kunming. 

The Chinese government, for once, had anticipated these problems. 
Early in 1940, before the German attack on France, the Ministry of 
Finance developed plans for an air freight service between China and 
the outside world to augment existing lines of supply. Ernest Allison, 
now an employee of the Chinese government, had gone to the United 
States to inspect several Curtiss Condor aircraft that had been offered 
for sale by Charles H Babb Company, a southern California used-air-
craft dealer. The huge, obsolete Condor biplanes were slow but they 
could carry a payload of 3,000 pounds. Babb had five of these aircraft 
and hoped to acquire two more. Originally intended for service during 
the Spanish Civil War, the planes had been stranded in Mexico. They 
had sat on piers at Tampico, exposed to the sun and salt air for more 
than a year, and they were in poor condition when purchased by Babb 
and shipped to Glendale, California. 

Aircraft, especially large cargo aircraft, were in very short supply in 
1940. Despite the condition of the Condors, Arthur Young recommend-
ed to Finance Minister H H Kung that the seven aircraft be purchase for 
$400,000, which would include renovation, spare parts, and shipment 
to China. Young estimated that seven Condors could transport monthly 
350 tons inward and 385 tons outward between Lashio or Hanoi and 
Kunming at a cost of $263 per round trip ton. This figure compared 
favourably to the $242 per round-trip ton by motor transport over the 
Burma Road. He further recommended that CNAC operate the service 
on a cost-plus basis. 

After some discussion, Minister Kung approved purchase of the aircraft 
- only five were available - and agreed that CNAC should conduct the 
operation. The Condors arrived from the United States in the summer 
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Left: The last of the aircraft sup-
plied to CNAC pre-war were the 
five Curtiss Condor lis, an 
unusual design in that it was a 
biplane airliner with a retractable 
undercarriage. One crashed in 
1941 and the others were lost to 
the Japanese by the end of the 
year. Non-CNAC example shown 
is NC12353 in Eastern Air 
Transport titles - see list opposite, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

of 1940. Following extensive modifications, test flights took place at the 
end of the year. Their performance proved disappointing in terms of 
rate of climb and service ceiling. The Condors had been acquired for a 
projected route from Hanoi to Kunming, traversing comparatively flat 
terrain. By late 1940, however, Japanese control of northern Indochina 
ruled out use of this route. A more northerly route from Burma to China 
involved flight altitudes of up to 15,000 feet, for which the Condors were 
completely unsuited. 

While the Chinese government began to plan more ambitious air trans-
portation projects, an alternate use was found for the weary Condors. 
The Ministry of Economics signed a contract with CNAC early in 1941 
to transport tungsten ore and tin bars from Nanshiung to Hong Kong, 
which meant a flight of some 200 miles over level country. Service 
began in March 1941 with ten round trips a month. Operations 
increased to 105 round trips in July. Between March and July, CNAC 
carried 644 tons of tungsten and tin to Hong Kong, and 488 tons of 
material, mainly Red Cross supplies, into China. According to Bond's 
estimate, the government earned more than $450,000 in needed 
foreign exchange from the freight service, a sum that exceeded the pur-
chase price of the ancient Condors. 

CNAC also profited from the Condor operation, at least in terms of 
experience. This expertise would soon prove important because the 
Hong Kong - Nanshiung service was only the beginning of CNAC's 
freight line. Even before the Condors arrived in the Far East, plans 
were being made for a massive airlift of goods to China. 

In July 1940, after the closing of the Burma Road, Minister of Foreign 
Affairs T V Soong submitted a request to US Secretary of the Treasury 
Henry Morgenthau for American financial support. In order to maintain 
resistance against Japan, Soong asked for $50 million to support 
China's depreciating currency, $70 million for military supplies, and $20 
million for transportation improvements. The latter sum included provi-
sions to develop an air route from Lashio in Burma to Kunming "by pur-
chasing and operating additional transport planes to be operated by the 
China National Aviation Corporation". 

CNAC had been flying from Lashio to Kunming as part of its scheduled 
passenger service between Chungking and Rangoon. Japanese 
control of northern Indochina in September 1940, however, brought 
Lashio within easy range of Japanese fighters, and raised the possibil-
ity that the route to Kunming could easily be cut in event of war between 
Japan and Great Britain. In November 1940, Bond looked into the fea-
sibility of a more northerly route to China, one that would be beyond the 
reach of Japanese fighters. He travelled by car from Mandalay to 
Lashio then by train to the town of Myitkyina, the most northern termi-
nus of the main line of the Burma Railway. He discussed the possibili-
ty of construction of an airport with the district commissioner and the 
commander of the British garrison at Myitkyina and received assurance 
of their support. Bond then returned to Lashio where he boarded one of 
CNAC's DC-3s, commanded by Hugh Woods, to make an aerial survey 
of the projected route. 

The aircraft proceeded up the Irrawaddy Valley to Myitkyina, where 
Woods selected a site for the proposed airport. He flew on northward 
beyond Fort Hertz, climbing 14,800 feet, then swung eastward over the 
Naga Hills to determine the height of the unexplored terrain. He pro-
ceeded on to Likiang Mountain and Taki Mountain to establish their 
exact positions and altitudes as the maps were unreliable at that time. 
He then proceeded on to Chikiang and Suifu, and thence to Chungking. 
Although he did not know it at the time, Woods had flown the first trip 

over what was to become known as "the Hump". Nothing could be done 
until the British built an airport at Myitkyina. Bond approached Sir 
Alexander Cochrane, Governor of Burma, and obtained his approval for 
the aerodrome. 

While Bond travelled in Burma, T V Soong and Arthur Young were in 
New York for discussions with Juan Trippe, Harold Bixby, and other 
officials of Pan American Airways. Several conclusions emerged from 
these talks, which Young included in a memorandum in March 1941. 
China's non-military aviation requirements up to June 1942 were 
placed at eighteen DC-3s; three for passenger service and fifteen for 
cargo operations. First priority was for three passenger aircraft, one for 
use by Chiang Kai-shek and two for CNAC. The fifteen aircraft for the 
air cargo service should be delivered at the rate of one a month begin-
ning in 1941, and two a month as soon as possible thereafter. 

The best route for the cargo operation, Young stated, extended from 
the railhead at Lashio to Kunming, a distance of 380 miles. Young esti-
mated that 15 DC-3s could transport 800 to 1,000 tons a month over 
this route. In the event that the Lashio-Kunming line could not be oper-
ated safely due to Japanese air attacks, then the more northerly route 
from Myitkyina to Suifu (surveyed by Bond and Woods) could be used. 
This route was more difficult, because mountains 12,500 to 13,500 feet 
had to be crossed, but would deliver supplies to an all-year river port. 

Bond raised one problem that remained to be solved. CNAC had at 
present only 14 qualified pilots who had averaged nearly 110 flying 
hours during the month of February 1941. The vital need of China was 
more transportation, but this transportation was just as dependent on 
more flight crews as it was on more aircraft. 

While Bond looked for pilots, Young sought airplanes - and a way to 
pay for them; 18 DC-3s would cost $3 million. Juan Trippe stated that 
Pan American was greatly interested in the further development of avi-
ation in China and in China's stand against Japan; he would do every-
thing he could to help, but Pan American was already fully committed 
for bank loans to finance CNAC's previous purchases. The Chinese 
government, he suggested, should apply to the Import-Export Bank or 
some similar source for a loan. Although Pan American was not in a 
position to endorse CNAC's obligation, Trippe said that he would not 
object to pledging the earnings or assets of CNAC, if this proved nec-
essary to negotiate a loan. 

The American government, as Trippe had emphasised, was a more 
logical source of funds for expanded air operations in China. Although 
Washington had not taken any action on Soong's request of July 1940, 
worsening relations between the United States and Japan led to plans 
for more active American assistance to China. In January 1941, 
President Roosevelt sent one of his administrative assistants, Dr 
Lauchlin Currie, to assess the military and economic situation in China. 
Within three days of his return he was able to persuade the President 
to extend Lend-Lease to China and shortly thereafter he was appoint-
ed administrator of Lend-Lease for China while retaining his post at the 
White House. 

Bond arrived in the United States via transpacific Clipper in May, 1941 
for discussions in Washington between Currie, Soong, Young, Bixby, 
and officials of the China Defense Supplies Corporation, a newly 
formed Chinese purchasing and supply agency. On 8th May, Bond pre-
sented Soong with a lengthy memorandum setting forth the details for 
an air freight service to China. Myitkyina was the preferred western ter-
minus for three reasons: it was the railhead for the Burma Railway; it 
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Curtiss-Wright T-32 "Condor II" 
By Martin S Best, China History Research Group 

Introduction 
One of the unusual aircraft types used in China was the Curtiss-Wright 
T-32 Condor II. Up to eight of these aircraft had Chinese connections: 
the prototype/demonstrator BT-32 "Chinese Bomber" was demon-
strated in China and sold to the Chinese government for use by 
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek; six were bought by the Chinese gov-
ernment for use by CNAC (five); and one was used by CAMCO but 
registered in Burma. A production list was compiled to help to identify 
which aircraft went where. As usual, the author would welcome feed-
back to help fill in some of the gaps. 

Curtiss-Wright T-32 "Condor II" 
Although it had certain similarities to the Condor 1 (ATC 193), the T-
32 (named for its 3,200-pound payload) was a completely new design. 
Faster and having a more portly fuselage than its namesake, the 
Condor II featured a single fin/rudder/tail assembly, wooden wings, 
neat engine cowlings, and the first electrically operated semi-
retractable, main landing gear. The fabric-covered T-32 was the last 
biplane airliner to be introduced by a major carrier in the United 
States; refined variants were offered as the AT-32A to E and a total of 
45 of all versions were manufactured. Although American Airways 
inaugurated "sleeper service" (12 bunks in specially soundproofed 
cabins), the carrier was soon forced to abandon its chunky aircraft in 
the light of the availability of its competitors of speedier aircraft, such 
as the Boeing 247 and Douglas DC-2. The last T-32 was withdrawn 
from front-line US service in 1936, but many flew on in various capac-
ities with military and civil operators around the globe. 

T-32 models 
T-32, ATC 501 (16Mar33), 2 Wright Cyclone GR-1820-F11 engines 

rated 650-670 hp at sea level. 
T-32-C, ATC 547 (16Jul34), 2 Wright Cyclone SGR-1820-F2 engines 

rated 720 hp at 4,000 ft. 
T-32C Special (as T-32-C but without extensive modifications to cowl 

ings and engine nacelles). 
AT-32, ATC (16Apr34), 2 Wright Cyclone SGR-1820-F3 engines rated 

720 hp at 4,000 ft. 
AT-32C: passenger version of the CT-32. 
BT-32: bomber version of AT-32C 
CT-32: ambulance, troop transport, or cargo-plane version of AT-32. 
YC-30 (T-32), 2 Wright Cyclone R-1820-23 engines rated 650 hp at 

sea level 
R4C-1 (AT-32E) 

Specification 
Dimensions: Length: 48 ft 10 in 

Height: 16 ft 10 in 
Wingspan (upper): 82 ft 0 in 
Wingspan (lower): 74 ft 0 in 
Gross weight: 17,500 1b 

Number of seats: 3 crew, 13-14 passengers 
Engines: 2 Wright SGR-1820-3 Cyclone radials 
Performance: Maximum range: 716 miles 

Service ceiling: 23,000 ft 
Maximum speed: 190 mph 
Maximum cruising speed: 155 mph 

Orders 
American Airways: 9 (T-32) (8 converted to T-32C) 
American Airlines: 10 (3 AT-32A, 3 AT-32B, 3 AT-32C) 
Eastern Air Transport: 9 (T-32) (1 converted to T-32C & 2 to 

T-32C Special) 
Peru: 4 (AT-32C) 
Swissair: 1 (AT-32C) 
Antarctic Expedition: 1 (T-32-S) 
Argentinean Navy: 3 (CT-32) 
China: 1 (BT-32) 
Colombian Air Force: 3 (BT-32) (on floats) 
US Army Air Corps: 2 (YC-30) 
US Navy: 2(R4C-1) 

Total: 45 

Productior 
T-32: 
AT-32: 
BT-32: 
CT-32: 
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c/n 
21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

model 
T-32 

regn. 
12353 
NC12353 

T-32C Spl 

T-32 

T-32 
T-32C 

T-32 
T-32C 

T-32 
T-32C 

YC-30 

YC-30 

T-32 

T-32 

C-35(2) 
C-100(1) 

AN-ABG 

XA-FAJ 

XB-GIT 

NC12354 

NC12363 

NC12364 

NC12365 

XA-BDS 

NX12365 
F-3? 

33-320 

33-321 

NC12366 

G-AEZE 

P5724 

NC12367 

G-AEWD 

(including 2 YC-30) 
(including 2 R4C-1) 

owner 
prototype, f/f 
Eastern Air Transport (f/n 21) 
North American Aviation 
(op.) E.A.T. 
Converted 
CofA for export no. E-2536 
SACO 
SACO 
SCADTA O O r M j ' 1 rA 

TACA, San Salvador 
TACA 
Cancelled 
Comunicaciones Aereas de 

dare 
30Jan33 
D23Mar33 
S31Dec34 

25Mar37 
29Mar37 
Apr37 
r/r 180ct39 
S29May50 
S18Jul40 
R29Jun42 
17Jan46 1 t \J KA 1 1 " \J 

Vera Cruz S.A. S20Aug45 
Distribuidora Mercantil del Sureste 

Fatfi unknown 
S10Feb47 

American Airways (f/n 165) D27Apr33 
Fatal crash Mongaup Mt, near 
[ ihorh/ M V OQ Inn^zl 

American Airways (f/n 166) 
Converted to T-32C 
Crashed in snowstorm near 
Morehouseville, NY 
Salvaged during 
American Airways (f/n 167) 
Converted to T-32C 
Charles H Babb 
Destroyed hangar fire 
Floyd Bennett Field 
American Airways (f/n 168) 
Converted to T-32C 
CofR No. 293 issued 2Jan37 
C H Smith 
Francisco Sarabia 

D20Apr33 
D06Aug34 

28Dec34 
1966 
D09Ma33 
D190ct34 
19Jan37 

27Sep37 
D15May33 
06Sep34 
D21Dec36 
S? 
S? 

Spanish Embassy, Mexico City S? 
C H Babb, Glendale, CA 
Charles H Babb 
China (op. CNAC) 
Captured by Japanese Army 
Scrapped 
USAAC, Boiling Field, DC 
Decommissioned, San Diego 

USAAC, Boiling Field, DC 
Collided with another aircraft 
at Maxwell Field 
Surveyed 
Eastern Air Transport (f/n 22) 
North American Aviation 
(op.) E.A.T. 
International Air Freight Ltd., 
Croydon 
CofR No. 7947 
CofV 134 valid from: 
CofA No. E.2892 
CofV expired: 
Cancelled by SoS 
Air Ministry 
No. 30 MU, Sealand 
SOC (Cat. E2) 
Eastern Air Transport (f/n 23) 
North American Aviation 
(op.) E.A.T. 
International Air Freight Ltd., 
Croydon 
CofR No. 7761 
CofV 129 valid from: 

D13Jan39 

A12May33 
CA 
03Jun38 
A12May33 

02Jul38? 
20Sep38 
D03Jun33 
S31Dec34 

S26May37 
R11Aug37 
12Aug37 

27Nov39 
01Dec46 
Oct39 
D260ct39 
11 Nov39 
D12Jun33 
S31Dec34 

S13Jan37 
R07May37 
20May37 
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30 T-32 

, 

31 T-32 

T-32 Spl 

32 T-32 
T-32C 

33 T-32 
T-32C 

34 T-32 

35 T-32 

36 T-32 

37 T-32 

38 T-32 
T-32C 

P5723 

NC12368 

G-AEWE 

P5725 

NC12369 

C-36 
C-101(1) 

AN-AAV 

NC12371 

CF-BQN 

XA-DOA 

NC12372 

CC-? 

NC12373 

NC12374 

7 

NC12375 

G-AEWF 

P5726 

NC12376 

NC12377 

CC-? 

CofA No. E.2602 
CofV expired: 
Cancelled by SoS 
RAF 
No. 30 MU, Sealand 
SOC (Cat. E2), scrapped 
Eastern Air Transport 
North American Aviation 
(op.) E.A.T. 
International Air Freight Ltd., 
Croydon 
CofR No. 7762 
CofV 125 valid from: 
CofA No. E.2550 
CofV expired: 
Cancelled by SoS 
RAF 
No. 30 MU, Sealand 
SOC (Cat. E2), scrapped 
Eastern Air Transport (f/n 25) 
North American Aviation 
(op.) E.A.T. 
Converted by C-W 
SACO 
SACO 
SCADTA 
TACA 
Cancelled 
American Airways (f/n 169) 
Converted to T-32C by C-W 
C H Babb 

22Aug39 
01Dec46 
Sep39 
260ct39 
11Nov39 
D24Jun33 
S31Dec34 

R07May37 

13May37 

13Jul39 
01Dec46 
Sep39 
260ct39 
11Nov39 

S31Dec34 

1937 
DJun37 
r/r 180ct39 
S29May40 
R28Jan42 
17Jan46 
D24Aug33 
D06Oct34 
S19Jan37 

White Pass and Yukon Railroad, 
Skagway, AK 
British Yukon Navigation Co. 
Whitehorse, Yukon 

S20Aug37 

S26Jun40 
Yukon Southern Air Transport, 
Edmonton 
Sold via C H Babb to: 
Redas Aerea Mexicana S.A. 
D27Jul44, 
Scrapped at Tapachula, 
Chiapas, Mexico 
American Airways (f/n 170) 
Converted to T-32C 
LAN de Chile 
Crashed & w/o at Domeyko, 
Eastern Air Transport (f/n 26) 
Destroyed in crash at 
Newark, NJ (DBR) 

S06Aug42 
17Jul44 

(RAMSA) 
R03Nov44 

28Apr50 
D01Sep33 
D20Jun34 
S24Sep35 

Chile ? 
D27Jul33 

21Sep33 
Eastern Air Transport (f/n 27) D07Aug33 
North American Aviation 
(op.) E.A.T. 
Col William C Brooks, DMA, 
Govt of Honduras 
Honduras Air Force 

S31Dec34 

S? 
DJul36 

Crashed en route La Ceiba to 
Tegucigalpa 
Eastern Air Transport (f/n ?) 
North American Aviation 
(op.) E.A.T. 
International Air Freight Ltd., 
Croydon 
CofR No.7763 
CofV 126 valid from: 
CofA No. E.2551 
CofV expired: 
Cancelled by SoS 
RAF 
No. 30 MU, Sealand 
SOC (Cat. E2), scrapped 
Eastern Air Transport (f/n ?) 
North American Aviation 
(op.) E.A.T. 

27Feb42 
D16Aug33 
S31Dec34 

S13Jan37 
R07May37 
13May37 

11Apr39 
01Dec46 
Sep39 
260ct39 
11Nov39 
D24Aug33 
S31Dec34 

Crashed & w/o at Atlanta, GA 23Jan35 
American Airlines (f/n 171) 
Converted to T-32C by C-W 
LAN de Chile 

D? 
D21Sep34 
S24Sep35 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

T-32 
T-32C 

T-32 
T-32C 

T-32S 

AT-32A 

AT-32A 

AT-32A 

AT-32B 

AT-32B 

AT-32B 

AT-32D 

AT-32D 

AT-32D 

AT-32D 

BT-32 

AT-32C 

BT-32 

BT-32 

NC12378 

CC-? 
AN-ABB 

XA-FEC 

NC12383 

XA-BDV 
NX12383 
? 
NR12384 

NC12390 

NX12390 

XY-AAI(1) 

NC12391 
XA-BDR 
NX12391 
? 
NC12392 

NC12393 

NC12394 

NC12395 

NC12396 
XA-BDP 
NX12396 
? 
NC12397 

NC12398 
XA-BDU 
NX12398 
? 
NC12399 
XA-BDT 
NX12399 
? 

? 

CH170 

(HB-LAP) 
651 

652 

DBF at Copiapo Airport, 
Northern Chile 
American Airways (f/n 172) 
Converted to T-32C 
LAN-Chile 
TACA, Managua 

Unknown owner 
Fate unknown. 
American Airways (f/n 183) 
Converted to T-32C 
(as c/n 25) 
C H Babb, Glendale, CA 
China, (op.) CNAC 
Adm. Richard E Byrd 
Antarctic Expedition 
Damaged on loading aboard 
"SS Jacob Ruppert" 
Scrapped after return to USA 
American Airlines (f/n 151) 
Dismantled by AA at St Louis 
General Aircraft Salvage Co. 
Buffalo, NY 
Robertson Aircraft Corp., 
Lambert Field, MO 
(Rebuilt) Test flight: 

29Jul36 
D02Oct33 
D26Nov34 
S24Sep35 
S-Jun40, 
R28Apr42 
S12Apr46 

D240ct33 
D24Aug34 
1936 
D13Jan39 

D08Sep33 

03Feb35 
1935 
D17Mar34 

S28Jun37 

15May39 
02Sep39 

Intercontinent Corp. of New York S? 
CAMCO? 
Destroyed bombing raid at 
Loiwing 
American Airlines (f/n 152) 
(as c/n 25) 

China, (op.) CNAC 
American Airlines (f/n 153) 
DBF at Glendale, CA 
American Airlines (f/n 154) 
Crashed at Murfreesboro, TIN 
American Airlines (f/n 155) 
C H Babb 
DBF at Floyd Bennett Field 
American Airlines (f/n 156) 
DBF at Buffalo, NY 
American Airlines (f/n 157) 
(as c/n 25) 

China, (op.) CNAC 
American Airlines (f/n 158) 
C H Babb 
Destroyed hangar fire at 
Floyd Bennett Field 
American Airlines (f/n 159) 
(as c/n 25) 

China, (op.) CNAC 
American Airlines (f/n 160) 
(as c/n 25) 

China, (op.) CNAC 
Completed (demonstrator) 

26Oct40 
D13Apr34 

D21Apr34 
13Aug36 
D19May34 
27Jul35 
D22May34 
S19Jan37 
27Sep37 
D07Jun34 
19Dec34 
D29Jun34 

D03Jul34 
S19Jan37 

27Sep37 
D06Jul34 

D24Jul34 

09Feb34 
Taken to China by Frank Hawks ? 
Damaged in wheels up landing, repaired ? 
Used by Chiang Kai-shek 
Madam Chiang Kai-shek 
Possibly destroyed in 
Japanese air raid 
Swissair 
Crashed near Tuttlingen, 
Germany 
NTU 
Colombian Air Force 
Submerged in Magdalena 
River at Pinto (W/O) 
Colombian Air Force 
WFU 
Broken up at Palanquero 
Air Base 

? 
D28Mar34 

27Jul34 

D01Jun34 

1944 
D18Jun34 
1945 

1946 
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56 BT-32 653 Colombian Air Force D24Jun34 
DBF near San Jose del 
Guaviare, Colombia 1942 

57 R4C-1 9584 USN: NAS Anacostia D06May34 
USMC: VJ-7M, San Diego, CA 
US Antarctic Service 
Unloaded at West Base, 
Marie Byrd Land Jan40 
Abandoned in Antarctica at 
78°30'S, 157° 30' W 03Jan41 
Probably still there, buried under snow 

58 R4C-1 9585 USMC: VJ-6M, MCAS 
Quantico, VA D16Jun34 
VJ-&M, San Diego, CA Sep35 
US Antarctic Service 
Unloaded at East Base, 
Palmer Peninsula 11Mar40 
Abandoned on Mikkelson 
Island, Antarctica 22Mar41 
Assumed blown out to sea 

59 BT-32 11729 Completed (see note 4) Jul34 
C W Webster S20Apr34 
Curtiss-Wright S29Jan35 
William B Robertson S18Feb35 
Tampa-New Orleans-
Tampico Airlines Inc. S19Feb35 

(NR11729) TNT Airlines, issued 16Mar35 
(not applied) 
Flown to Peru 28Mar35? 

OA-FFA-272 ? 
OA-11A-310 Condor Peruana de 

Aviacion SA "Iquitos" 07Oct35 
OB-IIA Lfnea de Aviacion Condor n/n 1939 

Expropriated by Peruvian 
Government 23May41 
Peruvian Air Force 
Scrapped at Lima ~Sep56 

60 BT-32 11730 Completed Jul34 
NR11730 (asc /n59) 
OA-FFB-273 
OA-IIB-311 Condor Peruana de Aviacion 

SA (f/n311)"Cuzco" 
OB-IIB Linea de Aviacion Condor 

Scrapped c1939? 
61 BT-32 NR11731 (as c/n 59) 

OA-FFC-274 
OA-11C-312 Condor Peruana de Aviacion 

SA (f/n 312) "Madre de Dios" 
OB-IIC Linea de Aviacion Condor 

Scrapped by Peruvian AF 1941 
62 BT-32 NR11732 (as c/n 59) 

OA-FFD-275 
OA-IID-313 Condor Peruana de Aviacion SA (f/n 313) 
OB-IID Linea de Aviacion Condor 

Crashed & w/o at Pias, Peru 1936? 
63 CT-32 11756 Completed Sep34 

1-E-301 Argentine Navy (crew trainer) D1935 
Scrapped after an accident in: 1947 

64 CT-32 2-Gt-11 Argentine Navy (freighter) D1935 
Broken up 1949 

65 CT-32 3-Gt-11 Argentine Navy (freighter) D1935 
Broken up 1949 

Notes: 
1. The British T.32 Condors were imported and converted to freighters 
in 1937. International Air Freight Ltd. closed on 29Sep38 and all four air-
craft were stored at Croydon. Although intended for Impressment as NAC6 
(i.e. not airworthy) and used as flying classrooms, this did not happen and 
they remained hangared at Croydon. When Croydon was taken over by the 
RAF in Sep39 they were transported to 30 MU on 260ct39 and SOC 
11 Nov39 as Cat.E2. (See also Archive, 1987 and Impressment Log.) 
2. Six T-32s (c/ns 25, 40, 43, 48, 50 & 51) had similar histories. They 
were delivered to Mexico City in December 1936 and registration certifi-
cates were issued in January 1937 (who to?). They were sold to C H Smith, 
then to Francisco Sarabia, and then to the Spanish Embassy in Mexico 
City. They were flown to Veracruz, dismantled and crated there for export 
to Spain aboard the ship "Manuel Arnus". Export was prevented by the 
Mexican Government and the aircraft remained in crates until sold to C H 
Babb, through Solvio Duguay, and sent to Glendale, California by rail on 
13Jan39. They were rebuilt by Babb, converted to freighters with a large 

cargo door in the starboard side of the fuselage. These aircraft were then 
test flown under NX registration, sold to China and exported to Hong Kong 
for operation by CNAC but only five were given CNAC fleet numbers (F1 to 
F5). These fleet numbers are not in the main CNAC sequence, perhaps 
because they were own by the Chinese government. The Committee of 
Aviation Affairs also operated a Condor in 1936 and this is too soon to be 
the sixth ex-Mexican aircraft; c/n 52 is the most likely possibility. 
3. John Davis writes: "For as long as I can remember, the six Condors 
that went from Mexico to China (c/ns 25, 40, 43, 48, 50 & 51) have been 
quoted as having "NX" registrations prior to delivery in 1939. I would really 
like to know an official source for this information. The registration cards of 
all six aircraft give only "NC". All indicate "unassigned" with no dates - but 
do not give any reference to being reinstated on the US register. Of course, 
they may not have been deregistered when they went to Mexico! I do not 
know if anyone actually read the CAA files on these aircraft, but I remain 
sceptical. Also, why "NX" - these aircraft had Approved Type Certificates, 
so experimental licenses would have been a strange choice. I realise that 
Charles H Babb was involved, but my guess is that they were never on the 
US register after being sold in Mexico - but, without seeing the files - I 
have no proof." [JMD] One possible explanation of the "NX" registrations is 
the installation of a large cargo door, perhaps under a Supplemental Type 
Certificate. The author will order these FAA files but these can take months 
to years to be delivered. 
4. BT-32s c/n 59 to 62 were built to the order of the Bolivian Government 
but export was forbidden by the US State Department. The aircraft were 
sold to C W Webster (an employee of the Curtiss-Wright Corp.), before 
completion on 20Apr34. The aircraft were later sold to Curtiss-Wright, 
Robertson, MO on 29Jan35, to William B Robertson on 18Feb35, and to 
Tampa - New Orleans - Tampico Airlines Inc. (Hugh Wells) on 19Feb35. 
The aircraft were then flown to Peru. 

Abbreviations 
ATC 
CAMCO 
CNAC 
CofA 
CofR 
CofV 
C-W 
DBF 
DBR 
EAT 
f/n 
LAN 
MU 
n/n 
RAMSA 
r/r 
SACO 
SCADTA 
SOC 
SoS 
TACA 
USAAC 
WFU 
w/o 

Approved Type Certificate 
Central Aircraft Manufacturing Company 
China National Aviation Corporation 
Certificate of Airworthiness 
Certificate of Registration 
Certificate of Validation 
Curtiss-Wright 
Destroyed By Fire 
Damaged Beyond Repair 
Eastern Air Transport 
fleet number 
Linea Aerea Nacional 
Maintenance Unit 
new name 
Redas Aerea Mexicana S.A. 
re-registered 
Servicio Aereo Colombiana 
Sociedad Colombo Alemana de Transporte Aereo 
Struck Off Charge 
Secretary of State (UK) 
Transportes Aereos Centroamericanos 
United States Army Air Corps 
Withdrawn From Use 
Written Off 
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was far enough away from Japanese air bases to afford comparative 
safety, and the flying weather in the area was superior to Lashio, which 
was susceptible to heavy ground fogs. Delivery of cargo by air to 
Yunanyi would reduce the trucking distance from the railhead in Burma 
to Kunming from approximately 715 miles to 215 miles; also, it would 
by-pass the main bridges over the Mekong, which were subject to aerial 
attack. 

For planning purposes, Bond assumed that 35 aircraft would be 
required. Because all aircraft and supplies would have to be transport-
ed 12,000 miles from the United States to China, Bond stressed effi-
ciency of service. He recommended that only Douglas DC-3s be 
acquired. Qualified personnel were essential for a successful opera-
tion. Eight pilots would be needed for each five planes in operation. 
CNAC would conduct the training and familiarisation programme. Upon 
successful completion of the course, the men would be paid a base 
salary of $700 per month for 60 hours of flight time with premium pay 
for flying above 60 hours. Bond hoped that American military services 
would be allowed to release men from active duty who were willing to 
volunteer for CNAC's air cargo line. 

Bond placed the estimated capital outlay for a 35-plane operation at 
$6.7 million. At a minimum, each Douglas DC-3 could lift 60 tons per 
month inbound to China and 30 tons outbound, the outbound figure 
based on availability of cargo rather than capacity of the aircraft. 
Maximum figures would be 120 tons inbound and 60 tons outbound. 
Cost per ton for the minimum tonnage figure would be $206, and for the 
maximum, $103. This estimate included depreciation of the aircraft 
over a 30-month period. Bond preferred that payment to CNAC for 
operation of the service be tied to efficiency, and he suggested reim-
bursement for actual expenditure plus $20 per ton. Bond's report was 
the genesis of the wartime Hump route. He emphasised the difficulties 
of such an operation but pointed out that CNAC had the experience to 
overcome such difficulties. 

Bond presented his proposal to Currie on 22nd May, 1941, after it had 
been cleared by Soong. The following week, Currie outlined a compre-
hensive aviation programme, covering military and transport aircraft, to 
the Joint Board, the agency charged with coordinating American supply 
activities. Currie's programme included provisions for ten DC-3s, to be 
delivered prior to 31st October 1941, for inauguration of the Burma-
China air cargo service. 

The Joint Board accepted Currie's recommendations in principle, but 
no transport aircraft were available to implement the programme. Later 
in the summer of 1941, the board reconsidered the aircraft production 
situation and agreed to supply ten aircraft to CNAC, five in February 
and five in March 1942. 

While the American government considered the project for the air cargo 
service, CNAC sought aircraft for its domestic operation, depleted by 
the loss of a DC-2 that crashed in Honan in February 1941 and the DC-
3 that had been damaged by Japanese bombers in May 1941. Currie 
promised two aircraft, but various difficulties prevented delivery. Pan 
American came to CNAC's assistance by taking one DC-3 from the 
Alaska Division and shipping it to China. 

Bond toured aircraft factories on the west coast in July. The Douglas 
Aircraft Company, he reported, were completing three DC-3s a week. 
The somewhat smaller, but substantially faster, Lockheed Lodestars 
were coming off the assembly line at the same rate. Curtiss-Wright was 
ready to begin production of its large C-46. 

Bond flew across the Pacific to China in the autumn of 1941. While 
awaiting delivery of the promised aircraft, he urged the Chinese and 
British governments to push ahead with ground facilities for the air 
cargo service. Construction at Myitkyina was underway. Also, mainly 
due to Bond's efforts, an airport was being built at Dinjan in Upper 
Assam, India. In November 1941, he flew with Sharp, Young, and a 
party of British army officers from Lashio to northern Burma to survey 
progress. Sharp over-flew Myitkyina, then landed at the partially com-
pleted airport at Dinjan before continuing over the Himalayas to 
Kunming. Work was coming along at points along the route, albeit 
slowly; but this did not appear to be a problem, as the DC-3s for the air 
cargo service would not be delivered and placed into operation for 
several months. [Leary pp.109-142] 

The Burma Road 
After Japan had closed all Chinese ports, China's leaders built the 
famous Burma Road (opened in December 1938) to maintain a flow of 
critical supplies and to bring in non-military commercial goods. It was a 
681-mile gravel road that began at Lashio, Burma, snaked through 
malaria-infested jungles, across the southern part of the Himalayas, 
over snow-laden mountain passes of China to Kunming, and on to 
Chanyi, Chungking, Chengtu, Nanning, and Hengyang. Hundreds of 
thousands of Chinese labourers had worked for two years to complete 
it. 

Later, in 1941, when the American Volunteer Group (the "Flying 
Tigers") came to China, the group's primary assignment was to protect 
the Burma Road, which was an open target for Japanese fighters. The 
Tigers flew air cover for the trucks on the road and tried to protect the 
few transport planes that were beginning a feeble airlift over the Hump. 

The Burma Road delivered a minimum of supplies. In the first eighteen 
months of operations, only 96,808 tons had been carried into China. 
This included arms and ammunition, gasoline, explosives, motor vehi-
cles, airplane parts, machinery, etc. - a minor part of the needs of 
China. Although the road was capable of four hundred tons a day in 
peacetime, it was delivering only about 176 tons a day when it was 
reopened. A more dependable method of supply had to be found, and 
interest in the Hump was intensified. [Spencer pp.20-22] 

We will discuss the AVG at greater length in a later article. 

Japanese attack on Hong Kong 
We will discuss the Second World War in Asia in a later article but here 
it would be useful to mention the aircraft that were destroyed at Hong 
Kong during Japanese attacks on 8th December 1941. The following 
account is taken from "Wings over Hong Kong" (p. 129): 

"Monday, 8th December 1941 dawned bright and clear, without a cloud 
in the sky. At 7:00 a.m., Kai Tak received warning that the Japanese 
invasion had begun. An hour later, a force of forty-eight Japanese air-
craft, twelve Kawasaki Type 98 light bombers of the Japanese Army Air 
Force's 45th Sentai escorted by 36 Nakajima Type 97 fighters, arrived 
over the airfield. The Japanese aircraft first dived to strafe the RAF 
station, setting one of the Wildebeests on fire, and then wheeled to 
attack the two Walruses floating offshore, sinking both. Somehow they 
missed the other two Wildebeests hidden under nearby trees. They 
then turned to the civil hangar on the west side of Kai Tak. That Monday 
morning three Curtis Condors and two Douglas DC-2s belonging to 
CNAC and one Eurasia Junkers Ju-52 were parked outside the hangar. 
Within minutes these six aircraft were a mass of flames. 

"The last remaining aeroplane in the open was Pan Am's Sikorsky S-
42B flying boat, the Hong Kong Clipper, which had arrived from Manila 
the day before. Captain Fred Ralph had been alerted that morning to 
leave Hong Kong at once and fly the Clipper to safety. He was stand-
ing in the airport manager's office when he heard the sound of explo-
sions. Running outside to seek cover, Ralph jumped into a ditch where 
he watched the Japanese fighters make repeated strafing passes on 
his aeroplane. After the sixth pass, the flying boat erupted in flames. 
Their task completed, the Japanese force moved on to bomb and strafe 
other targets around Kowloon. 

"By a miracle, the civilian hangar remained undamaged. Only one 
bomb had hit the hangar - a dud that pierced the roof and failed to 
explode when it hit the floor. Inside were a CNAC DC-3 and a Condor, 
a second Eurasia Junkers Ju-52, and a Vultee transport." 

A similar account is given by Leary (p.143): "Japanese bombers had 
destroyed two DC-2s and three of the old Condors, and they had sunk 
Pan American's Clipper at its moorings. Two DC-3s and one DC-2 had 
escaped damage." 

Of the CNAC aircraft that were destroyed, we know from Moon Chin's 
fleet list that the three Condors were fleet numbers F1, F4 and F5, and 
the DC-2s were #24 and #26. The identities of the survivors are not 
known but the DC-3s were one (or two) of #41, #46 or #47, and the 
Vultee V-1A either #44 or #45. The DC-2 would have been #31. The 
Condor in the hangar had previously ground looped upon landing with 
a load of wolfram ore and was damaged by this, but work immediately 
started to get it flyable. (One Condor was captured and used by the 
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Right: The demise of the CNAC Condors at Kai 
Tak as seen through Japanese gunsights 
during the attack on the morning of December 
8th 1941. The civil hangar is seen behind the 
parked airliners and amazingly it remained 
intact. 

Below, left: After the attack. The remains of 
one of the Condors is seen in the foreground 
but the example behind seems structurally 
intact - possibly this was the one used by the 
Japanese later. 

Below. 
Japanese troops seated in front of a burnt-out 
Condor at Kai Tak, apparently the one seen in 
the previous photo. 
(All: Ian D Johnson collection) 

Japanese.) The Vultee, which was used as a trainer, got away to 
China. The S-43B was NC16735. 

"8Dec41, CNAC DC-2 No.24, No.26 and three Condors were strafed 
and destroyed by Japanese. Eurasia No.22 Chunking, No.24 Ham/and 
two small aircraft (No. 6 and No.7) were bombed and destroyed." 
[MoT/CF 25Feb2003] We will discuss Eurasia losses in Part 3. 

Of the RAF aircraft, the three Wildebeests were K2924, K2818 and 
K6370, and the two Walrus amphibians were L2259 and L2819. [IJ 
24Feb2003] 

CNAC Traffic Statistics, 1934-1941 
Year 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 

Miles flown 
889,615 
1,182,000 
1,539,615 
1,277,878 
810,910 
733,000 
1,005,000 
1,322,000 

Ref. Leary, Appendix B, 

Passengers 
5,223 
11,004 
18,588 
14,896 
14,505 
16,546 
16,432 
21,292 

p.230. 

Mail (lb) 
139,115 
162,899 
190,225 
188,034 
265, 148 
225,000 
182,400 
199,000 

Freight (lb) 

84,277 
57,011 
111,665 
212,671 
258,800 
1,094,600 
7,847,600 

CNAC's pre-war fleet list 
From the beginning, CNAC allocated fleet numbers and names (of 
Chinese cities) to their aircraft. The numbers were usually painted on 
the fin and nose of each aircraft. This numbering system continued 
even after an early Chinese civil aircraft register was introduced after 
the war. 

This section includes a description of CNAC's pre-war fleet by aircraft 
make and type (listed in alphabetical order). Inventories of aircraft in 
CNAC's fleet at various times are included at Table 1. A fleet list with 
data given in fleet number order is included at Table 2. The 'backbone' 
of these lists is a CNAC fleet list compiled by Captain Moon Chin. For 
fleet numbers (f/n) up to 47 and F5, this list does not include manufac-
turers' construction numbers (c/n) but they are included here, some-
times tentatively, where our research has made this possible. 

As in Part 1, we see that CNAC generally identified their aircraft by fleet 
numbers and names but in the DC-2 and DC-3 tables below we see the 
first examples of Chinese civil registrations in an XT-alphabetical 
system. Gradidge (p.175) says: "XT-BTA and XT-BTB were two surviv-
ing pre-war DC-3s reported in 1943. XT-DBF (or -OBF?) was DC-2 ex 
#40, c/n either 1560 or 1598." [#32 carried XT-OBF at the same time as 
the f/n and name.] This observation implies that Chinese civil registra-
tions were worn as early as August 1938, whereas previously it was 
thought that they were first used for the international service to 
Rangoon, which started on 30Oct39. [MM 08Jul2003] We will discuss 
Chinese civil registration systems at greater length in a future article. 

CNAC apparently planned to replace the Loenings used on the 
Shanghai-Chengtu line with Fairchilds; the Stinson Detroiters on the 
Shanghai-Peking line with Lockheed Electras, and the Sikorskys on the 
Canton route with Consolidated Commodores. In June 1934, it 
announced that it intended to order two Electras for the Hankow-
Shanghai route. All these plans had to be shelved, however, due to 
financial restrictions. Six Fairchild F.91 10-place, single-engine amphib-
ians were ordered off the drawing-board by Pan American for use by 
their subsidiaries in China (4 for CNAC) and Brazil, but the order was 
cancelled. New safety regulations had been passed that prescribed the 
use of multi-engine machines for passenger services. [LA 19Jan2004] 

In Part 1, we saw that there were more Loening Air Yachts and Stinson 
SM-1s in the fleet than previously known and in this part we find the 
same thing with Douglas DC-2s and Ford Tri-Motors. The author would 
welcome assistance in filling in or confirming missing or uncertain data. 

Beechcraft 17 Staggerwing 
p/i name f/n 

37 

43 
37 

d/d 
Feb39 

c/n 
? 

? 
239? 

fate 
Belonging to Aviation 
Comm. 
TBC (or Dragon) 

Sources: 
Moon Chin's fleet list; Burnett p.22; Air-Britain Beech 17 monograph 
CF 04Mar2003; IT 04Mar2003; MM 25May2002 
Notes: 
1. F/n 43 was initially listed as a "Dragon" in Moon Chin's fleet list. 
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2. Beech D-17R c/n 217, 235, 236 & 237 were exported to China in 
October 1938, with c/n 239 as spares. 
3. The following Beech D17R were delivered to the Military Council of 
the Nationalist Government of the Republic of China, Nanking: c/ns 
181, 182, 217, 235, 236, 237, 239, 325, 326, 328, 329. [IT 04Mar2003] 

Consolidated 16-1 Commodore 
c/n p/i name fate 
? Wuchow DBR 1 Feb39 Wanhsien 
? Changshan DBF 16Sep40 
7 NC663M "WFUc. 1937" (Pan Am) 

NC665M "WFU 1938" (Pan Am) 

f/n d/d 
34 Jan38 
35 Jan38 
? 1937 
? Jan37 9 
Sources: 
Moon Chin's fleet list; Wegg pp.60, 102; 
Turner p.172 (no mention of CNAC); PanAmp.21; IJ 24Feb2003 
Notes: 
1. Two Consolidated Commodores acquired from Pan Am/NYBRA 
Line. [Davies p.351] 
2. "Two Commodore flying boats that had recently been acquired from 
Pan American ..." [Leary p.123] 
3. "12Dec37, CNAC bought two Commodore medium seaplanes from 
Pacific company to support the transportation along the Yangtze River." 
[CF 23Feb2003] 
4."... Pan Am had two Commodore flying boats which were shipped to 
Manila and were still in their crates. The asking price was USD 30,000 
each, FOB Manila. Pan Am had hoped to use the aircraft on an inter-
island service in the Philippines, but they were never able to obtain per-
mission to operate such a service, and the planes had never been 
uncrated. The two Commodores were sold to CNAC for USD 29,000, 
delivered to Hong Kong. The cost of shipping the planes from 
Philippines to Hong Kong was over USD 4,000, ..." [IJ 22Feb2003] 
5. "One was sunk in April 1939." [MM 25May2002] 
6. "16Sep40, Commodore seaplane was sunk by enemy plane while 
anchoring in Lichiadu." [CF 23Feb2003] 

Curtiss T-32 Condor II 
f/n model d/d c/n p/i 
F1 

F2 
F3 
F4 

F5 

fate 
Destroyed by Japanese 
08Dec41 Hong Kong [MC] 
Cr 280ct41 Hong Kong [MC] 
Lost 10Dec41 Hong Kong [MC] 
Destroyed by Japanese 
08Dec41 Hong Kong [MC] 
Destroyed by Japanese 
08Dec41 Hong Kong [MC] 

? T-32C 1940 25 NX12365 Captured by Japanese Army, 
scrapped (F3?) 

? T-32C 1940 40 NC12383 
? AT-32 1940 43 NX12391 
? AT-32 1940 48 NX12396 
? AT-32 1940 50 NX12398 
? AT-32 1940 51 NX 12399 
? 52 ? Possibly destr in bombing raid. 
Sources: 
Moon Chin's fleet list [MC]. 
CF 7Oct2002; CF 9Oct2002; MM 25May2002 
Notes: 
1.". . . CNAC contracted with a US aircraft dealer, the Babb Corporation, 
for the purchase of six venerable, though hardly venerated, Curtiss 
Condor biplanes." [Davies p.355] 
2. C/ns are given as "possibly to China"; c/n 52 to "China as Frank 
Hawks' demo" [Aerofiles: American airplanes: Curtiss Condor regs] 
3. After Pearl Harbour (08Dec41) Kai Tak airport was bombed, destroy-
ing three of CNAC's Condors. [Davies, p.357\ 
4. "Three Condors were destroyed on 9Dec41 (sic) in Hong Kong." [CF 
9Oct2002/Chronicle] 
5. Five Curtiss Condor II were destroyed in Hong Kong. The surviving 
one was captured, repainted and flown by Japanese. [MM quoting from 
AAHS Journal Vol. 12 #1] 
6. "Condor No.2 crashed on 280ct41 while transporting materials to 
Hong Kong." [CF 9Oct2002 /Chronicle] 

De Havilland DH89A Dragon Rapide (1) 

43 Jan40 ? Fuling Sold at Singapore 
Sources: 
Moon Chin's fleet list; Hamlin pp.69, 70, 78 
Notes: 
1. The following Dragon Rapides were delivered pre-war to China via 
Far East Flying Training School Ltd., Hong Kong. No registration marks 
are known. 
To Military Council for National Government of China and used as air 
ambulance with Red Cross markings but no serial, 
c/n UK CofA No. date 
6385 6127 15Nov37 
6388 6130 19Nov37 
6389 6134 24Nov37 
6390 6154 11Dec37 
6391 6155 13Dec37 
6392 6163 16Dec37 
In addition, c/n 6444 UK CofA no. 6583 issued 11May39 to China 
National Aviation Corporation. [M P Fillmore, 20Jan2002] 
2. CNAC '43' is DH.89A, named "Fuling". [CF 30Mar02] 
3. "25Jan40, CNAC newly bought Dragon aircraft np.43 flew from Hong 
Kong to Chungking for the first time. 27Jan40, Eurasia hangar in 
Sanhuba airfield, Chungking, caught fire. CNAC hangar nearby was 
also burned. Stinson No.8, No.9, No.13 and Air Committee's Dragon 
No.38 were destroyed." [CF 25Feb2003] 
4. Entry for #43 changed by hand from "Dragon" to "Beech 
Staggerwing" (q.v.) in Capt. Moon F Chin's fleet list. (Both the Dragon 
Rapide and Beech 17 were used as are ambulances in China.) 
5. A picture of a Chinese Red Cross Dragon Rapide is included in the 
CNAC web site at www.cnac.org./aircraftl2.htm 

Douglas 129 Dolphin (2) 
f/n d/d c/n US reg. name fate 
21 30Aug34 1348 NC14239 Kuangtung (Kwangtung) Destroyed 

in Aug37 [MC] See note 5 
22 30Aug34 1349 NC14240 Fuchien (Fukien) Waiting for 

repairs at Kulungpu [MC] See note 5 
Sources: 
Moon Chin's fleet list [MC] 
CNAC web site: www.cnac.ord/aircraft13.htm 
CF 26Jan2002; IT 18Feb03; MM 25May2002; MM 18Feb2003 
Other refs: Francillon p. 109, Pan Am p.35, Turner p. 174. 
Notes: 
1. CNAC took delivery of two Douglas Dolphin flying-boats after the US 
shares in CNAC were sold to Pan American in April 1933. [Chinese 
Airlines, pp. 5-7] 
2. "Service ... not restored until the arrival of two Douglas Dolphin 
amphibians (by November 1933)." [Dawes, p.341] 
3. "Unregistered, the two omega models were bought by PAA in 1934 
for use by their subsidiary China National Aviation Corp." [Aerofiles: 
American airplanes: Douglas Dolphin] 
4. "In the spring of 1937 CNAC still had two Douglas Dolphin amphib-
ians in its fleet." [Davies p.348] 
5. "Japanese aircraft bombed Shanghai (14Aug37). Two of its 
(CNAC's) Douglas Dolphins were destroyed as they lay at anchor on 
the Whangpoo River, at CNAC's base." [Dawes, p.350] 
6. "Two twin-engine, eight-passenger Douglas Dolphin amphibians 
were ordered for the Canton service, and by the summer of 1934 they 
had arrived in Shanghai, been assembled, and test flown." [Leary, p.83] 
7. "One of these, presumably Kwangtung, was reported to have been 
destroyed in Shanghai during the Japanese air attacks of August 
1937."[MM25May2002] 
8. End of August, 1937, No.21 was damaged by Japanese aircraft 
bombing in Min Hang. [CF 16Oct2003, MM 29Sep2003] 

Douglas DC-2 

f/n 
38 

d/d 
May39 

c/n 
6444 

name 
? 

fate 
DBF in hangar fire at 
Chungking, 27Jan40 

f/n d/d c/n model p/i name fate 
24 01Apr35 1369 DC-2 Nanching (Nanking) 

Destroyed by Japanese at Hong Kong, 08Dec41 [JMG, MC] 
24 Aug35 1302? DC-2-118B NC14269 

Cr at Nanking, 25Dec36 [IT, REGD] 
1350 DC-2-118B NC14290 

To RAF as HK820 [REGD] 
1351 DC-2-118B NC14291 

NTU, to Panair do Brasil as PP-PAY [IT, REGD] 
26 01Oct35 1302 DC-2-118B NC14269 Ch'engtu (Chengtu) 

Destroyed by Japanese at Hong Kong, 08Dec41 [CF, JMG, MC] 
28 28Jun36 1600? DC-2-118A Szechuen 

Crashed at Chengtu, 25Dec36 [MC] 
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TOD: CNAC Dolphin NC14240 over the Shanghai waterfront. (Ian D Johnson collection) 
Above: Evocative view of a CNAC DC-2 over Shanghai. (Ian D Johnson collection) 
Right: Same angle and possibly the same photo used on a CNAC timetable for the Shanghai 
Chengtu service dated December 1936. (Dacre Watson collection) 

28? DC-2 

28 1936 1369 

31 01Jul37 1567 DC-2 

31 18May37 1567 DC-2-221 

32 24Jun37 1568 DC-2-221 

32 30May37 1568 

36 

39 Jun39 1568 

Szechuan Crashed 6Jan37 (sic) 
[CF 17Mar2003, IJ 18Mar2003] 

DC-2-118B NC14297 Kueilin (Kweilin) 
Force landed 24Aug38 & 29Oct40 [IT, REGD] 

Chungshan Cr at Kunming, 14Mar42 
(13k) [JMG, MC] 

Chungshan Cr at Kunming, 14Mar42 
[IT, REGD] (last DC-2 in fleet) 

Kueilin (Kweilin) Shot down (f/l) by 
Japanese nr Chungshan, 24Aug38 [JMG, MC], repaired as #39 

DC-2-221 Kweilin Cr Kunming, 14Mar42 
[IT, REGD] XT-OBF? 

DC-2 Kwangtung Belonging to Aviation 
Comm. [MC](Lent to CNAC by CAF) 

DC-2-221 (ex #32) Ch'ungch'ing (Chungking) Shot down by 
Japanese at Changyi, 27Oct40 [JMG, MC] or 29Oct40 [LA] 

DC-2-190 NC16048 K'angting (Kangting) Crashed at 
Taohsien, 07Feb41 XT-DBF? 

Candidates: 
36? -
? 
28? 26Jun36 
Sources: 
Moon Chin's fleet list [MC] 
CNAC web site: www.cnac.org/aircraft04.htm (treat with caution) 
Gradidge, Vol.1, p.18, Vol.1, p.174, etc. [JMG] 
Turner p. 174; Pan Am p.44 
CF 26Jan2006; IJ 07Jul2003; IT 25Sep2002; LA 23Mar2003; LA 24Mar2003; LA 
26Mar2003; MM 25May2002; MM 24Mar2003; MM 26Mar2003 
Notes: 
1. "Early in 1935, the first of four 14-seat Douglas DC-2s arrived in Shanghai." [Dawes, 
pp.342, 343] 

40 15May39 1586 

1560 
1598 
1600 

DC-2-192 
DC-2-193 
DC-2-118A 

Nanking Govt, d/d 27Jun36 
Canton Air Force d/d 28May36 
Delivered unassembled. 
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2. CNAC acquires first Douglas DC-2: March 1935. [Leary, p.228] 
3. The MV Niels Maersk arrived in Shanghai on 26Jun37 with a new 
Douglas DC-2 for CNAC aboard as deck cargo. The plane was intact 
except for her wings, which were in a crate. [SCMP 3Jul37/IDJ 
27Mar2003] 
4. One of the new DC-2s recently received by CNAC was found to have 
been damaged en route. The other plane received, a DC-3, was in 
good condition. [SCMP 10Jul37/IDJ 27Mar2003] 
5. The DC-2 on the Niels Maersk was probably #31, which entered 
service on 1 July. The damaged DC-2 was probably #32. One of the 
aircraft's wings had been dropped in Japan when the aircraft was tran-
shipped there and had to be returned to the USA for repairs. After lying 
idle for many months, the new DC-2 could finally be assembled at Kai 
Tak in May 1938 for use on the Hong Kong-Chungking route. [LA 
28Mar2003] 
6. "CNAC DC-2 Kweilin shot down by Japanese aircraft" on 24Aug38. 
[Leary, p.228] 
7. A picture shows the recovery of DC-2 Kweilin from the West River. 
The underside of the wing clearly shows "DBF", i.e. XT-DBF. [IJ 
07Jul2003] This is now thought to be XT-OBF. This registration has 
also been reported on f/n 40. [MM 08Jul2003] 
8. "...a DC-2 that crashed in Honan in February 1941". [Leary, p.141] 
9. C/n 1351 was intended for CNAC, but due to the Japanese invasion 
the aircraft went to Brazil. 
10. CNAC's last venerable DC-2 crashed shortly after take-off from 
Kunming on March 14, 1942 (13k) [Leary, p.182] 
11. "... between 1935-37 CNAC bought a total of seven DC-2, another 
one lend-lease from Commission of Aviation. Later, two were burned in 
Hong Kong, three crashed in three places, two damaged by Japanese 
attack in Canton and Yunan respectively, the last one being turned 
back to Commission of Aviation." [LyW 22Mar2003] 
12. One DC-2, named Chung Mei, was used my Generalissimo Chiang 
Kai-shek and his wife Meiling. [CF 23Mar2005] This may have been c/n 
1560. [JMG] We will discuss the Chinese Government DC-2s again in 
a later article. 
13. "A large Douglas DC-2 15-passenger plane arrived in Hong Kong 
shortly before noon yesterday and is now in the hangar at Kai Tak. The 
plane is the property of Marshal Chiang Kai-shek and has been in 
Canton for the last six months undergoing repairs following an accident 
there, when a wing was damaged." [SCMP 20Aug37/IDJ 27Mar2003] 
14. George Whittell's DC-2 NC16048 (c/n 1586) was returned to the 
Douglas factory in Los Angeles to be crated for shipment and sold to 
the Chinese National Aviation Corporation in April 1939. It became 
CNAC #40 "Kangting" in May 1939 and was written off in a crash on 
7Feb41. [LA 06Nov2006, Air Enthusiast #116] 
15. DC-2s #24, #26 and #28 had a narrow chord fin and were DC-2-
118 models. An unmarked DC-2 had several distinguishing features: 
broader fin; two extra small circular windows in the rear fuselage; some 
kind of logo on the fin and on the nose. This may have been c/n 1560. 
Chiang Kai-shek's aircraft was a DC-2-192 and the one for Canton was 
a DC-2-193. It is very unlikely that the Canton aircraft would have been 
shipped to Shanghai, so we can assume that the unmarked aircraft is 
Chiang's c/n 1560. The caption of a photo of an unmarked DC-2 at 
Hankow in 1938 simply states probably s/n 1560. The small marks on 
the nose and fin of the unmarked DC-2 are the Douglas logo; an earth 
surrounded by words. [CF 25Mar2003; CF 26Mar2003; LA 26Mar2003; 
MM 26Mar2003] 
16. A photo of #31 shows that it has a broad fin but not the two extra 
windows in the rear right fuselage. [CF 26Mar2003] 
17. "An American officer visited the CAF in June 1939 and flew in a 
CNAC DC-2 to Chungking. Three DC-2s were on the field. One of them 
belonged to the CAF, but was operated at all times by CNAC person-
nel and was used four days a week by the Commission on Aeronautical 
Affairs and three days by CNAC." [LA 24Mar2003] 
18. It is interesting that #36 is named Kwangtung, as this may indicate 
the origin of this aircraft. Kwangtung is the Chinese name for Canton. 
DC-2-193 c/n 1598 was delivered to the Cantonese Air Force in May 
1936 and many of their aircraft were 'transferred' to the CAF later that 
year when pilots defected to the Nationalist government side. 
According to the memoirs of General I Fu-en, who was Chiang Kai-
shek's personal pilot, the DC-2-193 went to the Kwangtung 
Government. After the Kwangtung air force merged into the Central Air 
Force in Nanking in 1936, the DC-2 was borrowed by CNAC as No.36. 
Later the DC-2 was returned to the CAF and flown by Gen. I. It was 
destroyed in a Japanese bomb raid. [CF 21Mar2003] 
19. In the early morning of 11 Aug41, the DC-2 was parked in Chengtu. 
Usually it stayed at remote airfields to escape Japanese air raids, but 
the 'big brass' said there was no need to do this because the weather 
was not good and the Japanese would not come. But four Zeros did 

appear and finished #36. [CF 27Mar2003] 
20. Pan Am. An airline and its aircraft, by R E G Davies, (p.44) includes 
the following details for CNAC aircraft in its list of Pan American's 
DC-2 fleet: 
G/n US regn PAA d/d f/n remarks 
1302 NC 14269 8Sep34 24 Crashed at Nanking on 

25Dec36 
1350 NC 14290 1935 - To Royal Air Force, 1941 
1351 NC 14291 Jan35 25 To Panair do Brasil. 29May41 
1369 NC 14297 Mar35 28 Kweilin. Forced down and 

strafed by Japanese (14 killed) 
on 24Aug38. Salvaged but force 
landed and strafed again on 
29Oct40 (9 killed) 

1567 none May37 31 Crashed at Kunming, 14Mar42 
(10 killed) 

1568 none May37 32 Crashed at Kunming, 14Mar42 
(10 killed) (sic) 

Given conflicting data, it is difficult to be certain which c/n belongs to 
which aircraft history. 

Douglas DC-3 
f/n d/d (or date c/n model Chinese reg. name fate 

received) 
41 09Aug39, 2135 DC-3-228B XT-BTA/B Chiating (Kiating) 

01Oct39(R) 
•Whistling Willie" To XT-91; CATI as N8360C via XT-1xx 

46 Nov40, 2148 DC-3-294A O'Mei (Omei) 
Jan41 

"DC-21/2". Damaged by f/l in Yangtze River 
nr Chungking, 13Feb43 

47 Jul41 2261 DC-3-268C XT-BTA/B 
(Ex NC19971) To XT-92; CATI as N8359C (Dec49) via XT-1xx 

Sources: 
Moon Chin's fleet list; CNAC web site: www.cnac.org/aircraft07.htm. 
Gradidge, Vol. p.174, etc.; IT 25Sep2002; MM 25May2002 
Notes: 
1. "6Nov39, new DC-3 #41 Chiading flew from Hong Kong to 
Chungking for the first time." [Chronicle/CF 16Mar2003] 
2. "23Jan41, #41 Hong Kong to Kunming, short on fuel, force landed in 
Pingyi, Yunnan, slight damage." [Chronicle/CF 16Mar2003] 
3. "1Feb41, new DC-3 #46 Ermei flew from Hong Kong to Chungking, 
then to Rangoon for the first time." [Chronicle/CF 16Mar2003] 
4. "20May41, #46 right wing was damaged in bombing raid in Yingbin." 
"6Jul41, #46 resumed flight after repair." [Chronicle/CF 16Mar2003] 
5. "7Aug41, new DC-3 #47 joined service." "18Dec41, #47 flew the new 
Chungking-Calcutta line." [Chronicle/CF 16Mar2003] 
6. "25Jan42, #41 resumed flight after being damaged in bombing in 
Nanhsiung in the Hong Kong evacuation." [Chronicle/CF 16Mar2003] 
7. NC19971 c/n 2261 was transferred from Pacific Alaska (to whom d/d 
12Sep40) 
8. CNAC had four aircraft for domestic and international passenger 
service in early 1942: one DC-2 & 3 DC-3s. [Leary p.181] 
9. Wartime deliveries of Douglas C-47s & C-53s will be included in a 
later article (Part 4). 
10. XT- civil registrations may have been allocated for flights to Burma. 
Chinese civil aircraft registration systems will be discussed in a later 
article. 

Ford 5-AT-D Tri-Motors (3) 
f/n d/d c/n p/i name fate 
23 05Mar35 5-AT-115 NC-9658 Kunming Crashed nr Kunming, 

(reed) 05Mar36 [MC] (See note 2) 
25 01Sep35 . . Hankow Caught fire at Nanking, 

31Mar36[MC] 
? 01Aug35 5-AT-116 NC-9659 

or 12Aug35 (See note 4.) Not f/n 26 
27 230ct35 5-AT-101 NC-15551 Shanghai 

or 15Nov35 (revd) 
Destroyed in Aviation Comm. service, Nov37 [MC] 

29 Jan37 Kweichow Damaged near 
Shasi, 18Aug37 [MC] 

42 11Dec39 ? Crashed near Kihsui, 
20Jan41 [MC] 

42 94? Crash-landed in 
Chisuei, Changsi 21Jan41 [CF] 
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Sources: 
Moon Chin's fleet list [MC]. 
Larkins pp. 137-138, etc.CNAC web site: www.cnac.org/aircraft14.htm 
CF 17Nov2002; IT 25Sep2002; MM 25May2002. 
Notes: 
1 ."Seven Fords went to China but there has never been any evidence 
of the use of an international registration on any of them. The CNAC 
planes used names on the nose and small numbers on the tail, e.g. 
'Kunming', #23. The aircraft, in the order of their shipment to China, are 
as follows: 

date c/n US reg. delivered to model 
Jul31* 5-AT-65 NC-406H Marshal Chang Hseuh-Liang 5-AT-C 
5Feb32- 5-AT-99 NC-432H Marshal Chang Hseuh-Liang 5-AT-D 
3Feb35 5-AT-115 NC-9658 CNAC "(#23?)" 5-AT-D 
1Aug35 5-AT-116 NC-9659 CNAC "(#26?)" (sic) 5-AT-D 
230ct35 5-AT-101 NC-15551 CNAC "(#27?)" 5-AT-D 
Apr36 5-AT-79A NC-8485 China Avn School, Hangchow 5-AT-C 
Apr36 5-AT-94 NC-8486 China Avn School, Hangchow 5-AT-C 

* date of sale. (The plane was already in China on a sales tour. The 
original Export Certificate was issued 29Jan30." [Larkins p. 137] Thus 
Larkins only identifies three Fords with CNAC, whereas Chin lists five 
aircraft (not including f/n 26). 
2. C/n 5-AT-115 "Destroyed in a crash at Yunnan, China 5Mar36." 
[Larkins p.218] (Crashed in snow.) This is f/n 23. 
3. In March 1936, an unknown CNAC Ford 5-AT caught fire on the 
approach to Nanking, China. The pilot, C L Sharp, was able to land the 
plane but it was subsequently destroyed by fire. [Larkins p.241] (See 
also Leary, p. 102.) This is f/n 25. 
4. "While flying the route from Chungking to Kweiyang" on 5Mar36, an 
unknown "CNAC 5-AT-D crash-landed in snow, sleet and fog in the 
mountain area of Tzukung, 30 miles East of Yunnanfu." [Larkins p.241] 
This is f/n 23 again. 
5. An unknown CNAC Ford 5-AT crashed in mountains near Kian, 
Kiangsi Province on 20Jan41. [Larkins p.245.] (See also Leary, p. 129.) 
This is f/n 42. 
6. "Delivery date" is date of shipment to China. C/n 5-AT-116 was dis-
assembled and shipped on SS Nora Maersk from San Pedro, CA on 
12Aug35" [Larkins p.218] (but 01Aug35 also quoted). 
7. "The Young Marshal" of Manchuria (Zhang Xueliang or as written 
above) reportedly donated his two Fords to the Central Chinese 
Government [CF 13Nov02], so these may have seen service with 
CNAC. C/n 5-AT-65 was destroyed by Japanese bombing at Hankow 
240ct35. [Aerofiles, IJ 01Nov02] 
8. "Early in 1935, two Ford Tri-Motors, formerly used on Pan Am's route 
to Mexico, arrived, and after making a survey flight to Kunming on 25 
March, began service as far as Kweiyang in April, and a weekly service 
to the Yunnan capital early in July. ..., a Ford was written off en route 
and the Kunming service temporarily suspended." [Davies, p.342] 
9. "On 20Jan40, the sole remaining Ford crashed in Kiangsi province." 
[Davies, p.355] 
10. "#42 crash-landed in Chisuei, Chiangsi, 21Jan41" Possibly c/n 94 
[CF] 
11. Larkins (p.138) shows a Chinese Army Ford 5-AT-D s/n '180T at 
Chungking in 1938. This would be #1 aircraft of the 18th Squadron and 
might be on of the two aircraft from the Aviations School or Young 
Marshal. [CF 13Nov02] If the caption (5-AT-D) is correct, this can only 
be ex NC-432H. [IJ 13Nov02] 
12. Data and quotes from Larkins and cross-checked with Turner. 
Crash details taken from Denham. Dates converted from mm/dd/yy to 
dd/mm/yy format where necessary. 
We will discuss Chinese VIP aircraft in later articles. 

Lockheed Electra 
According to a statement made by Mr Dai En-kin, managing director of 
CNAC, to the Shanghai Evening Post, new fast Lockheed Electra 
planes will be used on the line connecting Chungking, Szechuan, with 
Yunnan Fu, capital of Yunnan Province, making it possible to cover the 
500 miles from Chungking to Yunnan Fu, by way of Kweiyang, in 214 
hours. In view of the mountainous country to be traversed, the use of 
multi-engined aeroplanes seemed advisable. Consequently the new 
Electras, with a cruising speed of close on 200mph, have two engines. 
These aircraft were not delivered. [IDJ 19Jan2004] 

Lockheed Lodestar 
NC18822 c/n 18-2085 was ordered by Pan American Airways (Alaska 
Division) but delivered on 11 Apr41 to Pacific Alaska Airways and relin-

quished the same day to Yukon Southern Airways as CF-BTZ (E-6987 
16Apr41). According to another source, this aircraft was originally 
intended for China National Airways (or China National Airline Corp., 
Hong Kong) (E-6929 25Mar41, NTU). Sold in USA Sep41 and modified 
for USAAF as C-56B-LO 42-38263. [Marson pp. 95, 357] 

Sikorsky S-38B (3) 
f/n 
17 

c/n 
314-20 

model 

18 414-8 

19 514-4 

x 
17 

x 
18 

314-9 
314-20 

414-5 
414-8 

S-38B 
S-38BH 

S-38B 
S-38BH 

name 
ExPAA 

ExPAA 

ExPAA 

"Seshan" 

p/i 

NC5V 
NC16V 

NC307N 
"Hangchow" NC17V 

19 514-4 S-38BH "Hankow" NC40V 

fate 
Lost at Seshan, 

Nov33 [MC] 
Lost at Hangchow 

Bay, Apr34 [MC] 
Lost at Hankow, 

Aug35 [MC] 
(not CNAC) 
w/o 24Nov33 crashed 
in fog, Hangchow Bay 
(not CNAC) 
w/o 10Apr34 crashed 

Hangchow Bay 
w/o 13Aug35 destroyed 

by storm, Hankow 
Sources: 
Moon Chin's fleet list (no c/ns). 
Sikorsky American fixed-wing aircraft, M S Best, Air-Britain Archive, 
pp.2003/077-087. 
MM 25May2002. 
CNAC web site (NCH): http://www.cnac.orQ/aircraft10.htm 
Notes: 
1. No Chinese registrations or aircraft names are known for these 
CNAC aircraft. 
2. "... in June 1933, two Sikorsky S-38 8-seat amphibians were deliv-
ered to CNAC." [Dawes p.341] "Late in 1933, one of the Sikorskys 
crashed in Hangchow Bay; and on 10 April 1934, the other one came 
to grief, also in the Bay." [Davies, p.341] Includes photo of CNAC 
Sikorsky S-38 "NC16V" (June 1933) 
3. "In late May 1933 ... two modern Sikorsky S-38 amphibians were 
loaded on board the Danish freighter Gertrude Maersk in Savannah, 
Georgia. The Pan American group reached Shanghai on June 26. 
Grooch test flew the (first) aircraft on July 1." [Leary, p.76-77] 
4. An S-38 struck the top of a 300-foot hill near Hangchow Bay on 
24Nov33. Pilots George Rummel & William Ehmer. One passenger 
injured severely. [Leary, pp.80-81] 
5. "On April 10, 1934, the remaining S-38 took off from Shanghai on the 
regular service to Canton. 30 minutes after departure, Gast radioed that 
he was returning due to fog in Hangchow Bay. Searchers found bits of 
wreckage identified as part of the aircraft." [Leary, p.82] 
6. The National Government VIP flight used a number of aircraft 
through the years including a Sikorsky S-38B. [LA 21Mar2003] The 
questions are: which of the two non-CNAC aircraft was used and what 
happened to the other one? One S-38 was used by Chiang Kai-shek in 
the early 1930s but this is probably the same aircraft. [CF 23Mar2005] 

Sikorsky S-43 
f/n d/d c/n p/i name fate 
30 ExPAA 4321 NC16930 Chekiang Lost at Chilang Point 90 

miles N of Hong Kong, 08Aug37 (3 missing) 
Sources: 
Moon Chin's fleet list. 
Sikorsky American fixed-wing aircraft, M S Best, Air-Britain Archive, 
p.2004/062. 
CNAC web site (NCH): http://www.cnac.org/ 
CF; LA 26Mar2003; MM 25May2002 
Notes: 
1. A second S-43W, c/n 4320 (ex NC-16929), saw service in China with 
Madame Chiang Kai-shek. This was also ex PAA, so may have been 
procured via CNAC. (This would explain why the CNAC web site says 
"Only 2 in the fleet.") 
2. "The first S-43W, probably NC16929, was delivered and assembled 
in January 1937 but was requisitioned for permanent use by Chiang 
Kai-shek as a VIP aircraft. It was erected at Lunghua and was then 
handed over to the CAF and only the second aircraft went into CNAC 
service." [LA 26Mar2003] 

Spartan 7W Executive 
f/n d/d c/n p/i name 
33 ? P-1? X13986? ? 
Belonged to Aviation Comm. [MC] 

fate 
(See Note 2) 
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Above: CNAC Sikorsky S-43 arriving at Kai Tak, wearing fleet number 
30 and registration NC16930 on the rudder. (Ian D Johnson collection) 

Sources: 
Moon Chin's fleet list ("Sparton"). 
Burnett p.22; Berry Archive p.2004/171 
www.aerofiles.com/spartan.html: www.aerofiles.com/spart-reas.html 
Notes: 
1. Spartan 7W-P Executive X13986 c/n P-1 was exported to China in 
July 1937. This date matches well for the allocation of f/n 33. 
2. "Spartan Executive 7W-P-1, X13986, was exported to China under 
export CofA E2740, dated 16Jul37. It was delivered to China Airmotive 
in Shanghai for the Chinese Government and was given the identity 
1309. A Spartan of the Chinese Air Force was captured by the 
Japanese at Nanking after a wheel dropped into a bomb hole while 
taxiing. Although an attempt was made to retrieve it, a Japanese 
advance group arrived and took charge. #1309 was photographed by 
the Japanese after ditching in shallow water about the spring of 1938. 
It had been badly shot up ..." [MM 07Apr2003, JAAHS Vol.25, No.2, 
JAAHS Vol.26, No.1] 
3. Li Tien-min, the leader of 13th Squadron in late 1937, was ordered 
to fly all his 7 aircraft from Nanchang to Minkukong aerodrome in 
Nanking before 6pm on 12Dec37. Li flew a Spartan 3-seat monoplane 
but had some problems. When he flew to Nanking, it was too dark to 
land, so he landed at Dachiaochan airfield, where the burning houses 
provided some light. While taxiing, the Spartan suddenly fell into a pond 
in the corner of the airfield. Li was not hurt and escaped from Nanking 
next morning in an old Ford car. That should be the story of #1309, 
which was photographed after the Japanese took Nanking. [CF 
11Apr2003, LY 13Apr2003] 
4. China Airmotive bought a second Executive from a private owner in 
Mexico. It was also delivered to the CAF. Peter Berry lists the following 
in Mexico: 

7W-1 XA-BES 29Dec36 Col. Roberto Fiero; 
7W-3 XA-BEW 19Jan37 Col Roberto Fiero, cancelled 
26Jun44 at owner's request; 
7W-4 XA-BEX 19Jan37 Col Roberto Fiero 
7W-5 XA-? 29Mar37 Gen Cedillo, confiscated by 
Government Jul38; XA-CFX Maj Cardenas 1940; 
7W-8 ? Registered to United Sugar, Sonora, Mexico, 
180ct37; XB-BAX cancelled 28Sep38 since no papers were 
filed. "Demolished" Aug39. (Index shows XB-ABX rather 
than -BAX.) 

Other unknown Mexican registrations include XB-AAJ, -ABU, and 
-BEF. [MM 07Apr2003] 

Stearman 6 Cloudboy 
f/n d/d c/n p/i name fate 
20 Jan35 ? Lungwha (Lunghua) Donated to 

Central Univ. in 1940 [MC] 
Sources: 
Moon Chin's fleet list [MC] 
CF 26Jan2002 
Notes: 
Type listed as "Stearman" [MC], assumed to be Cloudboy (TBC). See 
accompanying production list for candidates. 

Above: One of the first Spartan Executives of the same type as 
X13986 belonging to the Aviation Commission. The numbering sug-
gests that X13986 was the second prototype and it was reportedly iden-
tified as 1309 in passage, (via Jack Meaden) 

Stearman Model 6 "Cloudboy" 
By Martin S Best, China History Research Group 

/f?frodi7Cf/o/7 
One of the unusual types of aircraft operated by CNAC in China was 
probably the Stearman Cloudboy but we don't know the identity of 
this aircraft. Fortunately not many of this type were built, so we com-
piled a production list and analysed it to see if we could identify the 
one used in China. 

Stearman "Cloudboy": 
Two-seat, single-engine biplane. 
Wingspan: 
Length: 
Load: 
Maximum speed: 
Cruising speed: 
Minimum speed: 
Range: 

32 ft 0 in 
24 ft 8 in 
667 lb 
110 mph 
90 mph 
45 mph 
350 miles 

(Ref. Aerofiles, model 6A) 

Models 
Model 6A (ATC 365): 165hp Wright J6-5 
Model 6C (ATC 2-457): 330hp Wright J6 
Model 6D (ATC 402): 330hp P&W Wasp Jr 
Model 6F (ATC 371): 165hp Continental A-70 
Model 6H (ATC 458): 210hp Kinner C-5 
Model 6L (ATC 459): 215hp Lycoming R-680 radial engine 
Model 6P (ATC 2-520): 220hp Wright J5 
YPT-9 (= Model 6A): 165hp Wright R-540-1 (J6-5) 
YPT-9A: 165hpYR-545-1 
YPT-9B (= Model 6L): 200 hp R-680-3 
YPT-9C (= Model 6H): 170hp Kinner YR-920A 
YBT-3 (= Model 6C): 300 hp R-975-1 (J6-9) 
YBT-5 (= Model 6D): 300 hp R-985-1 

Production list 
c/n model 

6A 
XPT-912 
XPT-915 
6P 

6001 

6002 

reg. 
NC786H 

NC787H 

owner 
A S Hanford 

date 
D02Feb32 

NLR (see c/n 6010) 
Completed 06Aug30 
Stearman Aircraft Company 

6003 

6004 

6005 

XPT-912 
6A 
6L 
6F 
6L 
6A 

6L 
YPT-9 

YPT-9B 
6006 YPT-9 

YBT-3 
YPT-9C 

N787H 

NC788H 
N788H 

NC795H 

31-460 

31-461 

George Harte 
Ronald R Alexander 
Skyway Inc. 
Yellowstone Avn Inc 
Completed 
Boeing School of Aeronautics 

D27Feb31 
Charles F Nichols 
Completed 
US Army Air Corps 
Converted 
Completed 
US Army Air Corps 
Converted 
Converted 

13Sep34 
R31Aug06 
D24Oct30 
R17Aug99 
26Feb31 

R06Aug96 
02Feb31 
D02Mar31 

02Mar31 
D02Mar31 
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6007 

6008 

6009 

6010 

YPT-9 

YBT-5 
YPT-9 

YPT-9A 
YPT-9B 
6H 

6A 
6C 

31-462 

31-459 

X564Y 
NC564Y 

NC2143 
N786H 

Completed 
US Army Air Corps 
Converted 
Completed 
US Army Air Corps 
Converted 
Converted 

02Mar31 
D02Mar31 

03Mar31 
D03Mar31 

Stearman Aircraft Company 
NLR 
Crocker Snow 
Robert Lock 

D20Jun33 
R08Nov99 

Analysis 
Of the ten Cloudboys built, four saw service with the US Army Air 
Corps, so it is unlikely that they were sent to China by January 1935. 
The same comment applies to four aircraft that are still current on the 
USCAR, which leaves two possible candidates for China: model 6A 
c/n 6001 and 6009, of which the latter is the more likely. Note, 
however, that Moon Chin's CNAC fleet list only says "Stearman" for 
fleet number 20 Lungwha, which raises the possibility of a different 
model. It may have been a 3-seater but some sources describe it as 
a 2-seat trainer with 200hp engine, so possibly a Wright J6-5. We 
have guessed that it is a Cloudboy but a Model 4DX or 4E Junior 
Speedmail is an alternative possibility, though these were single-seat 
aircraft with 400hp or 420hp engines. The next development of the 
model 6 was the Model 70 c/n 70-000 but this is also currently regis-
tered as N571Y (ex X571Y). (John Davis reports that c/n 6001 was 
last known to be NC786H, a Cloudboy 6H with a Kinner C-5 engine, 
suggesting a change from the model shown above.) 

The Committee of Aviation Affairs (CoAA) also operated three 
Stearman (ex Canton) in 1936, with f/ns 618, 625 and one unknown. 
These are likely to be Stearman LT-1s c/n 2001 ex NC8829, c/n 2002 
ex NC8832, and c/n 2003 ex NC8833. [See Burnett, 1979 and 
Aerofiles US register, 1927-1946.] This aircraft type was powered by 
a 525hp P&W Hornet (ATC 187). Only three aircraft were built and 
sold in China in 1929. (The first was reported as destroyed in a wind-
storm after its test flight.) These CoAA aircraft are listed separately in 
the MoC fleet lists for 1936, so the CNAC Stearman was not a LT-1. 
[We will discuss the CoAA fleet in Part 4.] 

The Chinese Air Force received (nominally) 150 Stearman A75N1 PT-
17-BW Kaydets under Lend Lease but this was many years after the 
CNAC Stearman was delivered. 

A different fleet list for CNAC also lists "Stearman" for f/n 20 but 
describes it as a 2-seater with 208kg (458lb) payload, which is closer 
to the Cloudboy than the Junior Speedmail. The author would 
welcome comments from the readers. 

Above: One of the extant Stearman Cloudboys, NC795H c/n 6004. 
(pilotfriend.com) 

Abbreviations 
ATC 
c/n 
CNAC 
CoAA 
MoC 
NLR 
P&W 
USCAR 

Approved Type Certificate 
construction number 
China National Aviation Corporation 
Committee of Aviation Affairs 
Ministry of Communications 
No Longer Registered 
Pratt & Whitney 
United States Civil Aircraft Register 
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Vultee V-1A 
f/n 
44 
45 

d/d 
02Jul40 
08Jul40 

c/n 
23 
26 

p/i 
NC16000 
NC17326 

name 
? 
? 

fate 
Returned to Aviation Comm. 
Returned to Aviation Comm. 

Sources: 
Moon Chin's fleet list. 
CNAC web site: www.cnac.org/aircraft18.htm 
Notes: 
1. Three Vultee V-1A were supplied to China. 
2. At least one was still with CNAC on 08Dec41. 
3. "The three Vultees were acquired on 03Feb40: c/n 9 (ex NC13771), 
which was registered XY-AAF in Burma in 1940 for use by CAMCO, c/n 
23 (ex NC16000) and c/n 26 (ex NC17326). The last two were used by 
CNAC from July 1940 (CNAC Nos. 44 and 45). Two, probably the same 
machines, were taken over by CATC in June 1943 (CATC fleet nos. 
Chung-3 and Chung-4). They were part of a consignment consisting of 
one DC-1, one Fairchild 91, one Lockheed Electra, two Northrop 
Deltas, six Boeing 247s and seven V-1As that were acquired by 
Vimalert Corporation for export to the Spanish Republicans in 1936. 
The three Vultees later sold to China were among ten of Vimalert's air-
craft never sent to Spain." [Lennart Andersson, 22Nov2006.] 
4. See accompanying production list on following page. 

Above: Although not a CNAC operation, the "Hong Kong Clipper", 
Sikorsky S-42 NC823M provided the Hong Kong - Manila link to Pan 
American's transpacific service. It is seen here under Japanese attack 
just off the Kai Tak pier, which tends to confirm its destruction on 
8.12.41 - see Archive p2004/021. (Ian D Johnson collection) 
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Vultee V-1A 
By Ian Terry & Martin Best, China History Research Group 

Introduction 
One of the little-known types used by China National Aviation 
Corporation (CNAC) in China was the Vultee V-1A. Three of these 
aircraft were supplied to China and two each were used by CNAC and 
CATC (probably the same two). (China also received thirty Vultee V-
11G in 1937/8.) To identify which V-1A aircraft were involved, we con-
structed a production list for this type. The authors would welcome 
additional information. 

Vultee V-1A 
Designed by Gerald Vultee, the V-1 was the last of the fast, high-per-
formance, single-engined airliners adopted by front-line American 
carriers during the 1930s. An all-metal, low-wing, cantilevered mono-
plane with a monocoque fuselage, two-spar wing, stressed-skin cov-
ering, an NACA cowling and inward-retracting main undercarriage, 
the V-1 prototype featured an enclosed forward pilot cockpit with the 
pilot's seat on the left and mail hold on the right. Slightly larger and 
heavier with improved performance from a larger engine, the 26 pro-
duction V-1 A carried two crew and had trailing-edge flaps. The first 
24 aircraft were constructed by the Aircraft Development Corporation 
at Glendale, CA and the final four were completed at Downey follow-
ing the move of the Vultee Division of the Aviation Manufacturing 
Corp in 1936. American Airlines was the largest operator with 12, 
flying the V-1 A into 1937. 

A number of variants were employed by corporate operators. Among 
these was one, the V-1 AD Special (?), which Major James H Doolittle 
flew non-stop across the country in January 1935 in the record speed 
of 11 hours, 59 minutes. Another of the same type, called Lady 
Peace, with long-range tanks, blanked-off windows, and a fuselage 
filled with 50,000 ping-pong balls (for flotation if forced down at sea), 
piloted by entertainer Harry Richman and Eastern pilot Henry T "Dick" 
Merrill, made the first round-trip flight between New York and London 
in September 1936. At least seven former American Airlines planes 
found their way to Spain during the Civil War. 

Models: 
V-1 (prototype): one 650hp Wright SR-1820-F2 Cyclone 
V-1A: ATC 545 (July 1934), one 735hp Wright Cyclone R-1820-F2 
radial 
V-1AD (deluxe executive version): one 850hp Wright Cyclone R-
1820-G2 radial 
V-1AD Special: one 1000hp Wright Cyclone R-1820-G5 radial 
V-1 AS Special: Group 2 approval 2-539 (1936), 775hp Wright R-
1820-F52 or 850hp SR-1820-G2, twin-Edo float. 

Specification (V-1 A): 
Number of seats: 2 pilots, 8 passengers 
Dimensions: 
Length: 
Height: 
Wingspan:50ft 0 in 
Wing area: 
Empty weight: 
Gross weight: 
Performance: 
Maximum range: 
Service ceiling: 
Maximum speed: 
Cruising speed: 

37 ft 0 in 
10 ft 2 in 

348 sq ft 
5,332 lb 
8,500 lb 

1,000 miles 
20,000 ft 
235 mph at 4,000 ft 
215 mph at 10,000 ft 

Vultee V-1 A production list 
c/n model reg. 
1 V-1 NX12293 

V-1A NR12293 
NC12293 

F-AQAP 

BV-(?) 
43-21 

owner/operator 
f/f (pilot: Marshall Headle) 
American Airlines (f/n A-180) 
American Airlines 
Rudolf Wolf Corp. 

date 
19Feb33 
May34 

1936 
1937 

to Republican Spain (see note) 1937 
(one of BV-01 to BV-05) 

Above: The first production Vultee V-1 A NC13764 was handed over 
to American Airlines president Cyrus R Smith (right) by Gerry Vultee 
(left) in July 1934. (Consolidated Vultee via Ed Coates collection) 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

V-1A 

V-1 A 

V-1 A 

V-1 A 

V-1 A 

V-1A 

V-1A 

NC13764 

F-AQA(?) 

NC13765 

F-AQA(?) 

NC13766 

F-AQA(?) 

NC13767 

NC13768 

F-AQAM 

NC13769 

F-AQA(?) 

NC13770 
NR13770 

(EC-AGR)? 

American Airlines (f/n A-181) 
Rudolf Wolf Corp. 

to Republican Spain 
American Airlines (f/n A-182) 
(op.) Canadian Colonial 
Rudolf Wolf Corp. 

to Republican Spain 
American Airlines (f/n A-183) 

Rudolf Wolf Corp. 

to Republican Spain 
American Airlines (f/n A-184) 
Crashed Little Elm, TX 
American Airlines (f/n A-185) 
Rudolf Wolf Corp. 

to Republican Spain 
American Airlines (f/n A-186) 
Rudolf Wolf Corp. 

to Republican Spain 
(American Airlines, f/n A-187) 
"Lady Peace" 
Vultee (demonstrator) 
Vimalert Co. 
to Republican Spain 
possibly intended for LAPE but 
NTU, f/n 44 captured at sea by 
Nationalists and became 

18Jul34 
Nov36 
1937 
1937 
26Jul34 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1937 
DAug34 
08Jun34 
Nov36 
1937 
1937 
21Aug34 
29Jan36 
Sep34 
Nov36 
1937 
1937 
14Sep34 
Nov36 
1937 
1937 
NTU 

1937 

18-7 
43-14 

V-1A NC13771 

XY-AAF(1) 

10 V-1A NC13772 

F-AQA(?) 

(EC-AGX)? 

BV-(?) 
43-20 

11 V-1 A NC13773 

F-AQA(?] 

(EC-AHA(2)) 
BU Algeciras 1942 

"Captain Hay a" 
Sold for scrap 
(American Airlines, f/n A-188) 
NTU 
Vimalert Co. 
Intercontinent Corp., New York 
for use by CAMCO 
China 
American Airlines (f/n A-189) 

Rudolf Wolf Corp. 

to Republican Spain (see note) 
possibly intended for LAPE but 
NTU 
(one of BV-01 to BV-05) 

American Airlines (f/n A-190) 

Rudolf Wolf Corp. 

to Republican Spain 
possibly intended for LAPE, 
f/n 49 

1953 

16Dec34 

1940 
03Feb40 
DNov34 
29Sep34 
Nov36 
1937 
1937 

DNov34 
21Dec34 

1937 
1937 
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12 V-1AD NC13774 

XA-BET 

F-AQA(?) 

12A V-1AD NC14249 

14 V-1A NC14250 

15 V-1AD NC14251 

(EC-AGQ) 

18-(?) 
43-(?) 

16 V-1A NC14247 
CF-AWQ 

NC22077 

17 V-1A NC14248 

F-AQA(?) 

18 V-1AD NC14252 
XA-DIL 
XB-MEA 

19 V-1A NC14253 

F-AQA(?) 

(EC-AHB) 

20 V-1A NC14254 

21 V-1AD NC14255 

(EC-AGS) 

18-(?) 
22 V-1AD NC14256 

EC-48E 
EC-AGV 

23 V-1A NC16000 

24 V-1A NC17325 

(EC-AGT) 

18-(?) 
25 V-1AD NC16099 

Special 

Superior Oil Co., Houston, TX 
Phillips Petroleum Co. 
Fritz Bieler, Mexico (17Dec36) RJan37 
Col. Roberto Fierro 1937 

to Republican Spain 1937 
United Gas Service, Houston, TX 
Crashed Ferris, TX 12Jun36 
Examiner Printing - Hearst Corp. 

18Jan35 
San Francisco & 
Los Angles 'Examiner' 
Crashed San Simeon, CA 24Feb38 
Lang Transportation Co., 
Los Angeles 
Nevada Gas 
Vimalert Co. 
to Republican Spain 1937 
possibly intended as LAPE 
f/n 43, NTU, captured at sea 
by Nationalists and became 
(18-6,-8 or-9) 
(43-13, 15 or 12) 
American Airlines 
Canadian Colonial Airways 
Cancelled 
Alaska Star Airlines 
Crashed near Somerset, PN 
Bowen Air Lines, Texas 
American Airlines 
Rudolf Wolf Corp. 

18Feb35 
R01Mar35 
31Dec38 
23Feb39 
20Mar48 
26Feb35 
15Feb36 
1936 
1937 
1937 
Sep37 

to Republican Spain 
Wheels-up landing Beauvistille 
Geo. P Fuller (Fuller Paints) 
Aero Transportes SA (19Jan46)cApr44 
Jesus Valezi E cMar50 
Crashed in Baja California after: Jan55 
Bowen Air Lines, Texas 
American Airlines 
Rudolf Wolf Corp. 

to Republican Spain 
possibly intended as LAPE 
f/n 50 
? 
DBR whilst being unloaded 
from ship in London, UK 
Crusader Oil Co. NY 
Richardson & Watts (registered) 
Vimalert Co. 
to Republican Spain 
possibly intended as LAPE 
f/n 45, NTU, captured at sea 
by Nationalists and became 
(18-6,-8 or-9) 
Cord Corporation 
F J Quinn, Westport, CT 
B E Smith, Bedford, NY 
Shipped to England for 
Francis Rickett 
LAPE 
LAPE f/n 48 
Vimalert Co. 
for Republican Spain but not 
shipped 
The Intercontinent Corp., 
New York, NY 
China 
Vimalert Co. 
to Republican Spain 
possibly intended as LAPE 
f/n 46, NTU, captured at sea 
by Nationalists and became 
(18-6,-8 or-9) 
Examiner Printing -
Hearst Corp. 

14Mar35 
15Feb36 
1936 
1937 
1937 

1935 

1937 

1937 

03Feb40 

1937 

26 

27 

RX-19 

AN-ABI 
RX-158 
HP-158 
N16099 

V-1A NC17326 

V-1AS USRR-N208 
Special 

Transportes Aereos Gelabert 
y Cia Ltda 
TACA 
G A Valderrama 
r/r 
"Spirit of Pueblo" 
Virginia Aviation Museum, 
Sandstone, VA "Lady Peace IF 
Vimalert Co. 
for Republican Spain but not 
shipped 
The Intercontinent Corp., 
New York, NY 

DJun40 
c16Nov43 
cNov49 
cSep51 
c1955 

1937 

02Jan40 
The National Government of the 
Republic of China, Chungking 
Amtorg 
Soviet Government 

03Feb40 

1936 

Notes: 
1. F-AQAF to F-AQAP were V-1As shipped to France for the 
Republicans. Only three are positively identified as far as we know. 
Ten were from Rudolf Wolf Co and the 11th was presumably XA-BET 
of Col. Roberto Fiero, which was also shipped to France. F-AQAK 
was destroyed by sabotage at Toulouse on 29Aug37 and F-AQAG 
was damaged at the same time. Another disappeared without trace 
on the ferry flight from France to Spain, and two were destroyed when 
a hangar was sabotaged at Cuatro Vientos. Five became bombers 
with serials BV-01 to BV-05. C/ns 8, 15, 21, and 24 were captured by 
the Nationalists at sea on board SS Mar Cantabria whilst being 
shipped by Vimalert to the Republicans. These were to have been 
joined by c/ns 9, 23 and 26 but they were not loaded at the last minute 
and were subsequently sold to Burma and China. C/n 22 EC-48E had 
been delivered to LAPE (Republicans) via the UK. 
2. The Spanish V-1 As were part of a consignment consisting of one 
DC-1, one Fairchild 91, one Lockheed Electra, two Northrop Deltas, 
six Boeing 247s, and seven V-1 As that were acquired by Vimalert 
Corporation for export to the Spanish Republicans in 1936. 
3. One of the above V-1ADs was delivered to Dr Carp P Jones 
(Grass Valley Mining, CA) but the c/n (possibly 20) is not quoted by 
Juptner. 
4. V-1A is a Vultee commercial designation, not a US military desig-
nation. John Wegg has used "V1-A" in his Putnam book but says that 
"V-1 A" is used on the type certificate. 
5. The three V-1 As delivered to China were sold by the 
Intercontinent Corp. of New York, NY. They were in the same build-
ing as the Curtiss-Wright Export Corp., but we do not know if there 
was any connection. 
6. FAA files on NC13771 (c/n 9), NC16000 (c/n 23), and NC17326 
(c/n 26) were all requested in December 2006 but none have been 
received to date. 

Abbreviations 

Sep35 
Jan36 
Jul36 

Nov36 

ATC 
CAMCO 
CATC 
c/n 
CNAC 
DBR 
f/f 
f/n 
LAPE 
NTU 
r/r 
TACA 

Approved Type Certificate 
Central Aircraft Manufacturing Company 
Central Air Transport Corporation 
construction number 
China National Aviation Corporation 
Damaged Beyond Repair 
first flew 
fleet number 
Lineas Aereas Postales Espaholas 
Not Taken Up 
re-registered 
Transportes Aereos Centroamericanos 

Date prefixes: D - delivered; R - registered. 
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Chronology of Commercial Aviation in 
China, 1933-1941 
1933 

Pan American Airways acquires American interest in CNAC 
CNAC extends Yangtze route from Chungking to Chengtu 
CNAC inaugurates Shanghai to Canton service 

April 1 
June 4 
Oct 24 
1935 
March 
April 
April 16 
July 
Sept 
Nov 9 
1937 
April 29 
July 7 
July 15 
Aug 13 
Aug 22 

Aug 25 
Nov 9 
Dec 

Dec 14 

Dec 13 
Dec 16 

1938 
Aug 24 
Oct 
Oct 21 
Oct 22-25 
Dec 
1939 
March 15 
May 4 
Oct 

CNAC acquires first Douglas DC-2 
CNAC inaugurates service to Kweiyang 
Pan Am begins survey flights for Trans Pacific service 
CNAC extends Shanghai-Kweiyang service to Kunming 
Eurasia acquires first Junkers JU-52 
Japan invades Shanghai, China. 

First Pan Am scheduled passenger flight to Hong Kong 
Japanese and Chinese troops clash at Marco Polo Bridge 
Japanese attack Marco Polo Bridge, invade China 
Japanese attack Shanghai 
CNAC suspends all service at outbreak of Sino-
Japanese war 
Japanese fleet blockades Chinese coast 
Japanese army conquers Shanghai 
Agreement between W L Bond and Chiang Kai-shek to 
resume American participation in CNAC; main base of 
operations transferred to Chungking 
Japanese aircraft shell & sink US gunboat Panay on 
Yangtze River, China 
Japan occupies ROC capital at Nanking 
CNAC inaugurates service between Chungking and 
Hong Kong. 

CNAC DC-2 Kweilin shot down by Japanese aircraft 
Canton and Hankow fall to Japanese 
Canton fell to the Japanese 
CNAC evacuates Chinese officials from Hankow 
Burma Road opened. 

Japanese troops attack French Indochina 
Bond surveys route from India to China via Hump. 

CNAC inaugurates Chungking-Hanoi service via Kunming 
Japanese bomb Chungking 
CNAC inaugurates service between Chungking and 
Rangoon. 

1940 
Sept 26 
Nov 
1941 
March-July CNAC operates Hong Kong-Nanshiung freight service 
June 20 US Army Air Forces (USAAF) established (ex USAAC) 
July 27 Japanese forces land in Indochina 
Aug 1 Eurasia taken over by Chinese government following break 
in diplomatic relations with Germany 
Dec 7 Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour (December 8 in China) 
Dec 8-10 CNAC evacuates Hong Kong 
Dec 18 CNAC inaugurates service between Chungking and 

Calcutta. 
Notes: 
Based on Leary, Appendix A (part), pp.228-229, and 

http://home.earthlink.net/~1stannard1/chinadiaries/id5.html 
This chronology will be continued in Part 5 
The history of Eurasia will be described in Part 3 
The history of SWAC will be described in Part 4 
The history of CNAC post-1941 will be continued in Part 5. 

Abbreviations 
CAF Chinese Air Force 
CAMCO Central Aircraft Manufacturing Company 

CAT Civil Air Transport 
CATC Central Air Transport Corporation 
c/n construction number (MSN) 
CNAC China National Aviation Corporation 
CofA Certificate of Airworthiness 
Cr Crashed 
DBF Destroyed By Fire 
DBR Damaged Beyond Repair 
d/d delivery date 
f/l forced landing 
f/n fleet number 
JAAHS Journal of the American Aviation Historical Society 
KMT Kuomintang 
MoC Ministry of Communications 
p/i previous identity 
SCMP South China Morning Post 
SWAC Southwestern Aviation Corporation 
TBC To Be Confirmed 
VIP Very Important Person 
WFU Withdrawn From Use 
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Table 1: CNAC fleet inventories 

Date 
/ Aircraft type: 

Beech 
Consolidated Commodore 
Curtiss Condor 
Curtiss C-46 Commando 
De Havilland Dragon Rapide 
Douglas Dolphin 
Douglas DC-2/C-39 
Douglas DC-3/C-47/C-53 
Douglas DC-4/C-54 
Ford AT-D Tri-Motor 
Loening C-2C/H Air Yacht 
Sikorsky S-38B 
Sikorsky S-43W 
Stearman 
Stinson Detroiter 

Total 

2 
6 
? 

1? 
2 
7 
? 

6 
3+ 
6 
2 

1 
1 
5? 

L 
[C 

2 
3 

1 
5 

1 
5 

Late 1936 Spring 1937 Spring 1937 Jan 1939 June 1939 1941 Dec 1947 
[CF6Nov03][Learyp.104] [Davies p.349] [Leary p.126] [LA 24Mar03] [Learyp.126] [Lean/ p.208] 

1 
2 1 (1 sank ~Apr39) 

3 

1 2 

2 

2 6 + 1 3 
1 1 or 2 on order 3 

2 
4 

2 
4 

2 
4 

2 

2 

1 

18 

17 

6 

Ref. The Dragon's Wings, pp. 104, 126, 208 [Leary] 
Re: [Chinaproject] CNAC DC-2s, 24 March 2003, Lennart Anderson (German Intelligence reports) [LA] 

Notes: 
1. "By the spring of 1937, CNAC had in operation or on order four Douglas DC-2s, one Sikorsky S-43 amphibian, two Douglas Dolphins, two Ford 
Tri-motors, four Loenings, and five Stinsons." [Leary, p.104] 
2. "By May 1946, CNAC had 25 aircraft in operation." [Leary, p. 194/195] 
3. "CNAC's 6 DC-4s, 17 DC-3s, and 18 C-46s ... in December" (1947) [Leary, p.208] 
4. "56 airplanes owned by CNAC" (letter 19/06/49) [Leary, p. 218] 
5. The Privy Council awarded the 40 CNAC aircraft in Hong Kong to CAT on 29Jul52; CAT took possession on 01 Aug52. [Curtiss C-46 Commando, 
pp.28-30] 

BASED ON EXTRACT FROM 1934 SHANGHAI - HANKOW TIMETABLE (See front coveron p.053): 

SHANGHAI HANHdDW lift ilRiilil 
TIME TABLE | DAILY EXCEPT MONDAYS | FARE TABLE 

WEST BOUND 
READ DOWN 

8:00 AM. DEP. 
10:15 A.M. ARR. 
10:30 A.M. DEP. 
12:15 P.M. ARR. 
12:20 P.M. DEP. 

1:20 P.M. ARR. 
1:35 P.M. DEP. 
3:05 P.M. ARR. 

SHANGHAI 

NANKING 

ANKING 

KlUKIANO 

HANKOW 

ARR. 
DEP. 
ARR. 
DEP. 
ARR, 
DEP. 
ARR, 
DEP. 

EAST BOUND 
READ UP 

3:05 P.M. 
12:50 P.M. 
12:35 P.M. 
10:50 A.M. 
10:45 AM. 
9:45 .AM. 
9:30 AM. 
8:00 AM. 

ONE WAY 

$ 48. 
$112. 
$152. 
$200. 
$ 64, 
$104. 
$152. 
$ 40. 
$ 88. 
$ 48. 

NANKING 
• I 

if 

ANKING 
i t 

KlUKIANG 

i i 

SHANGHAI TO NANKING 
ANKING 
KIUKIANO 
HANKOW 
ANKING 
KIUKIANG 
HANKOW 
KIUKIANG 
HANKOW 
HANKOW 

i t 

ROUND TRIP 

$ 84. 
$196. 
$266. 
$350. 
$112. 
$182. 
$266. 
$ 70. 
$154. 
$ 84. 

SEE THE GRANDEUR OF THE YANGTZE RIVER GORGES FROM THE AIR—ONE OF THE WORLD'S WONDERS. 
FOR SCHEDULES AND RATES APPLY TO ANY C.N.A.C. AGENT OR TRAVEL AGENCY 
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Table 2: CNAC pre-war fleet list 

f/n 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

make 

Sikorsky 

Sikorsky 

Sikorsky 

Stearman 

Douglas 

Douglas 

Ford 

Douglas 

Ford 

Douglas 

Ford 

Douglas 

Ford 

Sikorsky 

model 

S-38BH 

S-38BH 

S-38H 

Cloudboy 

129 Dolphin 

c/n d/d name p/i fate 

314-20 x ? NC-16V Crashed & destroyed at Seshan, 24Nov33 

414-8 x ? NC-17V Lost at Hangchow Bay, Apr34 

514-4 x ? NC-40V Lost at Hankow, Aug35 

? Jan35 Lunghwa Donated to Central University in 1940 

129 Dolphin 

? ? 

DC-2 1302 

5-AT-D Tri-Motor ? 

DC-2-118B 1600 

5-AT-D Tri-Motor ? 

S-43W 4321 

1348 or 30Aug34 Kwangtung NC14239 or 
1349 NC14240 Destroyed during Japanese attack on Shanghai Aug37 
(as#21) 30Aug34 Fuchien (as #21) Waiting for repairs at Kulungpu 

5-AT-D Tri-Motor 5-AT-115 05Mar35 Kunming NC-9658 Crashed near Kunming, 05Mar36 

DC-2-118B 1369 01Apr35 Nanking NC14269 Crashed at Nanking, China 25Dec36; 

Destroyed by Japanese at Hong Kong 08Dec41 [MC] 

01Sep35 Hankow Caught fire at Nanking 31Mar36 [MC] 

01Oct35 Chengtu Destroyed by Japs at Hong Kong, 08Dec41 

15Nov35 Shanghai Destroyed in Aviation Com. Service, Nov37 

28Jun36 Szechuen NC14297 Crashed at Chengtu, 25Dec36 

Jan37 Kweichow Damaged near Shasi, 18Aug37 

x ? NC16930 Lost at Chilang Point, 08Aug37 

Crashed at Kunming, 14Mar42 

Shot down by Japanese near Chungshan 24Aug38; 
rebuilt as #39 

X13986 Belonging to Aviation Commission (July 1937) 

Wuchow NC663M Damaged at Wanhsien, 01 Feb39 
or NC665M 

Changsha (as #34) Burnt in air raid, 16Sep39 

Belonging to Aviation Commission 

Burnt at Sanhupa, Eurasia fire, 27Jan40 

#32 Shot down by Japanese at Changyi, 27Oct40 

Crashed at Taohsien, 07Feb41; To XT-DBF or -OBF 

To XT-BTA/B. Became N8360C 

Crashed near Kihsui 20Jan41 

Sold at Singapore 

(hand correction) 

Returned to Aviation Commission 

Returned to Aviation Commission 

NC19971 To XT-BTA/B. Became N8359C 

Destroyed by Japanese at Hong Kong, 08Dec41 

Crashed at Hong Kong, 280ct41 

Lost at Hong Kong, 10Dec41 

Destroyed by Japanese at Hong Kong, 08Dec41 

Destroyed by Japanese at Hong Kong, 08Dec41 

Source: based on CNAC list of airplanes by Captain Moon Chin [MC] 

Notes: 

The first part of this list, covering Fleet Nos. 1 to 16, was included in Part 1. 

This table will be continued in future parts. 

Please see the CNAC fleet lists by aircraft type for candidate c/ns. 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

or: 

44 

45 

46 

47 

F1 

F2 

F3 

F4 

F5 

Douglas 

Douglas 

Spartan 

Consolidated 

Consolidated 

Douglas 

Beechcraft 

DH89A 

Douglas 

Douglas 

Douglas 

Ford 

DH89A 

Beech 

Vultee 

Vultee 

Douglas 

Douglas 

Curtiss 

Curtiss 

Curtiss 

Curtiss 

Curtiss 

DC-2-221 

DC-2-221 

7W-P Executive 

Commodore 

Commodore 

DC-2 

17 

Dragon Rapide 

DC-2 

DC-2 

DC-3-228B 

Tri-Motor 

Dragon Rapide 

Staggerwing 

V-1A 

V-1A 

DC-3-294A 

DC-3-268C 

Condor 

Condor 

Condor 

Condor 

Condor 

1567 or 
1568 
(as #31) 

P-1 

7 or 9 

(as #34) 

? 

? 

6444 

? 
? 

2135 
? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

2148 

2261 

? 
? 

? 

? 
? 

01Jul37 

24Jun37 

X 

Jan38 

Jan38 

Jan38 

Feb39 

Feb39 

(ex #32) 

15May39 

01Aug39 

11 Dec39 

Jan40 

02Jul40 

08Jul40 

Jan41 

Jul41 

Chungshan 

Kweilin 

X 

Wuchow 

Changsha 

Kwangtung 

? 

Kangting 

Kiating 

Omei 

Fuling 

X 

X 

O'Mei 
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Kinner Aircraft and Engines 
6: Developments by Others :- Gail 
JACK MEADEN 

The Kinner Sportster family had proved capable of conversion for crop 
spraying and dusting, but although the various conversions had been 
perfectly successful, the majority of crop sprayers in use were war 
surplus aircraft modified for the purpose. 

Cheap and readily obtainable, they met requirements for the first ten 
years of peace and some for much longer, but wear and tear and acci-
dents, with shortages of spares and replacements, eventually made it 
clear that new designs of agricultural aircraft would be required. 

On 30th May 1956 the first flight of a new crop sprayer was reported. 
It was called the Gail 202 Mantis and was powered with a 190 hp 
0-435-1 Lycoming flat-six air-cooled engine. It was registered N13701. 

The designer was a long term aircraft engineer called 'Speed' 
Gardenshire and of it he reported "We started construction in Sept 
1955, flew it first 30 May 1956, busted it on June 2nd, rebuilt and flew 
it again on Nov 3rd. We make no hairy claims for this ship except to 
say it packs a 1,000 load (125 gal) like a dream on 190 hp. We have 
built into it many safety and maintenance features not found in other 
aircraft. I guess we made a study of a hundred or more old and new 
designs, power installations, wing areas and airfoils before we decided 
on the 202. It is part old design and a helluva lot of new". 

This sounds like a design produced from multiple features of other 
designs, but it has to be watered down considerably when we read in 
a report from Howard Levy, "The craft is actually a development and 
conversion of the Security Airster/Kinner Sportster 
of the mid 1930s, the Type Certificate and engi-
neering rights of which were acquired by the Gail 
organisation". 

Its Kinner family relationship was apparent from its 
low-wing structural layout with identical overwing 
bracing struts with mid-strut supporting members 
and wing-folding mechanism. The same fabric-
covered wing with Clark Y aerofoil section and 
without flaps was used, increased in span by 1 
foot to 40 ft (12.19 m) and the same type of 3-leg 
fixed wide track undercarriage with freely rotating 
tailwheel was fitted. However, these features pro-
vided little visual similarity. 

Right: The Kinner Sportster wing folding system is 
demonstrated on the Gail Mantis prototype. The 
steel tube frame to protect the pilot in the event of 
a turnover accident is on the right side of the open 
top pilot's cockpit on the left. 
(Gail via Jack Meaden) 

Above: The Gail 202 Mantis cropduster prototype N13701. Seen from 
this angle all the airframe features are clearly Kinner Sportster apart 
from the engine and turnover frame. (Howard Levy via Jack Meaden) 

It had a tall tapered square-topped fin and rudder, the fuselage had 
flat-sided fabric covering and a flat top, and the flat -six engine was fully 
cowled, leaving the Kinner Sportster features hidden under the skin. 

In Gail publicity it was pointed out that the wood, fabric and steel tube 
construction contained no formed, forged, cast or heat treated parts, 
and this was followed by a list headed 'Special Features'. These were 
as follows; 

1. Lightweight cockpit door.easy to kick out in emergency. 
2. Large liquid dump valve. 
3. Wing trailing-edge spray boom. 
4. Snap-on seat belt and shoulder harness. 
5. All vital controls at left hand. 
6. Fuel shut-off and primer next to each other. 
7. Visual gauge for hopper door. 
8. Visual fuel float. 
9. Pilot visibility unexcelled. 
10. Fibreglass hopper on side 

(a) loading very easy 
(b) no insecticides in pilot's face 
(c) pilot not 'meat in sandwich' in crash 
(d) snap-on throat hangers for speader/spray. 
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11. Combination dust/liquid door. 
12. Turnover support (tips opposite pilot side). 
13. Emergency load release on control handle. 
14. Adjustable seat and rudder pedals. 
15. Easy access rear deck, dzuz fastened. 
16. Forward fuselage cowl removable. 
17. Wide wing walk both sides. 
18. Fibreglass hopper 24 cu ft (.68 cu m). 

This list covers the features developed by Gail and those which were 
part of the Kinner Sportster already dealt with have been taken out, such 
as the folding wing, landing gear and swing-open engine mount. 

The original Gail 202 Mantis prototype had the modified Clark Y wing 
aerofoil wing section from the Sportster, but when a production model 
202A named Gold'uster was offered it was given as modified NACA 
6212. 

Full details were published as follows: Wing Span 40 ft (12.19 m), 
Length 24 ft 10 in. (7.57 m), Height overall 9 ft 5 in. (2.87 m), Folded 
width 12 ft (3.66 m), Tailplane span 12 ft (3.66 m). 

Areas: Wings (gross) 222 sq ft (20.6 m), Ailerons (total) 20.25 sq ft (1.88 
sq m), Fin 7.2 sq ft (.67 sq m), Rudder 10.25 sq ft (.95 sq m), Tailplane 
18.6 sq ft (1.73 sq m), Elevators 13.9 sq ft (1.29 sq m). 

Left: The Mantis 
tailplane and elevators 
retained the curved lines 
of the Sportster but the 
tall tapered square-
topped fin and rudder 
and the horizontally-
opposed engine with its 
flattened cowling gave 
the Mantis a more 
modern appearance, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

Weights & Loadings: Weight Empty 1,285 lb (583 kg, Max Payload 
1,000 lb (454 kg), Max Takeoff Weight 2,750 lb (1,247 kg), Max Wing 
Loading 12.4 Ib/sq ft (60.5 kg/sq m), Max Power Loading 14.4 Ib/hp 
(6.53 kg/hp). 

Performance (at Max Takeoff Weight); Max Level Speed at Sea Level 
105 mph (169 km/hr), Max Cruising Speed 90 mph (145 km/hr), 
Economical Cruising Speed 80 mph (129 km/hr), Stalling Speed 60 
mph (96.5 km/hr). Initial Rate of Climb (Empty) 1,500 ft/min (457 
m/min), Max Load 600 ft/min (182 m/min). 

The 190 hp Lycoming 0-435-1 engine drove a 2 blade McCauley fixed 
pitch metal propeller. Fuel supply was one 24 US gal (91 I) tank in the 
fuselage. Oil was 3 US gal (11.4 I ). 

The hopper capacity was 24 cu ft (.68 cu m) in the fuselage, available 
for dust, liquid or seed dispersal. 

At an early stage it was said that a second aircraft was under con-
struction and this may have been the one illustrated by the later photo-
graph which showed a spinner on the propeller. However it appears 
that expensive new-build aircraft could not yet compete with cheaper 
conversions and war surplus aircraft and no production followed. 

To be Continued... 

Left: With the Sportster's wide 
track undercarriage, brakes 
and tailwheel, control on the 
ground was good. This view 
shows the prototype's registra-
tion, N13701, and the wide 
wing root walkway fitted on 
both sides. The fabric-covered 
wood wing was unchanged 
from the Sportster. (Howard 
Levy via Jack Meaden) 
Below: An early statement said 
that a second aircraft was 
being built, and if so this may 
be it as it has a different pro-
peller with a spinner and a 
rounded cowling. It became the 
Gail 202A Gold'uster but no 
production is known. (Gail via 
Jack Meaden) 
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Comper Successor: 
THE HESTON AIRCRAFT COMPANY 
Part 6 The Hordern-Richmond Autoplane 
JACK MEADEN 

Right: Head-on View No.23, the Hordern-
Richmond light twin G-AEOG making a demon-
stration flypast after completing its initial test 
flights in November 1936. A simple aeroplane, 
it had no flaps or starters, propellers were fixed 
pitch and the undercarriage was fixed. 
(Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 

The Hordern-Richmond light twin Autoplane was designed by Edmond 
Hordern, previously introduced here as test pilot of the Heston Phoenix. 
Born 3.6.04, he joined the RAF in 1925 and after pilot training flew 
Sopwith Snipes and Hawker Woodcocks with No. 17 Squadron before 
becoming a flying instructor with Cambridge University Air Squadron 
and retiring from the RAF. 

He had an interesting flying career in South Africa and in Britain until 
1931 when he joined Sqn Ldr J.E.Doran-Webb in forming the Wiltshire 
School of Flying. 

In 1933 with his boyhood friend Frederick Gordon-Lennox, the Duke of 
Richmond and Gordon, he joined the British Klemm Aeroplane Co 
(later renamed the British Aircraft Manufacturing Co and usually called 
B.A.), and became Klemm's test pilot, becoming well known for his slow 
flying demonstration flights in the Klemm with its modified Goettingen 
387 aerofoil section. As a flying instructor, he often flew with the Duke 
who obtained his own Klemm L25C 1A c/n 10 G-ACPJ in 10.35. 

When Hordern became Heston's test pilot in 1935 he had only the one 
aircraft on his programme, the Phoenix, and he found time to do some 
work on a design of his own, the Autoplane, a light twin two seater that 
was intended to be operated economically by private owners. It was 
arranged that it would be built by Heston where Hordern was already 
placed to oversee proceedings during manufacture and where produc-
tion facilities were available if any follow-up orders resulted. 

A set back occurred during final planning. The two engines were intend-
ed to be Aerial square-four motorcycle engines modified with gearing to 
reduce rpm to a speed suitable for a propeller drive. While this was 
quite practical, Aerial decided that the design and manufacturing facili-
ties required for this were beyond the capabilities of their existing 
organisation and they were unable to take it on. Their decision may 
have been affected by the fact that initially there were orders for only 
the two prototype engines and there was no guarantee of further pro-

HEAD-0|N VIEW No. 23 

duction to help pay for the additional outlay. Suddenly, the Autoplane 
was without engines. 

It was therefore necessary for another engine to be found and the only 
one advertised that appeared to be suitable was the 40 hp air-cooled 
Continental A-40. This was the first of the American horizontally 
opposed (flat-four) type, only recently upgraded from 35 hp and yet to 
make a name for itself. This may have caused a bit of finger crossing, 
but a telegram to Continental brought their representative to the 
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/Above: Edmund Hordern and Frederick Gordon, 
the Duke of Richmond & Gordon with the 
Autoplane shortly after its first flight. The two 
Continental A-40 engines had right hand tractor 
fixed pitch wood propellers, uncowled cylinders 
and downwards-pointing exhausts. 
(Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 

Right: Autoplane G-AEOG is pushed out for 
aeronautical press photographs with its upwards 
and outwards opening doors and windows open 
as required for crew entry over the left wing root 
of the ply-covered wing. Later the wing root 
walkway was painted black but was otherwise not 
reinforced. 
(Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 
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Above: A close-up of the crew compartments of the Autoplane with doors and windows open 
shows the front (pilot's) cockpit with instrument paneland the control yoke pushed to the left for 
flying from the left side. The yoke could be swung over for flying from the right side but a pilot in 
this position would have to reach across to use the throttle on the left wall. The fuel filler cap can 
be seen in the cover behind the luggage compartment rear bulkhead. (Flight via Jack Meaden) 

Above: Edmund Hordern is seen in the cockpit left hand seat, with the wing folded to show the 
thick high-lift Klemm wing section. The small low-set engine nacelles tended not to obstruct the 
view from the cockpit. Here a lightweight push out panel is fitted to the cockpit left wall for emer-
gency escape during testing. (Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 

Above: Still with its first coat of paint, this view of G-AEOG with wings folded shows the accurately 
formed ply-covered all wood surfaces of wings, fuselage and tail, including the control surfaces. 
The ground adjustable trim tab seen on the port elevator showed no signs of adjustment and 
appears to have proved unnecessary for such a light machine. (Flight via Jack Meaden) 

doorstep in a matter of hours. Two A-40 
engines were quickly supplied with a full set of 
spares and all the necessary paperwork. 

The airframe was all-wood with plywood cov-
ering, including the cantilever low wing which 
had no flaps and was described as having 
similar low-speed characteristics to the 
BA/Klemm wing. The single-fin plywood 
covered tail surfaces were also cantilever and 
the fixed unfaired undercarriage had a tailskid 
which was practical for the grass airfields 
which were then the norm. 

Outboard of the centre section and engines a 
section of the trailing edge could be hinged 
upwards to allow the wings to be folded back, 
wingspan 43 ft 4 in.(13.2 m), folded width 17 ft 
10 in. (5..4 m), considerably reducing 
hangarage space required. 

Accomodation was for two side-by-side with 
first pilot on the left and swingover control 
wheel allowing the aircraft to be flown by the 
occupant of the right seat. 

There was no need for a second set of rudder 
pedals on the right as pedals had been done 
away with, being replaced by a small wheel on 
the control column. 

The wisdom of introducing a new way of oper-
ating flying controls on the Hordern aeroplane 
was never properly tested as no production 
aircraft were built, but a hint may be obtained 
from the history of the postwar Chrislea Ace 
which replaced the rudder by sideways move-
ment of the control wheel on the prototype. 
Pilots did not find this acceptable and produc-
tion aircraft were fitted with orthodox controls 
using rudder pedals (Account in A-B Digest, 
Autumn & Winter 1992). 

In fact using one hand to apply rudder while 
using the other to operate aileron and elevator 
is not a system which would be expected to 
come naturally and it seems likely that it was 
the Duke who persuaded Hordern to introduce 
this. 

Having to use both hands for operating the 
flying controls means that there is no unoccu-
pied hand to operate flaps, trimmers and other 
cockpit jobs which are not a problem with foot-
operated rudder pedals. None of these were 
fitted to the simple Autoplane, making the 
handwheel-operated rudder more acceptable. 

Nowadays, of course, the finesse of rudder 
operation needed to keep the tailwheel /tail-
skid aircraft straight on landing is not needed 
with a tricycle undercarriage which tends to 
run straight automatically, making the pilot's 
job easier. 

Apart from the problems of the new two-
handed control system, which all pilots would 
have to learn to operate, the Autoplane can be 
said to have met all the requirements for an 
economical two seat twin with ease of opera-
tion by a pilot of low experience. 

Behind the cockpit rear bulkhead was a com-
partment for luggage which it was suggested 
could be fitted with a third seat, but if this was 
tried out it was not adopted. No brakes were 
fitted, but with the tailskid, control on the 
ground was similar to the many single engined 
aircraft of the time without brakes. In addition 
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Above: Although not shown in any of the photos, chocks were neces-
sary for parking, engine starting and run-ups, as brakes were not fitted. 
The Continental A-40 engines were not fitted with starters and starting 
up was by swinging the propeller, right hand rotation on the American 
engines. Hand-holds are fitted to the wingtips for assistance with 
ground manoeuvring. (Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 

it had the advantage that the two engines could be used differentially to 
influence direction. However chocks would be needed for engine start-
ing by propeller swinging, (no starters), engine runs and parking in 
windy conditions. 

Entry to the cockpit was over the black-painted left wing-root walkway 
and required stepping over the cockpit rear bulkhead, hardly a conve-
nient procedure and not conducive to a quick emergency exit. Once in, 
both occupants had quite a good all-round view, almost unaffected by 
the small low-set engine nacelles. 

The Autoplane was registered G-AEOG on 16.10.36 and the first flight 
was made at Heston on 28.10.36 with no problems reported. It was first 
flown with a temporary triangular fin and rudder which was soon 
replaced by the cleaned-up final design. 

A 12 Imp gallon (54.5 I) fuel tank was fitted in the fuselage just behind 
the luggage compartment rear bulkhead. After flying some 140 hours 
on single engine aircraft with the Continental A-40 engine I noted the 
fuel consumption as 3.5 gal/hr (16 l/hr) at the cruising rpm of 2,200, 
which is 7 gal/hr (32 l/hr) for the twin engine Autoplane. At the quoted 

Above: Photographed on an early flight, the initial triangular fin and 
rudder with straight trailing edge is still fitted, but was soon replaced by 
the finished model with curved trailing edge, an acceptance that more 
rudder area was needed, (via Jack Meaden) 

Above: Edmund Hordern with the Autoplane. now finish-painted and 
fitted with the larger area rudder with curved trailing edge. The pitot 
installation can be seen under the nose. (Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 

cruising speed of 85 mph (136 km/hr) this gives a range (in still air with 
no reserves) of 141 miles (227 km) or an endurance of 1 hr 42 min. 
This is really insufficient for serious cross-country flying and for this 
extra fuel tankage would have been required. 

The maximum speed was given as 98 mph (158 km/hr) and the stall 
speed as 35-40 mph (56-64 km/hr) although this last needs some qual-
ification. 

In order to build the Autoplane a company had been set up by Edmund 
Hordern and the Duke of Richmond and Gordon in partnership, and the 
Duke had learned to fly on the BA/Klemm monoplane which was 
chosen because of its good low speed handling and safety features. BA 
advertised it as "simple to fly and proof against the effects of careless 
handling". 

Right: The Autoplane 
showing the response of 
its high-lift wing by climb-
ing steeply away after 
take-off, although this is 
not due to pilot applica-
tion of the elevator which 
it can be seen is still in 
neutral. (Aeroplane via 
Jack Meaden) 

Right: Flown by Edmund 
Hordern and with a pas-
senger, the Autoplane 
makes a fast flyover to 
demonstrate its nimble 
handling. In spite of 
having a total of only 
80hp, these full throttle 
runs at low level do look 
very impressive. 
(Aeroplane via Jack 
Meaden) 
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Left: An excellent photo in flight, 
sadly a rare one since WW2 pre-
vented any possibility that the 
Autoplane might be developed, 
although this might have been 
more likely if an orthodox foot 
rudder control had been substitut-
ed. However, its single engine per-
formance would not have been 
exciting, a possible further bar to 
development. 
(Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 

Below: A fast flyover from the 
opposite direction shows the 
Autoplane from the starboard side. 
As can be seen here, the exhaust 
pipes were soon extended hori-
zontally back under the wing, 
reducing engine noise in the 
cockpit. However, the A-40 was 
not a particularly noisy engine. 
(Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 

There was some truth in this bold claim, largely due to 
the wing with modified Goettingen 387 aerofoil section. 
This has been described as not losing all its lift in a 
sudden stall but being reluctant to stall with a gradual 
loss of lift which allowed it to sink gradually to a soft 
landing. 

Not having flown the Klemm, I can only repeat what 
others have said about it, but it impressed the Duke, 
and flying instructor Hordern, to the extent that the wing 
was adopted for the Autoplane and no doubt produced 
similar characteristics. 

No serious attempt appears to have been made to sell 
a production version of the Autoplane and no informa-
tion for possible buyers is known to have been drawn 
up. As a result published figures for weights vary, but 
the following appear to be the most reliable. Empty 
Weight 1,125 lb (510 kg), Loaded Weight 1,750 lb (794 
kg). 

When flight testing had been completed by Edmund 
Hordern at Heston the Autoplane was transferred to the 
Duke's airfield at Goodwood, this becoming its base. It 
was afterwards said that it was flown something short of 
300 hours on a Permit to Fly before it was grounded by 
the outbreak of WW2. 

Its Continental A-40 engines had been fitted with fixed 
pitch wood propellers, a feature that led to contact with 
Lang Propellers of Weybridge. This firm went into liqui-
dation and after a merger with Hordern-Richmond went 
into production with wood fixed pitch propellers for RAF 
trainers. After contracts for work on wood variable pitch 
propeller blades for Rotol Ltd this became its major 
work and it was taken over by Rotol. (The writer joined 
Rotol postwar in 1947). 

When Hordern-Richmond started propeller production a 
new factory was built for the purpose at 
Haddenham/Thame airfield and after the engines had 
been removed for use on test rigs the Autoplane air-
frame was stored there in the factory roof. However 
what happened to it after the Rotol takeover is not 
known although it is assumed that as it had no future as 
a postwar design it was scrapped. 

Series to be Continued. . . 

Above: Seen after being finish painted, the part of the starboard wing root used as a 
walkway for cockpit access has been painted black to mask footprints. The unrequired 
elevator trim tab appears to have been removed, (via Jack Meaden) 

Above: BA Swallow G-ADDB at Hanworth shows the wings folded outboard of the 
centre section as adopted by the Hordern-Richmond Autoplane. A small difference was 
that early Swallows had fabric covered ailerons. (Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 
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DORNIER -
PIONEER AND SURVIVOR 
JACK MEADEN 

Part 16 

Do 212 
The Dornier Do 211 was a peacetime civil 4-
seat flying boat designed by Dornier at 
Friedrichshafen in 1938. It was built in the 
Swiss factory on the opposite shore of Lake 
Constance (the Bodensee) at Altenrhein near 
Rohrschach. 

It was designed on the assumption that German 
victories in any forthcoming confrontation would 
allow continued civil development for Germany. 
However the outbreak of war in 1939 brought 
uncertainties to a civil future for the Do 212 and 
it had no contract for military service, so when completed it stood idle. 
Early in 1942 it was decided to carry out trials and it was pushed out 
onto the quiet waters of Lake Constance. 

Engine runs were carried out satisfactorily, but as soon as taxying was 
commenced troubles arose which required structural alterations. The 
use of wingtip floats instead of sponsons was relatively new for Dornier 
and they proved to be too short and with insufficient flotation area. This 
problem was solved by fitting chined tips on the ends of the existing 
floats and these provided satisfactory lateral balance when moored or 
taxying. 

The wing was too thin to allow retraction of the originally oval floats 
which were streamlined and attached under the ends of the wingtips. A 
pitot system was installed on a sloping mast on the nose and radio was 
fitted at the rear of the cabin with a mast in the roof. 

It was intended to be powered by an Argus engine but this was not avail-
able and a 460 hp 12-cyl inverted Vee air-cooled Hirth HM-512B engine 
was installed in the cabin. This drove a 4 blade pusher propeller 
through a shaft which was raised at a 12 degree angle for water oper-
ation. This had similarities to the raised shaft drive system on the two 
rear (pusher) engines of the 4 engine Dornier Do 26 flying boat of 1938. 
None of the available photographs show the propeller drive shaft in the 
lowered (normal flight) position, which leaves .uncertainty as to whether 
it was ever satisfactorily completed. A wide air intake at the front end of 
the drive shaft must have been for cooling but no details of engine 
cooling were given. 

Above: The Dornier 212 photographed in its original form with regis-
tration HB-GOG and unusual oval-shaped wingtip floats. On the fuse-
lage side behind the wing is the black painted outline of a cover for the 
port side mainwheel of a landplane undercarriage which was never pro-
duced. (Dornier via Jack Meaden) 

The outline of a mainwheel cover can be seen on the port side of the 
hull in photographs and for this reason the Do 212 has been referred to 
as an amphibian, but it seems doubtful if this indicates more than inten-
tion as it appears to be no more than a painted outline and there is no 
indication that wheels were ever produced. 

Above: The 212 on the water in its first form. This early trial led to the 
wingtip float extensions and probably other unknown changes before 
the low hop 'first flight' of August 1942. With a man standing in the 
pilot's position it can be seen that cockpit entry was made by pushing 
the windscreen and cockpit cover assembly forward on rails. 
(Dornier via Jack Meaden) 

Right: On the water in 
August 1942, the port 
side wingtip float shows 
the chined extension 
added at the tips. The 
pitot has been added on 
a forward-sloping mast 
at the tip of the nose and 
a radio mast is located 
over the rear of the 
cabin. (Dornier via Jack 
Meaden) 
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Left: Although heavily retouched this photo is from a 
unique angle and so is considered worthy of inclusion. 
All available photos show the propshaft in the raised 
position as for take-off. A similar system was used suc-
cessfully on the two pusher engines of the 4-engine Do 
26. (Dornier via Jack Meaden) 

Below: Probably the most revealing photo of the 212, 
this one shows all its features well, including the unusu-
ally large span of the tailplane. It also shows an intake 
near the front end of the propeller drive shaft to provide 
cooling air. Mass balances can be seen under the 
ailerons. (Dornier via Jack Meaden) 

*- .• . r • 

It has been said that the Do 212 was produced for Hermann Goering 
but if this had really been the case wider publicity to this effect would 
have been expected. 

On 7 Dec 1941 the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor and Germany 
acquired a new enemy, the United States of America. It no longer 
appeared likely that there would be a quick end to the war and early in 
1942 the trials of the Do 212 were carried out. On 3 August 1942 a 
take-off run resulted in a lift off and what was described as a short hop. 
This was later listed as the date of the first flight but with no immediate 
use in view the Do 212 was put into storage and eventually scrapped. 

Very little information was published on the Dornier Do 212, in fact 
apart from the engine, details of which were published by the engine 
manufacturers in the usual way, the only figure widely known appears 
to have been the wing span, given as 10.3 m (33 ft 10 in.). With this 
as a datum and using available photographs, drawings could be pro-
duced and dimensions approximated, although attempts by different 
interpreters produced slightly different results. The following are typical: 
Overall length 10.15 m (33 ft 4 in.), Height 4.4 m (14 ft 5 in.). Wing Area 
23.1 sq m (248.65 sq ft). Empty Weight 1,960 kg (4,321 lb), Loaded 
Weight 2,485 kg (5,478 lb). 

Estimated Performance: Maximum Speed 300 km/hr (186 mph), 
Cruising Speed 285 km/hr (177 mph). Initial Rate of Climb (to 1,000 
m/3,280 ft), 285 m/min (935 ft/min). Ceiling 5,700 m (18,700 ft). Range 
650 km (404 miles). It is believed that these figures give a good idea of 
its intended capabilities. 

The Swiss built and Swiss registered Do 212 was stored in the hope of 
resurrection with the return of peace, so why was it scrapped? There 
were in fact a number of reasons, any one of which was sufficient to 
disqualify it as a successful contender for postwar operation. As a 
German design with a German engine, Germany's disintegration on 
losing the war meant that the German team no longer existed to 
provide support. The design was unorthodox and not fully tested, so 
years of work would remain before a production model could be pre-
pared. There was no suggestion of a postwar demand for such a 
machine and the unproven Do 212 had already been bypassed. In the 
postwar years, safety requirements called for 2 engines, a requirement 
that was already met by the wartime Grumman flying boat/amphibian 
Goose and Widgeon designs. European requirements were met by a 
French company who produced the Widgeon as the SCAN 30, but only 
a small number was built. 

Series to be continued. . . 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Editor's note: No registration date is 
known for HB-GOG but it has been 
suggested that CH-526 was origi-
nally allocated and ntu. 

Left: At full throttle the Dornier Do 
212 roars across Lake Constance at 
the start of its take-off run leaving a 
big wake that would thin out as it 
approached lift-off speed. During the 
reported low hop this would have 
been somewhere in the region of 120 
- 130 km/hr (75 - 80 mph) but no 
actual figures were reported. 
(Dornier via Jack Meaden) 
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COMPLETE CIVIL REGISTERS: 14 

THE FALKLAND ISLANDS 
Civil Aircraft Register 1949-2007 
VP-FAA to VP-FBT 
Douglas A Rough 

Part Seven: Additions & Amendments 

INTRODUCTION 
Since the series started the amount, and quality, of updates and pho-
tographs from around the world has been nothing short of.. .astounding! 
When one is writing contemporary history then, I suppose, it is only to 
be expected. I have attempted to keep the aircraft histories as current 
and interesting as possible (e.g. by introducing some relevant anec-
dotes) and in that my thanks go out to FIGAS, British Antarctic Survey 
and individual aircraft owners who have made this feasible. With the co-
operation, and input, of the Editor, Dave Partington, I have tried to 
make the presentation of data as consistent as possible but I'll be sur-
prised if the odd anomalies have not crept in. Gremlins always do. 

One alteration which will appear in the 'Additions & Amendments' is, 
the standardizing of the words "de Havilland" and, associated with that 
company, the opportunity has been taken to present the DHC-2 Beaver 
as accurately as possible by referring to each Mark in correct Roman 
numeral sequence: a Mk.l, in essence, refers to the Pratt & Whitney 
Wasp Jr. R985 SB-3 version: Mk.ll has a larger fin & rudder and e.g. 
powered by the Alvis Leonides 502/4 engine: Mk.lll is the turboprop 
version utilizing the United Aircraft of Canada Ltd. Model PT6A-6A. 
However, such is the versatility of the Beaver, many airframe and 
engine variants have crept in over the years substantially altering the 
basic DHC-2 silhouette. 

Numerous approaches have been made to me, from home and abroad, 
about collating all 7 Parts into one book. It would be nice to do so, and 
as all the data and photographs are safely stored in digital form, such 
a project would be feasible. Time will tell. 

ADDITIONS & AMENDMENTS 
a) major types grouped in registration order 

Note: For ease of back reference, I have incorporated the few Part 1 
'Additions & Amendments' first published in Part 2 (See 'Archive' 

Above: FIGAS' Auster 5 VP-FAA, ex landplane G-AJCH, seen on an 
unknown date at the jetty at Salvador, East Falkland. On the original 
photo the FIGAS markings are just visible on the rear fuselage. No reg-
istration letters were worn. (Robin Pitaluga) 

Spring 2006 Pages 022/023). Generally, where text is in "italics", it 
means that the data is as previously published. Where text is "upright" 
this means new information not previously published. 

AUSTER IV & 5 

VP-FAA Auster 5 c/n 2054 
A&A 1: Reassembled at its Stanley Racecourse base and, 

flown by Vic H.Spencer, G-AJCH made an initial 30 minute test-
flight from there on 19.12.48 followed by a second one that day but this 
time Vic was accompanied by a passenger. On 21.12 he made a 1hr 
45 mins round trip from the Racecourse to Lively Island, East Falkland 
where he rendezvoused initially with 'John Biscoe' and then participat-
ed in gunnery co-operation with 'HMS Sparrow" before returning to 
Stanley. On 24.12.48 the significant milestone was passed i.e. the 
initial air-ambulance flight. A little girl, Sandra Short, living at North Arm 
settlement in southern East Falkland, had fallen seriously ill with peri-
tonitis and needed immediate hospital treatment. Stewart Slessor, the 
then Senior Medical Officer in Stanley, requested the services of the 
Auster and its pilot. A telephone call to the settlement Farm Manager 
established that there was a suitable landing site and that sheep skins 
mounted and pegged on sticks would identify the runway. Smoke from 
a small fire would indicate wind direction. The flight was successful and 
within three hours of the request for aid the youngster was in Stanley 
being operated on and her life saved. The concept of an air-ambulance 
service had been vindicated....and on Christmas Eve of all days. 
A&A 2: Ian O'Neill says that Airworthiness Approval Note (AAN) 
No.438 dated 13.10.48 introduces the Design Approval for a wind 
driven generator installation. The aircraft referred to in the document is 
G-AJCH. 
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VP-FAB AusterlV c/n 817 
A&A 1: Civilianised to Auster 5 standard by AAL at Rearsby, its 
CofA was issued on 5.10.48 
The photograph of G-AJCI in 'Archive' Winter 2005 Page 162 clearly 
shows the trimming device under the tailplane applicable to the Auster 
IV. According to Ian O'Neill, there are other examples of Auster IV/4s 
being registered as Auster 5s but not actually converted and G-AJCI is 
obviously one of them. In fairness, the Fl Regn. Certificate states it and 
Vic Spencer always said it was a IV (and that is also what is in 
'Falklands - The Air War') but was willing to stand corrected. 
A&A 2: One of the reasons for introducing aircraft to the Falkland 
Islands was to implement an air-ambulance service. Bearing this in 
mind, Ian O'Neill has unearthed some interesting information in relation 
to G-AJCI/VP-FAB which may have been influential in the Fl Govt's 
purchase of G-AJCI in particular. 
On 11.10.48 (after G-AJCI's purchase by the Fl Govt.), an 
Airworthiness Approval Note (AAN) No.439 introduced the Design 
Approval of an ambulance installation in relation to G-AJCI (ex MS951). 
This modification was a strengthened seat, stretcher frame and a seat 
support assembly. It was most probably the same installation demon-
strated in MS951 circa 8.46. "Aeroplane Spotter" of 31.5.47 carries a 
picture of MS951 marked with a Red Cross and the caption describes 
the aircraft as, " demonstrating the evacuation of wounded by air as 
part of the recent RAF Offensive Support Wing and Transport Support 
Wing demonstrations at Old Sarum and Netheravon, Wiltshire". 

de HAVILLAND DHC-2 BEAVER 

VP-FAF de Havilland DHC-2 Mk.1 Beaver c/n 500 
A&A 1: Because of the amount of new information it is easier to re-
write the history of the aircraft first published in 'Archive' Winter 2005 
Page 164. 
Purchased new from DHC at Downsview ON by the Fl Govt for FIGAS. 
Devoid of any registration markings (See Notes 1, 1A & 1B), other than 
it's c/n applied to each side of the fuselage in black water-paint, it 
emerged from the spray shop d.5.53 as a silver airframe with a 
"Consolidated Blue" cheat line. First flown (for 35 mins) as '500' on 
7.5.53 by DHC test-pilot Bob Fowler followed by second and third 
flights by him on 8.5.53 (20 mins each) after which the aircraft was dis-
mantled and crated by 1.6.53 (See Note 2) for sea transportation to the 
Falkland Islands during 6/7.53. Believed shipped initially to 
Montevideo, Uruguay. There it was transferred to the 'Fitzroy' and 
delivered to Stanley for unpacking, assembly and flight testing under 
DHC supervision which consisted of the test pilot, Bob Fowler, and an 
engineer John Trill. Officially, and wrongly, allotted VP-FAE (as per Fl 
Regn Certificate (No. 1/53) dated 20.8.53) instead of VP-FAF (See Note 
3). Devoid of its externally applied c/n, or Fl regn, the unmarked air-

Above; As can be seen 
from this extract from the 
late Vic Spencer's Pilot's 
Log Book, flying in the 
Falkland Islands com-
menced on 19.12.48 when 
Auster 5 G-AJCH (later allot-
ted VP-FAA) lifted off from 
Stanley Racecourse for a 30 
minute local flight. (Vic 
Spencer) 
Left: Auster IV G-AJCI, later 
allotted VP-FAB, coming in 
to land at North Arm settle-
ment, East Falkland on an 
unknown date in 1950-51. 
(Freddy White) 

craft (flown by Bob accompanied by John) made a 40 mins post-
assembly first test flight from Stanley Harbour on 29.8.53. Three 
further test flights were made by Bob on 31.8; 3.9 and 4.9.53 before it 
entered FIGAS service (See Note 4). On 21.8.56 the incorrect allot-
ment of regn VP-FAE was retrospectively corrected to VP-FAF, and the 
appropriate amended and back-dated (to 20.8.53) Fl Regn Certificate 
paperwork issued [See also DHC-2 Beaver, VP-FAG, which was also 
an incorrect allotment victim circa 8.55 (i.e. VP-FAF and corrected to 
'FAG on 21.8.56)]. However, for all practical purposes it was purely an 
administrative paperwork exercise as by then, and for the rest of its 
service with FIGAS, all the aircraft's Log Books and Manuals still 
referred to 'VP-FAE' and not 'FAF (See Note 5). All photographic evi-
dence indicates that the aircraft remained unmarked in the Silver/Blue 
scheme for many years and was reputedly indistinguishable during this 
period from its similarly painted, and equally unmarked, sister-ship VP-
FAG (alias VP-FAF) purchased in mid 1955. The first confirmation of 
'FAE being marked as such is a colour photo of it in an overall red 
scheme taken in 6.65 (See 'Archive' Spring 2006 Page 023). 
Remained marked as 'FAE until at least 6.6.67, the date of its last 
known flight for FIGAS (flown by FIGAS pilot J.Kerr). About then it was 
sold to L.J.Dorney of Mexico City, Mexico and regd as N17597 (Note: 
L.J.Dorney was a principal in DHC's dealership in Mexico). Departure 
delayed due to shipping problems, it finally left (crated) on 'Darwin' in 
late 1967 for Montevideo, Uruguay, and onward trans-shipment. Regn 
(VP-FAF) was cancelled on 15.3.68 i.e. when the crated aircraft was 
confirmed as having been shipped north out of Montevideo. As late as 
11.84 a spare (or replaced) wing marked VP-FAE was lying in the grass 
at Moody Brook near Stanley. 
Summary of subsequent history: remained regd as N17597 with 
L.J.Dorney then to Paul H.Breed in 1969; Simpson Air Service Inc., 
Ketchikan AK 4.69; regd with Simpson again in 5.71 and then to 
Kenmore Air Harbor Inc., Kenmore WA in 8.71; 1976 with Paul 
H.Breed, Kalawock AK; 1978 with Flair Air, Kalawock AK; 1980 with 
Southeast Alaska Airline Inc., Ketchikan AK; 1983 with Tyee Airlines 
Inc., Ketchican AK; 12.84 with South Coast Inc., Ketchikan AK; 4.85 
with Temsco Helicopters Inc., Ketchikan AK and crashed 4.12.87. 
Cancelled in FAA Register 12.89. However, in 9.03 with Safe Flight 21 
Product Team, Washington DC. Reservation only and still shown as 
such on FAA Register when last checked in 12.05. 

Note 1: According to former DHC test pilot, Bob Fowler, when he did 
the first three production test flights on 7.5 & 8.5.53, the Beaver was 
entered in his Log Book as "500" which was the practice when the air-
craft was going to be shipped to a customer. If a new production air-
craft it was going to be a ferry flight delivery then it too might have had 
the c/n painted on in water-paint for the production test flights, but prior 
to departure from Downsview, it would have its destination regn letters 
painted on it. As 'FAE was going out in boxes, no regn letters were 
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worn and the water-paint c/n washed 
off. This ties in with contemporane-
ous photos taken in Stanley after 
delivery. 
Because a shipped machine wasn't 
required to have its destination regn 
painted on there was also a cost-
saving to the customer because DHC 
would have charged substantially to 
do it. In most cases such paint jobs 
were not simple. There were often a 
lot of finicky details that the recipient's 
authority may insist on, even down to 
specifications of the paint, the size, 
dimension and font of the lettering. 
Often there were great troubles with 
0, 1, 4 & 7, and certain letters weren't 
optional. "Better to just send the bird 
in a box and let the distant 'cops' have 
their way", says Bob! 

Note 1A: From a FIGAS point of view 
(ie Fl Govt) any cost saving was 
worthwhile plus the need to have the 
regn painted on was not an overriding 
one. There was only going to be one 
Beaver in service and that would be used purely for internal flights. 
Anyway, Austers VP-FAA & 'FAB never wore their regns and that didn't 
cause operational problems (N.B. Auster 5 VP-FAC & Norseman V VP-
FAD did wear their regns but that was because of their FIDS origins 
with whom they had flown outside of the Islands). (Author's comment: 
the less-costly method of painting the letters on the aircraft on arrival in 
the Islands was not an option: there were simply no facilities for doing 
so!). This lax practice ceased with the delivery of regn-applied Beaver, 
VP-FAH, in 7.58 as a replacement for the unmarked VP-FAG (alias VP-
FAF) which had capsized on 19.2.58 and reduced to spares and scrap 
(Author's comment: investigation of the 2.58 accident appears to have 
revealed a number of administrative inadequacies including the VP-
FAE/'FAF & VP-FAF/'FAG regn allocation anomalies. There followed a 
tightening up on paperwork which, unfortunately, didn't resolve subse-
quent knock-on regn allotment problems over the next few years). 

Note 1B: An interesting aside from Gerald Cheek (former Fl Director of 
Civil Aviation) is that whilst in service it was always referred to by 
FIGAS engineers merely as "500"...never it's registration. 
Note 2: DHC records say that 1.6.53 was the official FIGAS 'Delivery' 
date. Perhaps better interpreted as contract completion 'Handover' 
date. 
Note 3: Due to an administrative error, the then Islands' Registrar of 
Aircraft, H.Bennett, had overlooked the fact that VP-FAE was still allot-
ted to a stored DH.87B Hornet Moth (as per Fl Regn Certificate 
(No.3/49) dated 26.9.49) and had never been rescinded. 
Note 4 : Bob Fowler's Log Book reveals that his passengers on 31.8.53 
were John Trill, FIGAS pilot F.Deverell and FIGAS engineers H.D. 
Jones & M. Smith. 3.9.53 consisted of a gentleman called 'Hardy' plus 
F.White and his 8 year old son, Ian, who has supplied many photos 
used in this series of articles. On 4.9 were two unnamed persons and 
the Governor, Sir Geoffrey Miles Clifford (the creator of FIGAS). 
Note 5: Even before 21.8.56, it was known that FIDS Hornet Moth VP-
FAE was never going to fly again so the simplest administrative thing 
to do once the anomaly had been spotted would have been to cancel 
'FAE and reallocate it to the first FIGAS Beaver. This would have 
avoided the subsequent ramifications. However, paperwork viewed & 
copied by the Author shows that this was not done. However, those in 
FIGAS with a more down-to-earth attitude always quoted the Beaver as 
being VP-FAE and never 'FAF. Similarly the second Beaver was 
referred to as 'FAF and not the corrected allocation of VP-FAG 
although the Author has seen some operational paperwork referring to 
"VP-FAG". 

VP-FAG de Havilland DHC-2 Mk.1 Beaver c/n 828 
At the time of writing (12.4.07) photos of the complete aircraft have 
remained elusive. This is partly because of the photographic similarity 
between it and FIGAS Beaver (c/n 500) which, for many years prior to 
c/n 828's demise, had the same colour scheme and both were devoid 
of registration markings However, as can be seen by reading A&A 5 all 
need not necessarily be lost! 

Above: Bereft of all markings for a number of years, other than a DHC 
crest on the fin, FIGAS' first Beaver VP-FAF (alias VP-FAE) doing an 
engine run at Stanley on 8.5.53 prior to its first post-assembly flight on 
that day. In the cockpit is DHC pilot Bob Fowler and standing alongside 
is Company engineer John Trill. The little lad with the hat on is a very 
young Ian White who has supplied many photographs for this series of 
articles. (Freddy White) 
Below: Tucked away in the corner of a garden in Stanley on 22.5.06 
are the remains of FIGAS' second Beaver VP-FAG (alias VP-FAF). 
This is the only known confirmed photo of this most elusive aircraft! 
(Robert King) 

A&A 1: DHC records say that 30.6.55 was official FIGAS 'Delivery' 
date. Perhaps better interpreted as contract completion 'Handover' 
date. 
A&A 2: While being piloted by George Toye somewhere between 
11.57 and 3.58, it capsized and sank in a take-off at the Moro 
The date of the Moro incident is, 19.2.58. 
A&A 3: Most reports and people quote the salvage vessel as being 
'Shackleton' but one adamant dissenter is Basil Reive living in New 
Zealand in July 2006. He was one of the passengers when the Beaver 
capsized. He quotes other passengers as being Nina McClaren, Peter 
Grave and an unnamed doctor all of who were returned the next day to 
Stanley. He agrees that 'Shackleton' had been tasked with the recov-
ery but in fact 'John Biscoe' by chance happened to be much closer 
and was utilized instead. The Beaver, which was irreparably damaged 
during recovery operations, was taken back to Stanley Harbour as deck 
cargo on 21.2.58. He also says that a main reason for recovery 
damage was failure to drain water from the wings before craning the 
aircraft on board. 

A&A 4: A Silver/Blue centre fuselage section, reportedly belonging to 
VP-FAF (i.e.VP-FAG), was noted circa 4.93 in the Mary Hill rubbish 
dump near Stanley Airport but see A&A 5 . 
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Left: A rare sight indeed: wheeled FIG AS Beavers 
VP-FAK and VP-FAL on Stanley Racecourse on 
30.3.67. The occasion? ... purchased new from DHC 
at Downsview, they had just arrived that day from 
Punta Arenas, Chile. Both were quickly converted to 

^ floatplanes for day-to-day use. (Ian A White) 

Below: Beaver VP-FAL in later life. Following a 
capsize accident on 10.8.76 its hulk was dumped 
outside the former Auster landplane hangar alongside 
the Racecourse. The fuselage remains and wings 
were around in 8.82 and substantial pieces could still 
be seen on the local dump in 1993. (Ian A White) 

A&A5: In 3.06 the Author was contacted by Robert 
King in Stanley about a Silver/Blue rear fuselage 
section that was still sitting in a garden in the town 
and offered to take and send photographs! This 
can only be from VP-FAF (i.e. VP-FAG in reality). 
Robert's tale is worth relating if only to show that an 
aircraft considered "long gone" can sometimes 
emerge from the undergrowth (pun intended!). 
The story of how it, or a goodly portion of it, came 
to be still present in Stanley in 2006 is best told as 
E-mailed to the Author by Robert:-

"This fuselage section lay for quite a number of 
years in the rear garden of the Hardy family resi-
dence and commercial retail outlet on the corner of 
John and Dean Streets. It was subsequently 
dumped on the town's rubbish dump to the East of 
Stanley from where it was blown/rolled a further 
half-mile eastwards and came to rest on the beach near to the hulk of 
the ship, 'Afterglow'. I would hazard a guess this was around 1967/68 
as I was born in 1960. Reasoning that it would make a good play hut, 
I got a bunch of pals together and we carried it to the home of my late 
father at 39, Fitzroy Road. This was done in two stages and once in 
situ in the rear garden, it was floored out with an old pallet and a 
wooden door fitted. It served me and my childhood friends well for a 
number of years: a couple of us also 'camping out' in it on occasions. 
This fuselage section is still there, now full of bricks and old timber. It 
has no registration markings so there is not much to go on other than it 
is Silver/Blue. Its location under trees will make it difficult to get a good 
photograph but, if you wish, I'll do my best and send you 
one?" which he did on 22.5.06 and it represents the only known, 
confirmed, photo of VP-FAG (alias VP-FAF)! 

VP-FAH de Havilland DHC-2 Mk.1 Beaver c/n 1129 
A&A 1: DHC records say that 15.5.58 was the official 'Delivery' date to 
FIGAS. This is perhaps better interpreted as a contract completion 
'Handover' date. 
A&A 2: Sold c6.67 to L.J. Downey of Mexico City. 
LJ.Dorney was a principal in DHC's dealership in Mexico. 

A&A 3: 
22.4.07. 

Still with Kenmore Air Harbor Inc., Kenmore, WA as at 

VP-FAL de Havilland DHC-2 Mk.1 Beaver c/n 1666 
A&A 1: dumped outside the floatplane hangar on 16.8.82 (not 
16.8.62 as stated). 

VP-FAM de Havilland DHC-2 Mk.lll Turbo-Beaver c/n 1670-TB40 
A&A 1: Because of the amount of new information it is easier to com-
pletely re-write the history first published in 'Archive' Page 2006/028. 
Produced by DHC at Downsview ON and, reportedly marked as CF-
WSC (Note: Regn. officially allotted on 23.11.67), it first flew from there 
on 3.10.67 for a 1 hour flight piloted by D.H.Rogers followed by a 
further 15 mins test flight by him on 4.10.67. Although officially regis-
tered to DHC on 9.1.68 it already had been placed in storage. It was 
not flown again until 23.1.69 when a 10 mins local flight from 
Downsview was made by G.A.Neal. Purchased from DHC by NERC for 
BAS its CF-WSC marking was removed on 16.9.69 and replaced that 
day by Fl Regn, VP-FAM in compliance with Fl Regn Certificate 
(No. 15) dated 6.7.69 (Note: The Aircraft Log actually states alteration 
application date from Canadian to Fl markings). Also on 16.9.69, to 
meet NERC/BAS requirements, its PT6A-6A was replaced by a PT6A-
20 and the aircraft returned to temporary storage. In preparation for 
Antarctic deployment, it was test flown at Downsview (ex-storage) on 

7.11.69 by G.A.Neal (also the date of the Bill of Sale to BAS) and again 
by him on 12.11. On 17.11.69 the wheel-skis were fitted and test 
flown by A.Saunders. This was followed by further check flights on 20 
& 21.11.69. With a total airframe time of 6hrs 45mins, and piloted by 
Jim Averill, it departed Downsview on 22.11.69 (in company with Twin 
Otter VP-FAO) for Florence SC routing via Rochester NY, Rutland NC 
and Norfolk VA. To Vero Beach and Fort Lauderdale FL on 23.11 and 
thence to Kingston, Jamaica on 27.11; Curacao, Netherlands Antilles 
28.11 followed by Manaus, Brazil, on 29.11. On to Santa Cruz, Bolivia 
1.12.69 and Mendoza and San Carlos De Bariloche (both in Argentina) 
on 2.12 before flying to Punta Arenas, Chile on 3.12.69. From here on 
7.12.69 it flew initially to Anvers Island and continued the same day to 
its final destination at Adelaide Station, Adelaide Island. During the 
season it supported BAS field parties at locations such as Fossil Bluff, 
Stonington Island and the depot at Mount Charity until 25.3.70 when it 
departed Adelaide Station for Punta Arenas and from there to San 
Carlos De Bariloche 26.3; Mendoza 27.3; Santa Cruz 28.3 and Manaus 
on 29.3. From here to Piarco, Trinidad 30.3 and St. Thomas, US Virgin 
Islands, 31.3 before proceeding to Fort Lauderdale 1.4.70 and Florence 
on 3.4.70. From here, on 4.4.70, it flew initially to Rochester and then 
to Toronto (Malton) Airport ON to clear customs before making the 
short flight to Downsview for servicing and storage by DHC. Returned 
to Adelaide Station (via Punta Arenas in Chile) in mid-12.70 for BAS 
summer operations and sustained repairable damage to the tail-ski and 
fuselage in 1.71. Returned to Downsview from Adelaide Island in early 
4.71. At the end of 11.71 it arrived at back at Adelaide Station from 
Downsview and, following a season of BAS support flights (mostly 
to/from Fossil Bluff on Alexander Island), it departed Adelaide Station on 
20.3.72 and arrived at Downsview on 28.3.72. Because BAS wished to 
standardize on a Twin Otter fleet (VP-FAQ replaced Turbo-Beaver VP-
FAM), it was sold through NERC agents Air Associates Ltd., London, UK 
to DHC as of 14.4.72. Its Fl regn was cancelled the same day. 

Summary of subsequent history: Officially registered to DHC on 5.7.72 
and the markings, CF-BLX, allotted 7.5.72. Sold by DHC on 7.7.72 (as 
CF-BLX) to Arctic Air Ltd., Edmonton AB (to be based at Fort Simpson 
NWT). On 12.3.73, whilst landing to pick up a crew at Trout Lake four 
miles NW of Kwokwullie Lake BC, the pilot (W.Grosenick) forgot to 
lower the skis whilst in wheel-skis configuration and the aircraft nosed 
up. On 4.6.74 the aircraft was inspected and CofA renewed and valid 
until 14.7.74. At this time the aircraft was located at Fort Nelson BC. On 
19.8.73, whilst the pilot J.Pomerleau was landing on the Fontas River 
(one mile from Fontas village BC), the engine went back into idle, and 
the aircraft "buried itself. A Permit to test fly the aircraft for renewal of 
CofA was issued on 29.7.74. The aircraft was cancelled as wfu on 
9.5.75. There was no note of it in the 30.6.75 edition of the Canadian 
Civil Aircraft Register (CCAR) and Transport Canada records state that 
it was cancelled on 28.5.75 due to an "accident". No more known. 
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VP-FAT de Havilland Canada DHC-2 Mk.l Beaver c/n 1098 
A&A 1: Confirmed from official paperwork: the correct presentation is 
B.M. Aviation Ltd. and not B-M Aviation Ltd. Also confirmed is that 
B.M. Aviation acquired all 64 aircraft and not just 61. Thanks to AB 
Member, John Davis, the Author has a complete list of the 64 US Army 
serials correlated against their subsequent American/Canadian regis-
trations. 

A&A 2: where it was initially stored prior to overhaul (See Note 2). 
Officially sold by Laurentian Air Services Ltd. to B.M. Aviation Ltd. on 
1.4.73. Overhauled by B.M.Aviation Ltd. the markings C-GUIH were 
allotted by Transport Canada (TC) on 9.2.76. Based on an agreement 
dated 20.9.76, it was sold to the Fl Govt for FIGAS on 6.10.76. and 
the Canadian CofAfor Export (WQX793) issued on 21.10.76. Although 
allotted and painted as VP-FAT for delivery and the Canadian regn can-
celled on 1.11.76, the Fl Regn. Certificate (No.21) was not officially 
issued until 14.12.76. 

Note 1: Transport Canada has a telegram on file from N.French, the 
then Governor of the Falkland Islands, quoting the contract for two 
Beavers, c/n 1233 & 1098 to be marked as VP-FAT & FAV respective-
ly. This would have been logical given that 'FAT would have been ex 
C-GUHH and 'FAV ex 'GUIH...i.e the reverse of what actually hap-
pened. Instead, c/n order dictated the outcome. 

A&A 3: Ref Note 2: The name is McOuat Investments and not, McQuat. 
A&A 4: left there on 8.11.76 and arrived at Hookers Point metal 
airstrip (near Stanley) the same day. During the flight to the metal 
airstrip the aircraft sustained some wing damage when, at about 7000 
ft., it struck a Turkey Vulture stored in the nearby floatplane 
hangar where the wing was repaired and the aircraft fitted with a set of 
floats refurbished by FIGAS. 
A&A 5: The location of the photograph of VP-FAT & 'FAV in 'Archive' 
Summer 2006 Page 080 is Port Howard, West Falkland and not 
Stanley Harbour. 

A&A 6: Although built in 1957 as an L-20A for the US Army, the des-
ignation became U-6A on 6.7.62. 
A&A 7: The discovery of the few remaining VP-FAT Log Books reveals 
that its last flight in FIGAS service was on 15.3.82 when a a total of 10 
sectors was flown comprising 3hrs 35mins. This brought the total air-
frame hours to 7672hrs 45mins. 
A&A 8: A few days after the Argentine invasion on 2.4.82 one of the 
Beavers (VP-FAT or 'FAV) was noted out on Stanley Harbour. 
Somebody (presumably an Argentine) was trying unsuccessfully to get 
it to fly. Those involved had obviously no experience in floatplanes as 
it never got off the water. On 6/7.4.82, Vernon Steen and Keith 
Stewart, accompanied by Argentine personnel, went to the floatplane 
hangar under the pretext of collecting personal items. Both aircraft 
were back in the hangar and they noted that the elevators from 'FAT & 
'FAV had been removed. The Argentines obviously had concerns that 
somebody might hijack one of them! 

A&A 9: Thanks to some excellent sleuthing by former FIGAS Manager, 
Vernon Steen, in the Falkland Islands; Neil Aird in Canada; Bernard 
MacNamara in Ireland and others, the following verified data emerged 
in relation to the Construction Numbers clash between VP-FAT and 
C-FHVT both of which ostensibly had the same c/n, 1098. 

Research in the VP-FAT FIGAS records in Stanley (including the few 
Aircraft Log Books which survived the 1982 war) confirms 100% that 
VP-FAT was c/n 1098. The possibility, no matter how remote, of VP-
FAT's c/n plate having been re-used on another airframe required pos-
itive visual confirmation that C-FHVT was also c/n 1098. 

a) On 29.5.06, Neil photographed the data plate on C-FHVT which 
indeed showed the number 1098 stamped on the plate. 
b) By this stage those involved in researching the problem were con-
vinced there was a more logical explanation, and so it proved. 
c) Back-tracing the history of C-FHVT revealed a crucial administrative 
error which had, in effect, created and perpetuated the c/n confliction. 
A summary is as follows:-
C-FHVT de Havilland Canada DHC-2 Mk.1 Beaver c/n 284 
Constructed in 1952 as L-20A Beaver 51-16506 by DHC Downsview, 
Toronto against a USAF Contract (#1098 : L-20 No.99 : Command A-
11) on behalf of the US Army. Recorded as leaving the paint shop on 
21.5.52 with a Final Inspection Date of 4.6.52 noted on the data plate. 
Designation changed to U-6A on 6.7.62. Civilianised (See Note 1) and 

allotted markings N5150G 
(against c/n 284) and registered 
in 5.71 to Civil Air Patrol Inc., 
Maxwell AFB, Montgomery AL. 
The FAA US Civil Aircraft 
Registry (USCAR) dated 1.7.72 
gives the c/n as 51-16506! As a 
result of incorrect information 
supplied to the FAA in 1973 from 
the data plate, the USCAR of 
1.1.74 gives the c/n as 1098 (i.e. 
the US Military Build No. men-
tioned earlier under the original 
USAF contract). Registered on 
31.7.78 to Emil H. Kindelberger, 
Freedom PA where it was sup-
posedly used by the PA Air 
National Guard (ANG) to train 
parachutists before they went 
overseas. Reputedly still marked 
as N5150G it was reportedly 
imported into Canada as of 15.3.90 by Jean Louis Lapointe of Quebec 
(Note: The FAA website indicates that N5150G c/n 1098 was cancelled 
on 15.3.90 with no reason shown for the cancellation). On 22.8.90 it 
was allotted markings C-FHVT (based on inherited incorrect c/n 1098 
which made it ex VP-FAT) by Transport Canada (TC) and registered to 
Sudbury Aviation Ltd., Azilda/ Whitewater Lake ON and still current as 
at 12.4.07 (See Note 1). 
Note 1: When the aircraft was civilianized, a new data plate was affixed 
(See photo) which, instead of the correct c/n 284, utilized by mistake 
the 'Build No.' 1098 as the c/n. Even though documentation clearly 
shows that TC realized what the true c/n was, the data plate evidence 
seems to have won the day. There are, reportedly, other examples of 
Beaver c/n/Build No. anomalies. 

Above: Data plate of C-FHVT 
showing Model L20A and Ser.No. 
1098. (Neil Aird) 

VP-FAV de Havilland Canada DHC-2 Mk.l Beaver c/n 1233 
A&A 1: Although built in 1958 as an L-20A for the US Army, the des-
ignation became U-6A on 6.7.62. 
A&A 2: See under VP-FAT A&A 1 
A&A 3: where, having accumulated a total 4225 airframe hours in 
US Army service, it was initially stored prior to overhaul (See Note 2 
'Archive' Summer 2006 Page 082). Officially sold by Laurentian Air 
Services Ltd. to B.M. Aviation Ltd. on 1.4.73. Allotted registration G-
CUHH by Transport Canada (TC) on 16.12.75. Overhaul and conver-
sion at Lachute PQ from U-6A to civilian standard by B.M.Aviation Ltd 
completed on 27.5.76 followed by a 15 min test flight that day by John 
Gill (4225hrs 15mins.). Registered to B.M. Aviation Ltd. on 5.8.76 
and based on an agreement dated 20.9.76 it was sold to the Fl Govt 
for FIGAS on 6.10.76. On that date it was flown by John Gill from 
Lachute to Ottawa (Upland) Apt. ON (giving a total of 4226 hrs). 
Upland was the main Alliance/Laurentian facility and it was here, by 
18.10.76, that the appropriate VHF & ADF equipment etc. had been 
fitted ready for the delivery flight and Canadian CofA for Export 
(WQX797) issued that day. Two test flights were made at Upland on 
22.10.76 by Jim .Irvin and D.Fournier respectively bringing the total air-
frame hours to 4227hrs 15mins. Although allotted and painted as VP-
FAV for delivery, and the Canadian regn cancelled on 25.10.76, the Fl 
Regn. Certificate (No.22) was not officially issued until 14.12.76. On 
26.10.76 the wheels were removed and floats fitted (See Note 1 below) 
for the delivery flight. Configured as a floatplane, it is recorded as 
having left St. Louis MO (not MS as previously stated) on 6.11.76 being 
flown by ferry pilot J.Lavigne of Univair Int. Ltd 
Note 1: In 4.07 during a telephone conversation with Beaver historian, 
Neil Aird, John M. Bogie (of B.M. Aviation Ltd. fame) stated:-
"Floatplane flights from Upland were from a dolly. Standard rig: two 
Beaver main wheels and two tail wheels with a brake that came on after 
the aircraft lifted off. They launched all the floatplanes that way includ-
ing Beavers (and Piper Super Cubs). Beavers then flew to the sea-
plane base at Rockcliffe ON on the Ottawa River. The ramp is still 
there, but there is now a Marina in the location of their old base". 
A&A 4 : See VP-FAT, A&A 2 Note 1, for original Fl Regn. intention. 
A&A 5: on 11.12.00, Dave Ruddlesden reports seeing the tail & fin of 
VP-FAV in a peat shed in Stanley. 
A&A 6: Argentine attempts to fly a FIGAS Beaver. See under VP-
FAT, A&A 8. 
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de HAVILLAND DHC-6 TWIN OTTER 

Note: 
Although the current BAS Twin Otters VP-FAZ, FBB, FBC, FBL are all 
ostensibly Series 310 (ie Series 300 aircraft with all necessary modifi-
cations to comply with UK CAA CofA requirements) BAS still refer to 
them by their generic Series, ie: '300'. This is because, over the years, 
they have been subjected to many physical alterations and modifica-
tions beyond the basic 310 definition to enhance their operating capa-
bilities. As Falkland Islands' registered aircraft their CofAs are now 
covered by Air Safety Support International (ASSI), a recently-formed 
subsidiary company of UK CAA whose objective is to help provide a 
cohesive system of civil aviation regulation in the UK Overseas 
Territories. All these aspects are currently under review by ASSI and 
only time will tell whether 300 or 310 is the correct designation. 

VP-FAO de Havilland DHC-6 Twin Otter Series 200 c/n 152 
A&A 1: Because of the amount of new information it is easier to re-
write the 1968-70 period of the history first published in 'Archive' Spring 
2006 Pages 029 & 030. 

Ordered new from DHC by NERC for BAS on 1.9.67 and noted at 
Downsview ON 19.8.68 prior its first flight of 1 hr 30 mins flown by 
D.Rogers on 20.9.68 with further test flights by him on 23 & 25.9. The 
wheel-skis were installed on 8.10.68 and the aircraft test-flown that day 
by D.Rogers in this configuration prior to a final check flight and han-
dover to BAS on 11.10.68 (regn worn only on the upper and lower wing 
surfaces: See Note 1). Remained at Downsview until it departed 
11.11.68 on a 9 hrs 45 mins direct flight to Fort Lauderdale FL where it 
remained until a local test flight was made from there on 23.11 and on 
24.11 it departed for Kingston, Jamaica and from there to Curagao 
25.11; Atkinson Apt., Guyana, 26.11; Manaus, Brazil, 27.11; Santa 
Cruz, Bolivia, 28.11; Salta, Argentina, 29.11; Mendoza & San Carlos 
De Bariloche (both in Argentina) 30.11. From here it flew to Rio 
Gallegos on 1.12.68 and on to Punta Arenas, Chile, on 2.12.68. From 
there it flew to Deception Island, South Shetland Islands 3.12 followed 
by the last leg to Adelaide Station, Adelaide Island on 4.12.68. After a 
summer season, supporting BAS field operations at locations such as 
Fossil Bluff and Stonington Island, it flew from Adelaide Station to 
Anvers Island and Punta Arenas on 18.3.69. To San Carlos De 
Bariloche on 20.3; Mendoza and Salta 21.3; Santa Cruz 22.3; Trinidade 
Island, Brazil 23.3 (Note: On 16.1.58, the Island was the location for 
one of the most authenticated UFO sightings & photographs which 
have yet to be de-bunked); Manaus 24.3; Piarco(?), Trinidad, West 
Indies, 25.3; St.Thomas, US Virgin Islands & South Caicos, Turks & 
Caicos Islands, 26.3 and on to Fort Lauderdale on 27.3. From here it 
flew to Florence SC & Charlottesville VA 28.3. On 29.3.69 it departed 
for Rochester NY and Toronto (Malton) Airport ON to clear customs 
and then make the short flight the same day to Downsview for modifi-
cations, servicing and storage by DHC (the first FIDS/BAS/NERC air-
craft not to be wintered and serviced in Antarctica). Remained unflown 
until 28.10.69 when DHC test pilot Bob Fowler made an initial 35 mins 
test-flight followed by others prior departing for Rochester, 
Charlottesville and Florence on 22.11.69 (accompanied by Turbo-
Beaver VP-FAM). To Vera Beach & Fort Lauderdale 23.11; Kingston 
27.11; Curagao 28.11; Manaus 29.11; Santa Cruz 1.12.69; Mendoza & 
San Carlos De Barlioche 2.12; Punta Arenas 3.12 and flew from there 
on 7.12.69 to Adelaide Station via Anvers Island. During the deploy-
ment, the suitably-equipped aircraft undertook radio-echo ice-depth 
sounding flights. Among the places visited were Stonington Island, 
Titania Plateau and Fossil Bluff. At the end of season it departed 
Adelaide Station on 25.3.70 (accompanied by Turbo-Beaver, VP-FAM) 
to Punta Arenas. From there to San Carlos De Barlioche 26.3; 
Mendoza 27.3; Santa Cruz 28.3; Manaus 29.3; Piarco 30.3; St. 
Thomas 31.3. From there to Fort Lauderdale 1.4.70 and on to Florence 
3.4; Rochester, Toronto (Malton) Airport and Downsview on 4.4.70 for 
servicing and storage by DHC. Departed Downsview 11.11.70 for 
Adelaide Station.... 

Note 1: Although regn. VP-FAO was worn on the first flight, the Fl 
Regn. Certificate (No.16) was not officially issued until 10.2.71. This 
was because of the FI/BAS aircraft markings allocation administrative 
problems of the time. 

VP-FAP De Havilland DHC-6 Twin Otter Series 300 c/n 333 

In order to defray BAS' Antarctic operating costs, Twin Otters such as 
VP-FA W were leased out to airlines such as Loganair Ltd. VP-FA W had 
two stints with Loganair, from 3.78 to 9.78 as seen Above at Glasgow 
in 1978 with logo and titles (Charlie Stewart), and from 3.80 to 9.80 as 
Below at Aberdeen 2.4.80 without titles (Eric Melrose). It was also 
leased to Jersey European Airlines Ltd from 7.81 to 9.81. 

VP-FAQ de Havilland DHC-6 Twin Otter Series 300 c/n 347 
A&A 1: there 5.3.73 for servicing and storage. Leased by DHC 
from BAS for the period 6-7.73 for a sales demonstration tour in 6.73 
based at Kinshasa, Zaire and trials work at Sondrestrom Fjord, 
Greenland in 7.73 to Kinshasa on 7.6.73 for demonstrating to 
the Armee Nationale Zairoise. 

A&A 2: Downsview on 14.9.79 for maintenance and modifications 
prior to the Antarctic season. Departed there 12.11.79 for Toronto 
(Malton) Airport and left on 16.11.79 on a direct flight to Miami FL. To 
South Caicos, Turks & Caicos Islands 17.11; Grenada 18.11; Manaus, 
Brazil, 19.11; Corumba, Brazil, 20.11; Cordoba, Argentina, 21.11; 
Trelew, Argentina, & Punta Arenas 22.11 before leaving there on 
27.11.79 on the final leg to Rothera. On 17.1.80 it made a 7hrs45mins 
flight from Rothera to Punta Arenas to collect spares for Twin Otter, VP-
FAW located at Deception Island. It left Punta Arenas on 23.1.80 for 
Deception Island to drop off the spares and then proceeded on pas-
senger pick-up/drop-off legs to the Argentine Base Antartica Gustavo 
Argentino Marambio on Seymour-Marambio Island (commonly known 
as, Marambio) before going on to Kilo (Station K) and finally Fossil Bluff 
where it landed the same day giving a total flying time that day of 11 hrs 
10mins! The following day, 24.1.80, it continued to Rothera. Whilston 
BAS support flights during the season, it visited other locations such as 
Damoy, Cape Robinson, US Antarctic Research Base at Palmer and 
Hope Bay on the Antarctic Peninsula. Departed Rothera Station on 
26.2.80 

A&A 3: final leg to Rothera on 23.11.80. During the season's BAS 
support flights it visited places such as, Adelaide Station, Fossil Bluff, 
Charity Depot and Prospect Point Station. The season over 

VP-FAW de Havilland DHC-6 Twin Otter Series 300 c/n 546 

A&A 1: During the 1973/74 Antarctic deployment, the aircraft was used 
for the first time on geophysical (aeromagnetic) flights. 

A&A 1: Noted arriving at Miami 16.11.79 on a direct flight from 
Toronto (Malton) Airport crewed by R.Taylor & M.PIimmer who took the 
aircraft all the way to Antarctica. Flew on to South Caicos, Turks & 
Caicos Islands, 17.11; Granada 18.11; Manaus, Brazil, 19.11; 
Corumba, Brazil, 20.11; Cordoba, Argentina, 21.11; Trelew, Argentina 
& Punta Arenas, Chile, 22.11 and from there direct to Rothera Station 
on 27.11.79. Whilst on deployment, on 10.12.79 it flew from Rothera 
to the Argentine Base Antartica at Gustavo Argentino Marambio on 
Semour-Marambio Island (better known as, Marambio) and then to the 
main Argentine base at Esparanza at Hope Bay on 14.12 before return-
ing to Rothera via Marambio, Damoy and Palmer the same day. Left 
Rothera Station on 26.2.80 for Downsview 
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Casualty Compendium PART 103 

Right: British Eagle Viscount 739 
G-ATFN, seen here at Rotterdam 
on 29.5.68, crashed onto the 
Munich - Nuremberg autobahn after 
loss of control and structural failure 
on 9.8.68. (via Wim Zwakhals) 

We begin with a couple of additions to earlier listings before the identities and details of the casualties listed in the Spring 2007 issue. 
6.11.66 The location of the Air Mali 11-14 TZ-ABH crash should be corrected to Estenc. Almost certainly a collision with high ground as the Col de 

la Cayolle is one of the highest passes in the Alps at 7,631 ft (2,326m). 
24.3.68 The 1970 report into the loss of Aer Lingus Viscount EI-AOM was reviewed in 1999 following persistent rumours and pressure. A new 

report published in 2002 raised several issues such as inherent weakness in tailspar section and elevator root in the 800 series, Aer Lingus 
maintenance regime, missing parts of r/t transcripts, use by the flight crew of the aircraft call-sign instead of the flight number on r/t, and 
the many reports of a Viscount flying erratically in the Waterford area while the crew of -AOM were reporting over Bannow at 17,000 ft. 
This and much more detail can be found in "Tragedy at Tuskar Rock" by Mike Reynolds (2003). 

4.5.68 Our comment about the speed at which the Channel Airways titles were painted out on G-APPU is echoed by Mike McHugh. The crash 
occurred at 2120 and by 0700 on 5.5.68 the painters had already been at work and the railway line was at least partially open. 

29.6.68 The explosion on board KLM/VIASA DC-8 PH-DCH took place in the early morning before dawn. Five maintenance workers were burned, 
three seriously. 

8.7.68 Saudia Arabian Convair 340-68B HZ-AAZ, c/n 219, inbound from Bahrain, crashed at 17.20 GMT 5 miles south of Dhahran airport after 
aborting the third approach in blowing dust. The three crew and 7 of the passengers were killed, the sole survivor died later. 

17.7.68 Sabena Boeing 707-329C OO-SJK c/n 19211 crashed c0500 eight miles north of Lagos airport, Nigeria, after descending below the safe 
altitude in bad weather. All five crew and the two passengers were killed. The 707 was carrying arms for the Federal Government and 
was due to land while the airport was closed to normal civil traffic. Date was actually 13.7.68. 

2.8.68 Alitalia DC-8 l-DIWF c/n 45630 "Antoniotto Usodimare" crashed at 1625 local time in woodland near Lake Connebio, 6 miles north of Milan 
after making a non-standard approach to Milan-Malpensa Airport in a thunderstorm. Thirteen passengers were killed, but Capt Falco 
Staffieri, 9 crew and 72 passengers survived. T/t 21,998 hrs. 

9.8.68 British Eagle Viscount 739 G-ATFN c/n 394 had a generator failure which took out the gyroscopic flight instruments and it crashed onto 
Munich - Nuremberg autobahn near Langenbruck at 1304 GMT; control having been lost in cloud during an emergency descent, the air-
craft suffered structural failure in attempting to pull out of the resultant dive. Capt John Dawdy, 3 crew and 44 passengers killed. As a 
result it became mandatory to fit a standby battery-powered artificial horizon. 

10.8.68 Piedmont Fairchild FH-227 N712U c/n 557 "Pacemaker James River" hit trees 360 feet short of the runway at 0857 EDT while making a 
localiser only approach to Kanawa airport, Charleston, inbound from Louisville, KY in thick fog. Capt Gene A. Sugg, 2 crew and 32 of 34 
passengers were killed or died later. The glide-slope at the airport had been out of service since 15.6.68 and the location of a dense layer 
of fog over the runway threshold may have caused disorientation. 

14.8.68 Sikorsky S-61L N300Y c/n 61031 of Los Angeles Airways Inc operating shuttle service to Disneyland crashed in Compton, Los Angeles, 
at 1037 local time when one of the main rotor blades broke off due to fault during manufacture. Capt Kenneth L. Waggoner, 2 crew, 18 
passengers killed. (N3007 has been incorrectly quoted for this aircraft). 

18.8.68 Chartered United Arab Airlines Antonov An 24 SU-AOL c/n 67302806, en route Cairo - Damascus, crashed into Mediterranean Sea at 
0921 GMT c100 miles south of Cyprus shortly after entering the Nicosia FIR. Seven crew and 33 passengers killed. It was suggested, but 
not proved, that the Antonov has been shot down by an Israeli jet. 
Curtiss C-46 CP-760 c/n 22535 of Transportes Aereos Benianos SA (TABSA) crashed immediately after take-off from Nieve airstrip, 
Reyes (?), Bolivia at 1445 local time. Capt Cesar Jordan Aramayo, 2 crew, 1 passenger killed, co-pilot seriously injured. 
Viacao Aerea Rio Grandense SA (Varig) Boeing 707-341C PP-VJR c/n 19320 was destroyed in hangar fire at Rio de Janeiro international 
airport overnight 7/8th. 
Air France Caravelle III F-BOHB c/n 244 "Beam" operated by Air Inter en route Ajaccio to Nice crashed into the sea 12 miles SSW of Cap 
d'Antibes following report of an in-flight fire in the area of the right rear toilet and galley. Six crew and 89 passengers were killed. 
Viscount 827 PP-SRE c/n 399 of VASP on training flight at Sao Paulo was carrying out engine failure simulation when it crashed on climb-
out at c2120 local time 7 km beyond the runway. Capt Neutel Serffert attempted a forced landing on a city street but the Viscount hit a 
house and exploded, killing the Capt, co-pilot and one person on the ground. 
Universal Air Lines Douglas DC-7C N7466 c/n 45090 crashed and destroyed at 0343 EDT on approach to Cherry Point, NC from 
Charleston, SC. The pilot failed to overshoot when the runway was not seen. Only three crew on board, all of whom survived. 
Ceskoslovenske statni aerolinie (C.S.A) Avia 14 OK-MCJ c/n 805120 "Svit Gottwaldov" crashed shortly after take-off from Prague for 
Piestany with 37 passengers and 3 crew on board. Three crew and 8 passengers killed, 29 passengers injured. Destination is quoted as 
Kosice-Barca in several sources, was Piestany an interim stop? 
Northeast Airlines Fairhild FH-227 N380NE c/n 517 en route Boston to Montpeliervia Lebanon, NH crashed onto Moose Mountain 8 miles 
S of Lebanon while making at non-standard approach at c1810 local time. It appears that the aircraft VOR receiver was malfunctioning 
and modifications were subsequently recommended. Capt John A. Rapsis and the co-pilot were killed together with 30 of 39 passengers. 
The stewardess survived. 

26.10.68 Aerial mapping Douglas DC-3 PH-DAA c/n 11855 of KLM had a starboard engine failure and struck Mount Tafelberg, near Paramaribo in 
Surinam, at 3,000 ft while descending too quickly in cloud at 0930 local. Capt Gerritt Jan Gouka and 2 crew killed, 2 other occupants sur-
vived. The correct date was 25.10.68. 

22.11.68 Japan Air Lines Douglas DC-8 JA8032 c/n 45954 "Skiga" en route from Tokyo to New York landed in shallow water two miles short of San 
Francisco International in fog c0925 PST, after making an incorrectly set up coupled ILS approach. Capt Kohei Asoh, 10 crew and 96 pas-
sengers survived unhurt. The DC-8 was recovered, repaired by United Airlines and delivered back to Tokyo on 31.3.69, but Capt Asoh 
later commited suicide. 

23.8.68 

8.9.68 

11.9.68 

15.9.68 

27.9.68 

11.10.68 

25.10.68 
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Above Left: KLM DC-3 PH-DAA was used by 
the aerial mapping division Aerocarto and is 
seen here at Rotterdam on 28.4.66. (via Wim 
Zwakhals) 

Above Right: The wreckage of PH-DAA after it 
crashed on Tafelberg (Table Mountain) in 
Surinam on 25.10.68. (via Herman Dekker) 

Left: Ansett-ANA Viscount 720 VH-RMQ was 
on lease to MacRobertson Miller Airlines when 
it suffered structural failure and crashed near 
Port Hedlandon 31.12.68. (via Wim Zwakhals) 

23.11.68 Cable Commuter DHC-6-200 Twin Otter N7666 c/n 148 (operated by Cable Flying Services) struck a lighting pole 1.8 miles from the 
airport at 19.59 local time in fog and crashed onto Newport freeway when attempting to land at Orange County Airport, CA. Two crew and 
seven passengers were killed. 

2.12.68 Fairchild F-27 N4905 c/n 49 "Harold Gillam" of Wien Alaska Airlines broke up in severe turbulence en route Anchorage to lliamna and 
crashed onto frozen Foxes Lake, 100 miles from Anchorage killing the 3 crew and 36 passengers. Crash site also quoted as Lake Spotsy. 
Investigation revealed that there were pre-existing fatigue cracks in the right wing. 

12.12.68 Pan American Boeing 707-321 N494PA c/n 19696 "Clipper Malay" en route New York to Caracas actually descended into the sea at 2202 
local time ten miles from Maiqetia Airport, Caracas, and then exploded. The pilots were possibly deceived by an optical illusion due to the 
city lights on an up slope. Capt Sidney E. Stillwaugh, 8 crew and 42 passengers were killed. 

26.12.68 Cargo Boeing 707-321 N799PA c/n 18824 "Clipper Racer" of Pan American on charter to USAF (from San Francisco to Cam Ranh Bay 
via Anchorage, Tokyo and Da Nang) crashed on take off at 0615 local time at Elmendorf Air Base, Anchorage for Tokyo, killing the three 
crew. They were being rushed to get away in the fog due to Oceanic Control time restrictions and took off with the flaps up. 

27.12.68 North Central Airlines Convair 580 N2045 c/n 369 crashed into hangar and exploded at 2022 CST when control was lost on an overshoot 
landing in fog at Chicago O'Hare Airport. Capt Marvin A. Payne, 2 of the 4 crew and 24 of 41 passengers were killed. Several members 
of a boys drum and bugle band rehearsing in the hangar were injured. 

27.12.68 Douglas DC-9 N974Z c/n 47034 of Ozark Air Lines crashed on take-off from Sioux City Municipal Airport in ice storm at 0711 CST, Capt 
P.G. Sweeney, 3 crew and 64 (62) passengers survived. The DC-9 was not de-iced before take-off and the take-off thrust setting was 
incorrectly calculated. On undercarriage retraction the aircraft rolled violently to the right, was overcorrected and the left wing struck the 
ground and it then crashed into trees some 1,180 feet beyond the runway. 

31.12.68 MacRobertson Miller Viscount 720 VH-RMQ c/n 45, chartered from Ansett ANA, was preparing to land after a flight from Perth when it 
crashed c1145 near Port Hedland when the starboard wing failed at 7,000 feet in the descent due to metal fatigue. Capt Brian Bayly, 4 
crew and 21 passengers killed. All Australian Viscount 700s were grounded for checks. VH-RMQ had flown 31,746 hours and made 
25,336 landings (LI, Viscount Mono, a-s-n, "West Australian" Perth) 

With thanks for the above to Herman Dekker, Joop Gerritsma, Dick Gunnell, Jim Hawkins, Mike McHugh, Jack Meaden, Brian Pegden, Peter Quade, 
Don Schofield, Vic Smith, Dave Welch, John Withers, Luc Wittemans and Wim Zwakhals. 
Now for a new batch of casualties to be identified all details of which will be revealed next time: 
5.1.69 Airliner of Ariana Afghan crashed into trees and a house on approach to London-Gatwick Airport in fog. 
13.1.69 Scandinavian Airlines aircraft crashed into Pacific Ocean near Los Angeles near the end of a transpolar flight from Copenhagen. 
14.1.69 British United Airways flight from Milan to Gatwick crashed in attempted forced landing a few minutes after take-off from Milan-Linate. 
18.1.69 Aircraft of United Airlines crashed into the Pacific four minutes after take off from Los Angeles International for Denver. 
2.2.69 THY airliner struck electric pylon, crashed and later burnt out at Esenboga Airport, Ankara but no fatalities. 
20.2.69 British Midland Airways aircraft had undercarriage collapse on landing at Castle Donington from Glasgow in a blizzard. 
24.2.69 Airliner of FEAT crashed in south Taiwan en route from Kaohsiung to Tainan following engine fire. 
5.3.69 Puerto Rico International Airlines aircraft crashed in El Yunque forest 15 mis SE of San Juan, killing 19. 
11.3.69 Ethiopian airliner exploded and burst into flames on the apron at Frankfurt Airport some 75 minutes after landing there. 
16.3.69 VIASA aircraft crashed on to village shortly after take-off from Grano de Oro Intl Airport, Maracaibo on the Caracas to Miami route. 
20.3.69 Airliner of British Midland Airways on a training flight, rolled and crashed on take-off at Ringway Airport, Manchester. 
20.3.69 United Arab Airlines aircraft on pilgrimage flight returning from Mecca to Aswan Airport crashed and burnt on landing in a sandstorm. 
2.4.69 Polish airliner crashed near Krakow on scheduled flight from Warsaw. 
7.4.69 Air Canada aircraft left Seven Islands, PQ for Montreal but retuned with one engine on fire and was destroyed after landing. 
21.4.69 Indian Airlines aircraft crashed near Khulna in East Pakistan when en route from Agartala to Calcutta. 
24.4.69 Aircraft of Ghana Airways crash landed in bush near Takoradi Airport when inbound from Accra and Kumasi, killing one passenger. 
1.5.69 Conroy Aircraft Corp aircraft chartered to Mobil Oil total loss after heavy landing at Anchorage Airport. 
28.5.69 Freight aircraft operating Postal service from Orly to Poitiers crashed and burnt out in a main road during attempted take-off. 
4.6.69 Mexicana airliner reported total loss after crash in mountains 20 miles from Monterrey in storm when inbound from Mexico City. 
23.6.69 Dominican-registered cargo aircraft crashed in a Miami street following on-board fire after take-off for San Domingo. 

To be continued.... 
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Islander VP-FBO seen at Stanley Airport in July 
2007 fitted with its removable multi-faceted 
mirror nose for calibration of landing aids. The 
final updates of the Falkland Islands Register 
appear in this issue. (Morgan Goss) 
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HEAD-ON VIEW - WHAT IS IT? Number 25 
You're not likely to have seen this before, but you already have enough clues to know what it is. 
Details in the next issue, (via Jack Meaden) 

In this issue 
The Falkland Islands Civil Register has 
now come to its natural end, with a remark-
able amount of additional material being 
unearthed in a short space of time. Our 
thanks are due to Douglas Rough for his 
magnificent efforts to tie up any perceived 
loose ends and bring the story fully up to 
date. We should also thank Tim Berners-
Lee, the inventor of the Internet, without 
which communication with many sources in 
the South Atlantic would be well-nigh 
impossible instead of virtually instant! Of 
course if any readers do have even the 
smallest piece of information to add, it will 
still be gratefully received! 

Our major series on China, co-ordinated 
with patience and skill by Martin Best, this 
time features the well-known Eurasia air 
line together with the much less well-known 
Hamiata. We are sorry that some shorter 
additional sections had to be omitted this 
time but once again we had a surprisingly 
large number of illustrations available to 
claim the space. Look out next time for 
studies of SWAC and Government/VIP air-
craft together with a review of the 
Consolidated Commodore and Northrop 
Alpha. Once again, if you think you can con-
tribute anything relevant to these themes 
please get in touch. 

Other articles in this issue continue to 
develop existing themes. The Kinner 
history is also nearing its end but this time 
covers the Timm developments, including 
their plastic bonded aircraft which may be 
considered the forerunners of today's com-
posites. The Heston connection this time 
features the Yougman-Baynes "High Lift" 
or, to be more accurate, the experimental 
flap designs attached to a converted 
Proctor to prove the concept. Thanks again 
to Jack Meaden for these and for the 
Dornier series which has now reached the 

Do K 1 and K 2 models. In looking at this 
article we are struck by some of the super-
ficial similarities with the Fokker F.V which 
is also featured within. The earlier Fokker 
was smaller and was not a commercial 
success although its successors certainly 
were. The later K 1 and K 2 were more in 
the experimental category but both types 
were cabin 8-seaters with slab-sided fuse-
lages typical of the period. However, our 
thanks are due to Harm Hazewinkel for con-
tributing the Fokker article and from whom 
we hope to hear more in the future. Of 
course if anyone knows more about the 
final fate of this aircraft we would all be 
delighted to share the news! 

Another batch of inter-war French registra-
tions also appears this time and will of 
course continue to do so. Likewise 
Casualty Compendium now moves into 
1969 which sounds terrible recent but is still 
older than a few of our readers! After a 
recent increase in contributions this issue 
sees a reduction - has the editor been 
having more e-mail problems that he 
realised or is the spam filter over-efficient? 

Back to recent requests. A huge number of 
very generous responses to our Herald / 
Dart Herald photos request - so much so 
that we still have to sort out what is on offer 
but we will be in contact very soon. Not sur-
prisingly we get little response to requests 
for pre-1960 Yugoslav civil photos, but it 
may be worth trying again! We have a 
number of Fairchild Argus and Leopard 
Moth photos to process for future articles 
but would always welcome more. 

One final request for a feature on named 
UK aircraft - not so much airliners which 
tend to be well known but light aircraft too. 
Evidence of names carried, dates where 
known, photographic proof if available, 
would all be welcome via the editorial letter 
box: brass or electronic. 
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COMPLETE CIVIL REGISTERS: 14 

THE FALKLAND ISLANDS 
Civil Aircraft Register 1949-2007 
VP-FAA to VP-FBT 
Douglas A Rough 

Part Eight: Additions & Amendments (Conclusion) 

INTRODUCTION 
Part 7 in 'Archive' Summer 2007 should have contained all the 
'Additions & Amendments' pertaining to this Series but overall space 
limitations, and associated constraints to the use of colour images, 
meant that the Editor had to "exercise his prerogative" thus creating the 
need for a Part 8. C'est la vie. Continuity between the two Parts has 
been achieved with minimal duplication but, e.g., with the Twin Otter 
section having been split in two, repetition of some data and explana-
tory notes has been necessary. However, such anomalies should 
present no problems to the discerning reader! Suffice it to say, the 
need for a Part 8 has allowed me to incorporate new photographs and 
information gleaned since the publication of Part 7. Unfortunately, in 
spite of extensive enquiries, no positively identified photograph of the 
complete FIGAS Beaver, VP-FAG (alias VP-FAF) has been forthcom-
ing although former FIGAS pilot, Jim Kerr (See 'Obituaries') confirmed 
from his personal Flying Log Book (and copied to me) that the aircraft 
was referred to throughout its operational career as "VP-FAF", regard-
less of any official paperwork quoting it as being VP-FAG. Other than 
the Hornet Moth and the first two FIGAS Austers, colour photographs 
of every aircraft to appear on the Fl Register have been located, and 
used, which is most satisfying especially as at the outset I really didn't 
expect to achieve such coverage. 

As stated in the Islander section in this issue, the Accident Investigation 
continues in relation to the accident to VP-FBI on 19.11.06. In the rea-
sonable assumption that it will eventually be Written Off, the subject of 
replacement will arise in the not-to-distant future, not only for it, but also 
for the other two elderly examples VP-FBD & 'FBM. Whether two, or 
three, aircraft will be required remains to be seen. 

I trust that you have found the Series interesting and informative. I've 
tried my best to make it so. However, without the contributions from so 
many people it would not have been feasible. The possibility of collat-
ing all eight Parts into book form has not been forgotten but, as said 
previously...."Time will tell". 

Above: FIGAS' first Beaver, the unmarked VP-FAF (alias VP-FAE), at 
rest in Stanley Harbour on 29.8.53 following a successful first post-
assembly flight that day. This date corrects that in the caption on page 
2007/091. (Freddy White) 

ADDITIONS & AMENDMENTS 
a) major types grouped in registration order 

Note: For ease of back reference, I have incorporated the few Part 1 
'Additions & Amendments' first published in Part 2 (See Archive' 
Spring 2006 Pages 022/023). Generally (except important descriptive 
quotations by individuals), where text is in "italics", it means that the 
data is as previously published. Where text is "upright" this means new 
information not previously published. 

de HAVILLAND DHC-2 BEAVER 

VP-FAG de Havilland DHC-2 Mk.1 Beaver c/n 828 

A&A 3: In Archive Summer 2007 page 091 the question is raised as to 
whether the irreparably damaged aircraft was taken back to Stanley on 
21.2.58 on board the 'Shackleton' or the 'John Biscoe'. It has been con-
firmed as being 'Shackleton'. 

VP-FAM de Havilland DHC-2 Mk.lll Turbo-Beaver c/n 1670-TB40 

A&A 2: Amendment to CF-BLX history under A&A 1 in Archive' page 
2007/092. 

On 4.6.73 (not 4.6.74 as stated) the aircraft was inspected and 
CofA renewed and valid until 14.7.74. 

de HAVILLAND DHC-6 TWIN OTTER 

The BAS Twin Otters VP-FAZ, FBB, FBC and FBL are all Series 300, 
and not Series 310. However, they do incorporate many of the modifi-
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cations necessary to comply with UK CAA CofA requirements. Over 
the years, they have been subjected to many physical alterations and 
modifications to enhance their operating capabilities. As Falkland 
Islands' registered aircraft, their CofAs are now covered by Air Safety 
Support International (ASSI), a recently formed subsidiary company of 
UK CAA whose objective is to help provide a cohesive system of civil 
aviation regulation in the UK Overseas Territories. ASSI, as at July 
2007, refer to the BAS Twin Otters as Series 300 as does the Falkland 
Islands Government Civil Aviation Department (See Note). 

Note: The above paragraph updates that previously published in 
'Archive' Summer 2007 Page 094. 

VP-FAP de Havilland DHC-6 Twin Otter Series 300 c/n 333 

A&A2: ....Fl Regn Certificate (No. 17; confirming it to be VP-FAP was 
issued on 23.9.71. The Fl Regn was not officially cancelled until 
29.3.95 which was long after it was written off as a result of its accident 
in Antartica on 21.1.77. 

Left: All four BAS Twin Otter 
Series 300 in rising stack for-
mation off the Needles, Isle 
of Wight, on 27.9.90 prior to 
their departure from Fairoaks 
to Antarctica on 1.10.90. 
From front to back they are 
VP-FBC, VP-FBL, VP-FAZ 
and VP-FBB. (© BAS/NERC) 

Below: BAS Twin Otter VP-
FAQ at Stansted Airport in 
suitably wintry conditions 
whilst on lease to Jersey 
European Airways Ltd from 
16.4.81 to 27.4.82 when it 
was sold to the airline 
becoming G-BKBC. It 
appears to have had a door 
replacement or respray as 
part of the company title is 
missing. (Tony Aldridge) 

VP-FAQ de Havilland DHC-6 Twin Otter Series 300 c/n 347 

A&A 4: Recently discovered registration application paperwork (dated 
21.8.72) for an Fl Regn Certificate states that it was for "DHC-6 Twin 
Otter 300 series Utility 2 crew 20 passengers(l) Constructors number 
347". The Fl Regn Certificate was issued on 22.8.72 i.e. as stated in 
Archive' Summer 2007 Page 030. 

VP-FAW de Havilland DHC-6 Twin Otter Series 300 c/n 546 

A&A 2: Whilst in Antarctica, its Fl Regn Certificate (No. 23) was 
issued on 6.12.77. 
Although the '6.12.77' date was taken from official documentation, dis-
covery of the actual Fl Regn Certificate shows that VP-FAW was issued 
to "DHC-6 Twin Otter 300 Series utility Aeroplane (landplane) serial 
number 546" on 6.6.77 which ties in with its first flight date of 27.6.77. 

A&A 3: to MAL at Fairoaks for damage assessment and noted 
there 29.5.82. On 7.12.83 (after parts of the damaged aircraft had 
been used to restore VP-FAZ), it was assessed by NERC as being 
beyond economical repair and, together with numerous spare parts, 
offered for sale by tender. VP-FAW was eventually WOC on 6.4.84 
when it, and associated spares, were sold to MAL (Fl Regn Certificate 
officially cancelled 9.5.84 although other paperwork refers to the date 
as 11.4.84) and its hulk was seen in a jig.... 

Above: Another view of VP-FAQ in the wet at Stansted on 10.3.82 
shortly before its cancellation. Oddly the JEA logo is reversed on the 
starboard side of the fin/rudder. (Geoff Ambrose) 
Below: Part 7 depicted BAS Twin Otter VP-FAW wearing Loganair 
logo and titles whilst on lease to them in 1978 and 1980. Here it is seen 
at Stansted sporting a simple round Jersey European Airways sticker 
on the port side during its short lease to the airline from July to 
September 1981. (Tony Aldridge) 
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VP-FAZ de Havilland DHC-6 Twin Otter Series 300 c/n 748 BRITTEN-NORMAN BN-2 ISLANDER 

A&A 1: BAS 2006/07 Antarctic Deployment: Kidlington > Porto 
4.11.06 > Tenerife (South) Apt. 5.11 > Praia, Santiago Island, Cape 
Verde Islands 6.11 > Natal 7.11 > Rio de Janeiro Intl. 10.11 (both in 
Brazil) > Montevideo Intl., Uruguay, 11.11 > Stanley Airport 13.11 > 
Punta Arenas, Chile 17.11 to pick up spares for Dash 7 (VP-FBQ) and 
then flew direct from thereto Rothera on 19.11.06. Because BAS end-
of-season aircraft maintenance would be done in Canada, after the 
summer deployment it flew direct from Rothera to Punta Arenas on 
6.3.07 > Puerto Montt 9.3 > Concepcion 10.3 > Arica 11.3 (all in Chile) 
> Guayaquil, Ecuador, 12.3 > Conzumel, Mexico, 13.3 > Houston 
(Hobby) Apt. TX 15.3 > Liberal KS > Casper Intl. WY 16.3 > Calgary 
Intl. AB 17.3.07 for storage and servicing by FA(W)L. Still in storage 
with FA(W)L as at 30.7.07. 

VP-FAY Pilatus-Britten Norman BN-2A-27 Islander c/n 872 

VP-FBB de Havilland DHC-6 Twin Otter Series 300 c/n 783 

A&A 1: BAS 1989/90 Antarctic Deployment: No confirmed details 
at the time of compilation of this article. Of the three BAS Twin Otters, 
VP-FBB did not deploy to Antarctica for that season due to a shortage 
of aircrew (See Note). It was seen at Fairoaks on 14.1 & 4.2.90. 

Note: In a normal season the BAS Twin Otters deploy South in October 
each year but VP-FAZ & FBC did not depart for Rothera until 7.12.89, 
returning to Fairoaks on 23.3.90 where they joined the non-deployed 
'FBB and the newly-delivered 'FBL (which arrived from Canada on 
16.3.90). All four deployed to Rothera for the 1990/91 season (see 
photo opposite). 

A&A 2: BAS 2006/07 Antarctic Deployment: Kidlington > Porto 
7.11.06 > Tenerife (South) Apt. 8.11 > Praia, Santiago Island, Cape 
Verde Islands 9.11 > Natal 10.11 > Rio de Janeiro Intl. 12.11 (both in 
Brazil) > Montevideo Intl., Uruguay, 13.11 > Stanley Airport 14.11 > 
Rothera 25.11.06. Because BAS end-of-season aircraft maintenance 
would be done in Canada, after the summer deployment it flew direct 
from Rothera to Punta Arenas on 6.3.07 > Puerto Montt 9.3 > 
Concepcion 10.3 > Arica 11.3 (all in Chile) > Guayaquil, Ecuador, 12.3 
> Conzumel, Mexico, 13.3 > Houston (Hobby) Apt. TX 15.3 > Liberal 
KS > Casper Intl. WY 16.3 > Calgary Intl. AB 17.3.07 for storage and 
servicing by FA(W)L. Still in storage with FA(W)L as at 30.7.07. 

VP-FBC de Havilland DHC-6 Twin Otter Series 300 c/n 787 

A&A 1: BAS 2006/07 Antarctic Deployment: Kidlington > Porto 
4.11.06 > Tenerife (South) Apt. 5.11 > Praia, Santiago Island, Cape 
Verde Islands 6.11.06 > Natal 7.11 > Rio de Janeiro Intl. 10.11 (both in 
Brazil) > Montevideo Intl., Uruguay, 11.11 > Stanley Airport 13.11 > 
Rothera 19.11.06. Because BAS end-of-season aircraft maintenance 
would be done in Canada, after the summer deployment it flew direct 
from Rothera to Punta Arenas on 25.2.07 > Puerto Montt 26.2 > 
Concepcion 27.2 > Arica 28.2 (all in Chile) > Guayquil, Ecuador, 1.3 > 
Conzumel, Mexico, 2.3 > Houston (Hobby) Apt. TX 4.3 > Liberal KS > 
Casper Intl. WY 5.3 > Calgary Intl. AB where it arrived on 6.3.07 for 
storage and servicing by FA(W)L Ex-storage, it made its first post-
maintenance test flight at Calgary Intl. on 31.7.07 in preparation for the 
next Antarctic deployment.. 

VP-FBL de Havilland DHC-6 Twin Otter Series 300 c/n 839 

A&A 1: The Author has seen one VP-FBL Aircraft Log Book referring 
to it being a Series 310. However, all others...and associated paper-
work... refer to it as Series 300. 

A&A 2: It is now confirmed that the aircraft was not originally built 
against an order for Etty Aerospace: c/n 841 was the aircraft in ques-
tion (not 839) which wore the same registration letters. Initially regis-
tered to DHC on 6.7.88 and, on the same date, allocated temporary test 
regn C-GDCZ by Transport Canada (TC) On 27.7.88 (having been 
officially sold that day to BAS) in compliance .... 

A&A 3: BAS 2006/07 Antarctic Deployment: Stanley Airport to 
Rothera 19.11.06. Because BAS end-of-season aircraft maintenance 
would be done in Canada, after the summer deployment it flew direct 
from Rothera to Punta Arenas on 25.2.07 > Puerto Montt 26.2 > 
Concepcion 27.2 > Arica 28.2 (all in Chile) > Guayaquil, Ecuador, 1.3 
> Conzumel, Mexico, 2.3 > Houston (Hobby) Apt. TX 4.3 > Liberal KS 
> Casper Intl. WY 5.3 > Calgary Intl. AB where it arrived on 6.3.07 for 
storage and servicing by FA(W)L. Still in storage with FA(W)L as at 
30.7.07. 

A&A 1: Bought by the UK Overseas Development Administration 
for FIGAS, it received its UK CofA for Export on 14.8.79 landing at 
Stanley Airport 4.10.79. Although painted as VP-FAY its Fl Regn. 
Certificate (No.24) was not officially issued until 9.10.79 when it was 
accepted by FIGAS. Over the next two months, as many of the 
Falklands' airstrips as possible were subjected to landings and take-
offs to assess their suitability. Perhaps surprisingly, the majority rated 
from 'OK' through to 'Excellent'. On 12.2.80 it overran the landing strip 
at Hill Cove, West Falkland, which had earlier been assessed as "OK". 
Although slightly damaged (at Frame 19), it was jury-rig repaired on site 
and flown back to Stanley Airport where a PBN working party (led by 
Ken Dye), in conjunction with FIGAS, restored it to operational service. 

A&A 2: Whilst researching some old paperwork on VP-FAY in Stanley, 
two pages from the Aircraft Log Book were unearthed giving basic 
details of flights made by Argentine aircrews. Unfortunately, they did 
not contain pilot names or destinations. 

The following notes should be read with reference to Archive' Summer 
2006 Pages 083/084. The last FIGAS pre-invasion flight is confirmed 
as being on 1.4.82. The next recorded flights were 10.4.82 'One Sector' 
(1S) flight of 55mins; 11.4 2S 1hr5mins (which coincides with a known 
flight to Fox Bay East); None on 12.4 which perhaps negates a sup-
posed known flight to Salvador that day; 13.4 1S 1hr; 17.4 2S 2hrs 
30mins; 16.4 1S 2hrs 10mins; 17.4 2S 2hrs 30mins; 18.4 2S 1hr 
55mins; 19.4 2S 2hrs 5mins; 20.4 2S 5hrs (a long flight time); 21.4 
2S 2hrs 30mins; 22.4 2S 2hrs 20mins; 23.4 6S 4hrs 50mins (this 
ties in with a known flight to Pebble Island); 24.4 1S 2hrs 10mins 
which is the last entry. Noteworthy is the fact that Continental "7"s 
are used indicating Argentine as opposed to British-type entries. 

A&A 3: c8.92 when it was disposed of to a Chilbolton-based orga-
nization who had thoughts of scrapping it or, using it as a fire-rig at 
some other location.... 
A more definitive ending has emerged thanks to a "Road Runner" entry 
in the Feb.1994 edition of 'North West Air News'....as follows:-
"Noted on a trailer at the side of the road by the junction of the old A34 
with the old A303 near Winchester on 8.1.94 was an aircraft fuselage 
section. The wife of the current owner told our correspondent that the 
airframe was an Islander which had been shot down in the Falklands". 

Who the 'correspondent' was is still unknown. However, contact with 
Mark Harrison of Grampian Helicopters revealed that the date of dis-
posal was 1.94 and not c8.92 as he had thought (without checking) 
when first asked. He remembered he needed the container space to 
shelter a boat he had inherited and, as he had tried for sometime to 
unsuccessfully dispose of the Islander, he gave it to the Chilbolton outfit 
mentioned earlier. He has no record as to who the outfit was. So, the 
aircraft's final fate remains uncertain post 8.1.94....unless you, the 
reader, know otherwise? 

VP-FBD Pilatus-Britten Norman BN-2B-26 Islander c/n 2160 

A&A 1:....(VP-FBD unofficially allocated to, and worn by, the FIGAS 
UH-1H). Maximum Weight flight check at Bembridge on 21.10.85 fol-
lowed by stalls and avionics tests on 22.10.85 prior to departing that 
day to Bournemouth (Hum) Airport for painting by Hum Airport Services 
in FIGAS colours (including VP-FBD markings). The aircraft returned to 
Bembridge on 11.11.85 with further flight checks on 11 & 13.11.85. On 
14.11.85 its U.K. CofA for Export was issued. Later it was dismantled 
and crated prior to shipment to Stanley. Departed Bembridge on 
24.12.85 arriving by sea at Stanley Harbour in 1.86. {Note: 
Unconfirmed reports say that it was shipped on the 'Asifi). Assembled 
and test-flown at Stanley Airport on 14.1.86 prior to entering FIGAS 
service. 

VP-FBF Pilatus-Britten Norman BN-2B-27 Islander c/n 2125 

A&A 1: ....to PBN, Bembridge on 23.2.82 for selling, painting, fitting out 
and conversion to BN-2B-27 (See Note 1 Archive' Winter 2006 Pages 
175/176). First flown at Bembridge on 24.11.82 after a period of 
storage, it carried out Light Weight performance and avionics checks 
that day. Having been purchased by FIGAS (using Falkland Islands 
Rehabilitation Funds provided by the UK) it flew to Bristol (Lulsgate) 
Apt. on an unknown date for painting in FIGAS colours including Fl 
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Above: (Left and Right) As can be seen above, 
Islander VP-FBI was badly damaged as a result of its 
accident on 19.11.06 at the remote West Falkland 
airstrip on West Point Island. 
(Left: Andrew Newman: Right: Morgan Goss) 

ISLANDER RECOVERY 

To remove an aircraft from a remote location with 
limited equipment calls for ingenuity! Firstly, a 
purpose-built sled was made to put the fuselage on, 
with wings & centre-section being removed: second-
ly, it had to be lowered gently down the slope to the 
beach /jetty: thirdly, it had to be gingerly sat astride 
the Sea Truck: fourthly, it was sailed slowly and 
smoothly out to be craned aboard the 'Tamaf. Lastly, 
in Stanley, it was off-loaded on to a flat-bed lorry and 
taken to FIGAS' hangar at the Airport for storage and 
damage assessment. (All five photos: Kurt Whitney) 

Regn. letters VP-FBF ( In accordance with FI Regn. Certificate (No. 30) 
which was dated 23.12.92 i.e. some time after the aircraft was actually 
painted). Returned from Bristol (Lulsgate) Apt. to Bembridge on 
12.12.82 and did an avionics test flight on 13.12.82 shortly after which 
both it and VP-FBG were dismantled 

VP-FBG Pilatus-Britten Norman BN-2B-26 Islander c/n2126 

A&A 1: ... .to PBN, Bembridge 9.3.82 for selling, painting and fitting out. 
First flown at Bembridge on 24.11.82 after a period of storage, it carried 
out avionics and Light Weight performance checks that day followed by 
Max. Weight performance tests on 27.11 followed by snag clearance 
checks on 6 & 7.12.82. Purchased for FIGAS 

VP-FBI Pilatus-Britten Norman BN-2B-26 Islander c/n2188 

A&A 1: first flown there in green primer on 19.3.86 marked as 
G-BLNI (See Note 1) to PBN, Bembridge for selling, painting and 
fitting out. Flown by PBN pilot, John Ayers, it departed Bucharest 
(Otopeni) Intl. Apt. (See Note 2) on 10.4.86 for Zagreb, Yugoslavia, and 
Graz, Austria; to Amsterdam (Schiphol) Apt., Holland, 11.4 and from 
there to Southampton, U.K., on 12.4.86 where it cleared Customs and 
continued the same day to Bembridge. Purchased for FIGAS and 
flown from Bembridge on 14.9.87 to the Hum Airport Services hangar 
at Bournemouth Airport for repainting in FIGAS Colours including its 
allotted FI Regn, VP-FBI. However, for delivery purposes it retained 
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Right: FIGAS / Fisheries 
Protection Islander VP-
FBN was delivered, and 
initially flew patrols, with 
underwing tanks. The 
bulbous Bendix radar 
nose is clearly seen 
here, whilst the aircraft 
was on static display 
next to RAF Tristar KC. 1 
ZD948 during an "Open 
Day" at RAF Mount 
Pleasant, reportedly in 
March 1991. Visible is 
the white tape delineat-
ing the crowd barrier line. 
(Vernon Steen) 

II 
• 
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superimposed, and easily removable, G-BLNI markings. Returned to 
Bembridge on 28.9.87 where Max. Weight Performance & Stalls trials 
were conducted on 29.8.87. Test flown 1.10.87, the UK CofA for Export 
was issued on 6.10.87 and snag clearing check flights took place on 7 
& 9.10.87 before it left later on 9.10 for unspecified work at Hum from 
where it returned to Bembridge on 13.10.87. Flown by PBN pilot Nick 
Scott (accompanied by PBN Chief Pilot, John Ayers as co-pilot/naviga-
tor) it departed Bembridge on 14.10.87 on a 9hrs 20mins direct flight 
to Reykjavik, Iceland > Goose Bay, Labrador, 15.10 > Bangor ME & 
Essex County Airport, Caldwell NJ 16.10 > Wilmington NC & Fort 
Lauderdale Executive Apt. FL 17.10. At this stage John Ayers returned 
to the UK. On 19.10.87 it was given a 50 hrs airframe inspection here 
by Banyan Air Services Inc. Flew from Fort Lauderdale to Miami Intl. 
and Georgetown, Grand Cayman on 20.10.87 and on to Panama 21.10 
> Guayaquil, Ecuador, 22.10 > Lima, Peru, on 23.10. From there to 
Antofagasta 24.10 > Puerto Montt, (both in Chile), 25.10.87. It started 
out for Punta Arenas on 26.10 but had to return to Puerto Montt due to 
bad weather en route. The leg to Punta Arenas, Chile, was completed 
on 27.10.87. Here it was held for three weeks awaiting clearance 
through Argentine airspace to Stanley Airport. No clearance was forth-
coming and 

Note 1: UK Regns. were always used for Romanian flight tests. These 
regns were provided by the UK Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) to PBN. 
As a result, the Romanian Test Pilots had to hold a CAA validation of 
their Romanian licences which PBN did on an annual basis on behalf 
of the CAA. 

Note 2: As of 8.85 Baneasa Airport was closed for runway resurfacing. 
Because there was then only a grass strip available, the Romanian 
authorities insisted that only Romanian test pilots could use that strip 
and they positioned aircraft to Otopeni for PBN collection and delivery 
to the UK. Deliveries to the UK from Baneasa recommenced in 10.86. 

A&A 2: ....Current with FIGAS as at 28.10.06. On touching down at 
West Point Island airstrip, West Falkland, on 19.11.06 (whilst being 
flown by very experienced FIGAS pilot, Tom Chater), there was a loud 
bang as the port wing spar broke and the aircraft rolled gently to a halt 
with no injuries to the two passengers or pilot. The port wing tip hit the 
ground but only about half way down the landing roll as the wing bent. 
It did not hit the ground prior to, or at, touchdown. Retrieval of the air-
craft back to Stanley Airport was....out of necessity because of the 
remote location....innovative! On 8.2.07, utilising farm vehicles such as 
a forklift, the wing (and tail unit) was removed with the fuselage being 
placed on a purpose-built sled. This was lowered gently down the 
slope to the jetty where fuselage & sled were lifted, as one, on board 
one of the Falklands' coastal vessel 'Tamar's two Sea Trucks (similar 
to a small Landing Craft). Sitting precariously astride the vessel, it was 
taken out to the 'Tamar' and craned aboard. The ship sailed on 8.2.07 
for Stanley Harbour where it arrived on 9.2.07. That day, the fuse-
lage/sled was placed a flat-bed lorry and taken to FIGAS at Stanley 
Airport for storage pending the Al result. On 16.2.07 VP-FBI's wing & 
boxed oleo leg were taken to FIPASS (See Note 1) where they were 
loaded aboard the 'Hurst Point' which sailed for Marchwood (near 
Southampton), UK on 2.3.07. A few days after arrival on 22.3.07, the 
wing and oleo were roaded to Britten-Norman, Bembridge, loW for 

detailed inspection. As at 27.7.07 the Accident Investigation (Al) pro-
ceedings had yet to be completed. Only after completion of the Al will 
the Fl Regn Certificate be cancelled. However, upon cancellation, the 
aircraft will be reduced to Spares & Produce. 

Note 1: FIPASS is the acronym for the Falkland Islands Interim Port & 
Storage System at the eastern end of Stanley Harbour. In effect, it is 
a floating dock consisting of large pontoon barges linked together and 
connected to the shore by a causeway. 

VP-FBM Pilatus-Britten Norman BN-2B-26 Islander c/n 2200 

A&A V.....to replace BN-2B-27, VP-FBF....Flown from Bembridge to 
Kidlington, Oxford, on 10.4.89 for painting by CSE Aviation Ltd. in 
FIGAS colours including Fl Regn. letters, VP-FBM. However, for deliv-
ery purposes it retained superimposed, and easily removable, G-BLNZ 
markings. Returned to Bembridge 24.4.89 where some avionics flight 
tests were made on 27.4.89 at the conclusion of which a UK CofA for 
Export was issued. Another flight check followed on 28.4.89. Flown 
from Bembridge to Fairoaks on 8.5.89 for internal long-range tanks to 
be fitted by Mann Aviation Ltd. (MAL) (See Note 2). Piloted by ferry 
pilot, Janet Ferguson, it departed there direct to Reykjavik, Iceland on 
16.5.89. To Godthaab/Nuuk, Greenland and Goose Bay, Labrador 17.5 
and then to Portland ME and Norfolk VA 18.5 before proceeding to Fort 
Lauderdale Executive Airport FL on 19.5 for a stopover. Janet depart-
ed there on 22.5 for Cartagena, Colombia and on to Guayaquil, 
Ecuador 23.5 from where she flew to Antofagasta, Chile via Lima, Peru, 
on 24.3. To Puerto Montt 25.5 and thence to Punta Arenas (both in 
Chile) on 27.5 before completing the 6hrs 5mins flight to Stanley Airport 
on 29.5.89 

VP-FBN Pilatus-Britten Norman BN-2B-26 Islander c/n 2216 

A&A 1: ....before being ferried as such to PBN, Bembridge for selling, 
painting and fitting out. Flown by PBN pilot, John Ayers, it flew from 
Baneasa to Graz, Austria, on 19.10.89 and from there to Luxembourg 
and Southampton, UK (to clear Customs) on 20.10.89 before making 
the short flight the same day to Bembridge 

A&A 2: ....(replacing Dornier Do228-200, VP-FBK). Flown from 
Bembridge to Bournemouth (Hum) Apt. on 3.5.90 for painting (by Jecco 
Aircraft Services/AIM Group pic) as VP-FBN....easily removable, G-
BRFY markings. Date of return from Hum to Bembridge not known. 
After a 20mins flight test at Bembridge on 11.6.90, its U.K. CofA for 
Export was issued. Flown Bembridge to Prestwick 12.6.90 the rest 
of North & South America (including a 50hrs airframe check by Banyan 
Air Services Inc. at Fort Lauderdale Executive Airport FL on 19.6.90) to 
Punta Arenas... 

VP-FBO Pilatus-Britten Norman BN-2B-26 Islander c/n 2218 

A&A 1: easily removable, G-BRGA markings. Avionics test flights 
were flown at Bembridge on 27 & 28.6.90 after which, on 29.6.90, its 
U.K. CofA for Export was issued. Equipped with underwing tanks it 
was flown by ferry pilot, Janet Ferguson from Bembridge to Reykjavik 
(via Prestwick) on 4.7.90. From there to Sondre Stromfjord, Greenland 
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Above, left: Photographed en 
route to Stanley by its ferry pilot 
Janet Ferguson, G-BRGA shows 
the removable delivery marks and 
the underwing auxiliary tanks use 
of which was discontinued soon 
after it entered service as VP-FBO. 
Above, right: Islander G-BRGA 
(ie VP-FBO) on arrival at Stanley 
on 16.7.90. (Vernon Steen) 
Left: Occasionally used for cali-
bration of landing aids at Mount 
Pleasant Airport, VP-FBO is seen 
here at Stanley in 7.07 fitted with 
its special removable multi-faceted 
mirror nose in place of the radar 
nose - see also cover photo. 
(Morgan Goss) 

and Frobisher Bay Airport NWT (See Note 4) 5.7 and on to Sept lies, 
QC and Burlington VT on 6.7. To Jacksonville FL 7.7 and thence to 
Fort Lauderdale Executive Airport (both in FL) 8.7 before continuing on 
9.7 to Georgetown, Grand Cayman (GC) and on to Panama City and 
Guayaquil, Ecuador on 10.7. Flew from there to Lima, Peru and 
Antofagasta 11.7 before proceeding to Puerto Montt on 12.7 and, after 
a stopover, on to Punta Arenas (all in Chile) 15.7. She flew the 3hrs 
30mins leg to Stanley Airport on 16.7.90 still marked as 

Note 4: From 1.4.99, Frobisher Bay became formally known as Iqaluit, 
the capital of Nunavut Territory which was created out of part of 
Canada's Northwest Territories (NWT). 

VP-FBR Pilatus-Britten Norman BN-2B-26 Islander c/n 2252 

A&A 1: Because of the amount of new information, it is easier to re-
write the history of the aircraft first published in Archive' Spring 2007 
Pages 030/031. 

Built in Bucharest, Romania by Societatea Comerciala Romaero SA (in 
1990 IAVB was renamed S.C. Romaero SA) at Baneasa Airport and 
first flown there on 24.10.91 in green primer scheme as G-BTLX (UK 
Regn issued on 16.5.91) and delivered as such to PBN, Bembridge 
where it arrived on 9.11.91 for selling, painting and fitting out. Test 
flown at Bembridge for 25mins on 25.11.91. Purchased for FIGAS as a 
replacement for VP-FBD (which was on long-term rebuild after crash-
ing on 2.1.92 (See Archive' Autumn 2006 Pages 134/135). Flown from 
Bembridge to Bournemouth (Hum) Apt. on 4.2.92 for painting by the 
AIM Group pic in FIGAS colours as VP-FBR in accordance with Fl 
Regn Certificate (No.44) issued on 21.1.92. However, for delivery pur-
poses it retained superimposed, but easily removable, G-BTLX mark-
ings. Returned to Bembridge on 13.2.92. On 20.2.92 it was test-flown 
for 1hr 20mins to check out Light Weight production performance & 
systems shakedown. Flown twice more on 21.2 ref. Max. Weight per-
formance and avionics checks. A final snags clearance test flight was 
made on 24.2 prior to the issue of the UK CofA for Export on 26.2.92. 
A local air-test on 27.2.92 checked out the effectiveness of the ferry 
tanks consisting of 4 x 45 gallon drums in the rear of the cabin. This 
being satisfactory, on 28.2.92 PBN ferry pilot, Colin Cooke, departed 
Bembridge for Glasgow Airport en route the Falkland Islands. 
Unfortunately, the aircraft heater failed and 'FBR returned to 
Bembridge for repairs. A heater soak test flight on 29.2 by PBN test 
pilot, John Ayers, confirmed the problem had been rectified and later 
that day Colin Cooke set out again for Glasgow. However, the heater 
failed again and he diverted into Liverpool Apt. to see if it could be 

Above: For Calibration duties, a Flight Inspector's station is installed 
inside the Islander's cabin which necessitates removal of some stan-
dard Patrol fittings. (Morgan Goss) 

repaired there. This proved impossible, and he returned to Bembridge 
on 1.3.92 where the heater was fixed and test flown that day and con-
firmed to be serviceable. Colin then set off again (on 1.3.92) for 
Glasgow and arrived with no problems. On 2.3.92 he departed for 
Reykjavik, Iceland, but had to divert into Stomoway, Isle of Lewis, due 
to strong adverse winds en route Iceland. He flew from Stornoway to 
Reykjavik on 3.3.92 and on to Narsarsuak, Greenland and Goose Bay, 
Labrador 4.3 before proceeding to Bangor ME and Essex County 
Airport, Caldwell NJ on 5.3 and Fort Lauderdale Executive Apt. FL on 
6.3. Because of the accumulated delays arising from the earlier heater 
problems, Cuban overflight clearance had lapsed which necessitated a 
re-routing. It flew from Fort Lauderdale to Key West FL and on to 
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Georgetown, Grand Cayman, on 8.3. To Panama and Guayaquil, 
Ecuador, 10.3 and from there to Lima, Peru, on 11.3. Departed Lima 
on 12.3 for Antofagasta, Chile, but had to return to Lima due to another 
lapsed clearance. It finally arrived in Antofagasta 14.3 and on to Puerto 
Montt 15.3 and Punta Arenas 16.3 (both in Chile) before successfully 
completing the final leg to Stanley Airport on 18.3.92 still marked as, 
and using, G-BTLX as a call-sign. First operated as VP-FBR on 
23.3.92 with the UK Regn being officially cancelled the same day. 
Current with FIGAS as at 27.7.07. 

CESSNA & REIMS/CESSNA 172 

VP-FAR Cessna 172M Skyhawk c/n 17263016 

A&A 1: Ref Note 1 'Archive' Summer 2006 Page 078 and also VP-FAS 
Page 079 ....Temporary test flight regns. were normally applied in 
black-painted; easily removable simple letters/numbers. 
John Davis states that... "This is not correct. Cessna had two forms of 
temporary registrations that were applied in washable paint. If the air-
craft was fully painted, except for the registration, the registration was 
applied in white. If the aircraft external scheme was to be applied else-
where, it either received an all-over white paint job or was left unpaint-
ed, In either case, the temporary registration was normally black". 

VP-FBA Cessna 172P Skyhawk c/n 17275309 

A&A 1: Ref Note 3 Archive' Autumn 2006/ Page 128: it was 
noted on one occasion being towed round Stanley as pad of a pram 
race. The word'towed'is misleading! It was actually manhandled! The 
date was 6.9.98 and the "Wingless Wonder" was a creation of Messrs. 
Troyd Bowles, Alistair Summers and Andrew Newman (the current 
Director of Civil Aviation!). Thrust from the cardboard & wood jury-rig 
propeller was insufficient and manpower was required to pilot & 
manoeuvre the streets of Stanley. 

A&A 2: Dave Ruddlesden noted, and photographed, the substantial 
mortal remains of VP-FBA 23.6.00 by the side of the ground equipment 
shed at Stanley Airport thus proving it remained in existence much later 
than previously thought. Its final resting place is still thought to be the 
Mary Hill dump but when remains unknown. 

VP-FBP Reims/Cessna F172M Skyhawk c/n F17201058 

A&A 1: ....Its last flight at Cranfield, prior to being dismantled and con-
tainerized for expod by Rogers Aviation Lt., was on 12.4.90 On 
30.4.90 it was noted at Cranfield being lowered on to a base ready for 
shipping. There was a considerable delay in shipping 'FBP and even 
on 22.8.90 Rogers Aviation Ltd. were still awaiting a 'Bill of Loading'. 
Its UK Regn was cancelled on 9.8.90 Delivery details as yet uncon-
firmed other than it is believed to have been shipped to Stanley 
Harbour during the period late 8.90/early 9.90 and taken to Stanley 
Airpod for assembly by FIGAS. Post assembly, it first flew on a local 
test flight on 27.10.90 (not 1.10.90 as previously published). Rodney 
Lee's first trip in his aircraft was on 30.10.90 and after a series of local 
flights based on Stanley Airport, he flew it from the Airport to its home 
base at Port Howard, West Falkland, for the first time on 3.11.90. 
Whilst taxying at Pod Howard on 1.10.93 

VP-FBT Reims/Cessna F172P Skyhawk II c/n F17202083 

A&A 1: Rodney Lee officially purchased 'FBT from R.Pitaluga on 
10.12.93, the date that he flew it from Stanley Airport to its base at Port 
Howard following maintenance work by FIGAS including re-marking the 
aircraft as 'FBT having been previously VP-FBJ. 

Above: Little did Rex Hunt think when he bought his Cessna 172P VP-
FBA in 1982 that its fuselage would become a 'pram' on 6.9.98 and be 
piloted' and manoeuvred through the streets of Stanley instead of 
flying sedately overhead the town. He had a big smile about it...espe-
cially when he found out that one of the miscreant padicipants (ie. 
Andrew Newman) is currently Fl Director of Civil Aviation! 
(Jenny Cockwell, Editor: Penguin News') 

ADDITIONS & AMENDMENTS 
b) singleton types in registration order 

VP-FAD CCF (Noorduyn) Norseman V c/n N29-45 

A&A 1: VP-FAD CCF (Noorduyn) Norseman 5 c/n N29-45 
Not only is use of the Arabic number '5' incorrect, but so is use of the 
equivalent Latin number, 'V. The 'V, in this instance, actually denotes 
the WW2 two-finger gesture/symbol for "Victory"...i.e. nothing to do 
with numbering. VP-FAD carried the wording 'Norseman Von the fin 

A&A 2: Only 9 other aircraft built after N29-45, all of which served in 
Canada. A 10th airframe (N29-54) was never completed. 

A&A 3: Reportedly officially handed over to FIDS on 9.9.49, its 
Canadian CofA for Export (No. EX197) was dated 19.9.49 

A&A 4: A few years ago 'FAD's propeller and part of the engine were 
dredged up in Stanley Harbour and subsequently displayed in the 
Falkland Islands Museum in Stanley. Current as 12.4.07. 

VP-FAE de Havilland DH.87B Hornet Moth c/n 8086 

A&A 1: a readily-available, urgent replacement for their Auster 
J/1N Autocrat G-AIBI 
John Davis points out that G-AIBI (c/n 2122) was a J/1 Autocrat, not a 
J/1N. The latter model was not introduced until c1956. 

A&A 2: ....shipped from Southampton on 'John Biscoe' to Deception 
Island. Antarctica, arriving there on 21.2.48. 
Robin Pitaluga corrects the above as follows:-
"The 'John Biscoe' was actually due to go to FIDS Marguerite Bay base 
but it was not accessible (when she arrived there on 21.2.48) due to ice 
early in the 1947/48 season so the crated Hornet Moth was off-loaded 
at Stanley whilst the ship got on with the job of relieving as many bases 
as she could get to. However, early in 1948, she suffered a major 
breakdown to one of her propulsion generators and so she remained in 
Falklands' waters collecting wool from the farms. The 'Fitzroy' was 

Right: Seen in its pre-7.03 
colour scheme near its 
hangar at Pod Howard, 
West Falkland, is 
Reims/Cessna F172P VP-
FBT which, in 12.93, 
replaced damaged F172M 
VP-FBP, visible in the 
enclosure in the back-
ground. (Rodney Lee) 
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Left: FIGAS Norseman V 
(note the inscription on the 
fin) VP-FAD drifting slowly 
to its mooring in sheltered 
water at Goose Green. 
East Falkland in 1951. 
(Freddy White) 

chartered to do the end-of-season FIDS base work and set off from 
Stanley on 1.4.48 but it was too late in the season for her to risk trying 
to get into Marguerite Bay so she put the Hornet Moth crates ashore at 
Deception Island. The weather was quite awful, the ship broke away 
from her beach mooring, her scows, motor boat and 90% of her crew 
were stranded on the volcanic ash beach for about 24 hours. Time 
could not be made available to help the small base team get the aircraft 
crate off the beach so it remained there for two years with the high tides 
rising and falling inside the end of the crate though not actually contact-
ing the fuselage but it was enough to spell the end of a beautiful aircraft". 
How did Robin know all this?...He was Deck Boy on 'Fitzroy' for that 
rough, but fascinating voyage! The ship returned to Stanley on 8.4.48. 
In addition to the above, and quoting from the history of G-ADMO/VP-
FAE, in Archive' Winter 2005 Page 164 although unloaded on to the 
beach there was no point in unpacking the aeroplane, even if they 
could, because, due to a loading oversight, no skis had been sent 

A&A 3: My appeal for a photograph of G-ADMO drew a response from 
two people, Mike Hooks and Richard Riding. The latter supplied two 
photos: one taken by Ron Giddings at Heston in 1936 and the other by 
his father E.J.Riding at Barton in 7.36. The latter is illustrated in 
Archive' Spring 2006 Page 022. 

A&A 4: Vernon Steen in the Falklands wrote: "From what I can gather 
this aircraft was never assembled in the Falklands. It lay in the Auster 
Hangar (at the edge of Stanley Racecourse) in a crate. Still in the crate, 
it was taken to the beach in 1957 and set alight. The source of this infor-
mation was Terry Reive, an assistant with FIGAS from the early 50s. He 
showed me the spot on the beach where the dastardly deed was carried 
out. Sure enough the evidence was there of burnt aircraft of tubular con-
struction but as both Austers were incinerated at the same time it could 
have been either type. Terry also said that crate was breached once to 
let the 'nosey parkers' have a look. The cockpit was done out in red 
velvet material with instrument panel and doors inlaid in wood" 

VP-FBQ de Havilland DHC-7-110 Dash 7 c/n 111 

A&A 1: BAS 2006/07 Antarctic Deployment: Stanley Airport > 
Rothera 14.11.06. Because BAS end-of-season aircraft maintenance 
would be done by FA(W)L in Canada, after the summer deployment it 
flew a final air-bridge sortie from Rothera to Stanley Airport 8.3.07 and 
departed there for Punta Arenas 9.3.07 > Concepcion 10.3 > Arica 11.3 
(all in Chile) > Guayaquil, Ecuador 12.3 > Conzumel, Mexico, 14.3 > 
Houston (Hobby) Apt. TX 16.3 > Casper Intl. WY > Calgary Intl. Apt. AB 
for dropping off equipment and attention by FA(W)L. It departed 
Calgary Intl. for Churchill MB 21.3.07 > Nuuk, Greenland 22.3 > 
Prestwick 23.3 > Duxford on 24.3.07 where it remained until 29.4.07 
when it flew to Coventry for a series of crew-training flights. Departed 
there on 13.5.07 to Londonderry Airport, Eglinton, Nl and then direct to 
Nuuk, Greenland 14.5 before proceeding to Calgary Intl. (via Churchill) 
on 15.5.07 for storage and maintenance by FAWL before the next 
Antarctic season. Still in storage with FA(W)L as 30.7.07. 

VP-FBS Everett Gyroplane Series 4 c/n 014 

A&A 1: On 26.3.07 Philip Hutton formally offered VP-FBS to the 
Falkland Islands Museum in Stanley. It is envisaged that the gyroplane 

will be housed in the new Museum to be located at Stanley Dockyard. 
Heritage site in about two years time. 
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OBITUARIES 

In the course of researching and compiling this Series, three people 
have passed away who were important in providing data and pho-
tographs. The first was Vic Spencer, FIGAS' first pilot .... and a per-
sonal friend. He died on 20th October 2005. The second was the ferry 
pilot, Janet Ferguson, who died on 7th April 2007. I am grateful to 
Adele Stephenson, for providing photographs and extracts from Janet's 
personal Flying Log Book enabling me to complete the FIGAS delivery 
information on Islanders, VP-FBM & FBO. The third was Jim Kerr, a 
long-serving FIGAS pilot who later became the Islands' first Director of 
Civil Aviation. With the aid of his daughter Jane Harrison, he provided 
much information on the first two FIGAS Beavers i.e. VP-FAF (alias 
'FAE) and VP-FAG (alias 'FAF). Jim died on 30th July 2007. 
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Kinner Aircraft and Engines 
7: Timm Developments :- The Tutor 
JACK MEADEN 

After the Timm takeover of the Kinner company as Aetna (Archive 
pages 2006/048 and 049) the Kinner Sportster design ended with the 
Timm version, the Aerocraft S-2A. This was a tandem cockpit trainer 
version which Wally Timm offered to the Army Air Corps, but it was not 
accepted and only 6 civil production aircraft were built. 

Timm had been busy with a new form of construction in wood, this 
being considered important to reduce the demands for aluminium 
alloys which were essential for first line aircraft and for which it was 
thought there might be a shortage of supply. 

The new construction was based on the 'Aeromold' principle of plastic-
bonded plywood using special moulds at a temperature of 250°C. 

The first example, NX15593 was the Timm Aeromold S-160K (military 
PT-160K) with the same engine as the Timm S-2A, the Kinner 160 hp 
S-2A 5-cyl radial. It was based, like the Aerocraft S-2A, on the 

Above: The first photograph of the first Timm Aeromold-built prototype 
was published on 24th May 1940. It showed the complete machine 
except that the propeller, undercarriage leg fairings and wheel spats 
were painted on. although in fact spats were not fitted on production air-
craft, (via Jack Meaden) 

Sportster B, but of course the Aeromold construction required a com-
plete redesign of the fuselage and flying surfaces, the fuselage becom-
ing a more symmetrical oval section and the wing sections becoming 
NACA 23015 at the root, tapering to NACA 23012 at the tip. Plain 
slotted flaps were fitted. 

After testing was completed a number of modifications were made to 
the prototype. The fin and rudder areas were increased, the tailwheel 
was moved forward, an overturn pylon was added and a head fairing 
was fitted behind the rear cockpit. 

Above: The wood frame over which the skin was moulded at 250°C. This was said to be done in two halves, but no details of the process were 
released, (via Jack Meaden) 
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Left: A plywood shell being prepared before moulding. This shows the 
top surface of a starboard wing. Of course, the shape is changed by the 
moulding operation, (via Jack Meaden) 

The wing span was 36 ft, overall length 25 ft 5 in. Weights were, Empty 
1,363 lb, Loaded 1,927 lb. Max speed was given as 137 mph, 
Cruising speed 125 mph. Stall, flaps extended 42 mph. Service ceiling 
was 17,700 ft, Range 440 miles (nil wind, no reserves). In this form the 
S-160K was put into production, but the post-testing changes required 
new moulds to be produced and before production was far developed 
new requirements called for further changes and only small numbers 
were manufactured. 

A change of engine resulted in the PT-175 K with the 1 ?3 hp Kinner R-
5-3. One was built and tested, but although the initial rate of climb was 
increased from 850 to 900 ft/min and the maximum speed increased by 
3 mph to 140 mph, the difference was not significant and no production 
was reported. 

LefLThe fuselage is installed 
on its supporting jig at the com-
mencement of final assembly. 
This was all new practice and 
no doubt many changes were 
made as production got under 
way. (via Jack Meaden) 

Left: The complete tailplane 
and elevator assembly being 
manhandled into position 
before attachment. The inspec-
tion holes are not yet fitted with 
their covers, (via Jack Meaden) 

Below: The first production air-
frame in its initial form bearing 
the experimental registration 
NX15593. It still has the Kinner 
slim fin and rudder shape and 
slotted flaps can be seen partly 
lowered, (via Jack Meaden) 
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Right: In the air. NC15593 shows 
the 160 hp Kinner R-5 series 2 
five-cyl radial engine and the mod-
ifications to production standard, 
larger fin and rudder, tailwheel 
moved forward, rollover protection 
pillar between cockpits and rear 
cockpit faired headrest. 
(Timm via Jack Meaden) 

Below, left: No longer in experi-
mental marks, now with registra-
tion NC 15593, the first Timm 
Aeromold S-160K(Army PT-
160K), here with plain slotted flaps 
in the raised position, has been 
modified to production standard. 
(Timm via Jack Meaden) 

Below, right: The PT-175K had 
the increased power of the 175 hp 
Kinner R-5-3 but apparently did 
not go into production. This photo 
emphasises the wide track of the 
undercarriage at 9ft 1in. (Timm via 
Jack Meaden) 
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Once the moulded airframes were produced, testing confirmed that 
they were very strong and able to operate with more powerful engines. 
As a result the Timm company (Otto Timm, President and Chief 
Engineer, Wally Timm, Secretary and Treasurer), then produced the 
PT-220-C with 220 hp Continental W-670-6 seven-cyl radial engine. 
The airframe was basically the same as the PT-160-K and the 220 hp 
Tutor was built in two forms, the PT-220-C for the Army and the N2T-
1 for the Navy. 

Dimensions were the same for both, Wing Span 36 ft, Height 7 ft 6 in., 
Overall length 24 ft 7 in., except that when a ground adjustable metal 
propeller was fitted as was usual for the N2T-1 the overall length 
became 25 ft 3 in. 

Although both versions were basically pilot trainers, differing require-
ments for Army and Navy training equipment affected performance as 
shown in the table. 

WEIGHTS & PERFORMANCE, Timm Tutor 

Empty Weight 
Loaded Weight 
Maximum Speed 
Cruising Speed 
Stalling Speed 
Initial Rate of Climb 
Service Ceiling 
Fuel 42 US gal 
(still air, no reserves) 
Range 
Endurance 

PT-220-C 
1,970 1b 
2,650 lb 
140 mph 
120 mph 
50 mph 
950 ft/min 
17,000 ft 
(35 Imp gal) 

N2T-1 
2,045 lb 
2,725 lb 
137 mph 
115 mph 
54 mph 
900 ft/min 
15,000 ft 

345-360 miles 
3 hours 

In addition to the prototypes, 260 examples of the PT-220-C/N2T-1 
were produced, the first in Dec 1941, the month that Japan brought the 
US into WW2 by the attack on Pearl Harbor. However, plastic bonding 
was a new method of aircraft construction and extensive testing, 
including tests to destruction, had to be carried out, and it was April 
1942 before approval was complete. The US Navy contracted for 
quantity production in 1943 and the plastic bonded aeroplane was a 
success, providing good service as a pilot trainer for the rest of the war. 

Above: The Tutor cockpit, a basic trainer with basic instruments, L to 
R, top to bottom: Altimeter (hidden), Compass, G meter, ASI, Turn & 
Slip. Pressures & Temperatures. RPM. Stick & Rudder Pedals visible, 
Throttle box on left wall with mixture control, Flap lever not in view, 
(via Jack Meaden) 
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Left: The second of two con-
secutively numbered pre-pro-
duction aircraft, N2T-1 05876 
has the headrest fairing on the 
second cockpit, although this 
was often removed or not fitted. 
Note the black painted wing root 
walkway and narrow undercar-
riage leg fairings. The two pre-
production examples (05875 -
05876) were followed by 260 
with serials 32387 - 32636, 
39182 - 39191. 
(Timm via Jack Meaden) 

The moulded airframe provided some benefits simply 
from its format, particularly from its low drag smooth 
surface finish. The moulding system also avoided the 
need for a multitude of fasteners, so that there were no 
rows of drag-producing rivets or screw heads. 

In addition to these benefits, once a mould had been 
produced, production was a relatively simple opera-
tion. Many expected a new plastic age, with aero-
planes being turned out 'like shelling peas', but this 
exaggerated view of the benefits faded when it 
became clear that moulding for complete airframes 
brought with it some unexpected disadvantages. 

Particularly in wartime, changes to operational aircraft 
came quickly, a different matter to the standard and 
relatively simple basic trainer. Moulded structures do 
not readily lend themselves to changes, making it dif-
ficult to carry out modifications, additions or conver-
sions. Further, it was much more difficult to repair 
than the wood, sheet metal and fabric-covered sur-
faces that were then the norm and were commonly 
patch repaired routinely, while damaged mouldings 
usually had to be scrapped. 

Wartime experience with the Aeromold trainers did not 
therefore lead to a revolution in aircraft construction 
although there was a gradual increase in the use of 
moulded fairings and other small parts. 

Although fuel consumption was on the high side, a 
number of war-surplus Tutors were sold to private 
owners who wanted an open cockpit machine with a 
good performance but there was no civil market for the 
type and no postwar production took place. 

Right, too to bottom: 32478 in the US Navy all-
yellow paint scheme was one of the production PT-
220-C/N2T-1 trainers built with the 220 hp Continental 
W-670-6 seven-cyl radial engine and is preserved at 
Pensacola. Note the projecting chin carburetter intake, 
(via Jack Meaden) 
The N2T-1 also served the Army and US Marines as 
with 32633 here being flown by a Marine pilot. 
(US Marines via Jack Meaden) 
N56520, an N2T-1 purchased war-surplus, has 
retained its rear cockpit head fairing and demonstrates 
a decorative civilian paint scheme, (via Jack Meaden) 
Solo flying in the Tutor was from the front cockpit, as 
demonstrated here by Cat Smith in his N7112 in 1978. 
(G Liang via Jack Meaden) 

Left: Long term surviving N2T-1 N61864 "Tiny 
Timm" seen from the starboard side has its 
flaps lowered to take-off position and the flap 
brackets can be seen under the wing. The 
exhaust collector ring behind the engine has 
side ejector stubs and is uniquely faired at the 
top to be flush with the circular fuselage, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

Series to be continued . 
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Comper Successor: 
THE HESTON AIRCRAFT COMPANY 
Part 7 The Youngman-Baynes Flap 
JACK MEADEN 

Right: Robert Youngman was head of the 
Fairey Aviation Cos Technical Dept in WW2 
when the big slotted flap was produced for the 
Barracuda, seen here about to touch down on a 
carrier with the flap fully extended. 
(RN via Jack Meaden) 

Robert Youngman, who had been head of Fairey Aviation Technical 
Dept for many years, set to work postwar on the design of a wing flap 
system intended to allow a safe landing at the lowest possible speed. 

It was a double slotted flap system which the Ministry of Supply (ex-
Ministry of Production) decided to support with a contract to produce a 
test aircraft. The contract went to Alan Muntz & Co at Heston, the work 
to be carried out by the Heston Aircraft company. Muntz' Chief 
Designer through WW2 was L E Baynes, pre-war designer of the 
Carden-Baynes auxiliary engine glider/sailplane, a forerunner of 
powered gliders. 

Initially it was thought that the Youngman slotted wing might be tested 
by fitting it to a current design, a Proctor IV, and a new one was sup-
plied by the MOS as VT879. In error, the number painted on the air-
craft was VT789 and it was decided to change the register in line rather 
than repaint the aircraft serials. 

The Proctor was the right size for the test wing and its wood structure 
made it easy to carry out any structural modifications required. This 
was a good thing, as drawings showed that when fully extended the 
trailing edge of the flaps would be several inches below the ground line. 
The Proctor fuselage structure did not allow the experimental wing to 
be simply moved up the side, so it was necessary to extend the under-
carriage legs and lengthen the rear fuselage by 10 inches making the 
overall length 29 ft. The new leg length was not given, but the increase 
was not far short of a foot. 

Proctor manufacturers Percival provided all the necessary drawings 
and design details and designer L E Baynes produced a new fuselage 
and slightly modified tail unit for the Youngman wing. With entirely new 
dimensions this had to be scratch built, but the cockpit cover and 
engine installation were usable in their original form. The experimental 

Youngman wing was not designed to take fuel tanks and a special tank 
was fitted in place of the right hand seat. Contents were not given but 
for practical purposes must have been at least 15 gal. 

The aerofoil section of the mainly spruce and plywood wing was a low 
drag modified NACA 65-2 with a tapered thickness/chord ratio of 14 
percent at the root and 12 percent at the tip. The two parallel spars with 
compressed wood booms were joined to the fuselage lower longerons 
on the aircraft centre line. 

Above: The cockpit was the same as the Proctor IV except for the 
experimental flap controls. There was no place for a fuel tank in the 
experimental wing and a tank of unspecified quantity can be seen 
fitted in place of the right hand front seat. 
(Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 

Right: Percival P46 Flap 
Test aircraft VT789 looking 
very much like the P34 
Proctor IV which was used in 
its development. The length-
ened undercarriage legs 
were necessary to provide 
ground clearance for the 
experimental flaps when in 
their fully extended position. 
(Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 
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LJLJ Left: The assembled but as 
yet uncovered Youngman 
wing with its flap system 
attached is fitted to the P46 
fuselage designed by L E 
Baynes of Alan Muntz & Co at 
Heston. 
(Heston Aircraft Co neg no,M-
39 via Jack Meaden) 

Below: Completed, VT789 
shows the flaps fully down 
accompanied automatically by 
drooped ailerons. It can be 
seen that the lengthening of 
the spatted Proctor undercar-
riage was necessary to 
provide sufficient ground 
clearance for the lowered 
flaps. 
(Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 

The light alloy main flaps were the full 33 ft span and were operated by 
links from a shaft behind the main spar and powered by a 1.5 hp elec-
tric motor. They could be selected in any one of 3 positions, Up 
(closed), Take-off (half flap) or Landing (fully down). For take-off the 
main flap carrying the ailerons moved back and down 15 degrees. For 
landing the trailing edge (auxiliary) flap moved back and down another 
30 degrees making a total of 45 degrees and increasing the wing chord 
by 24 percent. 

The benefits of double slotted flaps were soon to be realised in the 
swept wing jet airliners (which went a step further with slotted wing 
leading edge flaps) but in spite of its origin the test aircraft was not 
equipped for carrier landings nor was it intended to be so used. 

Indeed, if the slotted wing was to be continuous it would have to be 
under the fuselage, and as discovered on the test aircraft it would 
require an unhelpfully long undercarriage of high drag. 

Carrier-borne aircraft are known for the fuel tank, armament and other 
loads that often have to be carried on or in the wings and a multi-
section slotted wing did not lend itself readily to such additions. 

This must have been obvious when the contract for the test aircraft was 
approved, which suggests that in spite of Youngman,s background it 
had little to do with use on carrier-borne aircraft. However, the RAE 
flying included several naval pilots. 

Pilot reports were generally complimentary on its low speed perfor-
mance but the most enlightening were those by Derek Dempster in the 
Aeroplane of 24.11.50. He pointed out that at approach speeds of 35-
40 knots (40-46 mph) the ailerons of the Youngman wing were sluggish 
but ample. Elevator and rudder control at these speeds were very 
poor, but of course these were inherited from the Proctor from which 
they were developed and had no direct connection with the Youngman 
wing design. 

The result was that the aircraft wallowed in gusty conditions but the 
flaps generated enough lift in the three-point touchdown attitude to 
allow a very short landing with little or no bounce. He said that the stall 
was fairly gentle with and without flaps, but one wonders if he had 
carrier landings in mind when he said that with power on and full flaps 
the aircraft dropped its port wing quite viciously at the stall at an indi-
cated airspeed of 28 knots (32 mph) and took 600 ft to recover from the 

Left: Viewed from the port side in 
the same landing configuration 
with flaps fully down, VT789 is 
wearing its RAF prototype mark-
ings as used during its testing at 
RAE. 
(Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 
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resulting steep dive. Although the wing was meant to encour-
age slow landings, this might not be so encouraging to pilots 
with wave-offs a routine event. 

However, this scenario was not to come to pass. 

The first flight was made by Heston chief test pilot Ralph 
Munday on 5.2.48 and presumably, as flaps were locked in the 
take-off position (half down) for this, was then followed by full 
flight checks before he delivered it to Farnborough 4 months 
later on 8.6.48, a short flight which took only 20 minutes. 

VT789 was flown by RAE test pilots and others for 51 hr 5 min 
over a period of 17 months until Oct 1949. It was then deliv-
ered from RAE Farnborough to Blackbushe on 20.3.50 by Fit Lt 
Chris Capper, a short flight of only 5 minutes as the airfields 
were only 5 miles apart. 

It was the standard practice to log flight times, take-off to touch-
down, to the nearest 5 minutes as this required minimum dis-
traction of the pilot and reduced errors to a minimum. 

We are unusually lucky for a test aircraft in having a list of all 
the pilots who flew the aircraft at RAE, kindly supplied by Phil 
Butler, and which follows. 

Flights at RAE by VT789 (after delivery 8.6.48) 
June 1948 3.25 hrs 

July 1948 8.00 

(Grounded for mods) 
Nov 1948 4.00 
Dec 1948 6.30 

Jan 1949 6.50 
(Grounded for mods) 
May 1949 1.30 
June 1949 8.15 

July 1949 5.45 

Aug 1949 2.00 
Sept 1949 4.15 

Oct 1949 0.35 

Lt Cdr Eric Brown, Lt Cdr GED Ellis, 
Sqn Ldr GEO Genders, Sqn Ldr RW 
Whittome, Sqn Ldr JSR Muller-
Rowland 
Lt Cdr Eric Brown, Sqn Ldr Muller-
Rowland, Lt Cdr Ellis, Sqn Ldr 
Whittome, Fit Lt CM Adams 

Muller-Rowland, Ellis, Lt RB Mancus 
Ellis, Mancus, Gp Capt G Silyn-
Roberts 
Fit Lt RH Smyth, Eric Brown, Mancus 

Muller-Rowland, Smyth 
Smyth, Muller-Rowland, Fit Lt AC 
Capper 
Muller-Rowland, Capper, Wing Cdr 
JA Kent, Gp Capt AH Wheeler, 
Lt J Elliot 
Muller-Rowland, Elliot, Capper 
Capper, Smyth, Sqn Ldr RF Martin, 
Fit Lt LCE de Vigne, Fit Lt KCM 
Giddings, Fit Lt DG Tayler, 
Fit Lt A Ashworth, Fit Lt MR Alston 
Lt Weems 

At the RAE, the first pilot to fly VT789 was Lt Cdr Eric Brown, 
by far the most experienced at flying new types and who had 
flight tested most of the captured wartime German types. He 
flew twice more in the test programme during the following 
months. 

From June 1948 to the beginning of Sept 1949 a full flight test 
programme was carried out by some 15 RAE test pilots. From 
July to Sept 1949 eight names which appear only once pre-
sumably flew by special arrangement to discover the effects of 
the double slotted flap system for themselves. 

Above: Close-up of the pod wing with flaps fully retracted for cruising flight and 
above. As an experimental aeroplane with only a 250 hp Gipsy Queen 30 Mk.ll 
engine it was not expected to achieve the high operational speeds of the carrier-
borne aircraft for which the flaps were originally intended. (Aeroplane via JM) 

Above: Close-up with flaps fully lowered as for landing shows the trailing edge 
section meeting on the aircraft centre line in the Youngman design. 
(Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 

1. Flight Setting 
2. Take-off Setting 
3. Landing Setting 
A: Fixed Wing B: Main Flap C: Trailing Edge Flap 

THE YOUNGMAN EXPERIMENTAL FLAP SYSTEM 

Above: Diagram of the Youngman wing section inboard of the ailerons showing 
the three flap positions, up, take-off and landing, (via Jack Meaden) 

Left: VT789 caught on final approach with the Youngman flap fully extended, 
This is the only in-flight photograph known to the writer, so does anyone know of 
another? (via Jack Meaden) 
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After its arrival at Blackbushe it was registered G-AMBL 
on 10.5.50 to Robert Youngman. C of A NO.A2127 was 
carried out by Fairflight Ltd on the basis of Airworthiness 
Approval Note 1123. The Air Registration Board still 
required some wing root modifications to be incorporat-
ed and the note of 15.8.50 was amended by AAN 1466 
of 11.12.50 as updated 20.2.51 to incorporate prominent 
airflow straighteners above and ahead of the wing in the 
fuselage sides. These were not fitted by the RAE as they 
did not want the airflow over the test wing to be affected 
by external improvements, while a civil C of A required, 
them for improved safety. 

A number of pilots flew G-AMBL as a civil machine 
including Air Vice Marshal Don Bennett at the RAeS 
Garden Party at White Waltham on 6 May 1951 and 
pilots reporting on it for magazines, but although its C of 
A was renewed on a flight test on 9.4.52 it was reported 
withdrawn from use on 26.12.54. 

The experimental wing was later made an exhibit at the 
College of Aeronautics Library of Flight. 

Series to be continued.... 
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Left: After testing by the RAE 
lasting some 16 months and 
totalling just over 50 flying hours, 
the aircraft was civil registered as 
G-AMBL and is seen here with 
engine running and flap in the 
take-off position on 10.5.50. 
(Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 

Below: When first civil-registered 
G-AMBL still carried the prototype 
marking. In an attempt to smooth 
out the airflow under the tail a gap 
was cut between the trailing edge 
flap sections. 
(Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 

Above: This port wing close-up with flaps fully down shows more clearly the trailing flap 
central gap modification. Airflow straighteners were fitted ahead of the wing roots, being 
inspected by the adjacent observer, (via Jack Meaden) 

Above: Robert Youngman became 
the owner of the experimental air-
craft when testing was completed. It 
was registered to him as G-AMBL 
on 10th May 1950. 
(Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 

Right: In addition to the other differ-
ences, the tail had to be enlarged, 
but at a glance the P46 could easily 
be taken for a Proctor which was 
used in its conversion. The aircraft 
was finally presented to the College 
of Aeronautics at Cranfield. 
(Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 
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F \ / Fokker's forgotten 
• V airliner HARM J HAZEWINKEL 

Fokker is well-known for a large number of often highly successful air-
liners, like the famous F.VII series or the post-war F-27 Friendship. 
Sometimes however, a design did not meet the company's expecta-
tions and the aircraft in question was soon forgotten. One of them was 
the F.V, of which only one was built and whose final fate even remains 
unrecorded. 

By the end of 1922 the Nederlandsche Vliegtuigenfabriek (Netherlands 
Aircraft Factory), as the company was officially called, proudly 
announced its new product: "Three year's experience with the well 
known Fokker commercial aeroplane Types F II and F III on the various 
Continental Air Lines have recently been combined in an entirely new 
type which the Nederlandsche Vliegtuigenfabriek of Amsterdam have 
(sic!) produced under the title F V." After describing the services ren-
dered by the preceding types, the announcement continues: "The 
experience gained in the meantime by pilots and companies has been 
incorporated in the design of a so-called Bi-monoplane commercial 
machine, which made its first successful test flights a few days ago." 

That "first successful flight" was made on 7th December 1922 by 
Fokker test pilot Hermann Hess at Schiphol. The machine (c/n 2050) 
had been built at Veere, where the Fokker works were at that moment 
still located, and as the military airfield of Souburg (near Flushing) was 
at that moment not available, the aircraft had been transported by boat 
to Schiphol. Directly after Hess had made the first flight, Fokker took the 
plane in the air himself, with Hess as co-pilot. Also on board was the 
Dutch aviation journalist Henri Hegener and years later he recalled this 
experience in his book "Fokker- the man and the aircraft" (Harleyford, 
1961): "The noise in the empty hollow wooden cabin was deafening as 
the F.V took-off and rose steeply. Through the open cockpit-door 
Fokker beckoned with his arm for his passengers to come forward. 
Fokker was working hard with the controls. This was no joy-riding, but 
real test-flying and the writer was thrown about like a cork on the sea! 
With the Flying Dutchman himself at the controls, however, one was 
never afraid. A majestic side-slip and then the F.V was on the ground 
again, in less than four minutes. Fokker fulminated; apparently the 
machine proved to be alarmingly tail-heavy." So much for the success-
ful first flights. 

Precisely what "experience gained" was used remains enigmatic as 
well. In or around that time no correspondence, e.g. between KLM and 
Fokker, is (yet) known which would explain why Fokker started to 

Above: The F. V in its original form as a biplane, still without registra-
tion although marks H-NABW had been reserved in May 1922. 
(via Harm J Hazewinkel) 

design such a new and larger aircraft, so we must assume that Fokker 
himself came with this idea. One is tempted to think that the lifting of 
the ban on aircraft construction in Germany by the Allies on 5th May 
1922 incited Fokker to come forward with a new aircraft on the, for him, 
so important German market. After all, most F.ll and F.lll were sold in 
Germany. 

An unusual aircraft 
Fokker departed shortly afterwards for America, leaving his constructor 
Reinhold Platz with only very summary indications of his wishes. In any 
case, the result was remarkable to say the least. The original design of 
the F.ll and F.lll high wing monoplanes was abandoned; the new 
Fokker airliner could be flown both as a biplane and as a monoplane. 
The lower wing, which consisted of two parts on both sides of the fuse-
lage could be removed, leaving the aircraft as a parasol monoplane. 
This could be done rather quickly, as both wings were only joined by a 
pair of N-struts without wire-bracing. 

The idea behind this configuration was that the F.V as a biplane could 
be flown with full load, whereas the monoplane version would be able 
to fly at higher speed but with less load. How this would function on 
routes where in one direction the demand would be much higher than 
in the other - unless one scattered F.V wings all over the area - is not 
clear. In practice this arrangement did not function in any case, as the 
N-struts took most of the lift of the lower wing to the upper wing, which 
had to bear almost all the weight of the plane in both configurations. 

Other innovations were not successful either. The fuselage was still 
built from steel tubes, but these had now been encased in wood. This 
was because the covering of the aircraft was now made of three-ply 
wood instead of the more usual fabric. As it is obviously difficult to nail 
three-ply to steel tubes, the wooden fuselage sides made a terrible 
noise, rendering any conversation between the passengers impossible. 
Furthermore, it was now difficult to control the quality and identify even-
tual defects of the steel tubes - a circumstance which the Dutch 
Rijksstudiedienst voor de Luchtvaart (RSL - State Aviation Study 
Service) strongly pointed out. This state body, that controlled the air-
worthiness of new aircraft designs, was not impressed by the F.V and 
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Left: The only picture known 
of the F.V as a high-wing 
monoplane with the lower 
wing and N struts removed. It 
retains the rather small, 
rounded rudder as seen in 
the first photograph, 
(via Harm J Hazewinkel) 

in December 1922 refused to issue a 
Certificate of Airworthiness (CoA). In the fol-
lowing months some changes were made, but 
obviously without much avail. 

The aircraft was powered by a 360 hp twelve 
cylinder Rolls Royce Eagle engine. As a two-
blade propeller would have meant a too large 
diameter, Platz wanted to fit a four-blade 
airscrew. These were at that moment hardly 
available, so Platz decided to mount two two-
blade propellers ar right angles one behind the 
other. All fuel was carried in a large tank in the 
upper wing so that gravity, and not complicat-
ed fuel systems, assured the engine of a 
steady flow of petrol. 

Comfort for the passengers 
If one were to believe the press-release from 
the Fokker factory, everything was done for the 
comfort of the passengers, eight in total, 
seated in two rows of four. "Needless to say, 
care has been taken to ensure that the noise 
of the engine is reduced as much as possible." 
- without mentioning that this was largely com-
pensated by the clattering of the ply-wood. 
"The exhaust gasses," the press-release con-
tinued, "are carried along the sides of the fuse-
lage by two pipes of large diameter, and are 
not allowed to escape into the open until they 
reach the rear portion of the machine." The -
heated - cabin was large enough for the pas-
sengers to stand upright, at that time not a 
common feature on transport aircraft. Also the 
distance from the ground to the entrance door 
was kept low, in order that the passengers 
could enter and leave the aircraft without 
having to climb on a ladder like on earlier 
models. For further comfort "adjoining the 
cabin is a large toilet, in which there is room for 
two persons" - which makes one wonder what they were supposed to 
do there together. 

The comfort of the pilots was also considered: "It should further be 
noted that the pilot's cockpit is heated from the engine, an arrangement 
not found in any other commercial aircraft." Whereas the F.ll and F.lll 
had only one pilot, on the F.V there was provision for two. This might 
also be an indication that the aircraft was in the first instance intended 
for longer routes, like the Kbnigsberg (now Kaliningrad) - Kowno 
(Kaunas) - Smolensk - Moscow service, which was opened in the 
spring of 1922 by Deruluft with Fokker F.llls. 

Lack of interest 
All these new features did not bring any customers. In April 1923 some 
talks took place between KLM's Plesman and Fokker's managing direc-
tor Carp, but already the sum of DFI 45.000 asked by Fokker was con-
sidered too high by Plesman, who in any case was suspicious of 
Fokker and didn't want to be too dependent on that firm. Discussions 

Above: The F.V was flown to Moscow in June 1923 wearing the registration RR13 for evaluation 
by Dereluft. (via Harm J Hazewinkel) 
Below: This view ofRR13 clearly shows that redesign of the tail unit had taken place. The rudder 
appears taller and less rounded and is now attached to a long low fin fillet. A luggage locker can 
be seen just to the rear of the engine cowling, (via H J Hazewinkel) 

continued but though Fokker lowered its price, and even offered to 
allow KLM to test the F.V without cost while Fokker developed a new 
aircraft (the later F.VII), this came to nothing. 

The F.V by that time still had no CoA and could therefore not be regis-
tered in the Netherlands, though a reservation was made already in 
1922 for the registration H-NABW. So it was with a Soviet-Russian reg-
istration RR13 that the F.V finally left the Netherlands. Fokker obvious-
ly still hoped to interest Deruluft, which used already nine Fill 's (and 
one Fokker-Grulich V 1). 

Between 5th and 7th June 1923 the F.V was flown to Moscow (via 
Hamburg, Berlin and Kbnigsberg) by Deruluft pilot Erich Just. In 
Moscow the F.V took part in the "Week of the Air Fleet" and was tested 
on 19th June by the NOA (Nauchno-Opytnyi Aerodrom). Its perfor-
mance, in particular its rate of climb and ceiling, were however consid-
ered insufficient and the aircraft unsuitable for use in the USSR. So it 
left Moscow again on 21st June and returned to Holland. 
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To the Indies? 
Returned to the Netherlands, the F.V was prominently present at the 
National Aviation Day at Schiphol on 14 July 1923, though its main 
function on that day was offering spectators some protection from the 
blazing sun under its large wings. In the meantime a new application for 
a CoA was made and again some changes introduced. 

< * s 4 . -

Above: The F.V eventually took up its Dutch registration H-NABW in 
March 1924 after being granted a C of A. In this view the pair of two-
blade propellers bolted together to make a four-blader can be clearly 
seen. The rudder shape has again been changed with the removal of 
the fin and fillet and the plywood panelling of the fuselage can be 
clearly seen on this and the photo below, (via H J Hazewinkel) 

It was around this time that Lieutenant G.A.Koppen considered a pos-
sible use of the F.V for the first flight from Holland to the Netherlands 
East Indies. An earlier attempt to do so with an Albatros C XV had been 
abandoned as the British authorities had refused permission for transit 
over territories under British control with a German built aircraft. This 
time it was to be a Dutch aircraft with a British engine. However, when 
it was revealed that KLM chief pilot Thomassen a Thuessink van der 
Hoop was also preparing for such a flight, Koppen dropped his plans. 
For some time the F.V remained in the picture but - fortunately for the 
success of that flight - by then it had become clear that this aircraft was 
not suited for such a trip, which was ultimately made by Van der Hoop 
in the new F.VII. 

Finally, the F.V received its Dutch registration H-NABW on 25 March 
1924. One might think that the RSL had relented, but perhaps they 
were only lenient as they knew by now that the F.V was to leave the 
Netherlands for good. 

In Austria 
For, to the relief - and perhaps surprise - of all concerned, Fokker's 
sales manager Friedrich Seekatz had at the beginning of 1924 been 
able to find a buyer for the unloved child. This buyer was the Austrian 

Technische Werkstatte G.m.b.H. in Vienna, which by 15th July 1924 
became the Avis Flugzeug- und Autowerke Ges.m.b.H. In 1923 they 
had already used a F.lll (c/n 1606) with registration A-5 for flights 
"around Vienna" from the airfield at Aspern. This aircraft, leased from 
a Hungarian company, had in the meantime been returned to its 
owners and they now envisaged to use the larger F.V. 

On a day in spring 1924 the aircraft was flown from Schiphol to Aspern 
by the Austrian pilots Oskar Fekete and Arpad von Pindtner, in order to 
start its "joy-flights" from 1st April onwards. In Austria it received the 
registration A-7, as can be seen on photographs, though it is not clear 
if this registration was ever officially allotted. It was never used by the 
Austrian airline OLAG - as is often stated - and the mistake may be 
due to the fact that Von Pindtner was also a pilot of this company. 
Shortly afterwards the aircraft was however put up for sale again. 

From this moment its history can no longer be traced with certainty. 
Unconfirmed stories tell that it was sold by a certain Heinrich Schalek 
as late as 1930 and according to others it was sold to the Italian 
company Aero Turismo Atesino in Bolzano, becoming there l-AANS. 
These stories however lack proof and so for the time being the ultimate 
fate of Fokker's only biplane transport remains unclear. 

Right: Another view of the 
F. V as H-NABW. with ground 
crew apparently taking a 
break in the sun. The strong 
light disguises the shape of 
the rudder but there is no 
fillet and the boarding on the 
fuselage sides stands out 
clearly, 
(via H J Hazewinkel) 
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Fokker F.V Technical Data (monoplane version in brackets): 
Engine: 1 Rolls-Royce Eagle of 360 hp 
Span: 16.27 m, Length: 12.00 m, Height: 4.00 m, 
Wing area: 71.30 (45.00) m2 

Weight empty: 1920 (1755) kg, Weight loaded: 3134 (2655) kg 
Cruising speed: 180 (190) km/h, 
Ceiling: 1360 m, Endurance: 4.65 hrs. 

Above: The F.V seen hangared at Wien-Aspern airfield in 1924 or 
1925 clearly marked with Austrian registration A-7. The status of this 
registration is unclear as it had already been allotted to another aircraft, 
but re-use of marks was not uncommon at the time although there 
seems to be no official record of It occuring in this particular case. 
(Osterreichisches Luftfahrt Archiv Wien via R Keimel) 

Aong the various sources I'd like to mention in particular Lennart 
Andersson, Soviet Aircraft and Aviation 1917-1941, Reinhard Keimel, 
Luftfahrzeugbau in Osterreich, Rene de Leeuw a.o. Fokker ver-
keersvliegtuigen, and information from Herman Dekker, Reinhard 
Keimel and Walter Schroeder. 

Below: A-7 parked outside the hangar at Aspern with a visiting group 
of pleasure flyers in the foreground. If the F. V was so used it would pre-
sumably have had a C of A and would have left its mark on a paper 
trail at some point? 
(Osterreichisches Luftfahrt Archiv Wien via R Keimel) 
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F-1922 The French Civil Aircraft 
Register from 1922 Part 15 

By Bernard Martin, Dave Sparrow and Robert Esperou 

Right: F-AHCX, a 4-passenger 
Farman F-70 of SGTA with 300 
hp Renault 12Fe. Wingspan 
was 14.9m (48 ft 10 in.) and 
cruising speed 150 km/hr (93 
mph). (via Jack Meaden) 

We now continue with the 
updates to our published 
August 1922 French register on 
a month-by-month basis, 
recording the New 
Registrations, Cancellations 
and Changes of Ownership together with any further reports of interest 
In the last update we completed the May 1925 records. 

F-Uodate 6.25 

New Registrations 
1403 F-AHCO Sopwith 1A2 
M Caudron, Le Crotoy 

1404 F-AHCP Caudron C.60 
M Caudron, Le Crotoy 
[Note: also listed as a Sopwith 1B1 in Bulletin 151 and in TU] 

1405 F-AHCQ Ballon libre 630m3 
Aerostat Club de la Seine, St-Ouen 

1406 F-AHCR SECM BN.2 02 
Service Technique prete a S.E.C.M., Villacoublay 

1407 F-AHCS Ballon libre 945m3 159 
Aerostat Club de la Seine, St-Ouen 

1408 F-AHCT Nieuport 27 unkn 
M Finat, Le Bourget 

1409 F-AHCU Caudron G.3 unkn 
M Griffon, Bordeaux 

1410 F-AHCV Farman F.70 16 
M M Farman, Le Bourget 

1411 F-AHCX Farman F.70 17 
M M Farman, Le Bourget 

1412 F-AHCY SchreckFBA 19 HMT3 26 
M Schreck, Argenteuil 

Change of Owner 
1201 F-AGBA Caudron G.3 2588 
M J del'Epee, Paris to M Caudron, Issy-les-Moulineaux 

1307 F-AGFG Caudron C.27 5593/22 
M Caudron, Issy-les-Moulineaux to M J de I'Epee, Villacoublay 

1311 F-AGFK Nieuport Delage 38 01 
Ste Nieuport Astra to Cie Aerienne Francaise, Le Bourget 
(But see also Cancellations) 

Cancellations 
294 F-ABDM Nieuport 80 
M Helen, Villacoublay; withdrawn from use. 

3433 

Above: F-AHCR. a BN.2 of the Societe dEmboutissage et de 
Constructions Mecaniques (SECM) was a bomber design adapted for 
civil use. The company, using the name of its managing director, 
became Amiot. (via Jack Meaden) 

953 F-AEID Caudron G.3 4818 
Aero-club du Havre (Molon), Le Havre; withdrawn from use. 

1006 F-AFBB Breguet-Latecoere 14 202 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

1141 F-AFGK Liore-et-OlivierH.13 17 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

1244 F-AGCS Spad VII 3 
M Richard, Clermont-Ferrand 

1311 F-AGFK Nieuport Delage 38 01 
Cie Aerienne Frangaise, Le Bourget 

1314 F-AGPN Caudron C-168 2 
M Caudron, Issy-les-Moulineaux 

Other Reports 
12.6.25 656 F-ADCG Potez IX (163) CIDNA, 50% damage near 
Stonarov; repaired. 
16.6.25 969 F-AEIT Breguet-Late 14 (181) 60% damage near 
Massena Barma da Silva, repaired, to CGA. 
20.6.25 592 F-ALLU Breguet 14 (6318) damaged in f/l Denia, 
between Barcelona and Alicante; repaired. 
21.6.25 1344F-AHAG Farman F4X (2) crashed near Waldersdorf with 
engine trouble, dbf, 100% damage. 
26.6.25 526 F-FREM SPAD 66 (29) destroyed in stall, Basle, 2 pax 
killed, pilot injured. 
26.6.25 701 F-ADEB Farman F.80 (2) 20% damage nrToussus, repd. 
28.6.2 654 F-ADCE Potez IX (161) destroyed nr Jarnowski Gory, 3 
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Left: F-AHCY, the Schreck-FBA 
19 HMT c/n 26, is seen on the 
Thames with Air Union titles 
during a visit on 30th June 1925. 
(Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 

Below: Chantiers Aero-Maritimes 
de la Seine (CAMS) produced the 
CAMS 33c F-AHDB all-wood twin 
engine flying boat with a wing 
span of 17.6 m (57 ft 9 in.) to 
carry two pilots in an open cockpit 
ahead of a cabin for seven pas-
sengers, (via Jack Meaden) 

passengers injured. 
- .6.25 601 F-ADAB Sopwith 1 (622) wfu following accident 13.10.24 
but not yet eld (see p.2006/189) 
- .6.25 832 F-AEDH Morane XXX (1723) wfu. 

F-Update 7.25 

New Registrations 
1413 F-AHCZ Ballon libre Zodiac 945m3 
M Cormier, Puteaux 

160 

1414 F-AHDA Morane AR.35 2393 
Morane-Saulnier, Villacoublay (C/n is probably 2393/1). 

Change of Owner 
726 F-ADFB SPAD 34bis 5 
M Bequet to M Nungesser, Le Bourget 

729 F-ADFE Nieuport 21 
M Richard to M Finat, Le Bourget 

7052 

1194 F-AGAS Schreck FBA 17 HE2 
M Sadi Lecointe to Cie Aerienne Francaise, Le Bourget 

Cancellations 
526 F-FREM SPAD 33/66 
CIDNA, Le Bourget; w/o Basle 26.6.25. 

3153/29 

654 F-ADCE Potez IX 161 
CIDNAe, Le Bourget; w/o Jarnowski Gory 28.6.25. 

1229 F-AGCD Breguet-Latecoere 14 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

1270 F-AGDT 
M Richard, Orly 

1285 F-AGEJ 
M Richard, Orly 

1295 F-AGET 
M Richard, Orly 

1321 F-AGFU 
CIDNA, Le Bourget 

SPAD VII 

Nieuport 81 

Nieuport 81 

Caudron C.81 

313 

16 

5552/4 

1344 F-AHAG Farman F-4X Jabiru 2 
CIDNA, Le Bourget; w/o nr Waldersdorf 21.6.25. 

1370 F-AHBH Liore-et-Olivier H. 133 2 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

Change of Type 
416bis F-ABGS, 418bis F-ABGQ, 422bis F-ABGV, 423bis 
F-ABGZ, 612bis F-ADAM, 613bis F-ADAN and 614bis F-ADAO, all 
Morane AR.35, type changed to Morane AR-35-C. 
523bis F-FREJ SPAD 33 type changed to SPAD 66. 

Other Reports 
6.7.25 576 F-ALTE Breguet 14 (115) 50% damage in tailwind 

landing at Tangiers; repaired. 
7.7.25 565 F-FRFA Potez IX (158) "destroyed" - but rebuilt! 
11.7.25 781 F-AEBG Nieuport 80 (9848) 70% damage at Clermont-

Ferrand / Aulnat aerodrome. 
11.7.25 492 F-CAFO Dorand AR1 (418) 80% damaged at Villeneuve 

la Garenne. 
14.7.25 774 F-AEAZ SPAD 46 (5/3138) quoted as SPAD 66 of 

CIDNA, 40% damage landing at Vienna. 
22.7.25 592 F-ALLU Breguet 14 (6318) Abandoned after forced 

landing near Oued Draa, Morocco. 
24.7.25 693 F-ADDS F60 Goliath (6933) Air Union "Auvergne" 

damaged near Le Rang du Fliers, repaired. 
31.7.25 786 F-AEBL SPAD 46 (10/3143) CIDNA as SPAD 66, 

damaged near Brandys (Czechoslovakia, repaired. 
- .7.25 326 F-ABDX Caudron G3 (2827) dest Clermont-Ferrand. 
- .7.25 726 F-ADFB SPAD 34bis (5) M Bequet sold to M Nungesser 
- .7.25 729 F-ADFE Nieuport 21 (7052) M Richard sold to M Finat. 
- .7.25 964 F-AEIO Breguet-Late 14 (176) u/c failed landing at 

Casablanca, 10% damage, repaired. 

F-Update 8.25 

New Registrations 
1415 F-AHDB CAMS 33C 1 
Societe des Chantiers Aero-Maritimes de la Seine 

1416 F-AHDC 
M Potez, 

Potez 25 
Le Bourget 

1417 F-AHDD Nieuport Delage 38 
S T Ae-prete a Cie Aerienne Francaise, Le Bourget 
(No type shown, but 'No 38' could indicate Nieuport 38 not c/n. 

1418 F-AHDE Liore-et-Olivier 15 
Cie Aeronavale, Antibes 

1419 F-AHDF Liore-et-Olivier H.13 
Cie Aeronavale, Antibes 

1 

1420 F-AHDG 
M Bleriot, Buc 

1421 F-AHDH 
M Bleriot, Buc 

SPAD 61 

SPAD 61 
To be continued 
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The Development of Commercial 
Aviation in China 
BY MARTIN S BEST, CHINA HISTORY RESEARCH GROUP 

PART 3a : EURASIA AVIATION CORPORATION 

Right: This Junkers F 13 must be 
Eurasia III although the number is 
by no means clear. It has a long 
exhaust pipe which extends past 
the cabin area and should have 
reduced noise as well as the risk 
of fumes leaking into the cabin, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

Introduction 
Parts 1 and 2 of this series of articles described the start of commercial 
aviation in China with particular attention to the pre-war history of China 
National Aviation Corporation (CNAC). This part considers Eurasia 
Aviation Corporation, which was formed at about the same time as 
China Airways Federal. Whereas CNAC was a Chinese joint venture 
with American interests, Eurasia was a Chinese joint venture with 
German interests. The history of Eurasia is relatively well known but is 
included in this series of articles for completeness. 

Given the luxury of multiple sources, the author has attempted to merge 
the best information from each of these but with the result that there 
may be some duplications and contradictions, including many incon-
sistencies in the spelling of Chinese place names. (A conversion table 
was included in Part 1, pages 2007/004-005.) The author has included 
information from Max Springweiler's autobiography, "Pioneer Aviator in 
China", as Springweiler was a participant in many of these historic 
events. 

German flying expeditions to China 
German plans for airlines connecting Europe with Asia had existed 
since the early 1920s. Junkers Luftverkehr A.G. established a 
Stockholm - Helsinki - Moscow - Kharkov - Tiflis - Baku - Teheran 
service in 1924. It also had local airline subsidiaries at Moscow (1923-
1927), Ankara (1925-1927) and Tehran (1927-1932). On 14 December 
1925, Deutsche Aero Lloyd handed over a proposal for transcontinen-
tal air traffic, highly recommended by the German Government, to the 
Soviet Head Concession Committee. 

During the troubled period of the early 1920s, in which the machinery 
of a centralised government in Peking ceased to exist, little progress 
was made in the furtherance of air transport, or, for that matter, of any 
form of transport. The only known indication of any interest came from 
Germany in 1925, when a Captain Richard Walter, who was to become 
a director of Eurasia, made some overtures in the Chinese capital, invit-
ing China to participate in what, in modern times, is known as a joint 
venture. He offered German equipment, personnel and training, in 
exchange for Chinese capital investment, together with its own person-
nel and even local manufacture. 

Deutsche Luft Hansa A.G. (DLH), formed on 6 January 1926, was able 
to send an expedition from Berlin to Peking. Luft Hansa also carried out 
a pioneering flight beginning on 24 July 1926 from Berlin to Peking and 
back - over 20,000 km (12,420 miles) - using two nine-passenger 
Junkers G 24 tri-motors, G 24s Ostmark D-901 (c/n 909) and Herta 
D-903 (c/n 911). The flight was made in ten stages each way, landing 
in Peking on 30 August 1926 and returning to Berlin on 26 September. 
They flew with much trouble, inaccurate maps, no weather forecasts, 

political problems, bureaucratic authorities, soft landing grounds, fuel 
supply dependent on mules and horses, via Moscow, Siberia and 
northern China and arrived in Peking on 30 August 1926. There they 
were triumphantly welcomed by thousands of people. When returning 
to Berlin on 26 October, the G 24s had flown 20,000 km in all, in 140 
flying hours. Negotiations later in the year for a trans-Eurasian route 
came to nothing because of financial problems. 

New approaches were made by foreign countries to Chiang Kai-shek's 
Nationalist Government. In December 1927, two DLH representatives, 
Kraus and Schmidt, had talks with the German Minister of 
Communications about DLH's future opportunities in China and Japan. 
On 10 January 1928, the Foreign Ministry and DLH decided to send 
Wilhelm Schmidt to China. He started work in Peking in May, but soon 
moved his office to Nanking, where the Kuomintang government sat. 
Supported by the German ambassador, he met Li Ching Tung, of the 
Foreign Ministry, who presented the proposals to Chiang's cabinet on 
7 November 1928. These amounted to founding a DLH-affiliate 
company in China, and one that might eventually provide the infra-
structure for the terminus of a trans-Asia DLH trunk line to Peking and 
Shanghai. A draft treaty proposing a "Sino-German Air Traffic 
Company, Ltd" was put forward by Schmidt on 19 November 1928, but 
on 23 November, the Army Minister Feng Yu Liang made enough 
objections to thwart the plans, and on 19 December they were aban-
doned. On 27 April 1929, Li made fresh presentations, and Feng 
resigned. 

Meanwhile additional proving flights were carried out. The Junkers 
W 33 D-1472 (c/n 2514) Ural left Berlin on 27 August 1928 and arrived 
at Irkutsk, Siberia, on 30 August, having flown via Kazan, Sverdlovsk, 
Kurgan, Omsk and Krasnoyarsk. It returned the same day and landed 
in Berlin on 2 September, having covered a distance of 12,300 km in 
76 hours flying time. A second flight was made between 9 and 24 
September. In November 1930 a DLH W 33 flew from Berlin to 
Baghdad. 

Eurasia makes a start 
As reported in Part 1, China National Aviation Corporation (CNAC) was 
formed on 15 April 1929. A document signed two days later secured for 
Aviation Exploration, Inc., an American company belonging to the 
Curtiss Group, the operating rights of CNAC. The US firm was 
promised exclusive rights for carrying mail along the routes it was to 
operate. The contract was for ten years, and services on the Shanghai 
- Nanking - Hankow; Nanking - Peking, and Shanghai - Canton routes 
were to be in operation within six months. As we have shown, these 
rights were soon to be challenged. 

A Chinese company, the "Hu-Jung hang-k'ung hsien kuan-li ch'u", 
created by the Ministry of Communications, had initiated services on 
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Left: Eurasia's other 
Junkers F 13 Eurasia IV 
at Peking. The DLH photo 
states that Eurasia 
started with four Junkers 
aircraft in 1931, without 
stating type, but we now 
know these to have bee 
two F 13s and two W 33s. 
(DLH via Jack Meaden) 

the Shanghai - Nanking route on 8 July 1929 with Stinson Detroiter air-
craft, long before China Airways could get started. When China Airways 
finally inaugurated their service on 21 October an absurd situation 
arose, with the Ministry of Communications competing with the Ministry 
of Railways, to whom CNAC belonged. 

Increasing criticism over these circumstances, and especially of the 
CNAC contract, led to the signing on 21 February 1930 of another con-
tract by the Ministry of Communications. This time a Sino-German 
company was established with a capital of $3,000,000 of which 
$2,000,000 was to be subscribed by the government, and $1,000,000 
by Deutsche Luft Hansa A.G. The name given to the company was 
Eurasia Aviation Corporation, and its primary purpose was to carry mail 
between China and Europe. It was to be administered by a directorate 
of nine; six nominated by the Chinese and three by the Germans. 
Routes in prospect were one or more of: 
Shanghai - Nanking - Tientsin - Peking - Manchouli - Siberia - Berlin; 
Shanghai - Nanking - Tientsin - Peking - Outer Mongolia - Siberia -
Berlin; 
Shanghai - Nanking - Sinkiang - Kansu - Siberia - Berlin. 

German perseverance had its reward. The spade work done by Walter 
and Schmidt paid dividends, when, on 21 February 1930, the 
Chinesisch-Deutsche Luftverkehrsgesellschaft was organised. Always 
known as Eurasia Aviation Corporation, under which name it traded, 
this was a joint venture, nominally controlled by the Chinese with two-
thirds ownership but Deutsche Luft Hansa owned the other third and 
provided aircraft, technical assistance, and advised on route policy. 
The first fleet consisted of two Junkers F 13s and two Junkers W 33s, 
sturdy metal-built landplanes that could withstand the rigours of 
Chinese operating conditions, if any could. 

Final negotiations for complete ratification dragged on until the autumn 
of 1930; but eventually the first service was inaugurated on 1 June 
1931. Although the original intention for Eurasia's existence had been 
to forge a link with Germany across western China and the central 
Asian portion of the Soviet Union, this could not be accomplished at 
first, because of the delay in setting up the necessary installations over 
a long route. Instead, a connection was made northwards from Peking 
to Manchouli, a border station for the Trans-Siberian Railway in north-
ern Manchuria. 

Eurasia inaugurated the Shanghai-Berlin service on 30 May, 1931. 
After one flight, however, the Soviet government withdrew permission 
for operations over its territory, probably out of belated fear that the 
flights could be used for military reconnaissance. As this came at a time 
of supposed Soviet-German friendship, the Russians offered an alter-
native. Eurasia would deliver mail and passengers to Manchouli, a town 
some 650 miles north of Peking on the Soviet border. The trip would 
then continue to Irkutsk by train, then by Soviet aircraft to Berlin. 

The aim of these efforts was the creation of a transcontinental air mail 
route from Berlin to China and Japan. There were three different pos-
sible routes: via Siberia; via Afghanistan and the Pamirs, and via India 
and Thailand. Eurasia soon ran into problems trying to obtain approval 
and support from the Soviet Government for the northern route. The 
Council of Civil Aviation had informed DLH in August 1929 that they 
intended to run Moscow - Irkutsk service line of their own. 

Knowing this, DLH could not make any practical plans for German 
traffic through the Soviet Union. But this information was not passed on 
to the Chinese, as a new opportunity for DLH arose with CNAC's 

failure. This time things went better. The air traffic agreement, men-
tioned above, was reached on 21 February 1930, being ratified by the 
Government on 9 April and in revised form on 29 September. Eurasia 
became operative on 1 February 1931 with Mr Schmidt (DLH), Mr 
Boolsen (Hamburg-America Line) and Mr Sick (Siemens) as German 
managing directors. 

Eurasia was equipped exclusively with Junkers aircraft from the start. 
Four ex-DLH aircraft were delivered by ship at the beginning of 1931. 
Two were of the well-known F 13 model, all-metal aircraft with a cabin 
for four passengers. The other two were W 33s, a larger type devel-
oped from the F 13, but still having the same Junkers L5 310-hp 
engine. All were equipped with extra large tyres for the often soft 
Chinese landing grounds. The aircraft were given identities in a special 
Eurasia register, starting with "EURASIAJ". [These fleet numbers (f/n) 
are often written in different ways but in the tables of this article we will 
generally abbreviate the formal identity to "EU-I", for example.] 

In Germany, Lufthansa sought crewmen to work for Eurasia. Otto 
Koelber and Max Springweiler wanted to go to China but waited for 
Lufthansa to approach them and then they accepted the terms offered. 
They were due to travel to Shanghai by the Siberia Express. 

On 8 January 1931 Max Springweiler boarded a train at the Berlin 
Lehrter Station for Moscow. Travelling with him was Fritz Horn, an older 
aviation pioneer, pilot, and engineer who was going to take over the 
technical direction of Eurasia. Also travelling with him were Billing the 
foreman, Goswin Nagel who was later in charge of the commercial 
section, Otto Koelber, and W Pauck station technician. They changed 
trains in Moscow and boarded the Siberian Express that ended at 
Manchouli, the border station between Russia and Manchuria, where 
they boarded the Manchurian train. 

The airplanes, two Junkers W 33s and two Junkers F 13s, had been 
delivered in the meantime by a German freighter. The planes had been 
dismantled for transport; they were put together and test flights under-
taken. The first four German pilots employed by Eurasia were the 
former DLH pilots Baumbart, Lutz, Rathje and Count Schack von 
Wittenau. They had arrived in Shanghai on the ship with the aircraft. 

After assembly at the local airfield - a 250m x 250m square surround-
ed by deep ditches 5m wide - test flights were carried out at the begin-
ning of April. A Shanghai - Nanking - Peking - Linse - Manchouli 
service was inaugurated on 31 May. 

Max Springweiler was assigned to Flight Captain Walter Lutz as Flight 
Engineer and Radio Operator. As Flight Engineer it was his duty to look 
after the technical function of the engines and airframe. The airplane 
was a Junkers W 33 with a cruising speed of 170 kilometres per hour. 
The flights across deserts and steppes often lasted six or eight hours. 

Flight Captain Johannes Rathje and Otto Koelber constituted the other 
crew on a W-33. Both W-33s were taken to Peking to serve the 1,200 
kilometre route to Manchouli. Flight Captain Count Schack and 
Baumgart were supposed to establish the connection to Peking from 
Shanghai, Nanking and Sianfu with two F-13s. The main business was 
carrying the mail. Little value was placed on carrying passengers since 
the load capacity was very limited. 

Flights were to take place twice a week. It was hoped that the Russians 
would transport the mail to Berlin either on the Siberian Railway or by 
air. Lufthansa was supposed to take the mail to the other European 
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Above: The 4-seat cabin of the passenger version of the F 13 was not 
cramped, as seen here in an aircraft of Ad Astra Aero Junkers, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

capitals. This expectation proved erroneous. The Russians did not pick 
up the mail regularly from Manchouli, and often it took three or even five 
weeks to reach Berlin or Paris. Normal mail posted in Peking went by 
train through Manchuria, Siberia and European Russia, often reaching 
Berlin in only eleven days. 

The first aircraft to reach Peking was flown by Count Schack von 
Wittenau. He did not know much about the route when he took off. The 
only maps in existence were twenty years old 1: 1,000,000-scale ones. 
The pilot had to learn the nature of his route by flying along it and trying 
to remember what he saw. Another was the curiosity of the Chinese 
population. The shining "metal-birds" were often encircled by a 
compact mass of thousands of interested people immediately after 
landing. However, this had its positive side at times, especially when 
the wheels of the aircraft had hit one of the many soft spots of the air-
fields and helpers were needed to extract the machine. 

The Mongolian incident 
Quite apart from the hazards of the dangerous terrain and the need to 
navigate not only without adequate radio but also without adequate or 
even accurate maps, the route had its own special shortcomings. On 1 
July 1931, pilot Johannes Rathje and radio operator/flight engineer Otto 
Koelber had landed at the mid-point, Linse, to refuel. Fighting high 
winds, they were then driven off course and over the Mongolian fron-
tier. [There is some confusion over dates. Most sources suggest that 
the incident took place on 2 July 1931. The aircraft left Shanghai (not 
Peking) on 1 st July and stayed overnight at Linshi (Linse), leaving there 
in bad weather on the morning of 2nd. Springweiler states that it left 
Peking on a Wednesday, ie. the 1st.] 

They crossed the Greater Khingan Range (2,000 metre high moun-
tains) and flew over the vast uninhabited steppe of eastern Mongolia. 
When they spotted the little lake of Buyr Nuur at about 1315 hrs they 
knew they were on course. Koelber spotted a group of gers directly 
under them and wanted to photograph them. They were flying at an alti-
tude of about 200m, because of low clouds, when their aircraft was 
suddenly hit by rifle-fire, just as they passed a camp of typical Mongol 
tents. 

Above: The shared central instrument and control panel of a late model 
F 13 which is fitted with dual controls, (via Jack Meaden) 

When Eurasia II failed to appear in Manchouli, Baumgart and Lorenzen 
in an F-13 were immediately sent to search for them, but they returned 
to Peking after six hours without success. Walter Lutz and Springweiler 
made the next flight in W-33 Eurasia I, and on the way to Manchouli 
they searched for Rathje and Koelber's plane. They found it in the 
Ordos (grassland) near Lake Buyr Nuur about 115 kilometres south of 
Manchouli. They always used the lake as a landmark, flying directly 
over it; then changing course to Manchouli. Rathje and Koelber's plane 
was hard to see sitting in the grassland, and Lutz and Springweiler 
thought that engine trouble or some other problem had forced Rathje to 
land. They made a wide turn, checked the wind, and lined up to land 
next to the other plane. It was too late when they saw the soldiers pour 
out of the nearby tent, drop to the ground and open fire on them with 
rifles and machine guns. Bullets pierced the thin sheet-metal cabin, 
cockpit and fuel tanks, and suddenly the engine died, though the pro-
peller continued to turn in the wind. The fuel line was cut. 

Springweiler switched to the gravity tank that was above them in the 
cockpit and apparently not hit. In the meantime they had lost valuable 
height and were almost in the lake when the engine restarted. It was 
hazy over the water, and the Mongolian soldiers could no longer see 
them. (Eyewitnesses later reported that the Mongolians thought that 
the plane had crashed in the lake.) By switching back and forth to the 
other tanks that were mostly in the wings, they realised that those tanks 
had been shot full of holes and only held a very small amount of fuel. 
By this time they had again reached an altitude of 1,000 metres, allow-
ing them to use what fuel was still in the main tanks. They used this until 
the engine stopped, and then switched back to the gravity tank. After 
about 75 minutes of this they were able to reach Manchouli Airport and 
land. While taxiing to a dusty parking place the engine stopped for good 
because it was out of fuel. The airport personnel pulled the plane to a 
provisional hangar; not an easy task as the tires had been shot, too. 

An inspection of the machine revealed about thirteen bullet holes. With 
assistance from Michael Eckert, the station technician in Manchouli, all 
the tanks were removed and repaired; then they flew back to Peking, 
this time at a safer altitude. 

Right: Junkers W 33 Eurasia 
I raises a cloud of dust on 
take-off. This aircraft was 
sent to find the missing W 33 
Eurasia II in July 1931 and 
was itself shot at by 
Mongolian soldiers near Lake 
Buyr Nuur. The W 33 was 
powered by a 280 hp Junkers 
L5 six-cyl water cooled in-line 
engine. It was a freighter with 
a 2-seat open pilot's cockpit, 
(via Jack Meaden) . . . 
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Above: Eurasia's Peking to Manchouli route of 1931 showing the incur-
sion over part of the People's Republic of Mongolia which was the 
reason for the attack on the two Junkers W 33s. 

A look at a map is necessary to explain why these flights were shot at. 
On Eurasia's flights to Manchouli they crossed Mongolian territory that 
extends north and northwest of Peking. According to the official 
Chinese position that territory belonged to China. Outer Mongolia and 
its capital, Urga (Ulaan Baatar), had become a people's republic under 
Russian influence and had declared itself independent of China. China, 
however, did not recognise this declaration of independence. (De facto 
Chinese sovereignty over the area had ended in 1911 with the fall of 
the Manchu Dynasty.) Actually Eurasia had only flown over a very 
small part of the People's Republic of Mongolia, just that little tip south 
of Manchouli where Lake Buyr Nuur is located. There were very few 
navigation landmarks in the Ordos; it was mostly grassland. They often 
flew for nine or ten hours in unpredictable winds. After this time they 
were happy to find little Lake Buyr Nuur south of Manchouli and could 
then set a new course. There were no radio direction finding systems 
either in the airplane or on ground stations. So it was easy for a 
company of Mongolian soldiers to set up camp by the lake and wait for 
the arrival of Eurasia flights. 

Rathje and Koelber were on the normal course to Manchouli when they 
decided to fly over little Lake Buyr Nuur. They were flying at low altitude 
when suddenly they were fired upon from the ground. Only two bullets 
hit the plane, but one of them struck Koelber's leg below the knee, 
hitting the main artery. The entire cockpit was immediately sprayed with 
blood. Koelber fell unconscious with his entire body against the steer-
ing column; the W-33 would have crashed on the steppes if Rathje had 
not held him back with his right hand. To save Koelber from certain 
death from loss of blood, Hannes Rathje felt obliged to land immedi-
ately. Soldiers belonging to the 15th Cavalry threatening Rathje with 
rifles surrounded him as soon as he got out of the plane. They assist-
ed Koelber into a tent. 

The next day, 3 July, Koelber was taken by car about 400 km (12 hrs) 
to the hospital in Bain Tu Men (Bayan Tumen). Koelber's leg was 
amputated there under the most primitive conditions. Johannes Rathje 
refused to fly the aeroplane to Urga (Ulaan Baatar), but eventually they 
drove there via Bayan Tumen in an open Chevrolet truck, taking three 
days. Both flyers were immediately charged with espionage. Conviction 
could have brought a death sentence. A 4-day trial was held in August, 
the pilot being sentenced to ten years and the engineer to five years. 
After two and a half months in prison under unbearable conditions, they 
were freed on 9 September 1931, after intervention by the Mongolian 
President and the influence of the Russian government. They flew in an 

F 13 of Dobrolet via Altan Bulak to Verkhne-Udinsk and were then 
taken by the Trans-Siberian Railway to Manchouli, where Michael 
Eckart, their station technician, took care of them. They finally reached 
Peking in 15 September. 

After several unsuccessful attempts to get the aircraft back it was finally 
written off in 1934. This incident and the Sino-Japanese conflict in 
Manchuria in 1931 put an end to the Shanghai - Manchouli service. It 
had to be terminated at Peking after the Manchurian "Incident" in 
September. 

The Manchouli line had had its southern terminal at Shanghai, and had 
been able to deliver mails, and perhaps a few intrepid passengers, to 
the Trans-Siberian Railway for onward transmission to Europe. But this 
service did not last long. The risks of flying had been vividly illustrated 
by Rathje's adventure; and furthermore the area of northern China was 
subject to much flooding by the Hwang Ho River - 'China's Sorrow' as 
it was known, because of the hundreds of thousands of people who 
were killed as a result of its eccentric flow patterns and deposits of 
yellow earth ('Hwang Ho' means Yellow River) which accumulate. 
Eurasia had to suspend service in eastern China because of this 
natural hazard, river flooding. 

A change of direction 
Eurasia put aside plans for an international air service following this 
incident. During the next ten years, until the Germans withdrew from 
China in 1941, the company concentrated on domestic routes. Eurasia 
developed two main services. One connected Shanghai to Lanchow, 
1,050 miles to the west in Kansu province, via Nanking, Loyang, and 
Sian. The other route extended from Peking southward to Canton, 
1,100 miles distant, via Taiyuan, Loyang, Hankow, and Changsha. As 
it worked out in the end, Eurasia provided little competition for CNAC, 
as the routes of the two airlines were largely complementary. 

While Bond and Allison and CNAC were moving ahead in the centre, 
the German-sponsored Eurasia was changing direction in the north, in 
the fulfilment, at least partially, of fashioning a link with Europe via the 
Soviet Union. Having abandoned the route to Manchouli and, in any 
case, with the Japanese moving into Manchuria in 1931, Eurasia began 
service in December 1932 as far as Tsukhutsak (or Chuguchak) in far 
off Sinkiang, on the frontier with Soviet Kazakhstan. The main base 
was at Lanchow, chief city of Kansu, and the line split at Loyang to 
provide access to both Peiping and Shanghai, via Nanking. By this time 
more Junkers W 33s had arrived, but in July 1933, the 'Sinkiang 
Incident' prevented the continuation of air service west of Lanchow. 
Still, it was a visionary enterprise, over a route that, even today, since 
a railway has been built along the whole length, the journey is long and 
arduous. Eurasia's pioneering would come in useful in an unexpected 
way several years later. 

Proving flight to Sinkiang 
As a consequence of the incident described above, and other circum-
stances, the Manchouli route was discontinued. After that they attempt-
ed to make the connection with Europe by going over the Gobi Desert 
to Chinese Turkistan (Sinkiang). A W-33, Eurasia V, with an L-5 motor 
producing a cruising speed of approximately 170 km/hr was then mod-
ified for a test flight. Flight Captain Lutz flew the plane, and Springweiler 
went along as flight assistant radio operator. There were no accurate 
maps, weather reports, or radio beacons either en route or at the des-
tination. 

As the flight was due to take place in December 1931, they had to take 
extremely low temperatures into consideration. The little on-board radio 
could only maintain contact with the equally small radio station in 
Peking over a distance of 70 km. After flying about 35 minutes they 
were outside of radio contact. 

Because of the limited range of the Junkers and the distance from 
Peking (Beijing) to Urumchi (Urumqui), they were required to make an 
intermediate landing in the Gobi Desert where scientists with Sven 
Hedin maintained a camp at Edsingol. There a bit of desert was desig-
nated as an emergency landing field and outfitted with a windsock. 
They had to find this place. 

Since the first part of this flight would take about seven hours or more, 
they faced a daunting task. Assuming that they did not find the landing 
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Right: The route-proving 
flights of Eurasia westwards to 
Chuguchak on the border of 
what is now Tashkent. The first 
was by W 33 Eurasia V on 22-
23 December 1931 from 
Peking to Urumchi. The 
second, and less dangerous, 
southern route was inaugurat-
ed on 15 September 1933. 

field at .Edsingol at the first 
attempt, they would have to 
make an emergency landing 
on unprepared ground in the 
Gobi. This required special 
equipment, because after the 
landing, they would have to 
drain the water from the 
engine's radiator, keep it warm 
overnight, re-heat it in the morning, and put it back in the engine. 

They began their flight from Peking to Urumchi via Edsingol on 22 
December 1931. Eurasia directors, Wilhelm Schmidt (German) and Li 
Tsin Tsung (Chinese), were their passengers; they were supposed to 
negotiate with the local authorities for the right to start regular service. 
They carried sufficient food to suffice for at least three days in the 
desert. It was decided to make an intermediate landing en route from 
Peking to Edsingol to take on fuel in Kwei Hwa Chang (Hohhot), a small 
town on the edge of the Gobi Desert, where there was a makeshift 
airport. 

Early in the morning the plane began its flight with a normal load from 
Nan Yuan, Peking's southern airport. About an hour later they landed 
in Kwei Hwa Chang. Whilst taking on fuel and servicing the engines, 
there was an unfortunate delay. When they finally took off from this 
primitive airfield with their heavily overloaded plane, it was already so 
late that they could only reach Edsingol before twilight if everything 
went perfectly. A 20 kilometres per hour headwind ruined that calcula-
tion. 

When they calculated that they should be over Edsingol, there was no 
sign of Sven Hedin's camp or the marked out landing field. Twilight was 
fast approaching, so they had to land while there was still enough light. 
Lutz spotted an appropriate piece of desert where they could set down 
and the landing was as smooth as on a prepared landing field. By then 
it was twilight. The radiator's water was drained from the engine and 
kept warm over a Primus stove. 

In the morning it took some time to start the cold engine by turning the 
propeller by hand. When it finally started, they poured the warm water 
back into the running engine. Lutz and Springweiler thought that they 
had enough fuel for about 30 minutes flying, so they had to find Sven 
Hedin's camp in this time. They took off easily, as the plane was now 
so light, and circled the area looking for the camp. Suddenly they 
spotted a solitary man with a donkey below them, so landed bumpily 
nearby intending to interview the man, who had hidden, frightened by 
this large, noisy 'bird'. Eventually they found the donkey and then the 
frightened man but nobody spoke his language. Nevertheless, they 
eventually understood that there was a camp of foreigners about 20 km 
to the southeast. This meant that they would have flown over the camp 
the previous evening. 

After a bumpy takeoff, they flew for about 10 minutes and saw the camp 
where someone was building a smoky fire as a signal. They landed 
using the gravity tank, as the other tanks were all empty. They filled the 
machine with fuel using 20-litre canisters. A camel caravan had brought 
this from Peking to Edsingol but many of the containers had not trav-
elled well and most were only half full. Nevertheless, there was enough 
gasoline to fill the plane's tanks. 

The flight team spent the night of 23 December at the camp and depart-
ed the next morning. There was plenty of warm water ready and this 
time the engine started reasonably quickly. They departed for Urumchi 
about seven hours away. Because the plane was overloaded they 
could not initially lower the power setting on the engine, but after about 
three hours, as they neared the Turfan Basin, they were able to ease 

back on power to save fuel and extend their range but this also reduced 
their speed, so they could not be sure of reaching their destination in 
daylight. 

They flew over Hami and reached Urumchi about an hour later. The 
lights were already burning in the houses at Urumchi, and in the falling 
darkness they looked for the airfield but could not find it because a thick 
blanket of snow covered the ground. Finally, just as it was getting dark, 
Lutz landed safely on a white field. Just as they touched down in the 
deep snow, the plane almost stood on its nose, but it recovered, and 
soon taxied to a stop. 

The first flight from the distant Chinese coast over the Gobi Desert to 
Sinkiang, the New Province, had succeeded. Many others would follow 
but over a less dangerous route. This flight could easily have ended in 
disaster. Crossing the Gobi Desert, a distance of more than 2,500 km, 
in the winter using a water-cooled, single-engined aircraft was a daring 
and risky venture. [The story of this expedition is also told in M&P 
Chapter 4, pages 53 to 61.] 

The return flight in January 1932 was less dramatic. It was supposed to 
take a southern route along the edge of the Gobi. To get an early start, 
the crew went to the airfield the evening before and spent the night in 
a warm but smoky yurt where they could also heat water for the engine. 
It had snowed all night leaving 25 cm of new snow on top of the airplane 
as well as on the runway. There were no snowploughs or other means 
of clearing the snow, nor were there any helpers to assist them. Walter 
Lutz started the engine and taxied, very slowly at first, gradually 
increasing speed along the runway, and the propeller blew the loose, 
powdery snow away. After they had run back and forth along the entire 
runway thirteen times, most of the snow had been cleared off and the 
rest was packed and smoothed by the wheels. This effort took two 
hours; then they took off successfully. 

Urumchi and Chugochak (Tacheng) on the Russian border south of the 
Altai Mountains continued to be the destination of Eurasia's flights. 
Sinkiang had to be reached by a less dangerous route. The next route 
to be tested went from Peking to Sianfu, the old imperial city; then it 
crossed the Liu Pan Shan Mountains to Suchou, Anhsi, Hami, and 
Urumchi. Though somewhat longer this route went over a populated 
area, and there were landing fields at all these cities, though their con-
dition and usefulness were still to be determined. 

Accident in the Richthofen Mountains 
By the summer of 1932, the route from Peking to Sian was already in 
operation and Lanchou was also being served. A graveyard in the 
eastern part of this city, situated between the Yellow River (Huang-Ho) 
and the Southern Mountains, had been laid out as a makeshift landing 
field. The field was at an altitude of 1,500 metres. Rathje and 
Springweiler attempted to take off in their W 33. At first they could not 
move at all due to the soft ground. After getting coolies to push on each 
side of the machine, they were finally able to move but just before lift-
off an undercarriage wheel fell into a collapsed grave. The wheel was 
torn off and the aircraft slid a few metres before stopping. The under-
carriage was shaved off and the propeller bent. That terminated their 
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Left: Eurasia II (2nd) c/n 2739 
after making the first landing of a 
Junkers W 34 at this little airfield 
100 km south of Lanchow, which 
caused a sensation among the 
local population! Only a small 
portion of the crowd is seen in the 
photograph, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

flight. [Photographic evidence suggests that this may have been 
Eurasia VIII, which was delivered in June 1932. The incident was in 
August.] Springweiler was ordered to wait for Flight Captain Lutz and 
another W 33 that would try to fly them out. 

They now had ten days to get to know the area around Lanchou before 
Walter Lutz would arrive with another W 33. Lanchou was situated in a 
picturesque part of the Huang-ho Valley. The river's yellow waters 
flowed rather quickly through this high valley more than 2,500 km from 
the sea. Only small boats and rafts plied this part of the river. Huge 
waterwheels about 15 to 20 metres in diameter stood along the river-
bank and mainly provided irrigation for the fields. The main crop was 
rice but there were also huge melon fields. Besides these crops, opium 
was also raised in this fertile oasis. The opium crop was actually the 
backbone of the economy in Lanchou and generally in Kansu Province. 

Their forced stay in Lanchou was filled with activity and passed quickly. 
Finally Walter Lutz arrived with his W 33, Eurasia VI, and preparations 
were made for the return flight. This time they had three passengers: 
Wilhelm Schmidt and Dr Liau, directors of Eurasia, and a third person 
who may have bribed the Chinese administrator to obtain his passage. 
The plane was undoubtedly overloaded. After about 50 minutes flying 
time they reached the Richthofen Mountains and headed toward a pass 
through the mountain range that was 2,800 metres high. They needed 
to fly through the pass to reach the Gobi Desert and Suchow. They 
reached the pass but not the 2,800 metres altitude required to fly 
through the pass. Lutz flew into a valley where he thought the ground 
sloped downwards but it actually rose sharply before them. He tried to 
turn the aircraft around where the valley became a little wider, but 
failed. At the last moment they were flying right above the river. Trying 
to make a turn they passed over the riverbed and just managed to 
reach the embankment above it when the wheels touched the ground. 
By applying full power they almost made a perfect landing on the alpine 
meadow but about 50 metres after touchdown they fell into a small side 
stream. Fortunately no one was seriously hurt but the aircraft was a 
total wreck. [The caption on Springweiler p.202 says "W 34". The crash 
took place on 1 September 1932, before any W 34s were delivered.] 

Immediately after the crash, before the engine cooled off, Springweiler 
sent a telegram to Lanchou reporting the location of their crash and 
asking for rescue. Although his message was acknowledged, no 
rescue was forthcoming, so he sent the message again to Flight 
Captain Rathje, who was staying in Lanchou, and this brought the 
required results. After two days a truck arrived with food and the urgent-
ly requested blankets. 

In the meantime, the engine had been removed and they loaded it onto 
the truck. The return trip to Lanchou took two days. The aircraft had 

been badly damaged when it landed in the mountains and could neither 
be repaired nor hauled out; it remained at the crash site. On later flights 
it was noticed that the mountain people were dismantling the aircraft bit 
by bit. 

New aircraft 
New aircraft were delivered from Europe to replace those lost. Four W 
33s arrived in 1932 and early 1933, and on 15 September 1933 the 
service between Shanghai and Chuguchak could finally be opened. 
Running over 4,060km via Nanking, Loyang, Sian, Lanchow, Suchow, 
Hami and Urumchi, this route was found to be more satisfactory. A 
branch line was established simultaneously from Peking to Loyang. On 
1 May 1934 it was extended to Canton, via Taiyuan, Loyang, Hankow 
and Changsha. A Lanchow - Ninghsia service was added in June, and 
extended to Paotow four months later. The Peking - Canton line was 
changed to run through Chengchow (instead of Taiyuan - Loyang) at 
the same time. 

But political disturbance occurring in Sinkiang meant more trouble. An 
Islamic uprising starting on 16 April 1933 necessitated the termination 
of the Chuguchak line at Lanchow. It was to be out of operation for six 
years. 

During 1933 Max Springweiler took home leave in Germany and 
arrived back in Peking during the spring of 1934. In the meantime 
Eurasia had modernised its aircraft facilities. Three W 34 aircraft with 
air-cooled radial engines had been ordered in Germany. They were W 
34gi models, with the BMW 'Hornet A' engine. Wilhelm Schmidt, who 
had been on the Eurasia I that crashed in the Richthofen Mountains 
after leaving Lanchou, had gone to Germany to handle the transfer of 
these machines. Before his return trip to China he participated in a test 
flight over the Alps to simulate similar conditions in China. Near 
Traunstein the plane iced up and stalled at high altitude on 28 April 
1933. The fatal crash killed everyone on board. The pilot was Hans 
Wende, and the senior radio machinist was Fritz Eichentopf. This air-
craft was later replaced by a DLH W 34, but the remaining two were 
transferred to Shanghai by air. The two remaining W 34s, EURASIA I 
and II, were flown to China across Siberia and the Gobi desert between 
31 May and 10 June 1933, using the entire route planned for airmail 
flights over the Soviet and Chinese Central Asia territories. After six 
days they landed in Chugochak on the Chinese border. This was the 
first successful, direct flight by a single-engine aircraft from Berlin to 
Shanghai. Flight Captain Gerstenkorn made a third delivery (in 
EURASIA III) between 4 and 9 September. 

With its new aircraft Eurasia could now serve the route from Shanghai 
and Peking to Urumchi in Sinkiang with greater regularity. Springweiler 
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served as both flight assistant and radio operator on one of the W 34s 
until the Ju 52/3m arrived in the autumn of 1935. In spite of the signifi-
cantly improved equipment, their aviation activity was quite primitive 
even for that time. The W 34, in contrast to the W 33 and F 13, had an 
enclosed cockpit and a more powerful, air-cooled engine. They could 
fly higher, further, and longer with more freight and paying passengers. 
Nevertheless the W 34 was still not the ideal solution as it only had one 
engine. 

Accident in Guangdong 
Canton enjoyed bright sunshine and a temperature of 22°C when Flight 
Captain Menzel, co-pilot Schlegel, and Springweilertook off from White 
Cloud Mountain Airport. There were three other passengers on board, 
including Richard Walter, a director of Eurasia as well as Lufthansa's 
representative in the company. They set course to Changsha in Hunan 
Province and flew on from there to Hankow. After about half an hour a 
powerful shudder went through the plane, the engine stopped, and the 
propeller froze. Menzel immediately looked for a suitable place to put 
the machine down. He spotted a small sandbank in a tributary to the 
Pearl River and headed for it. Menzel set the aircraft down on the sand-
bank but it wasn't long enough for a W 34 and right after touchdown 
they ran rapidly into the water and flipped over. No one was injured. 
[This is presumably the accident to W 34 Eurasia III on 11 May 1935.] 

The next day Springweiler started to dismantle the plane. This went 
rather slowly because he lacked proper tools. On the third day Menzel 
and Schlegel left for Hong Kong by way of Canton. During the third 
night it rained with tropical intensity. The normally gentle stream 
became a raging torrent, washing over the machine and filling it with 
sand and gravel. The powerful water turned the plane and carried it to 
another location, leaving the left wing deep in the water. 

With the help of coolies, Springweiler was finally able to detach the 
wings, but the tropical rain and the flood water caused massive 
damage. The fuselage was still intact, so they were able to place the 
machine on its wheels, minus its wings. They packed the wings with 
rice straw and attached them to bamboo poles so ten coolies could 
carry each wing. Now they could transport everything back to the 
Eurasia base at Shanghai. 

After two days they reached the Pearl River, a significant, navigable 
river where Springweiler had requested two junks. He travelled on the 
junk with the fuselage for two days and two nights down river to Canton, 
where a tugboat towed them to Hong Kong. After spending a few days 
negotiating, the wreck was finally loaded onto an ocean-going freighter 
for transport to Shanghai. An ancient crane was used to load the plane. 
Suddenly the winch and spar failed and the aircraft fell about eight 
metres onto the deck. Three days later the wreck finally arrived at 
Shanghai. From an insurance point of view, hauling the wreck back to 
Shanghai proved that the machine had suffered 100% destruction. A 
check of the engine in Shanghai revealed a broken connecting rod. The 
motor was no longer repairable. The water had ruined all the instru-
ments and radio equipment. 

Moving south 
Having tried the north, and then the west, Eurasia, the German-
Chinese airline based at Lanchow, now moved south. On 1 May 1934, 
under pressure from the Chinese Government, it started a route from 
Peiping to Canton, via Hankow. The network was now in the shape of 
a cross, with the Lanchow - Shanghai route crossing the Peiping -

Above, right: A Eurasia Ju 52/3m 
during the undignified process of 
being pulled out of the mud by water 
buffaloes. No other details are avail-
able, so this may illustrate an emer-
gency landing or typify the problems 
of operating large aircraft from poor 
quality landing grounds, 
(via Jack Meaden) 
Right: Junkers 160 c/n 4215 D-UVUX 
was the only example of the type to 
serve in China, arriving 3.10.35. It is 
seen after its return to Germany as 
D-UVUX Wiesel'in 1937. 
(via Jack Meaden) 

Canton route at Chengchow which could be regarded as Eurasia's 
central hub. In November of the same year, a branch line was opened 
from Lanchow to Ninshia and Paotow. To support this growing network, 
a steady flow of aircraft arrived from Germany, Junkers W 33s and W 
34s arrived by ship, and Ju 52/3ms flown in by the southern Asia route 
through India. Eurasia was encouraged to start yet another connection, 
first a branch from Sian to Chengtu, in 1935, thus connecting with 
CNAC; and then extending this to Kunming. But the German experi-
ence in trying to keep their aircraft flying was, if anything, worse than 
CNAC's. Four of the six W 33s had crashed and only one F 13 was left 
by the beginning of 1933, and four of six W 34s crashed during a period 
of seven months in 1935. Eurasia was writing off aircraft almost as 
quickly as they were being delivered. 

Hunan is a central Chinese province south of Hankow with a wet 
climate. Bad weather, low clouds and poor visibility always made the 
approach to Changsha, the provincial capital, difficult. At Eurasia's 
instigation, the government had a large airfield built there. On 25 
February 1935 (sic), pilot K Kahlenberg with Fritz Jeude crashed while 
landing at Changsha, fatally injuring Kahlenberg, who suffered a com-
plicated leg fracture and other injuries and died later in hospital. Fritz 
Jeude survived this crash without injury. The pilot Kahlenberg died on 
22 February 1935 in the crash landing of a Junkers W 34 south of 
Changsha - it was the first EURASIA III of the W 34 fleet. 

Springweiler was transferred from Peking to Shanghai in 1934, and 
flew from there for the next three years. Initially he still flew in the old 
machines when they were available. The first Ju 52/3m, D-ABAN, deliv-
ered to China by Freiherr von Gablenz, the Director of DLH, Flight 
Captain Untucht, Flight Engineer Haensgen, and Kirchoff, was pre-
sented to Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek after its arrival in Shanghai. 
Springweiler didn't know if it was sold or given to him. (It was custom-
ary to give large gifts to government in order to secure a favourable 
reception for an important business.) Another ten Ju 52/3ms followed 
the first one from Berlin. Now Eurasia was better equipped for its task. 
Unfortunately the suitability of the airfields used left much to be desired. 
At the northern airfields (such as Chengchou and Sian) these signifi-
cantly heavier aircraft would get stuck in the sand, or in the mud at 
Chengtu and Hankow. Reinforced runways that could support a Ju 
52/3m's weight were found only in Shanghai, Hong Kong, and Hanoi. 
[Hong Kong didn't have reinforced runways until the Japanese built 
them using POW labour.] 

Chiang Kai-shek had recognised the importance of the aeroplane as a 
political instrument and wanted air traffic for the service of the govern-
ment. So from now on efforts were directed towards a domestic 
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Left: Eurasia's first Junkers 
Ju 52/3m, Eurasia XV, c/n 
5329, seen at Lanchow. 
(DLH via Jack Meaden) 

Below: Junkers F 13 Eurasia 
IV on its nose at the rough 
ground boundary of a snow-
covered airfield. Damage 
appears limited to the engine 
and would have been unlikely 
to have ended its career, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

network. It should be mentioned that over 40% 
of the passengers carried in the first year of 
operation were Chinese officials flying for free. 
But the Chinese had their own problems too. 
The Government was to provide Eurasia with 
suitable airports, and many of the existing 
landing grounds were in bad condition. The 
Chengchow - Canton section was in fact put 
out of operation in November 1935 because of 
this fact. 

FlGGt Gxpansion 
Two more ex-DLH W 34s powered by BMW 
Hornet As were added to the fleet in 1935, and 
another one with a Hornet T2D2 engine was 
brought new from AB Flygindustri at Limhamn, 
Sweden. 

Between 1935 and 1937 a total of six Ju 
52/3ms and one Ju 160 were added, all being 
chartered from DLH. The Ju 160, which crashed after a short period of 
service and was returned to Germany, was a single-engined aircraft, 
and the Ju 52/3ms were tri-motors carrying 17 passengers. Both types 
had BMW 132E engines. Passenger comfort and carrying capacity 
were greatly improved with the arrival of these aircraft. 

The German Ambassador in China had sent a telegram home on 29 
March 1934, requesting the RLM (Air Ministry) to send a Ju 52/3m on 
a propaganda tour to China. He had noticed that CNAC's Ford Tri-
Motors were superior to the single-engine types used by Eurasia. The 
first Ju 52/3m flew to China via Egypt, Baghdad, Jodhpur, Rangoon, 
Bangkok and Hanoi, taking off from Berlin on 29 August 1934. In 1936 
nearly 75% of Eurasia's routes were flown by Ju 52/3ms. 

DLH had now become ready for new attempts with their trans-Eurasian 
traffic plans. They had learnt from the mistakes made, and tried the 
southern route this time. From 1936 onwards several exploration flights 
were made from Europe to Afghanistan, Thailand, China and Japan. 
Three scheduled flights were carried out between Berlin and Bangkok 
during July and August 1939, but the outbreak of World War II put an 
end to the preparations for regular services. 

Meanwhile Eurasia had had to change its domestic network complete-
ly in 1937 because of the Japanese attack on China. Soon after the 
beginning of the conflict on 7 July, Eurasia was ordered by the 
Government to move its headquarters and repair shops from Shanghai 
to Sianfu. Two aircraft under major repair, the old F 13 Eurasia IV and 
W 33 Eurasia VIM, had to be left behind when the last personnel left on 
17 August. The airfield had been hit by the first Japanese bombs on 15 
August. Flights to Shanghai, Nanking and Peking were suspended. The 
Japanese advanced further into the country, forcing Eurasia to move 
for the second time in October. Headquarters were now established at 
Kunming, where nothing but a barely serviceable airfield existed. It was 
to take a whole year of hard work to establish satisfactory conditions. 

In 1936 Springweiler left China, not intending to return, but in 1937, 
before the Sino-Japanese war had broken out, Springweiler was invited 
to return to Eurasia as flight engineer on the delivery flight of a Ju 
52/3m from Berlin to Shanghai, then employment on the same terms as 
before. He accepted this offer. 

On 19 May 1937 the crew (Cyrrus, Klitsch, Springweiler, and Fischer) 
took off for Shanghai from Berlin Templehof in a Ju-52/3m registered 
D-ASEV, arriving on 27 May. Along the way they refuelled at Belgrade, 
Rhodes, Damascus, Basra, Djask, Karachi, Jodpur, Allahabad, 
Calcutta, Rangoon, Bangkok, Hanoi, and Hong Kong. Thirteen land-
ings were necessary because the Ju-52/3m had limited range. The total 
flying time was 58 hours and 12 minutes at an average cruising speed 
of about 220 km/h. 

Having established some services inside China, Lufthansa began 
exploring a route from Berlin to China. On 24 August 1937 the passen-
ger airliner Ju 52/3mte D-ANOY Rudolf von Thuna (c/n 5663) was flown 
by von Gablenz, Unticht and their radio operator Kirchhoff from Berlin 
to Kabul in Afghanistan. From there they climbed to 7,000 m (22,960 ft) 
to fly between the Pamir Mountains and the Hindu Kush through the 
Wakhan Pass to land at Sian (now Xi'an) in China. On the return flight, 
however, a forced landing before reaching Kabul was necessary owing 
to a port engine misfire. Whilst preparing to take off again in a war zone, 
the Ju 52/3m came under fire and was halted on the ground. The 
hapless crew were incarcerated for a month before being allowed to fly 
on to a hero's welcome on 3 October. 

Reshaping the route network 
In 1937 the political and military situation in China had become much 
worse. Militarily it was clear that government troops would not be able 
to hold Shanghai much longer. Transfer of Eurasia's headquarters to a 
location in the interior was imminent. That summer they transferred the 
business HQ to Sian-fu. Flying became increasingly difficult. Shanghai 
and Nanking were dropped from the flight schedules because of the 
war but they often flew to Hong Kong. The Japanese advance from 
Bias Bay north to Hong Kong had captured Canton. 

Aviation fuel became increasingly rare. Unlimited refuelling was now 
only available in Hong Kong and later Hanoi. Also the flights could not 
be carried out without molestation; Japanese fighter-bombers were 
everywhere. There were regular attacks on Kueilin, Kunming, Hankow, 
and Chungking. There were hardly any anti-aircraft defences, so the 
Japanese could bomb the Chinese cities at will. Chungking, the seat of 
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Chiang Kai-shek's government after Nanking and Hankow had been 
given up, was the most bombed city in unoccupied China. It was situ-
ated in a triangle formed by the Yangtze and Kialing Rivers. The banks 
of the Yangtze were high and steep, and the airfield was far below them 
on a rocky island. During high water the airfield was completely flooded 
and not available for landings and takeoffs. 

Eurasia opened new routes, and now they were allowed to fly to 
Chengtu but had to go via Sian. That meant flying from Sian over Da 
Bei Shan, the great white mountain that was at least 4,100 metres high. 
Then Eurasia was allowed to fly to Hanoi and Hong Kong, because 
Chiang Kai-shek's government in Chungking was keen to maintain 
regular air services. Because they were providing increased service 
from Hong Kong, some of Eurasia's staff was transferred there, includ-
ing Max Springweiler. 

The Peking - Canton route had just been extended to Hong Kong in 
June, but the war now put an end to the northern part of this service. At 
the end of 1937 the following Eurasia stations had fallen to the 
Japanese: Shanghai, Nanking, Peking, Suiyan, Paotow, Taiyuan and 
Chengchow. With its headquarters at Kunming, near the southern 
border of China, Eurasia sought to link its network with the Indochinese 
routes of Air France. A proving flight to Hanoi took place on 16 
December 1937. Successful negotiations led to the opening of regular 
traffic at the end of the month. Air France also extended their routes to 
Hong Kong at the beginning of 1938, thus providing Eurasia with two 
international connections. 

During 1938 and 1939 new sen/ices were opened, while others had to 
be closed due to Japanese advances. Chungking, where the Chinese 
Government had retreated to, Kweilin and Liuchow were added to the 
network. Ironically, the original Eurasia plan was realised in 1939. A 
Chinese-Russian company named Hamiata had established a service 
from Alma Ata to Hami, and Eurasia now reopened their original line to 
the northwest to link with this service in December 1939. Thus Europe 
and China were finally connected via Soviet territory by Eurasia, even 
if they had to operate under the cover name ATCMOC (Air 
Transportation Company Ministry of Communications), due to political 
trouble in Sinkiang. The Eurasia airports at Hankow and Canton were 
captured during 1938 and Sianfu and Changsha were seriously 
damaged. [An article about Hamiata is included in this edition.] 

More aircraft losses 
One of the six chartered Ju 52/3ms had crashed, but the rest had been 
taken over from DLH in 1937. Apart from the two aircraft left in 
Shanghai, one W 33 and two W 34s were still in service. Ju 52/3m 
Eurasia XVII and W 34 Eurasia II were hit by Japanese bombers in 
Nanking on 17 August 1937, but could be repaired. Ju 52/3m Eurasia 
XX was seriously damaged by bombs on 22 January 1938 and was out 
of service for more than a year. Eurasia XV was attacked by three 
Japanese fighters in the air on 5 September, but received only slight 
damage. Eurasia XVII was put out of service for six months by another 
fighter attack on the next day. Eurasia XV was again attacked in April 
1939. 

Two second-hand Ju 52/3ms had arrived from Germany during 1938 
and one in 1939. Eurasia XVII was attacked by Japanese fighters on 6 
May 1939 near Hong Kong and totally burned out. The W 34 Eurasia 
VI and the W 33 Eurasia VII had been impressed by the Chinese mili-
tary in 1937 and came back in a seriously damaged condition later in 
the year. The war also caused serious problems with the import of 
spare parts from Germany, so both aircraft were still in the repair shops 
in Hong Kong in May 1941. 

In China Eurasia had to deal regularly with icing on the planes. The 
Junkers planes were particularly prone to icing, because of the corru-
gated metal construction. A young Eurasia pilot and former flight assis-
tant, Fritz Brohm, and his radio operator, Friedel Maier, left Lanchou to 
fly to Sian. The Junkers W-34 Eurasia V iced up and crashed in the 
mountains in Liu Pan Shan about 100 km before reaching Sian. 
Although the passengers survived, both flyers were killed. The pilot 
Fritz Brohm and his radio operator /mechanic Friedel Meyer lost their 
lives in the crash landing of the Junkers W-34 EU-V near Sian within 
Ling Tai County on 27 November 1935. 

On 31 December 1939 the serviceable fleet consisted of five Ju 
52/3ms; one year later there were four Ju 52/3ms and one W 34. 

Above: DLH Junkers Ju 5273m D-ANJH "Hans Loeb" c/n 5747 which 
arrived at Hong Kong on 2.5.39 from Hanoi on a proving flight piloted 
by DLH director Baron von Gablenz. (Ian D Johnson collection) 
Below: An unidentified Eurasia Ju 5273m at Hong Kong following the 
inaugural service from Peking on 29.6.37. (Ian D Johnson collection) 

Above: Almost certainly the same occasion as that above, the first 
Peking to Hong Kong service attracting a lot of local attention. The 
Junkers may have been Eurasia XX. (Ian D Johnson collection) 
Below: Ju 5273m with engines running at Kai Tak. Various sources 
describe this as Eurasia XVIII. (DLH via IDJ col) 

Eurasia XX had been written off after an attack on Chengtu on 30 
December 1940. Another replacement Ju 52/3m was chartered from 
DLH, but it was lost before being put into service. Attacked by three 
Japanese fighters and hit several times, it had to make a forced landing 
in a rice field on 26 October. The landing was successful but the aircraft 
was soon set on fire by the fighters. 

Eurasia, being a partly German company, had also run into political 
problems after the outbreak of World War II. The Hong Kong and 
French Indochina connections had to be temporarily terminated. But 
this time there was a solution. Eurasia had started to train Chinese 
crews in Europe back in 1937. The route between Hong Kong and 
Kweilin was considered as being difficult and it had to be flown at night, 
as it passed over the Japanese front line. But the only way to carry on 
with the flights was to withdraw the Germans and let the inexperienced 
Chinese crews take over. This worked out very well, and at the end of 
October 1940 the last two German crews left, their place having been 
taken by five Chinese crews. 
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Right: Eurasia's extensive route network of mid-1937 
was severely restricted following the Japanese attack of 7 
July 1937 and subsequent advances into Chinese territo-
ry. The airline's headquarters were moved from Shanghai 
to Sian and then to Kunming. By the end of 1937 a new 
service to Hanoi established an international link connect-
ing with Air France services. 

The Hong Kong service could thus soon be resumed. The 
Hanoi route was also operated between June 1940 (after 
the armistice between Germany and France) and 26 
September, when Hanoi was occupied by the Japanese. 
In May 1941 three routes were flown by Eurasia: 
Chungking - Kunming once a week; 
Chungking - Kweilin - Hong Kong six times a week; 
and Chungking - Chengtu - Lanchow - Suchow - Hami 
once a week. 

Mountain rescue 

Suiyuang 

Ningsia 

By 1938 Hanoi and Indochina were becoming increasing-
ly important in Eurasia's flight schedules, so some of their 
staff were transferred to Hanoi, including Max 
Springweiler with his family. Every week he flew from 
Hanoi through Kunming (Yunan-fu), Chungking to Hong 
Kong, or to Sian, Lanchou and back. During a Japanese 
air attack on Kunming on 13 April 1939, Ju-52/3m 
Eurasia XV was so badly damaged that it had to be taken 
out of service. In Hanoi Ju-52/3m Eurasia XIX was made 
ready to replace the damaged machine in Kunming. 
Captain Leiding and Max Springweiler were to fly as pas-
sengers from Hanoi to Kunming in Eurasia XIX and then 
take over as the plane's crew in Kunming. Johannes 
Rathje and Oswald Ulbricht was the crew from Hanoi to 
Kunming. There was only a Chinese passenger but with Chinese 
Captain Ding and the steward, Ho, there were seven people on the 
flight. Takeoff was scheduled for 2 pm that day, to reduce the danger 
of a Japanese air attack. 

After takeoff, Rathje turned the controls over to Captain Ding and joined 
the passengers in the cabin. From there they spotted a group of six air-
craft about 2 km away, which they realised were Japanese aircraft. 
Rathje returned to the cockpit to take control and evasive action by 
heading for some low cloud around the top of a mountain about 10 km 
away. The Japanese aircraft moved in to attack and Rathje had to 
avoid colliding with the mountain hidden inside the small cloud. They 
had no choice but to land the plane. Everyone jumped out as quickly as 
possible. 

At the last moment there was more shooting, a small manoeuvre, and 
they hit the ground, landing on a steep slope. The nose of the machine 
went down hard and then returned to a normal attitude. The landing 
gear was torn off and the underside of the fuselage and some other 
parts were badly damaged. There was considerable machine gun fire, 
and several bombs went off. The crew and passengers from Eurasia 
XIX were uninjured except for Rathje, who had broken his foot and 
upper arm jumping from the aircraft cockpit. Springweiler reported their 
position as near Lumping, in French Indochina, but on Chinese territo-
ry. Meanwhile Leiding and Ulbricht fashioned a comfortable seat for 
Rathje using a seat from the cabin and some bamboo poles. Although 
the Japanese carried out their attack against the downed plane for half 
an hour dropping eight bombs, all the bombs fell some distance from 
the airplane. No bomb fragments and only four machine gun bullets 
struck the plane. The following morning Springweiler made radio 
contact with Kunming and informed Eurasia Administration of the most 
important points. Then Leiding and Springweiler camouflaged the 
machine. 

After the forced landing, the stranded passengers and crew faced a 5-
day journey on foot, later on horseback, to reach the nearest station of 
the Hanio-Kunming railway. Rathje, under extreme difficulties, had to 
be carried over mountains and through valleys. Finally, however, they 
all reached their destination without further injury. 

When they arrived at the train station, Hannes Rathje and Ulbricht took 
the next train to Hanoi. Dieter Leiding and Max Springweiler went to a 
hotel, so they could go to Kunming the next day to make their report. [A 

Lanchow 

Hanchung w" 

/ .. 

Chengtu ^ r 

June 1937 
December 1937 

miles 300 
I 

report on the recovery of Eurasia XIX by Fritz Schneider, Technical 
Director of Eurasia, 1933-1940, is included as Chapter 8 of M&P, pages 
92-101.] 

The crew's report made recovery of the aircraft from that impassable, 
mountainous location seem almost impossible. It required considerable 
preparation to mount a Chinese expedition that was sent out to the air-
craft but returned without having achieved anything and without any 
recommendations. But Eurasia did not want to give up Eurasia XIX as 
lost yet. Schneider was therefore directed by the technical manage-
ment to travel back with a few Chinese to again examine every possi-
bility of salvaging the aircraft. 

On the morning of 12 June 1939, Schneider departed on the 
Yunnanfu/Kunming "Micheline", a motor-driven, single railway car used 
mainly on the Kunming-Hanoi track. After some delay, they reached 
Lao Kai that evening. The next day Schneider went to the Customs 
Office to obtain permission to transport all their materials through 
French-Indochina territory without paying customs dues. Within two 
days their material was ready to move and they had started negotia-
tions to obtain pack horses and bearers. On the evening of the third day 
the horses arrived. During the night the carrying frames were loaded up 
and they started their trek on the morning of 19 June in pouring rain 
with a total of 33 horses and 14 bearers. A French sergeant, on his way 
back to Phaka, offered his services as guide. 

They soon reached a region of real jungle where fallen trees often 
blocked the way. They waded through streams, rode up steep paths 
and in the afternoon reached the pass at a height of 2,200 metres. The 
caravan arrived at the border station at Phaka in the evening and set 
out the next morning for Sin Kai, where they spent the night in simple 
Chinese huts. The next evening they arrived at the border post at Xin 
Man. They set off again early the morning and reached the aircraft in 
the afternoon. It lay only about 300-400 metres on the other side of the 
border on Chinese territory. 

At first they paid less attention to the aircraft than to the land around it. 
They finally found a place on the slope on which some sort of runway 
might be laid out, though with great difficulty and much work. Rough 
calculations showed that to build a runway, about 30-40,000 cubic 
metres of earth would have to be moved in addition to blasting away the 
rock below. For the earth moving, Schneider estimated that some 800 
to 1,000 workmen would be needed and the operation would take four 
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Right: Junkers Ju 52/3m Eurasia XIX was 
landed on the sloping mountainside in one 
piece after being attacked by Japanese aircraft 
on 10.4.39. Once it was decided to salvage the 
Junkers it was propped up to the level flight 
position for checkover and the repairs to the 
undercarriage required before it could be flown 
out for permanent repair. Meanwhile a huge 
team of labourers was involved in construction 
of a temporary runway 325 metres long, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

Below: Eurasia XIX is camouflaged after 
making its crash landing on the mountainside 
close to the border with Indo-China. It was 
recovered on 15 October 1939 and continued 
flying with Eurasia until March 1943. 
(DLH via Jack Meaden) 

to six weeks, depending on weather conditions. They sent a messen-
ger to the Regional Governor in Mau Ping, asking him to come and 
negotiate on the provision of the required labour. The first difficulty 
encountered was the impossibility of gathering this number of people 
together at this place without accepting the responsibility of feeding 
them by bringing rice a long way by horse caravan. 

On the same day, work on the aircraft began. Schneider estimated that 
it could be provisionally repaired to be ready for a transit flight within 
three to four weeks. The aircraft lay at such an angle on the slope that 
it was impossible to install a new landing gear in this position. They 
removed the ailerons and flaps, found the point at which the aircraft 
rested on the ground and then began to burrow under the right wing, 
using about 100 workers. On the fifth day they could at last start to get 
the pieces of the right half of the landing gear, which had been torn 
away, out from under the aircraft. To prevent the aircraft from sliding 
down the hill, they supported the fuselage and wings with beams and 
anchored them with ropes. 

Building the runway began in the second half of August and when, in 
September, it was reported to be about 70% complete, Schneider pre-
pared to return to the crash site. In the meantime, war had broken out 
between Germany and France, so there was no chance of him travel-

ling through Indochina again; a route was chosen that only passed 
through Chinese territory. 

Eventually the runway was sufficiently ready for the aircraft to be 
brought down the mountain and positioned on it. Long ropes woven 
from bamboo were attached to the landing gear, the wing roots, the 
fuselage and the tail wheel. Then with the help of 150 workmen the air-
craft was let down the mountainside backwards. The aircraft was used 
to roll the narrow runway. 

The Ju 52/3m needed 300 metres of runway to get airborne at this alti-
tude (1,200m). The strip was 325m long and so narrow that the left 
wingtip was only 11/2 m away from the mountain wall and the right wheel 
about 3m from the edge. After further work to make the surface hard 
enough, the takeoff attempt was to take place on 15 October. 
On 15 October everything was prepared except for a suitable wind. The 
engines were warmed up and the breaks set. At 2:30 pm a light wind 
arose, so the crew boarded the aircraft and prepared for takeoff with 
Flight Captain Leiding at the controls and a Chinese radio operator in 
the cabin. The aircraft lifted off about ten metres from the end of the 
runway and Leiding then had to turn the aircraft to the right to avoid a 
mountain 500 metres beyond the end of the runway. 

The aircraft got away all right, but when the end of the strip disappeared 
under its nose, a steep turn had to be made to avoid running into the 
slope. At this critical moment the centre engine stopped. The aircraft 
immediately lost height, but after some seconds of frantic hand 
pumping by the mechanic, the engine spluttered back to life again. 
Eurasia XIX flew to Kunming, to resume its much-needed supporting 
role for the defence of China. The rescue, which had taken seven 
months, ended in success, and the Eurasia management had avoided 
another write-off in their diminishing fleet. 

Germans leave Eurasia 
The original ten-year contract ended on 20 February 1940, but was 
extended by one year. The Chinese wanted a long-term contract, but 
the Germans found the political situation too unstable to tie their hands 
for any longer period. The contract was twice again extended for a 
period of one year, finally ending in February 1943. Eurasia had been 
organised into the general Chinese war effort, although still not actual-
ly taken over by the military. It formed an Air Transport Command under 
the Military Transport Control Bureau from 18 April 1940. 

Right: In this view from a 
private album, Eurasia XIX is 
seen at Hong Kong Kai Tak 
airport undergoing major 
engine maintenance. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 
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Above: Advertisement in the South China Morning Post (Hong Kong) 
of 15.2.39 showing the restricted route network then available. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 

The Chinese wanted to modernise and expand the company. Four 
Focke-Wulf Condors had been ordered at the end of 1939. These were 
not delivered and negotiations for two Douglas DC-3s ended without 
success. The Ju 52/3m was a very good and useful aircraft, otherwise 
it would not have been possible to keep any of the Eurasia machines 
airworthy under the primitive conditions caused by the war. But the DC-
2s and DC-3s used by CNAC were superior in speed, fuel consumption 
and (DC-3) carrying capacity - three factors of utmost importance in 
China. 

On 1 July 1941 the Japanese controlled puppet government in Nanking 
was acknowledged by the German Nazi government. The Chinese 
severed diplomatic relations with Germany on the following day. This of 
course led to complications for the partly German Eurasia. On 1 August 
1941 the Eurasia contract was declared suspended until diplomatic 
relations were resumed. The company was to be run by the Chinese 
alone and all Germans were to be out of the country before 15 
September 1941. 

Eurasia had suffered at the hands of the Japanese. Its last single-
engined F 13 and W 33 were both destroyed when the invaders 
bombed Shanghai's airfield, and a Junkers Ju 52/3m was destroyed at 
Hanchung in 1939. Such fine distinctions as Germany's interests in 
Eurasia cut no ice with the Japanese pilots. Any aircraft, civil or military, 
with Chinese markings on it was fair game to them. But the airline sol-
diered on with a depleted fleet of only four airworthy aircraft; one W 34 
and three Ju 52s. 

Already, in 1937, there had been criticism from Chinese interests of 
Eurasia's conduct, for example paying high salaries to expatriates (a 
common habit with the quasi-colonial foreign joint ventures) and low 
wages to the local staff; slow indigenisation; operation of old equipment 
(though, to be fair, the Ju 52/3m was still the main workhorse of 
Deutsche Lufthansa in Europe at the time); and no development of 
local industry. Such criticisms had led to the formation of the Chinische 
Fluggevate AG (Chiflag), but this never became an active entity and the 
war with Japan curtailed all efforts to take it beyond the stage of a 
hopeful project. 

In 1939 Springweiler and other crew members were stationed in Hong 
Kong. Eurasia's planes took off daily, flying at night without lights 
through the Japanese Air Force to unoccupied China. As the political 
crisis developed in Europe, Eurasia's administration decided that they 
could stay in Hong Kong but on 29 August they received orders from 
Berlin to leave Hong Kong as soon as possible. On the morning of 30 

August, Lutz and Springweiler flew a plane with some German families 
via Kueilin to Kunming, where they could stay for the next few months. 
On 1 September the Second World War started and from then on Hong 
Kong and Hanoi were closed to German crews. As China's north-
western regions, Kansu and Sinkiang, had already been closed to 
German crews, they could only fly between Kuelin, Chengtu, and 
Chungking. The Japanese had already occupied Hankow and 
Changsha. 

At that time Eurasia serviced their planes at Kunming Airport. When an 
alarm sounded their planes would take off, if possible, and hide at a 
safe distance among Yunnan's ever present cumulus clouds until the 
air attack was over. Lutz and Stichnothe were shot down near Kunming 
trying to save one of the Ju 52/3ms using that procedure during a 
bombing attack. Stichnothe escaped without injury, but Lutz suffered a 
bad bullet wound, and the plane was completely destroyed. 

On 1 May 1941 Springweiler received a telegram from Director Holtz in 
Kunming informing him that the German employees of Eurasia had to 
leave China and return home to Germany. Hitler recognised the Wang 
Chingwei Government, a Japanese-created puppet government in 
Nanking. So Chiang Kai-shek decided that Germany was in a state of 
war with China. 

Chinese crews 
The contract between the German and Chinese Ministries of Transport 
leading to the establishment of Eurasia stated, amongst other things, 
that the German side should be responsible for technical and flight 
operations. In addition, the German side was given the task of provid-
ing technical and flight training to Chinese personnel. 

Chinese radio operators and mechanics were quickly trained and could 
soon be employed. Such was not the case with pilot training; despite 
good intentions on both sides, that proceeded more slowly. Some 
Chinese flight students received their training in Germany and returned 
to China for employment. 

Ling C.T., Ho and Yung returned to China from Germany in 1937 after 
completing their pilot training. Subsequent to their being assigned to 
German crews as Second Officers on flights totalling more than 
100,000 km, they were employed from early June 1938 as First 
Officers. In mid 1939, Ling T.K. and Lue returned to China and were 
employed, after further training with the German crews, as First Pilots 
on active airline service. 

Though the war between Germany and Russia did not begin until June 
1941, Sinkiang and Kansu were in the Soviet sphere of influence, and 
already in 1938 access to north-western China became more difficult 
and then impossible for German crews. This situation led to the accel-
erated use of Chinese pilots even in the Ju 52/3m employed on these 
routes. The Chinese pilots as well as the Chinese radio operators and 
mechanics performed well with few exceptions. 

The good foundation received by the Chinese pilots in Germany and 
their immediate, systematic further training on regular services made all 
these men, effective, competent pilots. This fact alone saved Eurasia 
from immediate collapse at the outbreak of war in Europe in September 
1939. 

In order to survive, Eurasia was compelled to allocate the Chinese 
crews to the Hong Kong - Kweilin - Hong Kong night flights in 1939. 
This was 100% successful and when, at the end of October 1940, the 
remaining German crews could no longer be used, the five Chinese 
crews took over the operating and sustaining of the entire Eurasia route 
network. 

In October 1940, the Ling C.T. crew completed its first 500,000 km of 
flying - an enormous achievement that had been accomplished in the 
short time of 2 years and 4 months. 

The experiment of allowing the Chinese also to fly as 2-man crews was 
not successful. The company, therefore, had to employ 3-man crews 
and this brought the required results. 

The Chinese crews were as follows: 
Pilots: Ling Chiang-Tai, Ho, Yung, Ling C.T., Ling T.K., Lue; 
Flight Engineers: Chen, Huang, Fang Chang, Joe; 
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Radio Operators: Sih, Sheng, Feng, Shu, Ku. 
In addition to these, Eurasia had three pilots at its disposal who, as 
former military pilots were not suitable for assignment to the Ju 52/3m. 
These were the pilots Liu, Li and Yen who, when required, were 
employed to fly the W 34 (EU-II). For such flights the radio 
operator/mechanic Lee was available. 

Destruction at Hong Kong 
We have already mentioned the Japanese raid on Kai Tak in Part 2 
(pages 2007/068-069) without going into detail on Eurasia's losses or 
survivors. 

Three Eurasia aircraft were destroyed at Hong Kong on 8 December 
1941: Junkers W 33 Eurasia VII and Ju 52/3ms Eurasia XXII and 
XXIV. [IT 23Feb2003] 

"Three Ju 52/3m airliners of Eurasia Air Corporation were also 
destroyed: these were believed to have been aircraft 'XIX' (ex D-AGEI), 
'XXII' (ex D-ABIZ) and 'XXIV (ex D-AMIP). A fourth machine - believed 
to have been 'XV (ex D-ANYK) - was undamaged, as was Junkers W 
34 'II ' (ex D-7)." [IDJ 24Feb2003] 

[LA 26Feb2003] gives the following Eurasia aircraft destroyed: Ju 
52/3m 'XXII' and 'XXIV; W 34 'VI'; and W 33 'VII'. 

Three aircraft were destroyed in bombing raids on Hong Kong. 
Overnight Eurasia possessed only one Ju 52/3m and a Junkers W 34. 

From the fleet lists below, we have reached the following conclusions: 
type destroyed survived 
W 34 VI II 
Ju 52/3m XXII, XXIV XIX 

The Japanese attacked Hong Kong and three of Eurasia's aircraft were 
lost overnight. This meant that only one old Ju 52/3m and an even older 
W 34 remained in service. Eight stations had to be closed, but the Ju 
52/3m flew over 250,00km without having to be taken out of service 
during 1942. The Chungking - Kweilin, Chungking - Kunming and 
Chungking - Lanchow - Hami - Chuguchak routes were served once 
a week for the most part. But new aircraft had to be obtained and the 
only possible source was the USA. 

CATC takes over 
Eurasia was made bankrupt at a meeting on 26 February 1943, and for-
mally liquidated on 1 June. But this did not signify the end of the 
Eurasia saga. On 3 March 1943 a new company, the Central Air 
Transport Corporation (CATC) was formed, taking over the assets and 
aircraft of Eurasia. It was thought that this would make it easier to get 
the desperately needed American aircraft. CNAC had in the meantime 
received strong support, having over forty C-46, C-47 and C-53 in 
service, with all costs paid by the US Government and many American 
personnel. It had in reality been transformed into a joint Chinese-
American military transport command. 

But CATC was still not able to obtain any American aircraft. Instead 
they received four old retired machines from the Chinese Air Force on 
25 June. At the end of 1943 the company was on the verge of bank-
ruptcy again. Only non-regular services could be flown. Another sixteen 
second-hand aircraft were loaned from the military in 1944, but the only 
aircraft still airworthy in mid-1945 were the good old Junkers Ju 52/3m 
and W 34. 

We will continue the story of CATC in a future article in this series. 
[Principal sources: Andersson, Davies, Leary, Morgenstem & Plath, 
Springweiler.] 

Tables 
Table 1: Fleet inventory 
Aircraft type Number operated / Source: 

B&T p.5 M&P p.63 
2 2 
6 6 
6 6 
9 10 
1 1 

Table 2: Fleet list 1936 

Junkers F 13 
Junkers W 33 
Junkers W 34 
Junkers Ju 52/3m 
Junkers Ju 160 

type 
Ju 52 
Ju52 
Ju 52 
Ju 52 
W33 
W33 
W34 
W34 
E 13 (sic)* 

number 
15 
17 
18 
19 
Seven 
Eight 
Two 
Six 
Four 

seats 
18 
18 
18 
18 

6 
6 
8 
8 
6 

payload (kg) 
2800 
2800 
2800 
2800 
600 
600 
610 
610 
420 

status 
ready 
ready 
ready 
ready 
repairing 
repairing 
repairing 
ready 
ready 

Source: CF 6Nov2003, Transport list in 1936. 
Notes: this list is applicable to the later half of 1936. * Should be F 13. 

Table 3: 
f/n 
1(1) 
l(2) 
11(1) 
ll(2) 
111(1) 
lll(2) 
lll(3) 
IV 
V(1) 
V(2) 
Vl(1) 
Vl(2) 
VII 
VIM 

Fleet list bv fleet number 
EU-
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
4 
5 
5 
6 
6 
7 
8 

New sequence 
XV 
XVI 
XVII 
XVIII 
XIX 
XX 
XXI 
XXII 
XXIII 
XXIV 
XXV 

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

Junkers model 
W33c 
W34gi 
W33d 
W34gi 
F 13 
W34gi 
W34hi 
F 13 
W33d 
W34hi 
W33d 
W34h 
W33d 
W33c 

without duplication. 
Ju 52/3m 
Ju 160 
Ju 52/3m 
Ju 52/3m 
Ju 52/3m 
Ju 52/3m 
Ju 52/3m 
Ju 52/3m 
Ju 52/3m 
Ju 52/3m 
Ju 52/3m 

c/n 
2545 
2738 
2560 
2739 
746 
2743 
2763 
747 
2561 
2746 
2563 
2830 
2564 
2543 

5329 
4215 
5104 
5294 
5472 
5502 
5087 
4068? 
4074 
4072 
6014 

For details, please see Eurasia fleet list by aircraft type. 
There are 14 numbers in the first sequence, so the second sequence 
starts at 15 (XV). 

Table 4: Eurasia's traffic statistics 
year 
1931 
1933 
1935 
1937 
1938 
1940 
1943 
1945 

passengers 
941 
1,074 
3,597 
11,600 
6,641 
11,084 
2,388 
1,624 

freight (kg) 
4,151 
43,192 
114,386 
189,072 
98,193 
443,385 
52,349 
243,330 

mail (kg) 
912 
4,170 
19,420 
101,017 
60,483 
85,746 
27,605 
2,356 

Ref. Andersson p. 147. See also Table 9. 

Table 5: Eurasia flight personnel 
Name 
H Baumgart 
Armin Berger 
Fritz Brohm 

Graf Castell 
Cyrus 
Fischer 
Henninger 
Herzog 
Fritz Jeude 
H Kahlenberg 
Kirchhoff 
Otto Koelber 
Hans Koester 
Dieter Leiding 
Lorenzen 

Function 
pilot 
radio operator/mechanic 
radio operator/mechanic, 
pilot 
pilot 
pilot 
radio operator/mechanic 
radio operator/mechanic 
pilot 
radio operator/mechanic 
pilot 
? 
radio operator/mechanic 
pilot 
pilot 
radio operator/mechanic 

Dates of service in China 
07Mar31 - Mar34 

Mar31 - ? 

? - 27Nov35 (k) 
08Jul33-31Dec36 

27May37-31Jan39 
20Apr36 - 28Feb38 
06Apr36 - 07Sep36 
10Dec36-31Dec37 

03Oct32 - 24Jul36 
1934-23Feb35(k) 

? 
04Feb31 - 28Feb36 
25Jan34 - 28Feb37 
19Jul36-30Sep40 

Mar31 - Mar32 
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Walter Lutz 
Friedel Maier 

Memminger 
K Menzel 
H Rammelt 
Johannes Rathje 
Rautenberg 
Sasse 

pilot 
radio operator/mechanic 

? 
pilot 
radio operator/mechanic 
pilot 
radio operator/mechanic 
radio operator/mechanic 

Siegfried Graf Schack pilot 
R Schlegel 
Gunther Schwitters 
Max Springweiler 
Stichnote, 
Oswald Ulbricht 
Untucht 
M Wollweber 

Source: M&P p.102 
Notes: 

pilot 
radio operator/mechanic 
radio operator/mechanic 
radio operator/mechanic 
radio operator/mechanic 
? 
radio operator/mechanic 

04Feb31 - 31May41 
31May33-27Nov35(k) 

17Aug34 
31Mar37-
04Feb31 -

? 
-31Jul37 
•31Mar39 
31May41 

Oct35 - Feb36 
16Sep36-

07Mar3 
25Apr35 -

24May36 -
04Feb31 -
16Sep36-
19Mar39 

27Jan36-

H Kahienberg, F Brohm and F Maier lost their lives while flyir 

30Nov38 
1 - Mar34 
- 30Apr36 
30Dec37 
31May41 

-15Oct40 
-31Jul41 

? 
-21Apr36 

ig in China 

31 May 

2 July 
20 December 

1932 
1 April 

18 May 
November/ 
December 
1933 
31 May 

4 September 

1934 
1 May 

(k). [M&P p. 102] 
Over the years the following crewmen sent to China by Lufthansa died 
while flying: Brammen, Jeude, Menzel, Untucht, Kirchhoff, Lorenzen, 
Koeiber, Kahienberg, Brohm, Maier, Lutz, Schmidt, Memminger, and 
Schlegel. [Springweiler p.216] 
Lutz, Rathje and Springweiler were with Eurasia from start to finish, 
1931-1941. 
Detailed information on Chinese aviators, who performed their duties at 
Eurasia with equal commitment, cannot be listed as data are not avail-
able. 

Table 6: Fares and distances on Eurasia Airways from Shanghai 
Destination 
Nanking 
Sian 
Hanchung* 
Chengtu 
Lanchow 
Ninghsia 
Paotow 
Peiping 
Chengchow 
Kunming 
Hankow 
Changsha* 
Canton* 
Suchow* 
Hami* 
Urumtchi* 
Tchukuchak* 
Source: Dr Chu 

Single 
25 
155 
245 
380 
335 
475 
605 
155 
90 
580 
110 
180 
300 
585 
805 
1,005 
1,225 

($) Return 
45 
279 
441 
684 
603 
855 
1,089 
279 
162 
1,044 
207 
324 
540 
1,053 
1,449 
1,809 
2,205 

($) Distance (km) 
260 
1,280 
1,510 via Sian 
1,900 via Sian 
1,780 
2,160 via Lanchow 
2,580 via Lanchow 
1,460 via Chengchow 
830 
2,580 
1,340 via Chengchow 
1,640 via Chengchow 
2,240 via Chengchow 
2,485 
3,035 
3,535 
4,060 

Notes: Fares with effect from 25 September 1935. 
* Operations suspended for the time being. 

Table 7: Expansion of commercial aviation in China (1930-1935) 
Year Length of Distance Pax Mail Revenue 

routes (km) flown (km) carried carried (kg) ($) 
1930 4,832 557,163 2,915 25,955 517,124.45 
1931 5,537 1,090,129 3,722 44,486 777,356.31 
1932 7,507 1,135,446 3,067 41,705 1,161,293.92 
1933 7,229 1,730,220 5,220 48,083 1,840,780.06 
1934 8,331 2,038,842 6,700 64,513 1,694,417.14* 
1935 9,516 2,700,536 13,355 74,909 2,557,371.63* 
Source: Dr Chu 
Notes: * These figures are only CNAC's for 1934 & 1935 fiscal 
years; Eurasia's were not available. 

Chronology 
1930 
21 February 

19 September 
1931 

May 

1 June 

29 August 

1 October 

1935 

3 September 
3 October 

24 October 

November 

18 December 
1936 

1937 
3 March 
19 May 
29 June 
7 July 

1938 

End of May/ 
early June 
1939 
13 April 

September 
End of year 

1940 
October 

Eurasia opens regular airmail flights on the Shanghai 
- Nanking - Peiping - Manchouli route; suspended in 
July. 
The Mongolian incident. 
Exploration of a new route until 10Jan32. Proving 
flight from Peiping to Urumchi (the so-called 'Sinkiang 
route'). 

Commencement of air services on one stage of the 
Sinkiang route: Nanking - Loyang - Sianfu with con 
nection from Peking to Loyang. 
Extension of this route to Lanzhou. 
Two proving flights are carried out over the entire 
route Shanghai to the Chinese-Russian border. 

Delivery of the first two Junkers W 34s (EU-I and EU-
II) to Shanghai in the period June to September 1933. 
Delivery of the third Junkers W 34 to Shanghai -
arrives 8 September. 

Extension of the north-south route Peiping - Loyang to 
Canton. 
Opening of the Sianfu - Hankow - Canton route. The 
east-west route is only flyable as far as Lanzhou in 
1934. 
Extension of the east-west route from Lanzhou north 
wards to Ningsia and from 1 November to Paoto. 
First utilisation of the southern route for ferrying the 
Ju 52/3m D-ABAN: via Egypt, Baghdad, Djask, 
Allahabad, Rangoon, Bangkok, Hanoi, Canton and 
Shanghai. 
Crossing point of the routes from Lanzhou to 
Chengchow altered for practical reasons. 

Abandonment of the Chengchow - Canton route due 
to unsatisfactory airfields. 
Arrival of the first Junkers Ju 52/3m (EU-XV/D-ANYK) 
First operation of the only Ju 160 which crashes 25 
December at Shanghai. 
Arrival of the second Junkers Ju 52/3m (EU-XVII/ 
D-AGES) 
Commencement of service on the Sianfu - Chengtu 
route (southwards), later as far as Yunnanfu. East-
west route only flown as far as Lanzhou. 
Ferry flight of Ju 52/3m (D-AMAK) 

Almost 75% of all services flown by Junkers Ju 52/3ms. 

Delivery of Junkers Ju 52/3m (D-ALUE) 
Delivery of Junkers Ju 52/3m (D-ASEV) 
Eurasia aircraft lands at Hong Kong for the first time. 
Outbreak of the Japanese Aggressive War. The 
Japanese seize Nanking at the end of 1937. 

Further route changes as a result of the war. Activities 
concentrated in the centre and south of the country. 
New connections to Chungking, Kweilin and Linchow. 
Canton, Peiping, Shanghai and Nanking no longer 
served. 
Chinese pilots Ling C.T., Ho and Yung take up duty as 
pilots in command. 

Emergency landing of Ju 52/3m EU-XIX after attack 
by Japanese bombers. 
Flights to Hanoi terminated. 
Eurasia orders four Focke-Wulf Fw 200 Condors. The 
aircraft were not delivered. 

Signing of an air transport agreement between the 
Lufthansa and the Chinese Ministry of Transport. 
Founding of Eurasia. 
Fighting between the Japanese and Chinese in 
Manchuria and Shanghai. Loss of Manchuria. 

Chinese crew under flight captain Ling C.T. completes 
its first 500,000 kilometres. 

End of October Five Chinese crews take over the carrying out of all 
flights & sustain the complete Eurasia route network. 

1941 
End of April Last German crew members, Lutz, Rathje and 

Springweiler, leave Eurasia. 
2 July Kuomintang broke diplomatic relations with Berlin. 
1 August Eurasia taken over by Chinese government following 

break in diplomatic relations with Germany. 
15 September Remaining German Eurasia employees are expelled 
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from China. 
China declared war on Germany, Italy and Japan. 

Central Air Transport Corporation formed out of rem 
nants of Eurasia. 
Eurasia Aviation Corporation is liquidated. 

[Based on M&P p. 107] See also Archive pages 2007/017-018 & 078. 

9 December 
1943 
1 March 

1 June 
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AA 
CATC 
c/n 
CNAC 
DBF 
d/d 
DLH 
F/l 
MPR 
p/i 
W/O 

anti-aircraft 
Central Air Transport Corporation 
constructor's number (WNr) 
China National Aviation Corporation 
Destroyed By Fire 
delivery date 
Deutsche Luft Hansa A.G. 
Forced-landing 
Mongolian People's Republic 
previous identity 
Written Off 
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Fleet list by aircraft type 
The Eurasia fleet employed in China between 1931 and 1940 numbered 25 aircraft, all types designed and built by Hugo Junkers. Besides two 
single-engined Junkers F 13s, which were employed from the first year of Eurasia operations in China, six Junkers W 33s and six W 34s were used 
during the ten year existence of the German-Chinese airline. As early as 1935 the backbone of the Eurasia fleet was formed by the Ju 52/3m. No 
fewer than ten Ju 52/3ms found their way to China. Even a Junkers Ju 160 flew for a few weeks for Eurasia. 
[Source codes are defined in the List of References.] 

Junkers F 13 (2) 
Fleet # c/n d/d p/i W/o date Fate 
111(1) 746 2Mar31 D-436 15Dec32 Forced landing near Shanghai, China 
IV 747 2Mar31 D-600 17Aug37 Abandoned in evacuation of Shanghai, China, 17Aug37. Destroyed by Japanese bombing at 

Shanghai. Cancelled Nov37. 
Sources: AE55 p.5; Andersson p. 146; Archive p.98/48; DLH p.26; IT 30Aug2002; M&P p.73; SAH 
Notes: 
Some sources (e.g. IT) show 111(1) as c/n 747 ex D-600 and IV as c/n 746 ex D-436 but Andersson gives the data shown above. 
Only one F 13 was left by the beginning of 1933. [Davies p.345] 
Photo of EURASIA.IV [Davies p.336] 
[M&P p.76] includes a picture of F 13 EURASIA.IV on its nose in snow. The caption says: "This F13 was lucky in its hazardous landing. Although it 
sank into the waterlogged surface, it was repaired easily and quickly." There is no indication of date or location of this accident, (see p2007/128) 
[Kay p.34] shows that four Junkers F 13s were operated in China. 

Junkers W 33 (6) 
Fleet # 
1(1) 
11(1) 

model 
W33c 
W33d 

c/n 
2545 
2560 

d/d 
4Feb31 
4Feb31 

p/i 
D-1696 
D-1827 

W/o date 
26Aug32 
2Jul31 

Fate 
Crashed near Lanchow (Lanzhou), China 
Hit by AA fire and force landed near Mongolian border whilst en route to Manchouli. 
Confiscated in Outer Mongolia. 

V(1) W 3 3 d 2561 19Jun32 D-1839 1Feb33 Crashed at Sian (Xian), China. To DLH as D-OFEZ 1935. 
Vl(1) W 3 3 d 2563 16Jul32 D-1855 1Sep32 Crashed in Richthofen Mountains near Lanchow, China 
VII W 33d 2564 23Feb33 D-1894 8Dec41 Impressed by Chinese Air Force Jul37, returned unserviceable 1937. Did not fly 

again. Destroyed by Japanese bombing, Hong Kong 
VIII W 33c 2543 17Mar33 D-1695 17Aug37 Damaged in Japanese air-raid, Shanghai, China 15Aug37. Abandoned in evac-

uation of Shanghai 17Aug37. 
Sources: AE55 p.5; Andersson p.146; Archive p.98/48, 99/59; DLH p.26; DP 25Feb02; IT 30Aug2002; M&P p.73; SAH 
Notes: 
"In July 1931 Mongolian bandits (sic) shot down one of its aircraft that was en route from Linsi in Jehol province to Manchouli." [Leary p.37] (Type 
not specified but see Note 2.) 
Junkers W 33 drifted over Mongolian frontier and shot down 31 Jul31 (sic). [Davies, p.337] 
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Fleet # 
1(2) 
11(2) 
111(2) 
111(3) 
111(4) 
V(2) 
Vl(2) 

model 
W34gi 
W34gi 
W34gi 
W34gi 
W34hi 
W 34hi 
W34h 

c/n 
2738 
2739 
2737 
2743 
2763 
2746 
2830 

d/d 
31May33 
31May33 
-
4Sep33 
25Mar35 
11Mar35 
25Jun35 

p/i 
D-5 
D-7 
D-4 
D-2535, 
D-3118, 
D-2478, 
-

D-4 
D-UKAM 
D-UPOL 

W/o date 
4Jul35 
-
29Apr33 
22Feb35 
11May35 
27Nov35 
8Dec41 

Rathje's report identifies the W-33 shot down over Outer Mongolia as "Eurasia M" (ex D-1696) (sic). The MPR judgement says "Junkers type W.33, 
year 1929, with L-5 motor No. 4710." 
Previous identities for VII are D-1894, ISLAND I with Flugfelag Islands 1930-1932, D-1894 [IT, LA] 
Four of the six W 33s had crashed by the beginning of 1933. [Davies, p.345] 
Archive No.3 1998, page 98/75 reports that "Eurasia II" was turned over to the air detachment of the Mongolian People's Republican Army (MPRA). 

Junkers W 34 (6) 
Fare 
Crashed at Lanchow (Lanzhou), China 
To CATC as Chung 16 (Mar43) - see note 
Crashed at Traunstein, Bavaria, Germany before delivery 
Crashed south of Changsha; Kahlenberg died. 
Crashed near Canton, China 
Crashed near Sian, China; Brohm & Maier killed. 
Impressed by Chinese Air Force Jul37; returned unserviceable 1937. 
Did not fly again. Destroyed by Japanese bombing at Hong Kong. 

Sources: AE55 p.5; Andersson p. 146; DLH p.26; IT 30Aug2002; M&P p.73. 
Notes: 
Four of six W 34s crashed during a period of seven 
months in 1935. [Davies p.345] 
Some sources (e.g. IT) give ll(2) crashed at 
Lucknow on 31May33 and this is also the date of 
delivery. (Lucknow is in India.) 
"Only one airplane, a single-engine, six-passenger 
Junkers W-34, had survived the Japanese attack 
on Hong Kong in December 1941." [Leary, p.96] 
This passed from Eurasia to the Ministry of 
Communications (summer 1941) to CATC 
(01Mar43) 
Andersson shows that c/n 2830 was built by AB 
Flygindustri and delivered from Sweden on 
30Apr35. 
Andersson reported that D-ANYK, D-UVUX, D-
AGES, D-AMAK, D-AGEI, D-ALUE and D-ASEV 
were all chartered from DLH until 10Aug37. 
[M&P p.77] gives the date of the crash near 
Traunstein as 28 April 1933. 
[M&P pp.74-77 & Max pp.207-208] include pictures of a W-34 upside down in a river and loaded onto junks. The caption on M&P p.75 says this is 
"at Yuentak in the Kwantung area", whereas Max p.207 says "in Kwanlung near Yuntak". This is presumably Eurasia lll(4). 
EU-II was hit by Japanese bombers in Nanking on 17Aug37 but could be repaired. [LA p.146] 

Above: Two Junkers W 34hi models were used by Eurasia. As an example of the type D-
3759 shown here has a 525 hp BMW Hornet 9-cyl radial engine with the usual Townend ring 
cowl, enclosed 2-seat cockpit and cabin for six passengers, (via Jack Meaden) 

Junkers Ju 52/3m (10) 
Fleet # 
XV 
XVII 
XVIII 
XIX 

XX 
XXI 
XXII 
XXIII 
XXIV 
XXV 

c/n 
5329 
5104 
5294 
5472 

5502 
5087 
4068 
4074 
4072 
6014 

d/d 
11Sep35 
240ct35 
29Dec35 
19Jul36 

11Mar37 
27May37 
14Mar38 
6Sep38 
26Aug37 
10Oct40 

p/i 
D-ANYK 
D-AGES 
D-AMAK 
D-AGEI 

D-ALUE 
D-ASEV 
D-ABIZ 
D-ASIS 
D-AMIP 
D-ASFD 

name 
Shuchou 
Lanchou 
? 
Chengtu 

? 
7 
Chungking 
Chiaotung 1 
Hami 
7 

W/o date 
11Dec41 
6May39 
1Aug37 
-

30Dec40 
16Jul38 
8Dec41 
12Mar39 
8Dec41 
26Oct40 

Fate 
Destroyed by Japanese bombing, Kweilin, China 
Shot down by Japanese fighters, Nanchung, China 
Crashed at Kunming, China 
F/l in mountains in SW China 13Apr39, repaired. To CATC as 'Chung 5' 
(Mar43), possibly XT-ATA. (Ju 52/3mge) 
Destroyed by Japanese bombing, Chengtu, China 
Crashed at Hankow (Hangzhou), China 
Destroyed by Japanese bombing at Hong Kong 
Crashed near Weining, China 
Destroyed by Japanese bombing at Hong Kong 
Shot down by Japanese fighters and DBF near Kunming, China before 
entering service. 

Sources: AE55 p.5; Andersson p.146; CF 27Jan2002; Denham; DLH p.26; M&P p.73; SAH 
Notes: 
"In Asia the type was represented by five, which served in China with the Eurasia Aviation Corporation." [Stroud p.328] 
"During 1935 Eurasia acquired a fleet of tri-motor Junkers Ju 52 aircraft." [Leary p.37] 
Andersson (p.146) gives the c/n of XXII as "4086 ex D-ABIZ", whereas AE55 p.5 gives "4068 ex D-ABIZ" and DLH p.44 gives D-ABIZ as c/n 4068, 
while [IT 22Oct2002] gives c/n 4069 ex D-ABIK. 
Eurasia Ju 52/3m 'XIX' crash-landed on a mountain slope north of the Indochinese frontier in Southwest China, 13Apr39, repaired in situ and flown 
to Kunming. [Davies, p.353] 
A photograph in "Aeroplane" (below) showed an unidentified Ju 52/3m wearing the name "Wilhelm Schmidt" 

Left: This Eurasia Ju 52/3m 
carried the name "Wilhelm 
Schmidt" on the fuselage in 
DLH style, said to be the flag-
ship of the fleet and named after 
the German pilot who did much 
to organise fleet deliveries and 
was killed testing W 34gi EU-II 1/ 
D-4 at Traunstein in April 
1933. This aircraft, seen at Sian, 
is still unidentified however. 
(Aeroplane via Ian D Johnson) 
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A report on the accident to EU-XXIII is included in Springweiler, pages 112-114. There was an all-Chinese crew consisting of Pilot Ho, Mechanic Ho 
and radio operator Chang. All survived the crash but Chang died from his injuries. The crash was caused when the plane struck a mountain while 
flying on instruments at an indicated altitude of 2,300 metres. 
Lufthansa Ju 52/3mge c/n 4044 D-3382, r/r D-ABAN left Germany for China in September 1934 but not on delivery to Eurasia. It returned to Germany 
by July 1935. There is a picture of it in M&P p.48 showing the German registration under the wing and on the rear fuselage, a swastika on the fin 
but the Nationalist Chinese multi-pointed sun under the wingtip. A similar picture of it at Hanoi on delivery in Springweiler (p.212) has the swastika 
but no Chinese star. It is believed that this was used as a VIP aircraft by the Chinese Government. The swastikas were removed after complaints 
from the Chinese. [We will discuss this aircraft again in Part 4.] 
M&P p.81 (caption on p.80) shows "Eurasia XIII" 'nose-dived' into some buildings. The caption says: "A Junkers Ju 52, which had been in China for 
nearly two years, crashed in Kunming, the capital of Kunming province, on August 1st 1937. Although the pictures were spectacular, the pilot Herzog 
and radio operator/mechanic Gunther Schwitters only suffered light injuries. EU-18 (sic), however, had to be written off: total loss." 
EU-XVII was hit by Japanese bombers in Nanking on 17Aug37 but could be repaired. [LA p.146] 
"EU-XX was seriously damaged by bombs on 22Jan38 and was out of service for more than a year." [LA p. 146] 
"EU-XV was attacked by 3 Japanese fighters in the air on 5Sep38 but received only slight damage. It was attacked again in April 1939." [LA p.146] 
EU-XVII was put out of service for 6 months by another fighter attack on 6Sep38. [LA p. 146] 
"EU-XVII was attacked by Japanese fighters on 6May39 and totally burned out." [LA p. 146] 
"EU-XX had been written off after an attack on Chengtu on 30Dec40." [LA p. 146] 
"The last [i.e. XXV] Eurasia Ju 52/3m was bombed by the Japanese in Kunming on 26 October 1940." [M&P p.76] 

Junkers Ju 160 (1) 
Fleet # c/n d/d p/i W/o date Fate 
XVI 4215 30ct35 D-UVUX 25Dec35 Crashed near Shanghai, China. Returned to Germany. 
Sources: AE55 p.5; Andersson p.146; CF; DLH p.26; Denham; IT 30Aug2002; M&P p.73; SAH 
Notes: DLH p.48 gives D-UVUX c/n 4215 Wiesel in service with Deutsche Lufthansa from 1935 to 1941. 

Table 8: Aircraft technical characteristics 
Type: 
F/f 
Passenger seats 
Engine(s) 

Dimensions 
Length 
Wingspan 
Wing area 
Height 
Max gross weight 
Performance 
Range 
Service ceiling 
Maximum speed 
Cruising speed 

F 13 
1919 
4 
(1 x 185hp BMW Ilia) 
or 1 x 280hp Junkers L5 

34 ft 6 in 
58 ft 3 in 
474 sq ft 
11 ft 10 in 
5510 1b 

400 miles 
13,100 ft 
? 
(87 mph or) 106 mph* 

W33 
1926 
0 
1 x 310hp Junkers L5 

* 

34 ft 6 in 
58 ft 3 in 
463 sq ft 
11 ft 7 in 
5510 1b 

600 miles 
14,100 ft 
? 
93 mph 

W34 
1926 
4 
1 x 420hp Gnome-
Rhone Jupiter VI 

33 ft 8 in 
58 ft 3 in 
463 sq ft 
11 ft 7 in 
5950 lb 

525 miles or 570 miles 
20,700 ft 
165 mph 
109 mph or 143 mph 

Ju 52/3m 
1932 
17 
3 x 600hp BMW Hornet 

62 ft 0 in 
96 ft 0 in 
1,190 sq ft 
14ft 10 in 
20,280 lb 

570 miles or 930 miles 
17,100 ft 
196 mph 
150 mph 

Ju 160 
1934 

1 x 660hp 

39 ft 5 in 
47 ft 
375 sq ft 
? 
7,800 lb 

621 miles 
17,100 ft 
211 mph 
199 mph 

Sources: DLH; M&P pp.63-73; Stroud pp.300, 315, 332 & 335. 
Notes: Data differs between sources and variants. F 13, W 33 & W 34 data for landplane versions. 

Table 9: Eurasia - annual statistics 
Year Routes 

1931 Shanghai-Manchouli 
1932 Shanghai-Lanchow (1,780) 

Peiping-Loyang 
1933 Shanghai-Chakuchak 

Peiping-Loyang 
1934 Shanghai-Lanchow 

Lanchow-Paotow (800 km) 
Peiping-Canton 

1935 Shanghai-Lanchow 
Lanchow-Paotow 
Peiping-Canton 
Sian-Chengtu 

1936 Shanghai-Lanchow 
Peiping-Chengchow 
Lanchow-Paotow 
Sian-Kunming (1,300 km) 

1937 Shanghai-Lanchow 
Peiping-Hong Kong 
Peiping-Lanchow 
Sian-Kunming 
Kunming-Hanoi 

1938 Sian-Lanchow 
Hankow-Hong Kong 
Lanchow-Ninshia 
Kunming-Hong Kong 
Hankow-Kunming 
Kunming-Hanoi 

Distance 
(km) 
2,320 

2,650 

4,750 

Distance 
flown (km) 
120,000 

253,603 

412,605 

Pax 

664 

589 

810 

Pax km 
(km) 
110,030 

325,840 

771,520 

Freight 
(kg) 

9,765 

25,404 

Freight km 
(kg. km) 

12,315 

34,623 [34,624] 

Post 
(kg) 
251 [259] 

1,750 

3,610 

Posf km 
(kg. km) 
498 [497] 

1,890 

4,534 

4,870 

5,490 

4,790 

7,390 

603,282 1,476 945,290 53,372 50,880 

744,735 2,951 1,692,346 85,856 73,257 

911,345 5,618 3,466,033 221,934 176,308 

6,461 

10,382 

29,205 

1,282,497 9,215 7,029,198 336,614 286,019 40,724 

6,268 

9,095 

26,303 

38,100 

5,520 1,410,452 13,067 11,404,040 383,589 342,359 173,619 166,159 
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Year Routes 

1939 Kunming-Sian 
Chungking-Hong Kong 
Lanchow-Ninshia 
Kunming-Kweilin 
Chungking-Hanoi 
Chungking-Lanchow 

1931-39 Total: 

Distance Distance Pax Pax km 
(km) flown (km) (km) 

Freight Freight km 
(kg) (kg. km) 

Post 
(kg) 

6,020 919,687 11,555 7,906,980 343,301 244,126 

6,658,176 45,945 33,651,277 1,429,835 1,219,887 

107,591 

373,601 

Sources: Springweiler p.339 (in German); [Dr Chu 1931-1935, same data except where shown.] 
Caution: translated from hand-written German by the author. Totals may reflect misreading numbers. 
Notes: Seven months in 1931. 
Route network reflects the impact of Japanese occupation. 

Post km 
(kg. km) 

85,643 

338,490 

PART 3b : Hamiata 
BY MARTIN BEST & MATT MILLER, 
CHINA HISTORY RESEARCH GROUP 

Introduction 
One of the lesser-known Chinese airlines was Hamiata, named after 
the terminal cities at either end of its route: Hami in Sinkiang province, 
China and Alma-Ata in Kazakhstan, USSR. This was a Sino-Russian 
civil aviation company that formed a bridge between Aeroflot opera-
tions in the USSR and operations by the Sino-German company, 
Eurasia Aviation Corporation, in China during the Second World War 
(1939-1945). 

Sino-Russian Aviation Corporation -
Hamiata 
Though many books have been written about the efforts to supply 
China, under siege by Japan from 1937 to 1944, by the south-western 
route from India and Burma, at first by tortuous roads and later by a his-
toric airlift over the Hump, little attention has been paid to the other 
supply route to China, from the northwest, i.e. from the Soviet Union. 
[We will describe the Hump airlift in Part 6.] Unlike the arduous con-
struction problems of the Burma Road, with precipitous mountain 
ranges that had to be surmounted with endless hairpin bends - often a 
dozen or more just to climb one mountainside - the road from Soviet 
Central Asia, though difficult, was not only over relatively easy terrain 
but it was also out of the range of Japanese combat aircraft. By 1938, 
the road had been completed by about 100,000 labourers, guarded by 
soldiers, and the supply line through Sinkiang, where Governor Sheng 
Shih-tsai was vigorously anti-colonialist and friendly with both the 
Soviet Union and Mao Tse-tung, the Chinese communist enemy of 
Chiang Kai-shek. In a complicated political situation, the Kansu -
Sinkiang Highway was nevertheless opened to traffic, on a route from 
the Soviet frontier east of Alma-Ata, through Urumchi, Lanchow, Sian, 
Hanchung and Chengtu, to reach Chungking, a distance of 3,278 miles 
(5,274 km). 

From Eurasia's point of view, the situation was bizarre, as its joint 
owners could not have been sure as to whose side they were on from 
one day to another. The airline is believed to have made a trial flight 
westwards from Lanchow, through Hami and Urumchi, to reach Alma 
Ata, Kazakhstan, on 24 March 1939; and to have started regular 
service on 2 April. But no sooner had this begun when, on 23 August 
1939, the USSR-Germany Non-Aggression Pact was signed by 
Ribbentrop and Molotov. On 9 September, the Sino-Soviet Aviation 
Company was formed, with a capital of $1 million, split exactly in half 
between the USSR and China, each of whom provided three directors. 
The President was Chinese, the Vice-President was of Soviet citizen-
ship. The flying personnel were Soviet and the equipment was also 
Soviet. 

The idea was to provide a through route from Moscow to Chungking. 
The Soviet airline, Aeroflot, was responsible for the Moscow - Alma-
Ata segment; Eurasia linked Lanchow with Chungking, and also 
extended westwards as far as the small community of Hami, a kind of 
way-station on the traditional camel caravan route to Sinkiang, or, as it 

Japanese 
occupied 
territory 

0 miles 300 
i i 

Eurasia, Chungking to Hami 
Hamiata, Hami to Alma Ata 
Aeroflot, Alma Ata to Moscow 

Above: The Hamiata air link from China to Moscow, 1939-45. The 
Eurasia sector was sometimes operated through by Aeroflot/Hamiata 
DC-3s up to 1943, then by CATC after Eurasia's demise. 

was familiarly known at the time, Chinese Turkistan. In the middle, 
linking Hami with Alma Ata, was the Sino-Soviet company. For the sake 
of simplicity, the line became known as Hamiata, reflecting the names 
of the two termini. The German-ltalian-Japanese Tripartite Pact was 
signed in September 1940, and thus, as described elsewhere in Part 3, 
all German interest in Eurasia was terminated. Although few, if any, offi-
cial records are available, Hamiata appears to have operated (on a 
wartime footing) throughout the Second World War, and it emerged 
from the conflict as a viable operation. 

After the signing of the Sino-Soviet Non-aggression Pact on 21 August, 
1937, a non-scheduled air service between Alma-Ata and Lanchow in 
China was opened by the Soviet airline, Aeroflot, with Tupolev PS-9, 
Polikarpov P-5, Tupolev G-2 and Douglas DC-3 aircraft. This service 
was not a normal commercial undertaking, however, but more of a 
transport service for the Soviet military forces in China. 

On 12 April 1938 Chinese and Soviet representatives met in Hankow 
for the first discussions about a Hankow - Hami - Alma-Ata - Moscow 
airline. The section between Hami in Sinkiang Province and Alma-Ata 
was to be operated in co-operation and the negotiations about the 
details of this agreement continued into 1939. The Chinese planned to 
use a pair of Eurasia Ju 52/3ms with Chinese crews and the Soviet side 
intended to assign two of the Douglas DC-3s ordered from the USA. A 
first proving flight between Hami and Alma-Ata (Almaty) was made on 
24 March 1939 by a Junkers Ju 52/3m with an all-Chinese crew. The 
aircraft had been chartered from Eurasia, whose service to Hami had 
been re-opened on 20 February 1939. 

During October 1938, a DC-3-227, ordered from the USA in 1937, was 
transferred to "Operation Z", the transfer of Soviet military aircraft to 
China. Leased to Aeroflot, the DC-3 replaced an old PS-9 on the south-
ern route from Alma Ata to Lanchow. The commander of this aircraft 
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was F M Korshunov. Civil pilots worked on this route together with ser-
viceman (flying modified DB-3), transporting ground personnel, spare 
parts, equipment, and many other supplies. Toward the end of the year, 
a second DC-3, piloted by V S Lebedeva, arrived. [Note: this source 
gives the model as "DC-3-227", which suggests earlier deliveries, e.g. 
c/n 1974, 1987, 1988. Possibly these two were used only briefly on the 
route before being replaced by c/n 2031 and 2033.] 

An agreement was signed on 9 September 1939 between the Chinese 
Ministry of Communications and the Soviet Civil Air Fleet's Main 
Administration (GU GVF). On 15 November 1939 the Chung-Su hang-
k'ung kung-ssu (Chinese-Soviet Aviation Company), or Sovetsko-
kitaiskaya aviatsionnaya kompaniya "Hamiata", was founded as a 50% 
Chinese, 50% Soviet company. [The company was first called 
"Sovchina" in a Russian proposal dated 20 August 1938.] Each party 
was to appoint three directors to the board. Chang Yuan-fu, Liu Tang-
ling, Golubov and Yurkov were appointed at first,- the last-mentioned 
with the title of Director. All aircraft belonging to the company were to 
be marked with the words "Hami-Ata" and the Chinese characters for 
"Ha-A". The Russians set up the , radio stations and other facilities 
along the route. 

The first scheduled flight from Alma-Ata over Hi and Tihua (Urumchi) to 
Hami took place on 5-6 December 1939, and on 8 January 1940 the 
service was formally opened. The two Soviet-registered Douglas DC-
3s assigned to Hamiata soon reverted to non-scheduled operation, 
however, Soviet advisers, diplomats and officers being the only pas-
sengers. Four Russian pilots and and a similar number of co-pilots 
were assigned to Hamiata. Interline service was offered to permit 
extension of the route to Chungking. The Sino-Russian Aviation 
Corporation operated from Alma Ata to Hami. From there the Chinese 
would opertate to Chungking. 

Scheduled service was opened again in May 1941, but only for the 
summer period. The aircraft used, Aeroflot's Douglas DC-3s URSS-
M136 and URSS-M137, later re-registered URSS-M and URSS-N, 
were never marked with the Chinese characters "Ha-A" (for Hamiata), 
but retained their "Aeroflot" titles. The company had radio stations at 
Hami, Urumchi, Wusu, Tsingho and Hi. Fuel came from the USSR and 
was shipped by the Hi River to Ining, from where the company's own 
trucks took over. 

Hamiata's Soviet personnel, four pilots, two co-pilots, ground personnel 
and technical employees, had never started to train Chinese personnel. 
The mutual management agreements had been ignored and all com-
munication was in Russian. From the outset political considerations on 
both sides had dominated the creation and development of the 
company and there was very little commercial interest involved. The 
head office was at Tihwa (Urumchi), and the location of the office was 
almost the only concession to the Chinese side that the Russians 
made. The Chinese directors were Wu Yuan-chao and Chang Yuan-fu, 
the third post being vacant. The Russian directors were in Moscow and 
there had been no board meetings for over two years. The General 
Manager was Russian and the books were kept in Russian. In reality 
Hamiata was an all-Soviet undertaking and not a joint venture company 
as stipulated in the agreement. The Chinese Government finally took a 
decision on 19 April 1943 not to renew the entry permits for Hamiata or 
any other Soviet aircraft. 

On the other hand Eurasia had not been able to run the service to Hami 
as planned. For this reason the Soviet aircraft had made at least 79 
flights between Hami and Chungking during the period July 1939 to 
April 1943. 

It seems that Soviet aircraft were soon allowed to fly into China again. 
DC-3 URSS-N was lost on 6 June 1943 [9 June according to American 
reports], when it crashed in the desert between Tihwa and Hami. All of 
the passengers and crew were killed. The cause was ice on the wings. 
In August the same year Hamiata received a pair of Lend-Lease C-47s, 
which were registered URSS-P and URSS-R. According to Russian 
statistics a total of 2,370 passengers, 1,088 tons of freight and 87 tons 
of mail were transported by Hamiata between 1939 and 1946. 

Eurasia, on the other hand, ceased to exist. On 3 March 1943, the 
Chinese Ministry of Communications established the Central Air 
Transport Corporation (CATC), wholly-owned by the Government. On 
1 June 1943 Eurasia was dissolved, and for a while, pending delivery 
of American transport aircraft, CATC took over the few Junkers aircraft 
that were still flyable. 

NEW AIR LINER 
flying between 

ASIA and EUROPE 
carrying 

MAIL * PASSENGERS * FREIGHT 
with 

SPEED - COMFORT - SAFETY 
departs from 

C H U N G K I N G 
EVERY TUESDAY MORNING 

via 

CHENGTU • LANCHOW • SUCHOW 
HAMI • URUMTCHI • INING 

and arrives at 
ALMA - ATA 

every Thursday afternoon 
connecting 

Russia Air Lines To 
MOSCOW tf OTHER EUROPEAN CITIES 

Ticket Price Moderate 
CN$1750.00 for CHUNCKINC-HAMI LINE 

operated by 

THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT 
MINISTRY OF COMMUNICATIONS 

CNS267.10 for HAMI-ALMA-ATA LINE 
of 

THE SINO-RUSSIAN AVIATION 
CORPORATION 

For information Apply To 

King's Bldg. 4th floor. Room 404 
Connaught Rd. C 

Above: Advertisement for the Chungking - Alma Ata service in 1940. 
Note that the journey was scheduled to take two and a half days. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 

The Chinese Government wanted to strengthen its influence in 
Sinkiang and decided that CATC should fly all the way to the Soviet 
border. They opened a service to Tihwa, but in order not to violate the 
Soviet agreement, the aircraft did not land at Hami. These flights had 
to be interrupted on 7 April 1944, however. CNAC took over the service 
to Hami on 23 February 1945. 

Hamiata continued to operate in the post-war period using DC-3s and 
C-47s. The typical route was from Hami to Alma Ata by way of Urumchi 
and Ining. 

By 1948, the Chinese Government was increasingly concerned that 
Russia was using the airline to obtain military secrets and for ferrying 
agents into the region, but was wary of antagonising the Russians. 

In July 1948, the Chinese side decided the Sino-Soviet agreement 
should come to an end on 9 September 1949, ten years after signing 
the agreement. After that, some meetings were held between the two 
sides but they were initially inconclusive. 

In January 1949, General Chang Chih-Chung traveled to Sinkiang in 
part to renew the civil aviation agreement. The existing agreement was 
approved in principle for a further five years on 11 May 1949, although 
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Russia had sought a 20-year term. An interesting revelation during 
these times was that Russia had bargained for and achieved exclusive 
rights to operate in Sinkiang when the original agreement had been 
prepared. 

On 31 May 1949, the 5-year extension agreement was signed in Tihua. 
By this time the Nationalists had lost control of most of China, so the 
new agreement had no real meaning. On 26 September 1949, 
Singkiang Province fell to the Communists and on 2 October the Soviet 
government recognised the new Communist Chinese government, now 
established in Peking (Beijing). The next day, the Nationalist Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs of the Republic of China (Kuomintang Government) 
announced the severing of diplomatic relationship with the Soviet 
Union. That was the end of Hamiata. [CF 20Jan2003] 

A web search (in Chinese) has shown that there was a new Chung Su 
Min Yong Hang Kung Kung ssu (China-Soviet Civil Aviation Company) 
established in the early 1950s but no details are known about the types 
of aircraft used, etc. [CF 20Jan2003] 

On 27 March 1950 a new operating airline came into being. The 
Chinese name was Ren Ming Hong Kong Kun Sze, but it was more 
commonly known by the Russian acronym, SKOAGA which, in 
Russian, stood for Sovietsko-Kitaysko Aktsioneren Obschestvo 
Grazhdanskoi Aviatsii (= SKAOGAI). The English translation was the 
Sino-Soviet Joint Stock Company. As with Hamiata, the stock was held 
in equal amounts, 50% each. It took over Hamiata and Hamiata's fleet 
of Lisunov Li-2s and/or Douglas DC-3s. The story of SKOAGA, 
however, belongs to a later part in this series of articles on the devel-
opment of commercial aviation in China. 

August 23 
September 9 

November 15 
December 5-6 
1940 
January 8 
1949 
May 31 
September 26 
October 2 

October 3 

1950 
March 27 

USSR-Germany Non-Aggression Pact signed 
10-year air service agreement signed between ROC 
and USSR 
Hamiata founded 
First scheduled flight from Alma-Ata to Hami 

Service between Alma-Ata and Hami formally opened 

Sinkiang Air Pact renewed for 5 years 
Sinkiang province fell to the Communists 
Soviet government recognised Communist government 
of China (PRC) 
ROC government severed diplomatic relations with 
USSR 

SKOAGA formed 

Abbreviations 
ATCMOC Air Transportation Company Ministry of Communications 
CATC Central Air Transport Corporation 
CNAC China National Aviation Corporation 
PRC People's Republic of China 
ROC Republic of China 
SKOAGA Sovietsko-Kitaysko Aktsioneren Obschestvo Grazhdanskoi 

Aviatsii 
USSR Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
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Fleet list 
Make 
Douglas 
Douglas 
Douglas 
Douglas 
Douglas 
Douglas 

Model 
DC-3-196A 
DC-3-196A 
DC-3-196A 
DC-3-196A 
C-47-DL 
C-47-DL 

Regn. 
URSS-M136 
URSS-M137 
URSS-M 
URSS-N 
URSS-P 
URSS-R 

c/n 
2031 
2033 
2031 
2033 
6004 
4765 

Fate 
to URSS-M 
to URSS-N 
still in service by Apr42 
crashed 6Jun43 
ex 41-18643 
ex 41-18604 

Chronology 
1937 
August 21 
1938 

1939 
March 24 

Sino-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact 

Kansu - Sinkiang Highway opened 

First proving flight between Hami and Alma-Ata 
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Eurasia memorabi l ia. 
On the left, cover of Eurasia 1935 Timetable issued 
by the Shanghai head office. (Dacre Watson coin) 
Above, souvenir cover dated 29th June 1937 marked 
"First Flight Hongkong-Peiping by Eurasia Aviation 
Corporation" to an address in Canton. The flight actu-
ally took place on the 30th and the envelope carried 
stamps to the value of 90 cents. (Ian D Johnson) 
Right: Eurasia baggage label. (Ian D Johnson) 
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DORNIER -
PIONEER AND SURVIVOR 
JACK MEADEN 

Part 17 

Dornier K 1 & K 2 
By 1928 Dornier had amassed a great deal of 
experience on aircraft and their structures and 
had updated many of his early ideas, so it was 
not surprising that he was keen to put his latest 
thinking into practice with a new single engine 
passenger aeroplane. 

An eight-passenger replacement for the Merkur 
was the result, the Dornier K 1 with an enclosed 
cockpit for the pilot and enclosed cabin for pas-
sengers and luggage. It was powered by an air-
cooled 9-cyl radial engine, the reliable 510 hp 
Bristol Jupiter VI, a type now being widely pro-
duced under licence. 

The structure was light alloy, with a fabric 
covered untapered high wing with fuel tanks in 
the wing roots. The wing span was 20.6 m (67 
ft 7 in.), Length was 15.25 m (50 ft). Height 4.5 
m (14 ft 9 in.). Weight Empty was 2700 kg 
(5,952 lb), Loaded 4,100 kg (9,039 lb). 

The first flight was made on 7th May 1929 and 
showed a maximum speed of 190 km/hr (118 
mph). Initial Rate of Climb to 2,000 m (6,500 ft) 
was 114 m/min (374 ft/min). Service Ceiling 
was given as 3,100 m (10,170 ft), Range 
approx 700 km (435 miles). 

In fact, the K 1 was unlikely to have been seri-
ously thought of as a Merkur replacement and 
was dealt with as an experimental airframe. It 
was followed by the K 2 which could have been 
a conversion of the same airframe as it had the same wing of 20.6 m 
span and the same fuselage and tail except that the rudder was 
enlarged. 

The main difference was that instead of the single nose engine it had 
four 240 hp Gnome-Rhone Titan (Bristol licence) 5-cyl radials in paired 
tandem push-pull nacelles mounted on struts sprouting sideways from 
the nose, two on each side. This was a purely experimental 'lash-up' 
conversion to test the 4 engine configuration. 

Without the big propeller of the nose engine the overall length was less 
by .25 m (0.82 ft) and the height less by 0.4 m (1.3 ft), and in place of 
the nose engine the cockpit was moved forward. 

Right: Looking like a 
larger development of 
the Merkur, the Dornier 
K 1 had updated fea-
tures, such as single-
strut braced wing, long-
strut wide track under-
carriage and large diam-
eter wheels. At first sight 
it looked like a Merkur 
replacement. (Dornier 
via Jack Meaden) 

Above: The Dornier K 1 prior to final assembly. The fuselage is complete except for the tail unit 
and the Jupiter engine which can be seen alongside. The starboard wing has been fitted but is 
not yet covered, while the port wing is on trestles in the foreground but still without ailerons. In 
addition to the two main spars, the leading edge is built like a spar and there is a strongly-built 
trailing edge to support the ailerons. (Dornier via Jack Meaden) 

Above: From the side the long 8-seat cabin is apparent and the wing 
has a single underwing strut attached to the front main spar. The high 
enclosed cabin has a good forward view except straight ahead when on 
the ground where it is blocked by the high mounted engine. 
(Dornier via Jack Meaden) 

HEAD-O N VIEW No. 24 
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Left: Here the large wheels 
appear to have balloon tyres, 
but the head-on view shows 
that they are high pressure, 
still standard at the time. The 
tail has a balanced rudder, 
single wire bracing above the 
tailplane, link-tab elevator 
trimmer, and a tailskid. 

Below: A head-on view raised 
on a trestle, the K 2 at first 
appears to be a twin with 4-
blade propellers, but close 
inspection shows 2-blade 
pusher propellers at the rear, 
indicating engines in tandem 
pairs. (Both: Dornier via Jack 
Meaden) 

With these changes the resulting dimensions of the K 2 were Wingspan 
20.6 m (67 ft 7 in.), Length 15 m (49 ft 2.5 in.), Height 4.1 m (13 ft 5.45 
in.). Weights were: Empty 3,400 kg (7,495 lb), Loaded 5,000 kg 
(11,023 lb). Initial Rate of Climb (to 2,000 m) 111 m/min (364 ft/min), 
Service Ceiling 2,800 m (9,186 ft). Maximum speed 195 km/hr (121 
mph). Wing Loading was given as 66 kg/sq m (13.5 Ib/sq ft), Power 
Loading 5.2 kg/hp (11.46 Ib/hp). 

Testing of the K 2 was satisfactory and showed that there appeared to 
be no reason why a 4 engine twin paired push-pull underwing system 
should not be adopted as a feature of new design. 

This was an attempt to deal with the problems of producing increased 
size bombers and transports in spite of the lack of sufficiently powerful 
engines, a problem which was to last for many years as will be seen. 

Series to be continued.... 

i T l l V l i 

Above: In side view with tail on the 
ground, the windows show 
unchanged spacing from the K 1. 
Underside exhaust pipes are fitted to 
reduce cabin noise and the tandem 
nacelles are tapered. Standard is the 
single door on the port side and mud-
guards have been fitted for the 
muddy grass airfields. 
(Dornier via Jack Meaden) 

Left: Probably the same aircraft 
modified, here the tandem nacelles 
are shorter, reducing the length of 
the aeroplane. 
(Dornier via Jack Meaden) 
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Casualty Compendium PART 104 

Right: Turk Hava Yollari / Turkish 
Airlines Viscount 794 which was 
destroyed following an accident at 
Ankara on 2.2.69, seen here earlier 
on a service to Amsterdam-
Schiphol. (via Wim Zwakhals) 

As usual 
10.11.66 

5.1.69 

13.1.69 

14.1.69 

18.1.69 

2.2.69 

20.2.69 

24.2.69 

5.3.69 

11.3.69 

16.3.69 

we list below the identities of the aircraft involved in the accidents listed last time, but first we have a correction to make to a recent entry. 
In the description of the DC-4M "l-ACOA" crash in Cameroon we referred to this aircraft, c/n 137, as being ex CF-TFW whereas in fact it 
was previously CF-TFM (CF-TFW being written off in 1954). 
Ariana Afghan Boeing 727-113C YA-FAR c/n 19690, crashed at 01.35 GMT. It descended below the glide slope while attempting an 
approach to Gatwick where the RVR was 100 metres in freezing fog, and struck trees and a house. An autopilot trim problem had dis-
tracted the crew. Five of the eight crew and 43 passengers, together with 2 people on the ground were killed. Captain Nowroz, co-pilot, 
engineer and 11 (12) passengers survived. 
SAS DC-8-62 LN-MOO "Sverre Viking" c/n 45822 at the end of a transpolar flight from Copenhagen descended into Santa Monica Bay 6 
miles short of the runway at 19.21 PST while the crew were distracted by an apparent unsafe landing gear indication. They were late from 
Seatte due to de-icing, had a strong head wind and then problems with the nose wheel during the landing procedure. Then they changed 
to VOR without telling the control (SAS did not approve the ILS at LAX) and did not adjust their altimeters accordingly. The descent when 
hitting the water was at 1720ft/min and the aircraft broke into three upon impact. The tail section sank in what was variously reported as 
240 ft or 600 ft of water. Capt Kenneth Davis and his co-pilot were withdrawn from service. Three crew and 12 passengers were killed, 5 
of 6 crew and 24 passengers who survived were seriosuly injured. T/t 7,034 hours. 
British United BAC One-Eleven 201AC G-ASJJ c/n 014 destination Gatwick force-landed at 20.37 GMT. No.2 engine suffered a com-
pressor surge bang immediately after take-off from Milan-Linate, but a supervising captain in the jump seat suggested it was No.1 engine. 
No.1 engine was shut done, but No.2 throttle was accidentally partly closed at the same time. Four of 26 passengers were injured. Capt 
F Cox and the 6 crew unhurt . 
United Airlines Boeing 727-22QC N7434U c/n 19891 had taken off from Los Angeles International for Denver with the No.3 generator 
inoperative as allowed. Just after take-off the crew reported a fire warning for No.1 engine and attempted to return. The generator on No.2 
engine then shut off and all attitude instruments failed. The 727 crashed 11 miles west of LAX at 18.28 PST. Capt L.A. Leverson, 5 crew 
and 31 passengers were all killed. Mandatory modifications to the 727 electrical system were made following this incident. 
THY Viscount V.749D TC-SET c/n 432 hit a pylon and undershot the runway at Esenboga Airport, Ankara in fog. Four crew and 22 pas-
sengers escaped but the Viscount caught fire and was burnt out. 
British Midland Viscount V.736 G-AOGD c/n 77 failed to flare on the second landing attempt at Castle Donington from Glasgow in a bliz-
zard at 10.40 GMT, the undercarriage collapsed and the fuselage split in two. Capt Monty Roger, 4 crew and 48 passengers escaped, 
one passenger being slightly injured. The Viscount was written off. 
FEAT Dart Herald B-2009 c/n 157, ex G-APWI crashed in a forced-landing after an engine fire 10 minutes after take-off from Kaohsiung 
to Tainan. Four crew, 28 (32) passengers killed. 
Puerto Rico International (Prinair) DH.114 Heron 2D N563PR c/n 14125, ex G-APEV, crashed upside down in heavy foliage in the Sierra 
de Luquillo mountains 15 mis SE of San Juan at 17.38 due to a trainee controller giving the wrong vectors. Capt Miguel Gonzales, one 
crew and 17 passengers killed. Rebuilt and registered as N575PR 26.9.70, still currently registered but not airworthy. 
Ethiopian Airlines Boeing 707 ET-ACQ c/n 19820 was damaged by two explosions in the passenger cabin which injured 8 cleaners while 
it was on the apron at Frankfurt Airport. Responsibility for the bombs was claimed by The Liberation Front for Eritrea. The 707 was repaired 
by 1.5.69. It survived until 25.7.90. 
VIASA DC-9-32 YV-C-AVD c/n 47243, hit power lines just after take-off from Grano de Oro Intl Airport, Maracaibo due to incorrect tem-

Riaht: Viscount 736 G-AODG c/n 
77 had seen service with a variety 
of operators since it was built in 
1955. but after two years with 
British Midland Airways its career 
came to an end when landing in a 
snowstorm at Castle Donington 
on 20.2.69. 
(via Wim Zwakhals) 
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Left: Canadair CL-44 
N446T of Conroy Aircraft 
Corp which was written 
off as a result of a hard 
landing at Anchorage on 
1.5.69, seen here at 
Rotterdam in February 
1969 still wearing ffaded 
Flying Tiger colours, 
(via Wim Zwakhals) 
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28.5.69 

4.6.69 

23.6.69 

perature information supplied for take-off calculations. Capt Emiliano Savelli Maldonaldo, 9 crew and 74 passengers on board, plus 71 on 
the ground were killed. This was the worst aviation acccident up to that time. T/t 75 hours. 
British Midland Viscount V.815 G-AVJA c/n 336, on a positioning flight to Castle Donington, swung and rolled to starboard, striking the 
ground inverted after a simulated engine failure on take-off at Ringway Airport, Manchester c16.00 GMT. Capt Ian Wallace had told ATC 
that he would be training his First Officer, Roger Weeks. Both pilots and 1 of the 2 stewardesses were killed. 
United Arab Airlines IL-18D SU-APC c/n 188011301 descended below the minimum safe altitude, struck the ground with its right wing and 
crashed c02.10 local time on the third NDB approach attempt at Aswan Airport, inbound from Mecca on a returning pilgrimage flight. Capt 
Youssef Megalaa, 6 crew and 93 of 98 (97) passengers were killed or died later as a result. 
LOT AN-24V SP-LTF c/n 67302406 crashed 150 metres below the summit of Polica Mountain, off course in thick fog on scheduled flight 
from Warsaw to Krakow. Five crew and 48 (46) passengers killed. 
Air Canada Viscount V.757 CF-THK c/n 271 left Seven Islands, PQ for Montreal but suffered a fire in the left main wheel well due to an 
overheated starter selector relay which caused No.2 engine to be shut down. The aircraft was returning to Seven Island airport when 
control was lost on landing. One passenger killed when she was struck by the nose wheel of the still-moving aircraft during the evacua-
tion, Capt W D Clarke, 3 crew and 16 passengers escaped. 
Indian Airlines Fokker F.27-100 VT-DOJ c/n 10214 flew into a thunder storm at low level and crashed on approach near Khulna in East 
Pakistan when en route from Agartala to Calcutta. Capt Rabi Ghosh, 3 crew, 40 passengers killed. 
Ghana Airways DC-3 9G-AAF c/n 9407, ex G-AGHL suffered engine trouble and crashed in an attempted forced-landing near Takoradi 
Airport at 10.12. One passenger killed, Capt David F Tait, 2 crew and 28 passengers injured. 
Conroy Aircraft Corp Canadair CL-44D4-2 N446Tc/n 15 chartered to Mobil Oil crashed at 08.11 when the undercarriage collapsed during 
a heavy landing at Anchorage Airport by the co-pilot, returning empty from North Shore. Three crew and the one passenger escaped. 
Air France DC-4 F-BFCP c/n 10346, operating a Centre d'Exploitation Postal service to Poitiers swung on take-off at Orly Airport c23.30 
when the flight engineer set the main fuel selectors to a half-on position which corresponded to full-on in 5 other Air France DC-4s. Capt 
Girard and 2 crew escaped but the DC-4, which came to rest on a main road, burnt out. 
Mexicana Boeing 727-64 XA-SEL c/n 19256 crashed c08.42 on Cerro Tres Picos when it turned left instead of right to enter a holding 
pattern for Monterrey, which took it out of the descent area. Capt Guillermo Garcia Ramos, 6 crew, 72 passengers killed. 
Dominican Carvair HI-168 c/n ATL98 (16)/10485 crashed at 15.42 EDT in a Miami street after an engine failure on take off and crew con-
fusion. Four crew and at least 6 on the ground were killed, with a number of people injured. 

With thanks for the above to Joe Anderson, Kay Hagby, Tom Long, Vic Smith, John Withers and Wim Zwakhals. Was everyone else on holiday? 
Now for a new batch of casualties to be identified all details of which will be revealed next time: 
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Japan Air Lines jet crashed on take-off at the airline's flight training centre, Grant County Airport, Moses Lake, Washington. 
Royal Nepal Airlines aircraft crashed near Hitauda on a flight from Katmandu to Simra. 
Aircraft of Aerolineas Argentinas on internal scheduled flight seriously damaged when landing short in ploughed field at Bahia Blanca. 
Freight aircraft of Pacific Western Airlines crashed while landing at Caycaya, Peru. 
Air Djibouti aircraft operating Tadjoura to Djibouti service crashed into sea off Khor Ambadu. All four on board rescued. 
Airliner of Air Algerie crashed in attempted forced-landing near Ain Naga, 26 miles from Biskra, Algeria. 
Trans World Airlines cargo aircraft on training flight from JFK Intl crashed into field at Pomona, New Jersey and burned. 
Alitalia aircraft crashed into Etang de Berre when it overshot the runway end on landing at Marseilles Airport from Rome. 
Cambrian Airways aircraft inbound from Gerona overran runway at Glamorgan (Rhoose) Airport and extensively damaged. 
Aeroflot airliner with 102 (112?) passengers on board crash landed and caught fire at Moscow-Vnukovo Airport on arrival from Sochi. 
Aircraft of Air France lost speed after take-off at Marseilles Airport and belly-landed on the runway with undercarriage retracted. 
Allegheny Airlines aircraft with 82 on board collided in mid-air with light aircraft on approach to Weir Cook Municipal Airport, Indianapolis, 
both crashed and there were no survivors. 
Sabotage suspected as cause of crash of Philippine Air Lines jet on approach to Manila on flight from Mactan Island. 
US Air Force fighter-bomber collided with Air Vietnam airliner on approach to Da Nang killing 75 on board and 2 on the ground. The USAF 
crew survived as did one occupant of the airliner. 
Mexicana airliner crashed near Mexico City on approach. 27 were killed including 5 crew, but 91 survived. 
Lloyd Aereo Boliviano airliner crashed on Mt Choquetanga in Andes en route from Cochabamba to La Paz 
Undercarriage of Hungarian airliner failed on landing at Schiphol Airport, Amsterdam, aircraft remained on runway, minor fire extinguished. 
Aircraft of All Nippon overshot runway in wind and rain at Miyazaki Airport and ran into embankment of Yae River. 
WAAC (Nigeria) airliner crashed into forest and destroyed by fire on approach to Ikeja Airport on flight from London, Rome and Kano. 
Pan American aircraft suffered bird strike during take-off from Sydney - Kingsford-Smith Airport, aborted take-off and overran runway. 
Airliner of Air France crashed into sea five miles offshore after take-off from Caracas Airport for Guadeloupe, Lisbon and Paris. 
Olympic Airways aircraft on route Hania (Crete) to Athens crashed and burnt out on slopes of Mt Pan, at Keratea. 
Boeing 747 being ferried from Seattle to Renton for final fitting-out for Pan American, damaged when hit embankment on landing. 
Air Vietnam aircraft leased from Far Eastern Air Transport overshot runway at Nha Trang and destroyed crowded primary school. 

To be continued.... 
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IMCO Call-Air A-9 N7232V (c/n 1269) sends 
dust flying as it prepares to tow a glider at 
Warner Springs Ranch, CA 20.7.02. Developed 
from the earlier Kinner Sportster series, this 
model was produced in large numbers as a 
cropsprayer. (Tony Zeljeznjak) 
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HEAD-ON VIEW - WHAT IS IT? Number 26 
An unusual aeroplane but lots of clues. The man holding the wingtip shows that it sits low on the 
ground and the narrow undercarriage is buried in the bottom of the fuselage. The cabin is side-by-
side and two pusher propellers and small projections indicate small depth engines buried in the 
wings. Single fin tail. Once seen, never forgotten! (Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 

In this issue 
Season's Greetings to all our readers!! So, 
having got our retaliation in first, may we 
just thank all those who subscribed, sup-
ported or even contributed to Archive in the 
past year, or in some cases for the past 28 
years! When first agreeing to take on the 
editorship of this new-fangled magazine 
using a steam-driven typewriter, the writer 
little thought that he would in the 21st 
century still be learning new tricks in sophis-
ticated computer systems and that the size 
of the magazine would have nearly 
doubled. Who knows what will come next -
miniature televisions and hand-held com-
munication devices no doubt? 

A glance at the contents panel above will 
reveal some new items. We are very 
pleased to welcome back Michael 
Magnusson with a history of the FMA air-
craft company of Argentina. With many 
photos from private collections this promis-
es to be of unusual interest. Although it was 
principally a military aircraft factory, FMA 
did produce civil aircraft (and unregistered 
ones!) and often the military survivors were 
passed on to aero clubs later. In such areas 
overlap must be at least tollerated, if not 
actively encouraged, in order to make 
history an integrated whole. 

Also new is the Civil Registers of 
Yugoslavia, a little pot-boiler that has been 
under the editor's desk for a long time. The 
early sections in particular contain many 
types almost unknown outside the Balkans 
and the data can vary from contradictory to 
just confusing. However, in publishing this 
we hope to stimulate further research and 
will not be in the least embarassed by the 
number of question marks per page. It is 
intended to run this up to 1991, at which 
point the Federation fell apart. Our thanks 
to John Wegg for his inspiring original 
research and record keeping and to 
Vojislav Jereb for providing much additional 
material. 

Already established as an ongoing 
research tool, Martin Best's Development 
of Commercial Aviat ion in China is 
proving to be popular with readers in 

another area where information is other-
wise difficult to find in one place. We could 
probably count on one hand the number of 
readers who had heard of the Southwestern 
Aviation Corporation before today, but here 
we have another episode of wheeling and 
dealing as fascinating as those that have 
gone before. A detailed survey of Stinson 
Model A production relates to this section. 

Thanks are due to George Jenks, the Air-
Britain Avro Specialist, for his story of the 
Avian G-EBVU. This short-lived aeroplane 
deserves to have its story told in more than 
the two lines with which it is often dismissed 
in reference books. Jack Meaden does not 
miss many opportunities to draw material 
out from a theme, and here we have the 
Kinner story developed into the IMCO/Call-
Air cropsprayer family. Linking designer L 
E Baynes back to the Heston theme 
enables Jack to describe the little-known 
Scud glider family, culminating in the 
Baynes Auxiliary which was a powered 
glider well ahead of its day. Jack's Dornier 
story now moves on to the Dornier K 3, an 
attractive airliner that simply did not attract 
buyers. The Register of France now moves 
on to the start of 1926 and it never ceases 
to amaze us that aircraft declared 60% or 
even 80% damaged in contemporary 
reports somehow manage to pick them-
selves up and start all over again. George 
Washington's axe or the Tiger Moth history 
spring to mind...! 

Casualty Compendium continues, but 
now appears to hold less reader interest. Is 
this because it has reached a more recent 
period (1970!) or because there are now 
many websites on which accident details 
can readily be found and so the challenge 
has gone out of the series? It has had a 
good run but is it now time to go? At least 
we could use the back pages for Feedback 
which has been missing recently due to 
pressures either on space or on editorial 
time. Would anyone like to volunteer to be 
Feedback compiler on his behalf? Don't all 
rush at once of course, unless you are pre-
pared to combine the offer with a New Year 
resolution and receive a big folder of reader 
outpourings (complete with holly, chestnut 
stuffing and a party hat). Cheers! 
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G-EBVU The story of an Avro 
Avian Mk. 

BY GEORGE A JENKS 

This aircraft was built at A.V.Roe's Newton Heath, 
Manchester factory with the constructor's number R3/CN/111 
in late 1927, and fitted with an ADC Cirrus Mk.ll engine and 
a Fairey Reed metal airscrew. After transportation by road to 
the Company's Woodford, Cheshire airfield, having been 
erected and test-flown, it was issued with Certificate of 
Airworthiness No. 1298 on 27.1.28. 

Lt. Patrick Murdoch of the South African Air Force was on 
leave in the UK in 1928 and decided to try and raise backing 
for an attempt at the UK - Cape solo speed record. The inspi-
ration for this venture no doubt came from the achievements 
of Bert Hinkler's epic solo flight to Australia earlier in the year, 
and the recent return of Lady Heath on the 17th May having 
flown solo from the Cape. For both these remarkable flights, 
the aircraft used was an Avro Avian. 

Murdoch approached A.V.Roe & Co. with a proposal that if he 
purchased a new Avian from them and flew to the Cape and 
back in under 24 days they would refund half the purchase 
price. The Company agreed, no doubt influenced by the good 
publicity they were currently enjoying as a result of the two 
previously mentioned flights. He succeeded in finding 
backing for the venture from a number of sources, including 
John Bodie of the American Eagle Corpn., who put up £600, 
the South African newspaper company who published the 
"Star" and "Cape Argus", Prince Paul and Irene of Greece 
amongst others. 

On 17.5.28 the aircraft was registered to Capt. Henry D.Wolff 
(Cert of Reg'n No. 1640). It was fitted with a 46 gall petrol 
tank in the front fuselage in the front cockpit position (which 
was faired over), in addition to the normal 20 gall tank in the 
upper wing centre section. Capt.H.A.Brown (Avro Chief Test 
Pilot) delivered the aircraft to ADC Ltd at Croydon on 16.6.28 
and it was prepared for the long-distance flight to Cape Town. 

On 28.7.28 G-EBVU was christened "John" by Miss Beatrice 
Bodie, daughter of John Bodie. The aircraft also bore the 
inscription "Cape Argus", another of the backers. At 03.55 hrs 

Above: G-EBVU at Croydon the day before departure for Cape Town. 
(Avro Heritage Centre) 

Above: The Avian at Woodford prior to delivery to Capt Murdoch, with front 
cockpit already faired over. (Avro Heritage Centre) 

Above: Capt Murdoch checking maps prior to departure. (Avro Heritage Centre) 
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Left: Miss Beatrice 
Bodie christening the 
aircraft "John" at 
Croydon on July 28th 
1928. 
(Avro Heritage Centre) 

Below: The remarkable 
William Lammond of the 
Johnson Falls Mission 
(now Mambilima Falls 
on the Luapula River on 
the border of the 
Democratic Republic of 
Congo) with the Cirrus 
engine recovered from 
the wrecked Avian and 
mounted on a plinth at 
the Mission. (P. Daly) 

the following morning Murdoch departed Croydon. His progress was 
less than hoped for when he reached Marseilles, losing almost a day 
dealing with officials. When he arrived at Helwan in Egypt, he had 
already force-landed near a fort at Zuetina, having failed to locate 
Benghazi, and had had to battle through bad weather. Things did not 
improve during the next leg, with dust storms en route Wadi Haifa and 
then heavy rain as he flew south. This resulted in him overflying 
Malakal, which was flooded, and arriving at Kosti on 4th Aug. 

It took until thelOth (his target to reach Cape Town) to reach Pretoria 
due to petrol supplies not bring ready at Kisumu and Tabora. He was 
arrested at Zwartkop for overstaying his leave but was quickly repri-
manded and sent on his way! Further bad weather in the shape of 
strong headwinds forced him to divert around the Hex River Mountains 
and force-land with no petrol. He got a message through to SAAF Cape 
Town base and fuel was brought by road, thus enabling him to reach 
Maitland Aerodrome, Cape Town at 11.54 hrs.GMT on 12th August, 
thus halving the previous solo London - Cape record. 

Although behind schedule he departed two days later on the return leg. 
He was last seen flying low over a trading post near Mubende in 
Northern Rhodesia on the 18th August, whilst flying the leg from 
Elizabethville to Tabora in Tanganyika. Shortly afterwards he struck 
trees and crashed in the Nsakaluba valley, apparently whilst trying to 
find a way through the high ground of the Muchinga Range. Murdoch 
was unhurt but the Avian caught fire and was burnt out. The pilot then 
proceeded to walk out of the jungle, which he did in two days! By the 
time he was found by local farm workers he was in pretty bad shape, 
but recovered after medical treatment. 

Ten years later the wreck of the aircraft was discovered and the Cirrus 
engine was man-handled through the bush to the Johnson Falls 
Mission (now called Mambilima Falls) in Katanga. This Mission was 
founded by Mr.William Lammond. In 1900 this remarkable man trekked 
from Benguela in Portuguese West Africa to found the Mission and 
stayed there all his life. He died in 1968, aged 92. Mr.Lammond had the 
engine mounted on a plinth at the Mission, where it stands to this day, 
although sadly rather overgrown. 

Murdoch's record stood until October 1930, when former SAAF pilot 
Lt.Caspareuthus delivered a new Puss Moth from Stag Lane to the 
Cape in 77hrs flying time. 

With many thanks to Mr.Pat Daly of the N.Rhodesian Government 
(Retd.), and also to the staff of the Avro Heritage Centre at Woodford 
for the supply of photographs from their Library. 

Above: The Cirrus engine is still to be seen at the Mission, although 
partly overtaken by the vegetation! (P. Daly) 
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Kinner Aircraft and Engines 
8: Developments by others : IMCO 
JACK MEADEN 

Right: A Call-Air A-9 
fitted with spraying gear 
doing its job, low down 
and close to trees, and 
indicating the advan-
tages in pilot visibility 
provided by the high 
cockpit, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

The crop sprayers developed naturally from flying club trainer lightplanes, 
of which Bert Kinner's low wing monoplanes had led to Call-Air and finally 
IMCO who continued producing the crop sprayers. 

Perhaps the best known early light monoplane was the Piper Cub, but 
this was a high wing aeroplane which had not been thought of for con-
version to crop spraying. Fred Weick thought differently, and redesigned 
the high wing Cub as a low wing aeroplane specifically for crop spraying. 

Piper put it into production as the Pawnee, and it became immediately 
popular for one of its features, a high enclosed cockpit for the single pilot 
who had an exceptional view. This made the low flying which was 
essential for crop spraying both easier and safer. 

Crop sprayer manufacturers were quick to learn the lesson and all aircraft 
built thereafter were given high cockpits, including those of IMCO who 
were building the Call-Air A-9. 

In effect this was a Kinner airframe with a Call-Air crop spraying system 
and an IMCO wide-vision cockpit of the latest design. 

Powered by a 290 hp Lycoming IO-540-G1C5, this gave it a maximum 
speed of 120 mph (193 km/hr). Wing Span was 35 ft (10.67 m), Length 
24 ft (7.31 m). Wing Area 182.1 sq ft (16.9 sq m). Weight Empty 1,400 
lb (635 kg), Loaded 2,900 lb (1,315 kg). Service Ceiling 14,000 ft (4,267 
m), Initial Rate of Climb 650 ft/min (198 m/min). 

Orthodox in construction with fabric covered steel tube fuselage and 
wood wing, it was later fitted with another 6-cyl Lycoming, the 235 hp O-
540-B2B5 which gave it a maximum speed of 130 mph (209 km/hr). 

Above: Call-Air A-9 SE-EUA shows the higher cockpit of the later Call-
Airs which everyone wanted because of its exceptional view, a form 
adopted by other manufacturers thereafter, (via Jack Meaden) 

Above: Two Call-Airs in 
flight showing the high 
cockpit and slope behind 
it down to the tail. The 
overwing strut system 
developed by Bert Kinner 
remained in use until 
stronger cantilever wings 
were later adopted for 
crop sprayers. N7200V 
in the foreground is the 
prototype B-1 c/n 10000. 
(via Jack Meaden) 

Left: Model A-9 A VH-
MPG c/n 1128 with 
Western Aerial Services 
titles, Cunderdin, WA. 
(via Jack Meaden) 
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From 1965 a system of full span flaps was fitted which was reported to 
reduce the take-off distance by 37 per cent. 

Continued attention to performance had kept the A-9 in the front line and 
sales eventually exceeded 600, but the IMCO team had their eyes on 
the next generation of single seat crop sprayers with increased power to 
carry bigger loads. 

Left: G-AVZA c/n 1200. 
a Call-Air A-9 which was 
previously SE-EUA, was 
imported by Farm 
Aviation in 1967 and was 
still airworthy as G-TDFS 
until cut up in September 
2007 following an acci-
dent. Note the spreader 
below the fuselage indi-
cating use as a topdress-
er rather than as a 
sprayer. (via Jack 
Meaden) 

the Quail Commander, the 235 hp A-9A became the Sparrow 
Commander and the B-1A the Snipe Commander. Aero Commander 
fitted the B-1A with the Pratt & Whitney 450 hp IR-985-AN3 9-cyl direct-
drive Wasp Junior radial engine. These big engines were suitably pow-
erful for the bigger loads now being carried by crop spraying and dusting 
aircraft, but whether they were wartime storage overhauled to new con-
dition was not stated! 

In early April 1966 a photograph appeared of the Call-Air/IMCO B-1 with, 
standing in front, the IMCO team E H (Herb) Andersen, general 
manager; Carl J Petersen, sales manager; Raymond E Dean, chief test 
pilot and quality control director and Mel C Roundy, export sales 
manager. The aircraft was described as the first production B-1 which 
left Afton, Wyoming for delivery to Sweden on 1 April 1966. 

Although the features of the B-1 were similar to the A-9 it was powered 
by the 8-cyl 400 hp Lycoming IO-720-A1A engine giving it a maximum 
speed of 119 mph and it was noticeably larger, Wing Span 42 ft 8 in. (13 
m), Length 30 ft 6 in. (9.296 m), Wing Area 275 sq ft (25.55 sq m). 
Weight Empty was 2,500 lb (1,134 kg), Loaded 4,500 lb (2,041 kg). 

After the NAA-Rockwell merger, in 1968 the 260 hp A-9B was named 

Above: Call-Air B-1 ZK-CRA with the prefix omitted for internal flights. 
Four exhaust stubs on the port side indicate the large 8-cyl engine and 
the trend towards increased power in crop sprayers, (via Jack Meaden) 

Left: The A-9A became known 
as the Sparrow Commander, 
here shown with the Wasp 
Junior radial engine fitted, (via 
Jack Meaden) 

Below: The first production 
Call-Air/IMCO B-1 c/n 10002 
with the IMCO management 
team in front ready to send it off 
on delivery to Sweden in April 
1966. where it became SE-
EWA. The B-1 represented an 
increase in size and power over 
the A-9 series, but only 35 were 
built. (Howard Levy via Jack 
Meaden) 
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Comper Successor: 
THE HESTON AIRCRAFT COMPANY 
Part 8 : Associate L E Baynes, 
The Scud Gliders JACK MEADEN 

Right: L E Baynes' first sailplane, The Scud 
(later known as the Scud I) was an open cockpit 
single seater. It had a parallel-chord wing of 
only just over 25 ft span and was designed for 
ridge soaring. It had no fin or tailplane, the 
rudder and elevators operating without them. 
The square tip fin had a scalloped trailing edge, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

In the previous edition of Archive (Autumn 2007) an account was given 
of the Youngman-Baynes flap, tested on the Percival P46, designed by 
L E Baynes and built by Heston Aircraft. Leslie Everett Baynes first 
came to my notice as sailplane designer of the Abbott-Baynes sailplane 
works of Farnham, Surrey. 

In the early nineteen-thirties glider/sailplane designing was still in its 
infancy and flying was off low hills with air currents to provide lift. 
Launching was by teams of volunteer helpers pulling on elastic 
'bungee' cords attached to a self release hook under the nose of the 
glider. 

One of the early successful British gliders was the Scud, designed by L 
E Baynes. In 1932 at Dunstable a Scud I was the first British sailplane 
to soar for over 1 hour and on 4th September 1934 at the Yorkshire 
Gliding Club, Mungo Buxton set a new British sailplane height record of 
over 8,000 ft. which lasted 4 years before being exceeded. 

The Scud was an open cockpit single seater, the Scud I with a parallel 
chord wing of 25 ft 3.75 in. span designed for ridge soaring and the 
Scud II with a leading-edge tapered wing of 40 ft span designed for 
cross-country flying. This had a slightly longer fuselage of 17 ft 5 in. 
and the weight was 150 lb empty, 320 lb loaded. The wing had a 
Gottingen 652 section and this provided high lift at low speed, stalling 
at only 18-20 mph (29-32 km/hr). 

It demonstrated L E Baynes' original thinking, for it had little similarity 
to anything that had gone before and had many new features. The 
fuselage had a diamond cross section with the widest part at the pilot's 
shoulders, keeping the size small. The wing was attached with only two 
pins, each locked by a safety pin, and the controls were automatically 
locked in position by the assembly. This took only a few minutes rather 
than the hour or so taken with most gliders, and four handles on the 
fuselage allowed the assembled glider to be carried about by 4 people. 
There was no fin or tailplane and the rudder and 2 elevators were all 
identical and interchangeable. 

_. ^^^^^^^B 

Above: The Scud steel tube fuselage was built with 90 degree corners 
in a square box and was turned at 45 degree on assembly, the widest 
(diagonal) part across the pilot's shoulders. This provided the smallest 
fuselage cross section, (via Jack Meaden) 

Above: Here a constant chord wing Scud I has just been launched at 
the London Gliding Club at Dunstable and the bungee cord can be 
seen falling away after release. The pilot then tried to remain soaring 
as long as possible in the rising air over the hills, (via Jack Meaden) 
Left: The Scud had 4 handles which allowed it to be carried by 4 people 
without difficulty. The steel tube fuselage and wood wing Scud I 
weighed only 150 lb empty, (via Jack Meaden) 
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Above: Designer L E Baynes looks down at Mungo Buxton in the cockpit of his Scud 
II. Buxton broke the British Height Record of 7,970 ft (2,429 m) in this machine on 
4th September 1934 shortly after this photo was taken, (via Jack Meaden) 

This resulted in sensitive elevator 
control but poor directional stabil-
ity, both features to keep the pilot 
busy on the controls, but loads 
were light and it was not tiring. 

By 1934 there were many gliding 
club pilots who had reached the 
stage of making regular cross-
country flights and club members 
were usually available to help in 
the process of getting them away 
on their flights. However this took 
time and pilots had to wait their 
turn in the queue for a launch 
crew. 

L E Baynes decided that he could 
design a sailplane with a 
retractable engine which would make the pilot independent of a launch-
ing crew and avoid the necessity of always having to start from a 
launching site. 

Sir John Carden, who at the time was in a very different line of business 
as technical director of Vickers army tanks division, decided that this 
method promised to provide the private glider pilot with soaring flying at 
his own choosing. 

He gave Baynes instructions to proceed with his design, and the Scud 
III was commenced. Its relationship to the Scud II was the wing, which 
had a 5 ft 6 in. (1.676 m) larger span but was otherwise similar in format 
and construction. 

With its span of 45 ft 6 in. (13.868 m) the wing area was given as 120 
sq ft (11.148 sq m). The empty weight was 310 lb (140.6 kg) and the 
loaded weight was 500 lb (226.8 kg). The cruising speed (which must 
have been power-on level flight) was 35 mph, but unfortunately no 
other figures were given. As the Scud III glider the stalling speed was 
25 mph (40 km/hr) which suggests that with engine power-off it would 
not be more than 30 mph (48 km/hr). 

Above: The Scud II was designed for cross-country soaring 
and had a tapered wing of 40 ft span with a modified 
Gottingen 652 section. The fuselage was slightly longer and 
the rudder trailing edge was cleaned up to have a pointed 
tip and smoothly curved trailing edge, (via Jack Meaden) 
Below: Even great men have to start somewhere and this 
is Philip Wills in 1934 with his first sailplane, a Scud II. 
(Ted Hull collection via Jack Meaden) 

Above: Mike Beach with the sole surviving Scud II after rebuilding it. This 
view shows the Gottingen 652 wing section and (on this aircraft only) the 
transparent covering on the trailing edge of the wing centre section. With 
a mirror on the nose this allowed the pilot to see aircraft behind him 
without turning his head. (Michael Carey/Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 

Left: The launch. A Scud II at the 
London Gliding Club, Dunstable, 
about to launch with pilot in, 
bungee just becoming taut and 
holder braced and holding on to 
the tail against the pull of the 
bungee crew as long as possible 
until forced to let go. The launch 
crew run, the glider shoots away 
and is airborne! 
(via Jack Meaden) 
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The engine was a 250 cc single cylinder Villiers motorcycle 
engine giving about 9 hp and mounted inverted on the rear of 
the wing support pylon with a pusher propeller. 

The fuel tank, which looked as if it could not have held much 
more than a gallon, was mounted on top of the engine. The 
engine was mounted on a tubular steel frame hinged at the 
base and retracted or extended by a hand operated worm gear. 
For retraction the 2 blade propeller had to be aligned with its 
fore and aft slot by use of the hand starter. 

On 8th August 1935 at Woodley aerodrome the powered Scud 
III made its first flight piloted by Dr J P Dewsbery. It was said 
to have reached 5,000 ft (1524 m) in about 15 minutes, an 
average rate of climb of just over 330 ft/min (100 m/min) and 
afterwards landed safely and made further flights. 

It was known as the Scud III Auxiliary, or more commonly as 
just the Auxiliary. It was previously tested as the Scud III glider 
before its powered flight, being hand launched by bungee with 
the engine retracted. 

The price of the Scud III Auxiliary was £250 and a second was 
built to the order of the Duke of Grafton in September 1935. 
However he was never to take delivery as he was tragically 
killed in a racing car accident in Ireland. 

Above: The Scud III had a new fuselage, big enough to have a wing pylon to 
carry the auxiliary engine. To be able to operate as an aeroplane it needed a 
wheel, seen here in its fixed central position. The wing was of similar form to the 
Scud II but of slightly greater span and wholly cantilever as struts were replaced 
by the central pylon. Structure was wood, with fabric covered control surfaces, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

Above: The Scud III, no pilot on 
board but the wingman is holding it 
in the take-off position. Landings 
were made as a glider so a normal 
glider skid is fitted ahead of the 
single wheel, (via Jack Meaden) 

Left: The 250 cc single cylinder 
Villiers engine, inverted with the fuel 
tank on top and driving a two-blade 
pusher propeller, (via Jack Meaden) 

Right: The installed engine in the 
raised position with the close-fitting 
cowling fitted. Note the slot in the 
top of the fuselage fairing for the 
propeller then the engine is retract-
ed, (via Jack Meaden) 

Below: With the engine in the 
retracted position the fairing closed 
everything off very neatly, 
(via Jack Meaden) 
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Above: With throttle wide open the Auxiliary starts a take-off run, although whether this 
run ended in full flight is not known. Once speed is built up the pilot has no trouble lev-
elling the wings and the wingtip holder is left behind, (via Jack Meaden) 
Below: Half hoops were fitted below the wingtips to prevent damage when landing or 
parked. The hoop under the port wingtip was fitted with a throttle for the Villiers, which 
could be operated by the wingtip man, as shown in the next photo, (via Jack Meaden) 

Fate dealt another blow to the future of the Auxiliary on 10th December 
1935 when Sabena's Savoia-Marchetti airliner OO-AGN c/n 300004, 
on which Sir John Carden was returning from a business visit to 
Belgium, crashed at Tatsfield and Sir John was killed. 

In spite of the fact that it had opened a new world for the soaring pilot, 
no more were ordered. The gliding world, proud of their ability to fly 
without power, were not interested in engines and the gliding clubs may 
well have viewed them as competition which they did not want to 
encourage. 

The wood and fabric airframe was orthodox in most respects but opera-
tion under power required less drag for take-off than the usual tailplane 
skid could provide and a central wheel was fitted on the underside. What 
simple shock absorbing may have been used was not specified. 

Above: Close-up of the half hoop under the port wingtip. 
The throttle was no doubt for the wingtip man to close if 
the glider pilot got into trouble with swing and the aircraft 
began to get out of control, (via Jack Meaden) 

By about the early 1950s a more powerful 350 cc Villiers engine had 
been fitted and the aircraft was then being flown by owner Bob Swinn, 
but unfortunately it was crashed and the remains put into storage. 
Eventually it was rebuilt without the engine and flown as a glider. 

The second machine, originally BGA 283, was registered G-ALJR on 
16.3.49 with the Villiers, but eventually this was removed and it became 
a glider with the new number BGA 683. After rebuild it returned to oper-
ation and was last reported flying at Dunstable. 

To be Continued. . . 

Above: At the end of the trials the Auxiliary is 
posed for posterity in glider form with engine 
retracted. On the nose appears 'CARDEN-
BAYNES AUXILIARY' and it can be seen that the 
engine throttle has been moved up slode to the 
wing leading edge. A twin pipe pitot is supported 
on a bracket above the nose, (via Jack Meaden) 

Left: The Duke of Grafton's Scud III Auxiliary, 
referred to as 'C/n 2', was given the BGA number 
283 and after the war on 16.3.49 was registered 
G-ALJR. After conversion to a glider it was given 
a new number BGA 684 in January 1953. It is here 
seen postwar with a windscreen fitted at what 
looks like it might be Brooklands. 
(via Jack Meaden) 
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FMA : from 1927 to 1945 
The story of Fabrica Militar de Aviones, Argentina 
Michael Magnusson Part 1 

Right: Avro 504K seriated 
'30' was licence-built at 
Cordoba by FMA in 1930. 
This example is fitted with 
a Townend Ring instead of 
the standard close-fitting 
cowling. 
(A Marino collection) 

Following the 'Head-on View' feature on FMA Monoplanes by Jack 
Meaden in Winter 2005 Archive, and his own series on the Argentine 
R- register (shortly to be continued), Michael Magnusson has put 
together a series of articles covering all the activities of the FMA 
company, including licence-built types, from its inauguration in 1927. 
Although its name implies military production, several of its designs 
saw civilian service while others were civilianised when their military 
careers came to an end. 

Mayor Fransisco de Arteaga (1882-1962) was sent to France in 1916 
to study aeronautical engineering. Based on his studies he formulated 
a plan to commence aircraft production in Argentina. Consequently he 
was responsible for initial launch of FMA. 

In 1925 he presented a plan of how to establish a local aircraft factory. 
In those days it was important for "strategic" industries to be located far 
from the coast so he chose the industrial town of Cordoba in the centre 
of Argentina, with Rosario being his second choice. On November 26th 
1926 the first building stone was placed at the site of the future factory 
on the outskirts of Cordoba. On October 10th 1927 the factory was 
inaugurated, at this time it covered 8,300 square metres and had 230 
employees. Its first director was Mayor Arteaga himself. A 1000m 
runway was finished in June 1928. 

The first objective was to build Avro 504K Gosports under licence. Ten 
had been purchased directly from Avro in England (serialed "1"-"10") 
and at the same time a licence agreement was signed. The original 
intention was to build 100. The first FMA-built Avro flew on 20th August 
1928 and 16 were completed the same year. During 1929 another was 
completed followed by 11 in 1930, 3 in 1931 and a final 3 in 1937(!) 
making a total of 34 licence-built Avros with serials from "11" to "44". 
The type remained in service with the Army Aviation (the separate Air 
Force was not created until 1945) until 1938. 

In 1921 the Army Aviation had purchased 12 Bristol F2B directly from 
the UK along with a demonstrator that had been shipped out to 
Argentina in 1920. In 1923 three more were donated by private individ-
uals. Finally in 1924 another 12 were purchased from Bristol. These 28 
received serials "01" to "28". Just like the Avro, FMA had at the same 
time secured a licence agreement for the Bristol as well. Four were built 
by FMA during 1930 and another 6 in 1931. These received serials "29" 
to "38". Some of these may have been older Bristols reconstructed after 
accidents. They did not last long in service. 

Right: The possible demise of Bristol F2B '11', a type mostly supplied 
direct from the UK. (Vladimiro Cettolo collection) 

Above: The first of 34 licence-built Avro 504Ks was '11' of 1928. 
(Vladimiro Cettolo collection) 
Below: Another Avro 504K '31' appears to be in factory-fresh condition. 
(Vladimiro Cettolo collection) 
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Left: A formation of Bristol F2Bs of 
the Army Aviation, featuring serial 
numbers "13". "22" and "28". All 
three were imported machines 
although FMA did build ten exam-
ples. Note the large clear serials 
on the upper wing surfaces. 
(Vladimiro Cettolo collection) 

Below: One of the initial licence-
built Dewoitine D-21s serial "3", 
probably completed early in 1931. 
(M Magnusson collection) 

Above: In a similar pose to that of the Bristol Fighter on the previous 
page. FMA-built Dewoitine D-21 "26" has suffered an undercarriage 
collapse in a very heavy landing. (Vladimiro Cettolo collection) 

The same procedure was followed for the French Dewoitine D-21. 
Seven single seater D-21s and four two seater D-25 were purchased 
directly from France together with license to build the D-21 as well as 
its engine, the Lorraine Dietrich of 450hp. Contacts were obviously 
made with Emile Dewoitine himself which later led him to come to 
Argentina in the 1940s for the Pulqui programme. Licence production 
was launched for the D-21 as well in 1929 and the first 2 completed in 
1930, followed by 30 in 1931 and 6 in 1932 making a total of 38. These 
were serialed "01" to "38" and remained in service until 1941. (It is thus 
unclear what the original 11 had for serials ?) 

Between 1928 and 1930 only aircraft under licence were built. 
Meanwhile the economic crisis of 1929 affected Argentina so in 1930 
its military budget was severely curtailed and this slowed down 
progress at FMA. In 1930 Mayor Ing Bartolome de la Colina (1894-
1967) became new director of FMA. By now the company had 27,500 
square metres of factory. Under his supervision, FMA began working 
on its own designs. 

Left: The entire workforce of the FMA plant assembled to celebrate the 
delivery of the first licence-built Dewoitine D-21 on 10th October 1930. 
(A Marino collection) 

Left: A formation of seven of 
the FMA licence-built Dewoitine 
D-21s, showing, from the fore-
ground, serial numbers 24, 31, 
30, 19, 5, 10 and one other. 
The type remained in service 
with the Army Aviation until 
1941. 
(A Marino collection) 
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Right: The first aircraft 
designed and built by FMA 
was the Ae C1, the only 
example of which, unregis-
tered but named "Tenga 
Paciencia", is shown here. 
(Archivo de la Nacion) 
Below: The layout of the Ae 
C1 is clearly seen in this 
display cabinet model in the 
Museo de la Industria, 
Cordoba. This shows a 
cowled engine and the aircraft 
in silver with red trim. 
(Michael Magnusson) 
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Its first design was a single engine aircraft, known as the "Ae C1". It first 
flew on 28th October 1931 and was named "Tenga Paciencia" ("Have 
patience"). It was flown by Jose Honorario Rodriguez (1900-1972) who 
would fly many of the initial designs. The following day it was present-
ed for government officials as it was the first all Argentine design. On 
December 15th it flew to Buenos Aires covering the distance in 3 hours 
and 12 minutes. On December 21st it was exhibited at El Palomar air 
base and it participated in an exhibition in Buenos Aires later the same 
month. It had a max weight of 900 kg with a cruise speed of 175 km/h 
and was powered by an Armstrong Siddeley Mongoose of 165 hp. It 
could take two passengers in a rear cabin, side-by-side or 200 kg in 
payload. It remained in service at FMA until 1934, without registration. 

Then came the "Ae C2" of which two were built. The first, named 
"Tenga Confianza" ("Have Confidence"), flew on April 18th, 1932, again 
piloted by Jose Rodriguez. It was slightly larger with a max weight of 
1230 kg and useful payload of 480 kg. Its cruise speed was about the 

same as the AeC1. It had a Wright Whirlwind R540 engine of 165hp. 
On June 17-18th 1932, two Army pilots flew it to 14 provinces to show 
its endurance, flying 28 hours and covering 3500 km. Both examples 
were exhibited at the first aviation exhibition in Buenos Aires in July 
1932. "Tenga Confianza" was sold to the province of San Juan in 
November 1932 and registered R-226 January 1933. A big delivery cer-
emony was organized in December 1932 for this, the first aircraft sold 
by FMA. For the province it flew all over Argentina and to Asuncion in 
Paraguay. It had an accident on 28th March 1934 near La Paz, 
Mendoza province, and the wreckage was returned to FMA. It was offi-
cially cancelled from the register on 15th March 1937. The second 
AeC2 only flew a brief period with FMA and never had a registration. 

A similar version which became known as the Ae ME1 of which seven 
were built, the first flew on 9th October 1932. These entered service 
with the Army aviation school (serials 1 to 7) in the following months. 
They were mainly used as training aircraft and officially remained in 
service until 1945. The Navy briefly evaluated one of them in Punta 
Indio in 1935 without ordering any. This would unfortunately become 
common practice in the subsequent decades as FMA tried many times 
to sell its products to the Navy without success. Rivalry between the Air 
Force and the Navy was probably one factor in this. 

After this came the first transport aircraft, the "Ae T1". again flown by 
Jose Rodriguez on May 18th, 1933. Only three were built and these 
were named "General San Martin" (prototype), "Jorge Newbery" and 
"Dean Funes". None had any registrations despite having a civilian 
purpose. This was the largest aircraft designed by FMA so far, its max 
weight was 2810 kg and useful load 1060 kg. Cruise speed was 195 
km/h. It was powered by a Lorraine-Dietrich 450 hp engine manufac-
tured under licence (the same engine as for the Dewoitine D-21). It 
could carry five passengers in an enclosed cabin whilst the two pilots 
sat in an open cockpit. In 1934 the T1s were used for an experimental 
air-service between Cordoba and Buenos Aires flying three times 

Above, left: The Ae C2 
was FMA's second design, 
of which two were built. 
(Horacio Gareiso collec-
tion via A Marino) 
Above, right: The first of 
seven Ae ME1 trainers 
emerged in October 1932. 
(Vladimiro Cettalo coin) 
Right: The Ae T1 trans-
port, probably the proto-
type "General San Martin". 
(Archivo de la Nacion) 
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Left: A line-up of different FMA types. In the foreground 
is one of the Ae T1s, behind which are three Ae ME1s 
serialled 4, 5 and 6. Next in line appears to be the Ae 
C2 but the final aircraft is more difficult to identify and 
seems to be a fully-cowled single seater. Yhe editor is 
tempted to suggest that the amount of activity around 
the machines may indicate that this photograph repre-
sents the start of the 2,220 km "Sol de Mayo" flight to 
Rio de Janeiro in October 1933. 
(Vladimiro Cettolo collection) 

Below: An example of the Ae MO 1 trainer which was 
FMA's first successful production design. Serial "17" 
was one of those supplied to the Army Aviation as an 
observation aircraft and as such was fitted with a 
Vickers machine gum in the rear cockpit. Built in 1934 it 
was powered by a 235 hp Wright Whirlwind radial. 
(Vladimiro Cettolo collection) 

weekly as what became known as "Aero 
Argentina". The inaugural flight was on February 
8th, again with Jose Rodriguez as pilot and the 
service lasted until July when it was interrupted 
until it resumed on September 1st but then only 
twice weekly. Scheduled flight time was three 
hours one way. A month later it finally ceased after 
completing 282 flight hours and carrying 197 pas-
sengers and 2,151 kg of cargo. FMA tried to get 
Aeroposta interested in replacing its LATE 25s but 
they never responded. For this purpose "Dean 
Funes" was flown in June 1934 all the way to 
Ushuaia in Tierra del Fuego, and back. An 
improved design named Ae T2 was offered to 
Aeroposta after this demo flight but Aeroposta did 
not proceed with an order. The three aircraft 
remained with FMA until grounded in 1936. 

On June 19th 1933, Ae C2 "Tenga Confianza" departed El Palomar on 
a solitary flight to Rio de Janeiro, covering 4400km and returning to 
Argentina in early July. With this experience a more ambitious flight, 
named "Sol del Mayo" was launched in October 1933. For the "Sol de 
Mayo" flight, "Tenga Confianza" flew together with a Ae T1 "Jose de 
San Martin" and six Ae ME1 ( " 1 " to "6" ) to Rio de Janeiro accompa-
nied by a Junkers F13 "102" carrying support staff. Jose Rodriguez 
flew the Ae T1. The legs were Palomar - Pelotas (690 km), Pelotas -
Porto Alegre - Florianopolis (650 km), Florianopolis - Santos (530 km) 
and finally Santos - Rio (350 km), a total of 2220 km between October 
3rd and 15th. The Ae C2 had an extra 150 litre tank installed in the 
place of the second pilot. 

In 1934 FMA constructed a two seater aimed for training, it was named 
"Ae MO 1". Prototype flew 25 January 1934. It was similar to the Ae 
MET It had a max weight of 1434kg and useful load of 484 kg and 
cruise speed of 190km/h. It was powered by a Wright Whirlwind R760 
engine of 235hp. This entered production and 41 were produced 
(Serial's " 1 " to "41"). Initial 12 were delivered to Army aviation in July 
1934 and they entered service with "Grupo No.1 de Observacion". 
Some were equipped with a simple bomb-rack for four bombs. The 
observer seat had 7.5mm Vickers machine gun. Another 29 were deliv-
ered in 1935. 

Then came the "AeM Oe1" which was similar to the "Ae MOT. It flew 
on August 25th, 1934. Six were built (serial's "42" to "47") in 1936. It 
also had the Wright Whirlwind R760 engine of 235hp. Finally came the 
"Ae M Oe2". This was just a refined version of which 14 were built in 
1937 (serial's "48" to "61"). Thus a total of 61 of the "Ae MO" family 
were completed between 1934 and 1937, the largest production batch 
so far. When the independent Air Force was established in January 
1945, 12 Ae MO (13, 14, 18, 19, 23, 26, 27, 33, 35, 41, 45, 59) 
remained in service but these were withdrawn in 1946. 

To be continued . . . 

Right: The penultimate aircraft from the final production batch of FMA 
Ae M Oe2 trainers, serial "60" was built in 1937. 
(A Marino collection) 

Above: The first Ae M Oe1, serial 42, with rounded rudder. 
Below: Serial 51 is an Ae M Oe2, clearly differing from the earlier 
model above by having a tall, straight edged fin and rudder. 
(Both: Horacio Gareiso collection via A Marino) 
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COMPLETE CIVIL REGISTERS: 15 

X- UN- YU- YUGOSLAVIA 

mr 
Introduction 
When John Wegg gave up his position as Specialist for Yugoslavia 
around 1980, he passed his files on to the Archive Editor who has con-
tinued to update them from time to time ever since. Yugoslavia official-
ly came into existence as a Kingdom in 1929, becoming a Federal 
People's Republic in 1945. The break-up of the Federal Republic from 
1991 onwards thus creates a time zone, 1929-1991, within which a 
study of Yugoslav civil aviation can be confined. In recent years the 
availability of the pre-war ICAN registers and correspondence with the 
Croatian enthusiast Vojislav Jereb have greatly assisted in revealing 
further sources of information on the subject. It is our intention to 
include background information about some of the products of a small 
but thriving indigenous aircraft industry as the series progresses. 

Once again we should stress that this Register is a further example of 
a "work in progress". It will not be the final word on the subject but we 
hope that the problems, or errors, that it reveals will result in a lively 
exchange of views and information. If there is anything that readers 
can add would they please communicate directly with the Editor. 

First Series 1919-1928 X-
Allocated to the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes. 
Not used until 1927-8. The Potez 29-2s were 5-seaters powered by 
single Lorraine-Dietrich 12Eb water-cooled engines of 450hp. 
Delivered in early 1928 to Aeroput (Drustvo za Vazdusni Saobracaj 
AD), services began on 15.2.28. 

X-SABC SV. Dorde (Sv.Djordje) c/n 1 5.27 
F. Vlajkovic, Belgrade, CofR No.1. To URA (Association of Reserve 
Pilots) 4.30, to ACKY (Aero Club of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia) 2.32, 
Cancelled by 31.12.30. ?? 

X-SEAB not used. 

X-SEBC Potez 29-2 1217 17.2.28 
Compagnie de Communication Aerienne, Belgrade / Drustvo za 
Vazdusni Saobracaj AD (Aeroput); "Beograd". CofR No.2. Re-regd 
UN-EBC .29. 

X-SECD Potez 29-2 1216 
As X-SEBC; "Zagreb". CofR No.3. Re-regd UN-ECD 

X-SEDF Potez 29-2 1215 
As X-SEBC. CofR No.4. Re-regd UN-EDF .29. 

.29. 
21.3.28 

21.3.28 

Above: X-SECD. the second of the initial order for four Potez 29-2 five 
passenger airliners for DZvSAD which shortly afterwards became the 
Yugoslav airline Aeroput. The Potez was powered by a 450 hp Lorraine-
Dietrich engine giving a cruising speed of 210 km/hr (130 mph) and ini-
tially operated the Belgrade - Zagreb route. (John Wegg collection) 

X-SEFG Potez 29-2 1214 
As X-SEBC; "Skopje". CofR No.5. Re-regd UN-EFG .29 

X-SLUB Klemm L.20 27 
Aeroclub Regional 'Nacha Krila' de Lioubliana, Laibach. 
Re-regd UN-LUB .29 (and then UN-LOD with effect 
31.12.30?). 

21.3.28 

30.6.28 
CofR No.6. 
from (wef) 

X-LJUBLJANA* Daimler-Klemm L20a ? 10.27 
* although believed not to be an official registration. OO (District 
Committee) Ljubljana, named "Ljubljana", Re-regd UN-LOD .29. (This 
may well be the same aircraft as X-SLUB, but the dates are confusing ?) 

Second Series 1928-1931 UN-
Following the 1927 radio call-sign allocation, the UN- prefix was 
adopted in 1928. The country officially became the Kingdom of 
Yugoslavia on 3.10.29. 

UN-ABC Sv. Djordje ? 
It would be expected that by analogy the X-SABC would receive this 
registration, but there is no evidence of it. The plane was handed over 
to the URA 4.30 and, with the fusion of URA and Central Aeroclub, to 
ACKY 9.32. The plane actually did not fly after .30 so there is no evi-
dence it received the new regn at all. 

UN-AVI Klemm L.25 1a 139 30.10.29 
Ex D-1714. Vido Krslovic Yugoslave, Zagreb. CofR No.10. Re-regd 
UN-PAD, YU-PAD .31/2?. (Present in ICAR register, owner Vido 
Krslovic and re-regd by 12.34) 

UN-EBC Potez 29-2 1217 17.2.28 
Ex X-SEBC. Ste de Navigation Aerienne Aeroput; "Beograd". CofR 
No.2. Re-regd UN-SAB with effect from 31.12.30; YU-SAB wef 
31.12.34. 

UN-ECD Potez 29-2 1216 21.3.28 
Ex X-SECD. Ste de Navigation Aerienne Aeroput; "Zagreb". CofR 
No.3. Re-regd UN-SAC wef 31.12.30; YU-SAC wef 31.12.34. 
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Left: Potez 29-2 UN-EFG lined up with 
Aeroput's other five aircraft of the same 
type at their Belgrade base. (John Wegg 
collection) 
Below: UN-KPS was an Ikarus 2-seat 
biplane powered by a 40hp Salmson 
AD.9 radial engine. It was unusual in 
having a top wing with underside vee 
bracing like a parasol and a cantilever 
lower wing of shorter span. The Salmson 
engine was also unusual in having 9 
cylinders to produce only 40 hp. The 
encircled H8 is an entry number in the 
International 'Circuit of Europe' competi-
tion. (Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 

UN-EDF Potez 29-2 1215 21.3.28 
Ex X-SEDF. Ste de Navigation Aerienne Aeroput. CofR No.4. Re-regd 
UN-SAD wef 31.12.30; YU-SAD wef 31.12.34 

UN-EFG Potez 29-2 1214 21.3.28 
Ex X-SEFG. Ste de Navigation Aerienne Aeroput; "Skopje". CofR No.5. 
Re-regd UN-SAE wef 31.12.30; YU-SAE wef 31.12.34 

UN-EGH Potez 29-2 1404 8.5.29 
Ste de Navigation Aerienne Aeroput. CofR No.7. Re-regd UN-SAF wef 
31.12.30; YU-SAF wef 31.12.34 

UN-EHI Potez 29-2 1448 8.5.29 
Ste de Navigation Aerienne Aeroput. CofR No.8. Re-regd UN-SAG wef 
31.12.30; YU-SAG wef 31.12.34 

UN-KPS Ikarus L.1 Biplane* 1 8.7.29 
* type given also as 'IKARUS SIVI SOKO' (Ikarus Grey Hawk) or 
'IKARUS MIKL'. (40 hp Salmson) "Societe des Aviateurs de reserve du 
Royaume de Yougoslavie", Belgrade. CofR No.9. Named 'Nasa Nada' 
(Our Hope) 13.4.30 in Novi Sad, to URA 4.30, to ACKY, Belgrade 2.32. 
Cancelled as destroyed, 1932. (ICAR shows owner A.O.R.A. de 
Yougoslavie at 12.30 - presumably the French version of URA ?) 
Intended UN-PAB 1931 ntu ? 

UN-LUB Klemm L.20 27 30.6.28 
Ex X-SLUB. AC of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, Zagreb. CofR No.6. can-
celled .32. (Presumably re-regd UN-LOD sometime in 1931 or earlier 
and therefore originally X-LJUBLJANA ? ICAR says eld 31.12.34) 

UN-MJM Raab-Katzenstein RK 9a Grasmucke 
-? 11.29 

J. Moravec, (OO ?) Maribor. Named 'Lastavica' (Swallow) 19.1.30. Reg 
UN-MJM carried after 4.30. Destroyed 19.9.30 in Ljubljana. (CofR 
No.JJ.or12?) 

UN-SLA Dietrich DP Ma 165 .30 
Ex D-589, OO Ljubjana, reg. to R.Hribar. To UN-PAP 5.31 (CofR No.11 
or 12?) 

UN-SLO BloudekBXV 1 6.30 
CofA issued 5.8.30, named 'Lojze' 3.8.30 in Ljubljana. CofR No. 17. To 
UN-PAO late .32 (Note: CofR 17 would be dated between 2.31 and 
4.31 - maybe refers to UN-PAO?) 

Third Series 1931-1933 UN-
Aircraft were (re-)registered in UN-S or UN-P blocks. This appears to 
be S (UN-SAA to UN-SAK) for airline aircraft including Aeroput and P 
for private or aeroclub aircraft (UN-PAA to UN-PBG). 

UN-PAA, UN-PAB, UN-PAC 
These first three registrations in the private/clubs series, most probably 
with CofA No.9, 11 and 12 were intended for the then existing planes 
UN-LOD (Klemm L-20a), UN-KPS (Ikarus Sivi Soko) and UN-ABC (Sv. 
Djordje), but there is no evidence that either ever carried these regns. 
(But it seems that LOD was 6, KPS was 9 and MJM & SLA probably 11 
and 12. As LOD does not seem to have survived then it leaves KPS, 
MJM and SLA as the intended YU-PAA, B, C but not necessarily in that 
order) 

'Dalmacija', CofR 10, CofA 10. To M.Jankovic and L.Karlovski, Borovo 
.33, to YU-PAD 9.33 

UN-PAE, UN-PAG, UN-PAR 
Two of these three regns have not been used. One of these (most prob-
ably UN-PAR) was intended for Aero-12 (with CofR No 23) - th is state-
ment is based on the fact that the previous aircraft (UN-PAI with CofR 
No.22) was also registered to OO Zagreb. (CofR 23 is shown by ICAN 
as UN-PAH which had CofA 22. CofA 23 is not identified so could 
perhaps be the Aero ?) 

UN-PAF Ra-Ka RK 2a Pelikan 25 26.8.31 
Ex D-1131, to OO Ljubljana 6.30, CofR 25, CofA 9, to YU-PAF 9.33. 
(ICAN shows it regd to AC du Royaume de Yougoslavie, (ACKY), 
Ljubljana but based Zagreb) 

UN-PAH DH.60G Moth 1254 24.6.31 
Ex G-AAZL. arr. 29.8.30 OO Zagreb (ACKY), named 'Zagreb' 24.5.31, 
CofR No.23 and CofA No.22. Re-regd YU-PAH .33 (no evidence that 
it was actually re-registered in the YU series!). Destroyed in accident 
1.8.33 near Crikvenica (on the Adriatic coast). Cancelled as destroyed 
1933. (Built as Gipsy I although ICAN shows it as a Cirrus I ) 

UN-PAI DH.80A Puss Moth 2071 24.6.31 
Ex G-ABGZ (UK CofA 28.8.30). arr 9.30, (ACKY) OO Zagreb. CofR 
No. 22 and CofA No. 21. Named 'Bieli Orao' (White Eagle) 24.5.31. 
Re-regd YU-PAI 9.33. 

UN-PAJ not used 

UN-PAK FizirFN 
SU (AC of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia) 
No. 10. Re-regd YU-PAK 9.33. 

UN-PAL FizirFN 
SU (AC of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia) 
No. 11. Re-regd YU-PAL 9.33. 

2 
Belgrade. 

13.6.30 
CofR No. 13, CofA 

1 13.6.30 
Belgrade. CofR No.14, CofA 

UN-PAD Klemm L-25 I 
Ex D-1714, (UN-AVI), arr mid 

139 
.30 to V.Krsljevic, 

early .31 
Zagreb, named 

UN-PAM Fizir 3 24.6.30 
SU (AC of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia), Belgrade. C o f R N o . 1 5 , 
CofA No. 12. Re-regd YU-PAM 9.33. 

UN-PAN not used 

UN-PAO Bloudek BXV 1 late .32 
Ex UN-SLO. OO Ljubljana, CofR No. 17, CofA No. 14, named 'Lojze', 
to YU-PAO 9.33 

To be continued. . . 
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DORNIER -
PIONEER AND SURVIVOR 
JACK MEADEN 

Part 18 

HEAD-0|N VIEW 
tk 

No. 25 

Dornier K 3 
That the production version of the Dornier K was to be a 4 engine pas-
senger carrier, the type of aeroplane which would later be called airlin-
er, was already apparent from the experimental K 2. However the K 2 
gave no hint of the big changes that would appear in the K 3, a new pro-
totype that would soon be known as just the Dornier K, the definitive 
version. 

Although underwing struts were fitted to carry the engines and support 
the undercarriage, the wing was designed as a high speed cantilever 
with a maximum thickness of only 27.5 in. (0.69 m). 

The parallel-chord wing of mostly constant section which had been uni-
versally popular because of its ease of construction was abandoned for 
a tapered wing with a straight trailing edge and a curved leading edge 
with almost pointed tips, span 82 ft (25 m). The maximum chord was 
14 ft 9 in. (4.5 m), the wing area was 958 sq ft (89 sq m). 

The fuselage was 54 ft 7 in. (16.65 m) long overall and was a welded 
steel tube box converted to an oval section by light alloy frames and 
stringers with fabric covering. The deep lift-up nosepiece covered the 
front baggage hold and behind the 2 side-by-side seat pilots' cockpit 
the passenger cabin held two rows of 5 seats, each with its own 
window. 

At the end on the left side was the door which was the access for pas-
sengers and pilots alike, and on the right side an enclosure containing 

Above: The initial assembly viewed from the left side, the passenger 
door at the rear of the cabin, the port tandem pair of Walter Castor 7-
cyl radial engines and the tall fin with unbalanced rudder. The wheels, 
not yet spatted, have mud scrapers. (Dornier via Jack Meaden) 

Above: The cockpit and front fuselage steel tube structure with light 
alloy frames and stringers providing the oval shape. The deep nosecap 
is hinged upwards. (Dornier via Jack Meaden) 
Below: The usual parallel-chord wing was abandoned in favour of a 
new design with a sweeping wholly curved leading edge and straight 
trailing edge. The leading edge formed the front spar of 3, with the 2 
fuel tanks behind it in the wingroot. (Dornier via Jack Meaden) 
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Left: With the new Dornier wing 
made in one piece, it was con-
venient to move it around on a 
2 wheel dolly under the front 
spar leading edge. The ailerons 
are not yet fitted but the fuel 
tanks are installed as shown by 
the ribbed tops. 
(Dornier via Jack Meaden) 

the toilet. Behind these was a 
baggage hold of 152 cubic ft (4.3 
cubic m). The streamlined shape 
made the fuselage 5 ft 6 in. (1.67 m) 
longer than the K 2. 

The four engines, installed in typical 
Dornier push-pull nacelles, were 
Walter Castor 7-cyl radials, a 
Czechoslovakian engine which had 
passed its type tests in 1928 and was 
still under development. While the 
normal hp in 1930 was 24-0 it had 
been cleared to 160 hp and was 
capable of a full throttle output of up 
to 340 hp at sea level. 

The two wing root fuel tanks each 
held 110 gal (500 litres) and gave a 
maximum range of 1,100 km (683 
miles). Dornier were at pains to 
explain the advantages of 4 engines 
over country with high ground and 
with few airfields or places suitable for 
forced landings. They said that at a 
full weight of 13,200 lb (5,987 kg) the 
ceiling was 12,800 ft (3,900 m) with 
one engine shut down, and with two-
engines stopped it could still climb at 
78 ft/min (23.77 m/min) at 3,200 ft 
(975 m). The Dornier K 3 made its 
first flight on 17 Aug 1931, at which 
time such a performance would have 
seemed quite promising. 

Changes were made to the published 
weights during the early stages, but 
the figures finally published were as 
follows: 
Weight Empty 9,402 lb (4,265 kg), 
Weight Loaded 13,668 lb (6,200 kg). 

Speeds were given as: 
Maximum 140 mph (225 km/hr), 
Cruising 124 mph (200 km/hr), 
Stall 62 mph (100 km/hr). 
Initial Rate of Climb to 3,280 ft (1,000 
m) was 780 ft/min (237 m/min). 

Flight testing was commenced as 
soon as the airframe reached an air-
worthy stage and engines were fitted. 
Completion of a number of features 
was still being carried out during final 
testing, including the fitting of aerody-
namic and mass rudder balancing, 
designing and fitting of wheel spats 
and engine cowlings and redesigning 
windscreens with reduced numbers of 
panels.for improved visibility. In many 
respects therefore, Dornier K c/n 225 
was still being designed as it was 
being built. 

Above: The clean lines of the K 3 seen after assembly, showing the tapered ailerons on the straight trail-
ing edge, the window opposite the last two seats in the 10 passenger cabin, the tall fin and the elevator 
trimmer on the taiipiane, still of the long serving link-tab type. (Dornier via Jack Meaden) 

Above: At the same stage of construction, a head-on view shows the initial 4-pane front windscreen and 
a pilot escape panel can be seen in the cabin roof. Also apparent is the paired strut support system for the 
undercarriage and the engine nacelles with 4-blade propellers at the front. (Dornier via Jack Meaden) 

Below: Now with balanced rudder and spatted wheels, the K 3 (now usually just called the K since the 
experimental K 1 and K 2 had been by-passed) was now registered D-2183. A registration date of March 
1932 is quoted and the Werk-Nr is given as 225. (Dornier via Jack Meaden) 
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Although the finished K was 
quite good looking, for some 
reason it did not attract immedi-
ate acclaim. Dornier's careful 
explanation of its capabilities 
during engine failure must have 
resulted in much discussion of 
performance under those condi-
tions, and drawing attention to 
these may not have been good 
publicity. 

It seems that Domier had great 
expectations for the K, but they 
were never realised, although 
the curved wing form was used 
successfully on other Dornier 
designs as will be seen later. 

Dornier GmbH continued to 
operate D-2183 until July 1933 
when it passed to Deutsche 
Verkehrsfliegerschule GmbH at 
Berlin, after which no further 
information was found. It is pre-
sumed that when DVS had no 
further use for it it was scrapped. 

Series to be continued ... 

Above: Testing was commenced with engines still uncowled. This rear view shows well the links to the ele-
vators on the trim system, the slim spats on the mainwheels, spatted swivelling tailwheel and balanced rudder. 
(Dornier via Jack Meaden) 

Above: Still at an early stage without engine cowlings, D-2183 has paint trimmings added for appearance 
at a show. The front engines now have spinners, very neatly fitted. (Dornier via Jack Meaden) 
Below: Looking complete apart from the cowlings on the rear (pusher) engines, in fact modifications are 
taking place to the windscreen and tailwheel. (Dornier via Jack Meaden) 
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Above: The flying control and instrument system of the K 3 were both 
new in their operation. The dual controls had no rudder pedals and 
were fitted so as to operate all three surfaces, with instruments reduced 
in number by multi-unit operation. A change was made to a single pane 
windscreen (shown) and finally to a 2-pane front windscreen. 
(Dornier via Jack Meaden) 

Above: The engine installations are finally completed with the cowlings 
on the rear engines. (Dornier via Jack Meaden) 

Right: A close-up of the port side tractor engine cowl and the new front 
windscreen. (Dornier via Jack Meaden) 

Above: A final view from the starboard side shows deletion of the tailwheel spat. (Dornier via Jack Meaden) 
Below: Well, that was HoV 25, Dornier's one and only K 3, or just K. It was quite good looking but nobody bought it. (Dornier via Jack Meaden) 
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F-1922 The French Civil Aircraft 
Register from 1922 Part 16 

By Bernard Martin, Dave Sparrow and Robert Esperou 

We now continue with the 
updates to our published 
August 1922 French register on 
a month-by-month basis, 
recording all the New 
Registrations, Cancellations 
and Changes of Ownership 
together with any further reports 
of interest. In the last update we 
began the August 1925 records. 

F-Uodate 8.25 (continued) 

New Registrations (continued) 
1422 F-AHDI SPAD 86 1 
Cie Internationale de Navigation Aerienne, Le Bourget 

1423 F-AHDJ Schreck FBA 21/2 HMT5 01 
M Schreck, Argenteuil 

1424 F-AHDK Schreck FBA 21 HMT5 51 
M Schreck, Argenteuil 

1425 F-AHDL Schreck FBA 21/1 HMT5 7 
M Schreck, Argenteuil 

1426 F-AHDM Breguet-Latecoere 14 502/1 
M Latecoere, Marseille 

1427 F-AHDN Liore-et-Olivier 12 03 
Cie Aeronavale, Villacoublay 

1428 F-AHDO Caudron C.183 5416/1 
Cie Internationale de Navigation Aerienne, Le Bourget. 
(Presumably this is ex (F-AGFB), F-ESAI; see cancellations 9.25) 

Cancellations 
1185 F-AGAJ Nieuport 24 bis 7099 
M Finat, Le Bourget 
1013 F-AFBI Breguet-Latecoere 14 209 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

Cancelled as Sold Abroad: 
1185 F-AGGA Caudron C.60 (42) 
1303 F-AGFC Farman F.121 Jabiru (1) ex F-ESAR; to ? 
1332 F-AGGG Farman F.70 (14) and 1333 F-AGGH Farman F.70 

(15) Sold to Poland as P-POZA. P-POZB. 

Other Reports 
1.8.25 954F-AEIE Farman F.60 Goliath (7248/17) 25% damage 

near Neufwillem; repaired. 
10.8.25 973 F-AEIY Breguet-Late 14 (185) damaged landing at Port 

Eteinne, Mauritania; WFU. (It is possible that this aircraft was 
used in a rebuild with F-AEIZ - see photo on page 2005/073) 

30.8.25 843 F-AEDS SPAD VII (114) now with Richard/SFA, 
destroyed near Rochefort-sur-Loire in stall; pupil injured. 

31.8.25 702 F-ADEC Farman F.80 (3) 40% damage at Toussus; 
repaired. 

F-Uodate 9.25 

New Registrations 
1429 F-AHDP Breguet 19GR 64 
M Breguet, Villacoublay 

Above: F-AHDO was the only known Caudron C183 three-engine 7 
passenger biplane. It was a wood and fabric design with many old fash-
ioned features. Wing span was 26.3 m (86 ft 3 in.) with dihedral on the 
lower wing to avoid ground scrapes. Twin nosewheels were fitted to 
guard against nose-ups. Engines were one 400 hp Lorraine-Dietrich 
12D6 in the nose and two wing strut mounted 260 hp Salmson CM9 
water-cooled radials. (via Jack Meaden) 

1430 F-AHDQ Nieuport Delage 42.C1 5 
Nieuport Astra, Villacoublay 

1431 F-AHDR 
M Salis, Grenoble 

1432 F-AHDS 
M Salis, Grenoble 

1433 F-AHDT 
M Richard, Orly 

HanriotHD.14 

Hanriot HD.17 

HanriotHD.14 

290 

263 

1434 F-AHDU Morane Al 
M Salis, Grenoble 

1435 F-AHDV Nieuport 81 
M Camplan, Bordeaux 

1436 F-AHDX SPAD XVI 
M Camplan, Bordeaux 

25 

12097 

1437 F-AHDY 
M Albert, Orly 

Tellier TE 1 

1438 F-AHDZ de Monge 7-5 1 
M de Monge, Issy-les-Moulineaux 

1439 F-AHEA Caudron C.60 5587/42 
M Caudron, Issy-les-Moulineaux (Also quoted as c/n 43) 

Above: F-AHDY was the Tellier TE 1. also known as the Albert TE 1 or 
Albert A-120 after the owner/pilot Edouard Albert. A single-seater with 
a 40 hp 9-cyl Salmson radial it was built of ply-covered wood through-
out and broke several records - see next page, (via Jack Meaden) 
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Left: In head-on view F-AHDY 
shows the clean lines resulting 
from the cantilever wings and tail 
surfaces. The only projection is 
the pitot installation on a narrow 
strut under the starboard wing. 
On 19.6.27 this aircraft, flown by 
Louis Magnard, set a new class 
speed record over 100 km at Orly 
of 151.82 km/hr. On the following 
day Edouard Albert set a new alti-
tude record of 5.535 m in the 
same aircraft, (via Jack Meaden) 

Above: F-AHDZ was the de Monge racer of 1921, built as a biplane (Left) but with a removable lower wing to enable flight as a monoplane for racing 
(Right). The object on the upper wing centre section is the Lamblin radiator for the 300 hp Hispano-Suiza 8Fb engine. As a racing monoplane it 
was entered in the Coupe Deutsch to be flown by Count Bernard de Romanet (who had twice briefly held World Speed Records in a SPAD 20 bis 
during 1920). In practice the aircraft crashed at Villesauvage airfield from 200ft at high speed, killing de Romanet, an accident later attributed to 
flutter. The destructive crash took place on 23.9.21. but the registration F-AHDZ is dated 9.25, so is this the same de Monge rebuilt, or another, even 
a different model? No registration is visible in the photos above, (via Jack Meaden) 

1440 F-AHEB Caudron C.128 5925/1 
M Caudron, Issy-les-Moulineaux 

1441 F-AHEC Caudron C.128 5849/2 
M Caudron, Issy-les-Moulineaux 

1442 F-AHED Caudron G.3 -? 
M Griffon, Bordeaux 

Change of Owner 
276 F-ABDD Caudron G.3 6921 
M Richard to M Sardier, Clermont-Ferrand Aulnat 

752 F-AEAC Sopwith 1A2 765 
M Hanriot to M Chretien, Paris Le Bourget 

833 F-AEDI Morane-Saulnier XXVI P 1640 
M Richard to M Salis, Grenoble 

Change of Type 
1024 F-AFBT Caudron C.61 5307/5 
M Caudron to CIDNA; type change to C-61bis. 

Cancellations 
592 F-ALLU Breguet-Latecoere 14 6318 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

1066 F-AFDL Liore-et-Olivier H. 13 11 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 
(Regn entered as F-AFDI in error.) 

1302 F-AGFB Caudron C. 183 1 
M Caudron, Issy-les-Moulineaux (Formerly F-ESAI and presumably 
now registered F-AHDO, see previous page) 

1418 F-AHDE Liore-et-Olivier 15 1 
Liore et Olivier, Antibes 

1424 F-AHDK Schreck FBA 21 HMT5 51 
M Schreck, Argenteuil 

Other Reports 
1.9.25 523 F-FREJ SPAD 33 (26) 90% damage as SPAD 6 at 

Olomuc, Czechoslovakia; pilot injured. 
7.9.25 788 F-AEBN Breguet 14A2 (6087) 50% damage landing at 

Tours; repaired. 
7.9.25 789 F-AEBO Breguet 14A2 (3643) 40% damage near Fayes. 
11.9.25 614 F-ADAO Morane AR (35) 40% damage, nosed over 

landing at Etampes. 
11.9.25 678 F-ADDD Morane AR (43) 10% damage near Etampes; 

repaired. 
13.9.25 926 F-AEHB Breguet 14 (170) 70% damageBadalona, near 

Barcelona; repaired. 
14.9.25 790 F-AEBP Breguet 14A2 (3449) 50% damage near 

Angers., ran out of fuel; repaired. 
27.9.25 741 F-ADFQ Farman F.60 Goliath (42) 40% damaged, nosed 

over at Brussels; repaired. 
29.9.25 637 F-ADBM Breguet 14Tbis (1912) Air Union; stalled on 

take off and destroyed, Le Bourget. 
-.9.25 330 F-ABDZ Nieuport 80 (10682) 50% damage Angers, rep. 
- .9.25 422 F-ABGY Morane AR (2364) type change to AR-35-C. 

Left: F-AHEC is a Caudron 
C.128 listed as c/n 5849/2. It 
appears to be a variant of the 
Caudron C. 60 which it closely 
resembles. Wearing spon-
sors' titles for Le Petit 
Parisien newspaper and film-
makers Paramount, it 
appears to be making a long 
distance flight from Paris to 
Le Cap, ie Cape Town, 
(via Jack Meaden) 
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F-Uodate 10.25 

New Registrations 
1443 F-AHEE Caudron C.59 
M Caudron, Le Crotoy 

5847/594 

1444 F-AHEF Caudron C.59 5848/595 
M Caudron, Issy-les-Moulineaux (Also quoted as 5848/2) 

1445 F-AHEG Caudron C.61 bis 5364/8 
Cie Internationale de Navigation Aerienne, Le Bourget 

1446 F-AHEH Dewoitine D.14 
S T Ae; Villacoublay 

1453 F-AHEO Breguet-Latecoere 14 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

01 

1447 F-AHEI Breguet-Latecoere 14 232 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

1448 F-AHEJ Breguet-Latecoere 14 233 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

1449 F-AHEK Breguet-Latecoere 14 234 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

1450 F-AHEL Breguet-Latecoere 14 235 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

1451 F-AHEM Breguet-Latecoere 14 236 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

1452 F-AHEN Breguet-Latecoere 14 237 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

696 F-ADDV Caudron C.59 5047/2 
M Caudron, Issy-les-Moulineaux. Destroyed neat Le Crotoy (Somme) 
when camshaft broke; pilot killed. 

1062 F-AFDH Liore-et-Olivier H.13 7 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

1073 F-AFDS Breguet-Latecoere 14. A2 8150 
M Richard, Orly. Cancelled following "an incorrect delaration by the 
owner". 

1120 F-AFFP Farman F.70 7 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

1293 F-AGER PotezVIII 
M Potez, Villacoublay 

1306 F-AGFF PotezVIII 
M Potez, Villacoublay 

306/29 

383 

238 

Other Reports 
3.10.25 770 F-AEAU Farman F.60 Goliath (2) damaged in nose-over, 

Berg-op-Zoom, Belgium, repaired to F.61 standard. 
4.10.25 833 F-AEDI Morane XXVI A-2 (1640) owned by M Salis when 

damaged 25% near La Mure, Grenoble area, 1 paxinjured. 
13.10.25 923 F-AEGY Breguet 14 (167) 50% damage at Tangiers; 

repaired and to CGA later. 
15.10.25 613 F-ADAN Morane AR (34) 50% damage, nosed over in 

field near Versailles. 
15.10.25 657 F-ADCH Potez IX (164) CIDNA, 10% damage near 

Iglau, Czechoslovakia; repaired. 
16.10.25 662 F-ADCM Nieuport 80 (10681) damaged in collision with 

cow in pasture near Chalon-sur-Saone; repaired. 
17.10.25 924 F-AEGZ Breguet 14 (168) destroyed at Port Etienne, 

Mauritania, pilot Despallieres killed. 

1454 F-AHEP Breguet-Latecoere 14 239 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

1455 F-AHEQ Breguet-Latecoere 14 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

240 

1456 F-AHER Breguet-Latecoere 14 241 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

1457 F-AHES Morane 43-ET-2 2 
Ste Morane Saulnier, Villacoublay 

1458 F-AHET Liore-et-Olivier H.13 35 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

1459 F-AHEU Liore-et-Olivier H.13 36 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

1460 F-AHEV Liore-et-Olivier H.13 37 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

1461 F-AHEX Nieuport 81 8 
M Richard, Orly 

Change of Owner 
235 F-ABEA Farman F.46 6802 
M Bienaime to M Gouguenheim, Toussus-le-Noble 

1057 F-AFDC Caudron G.3 2531(6561) 
Melle Bolland to M Caudron, Issy-les-Moulineaux 

1442 F-AHED Caudron G.3 
M Griffon to M de Bechade, Bordeaux 

Cancellations 
15 F-CAFE DorandAR.1 
Cie Aerienne Francaise, Le Bourget 

. ? 

277 

366 F-ABDA SPAD VII 7288 
Last regd owner M Richard, Orly. (TU shows c/n as 1288 but ICAO con-
sistent at 7288). Totally destroyed at Clermont-Ferrand, date unknown 
in 1925. 

F-Update 11.25 

New Registrations 
1462 F-AHEY Caudron C.59 
M Richard, Orly 

1463 F-AHEZ SPAD VII 
M Caudron, Bordeaux 

1464 F-AHFA SPAD VII 
M Camplan, Bordeaux 

5079 

11535 

11323 

20059 1465 F-AHFB SPAD VII 
M Camplan, Bordeaux 
C/n is as entered here and in later Bulletin; TU quotes 25059. 

1466 F-AHFC SPAD VII 
M Camplan, Bordeaux 

1467 F-AHFD SPAD VII 
M Camplan, Bordeaux 

1468 F-AHFE Caudron C.109 
M Caudron, Issy-les-Moulineaux 

1469 F-AHFF Breguet 19 B.2 
Ste Breguet, Villacoublay 

1470 F-AHFG Latecoere 17 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

2137 

3143 

5804/1 

292 

602 

Cancellations 
523 F-FREJ SPAD 33 26 
CIDNA; eld as result of accident at Olomuc 1.9.25 (qv). 

924 F-AEGZ Breguet-Latecoere 14 168 
M Latecoere; eld as result of accident at Port Etienne 17.10.25 (qv). 

1180 F-AGAE SPAD VII 
M Richard, Orly 

3518 
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Above: A photograph of Wibault 
F-AHFH wearing those marks 
has not been found but this view 
almost certainly shows c/n 03 
and in any case is representa-
tive of the 7C1 single-seat 
fighter. This model was also built 
under licence by Vickers as the 
Type 121 Wibault Scout and 26 
were built at Weybridge for Chile 
following strengthening of the 
wing struts. The engine was the 
450 hp Bristol Jupiter VI. 
(Vickers via Jack Meaden) 

Other Reports 
12.11.25 785 F-AEBK SPAD 46 (9/3142) 20% damage near 

Boskovice, Czechoslovakia; repaired. 
17.11.25 792 F-AEBR Breguet 14A2 (3665) 60% damage near Poille; 

repaired. 
20.11.25 964 F-AEIO Breguet-Late 14 (176) 30% damage near 

Narbonne; repaied, then passed to CGA. 
23.11.25 441 F-NUNL Nieuport 81 ( - ) now with SAFMAN, Orly; 50% 

damage at Bordeaux-Merignac; repaired and later to Camplan. 

F-Update 12.25 

New Registrations 
1471 F-AHFH Wibault 7-C.1 3 
M Wibault, Le Bourget 

1472 F-AHFI Potez 25.A2 3 
M Potez, Villcoublay 

Change of Owner 
475 F-AIAD Hanriot HD.14 2 
M Hanriot to M Mollon, Le Havre 

1337 F-AGGL Caudron C.127 5696/32 
M Gervies to M Caudron, Issy-les-Moulineaux 

1357 F-AHAT Caudron C.59 5770/523 
M Caudron to M Bechard, Issy-les-Moulineaux 

Cancellations 
863 F-AEEN Breguet-Latecoere 14 163 
E Latecoere, Toulouse 

997 F-AFAR Breguet-Latecoere 14 193 
E Latecoere, Toulouse 

1201 F-AGBA Caudron G.3 2588 
M Caudron, Issy-les-Moulineaux 

Other Reports 
2.12.25 692 F-ADDR SPAD 34bis (3106) 10% damage, nosed over 

at Buc; repaired. 
9.12.25 1354 F-AHAQ Breguet 14A2 (20) engine fire on take-off and 

crashed at Candillargues; 2 crew killed. 
11.12.25 1353 F-AHAP Breguet 14A2 (19) damaged 40% at 

Marignane; repaired. 
12.12.25 968 F-AEIS Breguet-Late 14 (180) destroyed by Moorish 

tribe, no further details. 
25.12.25 928 F-AEHD Breguet 14 (172) destroyed, Larabita, Spain. 
The following aircraft incidents or activities were reported during 1925, 
exact dates not specified: 
17 F-CAFG Dorand AR-1 (570) converted to AR-2 in 1925. 
341 F-ABFJ Sopwith B2 (5406) 50% damaged at Le Crotoy. 
430 F-ABHG Morane-Saulnier XXX (2044) Wfu 1935; 
431 F-ABHI Morane-Saulnier XXX (2048) Wfu 1935; 
433 F-ABHK Morane-Saulnier XXX (2099) Wfu 1935; 
434 F-ABHL Morane-Saulnier XXX (1673) Wfu 1935; 
435 F-ABHM Morane-Saulnier XXX (1786) Wfu 1935; 
442 F-NUNM Nieuport 81, and 444 F-NUNO, 445 F-NUNP, all 

changed owner to SAFMAN, 1925. 
513 F-ACMA SPAD 33 (2/3022) went to Air Union in 1925. 

719 F-ADET Caudron 60 (2/5049) 50% damage at Le Crotoy .25. 
736 F-ADFL SPAD 34bis (7/3124) from M Maufra, Nantes, to AC de 

I'Atlantique, Nantes .25. 
753 F-AEAD Sopwith (3606) passed to M Chretien 1925. 
826 F-AEDB SPAD VII (5960) passed to S.F.A. 1925, after rebuild -

see 27.6.23). 
851 F-AEEB Nieuport 80 (9849) passed to S.F.A. 1925. 

F-Update1.26 

New Registrations 
1473 F-AIAA Nieuport Delage 38 
Cie Aerienne Francaise, Le Bourget 

1474 F-AIAB Potez 25 Hispano 
M Potez, Villcoublay 

913 

1475 F-AIAC 
M Maicon, Nice 

Caudron G.3 

1476 F-AIAE Latecoere 15 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

1477 F-AIAF Latecoere 15 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

1478 F-AIAI Latecoere 15 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

1479 F-AIAK Latecoere 15 
M Latecoere, Toulouse 

503 

504 

505 

506 

Note: A number of marks in the F-AIAA to F-AIBZ sequence were used 
in 1921 and are re-used here. F-AIAD (see 12.25 changes) and F-AIAJ 
were not re-issued. 

Change of Owner 
1063 F-AFDI Ballon libre Astra 1240m3 
Societe Nieuport-Astra to M Dolfus, Puteaux 

1379 F-AHBP Morane Al 
M Richard to M Finat, Paris Le Bourget 

3627 

Cancelled 
928 F-AEHD Breguet-Latecoere 14 172 
M Latecoere, Toulouse. Destroyed Larabita, Spain 25.12.25 (qv). 

968 F-AEIS Breguet-Latecoere 14 180 
M Latecoere, Toulouse. Destroyed 12.12.25 (qv). 

Change of Type 
1414 F-AHDA Morane AR.35 (2393) to Morane AR-35 c. 

Other Reports 
2.1.26 811 F-AECL Breguet 14 (141) CGEA, 60% damage near 

L'Hospitalet; repaired and to CGA. 
4.1.26 922 F-AEGX Breguet 14 (166) 70% damage near Valencia, 

Spain; repaired. 
-.1.26 829 F-AEDE SPAD VII (5997) Wfu. 
- .1.26 843 F-AEDS SPAD VII (114) Cancelled, as result of 30.8.25 
accident. 
-.1.26 849 F-AEDZ Nieuport 80 (9785) Cancelled; w/o 21.8.24 (qv). 

To be continued . . . 
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The Development of Commercial 
Aviation in China 
PART 4 : SOUTHWESTERN AVIATION CORPORATION 
BY IAN D JOHNSON and MARTIN S BEST, CHINA HISTORY RESEARCH GROUP 

Right: A Stinson SR-5C Reliant 
with flaps down on the approach. 
Several examples of this type 
were used by the Southwestern 
Aviation Corporation. Powered by 
a 260 hp Lycoming radial, it was 
the last of the SR-5s with parallel 
chord wings, (via Jack Meaden) 

Introduction 

In Parts 1 and 2 of this series of articles, we considered the early history 
of China National Aviation Corporation (CNAC) and in Part 3 we described 
the entire history of Eurasia Aviation Corporation and Hamiata. In this 
fourth part, we will consider some smaller organisations. 

This article describes the Macau Aerial Transport Company, Wuhan 
Aeronautical Association and Southwestern Aviation Corporation, 
about which very little has been written. The articles in this series aim 
to record the current state of our knowledge and to highlight areas 
where further research is still required. This is particularly true with the 
current article. The authors have attempted to record the Chinese 
names of the aircraft used and to identify candidate aircraft from US air-
craft production lists. In the case of the Ryan Brougham and Stinson 
Reliant series, these production lists are too long to be included in 
Archive, so it is proposed that these production list files should be 
uploaded to the AB-IX e-group Files page as Projects of the Month 
(POM) in December 2007. As usual, feedback from readers will be 
most welcome. 

One of the many challenges in these articles is the conversion of early 
Chinese place names to modern names. A conversion table, derived 
from a German publication, was included in pages 2007/004 and 
2007/005 of Archive Spring 2007 and another version, derived from an 
American publication, is included at Appendix A below. In this case we 
also need to consider the effect of different Chinese dialects. A Chinese 
guidebook comments on the difference that a province border can 
make: "Cantonese is still the most popular dialect in Hong Kong. 
Guangzhou and the surrounding area. It [reportedly] differs from 
Mandarin as much as French differs from Spanish. Speakers of both 
dialects can read Chinese characters, but a Cantonese speaker will 
pronounce many of the characters differently from a Mandarin speaker. 
For example, when Mr Ng from Hong Kong goes to Beijing the 
Mandarin-speakers will call him Mr Wu. If Mr Wong goes from Hong 
Kong to Fujian the character for his name will be read as Mr Wee, and 
in Beijing he is Mr Huang." [China p.961] This difference in dialects has 
implications on the English spelling of Cantonese aircraft names, for 
example. 

Another area where confusion arises in this period of history is the 
Chinese currency. The Sycee Tael was used until 1933 but was still 
quoted after that. In places in this article's text, $ values are mentioned 
and these are Chinese Dollars, or Chinese National Currency, rather 
than US or Hong Kong Dollars. To confuse things further the Chinese 
Standard Dollar was convertible with the Mexican Silver Dollars that 
were in widespread use in China in the 1930s. Then there were also the 
Chinese local dollars used in different ports that were of a variable 
value from north to south. 

The Boxer Treaty 
In Part 2 we mentioned the concept of the "most favoured nation" 
without explaining the origin of this term. Such a clause was included in 
the Boxer Treaty, which was negotiated after the Boxer Uprising of 
1900. The clause stated that any special rights granted to any one of 
the signatory powers of the Boxer Treaty were automatically and imme-
diately granted to all the signatory powers. [See Bond pp.38-40] 

"As soon as the seriousness of the Boxer Uprising was realised, the 
powerful nations with substantial numbers of citizens and interests in 
China rushed military and naval forces to Tientsin (Tianjin), the port 
nearest to Peking. The Germans sent forces from Tsingtao (Qingdao), 
the administrative centre of Kiachow, a small area leased to Germany 
in 1898. The British sent forces from Hong Kong, the French from 
Indochina, the United States from Manila, and the Japanese from the 
Japanese home islands." [Bond p.38] Granting the right of internation-
al air service to China to the Americans, British, French or Germans 
would automatically entitle the Japanese to a similar privilege. For over 
thirty years this clause was never challenged and all but forgotten. 
"Thus, when Pan American applied for the right to operate an airline in 
Shanghai, they quickly learned that the most favoured nation clause, 
while dormant, was not dead. War with Japan was already inevitable by 
the 1930s, so obviously the Japanese had to be prevented from over-
flying China with impunity, even if this meant excluding all the other 
nations." [Bond p39, 40] 

"Although the Manchu ruler, Dowager Empress Tzu Hsi, had not taken 
any part in the uprising, she had taken no action to suppress it, so was 
held fully accountable. The resulting treaty required the Chinese gov-
ernment to pay an annual indemnity of considerable size. In order to 
ensure the annual payments of this indemnity, the Chinese were forced 
to accept foreign supervisors in all departments that produced govern-
ment revenue. For example, Customs, which collected both import and 
export duties and was the greatest source of revenue, was supervised 
by an Englishman. The Ministry of Communications had the second 
highest cash flow due to its mail service, and the post offices in all of 
the large cities had a foreign postal commissioner." [Bond pp.38, 39] 

Early Aviation in South-West China 
An enclosure with a letter to the editor revealed the PRO reference FO 
228/3859. This reference has not been located in the catalogue of the 
National Archives but the file (a book) has been studied at Kew. This 
contains despatches from HBM Consulate General, Canton for 1928, 
including some interesting letters on aviation developments. The FO 
228 series covers Foreign Office: Consulates and Legation, China: 
General Correspondence, for 1834-1930. This series requires further 
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investigation in the longer 
term, presumably without 
much help from the PRO cat-
alogue. Files on SWAC's 
potential use of Kai Tak aero-
drome should be found in the 
CO series of files in the 
National Archives for 1937. 

A letter (No.178) from HBM 
Consulate General, Canton, 
dated 15 November 1928, 
refers to a memorandum by 
R Vaughan-Fowler, RAF: 

"These exceptional circum-
stances do exist in the case 
of one article of commerce, 
opium. Its high value in com-
parison with its bulk and the 
desirability of avoiding the 
attention of Customs officers, 
soldiers and brigands during 
transport might make its car-
riage by air worth while. 

"It reports on the formation at 
Swatow of an aviation 
company, whose real object 
is to facilitate the transport of 
opium from the poppy fields 
of Yunnan to Wuchow and Pakhoi on the borders of this province, 
whence it can be distributed to other places by means of subsidiary air-
plane lines or naval vessels. The principal promoters of the company 
are Generals Fan Shih-sheng and Hsu Ching-tang commanding 
respectively the northern and eastern military districts in Kwangtung, 
and Mr Wei Yuk. The last named was for a time the Acting 
Commissioner for Foreign Affairs at Canton under the Russian regime 
and was one of Borodin's creatures. 

"Although his name is not mentioned, General Wong Shao-hung, the 
military administrator of Kwangsi, must be interested in the project if 
Wuchow is to be one of the airports concerned, and it will be seen from 
Mr Vaughan-Fowler's memorandum that he has been consulted by the 
General on the subject of an air service in that province. General 
Wong's brothers are the holders of the opium monopoly for Kwangtung 
and Kwangsi ... Pakhoi - that two aeroplanes had recently been 
acquired by the military authorities and were to be used for communi-
cations with Yunnan." [PRO 228/3859] 

During a visit to Canton by the Governor of Hong Kong, Sir Cecil 
Clementi, on 10 March 1928, the question of commercial aviation 
between Canton and Hong Kong was discussed with Marshall Li Chai 
Sum. The result was a proposal to investigate the feasibility of an 
Anglo-Chinese company with Hong Kong and Canton merchants pro-
viding the finance. Raymond Vaughan-Fowler, an officer with the RAF 
at Kai Tak, who was known to be on the point of resigning his commis-
sion, was nominated to initiate discussions with interested parties in 
Canton. He already had commercial air service experience with 
Handley Page and had spent two years in Japan as an instructor to the 
Imperial Japanese Air Service. For this work he had been awarded the 
Order of the Rising Sun. The Hong Kong Governor was a rare air-
minded colonial administrator who had showed a great interest in 
Macau-based Charles de Ricou's proposed airline activities at an 'Air 
Day' held in Repulse Bay, Hong Kong, where Sir Cecil took his first 
flight. 

By April of 1928, Vaughan-Fowler had circulated reports to the Hong 
Kong government for a company to be formed using the titles, Hong 
Kong - Canton Airways Ltd., or Far Eastern Airways Ltd. The aircraft to 
be used were three six-passenger DH.61 Giant Moths, referred to in his 
report as the Canberra type, and two DH.60M Moths. One DH.61 was 
destined to operate a daily Hong Kong - Canton return service, as well 
as one daily Hong Kong - Macao return service. The other would ply 
the coastal route weekly, calling at Swatow, Amoy, Foochow and 
Shanghai, with the remaining aircraft held as a spare. The small DH 
Moths were to be utilised on air taxi work, aerial photography, training, 
and special air services. As none of the destinations had airfields, these 
aircraft would have been float mounted enabling them to land in har-

Above: Macau Aerial Transport Company's Curtiss Seagull flying boat 
on the slipway at Macao. This aircraft was not part of the order for 11 
machines placed in the USA but was probably acquired from the US 
Navy in Manila before they arrived. (Ian D Johnson collection) 

bours or rivers. The new company's projected financial costs, operating 
hours of the aircraft were put forward, as were fares for passengers and 
freight plus the nationalities of the flight crews etc. Much work had been 
done. 

Jose Cabral, Lieutenant of the Portuguese Naval Air Service based in 
Macau, and General Cheung Wai Cheung, Director of the Canton Air 
Administration, along with Vaughan-Fowler, were joint signatories to a 
memorandum of understanding on the structure of the company to be 
incorporated in Hong Kong, after a meeting held in the Colony on 28 
May 1928. Little more was heard from this proposal as the Chinese 
merchants failed to provide their shares of the funding. 

"PAKHOI 
General Chan Ming Shu through Mr. (General?) Lo Kwan has obtained 
two French Breguet machines, and these have arrived at Pakhoi and 
are going to be put into service for transporting passengers and mails 
between Hoihow and Pakhoi. 

"Mr Lo Kwan was recently in Hong Kong when the writer interviewed 
him, and gathered that the machines might be used for the transport of 
opium to Yunan, so as to avoid the duties exacted when passing 
through Kwangsi. This was not actually stated to be so, but from the 
conversation this was the impression gained." [CO 29-513-9; FO 
228/3859] 

Macau Aerial Transport Company 
One aviation company not mentioned by Leary is the Macau Aerial 
Transport Company (MAT), perhaps because it was based in Macau, 
not China. The history of this company is described in Chapter 3 of 
"Wings over Hong Kong", from which the following notes have been 
taken. 

MAT was formed in 1920 as a subsidiary service of the Far East 
Aviation Company. On 1 February 1920, it was reported that MAT 
would operate as "merchandise and passenger carriers along the 
Chinese coast and between China and the Philippines". Shares were 
priced at $10 each, the first aeroplane hangar had been built in the 
Portuguese enclave and a passenger terminus was planned. The 
driving force behind MAT, Charles Edmond William de Ricou, was born 
in Hong Kong on 1 November 1881. 
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Right: Aeromarine 
39B floatplane '8' of 
the Macao Aerial 
Transport Co seen at 
Repulse Bay. Hong 
Kong in June 1920. 
Built by the 
Aeromarine Plane & 
Motor Co of Keyport, 
NJ, the aircraft was a 
US Navy two-seat 
trainer with a single 
pontoon float and 
outriggers, powered 
by a 100 hp Curtiss 
OXX-6 engine. 
(Ian D Johnson col-
lection) 

The anticipated route network was ambitious: 
Macau to Hong Kong, 35 miles: 4 hours by boat, 1/2 hour by aircraft; 
Hong Kong to Canton, 85 miles: 4 hours by train, 1 hour by aircraft; 
Hong Kong to Shanghai, 816 miles: 2 1/2 days by boat, 8 hours by air-
craft; 
Hong Kong to Manila, 1,200 miles: 3 days by boat, 11 hours by aircraft. 

In two respects, this was a good time to set up an aviation company in 
south China. Many young men had learned to fly during the First World 
War and were now experienced and enthusiastic to fly. Also, military 
forces were keen to dispose of their surplus equipment. The US Navy 
Department's Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, in particular, had large 
numbers of aircraft and ancillary equipment for sale in September 
1919. De Ricou placed an order for eleven aircraft. 

De Ricou's initial purchase was for five Curtiss H-16 flying boats, two 
Curtiss HS-2L flying boats with wireless equipment, three Aeromarine 
39B floatplanes and one Boeing seaplane. Accompanying these were 
hangar and motor shop machinery and tools, a caterpillar tractor for 
moving aircraft on their beaching gear out of the water and about the 
hangar yard, handling trucks for all Curtiss machines, enough spare 
wings to completely refit the Curtiss and Aeromarine aircraft, enormous 
quantities of wire, spark plugs, dope, glue, fabrics, instruments; one 
hundred extra propellers and ten extra motors complete. Total cost: 
$500,000. [No identities are quoted for these aircraft but a photograph 
(above) of an Aeromarine floatplane at Repulse Bay in June 1920 
shows the number "8" on the rudder.] 

Forwarded by the Guy Slaughter Company of San Francisco and New 
York, MAT's consignment was reportedly the largest shipment of air-
craft and parts for foreign commercial purposes. The eleven machines 
arrived in Hong Kong from New York on the SS Dacre Castle on 3 
March 1920. Packed away in 144 cases, the unloading of the ship was 
itself a spectacle in the Kowloon wharves. Transferred to Macau by 
lighters, the Curtiss seaplanes with their Liberty engines were the 
second largest of their type in the world. They were capable of flying 
with a full load of 7 tons and 14 passengers, and could stay in the air 
continuously for 8 hours with a range of 650 miles. These complex air-
craft were not the easiest to fly and maintain. Getting the company off 
the ground was also not an easy matter. When the first Curtiss Seagull 
arrived in Hong Kong from Manila on board the Africa Maru on 16 
February, the Hong Kong government refused to allow the pilot to fly 
the aircraft anywhere except straight to Macau. 

Between February and May 1920, MAT aircraft frequently flew directly 
between Macau and Hong Kong. On 18 May 1920, de Ricou's flying 

boat Almirante Paco dArcos made two landings in Hong Kong during 
its preliminary flight testing. Two days later, de Ricou himself flew to 
Hong Kong in an Aeromarine 39B. This was painted grey with 
French colours on the wings and a Portuguese red and white cross 
on the tail. 

During June 1920 "Air Days" were held at Repulse Bay, Hong Kong, 
starting on the King's birthday, 3 June, when de Ricou arrived in a 
Curtiss HS-2L flying-boat, followed by three 2-seat Aeromarine 39B 
floatplanes. More than 100 passengers were carried during the five 
days of the event, mainly in the HS-2L flying-boat piloted by de Ricou. 
The company generated $2,000 in much-needed revenue, as well as 
considerable interest in aviation, but few people were willing to invest 
money in this risky venture. 

With Hong Kong seemingly approving of his plans, the most difficult 
task de Ricou now faced was in obtaining permission to fly to the other 
intended destinations. By April de Ricou believed that he had received 
clearance to fly into Canton. In the same month, it was announced that 
the Macau government had granted similar rights and were negotiating 
with MAT to carry the mail to Hong Kong. De Ricou's planes flew 
proving flights to Peking, Shanghai, Hankow and Haiphong. Saigon 
was to be included in the expanding network. The passenger service 
reached its peak, however, when de Ricou flew a Mr & Mrs Kong 
Keung and Dr & Mrs Ross from Macau to Hong Kong on 15 February 
1921. 

Several of MAT's pilots resigned after arriving in Macau. Lured by gold, 
they were hired as mercenaries in the civil war in China. It was also 
rumoured in certain quarters that the company was flying contraband 
opium into the interior. The Chinese Foreign Minister sent his secretary 
to question de Ricou. How was it possible for him to sell two aircraft to 
the rebel general, Chan Keung Meng? Why were his aircraft continuing 
to fly over Chinese territory without authorisation? 

On 21 August, de Ricou was summoned before the Macau Police 
Commissioner and told to cease his aviation activities or suffer the con-
sequences. The Macau government also told de Ricou that any further 
official complaint from China would be deemed an international inci-
dent. 

MAT's financial difficulties were such that only a fully-operational route 
network could have alleviated them. In the face of insurmountable 
obstacles, de Ricou finally abandoned his dream of bringing an air 
service to Hong Kong, Macau and southern China. The region was not 
yet ready for so bold a venture. 
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MAT's planes and equipment were eventually sold although many were 
unserviceable due to deterioration and lack of maintenance. Most, if not 
all of them, eventually appeared on the inventory of the Canton Air 
Force. De Ricou returned to France on 11 July 1924. He died there on 
21 December 1961 after another period of distinguished service with 
the French military. 

Further information on Curtiss HS-2L and Aeromarine 39B in China is 
given at the Chinese web site : 
http://cwlam2000hk.sinaman.com/caf09.htm. 

Wuhan Aeronautical Association 
The Canton (Kwangdong) Government purchased two Ryan Brougham 
B-1s in 1928. The first, c/n 139 (ex NC-6654), arrived on 9 October 
1928 and the second, c/n 143 (ex NC-6958), fitted with floats, on 20 
November 1928. On 11 November 1928 Director Chang Huei-ch'ang 
and Colonels Yang and Wang had taken off in landplane Kwangchow 
(Canton) and flew from Canton to Hankow, continuing to Nanking, 
Kaiping, Peking and Mukden. They returned via Tientsin, Shanghai and 
Nanchang and got back to Canton on 18 December. General Chan 
Hing-wan (Chen Chin-yun), Colonel Chau and a mechanic flew the 
floatplane, christened Chukiang (Pearl River), to Fuchow on 1 
December, continuing to Ningpo, Hangchow, Nanking, Nanchang, 
Hankow, Changsha and Wuchow, finally returning on 30 December. 

The Chukiang later made a mail flight to Nanking on 22 February 1929. 
At Nanjing, leaflets were dropped proclaiming "Aviation Will Save 
China". The Kwangchow flew in formation with another aircraft, called 
Shanghai. On their return, the Kwangchow joined her sister ship, 
Brougham Pearl River, at Shanghai. Souvenir airmail was postmarked 
"Shanghai" for the flight to Guangzhou. The pilot was "China's 
Lindbergh", General Zhang Huichang (Chang Hui-chang) of the 
Guangdong Aeronautical Bureau. He held many aeronautical posts, 
first in Guangzhou and then with the Central Kuomintang government. 

The visit in November 1928 by Ryan Brougham Canton triggered a 
great interest in aviation at Hankow (Wuhan). Soon after, a number of 
local merchants headed by Chow Sin-tong organised the Wuhan 
Aeronautical Association and proposed the formation of a civil airtrans-
port company. Chang Wei, of the Chinese Air League, was appointed 
head of the Wuhan Commercial Aviation Company Limited, which was 
registered on 20 November 1928, with the intention of operating an 
airline between Hankow and Canton. Five Ryan Brougham B-1 5-place 
cabin monoplanes were ordered from L E Gale & Co in November 
1928. They arrived at the end of January 1929 and were erected and 
tested by Earl F Baskey, who was sent out by the manufacturers, the 
Mahoney Aircraft Company. Test flights and a demonstration of the 
new aircraft took place on 21 February 1929. The aircraft were named 
Hankow, Siangyang, Changsha, Ichang and Yangtzekiang. One or two 
trial trips to Siangyang were made, but the airline dream quickly dissi-
pated and the aircraft were used for local sightseeing flights. In April 
1929, all civil aircraft at Hankow were commandeered and incorporat-
ed into the Nanking Air Force. 

Ryan Brougham B-1 
c/n p/i 

NC-6654 
NC-6958 

notes 

landplane 
on floats 

Chinese name English name 
Canton Government 
? 139 
? 143 
Kwangchow Canton ? 
Chukiang Pearl River ? 

Wuhan Aeronautical Association 
? 168 
? 169 
? 170 
? 171 
? 172 
Hankow ? 
Siangyang ? 
Changsha ? 
Ichang ? 
Yangtzekiang ? 

A Chinese web site at http://cwlam2000hk.sinaman.com/caf17.htm 
gives additional information on Ryan Broughams in China. Clarence Fu 

(NC-)7720 
(NC-)7721 
(NC-)7722 
(NC-)7723 
(NC-)7724 

Above: Ryan Brougham on floats, presumably c/n 143 Pearl River',is 
handed over to General Chang Hui-Chang. (Ian D Johnson collection) 
Below: An unidentified Brougham being hauled through the streets of 
Hankow. (Ian D Johnson collection) 

* I 

has kindly provided the following translation notes: 
"There were more than seven Broughams in China. 
Wuhan: 
Three landplanes: Wuchang; Hankow (the last paragraph says it is a B-
5); Hanyang 
Two floatplanes: (no names mentioned). 
Canton: 
B-1 landplane: Canton 
B-1 floatplane: Cuchiang (Pearl River) 
Yunan: 
April 1929 bought a landplane named Kunming from the Gile(?) [Gale?] 
company. 
In August bought a floatplane named Chingma (Golden Horse) and 
Canton borrowed this one to fight against Kwangsi. Damaged in 
Wuchow. Canton gave a Potez 6-seater for compensation, named 
Bichi (Blue Chicken). 
Hunan: 
Aviation Bureau set up in January 1931. A Ryan Brougham was caught 
transporting opium in 1934. Central Government ordered to cancel the 
Aviation Bureau and all personnel and equipments went to Central 
Government. 
Central Government: 
They also equipped Ryan Brougham in the Aviation No.2 Squadron. All 
written off in 1936. It did not say how many." 

Photographs show Ryans marked "y44" and possibly "J77" or some-
thing similar. Clearly there is more to learn about Ryans in China. 

Southwestern Aviation Corporation 
Chiang Kai-shek and the Kuomintang may have ruled the eastern and 
central parts of China in the early 1930s, but the south-western 
provinces of Kwangtung and Kwangsi were a law unto themselves. The 
Canton Aviation Bureau had been formed on 1 December 1930 by the 
military governors of these two provinces, ostensibly under the author-
ity of Nanking. 

At Canton in February 1929, the Aviation Bureau, headed by General 
Cheung Wai-jung, was working on plans for four commercial air routes 
radiating from the city. Simply titled the Eastern, Western, Southern 
and Northern routes, they covered a total of 3,000 miles, stretching to 
Waichow, Swabue, Swatow, Hsingning, and Wo Ping to the east; des-
tinations Shiuhinh, Wuchow, Kweihsien and Nanning to the west. On 
the southern route, Kongmoon, Yeungong, Shuitong, Hoihow, Luichow 
and Pakoi were selected, while the northern route had just three desti-
nations: Ying-tak, Shuikwan and Namhung. 

Airfields were being constructed at many towns and contact had been 
established with General Chu-teh, Chairman of the Provincial 
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Government of adjacent Kwangsi, 
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The 24 November 1931 edition of the 
South China Morning Post reported on 
ambitious plans in Kwangsi province to 
develop air services linking its principal 
cities. The sum of CN$1,000,000 had 
been guaranteed by the Kwangsi govern-
ment and another million was to be 
raised by the sale of shares. In a novel 
innovation, the purchase of stock by 
public servants was made compulsory. 
Government servants in the higher salary 
ranges had to contribute one month's salary to buy at least ten shares 
at a par value of ten dollars per share. Employees of lower rank were 
expected to buy at least one share. 

The first airliner to visit Canton was an Air Oriente Fokker F-VII, on an 
exploration flight from Hanoi returning via Hong Kong in 1932. In 
September 1933, dormant plans for air services started to come to 
fruition after forceful petitioning by the powerful Canton Chamber of 
Commerce to the South-West Political Council and the Kwangtung 
Provincial Government. Canton had been the first city in China to have 
continuous contact with foreign traders. Since 1757 the city had devel-
oped to become a boisterous commercial centre and a major port. 
Many foreign companies, who had developed a lively trade in opium, 
teas, silk and silver here in earlier times, still retained offices in Canton. 
The petitioning proved to be successful, as it was soon reported that 
the Southwestern Commercial Aviation Company was to be formed 
with capital of $1,500,000 to operate a service between Canton and 
Lungchow in western Kwangsi, near the border with Annam province in 
French Indochina (now Vietnam). The provincial governments of 
Kwangsi, Fukien, Kweichow and Yunnan were committed to raise 
$250,000 each, while the Kwangtung government and Canton mer-
chants had to raise $200,000 each. It was proposed that initially two air-
craft per route were required and that they had to be suitable for flying 
over the coastal plains of the southeast and the extensive mountainous 
terrain of the western provinces. Shek-pai in the eastern suburbs of 
Canton was chosen as the base for an airfield near a new racecourse 
and the terminus of the Canton - Kowloon railway from Hong Kong. 

On 20 September 1933, an Aviation Day was held in Canton with 
demonstrations by 72 aircraft from the Canton Air Force and twelve 
from the Kwangsi Air Force. The commandant of the Canton Air Force, 
General Huang Kwang-jui, emphasised to his guests that only strength 
in aviation could save the country from chaos. 

Services Start 
The development of the Southwestern Aviation Corporation (SWAC) 
was somewhat different to that of CNAC and Eurasia, described in 
Parts 1, 2 and 3, in that the company was developed, funded and 
staffed by Chinese without any foreign participation. It is not yet clear 
where their experience in aviation came from apart from the military. It 
will be seen, however, that their aspirations far exceeded their capabil-
ities. 

In December 1933, the first two aircraft for SWAC arrived in Hong Kong 
on board the SS President Hoover, and Colonel Wu Kam-ya, head of 
the technical department, visited Kai Tak aerodrome to test fly them 
before taking delivery. These aircraft were described in the Hong Kong 
press as "eight-seat" aircraft, with two more to follow shortly with "six 
seats". These proved to be Stinsons rather than the Ryans previously 
purchased by the Wuhan Aviation Company and Canton Government. 
(The Stinsons were nearly half the price of the Ryans in the USA.) 

While the Canton authorities were completing plans for the develop-
ment of civil aviation, in February 1934, similar efforts were in progress 
in Kwangsi and Kweichow. According to dispatches from Kweiyang, the 
Kweichow government had constructed six aerodromes in the province 
at Kweiyang, Aushun, Chunyi, Kweiting, Tushan and Tuwen districts. 
Two more were under construction at Shuping and Yupan to provide 
essential links in the development of the southwest provinces. Aviation 
circles stated that satisfactory progress had been made in the organi-
sation of the Canton - Lungchow and Nanning - Kweiyang air services. 
The Canton - Lungchow line was to link the principal cities in 
Kwangtung and Kwangsi, while the Nanning - Kweiyang route would 
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Above: SWAC company publicity featuring a Stinson SR-5C. 

connect the trade centres of Kwangsi and Kweichow. The Canton 
Government was also planning to start an air service to Yunnan. A 
Canton - Sian (via Hankow) service was also proposed. 

Expectations were very high that before long the southern metropolis of 
Canton would be linked with all the principal towns and cities through-
out the south of the country through a network of routes. Initially these 
expectations were somewhat divorced from reality, as two aircraft could 
not possibly service the proposed routes over the long distances 
involved. As the company's management had little experience of 
running such an operation, it was to be an extremely steep learning 
curve. 

It was reported from Canton that on 7 March 1934 the Southwestern 
Aviation Corporation's first aircraft, a Stinson monoplane piloted by Wu 
Tsin-ya, took off from the White Cloud aerodrome on a trial trip to 
Lungchow, via Wuchow and Nanning. The long expected survey plane 
reached Wuchow that morning at 11 a.m. The uneventful flight from 
Canton had taken less than two hours. Immediately after landing, the 
plane was refuelled and took off for Nanning, staying overnight. It then 
departed at 2 p.m. for Lungchow on the Kwangsi - Annam border. 

When SWAC was founded, it used the Bai Yun (White Cloud) Air Force 
Base as its airport, but, as Bai Yun was a military establishment, it was 
not suitable for civilian passengers. SWAC then approached the 
Guangzhou government with a proposal to rent the Shi Pai (Stone 
Sign) Racecourse and convert it into an airfield. 

On 14 April 1934, the Shi Pai Racecourse Airport welcomed the rede-
ployment of SWAC's aircraft from Bai Yun. Historical records show that 
the runway area had a length of 732 metres (2,400 ft) and a width of 
more than 240 metres (800 ft). Airfield facilities included a machine 
shed, airplane repair depot, and several management and public 
rooms. The aviation repair shop was only responsible for carrying out 
routine overhauls; more serious repair work or replacement of parts 
was to be carried out by the Guangdong Air Force factory and the 
Guangxi aviation section repair shop. 

It was learned in late March 1934 that the Southwestern Civil Aviation 
Corporation was intent on making further headway with an extension of 
its services to connect Canton, Hong Kong and Macau. No arrange-
ments had been agreed with the Hong Kong Government, however, for 
permission to land there, and only the racecourse was available as a 
landing ground in Macau. According to an official of the corporation, 
steps were being taken to lay out a landing ground at Shumchun (now 
the gateway city of Shenzen), adjacent to the Chinese side of the 
border with Hong Kong. This was projected to be the converging point 
for services from Swatow, Canton and Macau. Survey work for the 
ground was in progress and substantial site work had started. 

Plans were moving fast in all directions, much to the concern of China's 
Central Government located far away at Nanking. During April 1934 
they suspected that Kwangsi provincial officials had secretly concluded 
a contract for the improvement of communications on the Kwangsi -
Indochina border by the establishment of a cross-border air route. The 
Nanking Executive Yuan (Government Council), under Wang Ching-
wei's instructions, interrogated the remote Kwangsi leaders by tele-
graph. However, General Li Chung-yen of Kwangsi, who had visited 
Indochina as a guest of the French authorities, issued a denial explain-
ing that the Kwangsi Government was only about to open an air service 
between Lungchow and Canton, and not with the French territories. 
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Right: One of SWAC's early Stinson 4-seaters seen 
in service as "top-side rickshaw". 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 

The Central Government was acutely aware that the 
southern provinces were a long-standing hotbed of 
independent thought and actions, and was continu-
ously suspicious of their motives. 

On 17 April 1934 the SWAC aircraft making the inau-
gural flight from Canton to Lungchow did not reach its 
destination. It had been arranged that it would carry 
only mail free of charge, and the passenger would be 
a member of the company going to Wuchow. Shortly 
before departure, however, a German merchant 
based in Shameen and his wife, and a Chinese mer-
chant booked passages to Nanning and Wuchow. 
The company charged each of them $120 for the trip. They left Shekpai 
aerodrome at 8:30 a.m. and encountered heavy rain. When approach-
ing Shuihing, near Wuchow, and still in unfavourable weather condi-
tions, the plane turned back to Shekpai, landing at 9:45 a.m. They left 
again later that day and eventually arrived at Wuchow safely. Departure 
from Lungchow was again delayed by seasonal rains and the fog 
common in this part of the country. The plane left Wuchow at 10 a.m. 
for Lungchow, but due to heavy fog near Kweihsien, was forced to land 
three miles from the aerodrome and damaged the machine. All on 
board were safe, but the plane had to be repaired before resuming its 
flight to Lungchow. 

It was later reported from Wuchow on 24 April that when the aircraft, 
named Kaiming, was attempting a second start from Wuchow to 
Nanning on schedule, it met with another mishap near Wat-lam. Due to 
heavy fog the plane was forced to make another emergency landing, 
slightly damaging a wing. Fortunately, no one on board was injured. 
The passengers returned to Wuchow while the company sent mechan-
ics to assess the repair requirements. They concluded that the aircraft's 
return to Canton should be abandoned and sent it to the government 
aeroplane factory at Luichow for overhaul. 

SWAC then announced that their second aircraft, named Changkang, 
would, weather permitting, be placed on the Canton - Lungchow 
service on 15 May. Trial flights between Nanning and Kweiyang, the 
provincial capital of Kweichow province, were also to take place. This 
aircraft was reported to be a "small" one purchased from "a foreign 
concern", and at the conclusion of the survey flights would commence 
a mail and passenger service between the two capitals. The 
Changkang reached Wuchow at 10:20 a.m., after starting from Canton 
a little after 8:55 a.m. Two passengers and some mail were carried. At 
1:50 p.m. the plane took off for Nanning, from where a telegram report-
ed her successful arrival at 4:20 p.m. 

Meanwhile SWAC was still a one-ship airline as the Corporation's first 
aircraft, Kaiming, had crashed near Wat-lam and was still being 
repaired. A third aircraft, Namkwei, had been delivered to Canton, while 
a fourth was expected. In addition to the Kwangtung - Lungchow 
schedule, the Nanning - Kweichow route was expected to start, and the 
Nanning - Yunnan section was being surveyed. A fourth route from 
Canton to Foochow was another route possibility added to the bur-
geoning list. 

Despite having few aircraft, plans for routes continued to be expanded 
far beyond the corporation's capabilities. Many were no doubt political-
ly motivated by pressures from each of the participating provincial gov-
ernments to include their areas. In July, pioneering flights visited 
Hoihow from Canton and then Nanning, with expectations that if the 
tests proved successful a passenger and postal air route could start 
soon. This would be the second air route from Canton to Kwangsi 
province, the first being the Canton - Nanning route via Wuchow. Only 
two weekly flights were made, but there were expectations of a better 
service when the postal authorities decided on the air mail rates. 
Initially only ordinary stamps at surface rates were being pasted on 
letters. Trial flights over the Nanning - Kweichow route were to be 
undertaken in August. The aircraft ordered for covering this long dis-
tance had not arrived, but it was reported to be capable of covering 175 
miles in an hour, with a motor of 145hp. 

In October 1934 the activities of Southwestern Aviation Corporation 
attracted the attention of the Stamp Correspondent of the South China 
Morning Post, who wrote: 

"/ have the following interesting details regarding the mail carried by the 
Southwestern Aviation Corporation, up to October 15, 1934. As far 
back as last March, announcements were made regarding mail to be 
carried by the Southwestern Aviation Corporation, an independent 
concern sponsored by the Canton government and merchants of the 
South. 

"The following lines were announced as being contemplated from time 
to time: 
Canton to Lungchow via Wuchow, Nanning 
Canton to Hainan, Pakhoi, Nanning 
Canton to Swatow, and also a branch line Nanning, Luichow, Kweiyang 
and Yunnanfu. 

"Various trial flights were made and discussions were proceeding with 
the postal authorities. In May last, the company was authorised, 
pending the signature of a formal agreement with the Ministry of Posts 
at Nanking, to carry mail without extra charge, i.e. with the usual frank-
ing. 

"The first outward mail was carried from Canton (Post cancelled 
15/5/1934), to Wuchow (15/5/34) and Nanning (15/5/34) - mail for 
Lungchow was left at Nanning and carried by the next plane at Nanning 
to Lungchow and thus back-cancelled Lungchow the 17th. 

"The first return (inwards) mail was also in two lots; First return from 
Nanning (17/05/34), Wuchow (17/5/34), Canton (-do-) and from 
Lungchow (19th), Nanning (19th), Wuchow (20th), and Canton 
(20/05/34). 

"Some interesting remarks can be made from the various covers seen. 
The company had prepared a few commemorative covers to be sold to 
the public. A special wooden cachet and rubber ones were applied to 
some covers. From Lungchow some covers were sent with airmail 
stamps, whereas at all other stops only the usual stamps were used. It 
is thus possible to find ordinary covers with just the postmarks of dis-
patch and receipt, with or without one or two cachets, and commemo-
rative covers also with one or two cachets. 

"From information gathered, it appears no further mail will be carried on 
the Canton - Lungchow line, though regular passenger services were 
maintained. 

"I am told also that another trial mail flight was done from Canton to 
Pakhoi and back on August 11, 1934, under the same conditions, but 
so far have not seen any covers." 

The South China Morning Post published regular articles on stamp 
topics for philatelists and their writings give an accurate summary of 
events as they unfolded. 

In October, arrangements were made by the corporation to send one of 
its aeroplanes on a trial flight on the Nanning - Kweiyang route. The 
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plane left the Shek-pai Aerodrome, Canton at 7:30 a.m. arriving 
Wuchow at 9 a.m., Luichow at 11:30 a.m. Leaving Luichow after lunch 
at 1 p.m., the aircraft was expected at Kweiyang, the capital of 
Kweichow, at 4 p.m. The Southwestern Aviation Corporation officials 
undertaking the flight studied the possibility of building aerodromes at 
Luichow, Nanchow and Tukshan. At Kweiyang they negotiated with the 
Kweichow Government over its promise to subscribe to shares in the 
corporation. 

In response to public requests, another aeroplane was assigned to the 
Canton - Hainan - Nanning air route maintained by the corporation, 
and the Canton - Lungchow service was restored on 1 December. 
Services on the Canton - Lungchow line left Canton on Tuesdays and 
Fridays and returned from Lungchow on Wednesdays and Saturdays, 
but after 1 December, the planes left Canton on Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Fridays, and returned from Lungchow on Tuesdays, 
Thursdays and Saturdays. On the Canton - Hainan - Nanning line, 
they left Canton on Wednesdays and Fridays and returned on 
Thursdays and Saturdays. 

By the end of the year the flurry of route explorations had culminated in 
the establishment of many lines from Canton. Chungking, in Szechuen, 
was another route under consideration when it was decided to send a 
plane to that province to survey the aerodrome after the establishment 
of the Nanning - Kweiyang service. 

Going International 
In early January 1935 the fears of the Central Government surfaced 
when a senior official of the Southwestern Aviation Corporation 
declared that satisfactory arrangements had been reached with the 
French authorities for joining up the south China civil air system with 
the Marseilles - Saigon air service operated by Air Oriente. For this, the 
French undertook to extend their service from Saigon to terminate it at 
Hanoi instead. Only a relatively short distance separated Hanoi from 
the terminus of the Canton - Lungchow line on the border at Lungchow. 
The same official somewhat prematurely stated that full approval had 
been secured from the Nanking Government for this project when Liu 
Pui-chuen, the manager of the corporation, had paid a visit to the 
capital. During his time in Nanking and Shanghai, he also conferred 
with CNAC and the Eurasia Aviation Corporation on a proposed joint 
traffic scheme between their airways systems. 

A number of the airline's many accidents were reported in the Hong 
Kong newspapers, e.g. as reported on 27 March 1935. A European 
passenger, Mr Plegal, of Messrs. Baist & Co. of Canton, had been 
injured in an air crash near Wuchow a few days previously. Colonel 
Yau Kwok-chan from the Canton Military Headquarters staff and Yee 
Cheung-kuk, representing the New China Trading Co. of Shanghai, 
were the other passengers who escaped unhurt. The pilot was Fung 
Sing-hong. After hitting a telegraph wire, the plane had been forced 
down into a nearby river. Plegal had unfastened his safety belt and 
dived through the glass door of the cockpit, as it could only be opened 
from the outside. The other two passengers were trapped. Colonel Yau 
was swallowing water and drowning, but he was pulled out by his hair. 
In a matter of minutes the plane was almost submerged, but the pilot 
and remaining passenger managed to clamber onto a nearby sampan. 
Members of the American Catholic Mission nearby had seen the crash 
and signalled to a Standard-Vacuum Oil Co. launch to rescue the sur-
vivors. 

With a commitment to an ever-expanding route network and the loss of 
aircraft to accidents it was announced in April that the Southwestern 
Aviation Corporation had ordered a four-passenger aircraft from 
England and two Stinson monoplanes from America. These machines 
were destined for the extension of a new route from Wuchow to 
Liuchow via Patpo. The British plane was expected in Canton on 14 
April, while the American machines were scheduled to arrive on 25 
April. The Stinson that made the forced landing near Wuchow had been 
fished out of the West River and was undergoing repairs, as it had not 
been badly damaged and was expected to return to service. 

The opportunity for passengers from Canton to fly to Europe via the 
Southwestern Aviation line and the Hanoi - Marseilles route arose in 
April 1935, as the two companies had finalised arrangements for a 
through passenger service, stated Liu Pei-chuen, director of SWAC, in 

Right: SWAC waiting room - air conditioning would appear to be a 
design feature! (Ian D Johnson collection) 

an interview. "Our planes will go as far as Lungchow. From there, pas-
sengers can take a motor ride to Hanoi in about four hours. Our 
company is getting several buses ready to go as far as Chinnankwan 
on the border, and then travellers have to take a train or bus from 
Liangshan to Hanoi. People from Peiping, Hankow and Shanghai can 
fly down to Canton via the China National Aviation Corporation line en-
route to Europe." 

Mr Liu also disclosed that a petition had been sent to the Ministry of 
Communications asking it to instruct the postal administration to make 
arrangements with the Indochina Post Office to accept through mails to 
Europe. Mr Liu pointed out that with such arrangements, airmails from 
Canton would reach Europe in eight days instead of fourteen by sea via 
Singapore or Saigon. "This arrangement should prove very popular to 
people in China and Europe", said Mr Liu. "At present people in North 
China seldom send any air mails to Europe via the South, but, with our 
prospective service, air mails from Peiping to Europe will get there in 
only ten days. This arrangement will also benefit the China National 
Aviation Corporation and the Eurasia Aviation Corporation that carry 
passengers and mails in north China by linking up with the South-West 
line here in Canton." 

At this time there were no air services at all between China and Hong 
Kong or, indeed, with the outside world. These would not commence 
until March 1936, when the Imperial Airways service between the 
colony and Penang started carrying mail and passengers. Although this 
service transited through Indochina, mail and passengers could not be 
dropped off or picked up. CNAC did not gain access to the colony until 
November 1936, when its services connected with the Pan American 
Clipper flights from the USA via Manila. 

At the end of April, Leung Pang, the secretary of SWAC, was quoted in 
Canton by the Canton Daily Sun as saying that the company was plan-
ning to open more air routes between principal cities in Kwangtung and 
Kwangsi provinces. With Canton as the centre in this part of the south-
west, a line to Swatow via Weichow was to be established. To the 
north, another line was to have Namhung as its northern terminus and 
later Taiyu in southern Kiangsi. The Hainan line was to be extended to 
Nanning. From Nanning another line to Kweiyang, capital of Kweichow, 
was to be started. Other lines that the corporation had in mind were 
from Nanning to Lungchow; Nanning to Yunnan; Nanning - Liuchow, 
and Nanning - Hoyuan. Mr Leung disclosed that the Southwestern 
Aviation Corporation would soon offer stocks for subscription by the 
public to the sum of $1,000,000 National Currency, of which $400,000 
had been allotted to Kwangtung, $250,000 to Kwangsi, and $350,000 
to Yunnan, Kweichow and Fukien provinces. The money realised was 
to be used for the purchase of new aircraft and the extension of new 
lines. 

In early May, two new aircraft arrived in Hong Kong on board the 
President Hayes, to inaugurate a line from Canton to Pat-po, a new 
mining centre in Kwangsi. "Pat-po is about ninety miles north of 
Wuchow which has no direct highway connection with the river port', 
said Mr Liu, "and people going to Pat-po have to take a round about 
way taking three days." "That trip by air from Wuchow takes about an 
hour", Mr Liu pointed out. "Pat-po is a rich mining area, and more than 
thirty mining companies are in operation there, the mines yielding 
mostly stones and granite." 
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Left: The Miles M.3A Falcon Major 
c/n 149 being demonstrated to 
SWAC in China. Initially unregis-
tered, its UK CofA was issued on 
12.4.35 to the Far East Aviation Co 
Ltd and after being rejected by 
SWAC it was registered in Hong 
Kong as VR-HCV, later being sold 
in Malaya as VR-RAP. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 

Below: One of SWACs Stinson 
SR-5 Reliants seen at Hanoi after 
the establishment of the service 
from Canton in 1936. ('Icare' maga-
zine via Ian D Johnson) 

Mr Liu said that on the recommendation of the influential Far East 
Aviation Co. in Hong Kong, a Miles Falcon monoplane had been 
ordered from England. This machine was offered at a very reasonable 
price, he added, as it is the first British commercial passenger-carrying 
aircraft for civil aviation in China. (Mr Liu was possibly unaware of the 
British Handley Page 077s and Vickers Vimy Commercial passenger 
and mail aircraft used for a short period in north China during 1919-
1921.) Due to arrive in Canton in May, the Miles M3A Falcon Major had 
four seats for passengers and was reported to be economical on fuel. 
Although the Falcon was delivered to China, SWAC did not accept the 
aircraft, and it was returned to Hong Kong to be placed on the register 
as VR-HCV. No obvious reason is apparent for its rejection, but it is 
notable that there was a preference by SWAC for high wing aircraft. 
The Falcon had a low wing and was low slung, which reduced the 
pilot's visibility when flying in and out of the basic airstrips and moun-
tainous areas the airline was operating from. 

At the end of June, Canton's aviation progress was given an impetus 
by the arrival of six Fleet training aeroplanes for the Canton Air Force, 
and a four-passenger Stinson monoplane for the Southwestern 
Aviation Corporation, intended for the extended Canton - Lungchow air 
service. The Fleet trainers were manufactured by the Consolidated 
Aircraft Corporation of Buffalo, New York and delivered overland to the 
flying school in Canton, while the passenger plane flew in from Hong 
Kong. 

The SWAC monoplane, piloted by I W Fisher, had taken off at 8:15 
a.m., reaching Canton at 8:50 a.m. Mr Fisher, who represented the 
American Eastern Aviation Corporation based in Shameen, Canton, 
told the press that the Stinson had arrived in Hong Kong on 18 June. It 
had been through all the official commissioning process before he 
could fly the machine. He added that the six training planes were not 

assembled at Hong Kong but shipped to Canton in crates on freight 
cars of the Canton - Kowloon Railway. The Hong Kong Export and 
Import Office had to be satisfied that aeroplanes in transit through the 
Colony were not military types and had no bomb racks and machine 
guns attached. The central government in Nanking had requested that 
the Hong Kong authorities not allow military aircraft to pass through 
without permits from them. As a result, a shipment of six Boeing fight-
ers was being delayed. The new Stinson was to inaugurate a new line 
from Canton to Nanning via Wuchow, Pat-po, Keiping and Liuchow. 
Increasing trade connections between Kwangtung and Kwangsi and 
the absence of railways was popularising air communications. 

In July it was reported that the two new passenger planes recently 
acquired by SWAC had been thoroughly tested at the Shek-Pai aero-
drome and were put on the Canton - Pat-po (Kwangsi) run. 
Preparations had been made for inauguration of the Nanning -
Kwangsi - Kwanchow line on 15 July, and Liu Pui-chuen, manager of 
the corporation, was leaving Canton for Kwangsi to finalise the inaugu-
ration of the Nanning - Kweichow line. 

By 15 July 1935, with three lines in operation, the Southwestern 
Aviation Corporation was at last making money. Daily flights were 
made from Canton to Lungchow via Nanning and Wuchow; Nanning to 
Kweichow, and Canton to Hoihow via Pakhoi. This last route was to be 
extended to end at Nanning. 

Accidents continued when on 15 July a SWAC mail and passenger 
plane on its way to Wuchow had a narrow escape when it developed 
engine trouble while flying over Samshui. Unable to return to Canton, 
the pilots made a forced landing at Shui Tong in Nam Hoi district at 4 
p.m. They landed on an open space in a forest and the machine and its 
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Right: The main routes of 
SWAC linked the cities 
shown. These consisted of: 

Canton - Wuchow - Patpo -
Kweilin - Liuchow 
Nanning. 

Canton - Wuchow - Nanning 
- Lungchow - Hanoi. 

Canton - Muiluk 
Kiungchow - Pakhoi -
Nanning. 

Nanning also had a connec-
tion with Kweiyang in 
Kweichow Province. 

A number of other locations 
mentioned in the text have 
been added for clarification. 
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occupants escaped injury. The two pilots and passengers, Mr Cheung 
Yam-man, Chief of Staff of the Fourth Group, Army Corps in Kwangsi, 
and his wife returned to Canton by the Canton - Samshui train. 

The Central Government's Ministry of Communications in Nanking, 
ignoring the south-western provincial governments' earlier petitions for 
such flights, granted a franchise to the China National Aviation 
Corporation for a service from Canton to Hanoi. This was to be a route 
from Canton via the French enclave of Kwangchowan (Fort Bayard) to 
Hanoi as an extension of the Shanghai - Canton coastal route flown by 
Douglas Dolphin amphibians. The Nanking Government had a long-
standing ban on foreign aircraft flying regular passenger and mail ser-
vices into China, as they feared that if any foreign airline was given this 
concession, then the Japanese would also demand to run their own 
services in China. At this time, however, the French were not insisting 
on reciprocal rights if a Chinese carrier flew into their territory. 

The southern provincial governments were 
most offended by this incursion by CNAC 
across territory they had long considered to be 
solely within their own sphere of influence and 
control. Lim Yun-koy, chairman of the 
Kwangtung Provincial Government, was 
despatched to Shanghai to reaffirm the 
Southwestern Aviation Corporation's case, as 
it already operated services up to the border 
and had initiated the first feelers for such a 
cross-border service. Indeed, it had been plan-
ning to handle all the flow of air mail from the 
north and forward it to Hanoi for onward trans-
mission to Europe and was expecting this to be 
a valuable source of revenue for the company. 
In February 1936, however, the Canton Post 
Office announced that a Canton - Hanoi air 
service would commence and issued the fol-
lowing notification: 

"The public is hereby notified that a direct 
weekly airmail service from Canton to Hanoi, 
via Kwangchowan, and vice-versa, will be 
established from February 14, 1936. Linking at 
Hanoi with the Hanoi - Marseilles airmail 
service, the Canton - Hanoi line will serve as 
an intermediary between the Chinese and 
French airmail services, and will thus enable 
the air correspondence originating in any place 
in China to reach destinations in South Asia, 
Europe and beyond within a comparatively 
short time. The first aeroplane of this new line 
will fly from Canton to Hanoi on February 14, 
1936. From that date, aeroplanes will leave 

Canton every Friday. Air correspondence intended for conveyance by 
the Canton - Hanoi airmail line must be super-scribed by the sender, 
on the address side of the envelope with the annotation 'via Hanoi'." 

Despite the Southwestern Aviation Corporation's protestations, CNAC 
sent an aircraft carrying mail for Hanoi, but these only reached Fort 
Bayard, where poor winter weather forced the return of the aircraft to 
Canton. The mail then had to be sent by sea to Europe. So incensed 
by CNAC's attempts to take away what they considered was the legiti-
mate business of a solely Chinese owned and operated concern, the 
Cantonese authorities proceeded to block further flights. The detaining 
and arrest of CNAC's Dolphin, Fukien, on 28 February brought the 
dispute to a climax. The arrested aircraft was prevented from going any 
further and returned to Shanghai after two days with the delayed mail. 
[The story of this incident is told from the CNAC's point of view on page 
2007/056.] 

PAR AVION : y 
First Flight China-Europe 

By Southwestern Aviation Corporation 
& Air France 
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Above: Envelope addressed to C G Grey, the Editor of The Aeroplane, which was posted in 
Shanghai on 9.7.36 and carried to Canton by CNAC to join the first regular SWAC service from 
there to Hanoi the next day, which it is reported to have missed, and thence to Europe by Air 
France. (Ian D Johnson collection) 
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Right: This special cover apparently did 
make it onto the first scheduled Canton -
Hanoi mail flight although it was not 
intended for it to continue to Europe. 
Dated 10.7.36, it bears the commemora-
tive propeller symbol with appropriate 
Chinese inscription. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 

Although their rivals from the north were 
effectively barred from carrying mail 
through the south, the corporation was in 
no position to take the service over. In 
March it was reported that due to crashes 
and with no serviceable aircraft, SWAC 
was reduced to offering 15-minute 
joyrides over Canton at $15 per head. 
The Cheung Kang had crashed near 
Samshui the previous week. One aircraft 
had not been repaired after a crash a 
year earlier and another was undergoing 
maintenance. Meanwhile services were 
suspended until the fourth aircraft 
ordered from America had arrived. 

Another visit was made to the Ministry of 
Communications in Nanking by Yang 
Teh-chao, the personal representative of 
General Chan Chai-tong, to petition the 
Central Government. His persuasive and 
political powers were successful, as the 
Canton - Hanoi air service was now granted solely to the Southwestern 
Aviation Corporation. The managing director, Liu Pe-chuan, left Canton 
immediately to formalise details of the contract. The new arrangements 
were drawn up in conjunction with the French Attache and the Ministry 
to be forwarded to France for final approval. The French expressed a 
wish that their enclave of Kwangchouwan (Fort Bayard) be included in 
SWAC's route network. With the existing fleet too small for this major 
extension, the company declared an intention to order two, 2-engined 
Stinsons that could carry six passengers. It was announced on 16 April, 
however, that an 8-seat aircraft was on order, capable of a speed of 
150 mph. 

Buoyed by its success in getting permission to fly to Hanoi, the 
company then announced an intention to connect Canton with Hong 
Kong. This was superciliously dismissed by the Hong Kong govern-
ment's Acting Colonial Secretary, R A C North, on the grounds that no 
discussions had taken place and were unlikely to do so in the foresee-
able future. 

On 8 June, a trial flight to Hanoi was made by the operations manager, 
Hu Chin-ya, and two other pilots. Their Stinson passed over Wuchow 
and Lungchow only calling at Nanning for refuelling. In early July, 
another exploratory flight was made in the aircraft named, Southern 
Pole, setting out at 8 a.m. and arriving at Hanoi at 4:30 p.m. 

The first flight of the regular Canton - Hanoi passenger service was 
scheduled to take place on 10 July, according to announcements 
issued by the Canton General Post Office and the Customs Office. The 
schedule provided for the plane to leave Canton every Friday at 8 a.m. 
and return from Hanoi on Saturdays at 7 a.m. The plane stopped at 
Wuchow, Nanning and Lungchow. The fare was $150 for a single trip 
and $270 return from Canton to Hanoi, fares charged in National 
Currency. Each passenger was allowed 20 lb of luggage and every 
extra pound charged at $1.40. 

Over 150 kilos of air mails arrived at Canton from North China to be for-
warded on the morning of 10 July by SWAC for Hanoi and Marseilles. 
The aircraft was scheduled to reach Hanoi in the afternoon to make a 
connection with the French Air Oriente line. The postage for a letter 
weighing less than five grams was 65 cents National Currency for 
Europe, including the British Isles. For intermediate points the postage 
rates were from 25 cents to 60 cents. After the first service, the mail 
plane left every Friday morning at 7 a.m., with the French machine 
departing from Hanoi on Saturday morning, reaching Marseilles on 
Sunday morning the following weekend. Mails for London were due to 
reach there on Sunday afternoons, the entire journey from Canton to 
Marseilles taking only nine days. It was also reported that a two-
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engined, eight-passenger Stinson plane had arrived at Canton for the 
Canton - Hanoi service, with another due in the next week. There is no 
evidence, however, that any twin-engined Stinson ever arrived or went 
into service. 

The stamp correspondent of the South China Morning Post took a great 
interest in this new service and reported to his readers: 

'The first regular flight of the Canton - Hanoi airline under the auspices 
of the Southwestern Aviation Corporation (to connect with Air France at 
Hanoi) took place on July 10, 1936. 

"The plane left Canton early in the morning of the tenth, letters being 
back-stamped with the Hanoi cancellation at 16:50 o'clock (4:50pm) the 
same day via Wuchow, Nanning and Lungchow. A special cachet was 
used in the familiar form of an aeroplane propeller superimposed on a 
circle. At the top of the circle in English appears "Canton" and below the 
date "10-7-1936". The Chinese characters in the inner circle stand for 
"Canton" while the Chinese inscription across the blades of the pro-
peller is similar to the wording on the special envelope. 

"I understand that permission for the use of this cachet was only 
obtained at the last minute, necessitating night work on the pad of 
Canton postal officials which I believe is greatly appreciated by collec-
tors of such covers. It was also repoded that two chops were made for 
the cachet and that each differs slightly in the characters and the 
letters. The Southwestern Aviation Corporation provided gratis special 
envelopes measuring 6 inches wide and 4-1/2 inches high. At the top 
of these covers appears "Par Avion-First Flight China-Europe- by 
Southwestern Aviation Corporation-and Air France." On the left is a 
map showing present and prospective routes of the Corporations air 
lines. The Chinese inscription appearing at the left-hand side is similar 
to the English one quoted above and is used on the special cachet. The 
envelopes are printed in blue with the map slightly more pronounced in 
colour. 

"I am told that there were three printings in different shades of blue. 
Letters coming from Hanoi are postmarked on the afternoon of the 
tenth and have the arrival cancellation of Canton on July 11,16 o'clock 
(4 pm), the plane making the trip on the 11th. One cover addressed to 
me in Hong Kong was flown from Canton to Hanoi and returned to 
Canton by plane on Saturday, arriving in Hong Kong on Sunday at 
noon. The mail at Hanoi connected with the Air France and according 
to reports will take nine days to reach Europe. Roughly a thousand 
covers are reported to have been carried on this flight. Airmail from 
Shanghai scheduled to go on this flight did not arrive in Canton in time 
to make connections. The postal rates for European mails are 65 cents 
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Above: SWAC luggage label. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 
Right: One of the five-seat Stinson SR-9D 
Reliants which were delivered to SWAC in 
May 1937. The SR-9D had the tapered •gull' 
wing and a 285 hp Wright radial. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 

airmail postage, and 25 cents ordinary mail making a total of 90 cents 
for 5 grammes. This rate is indeed high compared to that charged by 
Imperial Airways which is 50 cents per half ounce to Great Britain. The 
successful conclusion of the first connection with Air France at Hanoi 
recalls the history of previously attempted flights. On February 14. the 
China National Aviation Corporation attempted to inaugurate the 
airmail connection between Canton and Hanoi. The attempt however 
failed because of inclement weather, the plane returned to Canton and 
the flight was postponed pending the reaching of an agreement 
between the northern and southern aviation companies. Ultimately the 
Southwestern Aviation Corporation received permission to run this 
flight and the necessary arrangements were made with Air France." 

In August it was announced that the Central Government was taking 
back control of the Canton - Hanoi service due to the collapse of 
General Chan Chai-tong's power base and the unrest in Kwangsi. 
These political disturbances were resolved by October and the line 
remained under the control of the provincial governments. 

The "Giant" Aeroplane 
The second aircraft of the fleet, Chang Keng that had crashed in March 
1936, was resurrected to resume flying but crashed again with fatal 
results in February 1937. Coming down in a river near Samshui, the 
pilot Chan Tao-yu and a passenger Wu Po-fan, were both killed and 
their bodies were returned to Canton on 27 February. Wu had been 
invited to open a factory for the manufacture of motor fuel from cotton-
seed in Kwangsi and was on his way to a meeting at Kweilin. This 
unfortunate incident deprived the airline of any aircraft and services 
were duly suspended yet again. 

All was quiet until 6 March 1937, when it was announced that a 3-
engined Stinson monoplane with accommodation for ten passengers 
had been ordered by the corporation to augment its fleet of only four 
planes. The contract was signed on 13 March at the Victoria Hotel, 

Shameen, between the agent of the Stinson Aviation Corporation and 
Leung Chien Pang, secretary of the corporation. The contract called for 
delivery of the airliner at Hong Kong within forty-five days. The machine 
was to be put on the Canton - Lungchow service via Kwangsi to 
replace the ill-fated Chang Keng. In an interview Leung denied that the 
Southwestern Aviation Corporation had suspended services and that 
its only remaining plane would be used for excursion trips. He said that 
the regular air routes were being maintained with the four Stinson 
planes. "Arrangements have been made with the French Government", 
continued Mr Leung, "to connect Kwangchouwan with Hanoi by a new 
route via Muiluk and Pakhoi. This is in addition to the regular Canton 
-Hanoi service via Lungchow. This line is to give the French residents 
in Kwangchouwan a direct air line for Marseilles." Leung also said that 
his company had also ordered two planes for the land survey of 
Kwangtung on behalf of the Kwangtung Government. 

No doubt as a morale boosting exercise, China's foremost aviatrix, Ms 
Lee Ya-ching, a former Shanghai movie star and the first female grad-
uate of the Boeing School of Aeronautics at Oakland, California, joined 
the corporation's pilots for six weeks from 12 March. She flew on four 
routes and experienced the typical spring weather of the south that was 
not conducive to safe flying. She commented that "with heavy fog 
almost obscuring the rooftops of the houses below. There are also lots 
of mountains in the southwest, an area very hard to fly." Ms Lee was in 
the vanguard of the promotion of aviation in China when in 1936 she 
became the first woman to be granted a government flying licence in 
China, and she flew over 30,000 miles throughout China to promote air 
mindedness amongst her own people. In February she had flown with 
Walther Lutz piloting Eurasia's Junkers 52s. 

Liu Pei-chuan, SWAC's managing director, left Canton to inspect his 
latest aircraft that had arrived in Hong Kong on the President McKinley. 
The Stinson monoplanes were delivered on 7 May after assembly at 
Kai Tak aerodrome. Each machine could carry five passengers and 
were intended for the passenger and mail services after the completion 

Right: The prototype Stinson 
A trimotor, NC14141 c/n 
9100. SWAC wasted no time 
and purchased the fourth 
production aircraft, NC15105 
c/n 9105 which was delivered 
in May 1937. 
(via Jack Meaden) 
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Left: The surviving 
St in son Model A, 
NC15165c/n9125,atthe 
EAA Fly-In at Oshkosh, 
Wisconsin, 2.8.98. 
(© Charles Trask) 

of on-going survey flights. The 3-engined Stinson monoplane ordered 
by SWAC to extend its service to Kweichow and Yunnan arrived in 
Hong Kong on 13 May aboard the steamship President Grant. 

With the acquisition of this brand new modern aircraft the company 
approached the Hong Kong Government with a view to extending the 
service to the colony. This machine was one of the swiftest commercial 
planes in the Far East. It reportedly had a cruising speed of 185 mph 
and a top speed of 260 mph, and was expected to bring Hanoi within 
four hours flying time of Canton and Hong Kong. The Model A had been 
on display at an exhibition in the United States before it was sold to 
SWAC. On 9 June the 12-passenger tri-motor airliner was tested for 
half an hour by Walter J Carr, chief pilot of the Stinson company. There 
were many interested observers when the yellow monoplane flew over 
Hong Kong. Walter Carr later flew it to Canton and instructed four 
Chinese pilots on its handling before starting the Hanoi service. 

The Canton - Hanoi service resumed at the beginning of June. Due to 
accidents, three aircraft were out of service. In February and March no 
passengers at all had been carried. Three more machines were 
ordered from America, and two had been in service between 
Kwangtung and Kwangsi since May. When another two were available, 
an air route from Canton to Nanchang was to be commissioned. In 
spite of these aspirations, the Stinson named Pel Tau crashed at 
Canton on 7 June at 9 a.m. during a local test flight at Shek Pia aero-
drome prior to a trip to Hainan. The left wing was badly damaged and 
the pilot injured when the aircraft hit a hangar. 

Ever since the beginning of their war in China, the Japanese had been 
contemplating the capture of Canton. It had originally been planned in 
December 1937, but the Japanese government feared that Britain 
might get involved if a landing took place at Bias Bay, close to Hong 
Kong. The operation was called off but reactivated in the summer of 
1938. They hoped to cut off 80% of the supplies reaching Chiang Kai-
shek's armies through southern China and they also believed that 
Canton was a hotbed of anti-Japanese intrigue. The area had been sub-
jected to bombing since the beginning of the Sino-Japanese war and the 
air assault was stepped up, mainly with aircraft from the carrier Kaga. 

On 31 August, Canton was awakened to the sound of gunfire and the 
clanging of gongs used as air raid warnings as aircraft from the Kaga 
and the Japanese island of Formosa (Taiwan) bombed the city and the 
military airfields. Further devastating attacks took place at Shanghai 
and Nanking. 

The Japanese naval blockade was extended to include all southern 
Chinese ports while invasion convoys assembled on the Pescadores 
Islands near Formosa. At the same time, Chinese troops were being 
withdrawn from the Canton area to reinforce inland Hankow. Britain's 
appeasement of Hitler at Munich indicated to the Japanese that they 
had nothing to fear from Great Britain even if Hong Kong was involved. 

The bombardment and capture of Canton and continual military activi-
ty in the south caused SWAC to suspend services and the company 
moved its office to Kweilin in Kwangsi province in October. Daily flights 
continued but Canton could no longer be on its itinerary. The revised 
routes were Kweilin to Yunnanfu; to Chengtu in Szechuen Province, 
and to Kweiyang in Kweichow. 

The airports and wireless equipment in these provinces had been pre-
pared and trial flights were planned. Several fifteen-passenger planes 

were reported to have been purchased from France and to have arrived 
at Hanoi, but what type these were is not clear. Ten more Stinson air-
craft were to be ordered from the United States to augment the fleet. 
Shares amounting to $4,000,000 were ready for subscription and a 
sum of $2,000,000 had been subscribed by the provincial govern-
ments. Overseas Chinese were expected to take up the remaining 
shares. 

Upsetting this optimism, reports reached Hong Kong on 28 November 
1937 that the "giant" passenger plane of the Southwestern Aviation 
Corporation had crashed on the western frontier of Kwangsi near 
Lungchow on 24 November on its way to Hanoi. The pilot and mechan-
ic were killed, while the co-pilot and some of the passengers were 
injured. Details of the crash are not available, although news reports 
suggested that engine trouble was the cause. This was probably the 
demise of the large Stinson Model A tri-motor, but no further reports 
appeared in the newspapers to explain why it had crashed. 

In Retreat 
Throughout the last months of 1937, Canton and the railway connect-
ing it to Hong Kong was under continual attack from the air as thou-
sands of refugees streamed to safety in the British colony. In early 
December 1937, the ever-optimistic Southwestern Aviation Corporation 
informed Reuters news agency that plans were underway for an air 
service between Canton and Macau with the service to be inaugurated 
early in 1938. 

In March 1938, Japanese aircraft repeatedly bombed the Shi-pai area 
of Canton, hitting nearby Zhongshan University and Tian He (Milky 
Way) airport, and killing local villagers labouring in the fields. SWAC's 
income was greatly depleted by the war and also by the large numbers 
of superfluous personnel on the payroll. In the confusion of war, embez-
zlements within the company were reported to be rife. SWAC went 
deeply into dept and approached the Guangdong provincial finance 
department for a loan. 

Widespread air attacks throughout Kwangtung province and the heavy 
bombing that wreaked carnage on Canton caused the airline to move 
far away from its natural base. Passenger numbers fell drastically, as 
did the carriage of mail and cargo, so depriving it of revenue. By June 
1938, the situation in the south was dire for the Chinese, as their oppo-
nents controlled the air by day. 

In June 1938, SWAC was unable to carry on and its business was 
closed. The few surviving assets passed to the Nationalist 
Government's Commission on Aeronautical Affairs and to the Chinese 
Air Force. Reports say that personnel and nine aircraft were donated to 
the Chinese Nationalist Air Force in 1938. [CF 09Mar2003; LA 
09Mar2003] 

On 12 October, 1938 the Japanese forces landed in Guangdong and 
on the afternoon of 21 October, 1938, Guangzhou fell to the enemy. 

Meanwhile CNAC and Eurasia still operated in the area by resorting to 
flying only on dark, moonless nights after their aircraft had been 
attacked by the Japanese while flying passenger services. The 
Nationalist Government moved further west along the Yangtze River to 
Chungking and, while not totally out of reach of the Japanese air force, 
managed to operate under some semblance of order. Both of the 
remaining airlines operated from there and retained links with the 
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Right: An example of a Curtiss-
Reid Rambler, one of the types 
operated by SWAC, a two seat 
light biplane with fabric covered 
welded steel tube structure built 
in three versions - Mk.l with 90 
hp Gipsy I engine. Mk. II with 80 
hp Cirrus or 115 hp Hermes, 
and Mk.lII with 120 hp Gipsy III. 
It was designed by WT Reid, 
earlier Chief Designer of the 
Bristol Aeroplane Co., and 36 
were built in Canada, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

outside world at Hong Kong until December 1941. Eurasia also flew to 
Hanoi until the Japanese took control of Indochina in 1940, and CNAC 
flew to Rangoon until the fall of the city in 1942. 

Reports from the time of SWAC's demise inferred that the majority of 
passengers carried were on provincial government and military busi-
ness. Other reports claim that the main freight carried was opium. 
Certainly the south-west was a major production area for opium and it 
was taxed repeatedly when transported through the countryside to 
dealers. Flying it over and out of reach of bandits and tax collectors 
must have seemed a good idea. The Kuomintang had tried to eradicate 
opium addiction in 1928 but the income from drug sales was too much 
to be abandoned and they switched to a policy of monopolising this 
lucrative trade through the misleadingly named "Opium Suppression 
Bureaus". To fund the airline, finance must have been flowing in from 
substantial sources somewhere, as the company was not large enough 
to rely on fares from the small number of paying passengers or the car-
riage of mail. 

There are a number of positive indications of moves to resurrect the 
Southwestern Aviation Corporation after World War II. We will discuss 
these reports in a later article. 

It has been suggested that many of the Stinson aircraft acquired by 
SWAC may have been used aircraft but in most cases the tentative pro-
duction lists do not show previous identities. Insufficient information is 
available to make dogmatic statements one way or the other. Previous 
identities, where known, are given below. Production lists have been 
compiled in the main from Joseph Juptner's books and the Aerofiles 
online listing (http://aerofiles.com/stinson-reqs.html). 

While considering Stinson aircraft exported to China, we should 
mention that three Stinson Model Os, c/n 10006, 10007 and 10008, 
were delivered to the Canton Air Force in 1934. 

type 
Stinson 
Stinson 
Stinson 
Stinson 
Stinson 

name 
Changken 
Beido 
Chiming 
Nanchi 
Tserwei 

seats 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

payload (kg) 
950 
950 
950 
950 
950 

status 
repairing 
ready 
ready 
ready 
repairing 

[Ref. CF 6Nov2003, Transport list in 1936] 
Note: this list is applicable to the later half of 1936. 
The characteristics of relevant Stinson types are summarised in 
Appendix B. 

SWAC Fleet List by Aircraft Type 
Curtiss-Reid Rambler III 
Chinese name English name 
Tienlan Sirius 
Tienlang (Sky Wolf) Canicula 
? 
? 
[Ref. IDJ p.29; CF 26Sep2002; LA 7Mar2003, LA 8Mar2003] 
Notes: CF-ALL c/n 1031 was exported to Hong Kong but not registered 
there, so presumably went to China. C/n 1042 either went to Chile 
[Putnam] or China [CAHS]. [IT 11Mar2003] Both the 1970 CAHS article 
and 1982 book were written by Molsom and we presume that the book 
has the better data. (The data therein for c/ns 1043 & 1044 agree with 
other sources.) In that case, we can assume that c/n 1042 went to 
Chile, although no CC- registration has surfaced. CF-ALL c/n 1031 was 
exported to Lam Wing Yam & Co., Hong Kong, under Canadian Export 
Certificate EX-12, dated 4Feb32, for use as a demonstrator. [TJ 
11Oct07] 

c/n 
? 
? 

1031 
1042? 

d/d 
Apr35 

Jun34 

note/fate 
(bt Mar34) 

ex CF-ALL 
TBC 

Miles M.3A Falcon Major 
Chinese name English name c/n d/d 

149 NTU 
fate 
toVR-HCVApr35 

SWAC's Offices 
SWAC had offices in the following cities and towns: 
Canton 226 Man Fuk Road 
Kiungchow 9 Tak Shing Road 
Lungchow 52 Lung Han Street 
Nanning 7 Min Sheng Road 
Pakhoi Lim Pak Road 
Wuchow 86 Upper Chu Kee Road 
[Ref. IDJ p.29] 

SWAC Fleet Lists 1936 

Stinson Model A 
10-seat, 3 x 245hp Lycoming R-680-B6 
Chinese name English name c/n d/d fate 
Tienchin Deneb ? Jun37 cr 24Nov37 
? 9105 May37 exNC-15105 
[Ref. IDJ p.29; IT 8Mar2003; LA 8Mar2003; LA 9Mar2003] 
Notes: NC15105 c/n 9105 was sold to China in May37 via American 
Eastern Aviation Co. of Hong Kong. [IT 6Oct06] Juptner, Volume 6, 
ATC556 says that: "A few examples of the Model A were sold to China; 
Walter J Can, noted flier and aircraft designer, delivered an example to 
a Chinese transport company in 1936 [sic] and remained to train native 
personnel to operate and maintain the aeroplane." [IDJ p.29] 

Stinson Model SR 
type 

Stinson 
Stinson 
Stinson 
Curtiss 
Stinson 
Stinson 

name 

Changkeng 
Peido 
Chiming 
Tienlang 
Tsewei 
Nanchi 

engine 
(hp) 
215 
215 
215 
120 
260 
260 

seats 

4 
4 
4 
2 
4 
4 

[Ref. CF 7Mar2003/MoC July 1936.] 

load 
(kg) 
479 
479 
479 
257 
534 
534 

speed 
(km/h) 
169 
169 
169 
161 
193 
193 

service time 

2y 6m 
2y 6m 
2y 6m 
2y 1m 
1y 1m 
1y 

4-seat, 215hp Lycoming R-680, 1933 
Chinese name 
Kaiming 
Chi Ming 
Changkeng 
Namkuei 
? 
? 
? 

English name c/n 
? 

Lucifer ? 
? 
? 
8780 
8782 
8783 

d/d 
Jan34 
Jan34 
Jan34, 
May34 
1933 
1933 
1933 

fate 
or Chiming? 

May34. cr Mar37 
w/o before Oct34 

Notes: The 215hp Stinsons must be the SRs or one SR-5D; the 120hp 
Curtiss must be the Curtiss-Reid Rambler; the 260hp Stinsons must be 
SR-5Cs. 

[Ref. IDJ p.29; CF 29Sep2002; IT 8Mar2003, 8Mar2003; LA 9Mar2003] 
Notes: One of the first two delivered in Jan34 must have been written 
off in July 1936. [CF 7Mar2003] 
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Stinson SR-5C Reliant 
4-seat, 260hp Lycoming R-680-5, 1934 
Chinese name 
Tsewei 
Nanchi 
Nan Ji 
Shinsu 
? 
? 
? 
[Ref. IDJ p.29; 
9Mar2003] 

IT 

English name c/n 
? 
? 

Octans ? 
? 
9339-A 
9344-A 
9347-A 

d/d fate 
Jun35 
Jul37 

1935 
1935 
1935 

8Mar2003; LA 7Mar2003, LA 8Mar2003 LA 

fate 
crashed 7Jun37 

Stinson SR-5D Reliant 
4-seat, 215hp Lycoming R-680, 1934 
Chinese name English name c/n d/d . 
Peitu ? Jan34 
? 9211-A 1934 
[Ref. IDJ p.29; IT 8Mar2003; LA 7Mar2003, LA 8Mar2003; LA 
9Mar2003] 

Stinson SR-9D Reliant 
5-seat, 285hp Wright R-760-E2, 1937 
Chinese name English name c/n 
Niolang (Cowboy) Altair ? 
Chernui (Weaving Girl) Vega ? 
? 5220 
? 5221 
? 5250 
? 5251 

d/d fate 
May37 
May37 
1937 (exNC17114) 
1937 (exCF-BEA) 
May37 
May37 

[Ref. IDJ p.29; IT 8Mar2003; LA 7Mar2003, LA 8Mar2003; I LA 
9Mar2003] 
Notes: SR-9B NC17174 c/n 5155 was named Spirit of New China. It 
was seen in the USA in 1939 with crossed Chinese and American flags 
painted on the fuselage. 

SWAC Fleet List by Aircraft Name 
The fleet composition has been determined from the name each aircraft 
was given as it appears in news reports. These names are understood 
to be star constellations. Most of the names are translations from 
Chinese characters and in the process can become somewhat different 
in English depending on who has made the translation. [IDJ p.29] 

Chinese name 
Bei Dou 
Chang Geng 
Chernui 
Nan Ji 
Niolang 
Qi Ming 
Tian Lang 
Tientsin 

English name 
Northern Fighter? 
Venus 
Weaving Girl = Vega 
South Pole 
Cowboy = Altair 
Bright Opening? 
Sky Wolf = Canicula 
Deneb 

fate 
accident 21 Feb37 

2 accidents, DBF 
accident, DBF 

[Ref. CF 8Mar2003; IDJ p.30] 

Abbreviations 
ATC Approved Type Certificate 
c/n constructor's number 
CNAC China National Aviation Corporation 
DBF Destroyed By Fire 
d/d delivery date 
HBM His Britannic Majesty's 
MAT Macau Aerial Transport Company 
NTU Not Taken Up 
p/i previous identity 
POM Project of the Month 
PRO Public Records Office (now The National Archives) 
SWAC Southwestern Aviation Corporation 
TBC To Be Confirmed 
W/O Written Off 
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Wade-Giles: 1930s-40s 
Amoy 
Anking 
Ansi 
Canton 
Chekiang 
Chengtu 
Chungking 
Foochow 
Hangchow 
Hankow 
Harbin 
Ichang 
Kiukiang 
Kwangsi 
Kwangtung 
Kweichow Province 
Kweilin 
Lanchow 
Namyung 
Nanking 
Peking 
Shasi 
Sinkiang Province 
Suchowfu 
Swatow 
Szechwan Province 
Tientsin 
Tsinan 
Tsingtao 
Urumchi 
Wanhsien 
Whangpo River 
Wenchow 
[Ref. Bond p.385.] 

Pinyin: post-1958 
Xiamen 
Anqing 
Anxi 
Guangzhou 
Zhekiang 
Chengdu 
Chongqing 
Fuzhou 
Hangzhou 
Hankou 
Haerbin 
Tichang 
Jiujiang 
Guangxi 
Guangdong 
Guizhou Province 
Guilin 
Lanzhou 
Nan-hsiung 
Nanjiang 
Beijing 
Shashi 
Xinjiang Province 
Xuzhou 
Shantou 
Sichuan Province 
Tianjin 
Jinan 
Qingdao 
Urumqi 
Wanxian 
Huangpu River 
Wenzhou 
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Appendix B: Characteristics of Stinson Aircraft Models 

Engines(s): 

Dimensions 
Span: 
Length: 
Height: 
Wing area: 
Weight empty: 
Gross weight: 
Performance 
Maximum speed: 
Cruising speed: 
Climb: 
Ceiling: 
Range: 
[Ref. Wegg pp.133, 135] 

Model A 
Three 260hp Lycoming 
R-680-5 9-cylinder air-
cooled radial engines 

60 ft 0 in 
36 ft 10 in 
11 ft 6 in 
500 sq ft 
7,200 lb 
10,200 1b 

180 mph 
163 mph at 5,000 ft 
980 ft/min 
17,000 ft 
490 miles 

Notes: the Reliant SR-5C had the R-680-5 engine; the 

Reliant SR 
One 215hp Lycoming 
R-680 9-cylinder air-
cooled radial engine 

43 ft 3 in 
27 ft 0 in 
8 ft 5 in 
235 sq ft 
2,070 lb 
3,155 1b 

130 mph 
115 mph 
750 ft/min 
14,000 ft 
460 miles 

soleSR-5D (c/n 9211) had 

Reliant SR-5A 
One 245hp Lycoming 
R-680-6 9-cylinder air-
cooled radial engine 

41 ft 0 in 
27 ft 3 in 
8 ft 5 in 
230 sq ft 
2,315 1b 
3,390 lb 

135 mph 
120 mph 
900 ft/min 
15,500 ft 
420-645 miles 

an R-680 and a smaller tail 

Reliant SR-9D 
One 285hp Wright Whirlwind 
R-760-E1 7-cylinder air-
cooled radial engine 

41 ft 7 in 
28 ft 1 in 
8 ft 6 in 
256.5 sq ft 
2,600 lb 
4,050 lb 

152 mph 
140 mph 
900 ft/min 
14,500 ft 
630 miles 

unit (ATC 2-493). 

Stinson Model A Tri-Motor 
Edited by Martin S Best, China History Research 
Group 

Introduction 
One of the airliner types operated by the Southwestern Aviation 
Corporation (SWAC) in China was the Stinson Model A tri-motor. This 
article gives a brief description of the type together with a detailed pro-
duction list. The author would welcome any additional information, 
particularly on the fates of these aircraft. 

Description 
In November 1933, Stinson announced the Model A tri-motor, 
designed by chief engineer Robert W Ayer, to meet an American 
Airways' requirement for an 8-passenger feeder-liner costing less 
than $35,000, with a take-off run of 800 feet or less and the ability to 
clear a 50 foot obstacle in 1,200 feet. 

The Model A was a tri-motor, low-wing monoplane of mostly fabric-
covered, all-metal construction. It had a single-spar, cantilevered 
wing, which was strut-braced to the top of the fuselage and possessed 
trailing-edge flaps. The main landing wheels were almost fully 
retractable into the engine nacelles, in the rear of which were located 
mail and baggage lockers. A wide fuselage seated passengers 3-
abreast in the two rear rows and two abreast in front; the cockpit 
accommodated two crew. 

Initially three 245hp R-680-B6 engines were installed but most pro-
duction aircraft had the more powerful R-680-5 engines. The two sur-
viving Australian aircraft, then with Australian National Airways, were 
converted to twin configuration with 600hp Pratt & Whitney R-1340-
S3H1 engines, because of a shortage of Lycoming spares. 

Ralph DeVore of American flew the prototype for the first time on 27 
April 1934. Five months later the prototype was delivered to American 
for in-service evaluation, which led to numerous modifications. This 
delayed deliveries of its fifteen aircraft for several months. Thus Delta 
Air Lines was the first airline to put the Model A into service, in July 
1935, on the Charleston - Atlanta - Dallas route. The second batch of 
five went to Central Airlines, which operated them between 
Washington, DC and Detroit via Cleveland, Akron, and Pittsburgh. 
American started Model A service in late 1935 on the Detroit -
Chicago route. 

Reported as having the flying qualities of 'an iron bathtub', the Model 
A was withdrawn from Delta service in 1937 and American operations 
the following year. As the aircraft was retired by its original owners, 
other carriers, including some overseas, stepped in to acquire them. 
A total of 30 were manufactured. [Smith p.87, Wegg p.133-135] 

Initial test flight: 27 April 1934 
Initial service: 1935 
Initial US operator service: Delta Air Corporation, July 1935 
ATC 556: 25 September 1934 

Characteristics 
Type/purpose: tri-motor, commercial, short/medium-haul transport 
Number of seats: 
Engines: 

Dimensions 
Length: 
Height: 
Wingspan:60ft0 in 
Wing area: 
Weight empty: 
Gross weight: 
Performance 
Maximum range: 
Service ceiling: 
Maximum speed: 
Max cruising speed: 
Climb: 

Production 

2 crew, 8 passengers 
3 x 260hp Lycoming R-680-5 9-cylinder air-
cooled radials or 2 x 600hp Pratt & Whitney 
R-1340-S3H1 Wasp radials 

36 ft 10 in 
11 ft 6 in 

500 sq ft 
7,200 lb 
10,200 lb 

490 miles (220 US gal fuel capacity) 
17,000 ft 
180 mph 
163 mph at 5,000 ft 
980 ft/min 

30 production aircraft: 15 American Airways, 3 Delta Air Corporation, 
5 Central Airlines, 4 Airlines of Australia, 2 executive, 1 China. Of 
these, 3 to Mexico, 1 to Panama, 1 to Costa Rica, 5 to Tata Air Lines, 
India (1941). 

Post-war, Korean National Airlines began operations in 1947 with 
'Stinson Trimotors' and possibly these were Model As. (No HL identi-
ties are known.) No less than eight aircraft found their way to Alaska. 
Confirmation of the three Mexican identities is still required. 

Production list 
c/n reg. owner/operator & notes 

9100 

date ref. 

9101 

X14141 

NC14141 

NC14597 

Prototype 
First flight 
Production date 
American Airlines A-20 
Caught fire in mid-air, force-
landed at Chicago Municipal 
Airport, DBF 

'Club' model 
Production date 
Richard J Reynolds 
Pollack Airlines, AK 
Destroyed in accident 

27Apr34 
16Dec34 
16Dec34 

26May36 

15Jun35 
? 
1941 
17Nov42 

15 
12 

6, 9 

15 
1, 12 
15 
15 
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e; The first production Model A, NC14598 c/n 9102, showing the three Smith controllable pitch propellers, one of which broke up due to a 
failed hub weld and caused its fatal crash. Later aircraftwere fitted with Hamilton propellers. 

9102 

9103 

9104 

9105 

9106 

9107 

NC14598 

RX-17(1) 

NC14599 

NC14566 

NC15105 

NC15106 

NC15107 

Delta Air Lines #7 
Accident Charleston, SC 
repaired 
Piedmont 
Sold to MA Gelabert, Panama 
or 30Mar38 
M A Gelebert 
Accident 
fate unknown 

Production date 
Delta Air Lines #8 
Crashed near Gilmer, TX 

Westchester Airplane Sales, 
Wayne, Ml. 'Club' model 
Stinson Aircraft Corp 
Gannett Newspapers, 
Rochester, NY 
Frank Reynolds, Roanoke, VA 
Arthur G Woodley, 
Anchorage, AK 
Accident Seward, AK 
repaired 
Crashed into Gastineau 
Channel, near Juneau, AK, 
destroyed 

Production date 
San Francisco Examiner 
Exported new to the American 
Eastern Aviation Company, 
Hong Kong 
Chinese Government 
or May37 
SWAC Tienchin 
Damaged 
Crashed 

Production date 
Central Airlines 
Pennsylvania-Central Airlines 
merger 
Airline Feeder Service 
Accident near Bridgeport, CT 
fate unknown 

Production date 
Central Airlines 

22Jun35 
04Nov35 

1937 
31Mar38 

R Mar38 
May38 

28Jun35 
29Jun35 
14Aug35 

12Jul35 
12Sep35 

03Oct35 
10May38 

31Jan40 
11Jun40 

19Jan43 

12Aug35 
? 

20May37 
1936? 

Jun37 
Jul37 
24Nov37 

19Jul35 
? 
01Nov36 

? 
Jul37 

07Aug35 
? 

7 

15 
12 

7, 15 
4 
15 

15 
7 
6, 7 

15 
15 
1, 12, 
15 
15 

15 
15 

15 

15 
15 

12 

1, 9 
11 
9 
11 

15 
1 

12 
15 

15 

15 
1 

9108 

9109 

9110 

9111 

9112 

9113 

NC15108 

NC15109 

NC15110 

RX-17(2) 

42-79547 

NC15134 

NC15152 

NC15153 

(via Jack Meaden) 

Pennsylvania-Central Airlines 
merger 
"Mr Bobb" (Charles Babb?) 
Sold to Mexico 

Production date 
Central Airlines 
Pennsylvania-Central Airlines 
merger 
Empresa, Costa Rica 

Production date 
Central Airlines 
Pennsylvania-Central Airlines 
merger 
Pollack Airlines 
Alaska Star Airlines 
Dismantled Glendale, CA 

Production date 
Central Airlines 
Pennsylvania-Central Airlines 
merger 
Transportes Aereos 
Gelebert y Cfa. Lda 
Impressed by USAAF in 
Panama, C-91-ST 

Struck Off Charge (SOC) 

Production date 
Delta Air Lines #9 
W/O nr Hapeville, Atlanta, GA 

Production date 
American Airlines A-21 
DBF in crash at Pavilion, NY, 
45 miles from Buffalo 

01Nov36 

? 
1939 

08Aug35 
? 
01Nov36 

12 
15 
15 

15 
1 

12 
after Aug36 15 

24Aug35 
? 
01Nov36 

? 
? 
May48 

31Aug35 
? 
01Nov36 

R May38 

14Aug42 
4, 9, 

Sep43 

02Oct35 
08Jan36 
27Aug36 

08Nov35 
21Nov35 

01Apr36 
Crash site 2 miles E of Genesee City, NY 

Production date 
American Airlines A-22 
Leased to Marquette Airlines 
Sold to Marquette Airlines 
The Intercontinent Corp., 
Miami, FL; Last US owner 
Exported to Tata Airlines, 
Bombay 

20Nov35 
28Nov35 
Feb38 
Jul39 

22Nov41 

15 
1 

12 
15 
15 
15 

15 
1 

12 

4, 10 

10, 14 
10 

15 
7 
6, 7, 
15 

15 
12 

6, 9 
•4 O 
i A. 

15 
12 

12, 15 
12 

12 

12 
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Above: Restorer Gene Coppock pilots NC15165 in Pennsylvania Central colours on a flight from Placervllle to Georgetown, CA in May 1988. 
(John Wegg) 

VT-AQW 

9114 NC15154 

9115 NC15155 

9116 NC15156 

Tata & Sons Ltd 
Crashed in India 
Cancelled 

Production date 
American Airlines A-23 
Hans Mirau Air Service, 
Nome, AK (or Mirow?) 
Alaska Star Airlines 
Destroyed near Savanga 

Production date 
American Airlines A-24 
Duck Air Service, Oakland, 
Estate of Wm. Reese Duck 

R Nov41 
04Aug43 
02Jul44 

08Dec35 
16Dec35 

10Jul39 
? 
1942 

26Dec35 
28Dec35 

CA 06Jun39 
10Jun39 

6, 8, 9 
6 
8, 9 

15 
12 

12, 15 
15 
15 

15 
12 
15 
12 

United Air Service, Burbank, CA 
23Mar41 15 

Paul Mantz Air Service, 
Burbank, CA 30Aug41 15 
USAAF, Alaska 08Jan43 15 
Woodley Airways, Anchorage 01Jan45 75 
Pacific Northern Airlines 01Dec45 75 
C C Stratton & Elewin Thomas, 
Lancaster, CA 
Pacific Finance Corp, Los 
Angeles, CA; repossessed 
J Baker, Concord, CA 
Fate unknown, file closed 

Production date 
American Airlines A-25, #15 

07Mar46 75 

10Jun46 
1947 
25Aug48 

28Dec35 
29Dec35 

Duck Air Service, Oakland, CA 20May39 
Accident Coalville, UT 21May39 
repaired 
Alaska Star Airlines ? 
Accident, destroyed Nov47 
Currently rebuild being completed by 
Yellowstone Aviation Inc., Blaine, MN 

75 
75 
75 

75 
72, 

75, 76 
72, 75 
75 

75 
75 

72, 76 

9118 

9119 

VT-AQY 

NC-15158 

NC-15159 

Sold to Marquette Airlines 
The Intercontinent Corp., 
Miami, FL; Last US owner 
Exported to Tata Airlines, 
Bombay 
Tata Sons Ltd 
Cancelled 

Production date 
American Airlines A-27 
Ray Paterson Flying Service 
or 'Petersen'? 
Retired 

Production date 
American Airlines A-28 
Rolley Inman, Coffeyville, KS 

Jul39 

230ct41 
R Oct41 
20Nov44 

02Jan36 
10Jan36 
02Oct39 

Jun48 

09Jan36 
17Jan36 
24Jun39 

72, 75 

72 

72 
8, 9 
8, 9 

15 
12, 15 

12, 15 
15 

15 
12 

12, 15 

VT-AQZ 

9121 NC-15161 

The Intercontinent Corp., 
Miami, FL; Last US owner 
Exported to Tata Airlines, 

VT-AQV 

9120 NC-15160 

Cancelled 

Production date 
American Airlines A-30 
Les Mauldin, Brownsville, 
To Mexico 

TX 

72 

Bombay 
Tata Sons Ltd 
Cancelled 

Production date 
American Airlines A-29 
Les Mauldin, Brownsville, TX 
The Evans 
The Intercontinent Corp., 
Miami, FL; Last US owner 
Exported to Tata Airlines, 
Bombay 
Tata Sons Ltd 

22Nov41 
R Nov41 
02Nov44 

17Jan36 
24Jun36 
17Jul40 
? 

30Oct41 
R Oct41 

72 
8, 9 
8, 9 

75 
72 

72, 75 
75 

72 

72 
8, 9 

28Apr44 8, 9 

20Jan36 75 
1936 75 
1939 72, 75 
Jan40 75 

9117 NC-15157 Production date 28Dec35 75 
American Airlines A-26 01Jan36 72,75 
Leased to Marquette Airlines Feb38 72, 75 

9122 VH-UGG Production date 28Jan36 75 
Airlines of Australia Ltd R16Apr36 
Lismore, CoR 580 7, 72 
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9123 NC-15163 

9124 NC-15164 

9125 NC-15165 

N15165 

9126 VH-UHH 

9127 NC-15162 

VT-AQX 

9128 VH-UKK 

C of A No. 537 
Crashed at Archerfield, Qld 
(DBF), SOR 

Production date 
American Airlines A-31 
Les Mauldin, Brownsville, TX 
To Mexico 

Production date 
American Airlines A-32 
Col. Roscoe Turner 
Alaska Star Airlines 
Licence revoked 

Production date 
American Airlines A-33 
Accident Washington, DC 
repaired 

16Apr37 

28Apr37 

08Feb36 
20Feb36 
02Jan40 
Jan40 

19Feb36 
24Feb36 
130ct39 
? 
Jul44 

28Feb36 
20Feb36 
08Jun36 

Lavery Airways, Fairbanks, AK 27Apr40 
'Lanery'? 
Alaska Star Airways? 
Ray Petersen Flying Service 
Abandoned near Nenana 
following a wheels-up forced 

? 
14Sep42 
Nov47 

anding 
Northern Consolidated Airlines 19Feb48 
Jerome D Berry 
Salvaged by Berry, restored 
(7 years) 
Eugene D Coppock 
(Coppock Vintage Aero), 
Crystal Lake, IL 
Restoration begun 
C of A issued 
First post-restoration flight 
Moved to Georgetown, CA 
Aviation Heritage Museum, 
Anchorage, AK 
Greg Herrick, Golden Wings 
Flying Museum, Minneapolis, 
MN (Currently regd to 
Stinson LLC, Jackson, WY) 

Production date 
Airlines of Australia Ltd 

1964 

2 

2, 6 

15 
12, 15 
12, 15 

15 

15 
12 

12, 15 
15 
15 

15 
12, 15 
15 

or 
12, 15 
15 
15 

12, 15 

15 
15 

12, 15 
Mar64-May72 

Oct70 
Jun72 
25Jul79 
25Jul79 
1988 

Jun88 

Mid-90s 

27Apr36 
R27Jun36 

15 
15 
15 
15 
15 

15 

15 

15 
12 

9129 NC-16110 

Brisbane, CofR 593 
C of A No. 550 27Jun36 
Crashed Lamington National 
Park, McPherson Ranges, Qld.19Feb37 
Found 01Mar37 

Production date 01May36 
American Airlines A-34 19May36 
Leased to Marquette Airlines Feb38 
Sold to Marquette Airlines Jul39 
The Intercontinent Corp., 
Miami, FL; Last US owner 
Exported to Tata Airlines, 

2, 6 

15 
12 

12, 15 
12, 15 

12 

Bombay 
Tata Sons Ltd 
Cancelled 

Production date 
Airlines of Australia Ltd 
Townsville, CofR 599 
C of A No. 566 
Converted to A.2W 
Australian National Airways 
Pty Ltd 
Binana 

22Nov41 
R Nov41 
16Aug44 

19May36 
R30Jul36 

30Jul36 
29May43 

01Jul42; 
R15Jun43 

Overran Western Junction, Tas. 
(minor damage), repaired 
WFU. To Aircraft Research 
Laboratories, Fisherman's 
Bend, Vic. (for fatigue testing) 
C of A revoked 
SOR 

1944 

31Jan45 
10Feb45 
27Jun45 

12 
8 
8 

15 
2 

2 
2 

2, 12 

15 

2 
2 
2 

9130 VH-UYY 

Production date 
American Airlines A-35 
Hans Mirau Air Service, 
Nome, AK (or 'Mirow'?) 
Alaska Star Airlines 
WFU 

Production date 
Airlines of Australia Ltd 
Grafton, CofR 618 
C of A No. 575 
Australian National Airways 
Pty Ltd 
Tokana 
Converted to Model A-2W 
(2xR1540 AN1) 
Crashed at Mia Mia near 
Heathcote, Vic, after in-flight 
break-up 
Cancelled (SOR) 

27May36 
28May36 
24Aug39 

? 
1944 

190ct36 
R29Dec36 

29Dec36 

01Jul42; 
R15Jun43 

02Oct43 

15 
12, 15 
12, 15 

15 
15 

15 

2, 12 
2 

2, 12 

2 

31Jan45 2,9,15 
10Feb45 2, 9 

Notes: 
FAA code: 863-09-01 
References 1 and 2 give conflicting information for the names of VH-
UKK and VH-UYY. The names given above come from Reference 3. 
John Wegg says "There is clear photo evidence (Aircrash Vol 1, 
Macarthur Job, 1991) that UGG was simply Lismore and UYY simply 
Grafton. These name styles are also listed in Flypast (Neville Parnell 
& Trevor Boughton, 1988)." [JW 12Jun2004] John Davis [Ref.12] 
gives the names as "City of..." but Wegg's version is used above. 
Reference 4 lists TI-56 as a "Stinson" but the model is not identified. 
Possibly c/n 9108. 
TI-35 was issued a Mexican over-flight permit on 22Aug38. It was 
given as a Stinson Tri-motor of Aerovias Nacionales. Three days prior 
TI-34 was issued for Stinson Model U, also for Aerovias Nacionales. 
This is known to be c/n 9023, ex NC12196. [JMD 24Oct2007, Ref.4] 
TI-35 is not listed in Ref.4. 
RX-17 was operated by Aerovias Nacionales in Costa Rica. [GK 
24Oct2007] 
Juptner gives c/n 9122 as NC15162 (i.e. in sequence) and c/n 9127 
as not US; but FAA records support this listing. [JMD 26Aug04] 
In the "AHSA Register of Civil Aircraft" (1963), VH-UGG appears as 
c/n 100; whilst the other three show with the correct 91 oo numbers. 
[JMD 26Aug04] 
American Airways became American Airlines in 1934. 
After VH-UYY crashed at Mia Mia, VH-UKK was withdrawn from 
service, and in February 1945, was sent to A.R.L. for fatigue testing as 
examination of the wreckage of VH-UYY showed that it broke up in 
flight, probably due to fatigue problems. [CL 20Oct07] FAA Airworth-
iness Directive AD 46-06-05 called for visual inspection of the main spar 
lower fittings at the outer wing panel to inner wing panel connection for 
small fatigue cracks at the fish-mouth weld connecting the fittings to the 
chord tubes of the spar, after each 100 hours of operation. 
Photographs of the restoration of Model A c/n 9125 (without any text) 
can be seen at: 
http://aoldenwinasmuseum.com/Aircraft%20Paaes/Tri-Motor%20-
%20A.htm 

Stinson Model As in Mexico 
John Davis has contributed the following notes: 

"The disposal of three surplus US airline Model A to Mexico has been 
a major problem for a long time; but I think I now have the registra-
tions and operators identified -although tying a registration to a c/n is 
not yet possible. 

"In the material available from Mexico, the state-by-state listing for 
circa June 1940 give XA-BHT, XA-BHU and XA-BHV as Stinsons of 
Aeronautica Sarabia - each with aircraft having engine(s) of 840 hp." 
As most Model As had three 260 hp Lycomings - that (almost) equals 
840 hp but possibly 280 hp R-680-13s had been substituted? 

"In December 1944, Transportes Aereos Mexicanas SA (the succes-
sor company to Sarabia) had two Stinsons (XA-BHT and XA-BHU) 
both with 2 x 450 hp Wasps. This suggests that a conversion similar 
to that carried out in Australia had taken place. 
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Right: Another view of the 
Stinson A prototype NC14141 
in the colours of American 
Airlines, probably taken at 
Fort Worth (Meacham). The 
airline used a further fifteen 
production aircraft, half of the 
total built. 
(Bill Wildprett via John Wegg) 

"Then the May 1946 listing shows TAMSA still with XA-BHT (3 x 260 
hp Lycoming), and XA-BHU (3 x 360 hp Lycoming). I guess that the 
hp of the latter could be a typographical error. This may also indicate 
that the 1944 listing was in error. 

"Apparently XA-BHV met with an accident of some sort, or became a 
spares source for the other two. Do not know what happened to XA-
BHT and XA-BHU after 1946, but one presumes they were WFU and 
broken up. 

"The biggest problem to date in my mind is the registrations. I have 
had the XA-BHP et seq registrations as being in 1937, i.e. after XA-
BIZ and before XA-BJP; but it now seems that this group lies between 
XA-BKQ and XA-BKR. Thus XA-BHT, XA-BHU and XA-BHV date 
from early 1940 - which fits in with the dates of sale to Mexico. 

"A couple of other supporting documents - both from the National 
Archives: 
In a 1944 report, TAMSA is said to have had 2 Stinson A as of 
31Dec40 and 31Dec41; 3 Stinson A as of 31Dec42, and 2 as of 
31Dec43. 
In a "US Aircraft in Mexico" listing of 26Dec41, TAMSA is said to have 
two twin-engined Stinson A. 

"This is all I have on these aircraft - and my suspicion is that they were 
tri-motored most of the time they were in service." [JMD 23Oct2007] 

Abbreviations 
ATC 
c/n 
Cof A 
CoR 
DBF 
R (date prefix) 
SOR 
SWAC 
TBC 
USAAF 
WFU 
W/O 

Approved Type Certificate 
constructor's number 
Certificate of Airworthiness 
Certificate of Registration 
Destroyed by Fire 
Registered 
Struck Off Register (cancelled) 
Southwestern Aviation Corporation, China 
To Be Confirmed 
United States Army Air Force 
Withdrawn From Use 
Written Off 
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The Development of Commercial Aviation in 
China Feedback : 1 
As explained earlier, this series of articles is based on research from 
a wide range of sources, often incomplete. Firther contributions or 
clarifications are always welcome. 

Feedback on Part 1 (Spring 2007) 
Loening Air Yacht 
Ian Terry has kindly supplied the author with the following comments 
on pages 2007/010 & 011: 
"c/n 231 NC134H was sold as LN-BAW on 26Jun36 and it crashed and 
sank on 03Jul36. (I don't have the location of the crash.) [Kay Hagby 
quotes Olden in Nordfjord and regn eld 05.10.36 - Ed.] 
c/n 234 NC137H was sold in Venezuela. 
c/n 308 NC10239 became NR10239 and was named "Leiv Eiriksson". 

The CofA expired on 16Aug35 and it was registered as LN-BAH on 
18Jul36. This registration was cancelled on 06Dec37 and the aircraft 
was stored until 1960, when it was donated to the Norwegian Technical 
Museum. 
"A Loening was registered N-ABCF prior to the number registrations 
being issued. I also have a note of NC9150 as being a Loening. 
"My notes say that 23 C-2Cs were built and 14 C-2Hs. Of the latter, two 
went to the US Navy as XHL-1 A8275 and A8276. There are 24 C-2Cs 
listed but this could be explained if c/n 210 is only counted as a C-W. 
(I only have it as a C-W.) You have 15 C-2Hs listed, however, I have 
c/n 212 listed as C-2H rather than a C-2C as you have, although it had 
a Hornet engine. This makes 16 C-2Hs and 22 C-2Cs. Confusing! 
Maybe the answer lies with c/ns 217 and 218." 

Author's reply: 
Aerofiles (Loening) does mention 23 C-2C and 14 C-2H "of which 2 to 
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Above: Here represented by NC9159 c/n 221, the Loening C-2C Air 
Yacht amphibian's unmistakable 'Shoehorn' profile shows daylight 
through the large cabin windows which provided a good view of the 
scenery for passengers. A long exhaust pipe carried fumes away above 
the wing, (via Jack Meaden) 

Above: In 1930 Keystone-Loening designed the 6-seat C4C. also with 
a Cyclone engine but raised to the upper wing above a boat-type hull 
with enclosed cabin for crew and passengers. US sources say only two 
were built (Keystone then produced a development as the K-85 with 
eight seats) of which c/n 299 NC10588 and a K-85 c/n 300 NX769W 
are reported to China. This photograph appears to show NX62K, the 
other C4C, c/n 600. (via Jack Meaden) 

USN as XHL-1 (A8275/A8276), and 1 converted from C-2C (NC9703)." 
For each model, Aerofiles lists a number of registrations and then "et 
al", so it is necessary to consult other sources (including Aerofiles Civil 
Regs 1927-1946), which can introduce the possibility of conflicting 
data, even between two different parts of Aerofiles. 
I don't have many of my sources with me in Thailand but I do have 
some notes in an e-mail to co-author Matt Miller dated 4Sep2002: 
"These say that Pan American bought 12 Loening C-2C Air Yachts, 
with first delivery in 1929, but the IDs of only four are listed (Turner, 
p.172), namely NC8042 c/n 210, NC9703 c/n 213, NC9717 c/n 215 and 
NC9784 c/n 223 (2nd hand)." 
Of these registrations, only NC9703 and NC9784 are listed by Aerofiles 
(Loening). Aerofiles (US Reg.) lists NC8042 as a Loening Air Yacht 
(Wasp), whereas NC8040 c/n 212 is listed as a Loening Air Yacht 
(Hornet). A more likely suspect is NC7770 c/n 211, which Aerofiles 
(Loening) lists as an "Air Yacht" (ATC 66) but Aerofiles (US Reg.) lists 
this as a Loening Air Yacht C-2H c/n 211. 

To complicate matters even more, Aerofiles (Loening) says that one C-
1W (ATC 34) was re-powered with a 525hp Wright Cyclone as the pro-
totype C-2C. (No N-number is quoted.) Burnett (Air-Britain, 1979, p.22) 
lists the following C-2-C as exported to China: c/n 203 ex NC5999; 211 
ex NC7770; 223 ex NC9734. 

I have suspected that c/ns 217 & 218 are the missing XHL-1 s but have 
no evidence to support this. Note that NC9782 is listed by Aerofiles (US 
Reg.) as a Fairchild 71 c/n 612. NC9150 is also listed as a Fairchild 71 
c/n 635. 
Page 154 of Civil Aircraft Registers of Venezuela, by Ian P Burnett (Air-
Britain) includes Loening C-2H c/n 234 in the Unknown Aircraft (prior to 
1945) listing. 
Aerofiles (Loening) gives N-ABCF as a Loening Air Yacht [ref. 1922 
Aircraft Year Book]. 
During December 2006, FAA files were ordered for Loening Air Yachts: 
NC5999 (c/n 203), NC7770 (c/n 211), NC9784 (c/n 223), and Keystone 
K-85 Air Yachts NC10588 (c/n 299) and NX769W (c/n 300). So far, the 
FAA has reported that the file for NC5999 has been destroyed. 

The author has made the following notes on the "Big Book" (Air-
Britain's British Civil Aircraft Register 1919-1999, pages 851 and 853): 

G-CARN Loening Amphibian c/n 206, R29.6.28. CofR No.424. Fatal 
crash on island after stalling during local flight from Beaumaris, Ont. on 
9.8.28 & DBR. Cancelled. 
G-CARQ Loening Amphibian c/n 202, R5.7.28. CofR No.440. DBF in 
suspected arson while staked down at Rimouski airport, Que. on 
5.6.30. Cancelled. 
G-CARS Loening Amphibian c/n 204, R29.6.28. CofR No.432. DBF 
after hitting obstruction on ski take-off and fire broke out when engine 
restarted at Quesnel, BC on 16.3.33. Cancelled. 
G-CATM Loening Amphibian c/n 209, R20.8.28. CofR No.488. Stalled 
in turn during landing approach at Thicket Portage, NWT on 25.8.29 & 
DBR. Cancelled. 

These notes are all consistent with the details on page 2007/010 but 
this source is not listed on page 2007/012. Additional information is 
given in the CAHS historical Canadian register. 

Regarding the CNAC Loenings, Clarence Fu has consulted a Chinese 
civil aviation book (Chung Kuo Min Han Da Dow Lan). This says that 
the accident on 8 December 1930 involved Loening No.2 Shanghai, 
which is consistent with page 2007/017 except that the date there is 
given as 9 December 1930. The problem is that Moon Chin's fleet list 
gives the name of #2 as Anch'ing". It has been suggested that the 
name may have been changed after Shanghai was rebuilt but Clarence 
reports that the Chinese text says that CNAC had five Loenings and 
then bought another five, giving a total of ten, which is consistent with 
the number of names. Also DC-2 Kweilin was not renamed when it was 
rebuilt. The only possible fleet number for a tenth Loening would be #13 
but this was either not used (for superstition reason) or was allocated 
to a Stinson. Also, the crash in December 1930 must have involved an 
early Loening, because numbers 14 to 16 were delivered after this 
date. This leaves the author preferring the renaming option. Few things 
are clear in early Chinese aviation. 

WL Bond says in his autobiography: 
"CNAC received two new model Loening amphibians in 1932 that were 
greatly improved over our old models, but they did not have water 
rudders." 

Perhaps these were CNAC #14 & #15, delivered in August 1931. (The 
details in Bond's book are not always accurate.) 

There is a Chinese web page at 
http://cwlam2000hk.sinaman.com/caf22.htm that has a history of the 
Loening C-2H and its use by CNAC. There doesn't seem to be any new 
information. CNAC fleet numbers 2, 4, 5 & 6 are illustrated with '4' 
showing on the bow or nose of the hull and the other numbers on the 
tip of the fin. Names given in translation are Shanghai, Anqing, Bengbu, 
Jiujiang and Wuchang with Chongqing added later. The date of the fatal 
accident of Shanghai is given as 9 December 21, i.e. 1930. These are 
all early models in the list on page 2007/017; there is no mention of the 
later models, #14 to #16. 

John Davis has added the following to this discussion (and also on Part 
2): 
"Back in 1997 Matt Rodina Jr found a document in the PanAm archives 
in the University of Florida in Miami. The document was a listing of air-
craft obtained, and disposed of, by PanAm affiliates. It was prepared on 
7Dec34, and would have been extracted from other source - such as 
an asset register. On take-overs such as those of CNAC, NYRBA and 
SCADTA the info tends to be not as complete as aircraft purchased 
directly. 
"Anyhow, for CNAC, the date of the assets passing to Pan American is 
given as 31Mar33. Aircraft turned over at that date were: 

Loening C-2H: CNAC-1, CNAC-2, CNAC-4, CNAC-5, CNAC-6, CNAC-
14, andCNAC-16; 
Stinson SM-6B [which we know they are not]: CNAC-7, CNAC-8, 
CNAC-9, CNAC-11, and CNAC-12; 
Stearman: No other information. 
"First, apart from the Stearman problem - it was with CNAC at the take-
over, not added to the fleet in Jan35; most of the other info is pretty 
close. The problem with the "Detroiter" model has been discussed pre-
viously, and para 2 on page 2007/052 states five Stinsons. Howsoever, 
the same para states "five Loenings", but Pan Am states seven. 
"Secondly, the same documents give the addition of the two S-38s 
shipped to CNAC (NC16V & NC17V) as being bought on 8May33 -
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which ties in nicely with the delivery dates. 

"Finally, PanAm bought a Curtiss Falcon on 6May32, and it was sent to 
CNAC prior to 7Dec34, and was still in service as of that date. No iden-
tity is quoted, and it does not show on your pre-war CNAC listing." [JMD 
1Sep07] 

Feedback on Part 2 (Summer 2007) 
Typing error (page 2007/070): 
De Havilland DH89A Dragon Rapide, note 4: 
read "air ambulances". 

'are ambulances" should 

"Allison ... returned to the United States in January 1936 to test a new 
single engine amphibian to replace the increasingly obsolete and inad-
equate Loenings. I took over Operations while he was gone. During his 
absence, CNAC got its first multiengine planes: two trimotored Fords 
from Pan Am. (The Douglas Dolphin twin-engine flying boats were the 
property of Pan Am.) The Ford was put on the Shanghai - Hankow 
route, and was able to fly from Shanghai to Hankow with a single stop 
at Nanking. Early in 1935, CNAC received its first DC-2, at that time the 
most efficient plane in transport service. It was an immediate success 
on the Shanghai - Peking route." [Bond pp.114, 115] 

Re Lockheed Lodestars (page 2007/073), Peter Marson has con-
firmed from documents and correspondence between LAC and the US 
Army Air Force that Lodestars c/n 18-2084 and 2085 were originally 
earmarked for "Pan American China" in 1940. [PM 16Jun07] 

Consolidated Commodore 
The following is an extract, provided by Ian Johnson, from W L Bond's 
biography that describes CNAC's purchase of two Consolidated 
Commodores from Pan American Airways (page 2007/070): 

"Bixby had told me that Pan Am had two Commodore flying boats 
which they had shipped to Manila and were still in their crates. The 
asking price was thirty thousand dollars U.S. each, f.o.b. Manila. Pan 
Am guaranteed them to be in sound condition, and any sale was 
subject to flight tests. Pan Am had hoped to use the aircraft on an inter-
island service in the Philippines, but they were never able to obtain per-
mission to operate such a service, and the planes had never been 
uncrated. They had originally been used along the coast and on the 
rivers of Brazil. Although they were obsolete and consumed too much 
gas, they were in excellent shape and still useful. They would be ideal 
for the evacuation of Hankow when the time came. Airfields could be 
put out of service by bombs, but a river landing strip could not. 

"I talked to Colonel Lem about the flying boats, and he was interested. 
We flew to Manila, where Bixby met us. The two Commodores were 
sold to CNAC for twenty-nine thousand dollars U.S., delivered to Hong 
Kong. The cost of shipping the planes from the Philippines to Hong 
Kong was over four thousand dollars U.S., so Colonel Lem was a good 
buyer. Bix was a good salesman, too, as there was no other market for 
them at that time. The planes were assembled in Hong Kong and 
quickly put into service. They more than earned their cost, particularly 
during the evacuation of Hankow about a year later." [Bond p. 161] 

Curtiss Condor 
Lennart Andersson has found a photograph that shows the bombed 
and burnt tail of Eurasia's Junkers Ju 52/3m and an undamaged Curtiss 
Condor, obviously taken at Kai Tak after the Japanese attack on 8 
December 1941. (See also photo on p.2007/-69) The Condor still has 
its American registration, NC12383, under its lower wing. [LA 3Jun07] 

This would make it c/n 40 and probably fleet number F3. The surviving 
Condor was captured and used by the Japanese. This evidence also 
strengthens the argument against the reported 'NX' registrations. 

Gregory Crouch has added the following on this Condor's failed attempt 
to escape from Hong Kong: 

"It was dead-lined for maintenance, and was not destroyed on the flight 
line with the rest of the Condors CNAC and Eurasia had leased from 
the Ministry of Finance in the initial air raid. 

"CNAC mechanics gang-tackled the repairs after the air raid. It was 
crucial to get it working because CNAC only had two spare G103A 
engines for its DC-3, and the Condor was the only plane that could fly 
them out. (G103As being too big to fit through the passenger doors of 
DC-2s or DC-3s.) 

"The mechanics did the best they could, and CNAC pilot Emil Scott 
tried to fly it out on the night of December 9. After take-off the problems 

Above: As a number of readers have pointed out, the photo on 
p2007/055 of a DC-2 in Chinese markings is not of a CNAC aircraft but 
an unidentified example painted up for the film "Lost Horizon". See 
below for further discussion concerning its possible identity. 
(Ian D Johnson collection) 

resurfaced, and Scotty returned to Kai Tak just in time to be flown out 
aboard the last flight out of Hong Kong ... - a DC-2 piloted by Moon 
Chin with William Bond on board. 
"So the Japanese got that Condor - and the two G103As." [GC 3Jun07] 

Gregory has also made the following contribution to the Curtiss-Wright 
T-32 Condor page on the CNAC web site: 
(www.cnac.org/aircraft17.htm): 

"They were actually owned by the Chinese Ministry of Finance (HH 
Kung), and leased by CNAC to run the Namyung (a.k.a. Namyang or 
Namshuing) freight service to Hong Kong. I think for $2,000 per month. 

"Five were purchased, but only three were ever put into service by 
CNAC. The other two were given to Eurasia, but never flown. They had 
F-numbers. I think CNAC used F-2, F-3, and F-5. The first two arrived 
December 1940. 

"All three of the Condors leased by CNAC went out of service with 
simultaneous bangs at about 8 a.m. on December 8, 1941, on the flight 
line in front of the Kai Tak hangar." 

In fact this is not consistent with later information about F-3 given 
above. 

Bond (page 293) says "all of our Condors destroyed" but we know that 
this was not so. The purchase of the Condors is described on pages 
213-214 and their delivery and use on pages 224-227. 

Douglas DC-2 
Matt Miller sent the following message to AB-IX on 29 July 2007: 

"A photo is shown at the top of page 2007/055 of... Archive of a DC-2 
in Chinese markings. The caption states this is a CNAC DC-2. This is 
an oft-repeated error. This is NOT a Chinese DC-2. It is in fact an air-
plane in Chinese markings for the 1937 Frank Capra film "Lost 
Horizon". Filming was during 1935 and 1936. As a brief summary of the 
plot, the DC-2 was flying refugees from a potential war zone when it 
was hijacked. It "force landed" near Shangri-La; I noted a depiction of 
this at one web site, obviously a model. Clarence Fu gives a translation 
of the markings on the DC-2 as "Long live General Cheng". 

"I have a better quality photograph that I obtained from Harry Gann 
many years ago. The outline of KLM markings can clearly be seen. The 
photo is Douglas #8174 and is dated 6-29-35, i.e. 29 June 1935. This 
could either be the date the photo was taken or the date it was filed. 
Unfortunately the Chinese markings partially obscure the identity of the 
DC-2, and hence the question. Does anyone know which DC-2 was 
used for the film? 

"From a date point of view, one of the three KNILM DC-2s PK-AFJ/AFK 
or AFL appears suitable but the titles on the fuselage appear more con-
sistent with KLM. However, the new DC-3 book shows most were deliv-
ered a month or two earlier than June. 

"Any ideas would be appreciated." [MM 29Jul07] 

Ford Tri-Motor 
The FAA file for 5-AT-D NC-15551 c/n 101 (ex NS-1) has been 
received. This aircraft was purchased by Pan American Aviation Supply 
Corporation on 26 July 1935 for export to China. The aircraft was 
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reconditioned in the shops of Pan American Airways, Inc. at 
Brownsville, Texas and ferried from Brownsville to Los Angeles. The 
aircraft was then damaged at Clover Field, Santa Monica, California on 
13 August 1935. Damage was described as: "Nose of fuselage almost 
completely sheared off aft of pilot's seat; upper longerons buckled at 
rear spar joint; left wing damaged, estimated 20%". The license was 
cancelled on 19 August 1935 as "Application not submitted." The air-
craft title was transferred to China National Aviation Corporation, a 
Chinese company at 507 Dollar Building, 51 Canton Road, Shanghai, 
China, on 23 October 1935 and the registration was cancelled again on 25 
October 1935, as the aircraft was then owned by a foreign corporation. 

Sikorsky S-38 
"Two S-38s and pilots George Rummel and Robert Gast, co-pilot and 
radio operators Hugh L Woods and William Ehmer, chief mechanic 
Zigmund Soldinsky, radio engineer Ivan Carlson, and airport manager 
Paul Groeger sailed on the liner Gertrude Maersk from Savannah, 
Georgia in late May 1933. 

"The Gertrude Maersk arrived at Shanghai on June 28, 1933, and the 
planes and their equipment were quickly unloaded and assembled at 
CNAC's base at Lunghwa on the Whangpo River. The first plane was 
test flown by Grooch on July 3." [Bond p.84] 

"Not long after Rummel's accident there was another crash in which 
CNAC found itself deeply involved, even though the airplane was not 
one of ours or even Pan Am's. The plane, an S-38, belonged to the 
Chinese government. Flown to Lunghwa Airport the day before and left 
there in CNAC's care, it was to be flown the next day to a new Chinese 
flying school at Hangchow. This new school was modern and fully 
equipped for training mechanics as well as pilots. The plane was to be 
flown by one of the school's instructors, Christy Mathewson." 

"The plane had been flown to Lunghwa with a full load of eight pas-
sengers, but not by Christy, and the stabilizer trim was adjusted accord-
ingly. When he took the plane out the next morning, Christy had no pas-
sengers, and his bride of three weeks was in the copilot's seat. He got 
off nicely, but as soon as the plane was in the air the tail began to rise 
and the nose went down. The plane returned to the water and touched 
down again lightly, but with considerable speed, as both the engines 
were wide open for takeoff. This happened three times and apparently 
Christy thought he was flying with too light a touch, so he pulled back 
harder on the wheel and got the plane up about thirty feet, still at "all-
out" full power and increasing speed. 

"The stabilizer trim control wheel was within easy reach of Christy's 
right hand. A quick turn of the wheel and the plane would have levelled 
off. But Christy was inexperienced with such planes. The plane landed 
at terrific speed, the bottom split, and there was a cloud of spray that 
hid everything. When the spray cleared, we could see what was left of 
the plane, a horrible wreck on the edge of the river near a cement 
factory." [Bond pp.91, 92] 

This may be S-38B c/n 314-9 ex NC-5V or 415-5 ex NC-307N. 

"Dr T V Soong also had an S-38 plane which was occasionally flown by 
one of CNAC's pilots, Capt. Cecil G Sellers." [Bond p.94] 

This is presumably the other one of these two non-CNAC aircraft. (See 
page 2007/073.) 

"Shortly after the two S-38 accidents, Bixby decided to return to New 
York, ... Before he left, however, he arranged for an additional S-38 to 
be shipped to China." [Bond p.97] 

Stearman 
John Davis has the following additional comment on the CNAC 
Stearman: 

"I have convinced myself that this aircraft (CNAC # 20) was not a 
Cloudboy - the quoted payload is almost double that of the Model 6. As 
PanAm's acquisition date was 31Mar33 we know it was transferred 
from CNAC/Curtiss when PanAm bought out those interests. 
Unfortunately PanAm seems to have received little information on the 
aircraft covered by the deal. 

"I suspect that it was probably a Model C-3R Business Speedster, 
could have even been the prototype, c/n 5001, for which I have no fate. 
If a photo ever shows up - then we can probably identify it for good." 
[JMD 30Aug07] 

The original report came from and Lennart Andersson: 
"CNAC obtained a Stearman in January 1935 [sic] and named it 
Lunghwa". Unfortunately the exact model is not known. It seems to 

have been a three-seater, but some sources describe it as a two-seater 
trainer with 200 hp (possibly Wright J-6-5) engine. My guess is a 
Cloudboy or a Junior Speedmail. In 1940 it was donated to the Central 
University." [LA 10Mar03] 

Data on page 2007/057 shows the Stearman having 2 seats and a 208 
kg (458 lb) payload. The C-3R Business Speedster had a 225 hp 
Wright J6-7 and a payload of 403 pounds. Various models were known 
as the "Junior Speedmail" (4C, C-4A, 4-D, 4-E) but these all have 
bigger payloads and more powerful engines. "Stearman Aircraft. A 
detailed history" includes production lists for these early Stearman but 
there is no indication of an aircraft sold to China, except for three Model 
LT-1s. Some other exports are identified but perhaps these production 
lists give mainly the initial owners and identities with not all of them 
showing fates. This mystery continues. 

Vultee V-1A 
John Wegg has kindly supplied the following additional information to 
pages 2007/076-077: 
"Manufacturing dates (where exact dates were recorded, from a 1938 
report) 
No.1 13Feb33 
No. 10 20Sep34 
No. 12 13Nov34 
No. 15 "02Feb34" (should probably be 02Feb35) 
No. 23 28Jan36 
No. 24 20Dec36 
No. 25 14Dec36 
No. 26 07Jan37 
No. 27 Jul36. 
"Re No. 26, the following additional information is now available: 
Licence application: 21Dec36 
Sold to Vimalert Dec36 
Not crated in time to beat embargo, Bill of Sale dated 16Mar37." 

Feedback on Part 3 (Autumn 2007) 
Lennart Andersson has written in with some corrections to the captions. 
He says that the picture on page 2007/121 is of Junkers W 33 
EURASIA VII, not Junkers F 13 EURASIA III as indicated. Also, he says 
that the picture on page 2007/126 is of Junkers W 34hi EURASIA III 
(4th) c/n 2763, not EURASIA II (2nd) as indicated. 

Similar comments have been received from Grahame Clark, who has 
translated the Chinese characters: 

"The photo on page 2007/121 shows clearly in Chinese characters that 
the aircraft is Eurasia 7, not Eurasia 3. The photograph on page 
2007/126 shows Eurasia 3 in Chinese characters - very clear on tip of 
starboard wing. The photograph on 2007/128 of the Ju 52 shows 
Eurasia 15 in Chinese under the starboard wing (not 25). Both the 
lower photos on 2007/129 show Eurasia 18 in Chinese characters on 
the fuselage and under the starboard wing in the upper of the two 
photos. The drawing on 2007/132 also depicts this aircraft on top of 
starboard wing." 

An explanation should be given on the source of some material used in 
the article on Hamiata (pages 2007/138-140). The lead author had 
invited Lennart Andersson to co-author the article on Eurasia but this 
invitation was turned down on the grounds that Mr Andersson was 
preparing a book on aviation in China and did not want to prejudice his 
book. Nevertheless, the authors used material that had been con-
tributed to the China Project group by various members, including Mr 
Andersson, within the initial draft of this article, which unfortunately was 
then not revised as much as initially intended. Mr Andersson advises us 
that his book, "A History of Chinese Aviation. Encyclopaedia of Aircraft 
and Aviation in China until 1949", will probably be sent for printing in 
late October 2007. We look forward to publication of this important con-
tribution to this subject. (This is not the only book in preparation by 
members of the China History Research Group.) We hope to cover any 
gems missing from these articles in future Feedback articles. 
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PART 105 

Right: Too late for inclusion in the 
last issue, we now have a photo 
(from a slide) showing BMA 
Viscount G-AODG in the hangar at 
Castle Donnington (now East 
Midlands) after it broke in two on 
landing there in a blizzard, 20.2.69. 
(Maurice Butler) 

As usual 
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21.9.69 
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we list below the identities of the aircraft involved in the accidents listed last time. 
Japan Air Lines Convair 880-22M-3 JA8028 c/n 22-00-49M crashed at 16.02 during a simulated engine failure on take-off at the airline's 
flight training centre, Grant County Airport, Moses Lake, Washington. Power was reduced on no.4 engine but the aircraft yawed to the 
right, the wing and no.4 engine struck the runway and the Convair crashed and caught fire. Instructor Capt Kazhiko Suda and the flight 
engineer survived, but the three trainees were killed. 
Royal Nepal Airlines DC-3 9N-AAP c/n 42956, hit a tree on a cloud-covered ridge at 7,300 feet, near Hitauda 10 miles from Simra, on a 
flight from Katmandu to Simra. All 4 crew, 31 passengers killed. (9N-AAO has been quoted but this was w/o on 12.6.69.) 
Aerolineas Argentinas HS 748 LV-IEV c/n 1558 approached Bahia Blanca in below minimum conditions. The pilot reported the runway in 
sight, but then lost sight of it and touched down 25 metres short and 200 metres right of the runway. Four crew, 35 passengers, no fatal-
ities. Date was 15.7.69. 
Pacific Western L-382B Hercules CF-PWO c/n 4197, carrying a cargo of machinery, landed in mist at Caycaya, Peru. The starboard wing 
struck the ground and broke off, no injuries to any occupants. Pilot error blamed but also the lack of specialised ATC personnel at this 
airport which at the time had only temporary navigation and landing aids in operation. 
Air Djibouti DC-3 F-OCKT c/n 4495 operating Tadjoura to Djibouti service hit a flock of cranes at 300 feet causing blockage of carburet-
tor air intakes, lost power on both engines and ditched 9 miles west of Djibouti in sea off Khor Ambadu. All four on board (two crew and 
two passengers) rescued with slight injuries. 
Air Algerie Caravelle 6N 7T-VAK c/n 073 crashed in a forced-landing c00.30 GMT near Ain Naga, 26 miles from Biskra, Algeria after an 
electrical short caused a cabin fire. Three of seven crew and all 30 passengers killed. Capt Goffinet and copilot survived. Aircraft was on 
a regular charter flight from Paris to Hassi Massaoud. 
TWA cargo Boeing 707 N787TW c/n 18712 (fleet no. 5787) on training flight was making a simulated three engine approach to the Atlantic 
City Training Center of NAFEC, Pomona, NJ at 12.33 EST when all hydraulic pumps shut down. This was caused by loss of hydraulic 
fluid as a result of fatigue failure in a spoiler actuator. Had power been retored to no.4 engine the flaps and undercarriage could have been 
raised, but control was lost in the attempted overshoot and the Boeing hit the ground right wing and nose down. Capt Donald Sklarin, 3 
other captains and a flight engineer were killed. 
Alitalia Caravelle VIN l-DABF c/n 179 "Mizar" landed long and fast at Marseilles Airport from Rome, the tail parachute failed and the 
Caravelle overran into the Etang de Berre. The 8 (7) crew and 37 passengers survived, 2 crew and 2 pasengers being injured. The air-
craft was recovered on 8.8.69 and sold for scrap. 
Cambrian Airways Viscount 701 G-AMON c/n 27 inbound from Gerona, landed long, overran on wet runway at Glamorgan (Rhoose) 
Airport due to aquaplaning and hit the boundary fence at 07.20 GMT. Capt Ken Thomas, 3 crew and 62 pasengers unhurt. The Viscount 
suffered very little damage and later returned to service. 
Aeroflot llyushin 11-18 (unidentified) with 112 crew and passengers on board crash landed and caught fire at Moscow-Vnukovo Airport on 
arrival from Sochi at 2030 hrs local time. Reports vary between undercarriage failure and wheels-up landing following engine fire. The air-
craft was destroyed and 16 of the occupants were killed. 
Air France Caravelle F-BHRY c/n 61 "Touraine", lost speed after take-off at Marseilles Airport in a storm and belly-landed on the runway 
with undercarriage retracted, coming to a halt 150 m beyond the end of the runway. Six crew, 87 passengers (plus one baby) unhurt. 
Allegheny Airlines DC-9-31 N988VJ c/n 47211 in a descent to Weir Cook Municipal Airport, Indianapolis, at 3,550 feet was struck at 15.29 
EDT by PA-28-140 Cherokee N7374J c/n 28-24730, owned by the Forth Corp. on a student cross-country flight from McCordsville to 
Columbus, IN. Capt James M. Elrod, 3 crew and 78 passengers in the DC-9 and student pilot Robert W Carey were killed. Collision 
occurred near Fairland, IN (or Shelbyville, IN?). Pilots were shielded from each other by localised cloud in VFR conditions and inadequate 
VFR separation in a terminal area with mixed VFR/IFR traffic was blamed for the collision. 
Phillipine Airlines BAC 1-11 PI-C1131 c/n 092 inbound from Mactan Is, crashed into a 760 ft hill at Antipolo, 15 miles east of Manilla on 
approach in cloud. Some approach aids had been lost due to a power failure. Capt Alberto Naval, three of the other 4 crew and 41 of 42 
passengers killed. Although there was much discussion of a "mystery package" handed to a passenger just before take-off, initial suspi-
cions of sabotage were ruled out. 
USAF F-4E Phantom 67-393 hit the starboard wing of Air Vietnam DC-4 XV-NUG c/n 10860 on approach to Da Nang Airport due to mis-
understood landing instructions by the DC-4. The Phantom had been cleared to land on 17R but the DC-4 crew thought that this was their 
instruction instead of the intended 17L. The DC-4 lost six feet of its right wing and Capt Chen Yi lost control as the aircraft crashed in a 
field at 16.07 local time, killing 2 workers on the ground. All 75 on the DC-4 were killed, but a 12-year-old boy survived. The F-4 naviga-
tor, Maj Cornelius A. Thomas ejected but Capt David Mellish made a safe landing. 
Mexicana Boeing 727-64 XA-SEJ c/n 19255 on a scheduled flight from Chicago to Mexico City suddenly lost height and undershot on ILS 
approach, touched down a mile from the runway, hit an embankment and broke up at 17.20 local time. Capt Roberto Urias and 4 of seven 
crew and 22 of 111 pasengers killed. No explanation was found, as the Flight Data Recorder had been incorrectly installed and the Cockpit 
Voice Recorder removed and not replaced. 
Lloyd Aereo Boliviano DC-6B CP-698 c/n 43273, crashed c15.10 at Flight Level 155 on Mt Choquetanga in the Andes en route from 
Cochabamba to La Paz. Capt Teddy Scott Villa, 4 crew and 69 passengers (including 16 members of a leading Bolivian football team) 
were killed. The wreckage was not located until 28.9.69. 
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Left: Cambrian Airways 
Viscount 701 G-AMON 
was relatively unscathed 
as a result of its accident 
at Rhoose on 20.8.69 and 
was soon returned to 
service. It is seen here 
approaching the domes-
tic pier at Manchester 
(Ringway) Airport on 
25.7.71. (D Partington) 

7.10.69 Malev Tupolev Tu-134 HA-LBC c/n 8350605 suffered starboard undercarriage failure on touch down at Schiphol and a minor fire broke 
out in the wingtip with contact with the runway. Hydraulic valve in the landing gear system had been incorrectly set. Capt Iwan Mezaros, 
five crew and 47 passengers were unharmed. 

21.10.69 All Nippon YS-11A JA8708 c/n 2085 from Kagoshima landed long at Miyazaki at 14.19 local time, hydroplaned and overran onto the Yae 
River bank. Capt Seishi Oda, 3 crew and 47 passengers survived, The two pilots and 5 passengers were seriously injured. The date of 
this accident was 20.10.69. 

20.11.69 WAAC (Nigeria) Vickers VC-10 5N-ABD c/n 804, ex G-ARVA, crashed into forest c08.30 local time, 8 miles from Lagos (Ikeja) Airport, 
possibly due to insufficient monitoring of equipment, the aircraft having descended too low without visual contact with the ground. Capt 
Val Moore, 10 crew and 76 passengers killed. The VC-10, which had been bought six weeks earlier, broke up with the impact and was 
destroyed by fire. 

1.12.69 Pan American Boeing 707-321 N892PA, "Clipper Good Hope" c/n 18716 hit a flock of seagulls during take-off run at Sydney - Kingsford-
Smith Airport, lost power on two engines, aborted the take-off but overran the runway, struck sections of approach lighting, lost its nose 
and port landing gear and finally stopped 200 feet from the Alexandra Canal at 17.55 local time. Capt Wayne E. Pousen, 10 crew and 125 
passengers unhurt, but 2 passengers taken to hospital suffering from shock. 

3.12.69 Air France Boeing 707-328B F-BHSZ c/n 18459 "Chateau de Kerjean" departed Caracas for Guadeloupe, Lisbon and Paris but after 3 
minutes radioed that it had lost control at 3000 feet after take-off at 07.03 local time. The aircraft nose-dived into the sea five miles off-
shore, at a depth of 160 ft, and Capt Rivalant, 10 crew and 51 passengers (of whom 10 were returning crew) were killed. Date is also 
quoted as A 12.69, but Lloyd's reports consistently use "last night" and "late on Wednesday" (ie 3rd) in describing the circumstances, with 
conflicting evidence. The dive is said to have been witnessed which implies daylight. There are no reports to the UK dated 3rd but in a 
report from Caracas by 09.00 GMT on the 4th the rescue teams 'had worked through the night' and recovered 15 bodies and much debris. 
Local papers must hold the clue? 

8.12.69 Olympic Airways DC-6B SX-DAE c/n 45540, on route Hania (Crete) to Athens, crashed at 20.46 on slopes of Mt Pan, at Keratea., off 
course and below minimum safe altitude during approach, possibly due to a downdraught in heavy rain when the captain radioed that he 
was losing height. Five crew and 85 passengers were killed. 

13.12.69 Boeing 747 N732PA c/n 44874 Pan Am "Clipper Blackhawk" hit embankment 20 ft short of the runway at Renton on a ferry flight from 
Boeing Field, Seattle, no casualties. A Boeing spokesman announced "The incident proved the durability and safety characteristics built 
into the airplane for landing under emergency conditions". The official report blamed pilot error in a visual approach to a relatively short 
runway. The 747's right wing, right landing gear and nos.3 and 4 engines were all damaged. 

22.12.69 Air Vietnam DC-6B B-2005 (c/n 44694) leased from Far Eastern Air Transport was in descent to Nha Trang airport when a bomb in the 
port cabin washroom blew a hole in the fuselage, damaging the hydraulic system and injuring the captain. The undercarriage was lowered 
by gravity and the DC-6B touched down without flaps on the runway threshold at 13.00 local time, but became airborne when reverse 
thrust was applied and did not work. Although the throttles were then closed, the DC-6B overran the runway and hit a pylon and buildings, 
possibly including a school. Casualty reports vary considerably, but it seems that the seven crew and 60 of the 70 passengers survived 
but 24 on the ground were killed. 

With thanks for the above to Noel Collier, Tom Long, Peter Quade, Terry Smith, Vic Smith and John Withers. 
Now for a new batch of casualties to be identified all details of which will be revealed next time: 

Spantax airliner crashed on take-off from Arlanda, Stockholm when departing on 3-engined technical ferry flight to Zurich for repairs. 
Texas International Airways aircraft hit tree and telegraph poles on approach to Harlingen Airpark in fog. The landing was aborted and the 
aircraft flew on to Houston where it landed safely. 
An aircraft of Polynesian Airlines crashed into a lagoon and exploded half a mile from Faleolo Airport, Apia, after take-off for Pago Pago. 
Faucett reported an aircraft missing on flight from Trujillo to Juanjui, Peru. Wreckage found next day on Mount Pumacona. 
Light aircraft piloted by Max Conrad crashed after take-off from the South Pole for a flight to Chile. 
Airliner of Royal Nepal Airlines crashed short of runway in a thunderstorm while attempting to land at Palam Airport, Delhi. 
Airliner operated privately by Revolutionary Institutional Party carrying journalists covering Mexican Presidential election campaign, 
crashed on hillside on approach to Poza Rica airport near Veracruz. 
Bolivian-registered cargo aircraft written-off during attempted forced-landing on summit of 12,000 ft mountain in Peru. 
Aerolineas Argentinas turboprop missing eight minutes after take-off from Asuncion for Buenos Aires in electrical storm conditions. 
United Arab Airlines aircraft failed to gain height on take off at Munich-Riem and crashed beyond the end of the runway. 
Aircraft of Dominicana crashed into Caribbean Sea shortly after take-off from Santo Domingo for San Juan with 102 on board. 
Swissair aircraft crashed near Wuerenlingen after take-off from Zurich for Tel Aviv and following explosion and smake on board. (On the 
same day an Austrian Airlines aircraft suffered an explosion on board after take-off from Frankfurt for Vienna and Israel but managed to 
return to Frankfurt safely. Air freight and mail for Israel banned by European airlines the following day. 
Aircraft of Bavaria-Flug reported engine fire and crashed on approach to Samedan airport for emergency landing, killing 12 on board. 
Brazilian airliner of Paraense Transportes Aereos crashed into Guajara Bay while on approach to Belem airport in a rainstorm. 
DETA Mozambique airliner on training flight crashed near Lourenco Marques airport killing the thtree crew. 
Airliner of Royal Air Maroc on Agadir-Casablanca-Paris service crashed and burned on approach to Casablanca-Nouasseur airport. 
Scandinavian Airlines aircraft caught fire on ground while taxying at Rome-Fiumicino airport, all 75 occupants evavuated. 
Philippine Airlines aircraft crashed 65 miles northeast of Manila following mid-air explosion. 
Aircraft of Trans-Australia Airlines en route Goroka to Lae, crashed near Kainantu in western highlands of New Guinea. 

To be continued.... 
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